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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Engineered Alternatives Task Force (EATF) was established by the United States
Department of Energy (DOE) WIPP Project Office (WPO) In September, 1989 (Hunt, A., 1990),
to evaluate the relative effectiveness and feasibility of Implementation of selected design
enhancements (referred to as "engineered aternatives) for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP). These enhancements consist of modifications to existing waste forms and/or the
WIPP facility, and other design variations such as passive marker systems. The purpose of
this report Is to summarize the methodologies and results of evaluation of the effectiveness
of selected engineered alternatives relative to the existing repository design, and to discuss
the feasibility of Implementing these alternatives with respect to availability of technology, cost,
schedule, and regulatory concems.

Preliminary analyses of the long-term performance of the WIPP disposal system performed by
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) (referred to as performance assessment") have Identified
two potential problems in demonstrating compliance with the applicable regulation 40 CFR
Part 191 (EPA, 1985) that governs the disposal of transuranic radioactive waste. The first
potential problem relates to gas generation. Lappin et al. (1989) discuss the possibility that
up to 1,500 moles of gas can be generated per drum (or drum equivalent) of waste from
anoxic corrosion, microbial degradation, and radiolysis, at rates that may be as high as 2.55
moles/drum/year. Although processes exist to dissipate excess gas pressure, these processes
are currently believed to be slow relative to the current estimates of gas generation rates,

K> resulting In gas pressures in storage rooms that may temporarily exceed lithostatic pressure.
The consequences of exceeding ithostatic pressure are currently being evaluated by SNL
(Lappin et al., 1989). Unless these evaluations demonstrate that either excess pressures will
not occur, or that excess pressures will not degrade the performance of the disposal system,
some type of waste form or facility modification may be required to either eliminate gas
generation or reduce the rate of gas generation. For example, If the organics In the waste
are Incinerated and vitrified, then microbial gas generation can be eliminated.

A second potential problem in demonstrating compliance with 40 CFR Part 191 relates to the
consequences predicted from future Inadvertent human Intrusion events. Preliminary
evaluations of compliance with the containment requirement of 40 CFR Part 191 performed
by SNL suggest that some of the current waste forms (under current Interpretations of human
Intrusion provisions) may eventually be found to be unacceptable for disposal at the WIPP
(Marietta et al., 1989). This may be due to uncertainties In key performance parameters of
the waste forms. Key parameters that control the release of radionuclides during human
Intrusion scenarios are permeability of the waste storage rooms, radionuclide solubilities, and
the availability of brine. Permeability of the storage rooms can be effectively reduced by the
use of a grout backfill and/or shredding and cementation of the waste. Solubilities can be
reduced by the use of grout backfill or the addition of lime to raise the pH of any brine that
may come In contact with the waste.
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The primary goal of the EATF is to develop and evaluate engineered alternatives that can
mitigate the effects of, or eliminate, potential problems associated with the performance of the
WIPP repository. The efforts of the EATF can be subdivided Into two activities:

* Design analysis of the relative effectiveness of engineered alternatives
* Evaluation of the feasibility of Implementing engineered alternatives.

The ongoing performance assessment studies by SNL Involve the development and use of
large complex probabilistic computer models. These models predict the cumulative release
of radionucildes to the environment over 10,000 years. In contrast, the EATF analyses, which
have been performed In parallel with the performance assessment analyses, utilize a model
that calculates Improvements offered by the engineered alternatives relative to the baseline
design. Because performance Is calculated relative to the baseline design, less complex codes
can be used that do not Incorporate all of the detail of the rigorous performance assessment
models. With this approach, the EATF can quickly evaluate and screen a large number of
alternatives In a relatively short time, that would not be feasible with complex probabilistic
models. Aternatives which have been Identified as beneficial by the EATF will then be
evaluated by SNL using the performance assessment methodology. The EATF design analysis
Includes engineered alternatives that eliminate any adverse consequences of excess gas
pressure In the storage room, and reduce the releases of radlonucildes during human Intrusion
scenarios, should that be necessary.

As a first step In accomplishing the objectives of the EATF, a panel of experts, the Engineered
Alternatives Multidisciplinary Panel (EAMP), was assembled. The EAMP identified and
qualitatively ranked the effectiveness and feasibility of potential alternatives that address issues
related to gas generation and human Intrusion (Appendix A). Based on the ranking by the
EAMP, the EATF recommended Initial waste forms and backfill modifications for inclusion in
the WIPP Experimental Test Program (DOE, 1990b).

The EATF has also selected various combinations of alternatives based on nine of the fifteen
waste forms and three backfill modifications recommended for the WIPP Experimental Test
Program (DOE, 1990b), and analyzed their relative effectiveness for enhancing the
performance of the repository by using a design analysis model. In addition to the design
analysis of engineered alternatives, the EATF has evaluated the feasibility of implementing
these alternatives on the basis of status of development of technology, regulatory Issues, cost,
schedule, facility locations, and health and safety risks. The EATF also made an appraisal
of optimal locations for waste processing facilities based on a comparative risk assessment
of engineered alternatives. The discussion presented In this report is limited to Contact
Handled-Transuranic (CH-TRU) waste because it constitutes a vast majority (-97 percent) of
the overall TRU waste inventory (DOE, 1988c).
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DESCRIPTION OF ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES

Analyses of the baseline design and 14 alternative designs were performed for undisturbed
conditions, and for three human Intrusion events that are described'later. It should be noted
that these 14 alternatives were selected to simulate a broad range of Improvement in
performance by different combinations of treatment of the major waste forms (i.e., sludges,
solid organics, and solid Inorganics), and by modifications to backfill material or the current
facility design at the WIPP. Thus, these 14 combinations are merely a representation of the
total spectrum of available altematives, and do not imply that the final selection of an
alternative will be limited to these 14 exact combinations. The baseline design and engineered
alternatives that were analyzed are listed In Table ES-1 and described as follows:

Baseline Design: Sludges, solid organics, and solid norganlcs are disposed of in
their as-receivedn (current treatment at the generator sites) state with a crushed salt
backfill.

Alternative 1: Sludges are In their as-received state; solid organics and solid
Inorganics are shredded and cemented, and a crushed salt backfill Is used.

Atemative 2: Same as Alternative 1, except the sludges are cemented.

Atemative 3: Sludges are cemented; solid organics and solid norganics are
shredded and cemented. A grout backfill Is used.

Altemative 4: Sludges are cemented; solid organics are Incinerated and the resulting
ash cemented; and solid Inorganics are shredded and cemented. A crushed salt
backfill Is used.

Altemative 5: Same as Altemative 4, but with grout backfill.

Altemative 6: Sludges are vitrified; solid organics are Incinerated and vitrified;
glasses are melted; and metals are separated out, melted, and disposed of as
Ingots. A salt backfill Is used.

Altemative 7: Same as Altemative 6, but with a grout backfill.

Alternative 8: Same as Altemative 6, except it Is assumed that metals are melted,
and the radionuclides partition Into a slag phase. The molten metal Is drawn off
from the melter and cast as Ingots which are disposed of as low-level waste.
Metals are thus; removed from the Inventory as low-level waste, but the
contamination associated with the metals takes the form of a glass slag that Is
disposed of at the WIPP. Steel drums are replaced with some non-corroding
material In Altematives 8 and 9 so that both anoxic corrosion and microbial gas
generation processes are essentially eliminated.
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TABLE ES-1

ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES EVALUATED BY THE EATF RELATIVE TO THE BASELINE CASE

ALTERNATIVE # SLUDGES

BASELINE

ALTERNATIVE I

ALTERNATIVE 2

ALTERNATIVE a

ALTERNATIVE 4

ALTERNATIVE 5

ALTERNATIVE 6

m ALTERNATIVE 7

2 ALTERNATIVE 8

ALTERNATIVE 9

ALTERNATIVE 10

As received

As received

Cement

Cement

Cement

Cement

Vitrify

Vitrify

Vitrify

Vitrify

As received

SOLID
ORGANICS

As received

Shred/Cement

ShredCament

ShredlCement

IncnlCement

InchIJCement

InchiJVitify

IncInJVitrify

InchlnViWy

IncnNituify

As received:
Les Metals

Supercompact

SOLID
INORGANICS

As received

Shted/Cement

Shed/Camant

Shred/Cement

ShredlCement

Shred/Cement

Melt metals'

Mek metals'

Melt metals"

Melt metals"

Decontaminate
Metals'"

Supercompact

BACKFILL

Sat

Salt

Salt

Cement Grout

Salt

Cement grout

Sat

Cement grout

Sat

Cement grout

None

Sat

WASTE
CONTAINER

As received

As received

As eceived

As received

As received

As received

As received

As received

Non-errous

Nonlferrous

Non-ferrous/

Rectanguler

As received

WASTE
MANAGEMENT

As designed

As dOnd

As designed

As degt

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

Minimize sce
around waste

Single layer
2000 dnums

Single layer:
2000 drums

Minimize space
around waste

Compartmentalize
waste, 2000
drums pat room

FACILITY
DESIGN

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

New dimensions:
10x31x18

New dimensions:
6x33x300

New dimensions:
6x33 x300

New dimensions:
10x31x188

Salt dikes:
Waste Separation

8
-u

-U

3o

z
.P
C_

'a
I0

ALTERNATIVE 11 As received

ALTERNATIVE 12 As received

ALTERNATIVE 13 Vitrify

ALTERNATIVE 14 As received

Supercompact Supercompact Cement grout As received

I1

I

0

Incktniitify

Supercompact

Melt metals"

Supercompact

None

Salt aggregate
Grout

Non-ferroust
Rectangular

As received

* Metals are melted Into TRU waste Ingots.
** Metals are melted with glass/glass rkit; radionuclides partition Into the slag, and metals are eliminated from

the WIPP Inventory.
"' Metals are decontaminated by vibratory finishing and eliminated from th WIPP Inventory.
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Altemative 9: Same as Alternative 8, but with grout backfill.

Alternative 10: The waste container material Is changed to a noncorroding material,
and the shape Is changed to rectangular; sludges are in their as-received" state;
solid organics are In as-receIved' state less metals (i.e., small amounts of metals
present In the solid organic waste, together with the mild steel containers, are
separated from the solid organics as a preprocessing step); metals are
decontaminated from solid Inorganics and removed; the room dimensions are
changed to 10'x31'x188' to eliminate backfill.

Alternative 11: Sludges are In theIr as-received state, solid organics and solid
Inorganics are supercompacted. The waste Is placed In a monolayer. The room
dimensions are altered to 6'x33'x300'. A salt backfill Is used.

Alternative 12: Same as Alternative 11 but with grout backfill.

Alternative 13: Same as Alternative 8, except t Is assumed that a rectangular waste
container Is used, and the room dimensions are altered to 10'x31'x188' to eliminate
backfill.

Alternative 14: Sludges are In their as-received" state; the solid organics and the
solid norganics are supercompacted. Three seven-packs of drums are placed In
each comparment" which Is separated from other compartments by a salt aggregate
grout composite. The compartrmentalization reduces uncertainties related to the flow
of brine through the waste stack and also sets an upper engineered limit' on the
Inventory of radionuclides that can be released during any human intrusion event.

These 14 combinations of alternative waste forms and facility designs Incorporate nine of the
preliminary alternative waste forms recommended by the EATF for incorporation into the SNL
bin-scale testing program (DOE, 1990b). Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 Involve shredding and
cementing of solid organics and solid inorganics, which affects gas generation rates but does
not reduce the total gas generation potential. Alternatives 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 13 involve
thermal treatment (ncineration or vitrification) of solid organics to eliminate the source of
microbial gas generation. Alternatives 8, 9, and 13 do not have solid organics or metals
present In the Inventory and thus eliminate both of the sources of gas generation, namely
from microbial processes and anoxic corrosion. Alternative 10 eliminates the metals from the
Inventory and hence the source of gas generation by anoxic corrosion. Alternatives 11, 12,
and 14 Involve supercompaction of the solid organics and solid Inorganics and marginally
Increase the total gas generation potential based on conservative EATF assumptions.

Engineered alternatives are classified according to the degree of waste processing and Its
effect on gas generation potential (total number of moles of gas that can be generated) and
gas generation rate as (Bertram-Howery and Swift, 1990):
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Level I Alternatives - As received (unprocessed) waste
Level II Alternatives - Waste is processed to reduce gas generation rates with no

effect on potential
Level IlIl Alternatives - Waste Is processed to essentially eliminate potential for gas

generation.

Examples of engineered alternatives are: waste management or facility design alternatives
such as minimizing the space around the waste or changing room configuration, respectively
(Level ); shredding and cementation of the waste which may reduce the rate of gas
generation, but will not have any effect on total gas generation potential (Level Ii); and
Incineration or vitrification of the solid organic waste, which is expected to eliminate the
potential for biological gas generation (Level ll). The Level II and IlIl classifications provide
the framework for evaluating the feasibility of waste treatment alternatives relative to untreated
waste (Lappin, 1990).

DESIGN ANALYSES OF ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES

Desian Analysis Model

The Design Analysis Model is a deterministic model which simulates the processes expected
to occur following waste emplacement in the WIPP facility. The main program is used to
analyze the relative effectiveness of various modifications to the waste forms and facility when
compared to the current waste forms and WIPP baseline design.

The Design Analysis Model includes the modeling of the following processes under the
isothermal conditions expected in the repository:

* Creep closure of the surrounding host rock

* Gas generation, consumption, and dispersion

* Brine inflow, consumption, and dispersion

* Panel seal leakage

* Consolidation of the shaft/seal system and advection of gas and brine through
the shaft seals

* Diffusion and advection of gases into the host formation, and the underlying and
overlying anhydrite beds

* Gas compressibility

* Waste compaction and resulting mechanical resistance to closure
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* Development of a porous disturbed rock zone surrounding a storage room

* Radionuclide releases caused by three types of Inadvertent human intrusion
scenarios Into the repository

The two main performance parameters that are used to compare the relative merits of each
engineered alternative are: (1) the peak Index pressure reached In the storage rooms during
undisturbed conditions (no human Intrusion), and (2) a measure of the cumulative release of
radionuclides caused by human intrusion events.

For undisturbed conditions, the program estimates fluid pressure (brine and/or gas) within a
typical waste storage room environment as a function of time. Coupling of creep closure,
brine inflow and gas generation Is Incorporated into the model to simulate these Interrelated
processes over a 10,000-year period following the decommissioning of the repository.

For human Intrusion events, three scenarios are considered (Marietta et a., 1989):

* A borehole that penetrates a waste-filled room and continues into or through a
pressurized brine pocket assumed to exist In the underlying Castile Formation (El
scenario)

* A borehole that penetrates the repository and stops (E2 scenario)

* Two boreholes that penetrate storage rooms In the same panel. One of these
boreholes also penetrates a pressurized Castile brine pocket (El E2 scenario).

The studies by Marietta et al. (1989) have determined that the three scenarios isted above
constitute a reasonable set of possibilities based on Investigation of more than thirty possible
scenarios.

For the analysis of human Intrusion events, a Measure of Effectiveness! Is calculated for each
alternative design based on the cumulative release of twelve radionucildes (Lappin et al.,
1989) Into an overlying water-bearing strata (the Culebra Dobmite) over a 10,000-year period,
plus the activity associated with the direct release of contaminated drill cuttings to the surface.
A Measure of Relative Effectiveness (MRE) Is then calculated for each alternative by dividing
the measure of effectiveness for that alternative by the measure of effectiveness for the
baseline design. Thus, an MRE greater than one ndicates a decrease n performance and
an MRE less that one Indicates an Increase In performance. These measures provide a
convenient means of comparing the Improvements offered by alternative designs relative to the
baseline design, but do not represent absolute measures of repository performance.

Analyses Performed

Specific analyses that were performed for analyzing various effects on room pressurization for
undisturbed conditions Include:
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* Prediction of room pressurization for the baseline design

* Effects of supercompaction of waste, based on a single layer of 2000 drums and
a triple layer of 6000 drums per room of supercompacted waste

* Effects of venting the repository for 100 years

* Effects of varying the rate and duration of microbial gas generation

* Effects of varying hydraulic properties of anhydrite beds

* Effects of varying Initial brine inflow rate

* Predicted peak Index gas pressures for the baseline design and 14 alternative
combinations of waste forms and facility designs.

Analyses of human intrusion events include the calculation of MREs for 14 alternative
combinations of waste forms and facility designs (listed earlier) including shredded and
cemented, incinerated, and vitrified waste.

Results of Design Anablses

Predicted peak index pressures are used as a guide to rank the relative effectiveness of
altemative designs in reducing concerns related to excess gas pressure for the undisturbed
(no human intrusion) scenario. These peak index pressures are not necessarily the actual
pressures that will exist In the storage rooms.

Results of the EATF's design analysis modeling for the undisturbed scenario, using SNL
assumptions (Lappin et al., 1989) for gas generation rates, suggest the following:

* Gas pressures in storage rooms will exceed thostatic pressure for the baseline
design.

* Supercompaction of waste results in higher peak index gas pressures than the
baseline (uncompacted) waste, based on either a monolayer of 2,000 drums or
a triple layer of 6,000 drums of supercompacted waste per room.

* Venting the storage rooms will only be effective in reducing peak index gas
pressures if the vent remains open for the entire gas generating period (i.e., an
estimated period of approximately 800 years). Venting for only the first 100 years
will result in higher peak index gas pressures than the baseline (non-vented)
design. Venting will not allow gas pressure to build up, and therefore, will not
offer any resistance to creep closure. This will result in lower void volumes in
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the repository, and once the vents are closed after 100 years, the generated gas
will occupy a smaller volume resulting in higher peak index pressures.

* Predicted peak Index pressures are sensitive to the rate and duration of microbial
gas generation.

* Predicted peak Index pressures are only sensitive to the Initial brine Inflow rate
if that rate exceeds a critical value. This critical value Is higher than current
estimates of actual brine Inflow.

* Factors that affect peak Index pressures are the mass of organic materials
present In the room and the void volume available for produced gases.

* Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12, and 14, also generate pressures In excess of
ithostatic due to the presence of organic materials. Thus, these alternatives
appear to be Ineffective In reducing peak Index pressures, but they may have
application in reducing the consequences if human intrusion occurs.

* Alternatives 4 through 7 Involve thermal treatment of organic materials but do not
remove metals completely. These alternatives do not exceed lithostatic pressure
even though metals are present. This Is because once the organic materials are
destroyed by thermal treatment, the gas generation from anoxic corrosion is
limited by the assumed coupling between anoxic corrosion and brine inflow (i.e.,
the pressure due to the gas generated by anoxic corrosion reduces the brine
Inflow, and as a result retards the process of anoxic corrosion).

* Alternatives 8, 9, and 13 that involve both thermal treatment of organic materials
and removal of metals, do not exceed lithostatic pressure.

Results of design analysis modeling for the three human Intrusion scenarios suggest the
following improvements relative to the baseline design:

* Improvements In performance of one order of magnitude in the MRE are predicted
for the Castile Brine (El) scenario for shredded and cemented or supercompacted
waste forms and two orders of magnitude for Incinerated or vitrified waste forms.
Critical parameters for this scenario are waste/backfill permeability, borehole radius
and permeability, and radionuclide solubilities.

* Improvements of one to two orders of magnitude in the MRE are predicted for
the repository breach (E2) scenario for shredded and cemented, and for
Incinerated and vitrified waste forms, provided that grout is used as a backfill.
Critical parameters for this -scenario are waste/backfill permeability, volume of
contaminated brine trapped In the repository after repressurization, and
radionuclide solubilities.
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* Improvements of two to four orders of magnitude in the MRE can be gained for
the dual borehole (El E2) scenario using shredded and cemented,
supercompacted, incinerated, vitrified, or melted metal waste forms, provided that
grout is used as a backfill. Critical parameters for this scenario are waste/backfill
permeability and radionuclide solubilities.

The results presented here are estimates and are subject to change as ongoing laboratory
experiments, In stu testing with waste, other site characterization, and modeling activities
continue to yield additional data that may alter the current understanding of the complex
processes that will occur in the WIPP repository.

FEASIBIUTY OF IMPLEMENTING ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES

The EATF has evaluated the feasibility of implementing selected waste treatment alternatives,
and to a more limited extent has evaluated backfill materials and other alternatives such as
waste management and WIPP facility design modifications. The results of the EATF provide
a preliminary idea of the relative feasibilities of each altemative. The EATF recommends the
use of such data only for comparative estimates, and not for arriving at a final decision
regarding the choice of an alternative. Detailed assessments of the recommended technology
are required before a final decision can be made regarding the feasibility of a particular
engineered altemative.

WASTE TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES

The EATF has considered the status of development of waste treatment technologies, and the
cost, regulatory Issues, schedule, health and safety risks, and potential locations for waste
treatment facilities.

Status of Development

The status of development of waste treatment technologies is summarized as follows:

* Vitrification - Viable technology; additional development required before
full scale transuranic (TRU) waste vitrification systems can
be put Into operation

* Incineration - Well developed for hazardous and low-level waste
treatment; as of yet not fully developed for TRU waste

* Cementation - Well developed technology; uncertainty regarding long-
term effects of the WIPP environment on the stability of
cementitious materials
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* Compaction, - Commonly used technologies In Industry (non-radioactive
Shredding, Melting applications) and for low-level waste
Metals

* Removal and - Viable technology. Potential to achieve the effectiveness
Decontamination of a Level IlIl alternative with a Level II alternative
of metals

* Addition of pH - Operational consideration with no process development
Buffers to Waste required. Requires selection of effective buffers that will

not Interact or react with other waste components to either
produce gas or increase the radionuclide solubility

* Change Waste - Requires evaluation of suitable materials that do not
Container Material generate gas from anoxic corrosion or biological

degradation, and can satisfy safety requirements for
handling and transport

K>

Cost of Facilities

The cost and time required to Implement Level 11 waste treatment facilities Is less than for
Level IlIl facilities. The cost and size of treatment facilities have been estimated on the basis
of work-off periods." The EATF has defined this as the time projected to process all TRU
waste generated by the year 2013, based on the volumes of waste estimated In DOE (1988c).
Shorter work-off periods Increase the facility costs while longer work-off periods reduce the
costs. It Is Important to note that the costs presented In this report are rough cost estimates,
and are computed from existing or planned DOE TRU waste treatment facility Information that
have been appropriately scaled to process all retrievably stored waste In 5, 10, or 20 years.
The EATF computed operating cost estimates as a percent of capital cost (on an annualized
basis). The EATF has concluded that there Is a need for minimum size facilities which will
operate In batch mode. Operating cost estimates for waste processing facilities are presented
In categories as a means of communicating that estimates are rough and not based on
bottom-up estimates (i.e., costs of equipment, material, and services have not been collected
In minute detail).

Schedules

Waste treatment Implementation schedules also tend to be grouped by level of waste treatment
required. For Instance, Level 11 facilities require approximately 5-7 years to permit, construct
and start up, whereas Level Ill facilities require about 8-11 years to Implement. The size of
the facility required for each level of treatment and the budgetary considerations also Influence
the schedule.
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Health and Safety Risks

The total risk associated with various waste treatments Includes evaluation of risks from
treating, handfing, transporting, and emplacing waste in the WIPP. Within each category,
risks components Include occupational fatalities and injuries, 5- to 20-year occupational and
public cancers, and 5000-year occupational and public cancers. Level 11 treatments would
result In a slight increase In risk relative to the baseline design, and this Increase would be
Independent of the number of facilities. In contrast to Level 11 treatments, for Level Il
treatments, the dominance of transportation risks favors treatment of wastes at multiple
facilities before transporting the wastes to the WIPP. This is because the Level I treatment
of waste before shipment substantially reduces the transportation risks, and this reduction more
than compensates for the Increase In occupational risks associated with Level I treatment.
Long-term or late (5,000-year) risks due to human intrusion of the repository are by far the
smallest component of total risk.

Facility Locations

The EATF has evaluated potential waste treatment facility locations (e.g., at the WIPP, at
individual waste generator/storage sites, or at centralized facilities). Information has been
collected for several factors that should be considered for facility location. These factors are:

* Waste characterization for processing, transportation, and disposal
* Waste volumes and existing location
* Ex~sting and planned facilities
* Transportation issues
* Risk assessment
* Schedule
* Cost
* Institutional and regulatory constraints

A logic diagram developed by the EATF has been used to consider factors that influence a
decision between centralized and multiple facilities. The EATF has concluded that additional
Information such as the type of waste treatment required (based on the performance
assessment studies), extent of waste characterization required, and more institutional
information, Is necessary for a frn decision. The EATF has investigated the pros and cons
of a centralized facility versus facilities at multiple locations. The following factors have been
found to be influential in choosing between multiple and centralized facilities:

* Cost - If cost is the deciding factor, a single integrated facility would be
preferable, because economies of scale can be achieved with a single integrated
facility.

* Waste Characterization - If the states receiving the waste mandate extensive
characterization as per RCRA requirements, then waste characterization is likely
to be expensive. Therefore, the preference would be for waste to be processed
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K>
at each site before transportation. If transportation only requires limited
characterization (i.e., characterization for acceptance of payload), planned and
existing capacity at the major storage/generator sites should be adequate.

Schedule - The time required for simultaneous construction of smaller, multiple
processing facilities at different locations Is expected to be shorter than the time
required to construct a large, single Integrated facility having the same total
capacity. Therefore, If schedule considerations are the primary deciding factor,
then multiple processing sites are favored.

* Risk Assessment - Risks associated with Level II treatments are roughly
comparable between multiple and centralized facilities, and are slightly greater
than the baseline design. The risks from Level IlIl treatments are dependent on
the number of facilities, and show a range of slight Increase to a slight decrease
In risk as the number of facilities are increased from one to seven, respectively.

BACKFILL ALTERNATIVES

Crushed salt derived from mining the W1PP waste disposal areas was considered as the
baseline case for backfilling purposes. The addition of absorbents, or pH buffers (to raise the
pH of repository brine) Is an operational rather than a technological consideration. Selection
of these additives will require further analyses. Grout is also a candidate for use as a backfill,
but will require evaluation of longevity under conditions found In the WIPP. The cost of
facilities at the WIPP site to prepare the salt additives, or grout, would be small compared to
the cost of Implementing waste treatment and other alternatives. Such a facility would not be
on the overall WIPP schedule critical path, and regulatory Impact Is expected to be minimal.

OTHER ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives Involving waste management, facility design, waste container shape and material,
and passive Institutional controls are collectively referred to as other alternatives.

As Is the case with backfill, the cost, schedule, and regulatory Impact of ncorporating other
alternatives are expected to be minimal. Two potential exceptions are waste container shape
and passive Institutional controls. Changing waste container shape and material will require
testing for certification purposes for Type A Packaging Tests (DOT, 1989). The passive
Institutional controls program Initiated by Sandia National Laboratories (Bertram-Howery and
Swift, 1990) has not matured to the point that schedule, regulatory, and cost impacts can be
discussed with any degree of confidence.

Waste management and facility design will require documentation such as National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) documentation, along with associated cost and schedule
requirements. These cost and schedule Impacts are not expected to be of the same
magnitude as those for waste processing. It may be stated that technology exists for
Incorporation of all others alternatives, with the possible exception of passive Institutional
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controls, for which requirements do not exist at this time. The mining of different repository
configurations, minimizing space between waste containers, and repackaging waste into
containers of different materials (and shapes) are all feasible from the technological and
regulatory standpoints.

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS OF THE EATF

The EATF has concluded that if performance assessment studies by SNL identify a problem
in demonstrating compliance using the current waste forms and the baseline design of the
WIPP, a number of engineered alternatives could be implemented by DOE to improve the
repository performance. The combinations of engineered alternatives evaluated by the EATF
Include alternatives that have varying degrees of effectiveness for addressing possible gas
generation and future Inadvertent human ntrusion scenarios. These combinations also differ
from one another with respect to the availability of technology, cost, regulatory constraints, and
schedule. Therefore, the exact choice of an engineered alternative can only be detemnined
after the extent of the problem and the degree of effectiveness required have been identified
by the performance assessment studies.

Table ES-2 describes the 14 combinations of aternatives evaluated by the EATF, and
summarizes the overall findings of the EATF regarding the effectiveness of these combinations
in addressing gas generation Issues and human Intrusion scenarios. The feasibility of
Implementing different alternatives with respect to availability of technology, cost, regulatory
constraints, schedule, and health and safety risks Is also summarized in Table ES-2. It should
be noted that the levels of development presented in Table ES-2 are published estimates,
and do not take Into account various uncertainties that are likely to be encountered. For
example, although there might be considerable experience with a particular process for
nonradioactive materials, adaptation of the same process for handling radioactive waste Is
likely to cause unexpected modifications, subsequent delays, and added costs.

The capability of each alternative for addressing gas generation has been summarized in
terms of the effect of an alternative on the peak index pressure, and its effect on the gas
generation rates by either microbiaVradiolytic processes or by anoxic corrosion. If the peak
index pressures due to an alternative (as estimated by the Design Analysis Model) do not
exceed the lithostatic pressure, then the alternative is considered to be effective, and assigned
a blank circle In Table ES-2. On the contrary, if the peak index pressure exceeds the
lithostatic pressure, the alternative is considered to be ineffective, and is assigned a dark circle
in Table ES-2.

For example, from the results of the Design Analysis Model, the peak index pressures due
to Alternative 2 exceed the lithostatic pressure, and therefore this altemative is assigned a
dark circle in Table ES-2. Similarly, Alternative 4, which does not exceed the lithostatic
pressure, is assigned a blank circle for its effectiveness in addressing peak index pressure.

The effect of an alternative on the gas generation rates has been summarized in Table ES-2
based on the knowledge of processes involved in these alternatives. An alternative is
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considered to be effective for addressing gas generation from a given mechanism, if it is
expected to reduce the generation rates to near zero (i.e., it practically eliminates the potential
for gas generation from that mechanism). This is denoted by a blank circle in Table ES-2.
Similarly, if an alternative reduces the gas generation rate but does not completely eliminate
it, it Is considered to be partially effective (denoted by a shaded circle in Table ES-2). An
alternative which Is not expected to have any effect on the generation rates is termed
ineffective, and assigned a dark circle in Table ES-2.

As an example, Alternative 6 which incinerates and vitrifies the solid organics, and vitrifles
the sludges, practically eliminates gas generation from mcrobiaVradlolytic processes, and
reduces generation rates from this mechanism to zero. Therefore it Is assigned a blank circle
In Table ES-2 for addressing gas generation rates from microbiaVradioritic processes.
However, the melting of metals Into Ingots (as done In Alternative 6) does not eliminate metals
from the Inventory, but helps to reduce the rate of gas generation from anoxic corrosion. This
Is denoted by a shaded circle In Table ES-2. Similarly, although supercompaction of the waste
results in a marginal reduction In the total gas generation potential, it has no effect on the gas
generation rate, and Is therefore assigned a dark circle in Table ES-2.

The discrepancy between predicted peak Index pressures and predicted effect on gas
generation rates is a function of the simplifying assumptions inherent in model development.
The Design Analysis Model Includes various assumptions about gas generation rates from
waste forms, creep closure rates, brine inflow, coupling of brine Inflow and anoxic corrosion,
and room response to gas pressure. These assumptions are based on data about the WIPP
available at the time of model development, with almost all of the data obtained from SNL
pubilcations. Although these assumptions are reasonable at this time, they may change as
ongoing experimental and modeling activities continue to provide additional data. If necessary,
the Design Analysis Model can be updated to incorporate new assumptions as revised data
become available.

Table ES-2 also summarizes the effectiveness of the 14 alternatives In addressing the three
hypothetical human Intrusion scenarios. The summary is based on the results obtained by
the Design Analysis Model for the MRE of an alternative for these scenarios. As explained
earier, the MRE of an alternative needs to be less than 1 to signify an improvement in
performance relative to the baseline design. Thereafter, the performance progressively
Improves as the MRE approaches zero. Although any value of MRE less than 1 signifies
an improvement, the EATF has used a conservative upper limit of 0.5 for rating an alternative
partially effective (denoted by a shaded circle). If the MRE Is greater than 0.5 for a given
scenario, the alternative Is considered to be ineffective for addressing that particular scenario,
and is assigned a dark circle in Table ES-2. Similarly, an MRE of less than 0.05 has been
used to classify an alternative to be most effective (denoted by a blank circle in Table ES-2).

As an example, Alternative 7 is effective for all three intrusion scenarios, and is assigned a
blank circle under each column. In contrast, Altemative 1 which is partially effective for
scenario El, effective for El E2, and is ineffective for E2, is assigned a shaded circle, a blank
circle, and a dark circle under the respective columns. As with predictions of effectiveness
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for addressing gas generation, It should be noted that the results of the Design Analysis Model
for human Intrusion scenarios are also Influenced by the assumptions Inherent In model
development.

Table ES-2 provides a quick reference for comparing the pros and cons of the various
alternatives. It can be observed from Table ES-2 that, In general, aternatives that use only
Level il processes (e.g., 8,-9, 13) are more effective than alternatives that use only Level 11
processes (e.g., 1, 2, 3), In addressing both gas generation and human Intrusion. It should
be noted, however, that the improved effectiveness Is not obtained without paying a price.
Level iII alternatives tend to be more expensive, take longer to Implement, and require facilities
that are harder to permit than Level 11 alternatives. Consequently, the greater effectiveness
of an alternative does not necessarily make It preferable over others. The selection of an
alternative with the optimal effectiveness will depend upon the extent of any problem Identified
by performance assessment studies.

If a problem Is dentified by performance assessment, the data developed by the EATF will
help to Identify .a list of candidate alternatives that would be sufficient to ater the
performance parameters of concern In order to achieve the required performance. The
objective would be to focus the choice of alternatives to a small group of candidate engineered
alternatives for further evaluation. For example, If t is determined that merely lowering the
gas generation rates will demonstrate compliance, one of Atematives 1, 2, or 3 from
Table ES-2 would be sufficient, and there would not be any need for Level il alternatives.
If, on the other hand, it Is determined that It Is necessary to eliminate gas generation of any
kind, then the group of candidate alternatives would be limited to Altematives 8, 9, and 13.
Similarly, based on the results of performance assessment, candidate alternatives can be
chosen from Table ES-2 to address the human intrusion scenarios If the current design is
predicted to result in noncompliance with any of the three Intrusion scenarios.

Once a group of alternatives has been Identified that has the effectiveness necessary to
address the extent of the problem, Table ES-2 can be used to compare the feasibility of
Implementing each of them. The second part of Table ES-2 summarizes the feasibility of
Implementing each alternative design, In terms of availability of technology, cost, likely
schedules for Implementation, health and safety risks, and regulatory requirements. The
availability of technology Is summarized in terms of the level of development of technology for
the treatment processes. In case of processes like vitrificaton, where additional development
Is required for application to TRU waste, the availability of technology has been rated as
moderate. The capital costs isted for each alternative design reflect the range of costs
estimated by the EATIF for one to seven processing facilities. The health and safety risks
associated with four alternatives relative to the baseline are summarized In Table ES-2. The
risk analysis does not include all 14 alternatives, because the four options analyzed by the
EATF represent the total range of treatments Involved In the 14 altematives. The regulatory
Issues associated with Implementing each design are also presented in Table ES-2 In terms
of the likely permitting requirements.
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The process of narrowing the choice to one alternative from a set of effective altematives will
be primarily decided by the perceived importance of the factors listed under feasibility in
Table ES-2. If cost is deemed to be the deciding factor, and the number of facilities is fixed
in advance, the logical choice would be to select the least expensive altemative. In contrast,
if the decision Is constrained by schedule of Implementation, then the alternative with the
shortest estimated schedule may be chosen. Thus, once a list of effective aternatives are
Identified by the first part of Table ES-2, the final decision by DOE regarding the choice of a
particular alternative can be made only after careful consideration of the different feasibility
issues and their relative Importance.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Engineered Altematives Task Force (EATF) was formed by the Department of Energy
(DOE) WIPP Project Office (WPO) to evaluate the feasibility and relative effectiveness of
selected enhancements to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, New Mexico
(Hunt, A., 1990). These enhancements (referred to as engineered alternatives) Include
modifications to existing waste forms and/or the WIPP facility and other design variations such
as passive marker systems. Recommendations of the EATF will be forwarded by DOE to
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) for input Into their experimental and Performance
Assessment (PA) programs. Subsequent sections of this report describe the methodology
used by the EATF to evaluate the relative effectiveness, the results of this evaluation, and the
feasibility of mplementing various engineered alternatives. An overview of the WIPP project
In reference to the EATF effort and the framework of the EATF are described In this section.

1.1 WIPP CONCEPTUAL MODEL AND FACILITY OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Is located In southeastern New Mexico as shown In Figure 1-1.
The WIPP Is a proposed underground repository designed and constructed for the disposal
of transuranic (TRU) radioactive wastes. TRU wastes are generated from DOE defense-related
activities, Including weapons production and research and development Currently, these
wastes are generated and/or stored at ten major DOE sites across the country (DOE, 1988c).

The majority of TRU waste Is material that Is contaminated with alpha emitting radionuclides
(e.g., plutonium-239) with half ives greater than twenty years and concentrations greater than
100 nanocurles per gram (DOE, 1988c). TRU wastes are classified as either Contact-Handled
(CH) or Remote-Handled (RH) (DOE, 1988c), depending on the dose rate at the surface of
the waste container. CH-TRU waste containers have an external dose rate less than 200
mremhr at the surface of the container. The discussion In this report Is limited to CH-TRU
waste which constitutes a vast majority (-97 volume percent) of the overall TRU waste
Inventory although the modifications discussed could also be applied to RH-TRU waste. The
WIPP repository and the waste to be stored at WIPP are described below.

1.1.1 The WIPP Repository

Detailed descriptions of the geology and hydrology of the WIPP site have been published In
numerous documents (DOE, 1990a; Lappin, 1988; Lappin et al., 1989). As shown In
Figure 1-2, the WIPP repository Is located 2,155 feet below the surface In a bedded salt
(halite) formnation of Permian age known as the Salado Formation. The basis for the selection
of the WIPP site and an analysis of Its environmental impacts were Initially presented In the
WIPP Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (DOE, 1980) and supplemented according
to current understanding In the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS)
(DOE, 1990a). Figure 1-3 shows a three-dimensional layout of the repository In relation to the
support facilities above the ground. The WIPP rooms and panels are being excavated In the
salt beds of the Salado Formation. A panel consists of seven rooms and associated access
drifts as shown In Figure 1-3. Figure 1-4 shows the stratigraphy at the repository horizon.
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Figure 1-1
WIPP Location n Southeastern New Mexico (Rechard, 1989)
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After disposal of the waste In the WIPP storage rooms, closure of the repository occurs due
to the creep (plastic flow) of the surrounding salt formation. This creep is in response to the
pressure gradient that exists between the far-field pressure away from the repository (referred
to as the lithostatic pressure or the pressure at the depth of the repository due to overlying
rock) and the pressure in the repository (which is nitially at atmospheric pressure). In a
freshly excavated room under atmospheric pressure, this creep is of the order of a few inches
per year. Under expected conditions, complete closure of the repository occurs due to creep,
and the waste is safely and permanently isolated from the surrounding environment.

1.1.2 Waste Description

Transuranic waste to be disposed of at the WIPP consists of newly generated and/or
retrievably stored waste in drums or boxes at major DOE facilities across the United States.
Examples of processes that generate the waste are plutonium recovery operations, glove box
operations, and the operation of on-site analytical and research and development laboratories.
The waste destined for the WIPP site is either solid or solidified material and can be grouped
under three major waste forms:

* Sludges
* Solid Organic (Combustible) Waste
* Solid Inorganic (Glass/Metal) Waste

Sludges are predominantly Inorganic solidified wastes with some form of solidifying or
stabilizing agent, usually a cement-based material. A small percentage of sludges designated
as organic sludges may contain organic solvents in greater than trace (>1 weight percent)
quantities (DOE, 1989e). Solid organic waste consists of organic materials (sometimes
referred to as "combustible waste) such as paper, plastic, tissues, plywood, etc. Solid
inorganic waste consists of metals, glass, and a small percentage of other non-combustible
material. All of the types of waste are in a chemically stable and non-reactive form (NuPac,
1989) and have been safely stored and handled at the waste generator and storage sites for
over four decades. The wastes generated at the different sites are generally comparable, and
can all be grouped under the three waste forms listed above (DOE, 1990c), with a few
exceptions as noted in Table A-4 in Appendix A.

The waste is generally packaged In plastic bags (polyethylene and/or polyvinyl chloride) that
are placed inside the waste containers (55-gallon steel drums or larger metal boxes) (DOE,
1989e). These different layers of confinement serve as barriers for radioactive materials in
the waste. The waste containers are fitted with carbon composite filters to allow the diffusion
of any hydrogen generated from the waste and to prevent the build-up of gas pressure in the
containers, while retaining any particulates inside the containers (NuPac, 1989).

Waste characterization (the constituents and properties) of TRU waste is primarily based on
process knowledge and records information, with supporting information from past and current
sampling programs in place at the DOE sites. The available waste characterization information
has been comprehensively summarized in a number of documents (e.g., DOE, 1989e; DOE,
1990c).
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12 GOVERNING REGULATiONS

A number of regulations govern the transportation packaging, waste acceptance, storage, and
disposal of TRU wastes at the WIPP site. These are summarized In Table 1-1 and addressed
In this section. An overview of some of the regulations Is presented here, since any
modifications recommended by the EATF must comply with these regulations.

12.1 Regulations Goveminq Transportation Packaging and Waste Acceptance

The transportation packaging of radioactive waste Is regulated under 10 CFR Part 71 (NRC,
1983). The shipping package to be used for the transportation of CH-TRU waste to the WIPP
site Is the Transuranic Package Transporter-lI (TRUPACT-Il) package. The TRUPACT-Il is a
double-contained, Type B package that can transport up to 14 drums or two metal boxes
called Standard Waste Boxes (SWBs) per shipment A Safety Analysis Report (SAR) for the
TRUPACT-i package and Its payload was submitted to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) in 1989 (NuPac, 1989). Based on the analysis presented in the SAR, the
NRC Issued a Certificate of Compliance (C of C) for the TRUPACT-i package In August 1989.
The C of C certifies that the TRUPACT-i package meets the requirements of 10 CFR Part 71.
Transportation restrictions on the TRUPACT-i package and Its payload are defined in the
C of C. Al waste to be disposed of at WIPP are also required to satisfy the WIPP Waste
Acceptance Criteria (WAC), which Imposes restrictions on various characteristics (DOE, 1989fQ.

1.2.2 Regulations Governing the Land Disposal of Mixed Waste

A large portion of the CH-TRU waste to be emplaced at WIPP Is mixed, defined as waste that
is both radioactive and hazardous. The hazardous component of mixed TRU wastes must
comply with the requirements of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (EPA, 1990a;
1990b; 1990c; 1990d; 1990e). These nclude standards for both hazardous waste generators
and owners/operators of Treatment, Storage, or Disposal (TSD) facilities.

1.2.21 Reguirements of Hazardous Waste Generators

40 CFR Part 261 (EPA, 1990a) defines hazardous wastes and provides lists of materials that
are considered to be hazardous waste. In addition, Subpart B of 40 CFR Part 261 defines
the criteria for Identifying the characteristics of hazardous waste.

40 CFR Part 262 (EPA, 1 990b) provides guidance for the generators of hazardous waste with
regard to characterization.. Specifically, 40 CFR Part 262.11 states that a generator must
determine f a solid waste Is a hazardous waste. This determination can be made based on
the ist In 40 CFR Part 261, Subpart D, or If it exhibits one of the characteristics discussed
In 40 CFR Part 261, Subpart C. The generator can determine If a waste is a characteristic
waste by testing [40 CFR Part 262.11(c)(1)] or by applying knowledge of the hazardous
characteristics of the waste determined by the materials or the processes used to generate
the waste 40 CFR Part 262.11(c)(2)].
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REGULATIONS GOVERNING TRU WASTE DISPOSAL AT WIPP

REGULATION ISSUE

10 CFR Part 71

40 CFR Part 264

40 CFR Part 265

Transportation

Standards for Owners and
Operators of Hazardous Waste
Treatment, Storage and Disposal
Facilities

Interim Status Standards for
Owners and Operators of
Hazardous Waste Treatment,
Storage, and Disposal Facilities

REGULATORY AGENCY

NRC(s)

NM-ED(2

8

0
-4

MI
z

C-
c-

go

NM-ED(2)

40 CFR Part 268

40 CFR Part 191 Subpart A

40 CFR Part 191 Subpart B

Land Disposal Restrictions

Management and Storage of TRU
Waste Prior to Disposal

Disposal of TRU Waste

EPA-OSW'3 )

EPA-ORp(4)

EPA-ORP(4)

WIPP WAC Waste Acceptance at WIPP WACCC(5)

-4

'"Nuclear Regulatory Commission
'2New Mexico Environment Department
(3)Envronmental Protection Agency Office of Solid Waste
"44Environmental Protection Agency Office of Radiation Programs
'45Waste Acceptance Criteria Certification Committee
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1.2.2.2 Requirements of Owners/Operators of TSD Facilities

Standards for the owners/operators of TSD facilities are codified In 40 CFR Part 264 (EPA,
1990c) and 40 CFR Part 265 (EPA, 1990d). An owner/operator must obtain a detailed
physical and chemical analysis of'a representative sample of the waste. The analysis must
contain all of the Information required to safely manage the waste at the facility; it may include
documented or existing published data. Owners/operators of TSD facilities are further required
to verify that the waste shipped to the facility Is the waste specified on the accompanying
manifest. WIPP Is currently developing a process for meeting waste analysisverification
requirements.

WIPP has prepared RCRA Permit Applications, Parts A and B (DOE, 1991). The State of
New Mexico is reviewing the RCRA Part A and Part B permit applications to determine the
status of the WIPP. If the WIPP Is determined to be an nterim facility, it will be subject to
standards contained In 40 CFR Part 265 (EPA, 1990d). If a RCRA Part B permit Is Issued,
the WIPP-will be subject to the conditions Imposed In the permit, based on those contained
In'40 CFR Part 264 (EPA, 1990c).

1.2.2.3 Land Disposal Restrictions

The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984, which amend the RCRA,
prohibit the land disposal of hazardous waste, unless the wastes meet treatment standards
specified by the EPA. Land disposal of hazardous waste not meeting the treatment standards
Is permissible If the owner/operator can demonstrate, to a reasonable degree of certainty, that
there will be no migration of hazardous constituents from the disposal unit (EPA, 1990e). In
response to the No-Migration Variance Petition (NMVP) (DOE, 1990c) submitted by the DOE
for WIPP, the EPA has granted a Conditional No-Migration Determination (NMD) (EPA, 1990f)
for the test phase of the WIPP facility (a maximum of ten years). The NMD identifies specific
waste characterization requirements applicable to waste to be used during the test phase of
WIPP.

12.3 Reculations Governing the Performance of Nuclear Waste Repositories

The required long-term performance of a nuclear waste repository Is governed by 40 CFR Part
191 Subpart B (EPA, 1985, which Is currently under revision by the U.S. EPA. An evaluation
of compliance with this regulation Is referred to as a performance assessment (PA). The PA
for the WIPP site Is being conducted by Sandia National Laboratories for the U.S. Department
of Energy. The methodology being used and the progress made to date appear In Lappin
et al. (1989), Marietta et al. (1989), and in Bertram-Howery and Swift (1990). 40 CFR Part
191 Subpart B requires that the cumulative summed, normalized release of specific
radionuclides present In the waste should not exceed a value of one over a 10,000-year period
using the calculation methodology required by the EPA (EPA, 1985). A range of events and
processes have to be considered In evaluating release from the repository. These Include
human Intrusion scenarios that involve the possibility (and probability) of future inadvertent
exploratory drilling activities into the repository for a period of 10,000 years after
decommissioning. Probabilistic models are generally used In predicting the performance of a
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disposal system over long time periods. The PA studies being conducted by SNL include lab-
scale and full-scale experiments and the acquisition of field information to provide supporting
data and input to the PA model (Brush, 1990; Molecke, 1990a; Molecke, 1990b; Molecke and
Lappin, 1990). The PA studies are projected to be completed In 1994 (DOE, 1990d).

1.3 TE ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES TASK FORCE EATF)

Preliminary analyses (DOE, 1990a) Indicated that, given the current baseline design of the
WIPP repository and the present waste forms at the sites, PA may not be able to demonstrate
compliance with 40 CFR Part 191. In response to this concern, the DOE WPO formed the
EATF in September 1989, to evaluate the feasibility of implementation and predict the
effectiveness of various engineering modifications to the current waste forms and the WIPP
facility design that would improve the long-term performance of the WIPP disposal system
(Hunt, A., 1990). In order to maximize the benefits of the EATF evaluations and provide
timely integration of EATF activities with the SNL performance assessment, these programs
are being conducted in parallel. Program integration between PA and the EATF is described
in the Program Plan for Engineered Alternatives (Hunt, A., 1990).

The purpose of the alternatives (or modifications) evaluated by the EATF Is to mitigate the
effects of, or eliminate, potential problems that might prevent WIPP from demonstrating
compliance with the applicable regulations. An example of such a potential problem is gas
generation from the waste (e.g., from microbial degradation of organic materials) that may
result In overpressurization of the repository after closure. If overpressurization results in
fracturing of the host rock, the fractures might become pathways for the migration of
contaminated brine beyond the disposal unit boundary and may lead to noncompliance with
some of the land disposal restrictions discussed earlier. Similarly, future inadvertent human
Intrusion into the repository (e.g., for drilling purposes) could potentially result in the release
of radionuclides through drill cuttings in amounts exceeding the totals allowed by 40 CFR
Part 191 and lead to noncompliance. An example of an engineered alternative to help mitigate
the problem of gas generation from microbial degradation would be to incinerate the organics
and vitrify them before disposal. The methodology used to evaluate the engineered
alternatives that address potential problems, such as gas generation and human intrusion, are
described in the following subsections.

1.3.1 EATF Methodoloay

The overall framework of the evaluation process of engineered alternatives is presented in
Figure 1-5. The EATF activities can be subdivided under two headings:

* Design analysis of the effectiveness of engineered alternatives
* Evaluation of the feasibility of implementing engineered alternatives.

Analyses of the long-term performance of the WIPP disposal system performed by SNL have
identified two potential problems with demonstrating compliance with applicable regulations.

The first potential problem relates to gas generation. Lappin et al. (1989) discusses the
possibility that up to 1,500 moles of gas can be generated per drum of waste from a
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combination of anoxic corrosion, microbial degradation, and radiolysis, at rates as high as
2.55 molesldrum/year. Anoxic corrosion rates of up to 1.7 moles of hydrogen per drum per
year and microbial gas generation rates of 0.85 moles per drum per year are mentioned in
the literature (Lappin et al., 1989). However, these gas generation rates can vary over large
ranges. The current SNL estimate of 0.85 moles per drum per year of microbial gas
generation Is based on the arithmetic mean of 0.3 and 1.4 moles per drum per year, the
range estimated from an earNer study (Molecke, 1979). Experiments planned in support of
the performance assessment studies are expected to yield Information on more realistic gas
generation rates (Brush, 1990; Molecke, 1990a; Molecke, 1990b; Molecke and Lappin, 1990).
As shown later in Section 4.0, existing processes to dissipate excess gas pressure are slow
relative to the current estimates of gas generation rates, resulting in gas pressures in storage
rooms that may temporarily exceed lithostatic pressure.

The effects of pressure on the gas generation rates is expected to be minimal, because the
pressures at which the kinetics are affected are considerably (orders of magnitude) higher than
what Is expected in the repository. Therefore, pressure effects on gas generation rates have
not been considered.

The consequences of exceeding lithostatic pressure are currently being evaluated by SNL
(DOE, 1990d). If these evaluations fail to show that either excess pressures will not occur,
or that excess pressures will not degrade the performance of the disposal system to the point
that 40 CFR Part 191 Subpart B compliance is unachievable, then some type of waste form
or facility modification may be required to either eliminate gas generation or reduce the rates
of gas generation.

A second potential problem with demonstrating regulatory compliance relates to the
consequences predicted from future Inadvertent human intrusion events. Some of the
preliminary evaluations of compliance with the containment requirement of 40 CFR Part 191
performed by SNL suggest that some of the current waste forms may not be acceptable for
disposal at the WIPP (Marietta et al., 1989). This may be due to either. (1) conservative
assumptions regarding intrusion events, (2) the current large uncertainties in key performance
parameters, or (3) actual problems with higher than acceptable waste-form permeability or
radionuclide solubility. Key parameters that control the release of waste elements during
human intrusion scenarios are permeability of the waste storage rooms and radionuclide
solubilitles.

The first step In the evaluation of the altematives was the identification of performance
parameters that are critical to the long-term performance of the disposal system. These were
determined based on existing PA analyses and the current understanding of the repository
system (Marietta et al., 1989). The ten important performance parameters are the following:

* Radlolytic Gas Generation
* Biological Gas Generation
* Corrosion Gas Generation
* Permeability of the Waste and Backfill
* Waste Porosity
* Waste Shear Strength
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* Waste Leachability
* Radionuclide Solubility In Brine
* Brine Inflow (seepage)
* Human Intrusion Probability.

1.3.2 Englneered Aftematives Multidisciplinary Panel

Desirable engineered alternatives would be those that mitigate, to some degree, any potential
adverse effects on the repository performance. A fist of engineered alternatives that address
potential problems related to gas generation and human Intrusion was compiled, evaluated, and
ranked by a multidisciplinary panel of experts [the Engineered Alternatives Multidisciplinary
Panel (EAMP)] convened from several fields and disciplines. The panel activities are detailed
In a separate report in Appendix A.

The EAMP evaluated engineered alternatives to current waste forms, waste management,
backfill materials, facility design, passive marker systems, and several other disposal system
features.

Qualitative rankings were assigned to each alternative based Initially on three feasibility
considerations:

* Regulatory compliance and permitting
* Availability of technology
* Schedule of mplementation.

Following Initial feasibility screening, each aternative was ranked according to effectiveness
In mitigating undesirable effects associated with each of the ten performance parameters
described before.

However In the final analysis, the EAMP ranking process was based on the five performance
parameters which have been determined by SNL (Anderson, 1990) to be most critical.. The
condensed set of performance parameters consists of the following:

* Radiolytic Gas Generation

* Biological Gas Generation

* Corrosion Gas Generation

* Permeability of the Waste Stack
(Waste Stack consists of waste and backfill between drums)

* Radionuclide Solubility In Brine.
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To assess the cumulative effects of a particular alternative, the feasibility considerations were
evaluated with respect to each of the five performance parameters for each of the three major
waste forms:

* Sludges
* Solid Organic (Combustible) Waste
* Solid Inorganic (Glass/metal) Waste.

Within each of the three major waste form categories, the alternatives were ranked for the
five performance parameters based on their effectiveness and feasibility (Appendix A). Using
this method, the ranking considered the important factors contributing to the applicability of the
alternatives: major waste form category, effectiveness relative to the five performance
parameters, and the overall feasibility of each alternative. Based on the ranking by the EAMP,
the EATF recommended initial waste forms and backfill modifications for inclusion in the WIPP
Experimental Test Program (DOE, 1990b).

1.3.3 Selection of Engineered Alternatives

The EATF selected various alternatives based on nine of the fifteen waste forms and three
backfill alternatives recommended for the WIPP Experimental Test Program. These
alternatives were then analyzed for their relative effectiveness in enhancing the performance
of the repository as compared to the current waste forms, by using a design analysis model.
The alternatives that have been selected provide a broad range of solutions, if needed, for
enhancing the performance of the repository. The basis for the EATF terminology for
describing engineered alternatives is discussed in the following sections.

1.3.3.1 Single Alternatives

The Individual options recommended for evaluation by the EAMP (Appendix A) are defined
by the EATF as "single alternatives". These alternatives include, but are not limited to, waste
processing such as incineration (followed by cementation of ash/residue), supercompaction, and
shredding (followed by cementation). An example of a single alternative, and a description of
the consequences of its application, is the modification of the backfill by adding a sorbent such
as bentonite (Butcher, 1990b); this potentially reduces the amount of free brine in the
repository. Reduction of free brine Inhibits the transport of radionuclides and reduces gas
generation by mechanisms such as anoxic corrosion of metals. The complete list of single
alternatives considered by the EAMP is presented in Table A-1 in Appendix A. It should be
noted that the term engineered alternative" as used by the EAMP in Table A-1 actually refers
to a single alternative as described here.

1.3.3.2 Combination Alternatives

The EATF has defined a combination altemative" to be the combination of two or more
"single alternatives" recommended for evaluation by the EAMP (Appendix A). In other words,
single alternatives are the individual components that make up a combination alternative.
Many single alternatives are limited in improving repository performance and can only be
applied for one type of waste form. For example, incineration followed by solidification is only
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applicable to solid organic waste forms. In contrast, the appropriate choice of single
alternatives can make a combination alternative applicable to all types of waste forms. This
also significantly improves the overall effectiveness as compared to the effectiveness of using
only one single alternative. An example of a combination alternative Is: sludges are
cemented, solid organics and solid Inorganics are shredded and cemented, and emplaced
waste Is backfilled with grouL

In later sections, the EATF has often categorized single alternatives according to their purpose.
For example, the EATF uses the terms waste treatment alternatives" and backfill alternatives
to refer to the single alternatives that deal with the waste treatment component and the backfill
component of a combination alternative, respectively.

1.3.3.3 Description of Engineered Alternatives Evaluated by the EATF

All of the engineered alternatives evaluated by the EATF (with the exception of Alternative 1)
fall In the category of combination altematives. These alternatives and the current baseline
design evaluated by the EATF are presented In Table 1-2 and described below:

Baseline Design: Sludges, solid organics, and solid norganics are disposed of In
their was-received" (current treatment at the generator sites) state with a crushed
salt backfill.

Alternative 1: Sludges are in their as-received* state; solid organics and solid
Inorganics are shredded and cemented, and a crushed salt backfill Is used.

Alternative 2: Same as Alternative 1, except that the sludges are cemented.

Alternative 3: Sludges are cemented; solid organics and solid inorganics are
shredded and cemented. A grout backfill Is used.

Alternative 4: Sludges are cemented; solid organics are Incinerated and the resulting
ash cemented; and solid Inorganics are shredded and cemented. A crushed salt
backfill Is used.

Alternative 5: Same as Alternative 4, but with grout backfill.

Alternative 6: Sludges are vitrified; solid organics are Incinerated and vitrified;
glasses are melted, and metals are separated out, melted, and disposed of as
Ingots. A salt backfill Is used.

Alternative 7: Same as Alternative 6 but with grout backfill.

Alternative 8: Same as Alternative 6, except that It is assumed that metals are
melted, and the adionuclides partition into a slag phase. The molten metal is
drawn off from the melter and cast as Ingots which are then disposed of as low-
level waste. Metals are thus removed from the Inventory as low-level waste, but the
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TABLE 1-2

ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES EVALUATED BY THE EATF RELATIVE TO THE BASELINE CASE

ALTERNATIVE #

BASELINE

ALTERNATIVE 1

ALTERNATIVE 2

ALTERNATIVE 3

ALTERNATIVE 4

ALTERNATIVE 5

ALTERNATIVE 6

ALTERNATIVE 7

ALTERNATIVE 8

ALTERNATIVE 9

ALTERNATIVE 10

ALTERNATIVE 11

ALTERNATIVE 12

ALTERNATIVE 13

ALTERNATIVE 14

SLUDGES

As received

As received

Cement

Cement

Cement

Cement

Vitrify

Vitrify

Vitrify

Vitrify

As rceived

As received

As received

Vitrify

As received

SOLID
ORGANICS

As received

Shred/Cement

Shred/Cement

Shred/Cement

IndnlCement

IncinCement

IncnJVitrify

IncinJVitrity

IncinJVitrify

lncnJV

As received:
Less Metals

Supercompact

Supercompact

Incini/Vtrify

Supercompact

SOLID
INORGANICS

As received

Shred/Cement

ShredCement

ShredlCement

Shred/Ceme@nt

Shred/Cement

Melt metals'

Melt metals*

Melt metals"

Melt metals"

Decontaminate
Metals*

Supercompact

BACKFILL

Salt

Salt

Sat

Cement grout

Salt

Cement grout

Sat

Cement grout

Salt

Cement grout

None

Salt

WASTE
CONTAINER

As Receved

As received

As received

As received

As received

As received

As received

As received

Non-ferrous

Non-ferrous

Non-flerrous/
Rectangular

As received

WASTE
MANAGEMENT

As designed

As desIgned

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

As desigred

As designed

Minimize space
around waste

Single layer
2,000 drums

Single layer
2.000 drums

Minize space
around waste

Compartmentalize
waste: 2000
drums per room

FACILITY
DESIGN

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

As designed

New dimensIons:
10'x31x18W

New dimensions:
6x33x300

New dimensions:
6x33x300

New dimensions:
10x31'x188'

Salt dikes:
Waste Separation

-u
.5

b

6

0

C-
a'

Supercompact Cement grout As received

Melt metals" None Non-ferrous/
Rectangular

As rceivedSupercompact Salt aggregate
Grout

* Metals are melted into TRU waste ingots.
.. Metals are melted with glass/glass trt; radionuclides partition into the slag, and metals are eliminated from the WIPP inventory.

` Metals are decontaminated by vbratory finshing and elimnated from the WIPP inventory.
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contamination associated with the metal takes the form of a glass slag that Is
disposed of at the WIPP. Steel drums are replaced with some non-corroding
material in Alternatives 8 and 9 so that both anoxic corrosion and microbial gas
generation processes are essentially eliminated.

Alternative 9: Same as Alternative 8, but with grout backfill.

Alternative 1o: The waste container material Is changed to a noncorroding material,
and the shape Is changed to rectangular; sludges are In their as-received" state;
solid organics are In their as-received' state less metals (i.e., small amounts of
metals that are packaged with the solid organic waste, together with the mild steel
container, are separated from the solid organics as a preprocessing step); metals
are decontaminated from solid Inorganics and removed; the room dimensions are
changed to 10'x31'x188' to eliminate backfill.

Alternative 11: Sludges are In their as-received' state; solid organics and solid
Inorganics are supercompacted. The waste Is placed In a monolayer. The room
dimensions are altered to 6'x33'x300'. A salt backfill Is used.

Alternative 12: Same as Alternative 11, but with grout backfill.

Alternative 13: Same as Alternative 8, except it Is assumed that a rectangular
waste container Is used, and the room dimensions are altered to 10'x31x188' to
eliminate backfill.

Alternative 14: Sludges are in their 'as-received" state; the solid organics and the
solid norganics are supercompacted. Three seven-packs of drums are placed In
each oompartment" which Is separated from other compartments by a salt
aggregate grout composite. The compartmentalization reduces uncertainties related
to the flow of brine through the waste stack and also sets an upper "engineered
Imit' on the Inventory of radionuclides that can be released during any human
intrusion event.

It should be noted that any change of room dimensions (such as In Alternatives 10, 11, 12,
and 13) may result In redesigning the equipment for RH-TRU waste emplacement, because
the existing room dimensions were based on the size of the equipment.

1.3.4 Classification of Enalneered Alternatives

-The engineered alternatives are classified according to the degree of waste processing and
their effect on gas generation potential (total number of moles of gas that can be generated)
and gas generation rate as:

Level I Alternatives: As received" (unprocessed) waste
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* Level II Alternatives: Waste is processed to reduce gas generation rate with no
effect on potential

* Level IlIl Atematives: Waste is processed to eliminate potential for gas
generation.

Level I alternative examples include passive markers, facility design modifications, aternate
waste containers, and backfill options. Level II alternatives include cemented sludges, and
shredded and cemented solid organics and sofld inorganics. Cementation of the waste will
limit access of brine to the waste and will also raise the pH of any brine present In the room.
High pH conditions should reduce anoxic corrosion and microbial gas generation rates, but will
not reduce the total number of moles of gas that may eventually be generated by these
processes. Level IlIl alternatives eliminate gas generation potential completely. An example
of a Level IlIl alternative is: incineration and cementation of solid organics (this eliminates
microbial gas generation potential). It should be noted that the classification is based upon
single alternatives. Therefore, a combination alternative (such as Alternatives 1 to 14) is
actually made up of single alternatives that belong to different classification levels.

1.3.5 Criteria Used for Evaluation of Engineered Alternatives

Criteria used to compare the alternatives were peak Index pressures for undisturbed
performance and a Measure of Relative Effectiveness' for human intrusion. This Measure
of Relative Effectiveness' is based on the predicted 10,000-year cumulative release of
radionuclides to the Culebra Dolomite (Figures 1-2 and 1-3) for Alternatives 1 to 14 compared
to the baseline design. These peak index pressures and cumulative release estimates are for
comparative purposes only, and not meant to be absolute values. The results of the
engineered alternative evaluations and the design analyses will be provided as input into
performance assessment. Probabilistic modeling by PA will yield absolute release estimates
to evaluate compliance with 40 CFR Part 191.

In addition to the design analysis of engineered alternatives, the EATF has also evaluated the
feasibility of implementing engineered alternatives on the basis of technical, cost, regulatory,
and schedule criteria, and made assessments of various factors (including risk) that need to
be considered for potential locations of waste processing facilities (.e., comparisons of
processing at centralized facilities versus individual storage/generator sites).

1.4 LIMITATIONS OF THE EATF EVALUATION OF ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES

It should be noted that the EATF evaluation of engineered alternatives is based on currently
available information. Thus, the design analysis of engineered alternatives reflects the current
understanding of the processes that will occur in the repository, and the evaluation of
feasibility is based on the current interpretation of applicable regulations. It should be noted
that the EATF evaluations are limited by the information available todavi and therefore do not
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Include the ncertainties that remain unresolved at the time of this report. Some of these
uncertainties and their potential effects are outlined below:

The potential ist of performance parameters that may require engineered
alternatives Is currently limited to only gas generation and human Intrusion Issues.
Therefore, only these Issues were considered In the selection of possible
alternatives, and In the development of the Design Analysis Model. If other
performance Issues are Identified later, the ist of candidate alternatives may
require modification, additional code development may be needed for the Design
Analysis Model, and the feasibility of new alternatives may need to be
Investigated.

* The requirements of the repository, In terms of any performance Improvements
needed through engineered alternatives, have not been Identified at the time of
this report. These requirements will be Identified from the PA studies. Therefore
It Is not possible for the EATF to recommend the best (optimal) atemative,
because the extent of any Improvement that may be needed Is not known at this
time. This limits the EATF to recommending a group of alternatives that
collectively address any potential problem, rather than selecting one best
alternative. Since the PA and EATF efforts are being conducted in parallel, the
choice of an optimal alternative can be formalized only after the potential
problems associated with the baseline design are quantified by the performance
assessment. This Issue Is discussed In detail In Section 9.2.

* The design analysis of engineered alternatives Is based on various assumptions
regarding the different input parameters such as gas generation rate, creep
closure rate, brine Inflow rate, physical properties of modified waste forms, etc.
These assumptions are based on the current Information available In SNL studies
and elsewhere. As experimental programs (DOE, 1990c) and planned analyses
by SNL (DOE, 1990d) continue to provide new data, some of the EATF
assumptions could change, and may lead to a need for updating the model In the
future. Detailed discussion of this Issue can be found In Section 4.

* The feasibIlity of Implementing engineered alternatives Is based on different
assumptions for various criteria such as cost, schedule, regulatory considerations,
and health and safety risk. Although Items such as cost estimates developed by
the EATF provide a means of rough comparison between altematives, they should
not be Interpreted as absolute and precise values. The various assumptions are
discussed In detail In Sections 6, 7, and 8.

* The extent of waste characterization required could dictate whether It would be
necessary to treat the waste, regardless of the results of performance
assessment. For example, If extensive RCRA sampling and analysis Is required
due to Inadequate process knowledge, and If the cost of RCRA sampling is high
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In comparison to treating the waste, then this might force a decision in favor of
treatment even if the performance assessment does not dentify any problems
with the current waste forms. Unfortunately, the extent of characterization
required Is currently not well-defined. This Issue is discussed in detail later in
Section 6.

Thus, given the uncertainties involved, the analysis presented In this report Is based on the
best available Information as of today. The uncertainties are discussed in further detail in
appropriate sections of the report.

The subsequent sections of this report present the analysis of the effectiveness of engineered
alternatives using the design analysis model, and the feasibility of implementation of
engineered alternatives. Sections 2 through 4 deal with the activities related to design
analysis and modeling. Sections 5 through 8 discuss the feasibility of implementing
engineered alternatives. Section 9 provides a decision methodology that can be used to
select an optimal engineered alternative, if one is needed.
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2.0 OVERVIEW OF THE DESIGN ANALYSIS MODEL

This section explains the different processes that are expected to occur in the repository after
waste emplacement, and also discusses the modeling approach and the various assumptions
that have been used In the Design Analysis Model. The criteria used In the Design Analysis
Model to evaluate the effectiveness of an engineered alternative for gas generation and human
Intrusion are also presented In this section.

2.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESSES SIMULATED BY THE
DESIGN ANALYSIS MODEL

The Design Analysis Model simulates processes occurring In the repository (rooms, panels,
access drifts, and shaft seals) for the 10,000 year regulatory period defined In 40 CFR Part
191 (EPA, 1985). The behavior of the repository can be divided Into the following phases:

* Repository under Atmospheric Pressure - Activities during this phase include
wasteibackfill emplacement followed by sealing of the panels. During this time
atmospheric pressure Is maintained within the repository.

* Reoository Pressurization from Atmospheric to Peak Pressure - This phase is
characterized by waste compaction under creep closure, brine Inflow, gas
generation, possible pressure build-up, and the processes associated with
increasing gas pressure and presence of brine.

* Reposltorv after Peak Pressure - This phase Is characterized by the long-term
K> processes that continue once peak pressures are reached In the repository,

Interrupted only by a human Intrusion event. For some alternatives this phase
may not be reached If, for Instance, the pressure In the repository asymptotically
approaches Ethostatic pressure.

The processes simulated by the Design Analysis Model are discussed below.

2.1.1 Reositorv under Atmospheric Pressure

The excavation of underground openings at the WI PP horizon results In a predictable
disturbance of the equilibrium state of the Salado Formation. This deviation from equilibrium
causes creep closure resulting In the formation of a disturbed-rock zone (DRZ). Creep closure
Is the viscopiastic response towards equilibrium by the rock under a deviatoric stress.
Deviatoric stresses are the normal and shear stresses that remain after subtracting a
hydrostatic stress, equal to the mean normal stress, from each normal stress component
(Goodman, 1980). Closure rates have been measured at thirty locations throughout the WIPP,
and are of the order of a few inches per year In a newly excavated room (Nowak et al.,
1988).

The DRZ Is defined as the zone of rock In which mechanical properties and hydrologic
properties have changed in response to the excavation. The term near-field" Is used to
describe the zone of rock within the DRZ, and the term ufar-fied Is used to describe the
rock outside the DRZ In which Intrinsic parameters such as porosity and permeability are
undisturbed from pre-excavation values. The development of a DRZ has been confirmed by
geophysical surveys and gas-flow tests, In addition to borehole observations. These three
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observations have defined a DRZ extending laterally throughout the excavation and varying
In thickness from 1 to 5 meters, depending on the size and age of the opening. Visual
observations of Marker Bed 139 (MB139) underlying the repository (Figure 1-4) indicate that
fractures in this unit are both preexisting and excavation Induced. The anhydrites a and bn
overlying the repository (Figure 1-4) are probably also fractured. The disturbed" zone exists
above and below the repository, while the Intacr zone is undisturbed, and exists beyond the
area affected by the excavations. The halite between the anhydrites above and below the floor
of the repository Is fractured.

A panel consisting of seven rooms and associated access drifts will be filled with the waste
containers (either drums or boxes). In most of the engineered alternatives that were
evaluated, a backfill material (e.g. salt) is used to fill the space around and between the
waste containers. The waste and backfill material is referred to as waste/backfill composite
or "composite". The purpose of adding the backfill is to minimize void volume In the room and
also reduce the permeability of the composite. This reduction In permeability results in lower
release of radionuclides In the case of human ntrusion into the repository. A clearance Is left
between the backfil on top of the waste stack and the roof of a panel as an operational work
space for backfilling.

During excavations and waste emplacement, atmospheric pressure Is maintained within the
repository. Since the atmospheric pressure Is substantially lower than the lithostatic pressure
In the surrounding rocks, a depressurization of the Salado Formation around the repository will
occur. This will be manifested by a gradual decrease In pressure from the far-fleld pore
pressure In the intact Salado to atmospheric pressure in a panel. Naturally occurring gas
(nitrogen and methane) is present in brine from the Salado Formation, and has been observed
to exsolve from the brine due to depressurization.

Underground experience at the WIPP with the presence and movement of brine within the
Salado Formation has yielded an understanding of brine movement n salt. For example, the
presence and movement of brine in the Salado Formation adjacent to the underground
workings is evidenced by small weeps" (brine encrustations) that commonly develop on the
walls of an excavation shortly after it s mined. These weepso are a result of the difference
in pressure between the surrounding halite and the atmospheric pressure within the rooms and
cease over time. In general, the brine inflow rate is less than the evaporation potential caused
by mine ventilation, resulting n humid, but brine free conditions in the repository.

In-situ brine flow experiments are used to measure the permeability of the Salado Formation.
The brine flow rates into sealed boreholes are in the range of 5 x 10 to 1 x 1 ' liters/s as
steady states are approached. These rates have been used to calculate far-field Salado
permeabilitles that fall within the range of 10 to 1020 m2, using a poroelastic Darcy flow
model (Lappin et al., 1989). On the basis of preliminary data, the far-field permeability of the
anhydrites appears to be one to three orders of magnitude higher than that of the intact host
salt

Emplacement of the waste within a panel is followed by sealing of the access drifts and the
shafts with a multicomponent seal system. The goal of the sealing system is to limit ground
water from the overlying units from flowing down the shafts, limit brine and/or gas from flowing
up the shafts. The panels seals will isolate the contaminants present in the waste from
circulating in the air during the operational waste emplacement phase. This objective is
accomplished by a combination of short-term and long-term seals as described below.
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2.1.2 Repository Pressurization from Atmospheric to Peak Pressure

As long as the generated' stress In the rooms Is below lithostatic, the Salado will continue to
creep due to deviatorlc stresses, thereby reducing the room dimensions. As a result, the
clearance above the waste composite will be eliminated and the void space within the
waste/bacidill composite will be reduced.

The creep that continues to compact the waste/backfill composite will be resisted by the
combination of two different mechanisms. The first of these Is the ability of the particular
waste/backfill composite to resist compaction, manifested by Its effective stress. The effective
stress Is the stress that is transferred between the solid particles of the waste/backfill
composite. The other Is the effect of gas pressure within the void spaces. The Increasing
gas pressure provides a second component of nternal stress resisting creep. As creep
ceases, the development of the DRZ ceases and may actually begin to reverse caused by
healing of the fractures.

The brine will continue to seep Into the panels due to a pressure differential between the
panels and the Salado formation. Corrosion of drums and metals In the waste under anoxic
conditions will consume large quantities of water In the brine (if present), producing hydrogen.
Microbial activity by a potentially broad range of microbes, which may be aerobic, anaerobic,
halophilic, or halotolerant, Is assumed to consume cellulosic materials and perhaps other
organic materials In the waste as well. This activity will produce carbon dioxide and methane,
and may also produce nitrogen and hydrogen sulfide. The hydrogen sulfide will probably be
removed by reacting with the metals or their corrosion products to form sulfide minerals.
Radiolysis of brines, cellulosic materials, plastics, and rubbers, will consume water and degrade
the organics to produce limited amounts of carbon monoxide,' carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and

K> oxygen. Carbon dioxide may be removed from the gas phase by reacting with cementitious
materials present as part of the waste or backfill to form carbonate minerals (calcite, dolomite,
magnesite, etc.). The combination of gas generation due to the mechanisms described above,
and the decrease In void volume due to creep closure, will'result In pressurization of the
panel.

Increased gas generation will increase the partial pressures of the gases and their solubility
In brine. This will cause additional gas to dissolve In the brine that may be present In the
room. The Increased concentration of gases In the brine will be the driving force for diffusion
of gases Into the Intact Salado.

In addition to diffusion,''advection into the Salado formation could occur as the gas pressure
Increases within the panel. This process Involves the migration of gases under a pressure
gradient from the mom Into the halite and anhydrites that make up the Salado formation.
The ability of the Salado to advect gases will depend on: (1) the Intrinsic permeability of each
bed; (2) the relative brine and gas saturations of these beds; (3) any capillary or threshold-
pressure effects Involved In gas displacement of brine already present; and (4) the amount of
localized depressurization which exists due to the operational phase. Ongoing work suggests
the threshold-pressure within the Intact Salado halites may be as high as 8 MPa. Therefore,
the sum total of the threshold pressure and the in-situ pore pressure may prevent gas
advection Into the halite. However, if some fractures exist within the DRZ, connecting the
panel to the anhydrite beds, gases will be dissipated due to the higher permeability (therefore
lower threshold pressure) and lower pore pressure of the anhydrites. Advective processes
would allow some gas to escape from the panels, thus lowering the pressure In the disposal
rooms.
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The proposed short-term seals consisting of concrete plugs and possibly clay materials are
designed to function for approximately 100 years after decommissioning. The long-term seals
are made of crushed salt that Is chemically and mechanically compatible with the host rock
formation. Creep closure of the surrounding intact host rock consolidates and densifies the
crushed salt to a condition comparable to intact salt.

2.1.3 Rository after Peak Pressure

Gas generation due to microbial degradation of solid organic components of the waste such
as paper, cloth, wood etc. would be terminated after peak pressure Is reached. Any brine
remaining In the panel would have been consumed by anoxic corrosion of the metals. No
further brine Inflow would take place because the pressures In the panel equal or exceed the
far-field pressure of the Salado Formation. Since the water present in the brine would be
consumed, reactions of carbon dioxide with cementitious materials would also cease, since
these reactions require water.

The mechanical resistance to closure prevents further creep during the late phase, resulting
In a cessation of waste/backfill compaction. This mechanical resistance is made up of two
components: (1) the stress of compaction and (2) the Interstitial fluid pressure. When the
sum total of these components becomes greater than the lithostatic pressure, the deviatoric
stress Is eliminated and creep ceases. At this point, the void volume becomes fixed at a
constant value.

Gas advection will continue as long as the pressure within the panel Is such that a driving
force Into the Salado Is maintained. Once the pressure in the repository is lithostatic, the
driving force Is terminated and the system reaches a steady state condition.

2.2 DESIGN ANALYSIS (COUPLED PROCESSES) MODEL

The components of the Design Analysis Model (the ROOM-SCALE model and the SHAFT-
SEAL model) are defined according to the physical barriers that will exist following waste
emplacement at the WIPP. These barers and modeling regions (Figure 2-1) are:

* The host rock and panel seals surrounding the rooms and drifts. The seven
rooms and the equivalent volume of five and one-half rooms existing in the
access drifts within a panel (12.5 room equivalents), are modeled on a collective
basis to most accurately approximate the conditions within a storage panel at
each time step. The modeling is done using the ROOM-SCALE component of
the Design Analysis Model as described in Appendix B.

* The shaft and panel seals. The permeabilities of the seals are obtained as a
function of time using the SHAFT-SEAL component of the Design Analysis Model
as described In Appendix C.

The Design Analysis Model considers the processes that are essential to predicting changes
In performance resulting from the application of alternative repository designs and waste forms.
The conceptualization of the repository including the physical orientation and the associated
values for the Salado formation Is shown in Figure 2-2. The simulation by the Design Analysis
Model of the processes described earlier is summarized below.
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Figure 2-2. Conceptualization of Repository within Salado Formation
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* Creep Closure of the Surrounding Host Rock (Appendix B. Section 2.4) - The
Chabannes (1982) equation has been combined ith a nonlinear regression
equation based on several years of measured closure rates at 30 locations In
the WIPP to predict creep closure rates of the host rock as a function of time.
This equation expresses creep closure rates at each time step as a function of
the room height, the room width, and the difference between lithostatic stress
(14.8 MPa), and the Internal stress In the panel. The Internal stress Is the sum
of the effective stress of the waste/backfill composite and the fluid pressure Inside
the panel.

* Gas Generation and Consumption - There are four processes related to gas
generation and consumption: anoxic corrosion, microbial gas generation,
radiolysis, and dissolution of gases in brine. These are described below:

- Anoxic Corrosion (Appendix B. Section 2.13)

The dominant corrosion reaction Is assumed to be the reaction of iron, usually
in the form of 'mild steel, with water to generate amakanite and hydrogen
according to the reaction:

Fe + 2HO Fe(OH)2 + H2

This reaction generates one mole of hydrogen for every two moles of water
consumed.

At each tirne step, brine In a storage room (If available) is assumed to react
with- Iron or steel to generate hydrogen at a maximum rate of 1.7 moles of
hydrogen/drumtyr (Lappin et al., 1989). This hydrogen generation rate requires
the availability of 5 x 10 m

2 of water/drum/yr. If the brine (water) availability
Is less than the amount required for maximum hydrogen generation, the rate
Is scaled down based on the amount of water available for corrosion. This
corrosion process is thus self-limiting since the hydrogen that Is generated
contributes to the pressurization of the room, which In turn inhibits brine inflow.

Microbial and Radioiytc Gas Generation (Appendix B. Section 2.12) - The total
potential for microbial gas generation, along with the rate of generation, have
been modeled based on the data of Lappin et al. (1989). Based on the
Information provided therein, the following assumptions have been Incorporated
for modeling purposes:

* Since microbial activity and radiolysis utilize the same organic substrates,
the gas generation rate of 0.85 moles/drum/year (Lappin et al., 1989) Is
assumed to represent both nicroblal and radiolytic gas generation.

- Microbial activity is not assumed to be limited by the availability of brine.

The microbial gas generation assumptions used In modeling the baseline
case are explained In detail in Appendix B, Section 2.12, and can be
summarized as follows:
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* During the first 100 years after decommissioning of the repository, oxygen
is completely consumed (aerobic microbial activity) with an equivalent molar
production of carbon dioxide. Anaerobic microbial activity is assumed to
commence only after this period of 100 years.

* Anaerobic microbial activity is assumed to ensue after 100 years at the rate
of 0.85 moles/drum/year with a gas generation potential of 606 moles/drum
(Lappln et al., 1989).

* Thus, anaerobic microbial activity begins 100 years after the start of the
simulation, and lasts for a period of 713 years. The gases generated are
assumed to be methane, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen in the ratio of
15:20:12.

- Dissolution of Gases In Brine - The moles of hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon
dioxide dissolved in the brine present in a panel are evaluated at each time
step (Appendix B, Sections 2.9 and 2.10). The moles of gas dissolved are
calculated from phase equilibria relations using Henry's Law constants in brine
(Reid et al., 1987). The Henry's Law constants and gas solubilities are
evaluated from experimental correlations. The dissolution of nitrogen and
methane is not considered since the brine already contains significant amounts
of these gases (DOE, 1983).

Brine Inflow (Appendix B. Section 2.3)

- An Initial brine Inflow rate of 0.43 cubic meters/roorn/year (Nowak et al., 1988)
is assumed. This is based on a constant room pressure of 1 atmosphere.

- The rate of brine inflow is assumed to linearly decrease as fluid (brine and
gas) pressure in the room increases, and approaches zero when the pressure
in the room reaches lithostatic pressure (14.8 MPa). Uthostatic rather than
hydrostatic Is used since measurements have been made of pore pressures
which exceed hydrostatic (Lappin et al, 1989). This approach couples brine
inflow to creep closure and gas generation, because all of these processes
affect fluid pressure in the room.

* CO/Brine/Cement Interactions (Appendix B. Section 2.14 and Apendix El -
Carbon dioxide generated by microbial or radiolytic processes will partition into
any brine present in the room. This dissolved CO2 will then react with portlandite
to produce calcite plus water according to the reaction shown below. Portlandite
is a dominant phase in Portland cement and is available in the cementitious
materials present in the waste.

- The pH of any brine in the room is assumed to be buffered by portlandite
that is present in the cement waste. CO2 will react with portlandite to yield
calcite and water according to the reaction:

CO2 + Ca(OH) 2 = CaCO, + H20
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- The reaction rate Is assumed to be proportional to the volume of free brine
In the room, and the reaction stops when either all of the portlandite or the
brine/water In the room Is consumed.

- Water that is generated by the above reaction Is added to the total number
of moles of water In the room.

4 Diffusion of Gases Into the Host Formation (Aooendix B, Sections 2.2 and 2.11)
Since undisturbed Salado brines at lithostatic pressure have significant amounts
of dissolved N2 and CH4 (DOE, 1983), It Is assumed that diffusion of these gases
Is negligible due to the lack of concentration gradients necessary to drive diffusive
transport Smilar data were not available for H. and CO2, and therefore these
gases have been considered for their diffusion Into the host rock.

* Advection of Gases Into the Host Formation, Across Seals, and Into the Overiving
and UnderMnq Anhvdrlte Beds (Anpendix B. Section 2.6) - The host formation,
panel and shaft seals, and the Intact anhydrite beds are modeled as parallel
routes for the advection of gases out of the panel. The following assumptions and
information are being used for modeling purposes:

- The permeability of the Intact halite ranges from I x 10 m2 to 1 x 10-1 m2

with an expected permeability of 3.4 x 104 m2 (Rechard et al., 1990).

- The permeability of the Intact anhydrite beds Is estimated to be 2 to 3 orders
of magnitude greater than the halite (a's), and as such Is assumed to be
the most probable pathway for gas advection (Lappin et al., 1989).

Other assumptions include:

- The halite between each room and the anhydrites Is fractured such that there
Is hydrological communication between the rooms and the disturbed anhydrite.

- The anhydrite beds above and below the repository are extensively fractured
due to excavation of the drifts and panels, and therefore all panels and rooms
within each panel are In equilibrium with respect to gas pressure.

- The disturbed anhydrites above and below the repository are assumed to be
saturated with brine at the time of WIPP decommissioning.

-- The Intact anhydrites, and the halite layers above and below the repository
(outside the DRZ), are assumed to be saturated with brine at pore pressures
of 10.36 MPa (70/6 of ithostatic) and 14.8 MPa (lithostatic), respectively. For
the sake of modeling, the pressures In the Intact Salado are chosen to provide
the largest driving force for brine migration. Since there are measured values
of the pore pressure approaching lithostatic, It has been chosen as the value
for the far-field pressure of the brine.

- When the panel fluid pressure exceeds the assumed Intact anhydrite pore
pressure, the brine In the disturbed anhydrite Is assumed to be driven Into the
undisturbed anhydrite.
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- When the panel fluid pressure exceeds the assumed intact halite pore
pressure, additional brine is driven from the disturbed anhydrite into the intact
halite layer above and below the repository.

- The flow of brine from the disturbed anhydrites to the intact anhydrites and
Salado layers, is assumed to be governed by Darcy's equation of flow through
porous media.

- The volume from which the brine Is expelled Is assumed to provide an
additional void volume for panel gases to occupy.

A program simulating two-phase flow is used to derive a parametric equation for
the advection rate into the intact anhydrites when the panel fluid pressure exceeds
11.3 MPa (brine pore pressure of 10.36 MPa plus a threshold pressure of 0.94
MPa (Davies, 1989)). Concurrentiy with gas advection into the anhydrites, the
advection of panel gases Into the four shaft seals (conductance varying with time)
Is also simulated (Appendix B, Section 2.7). A viscosity correlation which is valid
at both low and high pressures is used to estimate the viscosity of the gas
mixture for use In the advection calculations.

Gas Compressibility (Appendix B. Section 2.16) - The Lee-Kessler Equation of
State (Reid et at., 1987) Is used to estimate the compressibility of the gas mixture
In a panel at each time step. The fluid pressure is updated based on the
resulting value of compressibility. The fluid pressure is then used to estimate
molar advection rates of gases, volume of brine inflow, creep closure rates, and
gas solubillties In brine during the next ime step.

* Waste/Backfill Composite Comnaction and Resulting Mechanical Resistance to
Closure (Appendix B. Section 2.15 - Stress/density relationships have been
obtained for each waste form and backfill material from literature and experimental
data. For each engineered alternative, an average density (based upon the mass
fraction and density of each component) Is calculated at various stress levels of
compaction. The density of the waste/backfill composite is evaluated at each time
step. The effective stress corresponding to this density is evaluated using the
stress/density relationships of the composite. This effective stress is then used
as Input to the Chabannes equation (see discussion on creep closure above) as
the mechanical component of resistance to creep closure.

* Development of a Zone of Enhanced Porosity Surrounding the Panel (Appendix B.
Section 217) - The creep of the host rock creates an additional void volume
within a zone of enhanced porosity which the panel gases will occupy. The rate
and extent of creep closure will govern the magnitude of this void volume. This
void volume Is calculated at each time step as the product of the porosity of the
Intact Salado (0.001) (Marietta et al., 1989, Table 3-9) and the difference between
the Initial panel volume and the panel volume at the current time step.

- It Is assumed that the zone of enhanced porosity does not contain brine.

- It Is assumed that all the pores in this zone are interconnected.
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Future Human Intrusion Into the Reoositor (Aprendix B. Section 2.18) - Three
human intrusion events (Figure 2-3) were evaluated to determine the relative
effectiveness of each engineered alternative in reducing radionuclide releases. The
three scenarios, the modeling procedure for each scenario, and the assumptions
behind them are described as follows:

- The El scenario (Marietta et al., 1989) (Figure 2-3a) assumes a borehole
penetration through a waste-filled panel and continuing into or through a
pressurized brine pocket existing In the underlying Castile Formation (Figure
1-2). In actuality, the El scenario begins with the E2 scenario, but the
amounts of brine located within the room are extremely small compared to the
brine transported from the Castile through the waste, and therefore the El
scenario neglects any effects from the E2 scenario. This event was modeled
using a parametric equation relating flow rate through the waste/backfill
composite to the hydraulic conductivity of the composite. This equation was
developed by statistically regressing data resulting from a series of computer
runs using the flow and transport code SWIFT IlIl (Reeves et al., 1986).

The modeling associated with the El scenario Is performed on a room basis,
since only the area surrounding the actual borehole allows the brine to come
in contact with the waste. In order to verify this, the SWIFT IlIl was used to
determine the velocities of the fluid flow through the waste/backfill composite.
A bounding brine velocity was chosen such that In 5000 years a fluid particle
would not be able to move a distance equal to the height of the room. This
velocity defined a radius of Influence used to calculate an effective wash-
through volume. This volume was simulated as an ellipsoid, with the major
axis along the borehole and the other axes into the room. If the conductivity
of the waste/backfill composite was such that the effective radius was greater
than the width of the room, the width of the room was chosen for one of the
axes since the halite was considered to be impermeable. The other axis was
allowed to continue to the edge of the room, but In no case did the effective
radius exceed half of the length of one room. The assumption of an infinite
reservoir of brine In the Castile allows a constant pressure of 16 MPa to be
prescribed for the brine pocket

- The E2 scenario (Marietta et al., 1989) (Figure 2-3b) assumes a borehole just
penetrating Into the repository, not passing through. This scenario is modeled
using an analytical solution to the radial flow equation through a porous
media, simulating the borehole and the panel as concentric circles. The halite
Is considered to be an Impermeable boundary that Is located at a sufficient
distance to allow the volume of the cylinder to be the volume of a panel.
Simplifying assumptions regarding the flow of gas and brine are made. In
actuality, the gas phase would be located towards the top of the panel and
the brine phase would be located towards the bottom of the panel. In fact,
the amount of brine predicted by the model to be present in the panel at
5,000 years would not be enough to fill the borehole to reach the Culebra.
The gas being less viscous and towards the top of the panel, would tend to
escape preferentially to the brine, thereby reducing the room pressure.

For the purposes of comparing atematives, a hypothetical "fluid with the
properties of brine Is used. This fluid Is comprised of the appropriate
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K> volumetric proportions of gas and brine, which are predicted by the model for
each alternative. This fluid is assumed to saturate the room and be
transported to the Culebra through the borehole. The amount of radionuclides
within the brine portion of the fluid that Is released are then compared for
each alternative.

- The EE2 scenario (Marietta et al., 1989) (Figure 2-3c) assumes a
combination of the first two scenarios; two boreholes penetrate the repository
In the same panel. One borehole provides a pathway for brine flow from the
Castile Formation brine pocket directly nto the panel. This borehole is
capped above the repository such that no brine can move vertically to the
Culebra. The other borehole (occurring later In time) provides a pathway from
the repository to the Culebra Dolomite. This pathway consists of a flow path
through the panel from the El borehole to the E2 borehole. No credit Is
taken for any processes which may occur or change during the interim
between the first and second boreholes. This scheme results in a pressurized
flow path directly through the waste/backfill composite.

The flow rate through the waste is obtained from the analytical solution to the
one-dimensional flow equation through porous media, assuming the two
boreholes are separated by the length of one room (300 ft., 91.44 m). Any
effects of the pressure in the room being greater than the pressure of the
Castile brine pocket, are neglected due to the assumption of an infinite brine
pocket. It should be noted that the E2 scenario Is a part of the El E2
scenario. This happens when the second borehole breaches the repository
potentially releasing any gases and brine initially located there. This Is

K> neglected because the amount of brine originally located In the panel would
be extremely small In comparison to the volume produced from the Castle
brine pocket.

The following assumptions have been applied to all human Intrusion scenarios:

* The Intrusion occurs 5000 years after decommissioning.

* The diameter of the borehole is 0.14 meter based upon an average borehole
area obtained from Marietta et al. (1989, Table 3-10).

* The hydraulic conductivity of the waste/backfill composite Is the weighted
geometric mean of the waste forms and backfill properties (explained In detail
In Section 3.5.3).

* The borehole conductivity Is 1 x 10 meters/second (clean sand/gravel)
obtained from Freeze and Cherry (1979, Table 2-2).

* Waste element solubilities have been assumed to be 1 x Or monliter from
Marietta et al. (1989, Table 3-10).

The activity of each radionuclide at the time of Intrusion Is computed using the
solutions to differential equations that represent mass balances for each radionuclide
(Appendix B, Section 2.20). Based upon the radionuclide solubilities in brine and
the volume of brine released, the cumulative activity of each radionuclide released
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to the Culebra was determined. The objective of these human intrusion simulations
is to calculate a number which is similar In functional form to the EPA Summed
Normalized Release (EPA, 1985); the difference being that the Design Analysis
Model calculates the cumulative release of radionuclides Into the Culebra.
Alternately, the EPA Summed Normalized Release specifies calculation of the
cumulative activity of each radionuclide across the regulatory boundary, and in
addition, employs scenario probability weighting to each release (EPA, 1985).

The Design Analysis Model does not consider probabilities of occurrence of
scenarios; the scenario Is assumed to occur and the effectiveness measure is
evaluated. The value generated by the Design Analysis Model Is the singular raw
score for the effectiveness of each alternative design. Calculation of the measure
of relative effectiveness is performed by dividing the effectiveness measure for the
alternative by the effectiveness measure for the baseline case (Section 2.4). The
baseline case uses "as recelved waste with crushed salt backfill. "As received"
waste Is defined as follows:

* Sludges with some cement added as solidifying agents [i.e., current processes
at the Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) for Content Code 111], but not a concreted
monolith (DOE, 1989e).

* Solid organics and norganics are in unshredded form, wrapped in multiple
layers of plastic, inside a 90-mil rigid liner in a steel drum [i.e., current
packaging at RFP and most other sites (DOE, 1989e)].

The Improvement resulting from a waste form modification or a repository design
alteration is determined by comparison with the baseline case. For the baseline
case, the assumptions are as follows:

* Each room Is assumed to be filled to capacity (considered to be 6,000 drums)
with "as received" waste and backfilled with crushed salt.

* The initial room dimensions used in the calculations are 13 feet (3.96 m) high
by 300 feet (91.44 m) long by 33 feet (10.06 m) wide (Lappin et al., 1989).

* A two-foot high clearance is assumed to be left above the waste/backfill
composite In all rooms and drifts in the panel.

* The panel capacity (including the seven storage rooms and the surrounding
access drifts as In Figure 2-1) is assumed to be approximately 12.5 times the
capacity of one individual room.

* The panel and shaft seals are assumed to be in place.

2.3 CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF EFFECTIVENESS OF ALTERNATIVES
FOR ADDRESSING GAS GENERATION

Selected alternatives (described earlier in Table 1-2) were quantitatively evaluated using the
Design Analysis Model for their effectiveness for addressing gas generation. The criteria of
evaluation included Peak Index Pressure, Excess Gas Energy, and Additional Volume
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Required. These three parameters are interrelated based upon the amount of gas pressure
within a panel.

The Peak Index Pressure Is the maximum pressure In a room predicted by the Design
Analysis Model. This is based upon the gas generation properties of the final waste form
resulting from a particular alternative, and also upon the resulting void volume in the room.
The Peak Index Pressure for a particular alternative Is compared with the lithostatic pressure
to evaluate the effectiveness of that alternative with respect to gas generation. This is also
expressed as a percentage of lithostatic pressure for purposes of comparison.

The Excess Gas Energy Is based upon the amount of stored energy, which is represented
by the gas which Is in excess of lithostatic pressure. This Is equal to the pressure in excess
of thostatic multiplied by the void volume which it occupies.

For alternatives In which the Peak Index Pressure does not exceed 11thostatic, the Excess
Gas Energy Is zero. The closer this number Is to zero, the better the alternative Is In relation
to minimizing the amount of excess energy In the system due to gas pressure.

The Additional Volume Required Is a measure of the amount of additional volume that would
be required for the pressure In a panel to return to lithostatic pressure. A further description
of this parameter may be found In Section 4.0.

2.4 CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF EFFECTIVENESS OF ALTERNATIVES
FOR ADDRESSING HUMAN INTRUSION SCENARIOS

A parameter called the Measure of Relative Effectiveness was defined for each aternative
In order to quantitatively compare the different alternatives In relation to human intrusion by
using the Design Analysis Model. This factor Is a measure of the Improvement In the
performance of the aternative design, compared to the baseline design. The criterion used
to measure this Improvement is the estimated cumulative release of radionuciides to the
Culebra Dolomite in the event of human Intrusion. The ratio of the cumulative release of
radionuclides for an engineered alternative to the release under baseline conditions is the
"Measure of Relative Effectiveness" for that particular alternative. In other words:

Cumulative Release of
Radionuclides

Measure of Relative Effectiveness = Using the Alternative Design
Cumulative Release of
Radionuclides
Using the Baseline Design

For the baseline case, the Measure of Relative Effectiveness is 1. The lower the value of
this factor, the more effective the alternative Is In Improving repository performance relative
to the baseline case.

In summary, the Design Analysis Model has been developed by the EATF to simulate the
behavior of the repository after waste emplacement. The model analyzes 14 combination
alternatives (Table 1-2) relative to the baseline design with respect to their effectiveness for
addressing possible gas generation and human intrusion Issues. The results of the
effectiveness evaluation of the 14 combination alternatives are discussed later in Section 4.0.
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3.0 PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTiES OF THE
WASTE/BACKFILL COMPOSFE

3.1 INTRODUCTiON

Quantitative estimates of physical and chemical properties for the combination of waste and
backfill are required for the Design Analysis Model to determine the relative effectiveness of an
engineered alternative. In this section, the term properties' refers to the physical and chemical
properties of a homogeneous composite material consisting of waste and backfill (hereafter
referred to as wastelbackfll composite" or "composite). The properties of a particular
engineered altemative are In most cases unique to that alternative; In some cases, similarities
occur from one alternative to another. Properties of the composite such as density, porosity,
hydraulic conductivity, and effective waste volume are quantified as a function of compaction
stress level. The effective waste volume Is defined as the volume of the waste/backfill composite
minus the volume of the backfill along the sides of the waste stack. This parameter Is used In
the Design Analysis Model to calculate radionuclide releases to the surface due to removal of drill
cuttings (Appendix B, Section 2.22). In addition, gas generation potentials are provided to the
Design Analysis Model.

The following sections briefly list the properties developed (Section 3.2), discuss the assumptions
made In developing properties for the baseline case and for the different alternatives described
earlier n Section 1.3 (Section 3.3), sources of data (Section 3.4), and finally, the quantification
of the properties (Section 3.5 and 3.6).

Some of the important properties are coupled; an example Is hydraulic conductivity and
permeability. Assuming a fixed value for permeability, a mathematical relationship exists to
deternine hydraulic conductivity. Density and porosity are similarly related.

3.2 COMPOSITE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

The development of physical and chemical properties for each aternative assumes the
waste/backfill composite to be a homogeneous mixture. Five physical and chemical properties
of the wastebackfill composite are required as Input to the Design Analysis Model:

* Density
* Porosity
* Hydraulic conductivity
* Gas generation potential
* Effective waste volume.

AL"AW511POVEATF.1991A4775-3 9-1 Section 3
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Investigations in radionuclide solubility (Rai et al., 1983; Felmy et aL, 1989; Marietta et al., 1989)
have shown variabilities of six orders of magnitude. The EATF has therefore assumed a value
of 1 x 04 molar for all radionuclide solubilities.

3.3 WASTE FORM DISTRIBUTION

The effectiveness of Alternatives 1 to 14 (Table 1-2) Is evaluated relative to the baseline case.
The baseline case Is defined as "as received" waste emplaced In the current repository room
design and backfilling with crushed salt. "As received" waste composition Is assumed to comply
with the Butcher (1989) classification of the waste destined for the WIPP, which can be
generalized nto the three major waste form categories.

The three major waste forms comprise most of the TRU waste Inventory. On a volumetric basis,
the proportions of the three major waste forms for the baseline case are assumed (based on DOE
(1988c)J to be:

* 40 Percent Solid Organics (combustible)
* 40 Percent Solid Inorganics (glass/metal)
* 20 Percent Sludges.

These proportions were developed from the inventory description in Butcher (1989) by grouping
waste types with similar physical properties. This proportional distribution for the baseline case
Is maintained for comparison of each alternative studied, ensuring no calculatlonal bias.
Specifying this ratio reduces the number of sensitivity runs necessary to establish the relative
effectiveness of the alternatives. In addition to the proportional distribution of waste forms, the
Initial volume of waste contained in a repository room is assumed constant. Discussion with
Westinghouse Engineering (Garcia, 1990) and review of Lappin et al. (1989) indicate variation
In the assumed quantity of waste to be placed In WIPP repository rooms and drifts. In this
analysis, the current repository design is assumed to contain 6,000 55-gallon drums of TRU waste
per room.

The initial conditions for the baseline case waste distribution parameters are isted in Table 3-1.
These values, along with the density of each component as a function of stress (from creep
closure), are used In computing the composite physical and chemical properties.

3.4 DATA DEVELOPMENT FOR ALTERNATIVES

The raw data necessary for computation of waste/backfill composite properties were obtained
from several sources. These sources include:
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TABLE 3-1

INmAL CONDITIONS FOR THE BASELINE CASE

NUMBER OF 55-GALLON
DRUMS PER ROOM

AVERAGE DRUM
WEIGHT (keyWASTE FORM

Solid Organics (combustible) 2400 77

Solid Inorganics (glass/metal) 2400 102

211Sludges 1200

Total Drums 6000

Void Space
Backfill Material Quantity` Between Drums

(ins) (m )

Crushed Salt 1215 402

Number of drums Is computed from the distribution of waste forms (pg. 3-2) and the total
number of drums per room (pg. 3-2).
'Average drum weights are obtained from Butcher (1989).
Volume of backfill Is obtained by computing total nitial room volume and subtracting the
volume of 6000 55-gallon drums, the ventilation space, and the assumed volume resulting
from Inefficiencies In backfilling (see 4 below).
Void space between drums Is the assumed Inefficiency In backfilling. For the baseline
case It Is assumed that half of the volume available for backfilling within the waste stack
Is not occupied by salt In other words, backfilling between the drums is assumed to be
only 50% efficient. This assumption results from uncertainties In backfill emplacement
methodology and the slip sheets between layers of drums. It should be noted that at
100% backfllfing efficiency, some void volume will still be present as a result of the
porosity of naturally packed salt.

K>
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* Information such as mass reduction and volume reduction factors from processing
facilities located at Los Alamos National Laboratories (LANL), Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL), Rocky Flats Plant (RFP), Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL), and Savannah River Site (SRS)

* SNL (e.g., Molecke, 1979; Butcher, 1990a; Butcher 1990b; Butcher et a., 1990;
Stinebaugh, 1979).

The following sections describe various waste treatments, and Include data sources used for
obtaining the properties of waste forms resulting from these treatments. The waste treatments
described here are all single alternatives, and have been used as components of Alternatives 1
to 14, which were isted earlier in Table 1-2.

3.4.1 Incineration

Incineration of the combustible components of TRU waste leads to an overall reduction In waste
volume. Since the EAMP evaluated incineration on the basis of the Process Experimental Pilot
Plant (PREPP) process, (Appendix A), the volume reduction factors reported in Table 3-2 are also
based on the PREPP process (Halford, 1990). It should be noted that the process will not be
operational, but the EATF has used the data from the process for the sake of consistency with
the EAMP evaluations. The process volves shredding, Incineration and cementation of solid
organic and solid inorganic waste forms (in the PREPP process both waste and drums would be
processed). Application of the PREPP process would result in volume reductions for both solid
organic and solid inorganic waste forms.

The mass reduction factor In Table 3-2 applies only to solid organic waste and is based on work
done at the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility (WERF). As the solid organic waste is
Incinerated, organics are oxidized to form combustion product gases consisting primarily of carbon
dioxide and water which are removed from the waste stream. Solid inorganic waste, when
Incinerated, yields no appreciable mass reduction.

3.4.2 Cementation

Cementitious materials In either grout (self-leveling mixtures) or concrete (mixtures containing
aggregate which siumpl) formulations are used in five applications:

* Cemented sludges
* Shredded and cemented solid organics (combustible)
* Shredded and cemented solid inorganics (glass/metal)
* Incinerated and cemented solid organics
* Grout backfill.
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TABLE 3-2

- INCINERATED WASTE CHARACTERISTICS

PARAMETER

Volume Reduction
Factors'

Mass Reduction
Factor2

WASTE FORM

Solid organics (combustible)
Solid Inorganics (glass/metal)

Solid organics (combustible)

RATIO

3:1
2:1

20:1

K>~ Volume Reduction Factors are based on the PREPP process (Halford, 1990) which
would entail shredding, Incinerating and cementing solid organics and solid norganics.
In the PREPP process, both waste and containers would have been processed. The
EAMP's qualitative assessment of Incineration was also based on PREPP methodology.

2 Mass Reduction Factor applies only to the Incineration of solid organics. The mass
reduction factor Is based on WERF data (Hunt, L, 1990).

NOTE: Waste forms classified as solid organics' or "solid norganics" may contain
significant amounts of other materials. For example, solid Inorganic waste forms
such as laboratory glassware may contain amounts of solid organics such as plastic
bags containing the glass. Thus, In order to completely destroy all organic material,
the solid Inorganics are processed through the Incinerator.
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An example of sludge processing involves mixing the sludge with cement (dry powder) which
absorbs free water (Petersen et al., 1987). Cementation of sludges (as defined in this report)
results in a monolithic form which Is assumed to possess physical properties similar to those of
an ordinary Portland cement (OPC) monolith. Cementation of Incineration residue or shredded
waste Is significantly different In that the addition of ash and/or shredded metal can alter some
of the properties, such as density. For the purpose of this report, a mixture of ash, OPC, and
shredded metal waste Is assumed to have the same hydraulic conductivity as a mixture of OPC
and ash. Physical properties for a salt aggregate grout backfill have been estimated on the basis
of recommendations by the Expert Panel on Applications of Cement Materials for Use at the
WIPP (Appendix G). For the purpose of this report, the physical properties of grout backfill are
the same as those reported for Type 10 grout by Coons et al. (1987). Properties of single
alternatives that Involve cementation are listed in Table 3-3.

3.4.3 Vitrification

The term "vitrificatlon is used to refer to any process that results In a vitrified (glass) waste form
as described below:

* Vitrfication of sludges refers to melting the sludge; e.g., addition of energy using
a microwave (Petersen et al., 1987) or an induction melter. Depending upon the
composition of the sludge, silica may be added prior to melting.

* Incineration and vitrification process refers to incineration of solid organics and ash
melting or fusing of residue into a glass matrix.

* Melting metals - under proper conditions radionuclides can be partitioned into a
silica-based slag. Partitioning involves reactive conditions for oxidizing
radionucildes. Radionucflde oxides then separate from molten metal into the slag
phase that can be subsequently vitrified (Heshmatpour et al., 1983).

The Materials Characterization Center at PNL and the Savannah River Site have developed
experimental borosillcate glasses for the disposal of high-level nuclear waste (Barkatt et al.,
1984). The EATF used the general Information concerning borosillcate glasses to develop
properties of vitrified waste forms. The density of glass used as a fusing agent is assumed to be
that for Type 7740 Borosilicate Glass (McLellan and Shand, 1984). The density of vitrified
sludges Is assumed from RFP microwave melting studies (Petersen et al., 1987). These densities
are given In Table 3-4.

3.4.4 Shredding

Processing waste by shredding Is applicable to solid organic (combustible) and solid inorganic
(glasstmetal) waste forms only. The shredding procedure assumed for alternative evaluations
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TABLE 3-3

PROPERTIES OF CEMENTED WASTE FORMS AND BACKFILL

SINGLE HYDRAULiC
ALTERNATIVE CONDUCTIVlTY DENSITYM

(m/s) (grn)

Cemented Siudges' 4.0 x 101 1410

Shredded and Cernented2
Solid Organics
Solid inorganics

Incinerated and Cemented
Solid Organics3 --

Grout Bacldilim

Salt Aggregate
Grout Backi 4)

1.3 x 1012
1.3 10'2 .

6.0 x 1014

1760
2010

1980

1.3 101 2 1880

7.37 x 10.14 2100

(1) This hydraulic conductivity Is one order of magnitude less than as received" sludge reported In Lappin
et al., 1989.

m Hydraulic conductivities are based on EATF calculations.
(3) Hydraulic conductivity and density: Coons et a., 1987.
('4 Hydraulic conductivity Is assumed to be one order of magnitude greater than host salt; density for

undisturbed salt from Lappin et a., 1989.
(6) Densities reported are based on EATF calculations unless otherwise noted.

TABLE 3-4

VITRIFICATION PROCESS MATERIAL DENSITIES

MATERIAL DENS TY
(kg /mr)

Type 7740 Borosilicate Glass 2230
(McLellan and Shand, 1984)

Vitrified Simulated 1900
Sludge Density
(Petersen et al., 1987)
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consists of making repeated passes through multiple shredders. This process is assumed to
achieve a volume reduction ratio of 1.2 to 1 (Looper, 1990). Waste material Is the primary target
of the shredding operation, although a fraction of the waste containers may also require this
processing technique. Shredded waste materials and containers exhibit:

* Improved compaction capability
* Lower effective hydraulic conductivity (especially after compaction)
* Improved thermal treatment effectiveness.

3.4.5 Supercomipactlon

Processing waste by supercompaction Is applicable to sold organic (combustibles) and solid
inorganic (metal/glass) waste forms. The RFP method of supercompaction Involves low force
precompaction of wastes In 35 gallon drums; the pucks* are then supercompacted (force in
excess of 2200 tons) and packaged for disposal in 55 gallon drums. Calculations by the EATF
indicate a slight decrease In total metal (total waste metal Is constant, the amount of container
metal is reduced) Is realized using the proposed RFP method of supercompaction. Physical
properties for supercompacted wastes are developed on the basis of information reported from
RFP and INEL and a conservative assumption concerning overpacks as outlined in Section 3.6.4.
Volume reduction factors of 3:1, for both solid organics and solid norganics due to
supercompaction, were obtained by comparing drum weights before and after processing, and
then converting to volumetric units using density data. The processed drum weights for
supercompacted TRU waste were communicated to the EATF by Halverson (1988). Density data
are obtained from supercompaction tests conducted by the INEL (Larsen and Aldrich, 1986).

3.4.6 Decontamination

Decontamination of metals can be accomplished by thermal methods (refer to Section 3.4.3) or
mechanical methods. The EATF has assumed the mechanical method of vibratory finishing as
the treatment method for decontaminating metallic waste (see Table 1-2, Alternative 10). Metals
can be sufficiently decontaminated by vibratory finishing, to be reclassified as low-level waste
(Allen and Hazelton, 1985) and thus removed from the WIPP inventory. The resulting TRU waste
form is a contaminated rinsing solution used in the vibratory finisher. The contaminated liquid is
concentrated and then solidified by cementation (Allen et al., 1982). Physical properties for this
waste form are assumed to be the same as those presented for grout backfill properties listed in
Table 3-3.

3.5 PHYSICAUCHEMICAL PROPERTY CALCULATION METHODOLOGY

Initial calculations supply Input values for a spreadsheet designed to compute physicalchemical
properties on a per-room or panel basis. Therefore, generating the effective properties resulting
from a given combination alternative is reduced to specifying the basic input values for that
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aftemative In the spreadsheet; data files are then generated in the spreadsheet. The default
values In the spreadsheet are those corresponding to the baseline case.

Spreadsheet input parameters are listed below

* The distribution of waste components In an average room. This distribution Is
dependent on the number of drums of each waste form component (solid organics,
sludges, and solid Inorganics) present.

* The average weight per drum of each waste form.

* Volume reduction factors are unique to the particular alternative, and to the
unprocessed waste form. They allow computation of the equivalent drum count
which Is the number of unprocessed drums required to produce a processed drum
for the particular alternative. Equivalent drum counts for Alternatives 1 to 14 are
presented n Table 3-5.

* The total volume of backfill, volume of backfill within the waste stack, and void
volume within the waste stack. The void volume within the waste stack is an
estimation of the void space within the waste stack resulting from Inefficiency In the
backfilling process. The void volume Is used to estimate an nitial waste stack
density. The total volume of backfill Is utilized In the computation of waste/backfill
composite density. The volume of backfill within the waste stack Is used in the
computation of hydraulic conductivity of the waste/backfill composite.

* The density variations of each component as a function of closure stress, from 0
MPa to lithostatic pressure (approximately 14.8 MPa) In 1.35 MPa Increments. The
component density values are used in the computation of waste/backfill composite
density, porosity, and hydraulic conductivity of the room contents.

The effects of an aternative on the waste/backfill composite properties are calculated with a
computer spreadsheet. To compute physical and chemical properties of a single alternative, only
those input values which deviate from the baseline case need to be modified in the spreadsheet.
The remaining Input variables are therefore unaltered from the baseline case. Some alternatives
require no computation of various properties (i.e., OPC grout backfill Is considered Incompressible
and therefore has constant density and hydraulic conductivity). The hydraulic conductivity of OPC
grout backfill would be considered a fixed Input value for all scenarios. Typically, a single
alternative will affect properties of one ortwo waste components, and/orthe backfill material. The
physical properties of the wastebackfill composite for a particular alternative are computed In a
spreadsheet; other parameters may also need to be entered Into the spreadsheet (i.e., drum
weight and/or distribution of waste forms). This spreadsheet computational methodology Is used
to evaluate the properties of each single alternative.
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TABLE 3-5

UNPROCESSED DRUM EQUIVALENTS PER ROOM

UNPROCESSED DRUM PROCESSED
ALTERNATIVES EQUIVALENTS PER ROOM DRUMS PER ROOM

BASELINE 6,000 NA

ALTERNATIVE 1 6,803 6,000

ALTERNATIVE 2 6,803 6,000

ALTERNATIVE 3 6,803 6,000

ALTERNATIVE 4 11,250 6,000

ALTERNATIVE 5 11,250 6,000

ALTERNATIVE 6 22,580 6,000

ALTERNATIVE 7 22,580 6,000

ALTERNATIVE 8 56,155 6,000

ALTERNATIVE 9 56,155 6,000

ALTERNATIVE 10 8,395 6,000

ALTERNATIVE 11 4,284 2,000

ALTERNATIVE 12 4,284 2,000

ALTERNATIVE 13 56,155 6,000

ALTERNATIVE 14 4,275 1,995
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Combination aternatives are evaluated by simultaneously Incorporating Input properties
developed for two or more single alternatives Into the spreadsheet. For example, drum weights
of various waste forms may be taken directly from single alternative input, whereas distribution
of various waste forms must be computed (ani used as input) for each unique combination of
alternatives.

3.6 UANTIFICATiON OF PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

The physical and chemical properties used in the Design Analysis Model are evaluated over the
range of closure stress expected In the repository. The properties of primary Importance are:

* Density
* Porosity
* Hydraulic conductivity
* Gas generation potential
* Effective waste volume.

The waste/backfill composite In the WIPP repository Is assumed to contain four components.
These components are the backfill material (e.g., crushed salt, grout, etc.) and the three major
categories of waste (solid organics, solid norganics, and sludges) which are processed as
described In Table 1-2. The physical and chemical properties of each component will be
dependent on the particular single alternative or combination alternative being considered. The
methodologies and assumptions used to characterize these properties are detailed In the following
sections.

Although material compressibility is not a Design Analysis Model Input property, it is a useful
parameter upon which to base simplifying assumptions. Material compressibility Is used to
estimate effects of creep closure on the physical properties of waste/backfill composite. Waste
and backfill materials in the WIPP repository will be subjected to triaxial compressive forces.
Compressibility of these materials will affect all physical properties. The extent to which different
materials consolidate Is dependent on the strength of the material. Treated wastes such as grout
or glass have compressive strengths In excess of lithostatic pressure (14.8 MPa, Lappin et al.,
1989), and are assumed to be incompressible under the stresses expected in the repository.

It is Important to note that effects of time on the physical properties of the waste/backfill
composite are not considered In this analysis. Long-term (10,000 years) effects such as fatigue
and degradation are not well quantified and are therefore considered inappropriate for these
generalized calculations (these effects are more suitably considered in the SNL Performance
Assessment of the WIPP facility). Therefore, the density, porosity, and hydraulic conductivity of
OPC grout used as backfill orsorbent material are assumed to remain constant during the 10,000
year operating life of the WIPP.

'>
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3.6.1 Density

Density of the waste/backflill composite at any given stress level can be computed from the
density of the Individual components at that same stress level. The mass of each waste
component is obtained from the mass distribution of the three major waste forms (Butcher, 1989),
based on the sampling of RFP TRU wastes stored at INEL (Clements and Kudera, 1985). The
quantity of backfill Is estimated from current repository room design specifications (Lappin et al.,
1989). Total mass for each alternative Is assumed constant over the 1 0,000-year period for the
computation of waste/backfill composite densities. This assumption simplifies the density
calculations. It Is understood that waste/backfill composite mass fluxes resulting from gas
production/dissipation, and brine transport will vary the waste/backfill composite mass (e.g., by
chemical degradation, physical erosion, and subsequent mass transfer Into and out of the waste
stack), though the extent to which these processes will occur Is not well defined. Initial
component volumes are known from the baseline design criteria, thus Initial waste/backfill
composite density Is readily quantified.

The waste/backfill composite density resulting from atemative evaluations may or may not
Increase during the consolidation process. For the baseline case, waste component densities as
a function of stress level were obtained from Butcher et a. (1990); crushed salt compressibility
data were obtained from Stinebaugh (1979). The methodology of computing density of a
multicomponent system is outlined In Butcher et al. (1990). This method utilizes component
densities (or mass and volume) to compute waste/backfill composite density. Implicit in the
calculation is the assumption that the components act independently.

The formulation can be summarized as follows; the volume occupied by component i at some
stress level x Is:

VX M (3.6-1)
VDx) 

where,

VAx) volume of component m1" at stress level x
M - mass of component "'

DA4 - density of component Ig at stress level x.

The total waste/backfill composite volume at stress level x is the sum of the component volumes:

TV(x) = YVAX) (3.6-2)
1-1
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where,

TV(x) total waste/backfill composite volume at stress level x.

The total waste/backfill composite mass is the sum of the n" component masses, or
- ~~~n

FM= - Ml
M-1

(3.6-3)

where,

TM = the total waste/backfill composite mass.

Therefore, the waste/backfill composite density at stress level x can be computed as follows:

TD~x M s M (364)
TV(xA) - (MIDAx))

where,

RD(x) = density of wasteabackfill composite at stress level x.

Equation 3.6-4 can be simplified by Introducing a component weight fraction, W.:

W M (3.6-5)

After dividing the numerator and denominator of equation 3.6-4 by TM, the expression for the
waste/backfill composite density becomes:

RD~x)-Y 1.0
. RD(X) -, TI W (

- (3.6-6)
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In summary, waste/backfill composite density was computed at a given stress level by:

* Using densities as a function of stress level and weights for each component

* Utilizing the experimental densities of individual components such as metal, glass,
sorbents and combustibles (all under pressure) as reported by Butcher et al. (1990)

* Using component mass proportions.

Table 3-6 contains waste/backfill composite densities as a function of stress for the 14
combination alternatives (Table 1-2) analyzed using the Design Analysis Model.

3.6.2 Porosity

Porosity is a measure of void space existing in a material and is defined as the ratio of void
volume to total volume of the material (Equation 3.6-7). Within the repository, the waste/backfill
composite porosity Is dependent on waste characteristics, backfill materials, efficiency of waste
emplacement, and the extent to which these materials compact during the consolidation process.
Computation of waste/backfill composite porosity (assuming constant mass) can be made on
either a volume or density basis (Butcher, 1989), for example:

On volume basis:

Porosity (V. - VW) (3.6-7)

On density basis:

Porosity = 1 - (composite density) (3.6-8)
(composite solid density)

where,

V,,, is the total volume ( Vod + Vw ) of the room components at some stress level and V,O, is
the total solid volume of all room components. Therefore, the quantity ( Vta - V,$,O) represents
Vo,, the room void volume including the waste/backfill composite void volume minus the volume
of the overlying air gap. It should be noted that Eqn. 3.6-7 has been developed on a room basis,
and should not be confused with similar equations in Appendix B that were developed on a panel
basis. Due to greater availability of density data for components, waste/backfill composite
porosity is computed on a density basis. Table 3-7 presents the waste/backfill composite
porosities as a function of stress for the 14 combination alternatives analyzed using the Design
Analysis Model.
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TABLE 3-6

COMPOSITE DENSITIES FOR COMBINATION ALTERNATIVES
(kg/m)*

STRESS
(MPa)' BASELINE ALT I ALT 2 ALT 3 ALT 4 ALT 5 ALT 6 ALT 7

0 692 1260 1320 1830 1340 1860 1370 1690
0 796 1450 1510 1830 1540 1860 1580 1890

1.4 1300 1710 1700 1830 1730 1860 1990 1890
2.8 1500 1770 1740 1830 1770 1860 2070 1890
4.1 1610 1800 1760 1830 1790 1860 2120 1890
5.5 1700 1830 1780 1830 1810 1860 2170 1890
6.9 1760 1850 1790 1830 1820 1860 2200 1890
8.3 1810 1870 1800 1830 1830 1860 2230 1890
9.7- 180 1880 1810 1830 1850 1860 2250 1890
11.0 1900 1890 1820 1830 1850 1860 2270 1890
12.4 1930 1900 1830 1830 1860 1860 2280 1890
13.8 1970 1910 1830 1830 1870 1860 2300 1890
152 1990 1920 1840 1830 1870 1860 2320 1890

Sold 2280 2470 2480 2720 2640 2860 2470 2710

STRESS
(MPa)' BASELINE ALT 8 ALT ALT 10 ALT 11 ALT 12 ALT 13 ALT 14

0' 692 1470 1990 746 1110 1540, 2100 1070
0 796 1690 1990 747 1110 1540 2100 1070

1.4 1300 1900 1990 1050 1600 1540 2100 1710
2.8 1500 1940 1990 1310 1780 1540 2100 2070
4.1 1610 1960 1990 1450 1830 1540 2100 2110
5.5 1700 1990 1990 1540 1880 1540 2100 2140
6.9 1760 2000 1990 1610 1920 1540 2100 2160
8.3 1810 2010 1990 1660 1950 1540 2100 2180
9.7 1860 2020 1990 1700 1980 1540 2100 2200
11.0 1900 2030 1990 1740 1990 1540 2100 2210
12A 1930 2040 1990 1760 2020 1540 2100 2220
13.8 1970 2050 1990 1790 2040 1540 2100 2230
152 1990 2050 1990 1810 2050 1540 2100 2250

Solid 2280 2120 2380 2280 2280 2700 2100 2520

*See Glossary for explanation of each abbreviation.

NOTE: In Alternatives 3, 5, 7, and 9, the processed waste forms and grout backfill are assumed Incompressible
(compressive strengths greater than 11thostatic pressure) and, therefore, have constant composite density. The initial
zero In the stress column Incoporates the void volume due to backfill Inefficiency, but It does not Include the clearance
between the waste/backill composite and the roof. The second zero in the stress column indicates that the inefficiency
Is no longer present due to compaction, and the densities are equal to what would be expected from natural packing
of the material.
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TABLE 3-7

COMPOSITE POROSITIES FOR COMBINATION ALTERNATIVES

STRESS
(MPa)- BASELINE ALT I ALT 2 ALT 3 ALT 4 ALT 5 ALT 6 ALT 7

0 0.697 0.490 0.469 0.326 0.492 0.349 0.448 0.303
0 0.651 0.414 0.390 0.326 0.416 0.349 0.363 0.303

1.4 0.430 0.305 0.314 0.326 0.344 0.349 0.196 0.303
2.8 0.345 0283 0.300 0.326 0.330 0.349 0.164 0.303
4.1 0295 0270 0.291 0.326 0.321 0.349 0.142 0.303
5.5 0257 0.258 0.283 0.326 0.314 0.349 0.124 0.303
6.9 0.230 0.251 0.278 0.326 0.309 0.349 0.111 0.303
8.3 0.206 0.244 0.273 0.326 0.305 0.349 0.100 0.303
9.7 0.185 0.238 o.m 0.326 0.301 0.349 0.090 0.303
11.0 0.169 0.233 0266 0.326 0.298 0.349 0.083 0.303
12A 0.154 0.229 0.263 0.326 0.295 0.349 0.076 0.303
13.8 0.139 0.224 0260 0.326 0.292 0.349 0.068 0.303
15.2 0.127 0.221 0.258 0.326 0.290 0.349 0.063 0.303

STRESS
(MPa)- BASELINE ALT 8 ALT 9 ALT 10 ALT 11 ALT 12 ALT 13 ALT 14-

0
0

1.4
2.8
4.1
5.5
6.9
8.3
9.7
11.0
12.4
13.8
15.2

0.697
0.651
0.430
0.345
0.295
0.257
0.230
0.206
0.185
0.169
0.154
0.139
0.127

0.307 0.164
0.203 0.164
0.105 0.164
0.088 0.164
0.074 0.164
0.064 0.164
0.057 0.164
0.051 0.164
0.046 0.164
0.042 0.164
0.038 0.164
0.034 0.164
0.031 0.164

0.673
0.673
0.540
0.428
0.367
0.325
0.295
0.272
0.254
0.239
0.227
0.216
0.206

0.513
0.513
0.299
0.222
0.197
0.175
0.160
0.147
0.134
0.125
0.117
0.108
0.101

0.428
0.428
0.428
0.428
0.428
0.428
0.428
0.428
0.428
0.428
0.428
0.428
0.428

0 0.577
0 0.577
0 0.320
0 0.180
0 0.164
0 0.151
0 0.141
0 0.134
0 0.128
0 0.122
0 0.117
0 0.113
0 0.109

'See Glossary for explanation of abbreviation.
"Porosity computed on a compartment basis (three 7-packs).

NOTE: The initial zero in the stress column Incorporates the void volume due to backfilling inefficiency. The second
zero In the stress cohlmn indicates that this inefficiency is no longer present due to compaction. The resulting porosities
are as would be expected due to naturally packed backfilL
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3.6.3 Hydraulic Conductivity

Hydraulic conductivity Is a measure of the permeability of a porous media It is dependent on the
properties of the media as well as the fluid. The hydraulic conductivity of the waste/backfill
composite in an average WIPP repository room Is dependent on the waste components, backfill
material, and the brine present. In muiticomponent systems, an effective hydraulic conductivity
can be estimated by averaging the Individual component hydraulic conductivities comprising the
system. Three different averaging techniques exist:

* Arithmetic mean - applies to flow through a parallel configuration of components

* Harmonic mean - applies to flow through a series configuration of components

* Geometric mean - applies to flow through a randomly distributed configuration of
components.

In practice, the effective hydraulic conductivity of randomly distributed components Is estimated
by using the geometric mean (of components). The geometric mean is preferred over arithmetic
and harmonic means (parallel and series flow configurations, respectively), because it results In
a better representation of randomly distributed components (Scheidegger, 1974).

In the baseline condition, hydraulic conductivity of solid Inorganic and solid organic waste is
assumed to vary with porosity and Is estimated from a modified version of the Kozeny-Carman
Equation (D'Appolonia, 1982). Components such as grout or glass are assumed incompressible
under repository conditions (compressive strengths greater than ithostatic pressure) and thus
have constant hydraulic conductivities.

It Is Important to note that fluid movement (hydraulic conductivity) In certain materials, such as
glass, Is due to diffusion or molecular transport as govemed by Fick's Law rather than to Darcy's
Law, which governs fluid flow through porous media. For the purposes of this report, vitrified
waste forms and metal ingots are considered Impermeable. Since fluid flow takes place through
the path of least resistance (i.e., higher hydraulic conductivity), these waste forms are assigned
a low hydraulic conductivity to limit their relative impact as components In the waste backfill
composite. Lappin et al. (1989) reports the permeability of intact repository salt as 102 m2 (which
Is equivalent to a hydrauic conductivity of 7.35 x 1016 sms). Based on this and Butcher (1 990a),
a reference hydraulic conductivity of 7.35 x 101 r m/s has been assigned to *ipermeable waste
forms for calculation purposes. Assigning a hydraulic conductivity one order of magnitude lower
than the host rock mimimizes the Impact of these almost Impermeable waste forms on the overall
waste/backfill composite hydraulic conductivity and, in a conservative manner, puts more
Importance on the conductivity of the rest of the waste.

The components considered in the averaging process are the three primary waste forms and the
backfill material within the waste stack. Backfill contained in the volume above the waste stack,
and between the waste stack and the side walls In the rooms, is not considered because this
region Is a physical extension of the host rock.
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The values of hydraulic conductivity for each component are estimated on the basis of available
data In literature (Coons et al., 1987), personal communication (Butcher, 1 990a), and
representative equations (Case and Kelsall, 1987). Components with large void space which
compact under compressive stresses will typically have hydraulic conductivities that vary with the
degree of compaction. This variability can be estimated or computed from the porosity. For
example, the hydraulic conductivity of crshed salt Is assumed to be a function of porosity and
Is estimated as a function of compaction with a bilinear system of equations developed by Case
and Kelsall (1987). Once the hydraulic conductivity of each component has been estimated, the
effective hydraulic conductivity for the composite can be computed. The governing equation
employing the geometric mean for averaging hydraulic conductivitles is (Scheidegger, 1974):

n
In(K.,) - (F, ln(K,)) (3.6-9)

1-1

where,

K,, effective waste/backfill composite hydraulic conductivity at stress level x
F, volume fraction of component I at stress level x
K, = hydraulic conductivity of component I at stress level x.

The component volume fraction and the hydraulic conductivity may be functions of stress level
or the state of compaction. The component volume fraction is computed as the component
volume divided by the waste/backfill composite volume at a particular stress level:

F ( = V (A) (3.6-10)
TV(X)

where,

F,(x) = volume fraction of component at stress level x
Vdx) = volume of component I at stress level x (Including the void space within the

wastebackfil composite)
TV(x) = volume of wastewbackfll composite at stress level x.
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The component and wastebackfill composite volumes are obtained from estimated values of
component masses and densities:

Vk-M, (3.6-11)
VAX) MLDAx)

TV~c) - V() (3.6-12)

where,

M - mass of commponent r
D,(x) - density of component o at stress level x

The procedure allows computation of an effective hydraulic conductivity for the average contents
of a WIPP repository room at various stress levels. Table 3-8 contains the hydraulic
conductivities for the 14 combination alternatives.

3.6.4 Gas Generation Potential

Evaluation of design altematives to the baseline waste disposal system requires estimation of the
total potential for gas generation. Gas generation potential Is the sum of three processes:

* Radiolytic gas generation
* Biological gas generation
* Corrosion gas generation.

Total potential Is dependent on parameters such as brine Inflow (for anoxic corrosion),
radioactivity per unit volume of waste (for radiolysis), and mass of organic materials per unit
volume of waste (for biological degradation). Lappin et a]. (1989) report potentials of 894 moles
of hydrogen/drum for anoxic corrosion of waste containers and metal waste, and 606 moles of
total gas/drum for biological degradation and radiolysis. These constituent potentials are used
to compute the total potential. These values are subject to validation by gas generation
experiments In the WIPP Experimental Test Program (Molecke, 1990a; Molecke, 1990b).

The gas generation potential for the 14 combination alternatives analyzed by the Design Analysis
Model are presented In Table 3-9. It should be noted that alternatives that involve either
densification of waste (e.g., supercompaction) or removal of a waste component (e.g., Incineration
of solid organics), will result In volume reduction. This volume reduction helps to Include more
drum equivalents of unprocessed waste per room compared to the baseline design (presented
earlier In Table 3-5). Since the volume reduction increases the mass of waste that can be stored
in a room relative to the baseline, the total gas generation potential per room for some of the
alternatives could be more than the baseline. Thus, a comparison of gas generation in terms of
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TABLE 3-8

COMPOSITE HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITIES FOR
COMBINATION ALTERNATIVES

(ms)

STRESS
(MPa)^ BASELINE ALT 1 ALT 2 ALT 3 ALT 4 ALT 5 ALT 6 ALT 7

0 4.12E-04 1.10E-09 7.30E-10 3.01E-12 3.15E-10 1.50E-12 7.47E-13 1.04E-14
1.4 1.55E-05 7.62E-11 6.55E-11 3.01E-12 2.70E-11 1.50E-12 9.41E-14 1.04E-14
2.8 3.61E-06 4.57E-11 4.28E-11 3.01E-12 1.74E-11 1.50E-12 5.84E-14 1.04E-14
4.1 1.42E-06 3.30E-11 3.26E-11 3.01E-12 1.32E-11 1.50E-12 4.26E-14 1.04E-14
5.5 6.63E-07 2.52E-11 2.61E-11 3.01E-12 1.05E-11 1.50E-12 3.27E-14 1.04E-14
6.9 3.77E-07 2.10E-11 2.25E-11 3.01E-12 9.09E-12 1.50E-12 2.73E-14 1.04E-14
8.3 2.25E-07 1.79E-11 1.98E-11 3.01E-12 7.96E-12 1.50E-12 2.32E-14 1.04E-14
9.7 1.23E-07 1.46E-11 1.67E-11 3.01E-12 6.71E-12 1.50E-12 1.88E-14 1.04E-14
11.0 4.52E-08 1.03E-11 1.24E-11 3.01E-12 4.96E-12 1.50E-12 1.28E-14 1.04E-14
12.4 1.83E-08 7.63E-12 9.55E-12 3.01E-12 3.82E-12 1.50E-12 9.17E-15 1.04E-14
13.8 6.10E-09 5.23E-12 6.89E-12 3.01E-12 2.75E-12 1.50E-12 6.OOE-15 1.04E-14
15.2 2.75E-09 4.07E-12 5.57E-12 3.01E-12 2.22E-12 1.50E-12 4.54E-15 1.04E-14

STRESS
(MPa)^ BASELINE ALT 8 ALT 9 ALT 10 ALT 11 ALT 12 ALT 13 ALT 14*'

0
1.4
2.8
4.1
5.5
6.9
8.3
9.7
11.0
12.4
13.8
15.2

4.1 2E-04
1.55E-05
3.61 E-06
I1.42E-06
6.63E-07
3.77E-07
2.25E-07
1.23E-07
4.52E-08
1.83E-08
6.1 OE-09
2.75E-09

7.46E-13
4.58E-14
279E-14
2.04E-14
1.58E-14
1.33E-14
1.15E-14
9.51 E-1 5
6.94E-15
5.30E-15
3.77E-15
3.02E-15

1.04E-14
1.04E-14
1.04E-14
1.04E-14
1.04E-14
1.04E-14
1.04E-14
1.04E-14
1.04E-14
1.04E-14
1.04E-14
1.04E-14

1.80E-07
5.48E-08
8.91 E-09
3.44E-09
1.83E-09
1.14E-09
7.81 E-10
5.67E-10
4.28E-10
3.31 E-10
2.58E-10
2.03E-10

4.85E-05
1.49E-06
1.99E-07
1.11 E-07
6.79E-08
4.87E-08
3.58E-08
2.32E-08
9.81 E-09
4.64E-09
1.78E-09
9.43E-10

7.72E-09
7.72E-09
7.72E-09
7.72E-09
7.72E-09
7.72E-09
7.72E-09
7.72E-09
7.72E-09
7.72E-09
7.72E-09
7.72E-09

7.35E-16
7.35E-16
7.35E-16
7.35E-16
7.35E-16
7.35E-16
7.35E-16
7.35E-16
7.35E-16
7.35E-16
7.35E-16
7.35E-16

2.45E-07
3.44E-08
2.94E-09
2.92E-09
2.90E-09
2.89E-09
2.89E-09
2.88E-09
2.87E-09
2.87E-09
2.86E-09
2.86E-09

See Glossary for explanation of each abbreviation.
"HydrauNc conductivity computed on a compartment basis (three 7-packs).
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TABLE 3-9

GAS GENERATION POTENTIAL FOR EACH COMBINATION ALTERNATIVE
(moles/unprocessed drum equivalent)

BASELINE ALT 1 ALT 2 ALT 3 ALT 4 ALT 5 ALT 6 ALT 7

Anoxic 84 943 943 943 1093 1093 516 516
Corrosion

Microbial 606 606 606 606 0 0 0 0
Degradation
and Radiolysis
Total 1500 1548 1548 1548 1093 1093 516 516.

Ano
Ano)
Cor

Micn

BASELINE ALT 8ALT 9

de 8 0 0
Dslon

Dblal 606 0 0

ALT 10

53

453

ALT 11

1053

606

ALT 12

1053

606

ALT 13

0

0

ALT 14

1053

. 606
Degradation
and Radiolysis

Total 1500 0 0 506 1659 1659 1659
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the total potential is misleading, due to the unequal number of unprocessed drum equivalents for
the alternatives and the baseline design.

In order to provide a reasonable comparison between the gas generation potentials for the
baseline and the alternatives, the values presented In Table 3-9 are expressed in terms of moles
per unprocessed drum. The values for Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 are higher than the baseline
because it is assumed that 25 percent of the drums will be damaged, and therefore will also be
shredded and cemented in addition to the waste itself. Since the drums are made of mild steel,
the shredding and cementing of 25 percent of the drums would result in a net Increase in the total
metal inventory, thereby Increasing the potential for gas generation by anoxic corrosion. Although
the potential is higher compared to the baseline, it should be noted that shredding and cementing
the waste will decrease the rate of gas generation and will also reduce the permeability of the
waste/backfill composite. In alternatives 11, 12, and 14, the EATF has conservatively assumed
a supercompaction process in which drums of solid organics and norganics are supercompacted
and overpacked in metal containers. The overpack represents an increase in the quantity of
metal In the TRU waste inventory. Consequently, use of an overpack increases the gas
generation potential (due to anoxic corrosion) per drum equivalent (see Table 3-9). It should be
noted that the process proposed for supercompaction at RFP will employ an in-drum
precompaction operation (Barthel, 1988) which results in a reduction of metal per drum
equivalent. Thus, in actual practice, the inventory of container metal destined for the WIPP will
actually be decreased.

Alternatives which eliminate both metals and solid organics from the inventory (e.g., Alternatives
8, 9, and 13), are not expected to generate any gas, and thus they can accommodate a very
large number of unprocessed drum equivalents per room with no effect on the total potential. It
should be noted that alternatives which result in densification of waste would also need a smaller
number of rooms for waste disposal. Other assumptions used in estimating gas generation
potentials are listed in Section 2.0 and Appendix B.

3.6.5 Effective Waste Volume

The effective waste volume is used to determine the radionuclide content in drill cuttings removed
from the repository during human intrusion events (Appendix B, Section 2.22). The effective
waste volume is the volume of the waste/backfill composite minus the volume of the backfill along
the sides of the waste stack. The term drill cuttings" refers to the waste/backfill composite which
would be brought to the surface with circulating drilling fluid during an inadvertent human intrusion
event. The effective waste volume evaluation requires determination of the waste/backfill
composite density as a function of stress, as per Equation (3.6-6). These calculations differ from
each other only in that the waste/backfill composite density calculation neglects backfill on the
sides of the waste stack. If penetration through the backfill on the sides of the waste stack
occurs, the waste stack is assumed to remain intact and the cuttings are assumed not to contain
any radionuclides. The backfill above the waste stack is considered because it would be mixed
with extracted waste in the event the waste stack is breached by drilling activities.
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3.7 SUMMARY

Input variables required by the Design Analysis Model Include the physical and chemical
properties of the repository contents following waste and backfill emplacement In the WIPP. The
contents are assumed to be a homogeneous wastelbackfill composite. This composite consists
of four components:

* Sludges
* Solid organics (combustible)
* Solid Inorganics (glass/metal)
* Backfill material.

The properties required by the Design Analysis Model for evaluation of the effectiveness of
engineered alternatives Include:

* Density
* Porosity
* Hydraulic conductivity
* Gas generation potential
* Effective waste volume.

Density of the waste-backfill composite Is computed by assigning weights to the Individual
component densities as Illustrated with Equation (3.5-6). The porosity of the composite is a
function of the composite density. An estimate of the hydraulic conductivity of the waste/backfill
composite Is the geometric mean of the component hydraulic conductivities. Gas generation
(radiolytic, microbial and corrosion) potentials are computed from the equivalent number of
unprocessed drums emplaced In a room, taking into account the effect of waste treatment on
components. With the exception of total gas generation potential, the physical properties vary
with pressure resulting from creep closure. Properties for the three major waste forms and the
backfill materials are obtained from available literature, applicable relationships or equations, and
through personal communication with waste process facility personnel. Using the above
evaluation process, physical properties of the waste/backfill composite in an average WIPP
repository room are computed for use as Input to the Design Analysis Model.
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4.0 RESULTS OF DESIGN ANALYSIS

Several analyses of room behavior during undisturbed conditions and human intrusion events
have been performed using the Design Analysis Model. These analyses Include:

Undisturbed Performance (No Human Intrusion)

A prediction of peak index gas pressures during undisturbed conditions, using
baseline assumptions on gas generation rates and potentials (Section 4.1.1).

* An analysis of the effects of supercompaction of waste on room pressurization
(Section 4.1.2).

* An analysis of the effects of venting excess gas pressure from the storage rooms
during the first 100 years following repository decommissioning (Section 4.1.3).

* A sensitivity study to determine the effects of varying the microbial gas generation
rate on room pressurization (Section 4.1.4).

* A sensitivity study to determine the effects of varying the undisturbed pore
pressure and permeability of the anhydrite beds (Marker Bed 139, anhydrites a"
and bb) on room pressurization (Section 4.1.5).

* A sensitivity study to determine the effects of varying the Initial brine Inflow rates
on room pressurization (Section 4.1.6).

* An estimate of the effects of 14 representative combinations of alternative waste
forms on the peak storage room gas pressures (Section 4.1.7).

Human Intnsion Scenarios

* A determination of the relative effectiveness of 14 representative combinations
of alternative waste forms for reducing the consequences of human intrusion
events (Section 4.2).

4.1 ANALYSIS OF DESIGN DURING UNDISTURBED PERFORMANCE

One-dimensional modeling of the performance of the disposal system under normal undisturbed
conditions (no human Intrusion) Is described In Marietta et al. (1989) and Lappin et al. (1989),
and two-dimensional modeling of undisturbed performance Is described In Rechard et al.
(1990). These analyses show that no releases to the accessible environment occur during a
10,000-year period of undisturbed performance.
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The generation of large amounts of gas from microbial, chemical, or radlolytic processes may
result In some or all of the following phenomena:

* Dissipation of excess gas pressure by advection out Into the host rock via the
anhydrite beds and clay seams

* Expansion of the storage rooms by reverse creep of the host rock

* Fracturing of the host rock by gas pressures that exceed thostatlc pressure

* Fracturing of the anhydrite beds and clay seams.

It Is advantageous to avoid fracturing of the host rock because it may not be possible to
accurately predict the direction and magnitude of the fractures which may become pathways
for the migration of contaminated brine. The prediction of fracturing, and any subsequent
fracture propagation, Is being Investigated by SNL (DOE, 1990d).

A preliminary analysis of the potential for expansion of the storage rooms by gas generation
has been performed by SNL, using a simplified homogeneous isotropic model that predicts
the response of the host rock to a room containing fluid pressure In excess of lithostatic
pressure. Preliminary results from the model suggest that the room will Indeed expand to
accommodate any excess moles of gas that are generated by the waste (Lappin et al., 1989,
Section 4.10.3). if this analysis proves to be correct, concerns regarding gas generation will
be minimal, since the storage room will Inflate to accommodate the volume of gas that Is
generated, as long as the rate of, generation was less than the maximum rate of expansion
that the host rock will allow. Planned analyses (DOE, 1990d) by SNL that refine the reinflation
model to Incorporate the actual stratigraphy (including anhydrite beds and clay seams) of the
repository horizon may either confirm that the room will expand, or may conclude that
fracturing will occur but will be restricted to the anhydrite beds, or that excess gas pressure
will generate fractures with unpredictable lengths and directions In the host rock.

An additional concern regarding gas generation is that it may significantly contribute to
pressurization of the storage rooms and prop open voids In the waste, thus preventing creep
closure from compacting the waste. If this occurs, the permeability of the waste may not
significantly decrease from the nitial permeability at the time of emplacement.

Definition of a threshold pressure above which the performance of the disposal system is
reduced Is a complex problem nvoving the response of a heterogeneous nonisotropic multi-
layered system to pressures In excess of the confining stress. This threshold pressure
determination Is under development by SNL (DOE, 1990d) and has not yet been established.
For these reasons, the Design Analysis Model has been used to predict room pressurization
as a function of time to evaluate the relative effectiveness of various alternative designs In
reducing peak room pressure, should that prove to be necessary.
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A common assumption underlying the following design analyses Is that the room will not re-
expand In response to pressures In excess of lithostatic. This assumption can easily be
changed In future simulations when the current uncertainties regarding subsequent room
pressurization are resolved.

4.1.1 Prediction of Room Pressurization Using Baseline Assumptions

The Design Analysis Model was used to predict the pressurization of a typical storage room
as a function of time for the baseline design, current waste forms and crushed salt backfill,
as defined In Table 3-1. The goal of this analysis Is to predict the timing and magnitude of
peak Index gas pressure that will occur. If it Is determined that the peak Index pressures
predicted for the baseline design are In excess of those allowable, engineered aternatives
can be selected to avoid potential problems associated with excess pressures. The allowable
Omits for peak Index pressures will be determined from on-going modeling and experimental
Investigations at SNL (DOE, 1990d). When these limits are established, definitive conclusions
regarding the acceptability of the baseline design and/or the need for engineered alternatives
can be made.

Index pressure versus time curves for the baseline design are shown In Figure 4-1. The
lower of the three curves shows the partial pressure of hydrogen generated by anoxic
corrosion. The middle curve shows the sum of the partial pressures of CO2. N2, and CH4,
which are the gases generated by both radiolytic and microbial degradation of organic
materials (Brush, 1990). The upper curve shows the total pressure, which Is the sum of the
partial pressures of all gas components.

The partial pressure of hydrogen reaches a peak that coincides with the total pressure
reaching lithostatic pressure (Figure 4-1). When lithostatic pressure Is reached, brine Inflow
stops so there Is no longer any brine available for anoxic corrosion to proceed. Hydrogen
generation Is thus self-limiting as a result of the assumed coupling between brine Inflow, room
pressure, and anoxic corrosion. That Is, brine nflow and creep occur at a rate that Is
proportional to the difference between lithostatic and room pressures. Brine Is required, and
Is also consumed, by anoxic corrosion. Based on these assumptions, when lithostatic pressure
Is reached, brine Inflow and, hence, anoxic corrosion rates approach zero. Although a
maximum hydrogen generation limit of 1.7 moles/drum/year is used (Lappin et al., 1989), the
corrosion rate Is always less than this bouncing rate because of limited brine availability.
When lithostatic pressure Is reached, only about 54 percent of the metals In the Inventory is
expected to have corroded.

Microbial generation, on the other hand, Is assumed to proceed at a constant rate that Is
Independent of brine availability (Lappin et al., 1989). Aerobic conditions are assumed to
persist for 100 years after closure, during which oxygen Is converted to carbon dioxide via
microbial activity with no significant change In pressure. Anaerobic degradation of organic
materials occurs from 100 to approximately 815 years after closure at a constant rate of 0.85
moles/drum/year, generating a total of 606 moles/drum (Lappin et al., 1989) of gases
composed of CO2, N, and CH4 at a molar ratio of 20:12:15. At approximately 815 years
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after closure, the substrate Is depleted and microbial gas generation Is assumed to stop.
These assumptions are reflected In the partial pressure curve for microbial gases In Figure 4-1,
which show a small rise during the first 100 years caused by the conversion of oxygen to
carbon dioxide, followed by a linear increase In the partial pressures of these gases from
100 years to approximately 815 years.

The upper curve showing total pressure Is the sum of the two lower curves. It shows an
initial steep slope during the first 300 years, during which brine inflow occurs and hydrogen
generation from anoxic corrosion Is the dominant gas generation process. When lithostatic
pressure (146 atmospheres) Is reached at approximately 500 years, brine Inflow and anoxic
corrosion rates approach zero, which causes a slight decrease In the slope of the total
pressure curve. This lower pressurization rate from continued microbial activity prevails until
approximately 815 years when organic materials are consumed, and all gas generation ceases.
At this point, a peak Index pressure of 180 atmospheres (atm) Is reached, followed by a
gradual decline In pressure caused by continued advection of fluid (gas and brine) Into the
intact'anhydrite beds and diffusion of gases Into the Intact host rock.

At this point In the discussion, It should be noted that although the Design Analysis Model
calculates absolute pressures, these results are very sensitive to assumptions regarding gas
generation rates and durations, brine Inflow rates, creep closure rates, Initial void volume, re-
inflation of the rooms, and the'degree of coupling between these processes. Thus, the
absolute pressures presented here should be viewed as an Index by which alternatives can
be compared and ranked for effectiveness, rather that a prediction of the actual pressures
that will exist In the storage rooms. As experimental programs continue to provide data, and
the understanding of these processes Increase, some of these assumptions will undoubtedly
change, yielding different quantitative results. However, the objective of the EATF design
analysis activity s to predict relative changes In performance offered by aternative designs.
These relative changes In performance are less subject to modification by Increased
understanding than are the absolute pressures presented here. For this reason, the term
peak Index pressure Is used to Indicate that the absolute values are subject to change, but
the relative rankings may not be.

4.1.2 Effects of Supercompaction on Room Pressurization

An analysis was performed to evaluate the effects of supercompaction of waste on room
pressurization. For this analysis, two waste emplacement configurations were considered; a
single layer of 2,000 drums of supercompacted waste containing the equivalent contents of
4,284 drums of unprocessed waste, and a triple layer of 6,000 drums of supercompacted
waste containing the equivalent contents of 12,856 drums of unprocessed waste. Figure 4-2
shows the results In terms of Index pressures versus time curves for the monolayer and triple
layers of supercompacted waste, along with a similar curve for the baseline configuration of
6,000 drums of uncompacted waste for comparison. These curves show that a room filled
with a monolayer of supercompacted waste reaches a peak Index pressure that is roughly 24
percent higher than the baseline case, and a triple layer of supercompacted waste reaches
a peak Index pressure that Is greater than twice the baseline case.
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The main reason for the higher predicted peak Index pressures for supercompacted waste is
the decrease In Initial void volume. Moles of gas that are generated occupy a smaller void
volume, resulting In rapid pressurization. Although this rapid pressurization minimizes brine
Inflow, thus decreasing In the total moles of hydrogen generated by anoxic corrosion, these
fewer moles of hydrogen occupy a smaller void volume. Even though fewer moles of
hydrogen are generated, the partial pressure of hydrogen still remains high. In addition,
microbial gas generation continues, which Is assumed to be Independent of brine availability,
and is also pressurizing a smaller volume.

An additional factor Is present in the case of the triple layer. In this case, there Is a greater
than two-fold Increase in the mass of organic materials on a per-room basis, resulting In an
equivalent Increase In the microbial gas generation rate and gas generation potential per
room.

These results suggest that supercompaction Is not effective in reducing peak Index pressures.
Changing the stack configuration from a triple layer to a monolayer can lower the peak
pressure by reducing the mass of organics per room, but the decrease in initial void volume
caused by supercompaction still yields higher predicted pressures than the baseline case.

Supercompaction can, however, be effective in lowering the permeability of the waste, which
can decrease the consequences of human intrusion scenarios as discussed In Section 4.2.

4.1.3 Effects of Venting the Repository for 100 Years

An analysis was performed to evaluate the effects of venting excess gas pressures from the
repository during the first 100 years following decommissioning. A period of 100 years was
chosen because it was assumed that some type of active controls would be required to
maintain an open vent from the repository to the surface, and 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA, 1985)
requires that active Institutional controls cannot be assumed for longer that this period of time.

To evaluate the effectiveness of venting the repository, a simulation was performed that
maintained a room pressure of one atmosphere during the first 100 years after
decommissioning the repository. After 100 years, the storage rooms were allowed to
pressurize In accordance with the baseline assumptions regarding gas generation, creep
closure, brine Inflow, etc. The results of this simulation Is shown In Figure 4-3, along with
the results of the baseline design. These results show that the peak Index pressures that
occur at approximately 815 years are 23 percent higher In the vented case than the baseline
case. In the vented case, fluid pressure In the room does not build up during the first 100
years, providing no resistance to closure during this period. This results In lower storage room
porosity at 100 years. In addition, this permits higher creep closure rates and, thus, results
In a smaller void volume compared to an unvented repository. When the vent Is closed at 100
years, microbial gas generation continues for approximately 715 years and is pressurizing a
smaller void volume, resulting in higher pressures. From this analysis, it can be concluded
that venting will be Ineffective in reducing peak Index gas pressures unless the vent remains
open for the entire gas generating period.
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Venting the repository could also potentially Increase the cumulative inflow of brine to the
storage rooms during the venting period. This increased Inflow would result from maintaining
a high pressure gradient toward the excavation during the venting period.

Venting may raise additional concerns with respect to compliance with the no-migration
requirement (EPA, 1990e) of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).
Compliance with RCRA requires that there be no migration of specific volatile organic
compounds past the Rustier/Salado contact In concentrations that are In excess of applicable
health-based standards.

4.1.4 Effects of Varving Microbial Gas Generation Rates on Room Pressurization

Two significant factors that affect the pressurization of the storage rooms are the total number
of moles of gas that are generated and the rates at which they are generated. The baseline
assumptions regarding microbial gas generation are that microbial degradation of the organic
component of the waste will yield a total of 606 moles/drum, and will be generated at a rate
of 0.85 moles/drum/year for a period of approximately 715 years following the establishment
of anaerobic conditions (Lappin et al., 1989). There are, however, large uncertainties In these
assumptions that will be resolved by the bin-scale experimental program (Molecke, 1990a)
and the laboratory experimental program (Brush, 1990). These two experimental programs
are designed to provide the project with realistic estimates of the total gas generation rates
and potentials anticipated from the disposal of TRU waste in the WIPP environment. Since
these data are currently unavailable, a sensitivity study was performed using the Design
Analysis Model to evaluate the effects of varying these assumptions on the pressurization of
the storage room environment. Four cases were evaluated:

* The baseline rate of 0.85 moles/drum/year and baseline duration of approximately
715 years

* One-half of the baseline rate and twice the baseline duration

* One-quarter of the baseline rate and four times the baseline duration

* Twice the baseline rate and one-half the baseline duration.

In all of the cases, the total baseline potential of 606 moles/drum from microbial gas
generation was maintained.

Index pressure versus time curves for these four cases are shown In Figure 4-4, and Include
the contribution to gas generation from anoxic corrosion. These results show that both the
peak Index pressure and the timing of the peak are very sensitive to variations In the assumed
microbial gas generation rate and duration, even though the total number of moles generated
was held constant. In general, lower rates (with proportionally longer durations) result in higher
and later peak Index pressures. As an example, when the generation rate Is reduced by a
factor of four, the peak Index pressure increases from 180 to 204 atmospheres and is delayed
from 800 to 3,000 years (Figure 4-4). This Is caused by the coupled nature of creep closure
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and gas generation. When the generation rate is assumed to be low, creep closure proceeds
faster and results In rapid establishment of low room porosity. Continued gas generation then
pressurizes a smaller volume, yielding higher pressures.

The lowest peak Index pressures were achieved in the case where the rate was doubled.
In this case, the room rapidly pressurized with gas, which props open voids and reduces the
amount of creep closure required to bring the room to lithostatic pressure. This also allows
the room to retain a larger percentage of the Initial void volume, providing a larger volume
for gas to occupy. This suggests that peak Index pressures can be reduced If the majority
of the gas Is generated during the period Immediately following decommissioning, when the
gas pressure In the room is still below Uthostatic pressure.

These results Indicate that the void volume available for any generated gas Is directly
proportional to the rate of gas generation. However, since the peak Index pressures are
Inversely proportional to the available void volume, they are also Inversely dependent on the
rate of gas generation. Thus, an Increase In the gas generation rate is expected to result in
a lower peak Index pressure. Lowering gas generation rates may not be effective In reducing
peak index pressures unless the gas generation potential (total number of moles generated)
Is also reduced. These results highlight the need for more accurate gas generation rates than
are currently available, so that the acceptability of the current unprocessed waste forms can
be determnined.

4.1.5 Effects of Varvina Anhvdrdte Bed Hydraulic Prooerties on Room Pressurization

A sensitivity analysis was performed on two hydraulic properties of anhydrite beds to evaluate
their effects on room pressurization. The two major properties evaluated were the permeability
and the far-field pore pressure of the Intact anhydrite beds. A set of runs using the Design
Analysis Model were completed, varying permeability over three orders of magnitude (101' to
10°). Figure 4-5 shows the results of these sensitivity runs In terms of index room pressure
versus time curves for the assumed permeabilities of the anhydrite beds. This figure shows
that only for the most extreme case (a permeability of 10"') does the peak Index room
pressure change significantly. It should be noted, however, that even though there Is a
reduction of the peak Index pressure, It remains well above the ithostatic pressure of 146 atm.
This reduction Is attributed to the Increased flow of brine from the disturbed to the Intact
anhydrite beds, providing a larger gas expansion volume, rather than a significant increase of
advection of gases into the Intact anhydrites (see Appendices B and D). In other words, the
higher permeability allows the pressure to build up In the room, and drives a greater amount
of the brine from the disturbed zone into the Intact anhydrite beds, Increasing the available
void volume for pressurization.

The second set of sensitivity runs performed considered the effects of varying the far-field
pore pressure of the Intact anhydrite beds. For this analysis, the far-field pore pressure was
varied from 60%/6 to 90% of lithostatic pressure In 10% Increments. Figure 4-6 shows the
results of these sensitivity runs In the same format as the permeability sensitivity. This figure
shows that while the rate of pressure decay changes with the assumed far-field pore pressure,
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the overall peak Index pressures are not significantly affected by varying this parameter over
this range.

The results of the sensitivity analyses indicate that the gas advection rates are relatively small
compared to the gas generation rates, even under conditions reflecting Increased permeability
and decreased far-field pore pressure. It should be noted that the following processes impact
the gas advection rates but are not ncorporated Into this model.

* Localized depressurization
* Gas exsolution from brines.

It Is apparent from the plots that the advection rate into the anhyddite beds Increases linearly
with the decrease In far-fleld pore pressure and log-linearly with the Increase in permeability.
But for the case of varying the far-field pore pressures, this change Is only apparent once gas
generation ceases at approximately 815 years and the room slowly begins to return to
lithostatic pressure.

These results suggest that while the anhydrite beds are a conduit for gases t advect out of
the repository, the low rate of advection (relative to gas generation) may not be effective in
reducing peak Index pressure to values below lithostatic. However, engineered alternatives
that lower gas generation rates to values similar to the rate at which gas can advect away
from the storage rooms may be effective In reducing peak index pressures. It should be noted
that the results of the model are limited by the assumptions Inherent in the model. Therefore,
caution should be exercised In Interpreting the results until a better understanding Is obtained
for the gas advection pathways.

4.1.6 Effects of Varvina the Initial Brine Inflow Rate on Peak Index Pressure

Small volumes of brine have been observed seeping into brine monitoring holes at several
locations In the underground excavations (Deal and Case, 1987). Most of the brine that is
currently seeping into the excavations evaporates and is removed by the ventilation system;
however, there Is concern that some volume of brine may accumulate in the storage rooms
during the period between decommissioning and repressurization. The baseline initial brine
inflow rate of 0.43 cubic meters/room/year was chosen because it Is the largest published
value for that parameter (Nowak, et al., 1988). However, there Is considerable uncertainty
in that value. Published estimates of brine Inflow rates vary over a considerable range due
to uncertainties in the following processes or parameters:

* Far-field permeability

* The validity of a Darcy model for flow in low-permeability salt. The EATF
recognizes that the phenomenon of brine Inflow may be attributed to several
different mechanisms. However, for the sake of consistency, the brine inflow
rate based on the SNL modeling approach has been used.

* The contribution from near-field dewatering versus far-field flow
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* The contribution from preferential flow along anhydrite and clay seams

* The role of the disturbed zone surrounding the excavation in controlling brine
Inflow

* The role of the exsolution of dissolved gases In driving brine Inflow.

Due to the uncertainty In brine Inflow rates, a sensitivity study was performed to evaluate the
effects of varying this parameter on room pressurization.

The results of this analysis are shown In Figure 4-7. Five nitial Inflow rates were chosen:
the baseline rate, one-half of the baseline rate, one-quarter of the baseline rate, twice the
baseline rate, and four times the baseline rate. These results Indicate that the peak Index
pressure reached assuming the baseline rate, one-half of the rate, and one-quarter of the rate,
are all similar. Only when the baseline rate is doubled or quadrupled does the peak Index
pressure Increase significantly. This phenomena Is due to the assumed coupling between
brine Inflow and anoxic corrosion, as discussed In Section 4.1.1. A maximum hydrogen
generation rate limit of 1.7 moles/drumlyear (appin et al., 1989) Is assumed; however, this
limit Is not reached f the baseline or lower Initial brine Inflow rates are assumed. Under these
conditions, hydrogen generation Is limited by brine availability so that brine inflow and hydrogen
generation stop when lithostatic pressure Is reached. When the Initial brine Inflow rate Is
raised above the baseline value, hydrogen generation becomes limited by the 1.7
moles/drum/year maximum rate. Under these conditions, both brine and steel are present In
the storage rooms when lithostatic pressure Is reached so that hydrogen generation continues
after brine inflow stops, yielding higher peak Index pressures. -These results suggest that peak
Index room pressures are only sensitive to the Initial brine Inflow rate If that rate Is above
some critical value that Is somewhere between the assumed rate of 0.43 cubic meters/room/
year and twice that value. It Is doubtful that the actual value Is above 0.43 cubic meters/
roornyear, because revised Inflow rates published after the Nowak, et al. (1988) value are
considerably lower. For Instance, the SEIS analyses were based on a brine Inflow rate of 0.1
cubic meters/room/year (Lappin et al., 1989, page 4-14).

4.1.7 Estimate of the Effects of Alternatives on Peak Index Pressure

The baseline case and 14 combinations of alternatives, shown earlier in Table 1-Z were
analyzed using the Design Analysis Model to estimate the peak index gas pressures that will
exist in the storage rooms. The goal of these analyses is to provide a relative ranking of the
effectiveness of alternatives In reducing peak Index pressures, should that be necessary.

These 14 combinations of alternatives Include the primary waste forms recommended by the
EATF for ncorporation Into the WIPP Experimental Test Program (DOE, 1990b). Alternatives
1, 2, and 3 Involve shredding and cementing of solid organics and metals, which reduce gas
generation rates but do not reduce the total gas generation potential. Alternatives 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, and 13 Involve thermal treatment (incineration or vitrification) of solid organics to
eliminate the source of microbial gas generation. Alternatives 8, 9, and 13 do not have solid
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organics or metals present In the inventory, and thereby eliminate both the microbial and the
anoxic corrosion sources of gas generation. Alternative 10 eliminates the metals from the
inventory and, hence, the source of gas generation by anoxic corrosion. Aternatives 11, 12,
and 14 Involve supercompaction of the solid organics and Inorganics but do not reduce the
total gas generation potential.

Predicted peak Index room pressures for the baseline design and 14 alternative combinations
of waste forms are shown In Table 4-1. The two princIpal factors that affect peak Index
pressures are the mass of organic materials present In the room and the void volume available
In the room for pressurization. Also shown in Table 4-1 Is a tabulation of peak index
pressures expressed as a percentage of ithostatic pressure, excess gas energy, and additional
volume required. Excess gas energy Is defined here as the excess peak Index pressure (peak
Index pressure minus lithostatic pressure) multiplied by the void volume that the excess
pressure occupies. Additional volume Is defined as the additional void volume required to
reduce the peak Index pressure to lithostatic pressure.

The alternatives that Involve thermal treatment of solid organics (Alternatives 4 through 9,
and 13) show peak index pressures of 146 atm, which corresponds to lithostatic pressure.

For these aternatives, thermal treatment has completely eliminated microbial gas generation
so that the main gas generation process Is the production of hydrogen from the anoxic
corrosion of ferrous metals and aluminum (metallic waste and steel drums and boxes) In the
room. The assumed coupling between anoxic corrosion and brine Inflow provides a self-
limiting mechanism for hydrogen generation, where the generation rate and brine inflow
approach zero as the fluid pressure In the room approaches lithostatic (as discussed In
Section 4.1.1). Athough anoxlc corrosion contributes to room pressurization, the process halts
when lithostatic pressure Is reached.

The coupling of brine Inflow and anoxic corrosion assumes that brine Is required to be present
for corrosion to proceed, and that the brine available for corrosion is finite In volume and Is
consumed In the process of generating hydrogen. If an additional source of water Is present,
such as diffusion of water vapor through a disturbed zone surrounding a room, and If corrosion
can proceed In the presence of water vapor, then it Is possible that hydrogen generation may
still occur after lithostatic pressure Is reached. The hydrogen generation rate under these
conditions will be considerably lower than the rate In a brine-saturated environment, and will
be limited either by the diffusion rate of water vapor through the disturbed zone or the
corrosion rate of metals In a humid environment.

The assumed coupling between brine inflow and anoxic corrosion is a reasonable assumption
at this time, however, It does require experimental verification. Experiments have been
Initiated by SNL to quantify corrosion rates of steel drum alloys In both brine-saturated and
humid environments (Brush, 1990), and a prediction of the extent and degree of Interconnected
porosity existing In a disturbed zone surrounding a panel is also planned by SNL (DOE,
1990d). The analyses presented in this report can be updated to reflect any revised
assumptions that may result from these on-going experimental and modeling activities.
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TABLE 4-1 

MAXIMUM GAS PRESSURE AND RELATIVE INDEX PRESSURE RESULTS

PERCENTAGE
Pl, OF LITHOSTATIC
(atm) PRESSUREDESIGN

BASELINE

ALTERNATIVE 1
ALTERNATIVE 2
ALTERNATIVE 3
ALTERNATIVE 4

ALTERNATIVE 5
ALTERNATIVE 6
ALTERNATIVE 7
ALTERNATIVE 8

ALTERNATIVE 9
ALTERNATIVE 10

ALTERNATIVE 11
ALTERNATIVE 12
ALTERNATIVE 13
ALTERNATIVE 14

180

222
215
175
146

146
148
146
146

146

215
224

195
146
312

123
152
147
120
100

100
100

100
100

100

147
153
134
100
214

EXCESS
GAS ENERGY

(KJ}

3.76 x 107
8.24 x 107
5.97 X 10F
3.65 x 10'

0

0
0
0
0

0
4.39x10'

4.31x10'
3.53x10

0
5.40x10'

ADDrONAL
VOLUME

REQUIRED
(M'/PANEL)

2407
3899
3760
2362

0

0
0
0
0
0

2779
2682
2233

0
2939

*Pwx - Peak Index Pressure.
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Peak Index pressures In excess of thostatic are predicted for the baseline design and
Alternatives 1, Z 3, 10, 11, 12, and 14, all of which use shredded and cemented or
supercompacted waste forms. These peaks range from 20 percent above lithostatic for
Alternative 3, to 114 percent above ithostatic for Alternative 14. The model predicts that
ithostatic pressures are reached within a few hundred years after decommissioning when
hydrogen generation stops, but microbial gas generation Is assumed to proceed at a linear
rate for approximately 815 years. Although advection and diffusion of excess gas pressure
away from the storage' room Is accounted for in the model, the assumed microbial gas
generation rate of 0.85 molestdrumyear (Lappin et a., 1989) Is much greater than the rate
at which excess gas pressure can dissipate, resulting In a period following a few hundred
years after decommissioning during which lithostatic pressures are temporarily exceeded.

Variations In the peak index pressures predicted for these first three altematives shown In
Table 41 are due to differences In void volumes and differences in the mass of organic
materials per room. Alternatives 2 and 3 differ by the use of crushed salt versus grout
backfill. Salt backfill Initially possesses a higher void volume than grout backlill; however,
salt will consolidate under a load to extremely low porositles, whereas a rigid grout will
maintain a fixed porosity for a long period. Alternative 3 (grout backfill) reaches a lower peak
Index pressure than Alternative 2 (salt backfill) because the porosity in the grout contributes
to the volume available for pressurization, whereas the nitially high porosity in the crushed salt
backfill 'rapidly decreases to low values In response to creep closure, providing a smaller total
volume available for pressurization.

An additional factor affecting peak Index pressures Is the mass of organics per room. For
the baseline design, a room Is assumed to hold 6,000 55-gallon drums. Shredding and
cementation of waste results In a volume reduction of 13 percent, so that a storage room
filled with 6,000 drums of shredded and cemented waste will contain the equivalent of
approximately 6,800 drums of unprocessed waste (see Section 3.5). The gas generation rates
and potentials for Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 are thus assumed to be 13 percent higher than the
baseline waste forms because of the greater number of equivalent drums of unprocessed
waste.

Fractures may develop at some critical pressure above lithostatic, but If the volume of
pressurized gas Is small, then the fractures will not propagate very far before the driving force
returns to zero at ithostatic pressure. -However, If the volume of pressurized gas Is large, then
fractures may propagate greater distances before the driving force is dissipated. Thus, peak
index pressure Is a relative measure of the tendency to Initiate fractures, and excess gas
energy, being a product of excess pressure and volume, Is a relative measure of the tendency
to propagate fractures once they are initiated.

The excess gas energies, and additional volumes required for Alternatives 4 through 9, and
13, are zero since there Is no excess pressure (i.e., peak index room pressures are not
greater than lithostatic). For the baseline, and Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12, and 14, the
excess gas energies do not vary by more than a factor of two, and rank In the same relative
order as peak Index pressures. -
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The values for the Additional Volume Required, shown in Table 4-1, provide a means to
evaluate the uncertainty n the predicted peak Index pressures. According to the Ideal Gas
Law, In a closed system at constant pressure containing a fixed number of moles of gas, the
product of pressure (P) and volume () Is equal to a constant. If V s small and P Is large,
a small uncertainty In V corresponds to a large uncertainty in P. As an example, if the
additional volume required to return the peak pressures to lithostatic Is very small relative to
the total void volume of the panel at the time that the peak pressure Is reached, the predicted
peak pressures may well be an artifact of the uncertainties In the total panel void volume.
However, if the additional volume required is a significant percentage of the total panel void
volume, there is greater confidence In the predicted peak pressures. The values for the
additional volume required, shown In Table 4-, range from 19 percent (for Alternative 3) to
92 percent (for Alternative 14) and average 47 percent of the total void volume in the panel
at the time of peak pressurization. This significant amount of additional void volume required
to return the peak pressures to lithostatic suggests that the predicted peak pressures are not
artifacts of uncertainties In the predicted void volumes.

These analyses of the effects of alternative waste forms on peak index room pressures
suggest the following:

* The most Important factors that affect peak index pressures are the mass of
organic materials present in the room and the void volume available for,
pressurization.

* The baseline waste forms will generate peak index gas pressures that are in
excess of ithostatIc.

* Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12, and 14 also generate pressures in excess of
lithostatIc due to the presence of organic materials. Thus, these atematives
appear to be ineffective in reducing peak Index pressures, but they may have
application in reducing the consequences of human intrusion events.

* Alternatives that Involve thermal treatment of organic materials (Alternatives 4
through 7) do not exceed lithostatic pressure even though metals are present.
This Is caused by the assumed coupling between anoxic corrosion and brine
Inflow.

* Alternatives 8, 9, and 13 do not exceed lithostatic pressures because organics
and metals have been removed.

4.2 ANALYSIS OF HUMAN INTRUSION SCENARIOS

Analyses were performed to determine the relative effectiveness of 14 alternative combinations
of waste forms, described in Table 1-2, for reducing the consequences of human intrusion
events. Three human intrusion scenarios designated El, E2, and El E2 were simulated using
the methodology described In Appendix B. These scenarios, described In Section 2.2 and
depicted In Figure 2-2, are the same as those used in the Performance Assessment
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Methodology Demonstration Report (Marietta et al., 1989) where more detailed descriptions of
these scenarios appear.

For all three scenarios, releases due to the slow flow of contaminated brine Into the Culebra
Dolomite are added to the releases due to the rapid removal of drill cuttings from the
repository horizon to the surface. Scenarios El and E2 each remove cuttings from a single
penetration of a borehole, and the E1 E2 scenario Includes the removal of cuttings from two
boreholes. The methodology used to estimate the releases due to the removal of cuttings
Is described in Appendix B, Section 2.22.

The two most Important parameters that control releases from the repository due to the
migration of contaminated brine are radionuclide solubilities and the hydraulic conductivity of
the storage rooms. Releases due to the removal of cuttings are controlled by the volumetric
waste loadings, the height of the waste stack, and the shear strength of the waste forms. The
methodology for estimation of waste element solublities and storage room conductivity Is
described in Appendix B, Section 2.21.

Discussion of Results of Human Intrusion Scenarios

For each engineered atemative, the Design Analysis Model was used to calculate measures
of relative performance for each of the three human Intrusion scenarios. Two measures of
relative effectiveness were calculated for each altemative/scenario pair, one based on the slow
release of contaminated brine, and one that sums the slow release of contaminated brine with
the contribution from the removal of drill cuttings. The results of these calculations are shown
In Table 4-2.

Of the three scenarios considered, the Castile Brine scenario (El) releases the largest volume
of contaminated brine. This Is caused by the slow migration of a potentially large volume of
brine from the Castile Formation up the borehole, through the storage room, and on up to the
Culebra Dolomite. The Immediate release of drill cuttings to the surface causes a change In
the Measure of Relative Effectiveness (MRE) only in the third or fourth decimal place which
is why the pairs of values for the El scenario in Table 4-2 are similar. (The MRE Is
calculated by dividing the Measure of Effectiveness for the alternative by the Measure of
Effectiveness for the baseline. case; an MRE greater than one Indicates a decrease In
performance, and an MRE less than one Indicates an Increase In performance relative to the
baseline case).

The use of grout backfill Instead of the reference crushed salt backfill, in all cases, results In
an Improvement In performance as Indicated in the relative Improvement of Aftemative 5
over 4, Altemative 7 over 6, and Alternative 12 over 11, as shown In Table 4-2. This is most
clearly demonstrated In the E2 scenario where the consequence Is dominated by the release
of contaminated brine that has accumulated In the storage room during the Initial
repressurization period. The use of a grout backfill results In lower permeability of the
waste/backfill composite, providing a greater resistance to the flow of contaminated brine
toward the borehole.
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TABLE 4-2

MEASURE OF RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS RESULTS WITHOUT CUTTINGS
AND MEASURE OF RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS RESULTS

WITH CUTTINGS FOR THE El. E2, and E1E2 SCENARIOS

DESIGN
BASELINE

ALTERNATIVE 1

ALTERNATIVE 2

ALTERNATIVE 3

ALTERNATIVE 4

ALTERNATIVE 5

ALTERNATIVE 6

ALTERNATIVE 7

ALTERNATIVE 8

ALTERNATIVE 9

ALTERNATIVE 10

ALTERNATIVE 11

ALTERNATIVE 12

ALTERNATIVE 13

ALTERNATIVE 14

El
1.00(a)
1.00(b)

0.40(a)
0.40(b)

.38(a)
0.38(b)

0.27(a)
0.27(b)

0.55(a)
0.56(b)

0.39(a)
0.39(b)

0.25(a)
0.26(b)

1.2x10''(a)
1.3x104(b)

4.6x102(a)
4.9x1072(b)

2.9x104 (a)
3.2x104(b)

1.14(a)
1.15(b)

0.66(a)
0.66(b)

0.41 (a)
0.41(b)

4.7x1 04(a)
8.2x1 0(b)

0.17(a)
0.18(b)

E2
1.00(a)
1.00(b)

0.96(a)
.96(b)

0.92(a)
0.90(b)

2.1xW0(a)
2.8x10 4(b)

1.21(a)
1.19(b)

3.6x1 O4(a)
4.7x10 4(b)

4.4x10"'(a)
7.1xl0''(b)

3.3x10 4(a)
2.8x1 04(b)

0.14(a)
0.20(b)

0.11(a)
0.16(b)

2.19(a)
2.17(b)

0.67(a)
0.68(b)

1.3x1W0(a)
2.4x10 *(b)

1.7x10 4(a)
9.4x1 04 (b)

2.7x10 4'(a)
9.8x1UW(b)

E1 E2
1.00(a)
1.00(b)

6.4x104(a)
U3x10(b)

4.7x10 4(a)
6.5x1 04(b)

4.1x104 (a)
2.1x10'(b)

2.0x10'4(a)
5.0x10(b)

2.1x1 04(a)
2.9x104 (b)

3.4x1 04(a)
6.6x10J(b)

4.5x10'(a)
5.5x10' 7(b)

2.6x10 4(a)
1.5x104(b)

3.1xl0'(a)
1.4x10J(b)

2.0x102(a)
2.1x10.2(b)

0.71 (a)
0.71(b)

6.6x1 04(a)
6.9x10 4(b)

1.6x104(a)
2.1xl0 4 (b)

1.5x10 4(a)
1.6x104(b)

(a)Wtout dll cuttings.
(b)Wfth drill cutlings.
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The greatest relative improvement for the El scenario Is offered by Alternative 13, which s
vitrified waste forms placed In nonferrous rectangular containers, thereby eliminating the need
for backfill. The critical performance parameter for this scenario Is the relative contrast in
hydraulic conductivity between the material filling the borehole (sand and sift) and the material
filling the storage room (waste and backfill). If the conductivities of these two materials are
similar, a significant fraction of the brine flowing up from the Castile will nteract with the
waste, but If the conductivity of the materials In the storage room is low relative to the material
filling the borehole (as it Is for Alternatives 7, 8, 9, and 13), there Is little waste/brine
Interaction.

The most dramatic Improvement In performance for the El E2 scenario occurs using
Alternative 13. A three-order-of-magnitude Improvement Is- predicted, with two sets of drill
cuttings Included. However, an improvement of eight orders of magnitude Is predicted using
Alternative 13 if the contribution from drill cuttings Is neglected, Indicating that the contribution
from drill cuttings dominates the release. This contribution can further be reduced by changing
the nitial height of the waste stack from the reference design of drums stacked three layers
high (nine feet) to a lower configuration, as demonstrated by Alternatives 11 and 12 where the
drill cuttings cause a change n the MRE only In the fourth decimal place.

4.3 SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR DESIGN ANALYSES

The results of design analysis have shown that, If needed, a number of engineered alternatives
could be Implemented to Improve the repository long-term performance. The combinations of
engineered alternatives evaluated by the EATF Include alternatives that have varying degrees
of effectiveness to address possible gas generation and future inadvertent human intrusion
scenarios. However, the exact choice of an engineered alternative can only be determined
after the extent of the problem, and the degree of effectiveness required, have been Identified
by the performance assessment studies.

Table 4-3 summarizes the Interpretations of the EATF regarding the effectiveness of 14
combinations of engineered alternatives in addressing gas generation Issues and three human
Intrusion scenarios.

The effectiveness of an alternative for addressing gas generation has been summarized In
terms of the effect of an alternative on the peak index pressure, and its effect on the gas
generation rates by either microbialradiolytic processes or by anoxic corrosion. If the peak
index pressures due to an alternative (as estimated by the Design Analysis Model) do not
exceed the lthostatic pressure, the aternative is considered to be effective, and Is assigned
a blank circle In Table 4-3. On the contrary, If the peak Index pressure exceeds the lithostatic
pressure, the alternative Is considered to be ineffective, and is assigned a dark circle In
Table 4-3.

As an example, from the results of the Design Analysis Model, the peak Index pressures due
to Altemative 2 exceed the ithostatic pressure and therefore this alternative is assigned a dark
circle in Table 4-3. Similarly, Alternative 4, which does not exceed the lithostatic pressure, Is
assigned a blank circle for Its effectiveness for addressing peak index pressure.
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TABLE 4-3
INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS OF THE DESIGN ANALYSIS MODEL

Ir)

ALTERNATIVE DESCRIPTION ALTERNATIVE EFFECTIVENESS

I_ . V Gumdn R H Fmmhmb

S j wU W Orcs bwgmb Pr Mm md AnoI El |2 E12

1 AR S&C S&C SLT AR * 0 0 0 * 0

Ii 2 CUT S&C S&C SLT AR * 0 0 0 * 0
3 CUT S&C S&C CGT AR * 0 0 0 0 0
4 CUT I&C S&C SLT AR 0 0 0 0 * 0

5 CUT I&C S&C CGT AR 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 VTR I&V MM SLT AR 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 VTR ILV MU CGT AR 0 0 0 0 0 0

a VTR I&V URM ST NFE 0 0 0 0 0 0

9 VTR I&V URU CGT NFE 0 0 0 0 0 0

13 VTR ILV MRM WA NFR 0 0 0 0 05 0

10 AR AR DRU WA NFR 0 0 0

11 AR SPT SPT SLT AR * * 0 0 * -

12 AR SPT SPT CGT AR * * * 0 0 0
14 AR SPT SPT SAG AR * 0 0 0 0 

AR. AS RECEIVED MRM - MELT AND REMOVE METALS 0 PARTIALLY EFFECTIVE
CMn _ CEMENT DR DECONTAMINATE AND REMOVE MTALS 0 EFFECTIVE
VTR - VITRIFY SLT- SALT * NO EFFECT
SC S SHRED & CEMENT CGT CEMENT GROUT NFR - N FERROUS, RECTANGULAR
IC INCINERATE & CEMENT SAG SALT AGGREGATE GROUT NFE NON FEROUS
I&V. INCINERATE & VIRIFY SPT. SUPERCOMPACT MA * MELT METALS
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0
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*CLASSIFICATION BY TREATMENT LEVELS IS SOMEWHAT GENERALIZED; FOR EXAMPLE, ALTERNATIVE INCLUDES BOTH LEVEL I AND LEVEL U TREATMENTS.
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The effect of an alternative on the gas generation rates has been summarized In Table 43,
based on the knowledge of processes Involved In these atematives. An alternative Is
considered to be effective for addressing gas generation from a given mechanism, if t Is
expected to reduce the generation rates to near zero (i.e., It practically eliminates the potential
for gas generation from'that mechanism). This is denoted by a blank circle In Table 4-3.
Similarly, If an aternative reduces the gas generation rate'but does not completely eliminate
it, it Is considered to be partially effective (denoted by a shaded circle in Table 4-3). An
alternative which Is not expected to have any effect on the'generation rates Is termed
Ineffective, and is assigned a dark circle In Table 4-3.

As an example, Alternative 6 which incinerates and vitifies the solid organics, and vitrifies the
sludges, practically eliminates gas generation from microbialtradiolytic processes, and reduces
generation rates from this mechanism to zero. Therefore, it Is assigned a blank circle In
Table 4-3 for addressing gas generation rates from microblallradiolytic processes. However,
the melting of metals Into Ingots (as done In Alternative 6) does not eliminate metals from the
Inventory, but helps to reduce the rate of gas generation from anoxic corrosion. This Is
denoted by a shaded circle In Table 4-3. Similarly, supercompaction of the waste has no
effect on the gas generation rate, and Is therefore'assigned a dark circle In Table 4-3.

The apparent inconsistency between predicted peak Index pressures and predicted effect on
gas generation rates Is a function 'of the simplifying assumptions Inherent in model
development. The Design Analysis' Model includes various assumptions about gas generation
rates from waste forms, creep closure rates, brine Inflow, coupling of brine Inflow and anoxic
corrosion, and room response to gas pressure. These assumptions are based on data about
the WIPP available at the time of model development, with almost all of the data obtained
from SNL publications. Although these assumptions are reasonable at this time, they may
change as ongoing experimental and modeling activities continue to provide additional data.
If necessary, the Design Analysis Model can be updated to Incorporate new assumptions as
revised data becomes available.

Table 4-3 also summarizes the effectiveness of the 14 alternatives In addressing the three
hypothetical human Intrusion scenarios. The summary Is based on the results obtained by the
Design Analysis Model for the MRE of an alternative for these scenarios. As explained In
Section 4.2, the MRE of an alternative must be less than 1 to signify an Improvement In
performance relative to the baseline design. The performance progressively Improves as the
MRE approaches zero. Although any value of MRE less than 1 signifies an improvement, the
EATF has used a conservative upper limit of 0.5 for rating an alternative partially effective
(denoted by a shaded circle). If the MRE Is greater than 0.5 for a given scenario, the
alternative Is considered to be Ineffective for addressing that particular scenario, and is
assigned a dark circle In Table 4-3. Similarly, an MRE of less than 0.05 has been used to
classify an alternative to be most effective (denoted by a blank circle In Table 4-3). As an
example, Altemative 7 Is effective for all three intrusion scenarios, and Is assigned a blank
circle under each column. In contrast, Alternative 1, which Is partially effective for scenario
El, effective for ElE2, and is neffective for E2, is assigned a shaded circle, a blank circle,
and a dark circle under the respective columns. As with predictions of effectiveness for
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addressing gas generation, it should be noted that the results of the Design Analysis Model
for human Intrusion scenarios are also influenced by the assumptions Inherent in model
development.

Table 4-3 provides a comparison between the relative effectiveness of 14 combinations of
engineered alternatives for addressing both gas generation and human intrusion Issues. If a
problem Is dentified by performance assessment, Table 4-3 will help focus the choice of an
effective alternative to a small group of alternatives. As an example, if performance
assessment determines that merely reducing gas generation rates will help demonstrate
compliance, then either one of Alternatives 1, 2, or 3 would be sufficient, and there would be
no need for any Level Il combinations. Alternatively, if it Is determined that it Is necessary
to eliminate gas generation of any kind in order to demonstrate compliance, then the choice
of alternatives would be limited to Alternatives 8, 9, and 1 Similar logic can be applied to
the human Intrusion scenarios to arrive at a set of alternatives sufficient to address any
problems Identified by performance assessment

It should be noted that although Table 43 provides comprehensive nformation about the
effectiveness of engineered alternatives, it cannot be used to determine the final choice of an
alternative, because it does not distinguish between the alternatives regarding the feasibility
of Implementing them. Once a group of alternatives have been Identified that have the
minimum effectiveness necessary to address the extent of the problem, a comparison of their
overall feasibility Is required to arrive at a final conclusion. The subsequent sections
(Sections 5.0 through 8.0) provide a detailed discussion of the feasibility of Implementing
engineered alternatives with respect to various issues.
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5.0 OVERVIEW OF FEASIBILITY EVALUATION
OF ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES

In addition to assessing the effectiveness of various engineered alternatives, the EATF has
also evaluated the feasibility of implementing each combination of alternatives presented in
Table 1-2.

5.1 TYPES OF ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES EVALUATED

The engineered alternatives evaluated by the EATF for feasibility of implementation have been
classified Into three categories:

* Waste treatment aternatives
* Backfill alternatives
* Other engineered alternatives.

Modifications to waste container material or shape have been discussed under Other
Engineered Alternatives." Waste treatment alternatives are the most complex to Implement,
and require construction of specialized facilities or use of existing facilities In order to
implement the alternative. Therefore, the EATF has focused a substantial part of Its feasibility
evaluation efforts In assessing the feasibility of waste treatment alternatives.

The remainder of this section Identifies the criteria against which the feasibility of alternatives
has been evaluated. Section 6.0 discusses the feasibility of waste treatment alternatives, and
Sections 7.0 and 8.0 discuss the feasibility of backfill and other alternatives, respectively.

5.2 CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF FEASIBILITY

The feasibility of Implementing waste treatment alternatives has been evaluated relative to
four criteria: availability of technology, regulatory Issues, cost, and schedule. The Program
Plan for Engineered Alternatives (Hunt, A., 1990) Identified the following critical issues requiring
Investigation:

* Status of Development - The technology must have the potential for full-scale
demonstration in order to be considered a viable option.

* Existing Capacity Versus Treatment Need - The usable capacity of treatment of
TRU waste will be considered.

* Regulatory Constraints to Implementation - Issues such as extended permit
cycles and transportation.

* Institutional Constraints to Implementation - Issues such as local waste treatment
facility restrictions.
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* Estimate of Implementation Costs - Cost effectiveness of the treatment.

* Implementation Schedules - Timeflness of treatment relative to overall program
schedules.

* Potential Facility Locations.

* Worker, General Public, and Environmental Safety - Comparison of the risks of
processing eAsting waste or changes In waste generating processes at the DOE
sites, with transport of untreated wastes to WIPP.

The feasibility of Implementing backfill or other engineered aternatives (waste management
changes, facility design modifications, and passive surface markers) has been evaluated by
using the following Information:

* Status of development of technology
* Regulatory considerations
* Cost and schedule for full-scale mplementation.

In addition to assessing the effectiveness of various engineered alternatives, the EATF has
also evaluated the feasibility of Implementing each combination of alternatives presented In
Table 1-2.

N-'
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6.0 FEASIBILITY OF IMPLEMENTING WASTE TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES

6.1 INTRODUCTiON

The EATF developed the following categories for assessing the feasibility of mplementation
of waste treatment alternatives based on criteria Identified In the Program Plan for Engineered
Alternatives (Hunt A., 1990):

* Development Status of Waste Treatment Technologies (Section 6.3.1)
* Location of Stored Waste and Waste Generation Rates by Site (Section 6.3.2)
* Tabulation of Eisting Treatment Capacity (Section 6.3.3)
* Waste Treatment Cost Estimates (Section 6.3.4)
* Implementation Schedule (Section 6.3.5)
* Regulatory Considerations (Section 6.3.6)
* Worker, General Public and Environmental Risk Assessment (Section 6.3.7).

The data collected for each of these categories have a dual function. First, the data
collectively form the basis for selecting a potential treatment technology. Trade-offs of
effectiveness In Improving repository performance are qualitatively weighted relative to cost,
schedule, regulatory concerns, and health effects. Once the treatment Is selected, the data
are then used In the site selection process. Location of wastes, cost of treatment,
transportation cost, risk, and permitting constraints are all considered for selecting the location
and number of treatment facilities.

The EATF findings on the feasibility of waste-treatment alternatives In Section 6.0 are
organized Into three sections. Section 6.2 reviews the components of Level II and Level IlIl
treatment facilities. Section 6.3 presents the preliminary data required to evaluate waste
treatment alternative feasibility. Results may then be factored into the decision methodology
presented In Section 6.4 to select locations for treatment facilities, as well as the decision
methodology for selecting treatment alternatives presented In Section 9.0.

The EATF mission of providing a preliminary analysis of alternative feasibility precluded
detailed collection or development of Information such as facility costs, Implementation
schedules, or nstitutional or regulatory requirements. The more quantitative data required In
selection of a waste treatment, If waste treatment Is determined to be required, Is best
collected once the WIPP performance assessment Issue(s) become defined. Where
appropriate, the EATF has Identified additional Information that should be developed before a
final decision on waste treatment.

62 WASTE TREATMENT FACILITY DESCRIPTiON

Waste treatment requires a facility or facilities that consists of both treatment operations (e.g.,
shredder, Incinerator, solidification systems) and an array of support functions. Support
functions for waste treatment Include administration, maintenance, receiving, shipping, storage,
etc. This section provides a brief description of the various waste treatment facility
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components and potential operations which may be required to treat TRU waste prior to
disposal at the WIPP.

6.2.1 upprt Functions of a Waste Treatment Faciity

Facility structures and systems required to support the waste treatment operations are major
contributors to the overall facility cost and schedule. Figure -1 depicts typical elements of
a waste treatment facility. The elements common to most waste treatment facilities,
Independent of the treatment processes, are presented below.

8.2.1.1 Unloadina Bay

This area provides space for unloading trucks carrying the TRUPACT-I1 or other authorized
packages that are used to transport TRU waste to the waste treatment facility.

6±1.2 Receiving Bay

This area provides space and equipment for unloading waste containers from the shipping
packages, Inspecting the waste containers and the nterior of the shipping package for surface
contamination, and preparing the waste containers for temporary storage.

821.3 Waste Storage Area

This area Is storage space for Incoming waste. The purpose of maintaining a stored waste
Inventory at the facility Is to provide efficient flow of waste Into the waste treatment area.

821.4 Incoming Waste Inspection Area

The heterogeneity of the Incoming TRU waste forms suggests that some Inspection or
confirmation may be required to assure that the waste contents are appropriate for the specific
waste treatment being conducted at the facility. Therefore nondestructive testing may be
conducted before the waste Is transferred to the waste treatment area. Testing might consist
of real-time radiography, radlonuclide assays, and weighing of the waste, as well as verifying
transportation records.

6.2.1.5 Waste Transfer Area

This area serves as the loading point for waste entering the waste treatment area. The waste
transfer area will either be an airlock, or have an airlock between itself and the waste
treatment area. The airlock serves as a barrier between clean areas of the facility and
potentially contaminated areas. If sampling of waste Is required prior to treatment, this area
could meet these needs.

Secn 8-2 ALW1P:ATF.1-177S4
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6.2.1.6 Heating. Ventilation, and Air Conditlonina (HVAC) Systems

The HVAC systems control air flow and maintain temperature and negative pressure In all
parts of the facility. These systems Include high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters to
prevent TRU radlonuclides from leaving the building with the ventilation air. All areas that
contain TRU waste will be maintained at negative pressure relative to the exterior of the
building. This assures that, In the unlikely event that radioactive materials contaminate an
area of the facility, the contaminants will not be released to the environment.

6.2.1.7 Control and Monitordg Systems

These systems include fire protection and alarms, radioactive contamination monitoring,
physical security, confinement control, utility Instrumentation and control, and computer
systems.

62.1.8 Control Room

Treatment processes may be controlled from a single control room, or Individual control
stations. For the more complex operations, waste treatment will probably be controlled via a
central control room computer with local control options.

6.21.9 Processed Waste Insoection

After the waste has been treated, it Is moved Into an inspection area where it will be non-
destructively tested or sampled to ensure that adequate treatment has taken place. Waste will
be certified for shipment to WIPP In the processed waste Inspection area.

6.2.1.10 Processed Waste Loadinc

This area Is similar to the unloading and receiving bays. The waste containers will be
prepared for loading (such as bundling drums Into a seven-pack array) and loaded into the
TRUPACT-II.

6.21.11 Decontamination and Maintenance

Equipment used to handle and treat the waste will require periodic maintenance and/or
decontamination. This area of the facilty serves as a decontamination and repair or
maintenance function, and may consist of remote operations Including a highbay area for
maintaining large equipment

6.2.1.12 Laboratorv

Periodic sampling and analysis of Incoming or outgoing waste will be required at the facility.
A laboratory Is necessary for analysis of the samples for certification purposes.
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6.2.1.13 Materials Storage Area

Waste treatment may require bulk quantities of Portland cement, glass frit, or other materials
associated with the process. This area will store and provide these materials to the waste
treatment area. A separate area may also be reserved for spare parts, lubricating oils, and
other materials and equipment as may be needed to support day-to-day operations.

6.2.1.14 Utilities

This function will be spread throughout the facility, and consists of: electrical, heating and
cooling, water supply, emergency power, sanitary sewage systems; and process-related utilities
such as emergency showers and personnel radiation detection. Recycling of wastewater may
also occur within this function.

6.2.1.15 Faclity Structure

A building will be required to house the waste treatment systems and supporting elements.
Portions of the building, such as the waste treatment and receiving and loading areas, will
probably require multistory construction to accommodate equipment and operations. Roads,
parking, fences, and utility supplies complete the facility. The building would be designed and
constructed to meet the requirements of DOE Order 6430.1A, General Design Criteria (DOE,
1987b), which Includes an assessment of the hazard level of operation. It Is expected that
the facility will be considered a medium or high hazard facility as defined by this order.

6.2.1.16 Other Sucoort Functions

These functions consist of administration, health physics, change areas, communications, and
any unique operation required at the specific facility.

6.2.2 Treatment Ooerations

Treatment operations, such as Incineration, shredding, cementation, and vitrification, together
with ancilary equipment such as off-gas systems, material hoppers, Instrumentation and
controls, and the supporting structures, represent the waste treatment portion of the facility.
This area will be maintained at a negative pressure relative to other areas of the facility
containing TRU waste.

The waste treatment alternatives considered feasible by the EATF result In five basic waste
forms: glass or concrete monoliths, compacted waste, metal Ingots, and the unprocessed
waste form with pH buffers. The treatment operations needed to produce these basic products
are:
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* Vitrification
* Solidification (with a cement-based grout)
* CompactIon
* Incineration (followed by vitrification or solidification)
* Metal melting (which produces metal Ingots; a slag may be produced which can

then be vitrifled; see SectIon 6.3.1.9)
* Addition of pH buffers
* Shredding (as a precursor to other processes).

A treatment operation consists of the process equipment needed to produce the waste forms
isted above, as well as support systems and structures directly associated with the particular
treatment operation.

Figure 6-2 shows the treatment operations associated with each waste treatment alternative
considered feasible by the EATF. One or more treatment operations are generally required
to produce each waste frm. For Instance, a cemented waste form might require shredding,
Incineration, and cementation If the waste specification requires elimination of organics and
solidification of the waste. These treatment operations, together with appropriate support
elements, constitute the facility required to process TRU waste Into the desired waste form.
The facilities evaluated by the EATF Include treatment operations capable of treating
unprocessed waste forms as follows:

* Shred and cement solid organics
* Incinerate and cement solid organics
* Incinerate and vitrify solid organics
* Shred and cement solid inorganics
* Melt metals into TRU ingots
* Melt metals and eliminate from WIPP Inventory (vitrified slag will be shipped to

WIPP)
* Cement sludges
* Vitrify sludges
* Decontaminated metal with residue solidification.

6.3 DESCRIPTION OF FACTORS CONSIDERED IN IMPLEMENTiNG
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES

The EATF assembled Information on the feasibility of implementing waste treatment alternatives
at facilities consisting of components described in Section 6.2. This information Is organized
by factors considered In implementing treatment alternatives and Is described below. Selection
of a treatment technology requires Integration of data on waste treatment technology status
(Section 6.3.1), treatment cost (Section .3.4), schedule issues (Section 6.3.5), regulatory
considerations (Section 8.3.6), and the assessment of risk (Section 6.3.7). Once a treatment
technology or technologies are selected, siting of treatment facilities requires analysis of
location of waste and waste-generation rates (Section 6.3.2), current or planned treatment
capacity (Section 6.3.3), waste transportation costs versus capital and operating costs for
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WASTE TREATMENTS__'~j ?"
Sludges
VITRIFiCATION
CEMENTATION
ADD pH BUFFERS

Solid Organics
COMPACION _
SHRED AND CEMENTAlON _
SHRED, ADD SALT, COMPACTION * *
SHRED AND ADD BENTONITE *
INCINERATION AND CEMENTATION _ * _
INCINERATION AND VITRIFICATION * *
ADD pH BUFFERS

Solid Inorganics
SHRED AND COMPACTION * *
SHRED AND CEMENTATION * _
SHRED, ADD SALT, COMPACTION _ _
VITRIFICATION'
MELT METALS 2_
SHRED AND ADD BENTONITE
ADD pH BUFFERS
DECONTANINATE METALS 3 _

IMetals are Melted with Glass/Glass Frt; Radlonudides Partition Into the Slag
and Metals are Eliminated from the WIPP Inventory

2 Metals are Melted Into TRU Waste Ingots

'Solidify Process Residue by Cementation

FIGURE 6-2
TREATMENT OPERATIONS
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various numbers of facilitles (Section 6.3.4), required treatment schedules versus construction
schedules for various numbers of facilities (Section 6.3.5), permitting facilities and regulations
governing shipment of wastes (Section 6.3.6), and differences in public and occupational
health-based risk for various numbers of facilities (Section 6.3.7).

6.3.1 Development Status of Waste Treatment Technolocles

The waste treatment alternatives recommended by the EATF for inclusion In the WIPP
Experimental Program (DOE, 1990b) range from relatively simple operations, such as the
addition of pH buffering materials to the waste, to the more complex waste treatment
technologies, such as vitrification or Incineration. While most of these alternatives are
technologically feasible, others will require development for application to TRU waste. This
section presents the development status of the technologies necessary to produce the
combinations of waste forms described In Table 1-2, as well as the status for all the
technologies necessary to produce the waste forms Identified by the EATF.

6.3.1.1 Vitrification

A small commercial glass furnace has been tested at Mound Laboratories (Mound) for
application to nuclear power plant solid wastes. t has been used for the demonstration of the
IncInerationtvitriflcation of combustible wastes, Ion exchange resins, filter cartridges, and
sludges (KIllngler and Armstrong, 1986).

Microwave melting of sludge wastes Is another method of generating a vitrified waste form.
Microwave systems are being tested at Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) (Petersen et al., 1988) and
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) (White et a, 1989). These vitrification systems
appear to be viable technologies, but additional development will be required before operation
of full scale systems Is possible, since tests have been in on only TRU waste analogs.
Development here Is primarily a function of scale up of existing equipment, as well as feed
preparation, metering, and control of radioactive materials.

6.3.1.2 Incineration

The EPA considers Incineration a demonstrated technology for hazardous waste. Incineration
has also been demonstrated Internationally for radioactive applications, but the practical
application to TRU waste has been lmited In the U.S.

The DOE has used Incineration for volume reduction of low level wastes In a number of
locations, such as the Waste Experimental Reduction Facility (WERF) at Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) (McFee and Gillins, 1986) and the TSCA Incinerator at the
Oak Ridge Reservation K-25 Plant (Kroll and Rogers, 1989). A commercial low level waste
Incinerator operated by the Scientific Ecology Group (SEG) of Westinghouse Electric
Corporation is accepting waste at Oak Ridge, Tennessee (Dalton and Arrowsmith, 1990). The
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) Controlled Air Incinerator (CAI) has been used for
demonstrating TRU waste Incineration since 1976, but Is currently not operational due to
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mechanical system upgrades and regulatory Issues (Vavruska et al., 1989). The CAI has a
capacity of 45 kilograms per hour and Is designed to process liquid and packaged solid waste
that Is low In solid Inorganic content.

In summary, hazardous and low level waste incineration are well developed technologies.
However, there are no TRU waste ncinerators currently operating In the United States due to
either technical or regulatory factors.

6.3.1.3 Cementation

Cementation to stabilize or solidify materials Is a well demonstrated technology for TRU waste
and other low-level nuclear wastes. Types of cementation agents vary somewhat, and are
dependent on the material to be solidified. Similarly, the capacities of the demonstrated
systems range from simple in-drum" operations In which waste and solidification agents are
mixed and solidified In the final disposal package, to large continuous operation systems.
However, the longevity of cemented waste forms In the WIPP environment Is uncertain and
will require additional studies and modeling for confirmation of applicability. The EATF
assembled a panel of cement experts who suggested that properly formulated cemented
waste forms will probably be durable for long periods of time. The details of the Cement/Grout
Panel deliberations are presented In Appendix G.

The United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority has selected cementation as the process for
treating stored Intermediate-level wastes, which Include TRU waste (Lee and Wilding, 1989).
In Sweden, metallic low level waste has been solidified In Envirostone, a commercial product
using gypsum with an organic binder (Siobiom et al., 1985). The EATF has found 21 separate
applications of cementation used by the DOE for either low level or TRU waste solidification
(IT Corp., 1989). There are several commercial suppliers of radioactive waste cementation
systems and at least one cementation service available to commercial nuclear power plants.
Cementation is a well developed technology, although development of specific cementitious
formulations may be required for use In the WIPP environment.

6.3.1.4 Shredding

Shredding technology Is fully demonstrated, and commercially available shredders can be
Incorporated Into facilities designed for TRU waste handling. It should be noted that shredding
equipment can require extensive maintenance. Many of the proposed waste treatment
technologies either require or can be enhanced If preceded by shredding. For example,
addition of pH buffers to waste packages would be enhanced If preceded by shredding.

6.3.1.5 Metal Melting

Scrap metal melting Is an Integral part of steel Industry practice worldwide. Some melting
techniques, such as Induction heating, may be particularly suitable for melting TRU
contaminated metals. A plasma process, which melts materials using heat from a plasma
furnace, Is In the demonstration stage (Peters and Ross, 1989; Peters et al., 1990) and may
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be useful for melting metal wastes mixed with glass, combustibles, soils, and other materials.
Metal melting experimental efforts at ORNL (Heshmatpour et al., 1983) have produced partition
factors (mass of radionuclide In slag/mass of radionucfides originally in metal) that allow
reclassification of metals as low level waste. In general, the application of melting metals as
a waste treatment will require engineering development for scale up, applIcation to specific
types of metals, and containment of radioactive components.

6.3.1.8 Compaction

Waste compactors are available from commercial suppliers. The EATF has Identified three
DOE compactor programs and several others appear to be In the planning phase. Low level
waste compactors exist at the INEL (Gmlins and Larsen, 1987) and at the West Valley
Demonstration Project (WVDP) (Frank et al., 1988). The Supercompaction and Repackaging
Facility (SaRF) at RFP Is the first permanent Installation for TRU waste In the United States
(Barthel, 1988). A commercial low level waste supercompactor Is operated by SEG at their
facility In Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and mobile compactor services exist for nuclear power plants
(Jessop, 1989). Waste compaction Is therefore, considered a developed technology.

6.3.1.7 Encapsulation

The use of polymers or bitumen to encapsulate radioactive waste Is a relatively straightforward
process. Encapsulation of radioactive waste In bitumen has been used by Duke Power
Company (Jones et al., 1985). Low level radioactive waste encapsulation, using polyester as
the encapsulation medium, has been developed In the United States (Dlilman et al., 1985).
Encapsulation of low and medium level waste In epoxy resins Is being used In France
(Gauthey, 1989). Although this alternative Is a technologicallv roven waste solidification
Process. it has the potential for Increasing boloolcal and radlolvtic as eneration due to
addition of large uantitles o orfanic binder materials. and Is therefore not being
recommended for TRU waste treatment at the present time.

6.3.1.8 Addition of H Buffers

Addition of buffers may be useful for Increasing the pH of repository brine. Radionucfides tend
to be less soluble at high pH conditions. A benefit of lowered solubility Is decreased mobility
of radlonuclides In brine. The addition of pH buffers, such as cement, lime, or activated
alumina Is a relatively simple process In comparison to other waste treatment aternatives.
Preshredding may prove beneficial to the mixing process. The shredding, solids metering, and
mixing steps required for this operation are commercially practiced In nonradioactive waste
operations and are therefore, judged to be well developed for TRU waste application.

6.3.1.9 Metal Decontamination

Decontamination technology for converting metallic TRU waste to low level waste has been
extensively studied at Pacific Northwest Laboratory (Allen and Hazelton, 1985). Several
processes are available to decontaminate TRU waste forms to LLW. These processes Include
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electropolishing, hand scrubbing, chemical washes/sprays, strippable coatings, and Freon
spray-cleaning (Allen and Hazelton, 1985). Electropolishing and vibratory finishing techniques
are proven effective In decontaminating TRU wastes to levels below standards defining TRU
waste (Alien et al., 1982). In fact, at the time these decontamination techniques were studied,
the 10 nClg limit applied to TRU waste. Eectropolishing will remove TRU contamination from
all metals with the exception of those that form highly Insulating oxides such as Zircalloy
(Allen et al., 1982). Vibratory finishing will remove TRU contamination from almost all classes
of metals and alloys and from a wide range of surface-contaminated nonmetallic TRU wastes
Including pastic, glass, and rubber (Allen et al., 1982). Metal waste forms that do not have
exposed surfaces (e.g., pipes) may require preprocessing such as shredding.

The obvious benefit of decontamination Is that metals can be removed from the WIPP waste
Inventory, thus eliinaing any anoxic corrosion potential. Decontamination processes can
reduce TRU contaminated metals Into LLW. These processes generate a secondary waste
In the form of an aqueous rinsing solution that may also contain some solids. These
contaminated liquids would require some form of solidification treatment, such as cementation,
prior to disposal at WIPP.

6.3.2 Location of Waste and Waste Generation Rates

The quantity of transuranic waste generated or stored at the various DOE sites directly
Influences any treatment facility siting decision. Treatment facility capacity Is dependent upon
both the quantity of waste to be treated and the time frame or work-off period over which all
treatment must be accomplished.

Transuranic waste Is stored and/or generated at ten major DOE sites nationwide located
throughout the nation. The data for location and quantity of newly generated waste and data
on waste currently In storage at each TRU waste generating or storage site has been
extracted from the DOE Inventories, Projections and Characteristics Data Base (DOE, 1988c)
which Is updated annually. This version of the data base has been used by the EATF
because It Is the most current version that Includes uncompacted RFP wastes.

Transuranic waste at the DOE sites consists of: solid organics, combustibles, sludges, filters,
noncombustibles, construction materials, and other miscellaneous materials. Sludges, solid
organics, and glass and metals (solid norganics) comprise approximately 85 percent by
volume of the total TRU waste inventory. The remaining 15 percent of the Inventory has been
sorted Into one of the three primary categories for the purposes of EATF work Table 6-1
shows the quantities of waste currently In retrievable storage at INEL, Hanford, LANL,
Savannah River Site (SRS), ORNL, and Nevada Test Site (NTS) plus the projected quantities
expected to be generated during the next 26 years at these and other generator sites (DOE,
1988c). Table 6-2 shows the WIPP average annual expected emplacement rates (based on
unprocessed wastes). The emplacement rates are based on Table 6-1 quantities, a five year
WIPP test phase during which small quantities (EATF assumed 5 percent) of waste will be
emplaced, plus a 20 year emplacement period during which the remainder of the production
quantities of waste will be emplaced. These emplacement rates are representative of the
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TABLE 6-1

TRU WASTE QUANTITIES AND LOCATIONS"'2

FACILITY' SLUDGES SOLID ORGANICS SOLID INORGANICS

RETRIEVABLY' NEWLY"
42VnDmn rl MU0AT~n

RERIEVABLY NEWLY REMIEVABLY NEWLY
QTy^mRn IvJ; DATeft avreo1n 6: :A1Rfl%

ANL-E 0 44 0 31 0 19
INEL 9193 479 13852 1007 12518 472
LANL 2261 2143 1604 2802 3427 3297
LLNL 0 87 0 2367 0 433
Mound 0 1017 0 60 0 120
NTS 12 0 353 0 254 0
ORNL 6 10 350 577 227 375
Hanford 583 635 4182 4555 5548 6043
RFP 0 9555 0 17017 0 9828
SRS 105 563 2242 12055 643 3458

TOTALS 12160 14533 22583 40471 22617 24043

' Source (DOE, 1988c).
2 Quantites shown are In cubic meters.
' RFP = Rocky Flats Plant; INEL = Idaho National Engineering Laboratory; Hanford Hanford

Site; LANL = Los Alamos National Laboratory; SRS - Savannah River Site; ORNL Oak
Ridge National Laboratory; NTS = Nevada Test Site; LLNL - Lawrence Uvermore National
Laboratory; ANL-E Argonne National Laboratory-East; Mound = Mound Laboratory.

' Retrievably Stored = TRU waste In storage generated between 1970 and the end of 1987.
' Newly Generated TRU waste generated from 1988 through the end of 2013.
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K2
TABLE 6-2

AVERAGE ANNUAL UNPROCESSED TRU WASTE
EMPLACEMENT QUANTITIES"' 

FACILITY" SLUDGES SOLID ORGANICS SOLID INORGANICS

FIEFIEVABLY NEWLY'
.crn nEwrJAT~fn

RETRIEVABLY NEWLY RETRIEVABLY NEWLY
ATnmrED GMFN 1lTAD CTOREDn GENERATED

ANL-E 0 2 0 1 0 1
INEL 437 23 658 48 595 22
LANL 107 102 76 133 163 157
LLNL 0 4 0 112 0 21
Mound 0 48 0 3 0 6
NTS 1 0 17 0 12 0
ORNL 0 0 17 27 11 18
Hanford 28 30 199 216 264 287
RFP 0 454 0 808 0 467
SRS 5 27 106 573 31 164

K> TOTALS 578 690 1073 1921 1076 1143

' Source (DOE,1988c).
2 Quantities shown are In cubic meters/year.
s Annual quantities of emplaced waste are based on a 20 year WIPP operations peilod.
4 RFP Rocky Flats Plant; INEL Idaho National Engineering Laboratory; Hanford = Hanford

Site; LANL = Los Alamos National Laboratory; SRS = Savannah River Site; ORNL = Oak
Ridge National Laboratory; NTS = Nevada Test Site; LLNL = Lawrence Uvermore National
Laboratory; ANL-E = Argonne National Laboratory-East; Mound = Mound Laboratory.

' Retrlevably Stored = TRU waste In storage generated between 1970 and the end of 1987.
' Newly Generated = TRU waste generated from 1988 through the end of 2013.
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annual waste treatment capacity that would be required in the event treatment becomes
necessary.

6.3.3 Current or Planned DOE Waste Treatment Capacitv

Treatmrent-facility siting decisions and the site's ability to ship wastes are, In par, Influenced
by existing or planned treatment capacity. Waste shipped to the WIPP must comply with the
requirements of the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC) (DOE, 1989f), which delineate the
requirements for acceptance of TRU waste for emplacement and disposal In WIPP. Some of
the DOE waste generation and storage sites have responded to these requirements by building
(or by planning to build) Inspection and limited processing facilities for certifying TRU waste
to WIPP WAC requirements. While these facilities are not expected to have sufficient capacity
should large volumes of TRU waste require treatment, it Is possible that one or more of these
facilities could suffice either as Is or with some modifications, for treating waste. Such a
facility could also be considered as the front-end of a larger processing facility. An example
of a modification Is addition of process operations to existing facilities (at the sites of large
TRU waste generators such as RFP and SRS). The EATF has Identified existing and planned
waste processing facilities as a factor that should be Included In the feasibility analysis of
potential waste treatment alternatives. These facilities are described below.

8.3.3.1 Size Reduction Facility (SRF)

The SRF Is an existng prototype facility (currently not In operation) located at LANL (DOE,
1988a). The facility Is designed to reduce the volume of and repackage various types of
metallic waste contaminated with TRU radionuclides. Through FY 1985, a total volume of 88
cubic meters of TRU waste has been reduced In volume by a factor of 6.7 to 1 (IT
Corp., 1988).

6.3.3.2 Treatment Development Fadli (TDF)

The TDF Is an existing facility (currently not In operation) located at LANL and utilizes a dual
chamber, controlled air Incinerator for processing solid organic TRU wastes with a nominal
capacity of 45 kilograms per hour (Hutchins, 1990). Ash from the ncineration process Is
cemented In drums.

6.3.3.3 Supercompactlon and Repackaging Facility (SaRF1

The SaRF, located at RFP, Is designed to process two separate categories of TRU waste.
Solid organic waste will be precompacted In a 30-ton compactor prior to supercompaction.
Solid norganics will be compacted directly In the 2,200-ton supercompactor. The SaRF will
compact approximately 1,800 cubic meters per year (Barthel, 1988). The compacted material
will be overpacked In 55-gallon drums for off-site disposal. SaRF Is currently awaiting
completion of NEPA documentation review prior to startup.
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6.3.3.4 Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plant (SWEPP)

SWEPP will examine and certify INEL retrevably stored TRU waste for shipment to WIPP.
Examination of waste containers Includes weighing, real time radiographic examination,
radionuclide assay, container Integrity examination and radiological surveys (EG&G Idaho, Inc.,
1982).

6.3.3.5 Transuranic Waste Treatment and Storage Facility (TWTSF)

The TWTSF, located at INEL, Is In the conceptual design phase and when built Is planned to
be capable of examining, shredding, compacting and repackaging TRU waste (DOE, 1989a).
Capacity to examine TRU waste will be the equivalent of 10,000 drums per year. Shredding
and compaction capacity will be 4,000 cubic meters per year (this Includes low level waste).

6.3.3.6 Waste Receiving and Processing Facilit (WRAP)

The WRAP facility at Hanford Is being constructed In two phases, designated Module I and
Module II, projected to be completed In FY 1996 and FY 1999, respectively (DOE, 1987a).
It Is currently scheduled to perform nondestructive assay/examination, and process retrievably
stored and newly generated TRU waste, as needed, for certification and shipment to WIPP.
The process capabilities will Include shredding, grout solidification, and size reduction of
oversize boxes of waste. The WRAP facility Is expected to process approximately 1000 cubic
meters of TRU waste each year, based on waste processing estimates of 3550 cubic meters
of retrievably stored waste and 9560 cubic meters of newly generated waste over a thirteen
year period (DOE, 1987a).

6.3.3.7 Waste Handling and Packaging Plant WHPP)

The WHPP Is a planned facility at ORNL designed for the purpose of characterizing,
processing, repackaging and certifying remote-handled and special-case TRU waste located
at ORNL and other DOE sites (White et al., 1989). The facility will process both liquid and
solid TRU wastes. The liquid processing portion of the facility creates sludges that will be
solidified by yet-to-be-determined processes. Microwave evaporation-solidification methods are
being considered, Including melt-solidification of the sludges. Facility construction Is not
expected to start until FY 1996. The facility Is expected to process approximately 500 cubic
meters of solids, 1,000 cubic meters of liquid and sludge over 15 years, and 6 cubic meters
of newly generated solids per year (DOE, 1989d).

6.3.3.8 Transuranic Waste Facility (TWF)

The TWF Is a proposed facility to be located at SRS (Daugherty et al., 1987). Its purpose
Is to process noncertiffable, retrievably stored, and newly generated waste. The facility will
provide capabilities for retrieving stored waste, remote venting/purging of waste drums, real-
time radiography and assay of drums, shredding and solidification of selected wastes, and
repackaging. A small amount of the total waste will be solidified In a small-scale solidification
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glovebox. The total quantity of waste to be handled In the facility is apprximately 595 cubic
meters per year of retrievably stored waste, and 125 cubic meters of newly generated waste
per year. The facility Is scheduled to be completed In FY 1995.

6.3.3.9 Future Use of Planned and Existing Facilities

At the point In time that performance assessment determines what waste treatment Is needed,
if any, decisions can be made for the most effective use of facilities such as those noted
above. If these facilities have adequate capacity to provide the needed waste treatment, or
if these facilities could form the basis for waste treatment facilities at the respective sites, then
cost and schedule benefits would be realized. The following summarizes how these facilities
might contribute to waste treatment facility siting decisions:

Hanford - WRAP waste handling capacity may be adequate to seve as the front end
of processing operations.

LANL - Small facilities Inadequate for front end waste handling and processing of
all LANL waste.

ORNL - Relatively small quantity of CH-TRU could be processed at WHPP.

SRS - TWF capacity may be sufficient to support process operations for part of
SRS waste.

RFP - SaRF can support a compacted waste form. Current waste generating
processes could be modified to support processing.

INEL - SWEPP, TWTSF may have enough capacity to serve as front-end to process
operations.

6.3.4 Waste Treatment Cost Estimation

Costs associated with waste treatment include those for handling and transportation of wastes
to and from the treatment facility, waste characterization required prior to transportation or
treatment, treatment-facility capital, and operating costs. In all cases, the EATF mission of
providing a preliminary analysis of feasibility precluded development of bottoms-up costs
through aggregation of smaller cost components. The EATF recognizes that more detailed
cost estimates are required before final decisions are made conceming and location of waste
treatment facilities. Results of the EATF waste treatment cost study are presented in
Section 6.3.4.5.
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6.3.4.1 Treatment Facility Capital Cost Estimation

The EATF evaluated TRU waste treatment facility costs by relying on published data and
discussions with DOE waste generator site personnel knowledgeable of costs for planned and
existing facilities. Table 6-3 lists cost estimates for several of the existing and planned DOE
TRU waste treatment facilities discussed In Section 6.3.3. These data are provided to give
an Indication of the broad cost range of TRU waste treatment facilities. Factors influencing
facility costs are discussed In the following paragraphs and In detail In Appendix J.

Preliminary facility costs were developed for the fourteen combination alternatives described
In Table 1-2. The basis for these cost estimates are the Individual treatment operation costs,
plus the support function cost. The purpose of developing separate costs for treatment
operations Is to simplify estimating costs of waste treatment facilities which utilize more than
one treatment operation. The basis cost and capacity for each treatment operation and the
required support facility (support functions) Is determined through literature review. The cost
of the support facility and each treatment operation can then be scaled with respect to capacity
(see Appendix J). In this manner, capital costs for one through seven facilities for each of the
fourteen combination alternatives presented In Table 1-2 were determined. Basis costs are
escalated to 1990 dollars (see Appendix J). The EATF has assumed that cost escalation
factors for chemical processing plants are also applicable to TRU waste treatment facilities.

The capacity of a facility depends on the waste forms to be treated, the number of facilities
available to process the Inventory, operating time, and Inventory work-off period. Treatment
operations that produce Level II waste forms, such as cementation or shredding, Intuitively are
less expensive than those needed to produce Level iII waste forms, such as Incineration and
vitrification. However, when these treatment operations are Installed In their respective
facilities, the building, alpha containment and support systems costs tend to reduce the cost
differential between Level II and Level iII facilities. The EATF did not factor In triple
confinement of plutonium handling facilities (addressed In DOE 6430.1A General Design
Criteria) In Its cost estimates, for the following reasons: treatment operation costs for existing
facilities (which form the basis for EATF cost estimates) are computed on a double-
confinement basis; design and number of confinement barriers are predetermined on a case-
by-case basis (DOE, 1987b). As a result, the cost differential between Level II and Levei liI
Is further reduced once triple confinement Is factored Into the design.

Capacity, as noted In Table 6-4, is designated as a percent of the total TRU waste generated
through 2013 as projected by the IDB, 1988. This capacity Is the sum of retrievably stored
and/or newly generated waste from sites that feed the processing facilities for each of the
seven options. An attempt was made to match treatment sites and waste locations In such
a way that preference for treatment facilities Is given to larger waste generating or storage
sites In order to minimize waste transportation. Note that the siting options of Table 6-4 are
examples, as other choices may also be appropriate. For Instance, If only one facility were
to be built, other sites besides WIPP are also candidates to host a central facility.
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TABLE 6-3

EXSTING AND PLANNED DOE TRU FACILITY COST EXAMPLES

Faeility Capacity Cost Treatment
Facfliy (0lyr) (Millions, 1990 dollars) Leve

TWF, SRS 720 181 M II
(Westinghouse, 1990)

WRAP, Hanford 3850 54 M II
Module 1
(Kaiser, 1989)

WRAP, Hanford TBD 150 M II
Module 23

TWTSF, INEL 5800 137 M 11
(DOE, 1989a)

WHPP4, ORNL 200 238 M III
(DOE, 1989d)

TDF,LANL 850 7 M il
(Hutchins, 1990)

SaRF, RFP 1800 6 M II
(Barthel, 1988)

SWEPP, INEL 4100 7 M NA
(DOE, 1982)

'For complete facility descriptions see Section 6.3.3.
"For Treatment Level descriptions see Section 3.3.3.
3Personal communication, Chris Petersen, 1990.
4WPP Is a RH-TRU facility. Cost Is Included for comparison purposes only. Capacity based
on Turner (1991).
TBD = To be deternined.

NOTE Facilities are Intended for CH-TRU waste unless Indicated otherwise.
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TABLE 6-4

POTENTIAL WASTE TREATMENT SITES AND WASTE
DISTRIBUTION SCENARIOS FOR 1-7 FACILITIES

Number of Facilty Quantity of Waste
Facilities Location Treats Waste From: Treated, Percent

1 WIPP All Sites 100.0

2 INEL Hanford, INEL, LANL 83.9
LLNL, NTS, RFP

SRS ANL-E. Mound. ORNL. SRS 16.1

3 INEL Hanford, INEL 43.3
RFP RFP 26.7
WIPP LANL, LLNL, NTS, Mound,

ANL-E. ORNL, SRS 30.0

4 INEL INEL, LANL, LLNL, NTS; 41.5
RFP RFP 26.7
SRS ANL-E, Mound, ORNL, SRS 16.0
Hanford Hanford 15.8

5 INEL INEL 27.5
RFP RFP 26.7
SRS ANL-E, Mound, ORNL, SRS 16.0
Hanford Hanford 15.8
WIPP LANL. LLNL, NTS 14.0

6 INEL INEL 27.5
RFP RFP 26.7
Hanford Hanford 15.8
SRS ORNL. SRS 15.1
LANL LANL 11.4
WIPP ANL-E. LLNL, Mound. NTS 3.5

7 INEL INEL 27.5
RFP RFP 26.7
Hanford Hanford 15.8
SRS SRS 14.0
LANL LANL 11.4
WIPP ANL-E, LLNL, Mound, NTS 3.5
ORNL ORNL 1.1
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Waste work-off periods of five, ten, and twenty years have been considered for each of these
cases. Continuously operated facilities are assumed to operate 24 hours per day for 240 days
per year, allowing approximately 125 days per year for maintenance. An exception to this rule
Is noted In the discussion on operating costs, Section 6.3.4.2. If more than one treatment
operation Is required In a single facility, the effect of capacity on the cost of each treatment
operation Is computed, and these costs are added to the support facility costs. Table 6-5
shows the total processing capacities of facilities needed to treat all waste In five, ten, or
twenty year woric-off periods. The data presented In Table 6-5 has been generated under the
assumption that processing would begin In the year 2000.

The EATF also determined the need for minimum facility costs. Minimum facility costs are
determined to preclude unrealistically low estimates. Low estimates result when the design
capacity for continuous operation equipment becomes excessively small relative to the basis
capacity of process operations. Treatment facility cost estimates are presented in
Section 6.3.4.5

6.3.4.2 Treatment Facility Operating Cost Estimation

The EATF has developed a method to estimate annual operating costs for continuous and
batch operated TRU waste treatment facilities. This method Is based on an empirical
relationship between annual operating costs and facility capital costs. A review of literature
(McKee et al., 1986; Ross et al., 1982) revealed that annual operating cost for continuous
operation (24 hourstday, 200 dayslyear) Is approximately 10 percent of facility capital cost. The
EATF assumed operation for 240 days per year and thus estimates operating costs at 12
percent of capital costs.

Annual operating costs for batch processing facilities are estimated from operational
requirements. A facility that does not operate continuously (based on capacity requirements)
Is defined as a batch operated facility. The EATF has assumed the minimum operation
requirements of a batch operated facility to be one 8-hour shift per day, 240 days per year.
Since operating costs for continuous operation Is defined at 12 percent of capital, the annual
operating costs for batch operated facilities are defined as a minimum of 4 percent of capital
costs. Actual operating costs will vary between 4 and 12 percent of facility capital costs
depending on the number of hours operated on a yearly basis. Operating cost estimates are
present In Section 6.3.4.&

6.3.4.3 Waste Transportatlon Cost Estimation

The EATF has developed transportation cost estimates for each of the fourteen engineered
alternatives described In Table 1-2, using the potential waste treatment site locations outlined
In Table 6-4. Transportation costs are a result of transporting waste between sites and loading
and unloading operations at storage and/or generator sites, treatment sites, and finally the
WIPP. Three basic cost components have been defined by the EATF:

* Costs associated with loading waste Into TRUPACT-Ils
* Costs associated with unloading TRUPACT-lis
* Costs of transporting waste between sites.

Capital and maintenance costs for TRUPACT-lis and tractor-trailer rigs are not included.
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TABLE 6-5

TOTAL WASTE TREATMENT FACILITY
CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS

(m/

THIS TABLE PRESENTS TOTAL PROCESSING CAPACITY OF FACLmES NEEDED TO TREAT ALL WASTE
IN 5, 10, OR 20 YEARS, BEGINNING IN THE YEAR 2000.

SITFES SOLID ORGANICS SOLID INORGANICS SLUDGES TOTAL

5 YEAR WORK-OFF

ANL-E 6 4 9 19
INEL 2972 2598 1934 7504
LANL 881 1345 881 3107
LLNL 473 87 17 577
Mound 12 24 203 239
NTS 71 51 2 124
ORNL 185 121 3 309
Hanford 1747 2318 243 4309
RFP 3403 1986 1911 7280
SRS 2859 820 133 3812
TOTAL 1 2611 9332 27280

10 YEAR WORK-OFF

ANL-E 3 2 4 9
INEL 1486 1299 967 3752
LANL 441 672 440 1553
LLNL 237 43 9 289
Mound 6 12 102 120
NTS 35 25 1 62
ORNL 93 60 2 155
Hanford 874 1159 122 2154
RFP 1702 983 956 3640
SRS 1430 410 67 1906
TOTAL 6305 4666 2669 13640

20 YEAR WORK-OFF

ANL-E
INEL
LANL
LLNL
Mound
NTS
ORNL
Hanford
RFP
SRS
TOTAL

2
743
220
118

3
18
46

437
851
715

3153

I
650
336
22

6
13
30

580
491
205

2333

2
484
220

4
51

' I
I1

61
478

33
1334

1876
m
144

60
31
77

1077
1820
953

6820

Note: Nunbers above are rounded figures.
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Transportation costs are Influenced by the location of waste relative to treatment facilities and
the WIPP, and the final weight of processed waste form. Overall transportation costs are
determined by the number of transports required to ship the entire TRU Inventory from
generator and/or storage sites to treatment locations first and to then the WIPP. The number
of transports determines the number of loading and unloading operations required as well as
the total distance traveled.

Costs associated with transporting processed waste are not equivalent to the cost of
transporting unprocessed waste. Processed waste will be much heavier than unprocessed
waste, due to the reduction (or elimination) of void space. The increased weight of processed
waste will reduce the volume of waste which can be shipped In TRUPACT-lis, given the
estimated 13,595 pounds (,166 kilograms) per shipment payload restriction for three
TRUPACT-Ils (Gregory, 1991). Although decreasing the waste volume per shipment will
Increase the number of transports relative to the baseline case (untreated waste), reductions
In waste volume that result from processing will partiafly offset this Increase by decreasing the
total number of shipments required. The volume reduction for Level IlIl options are sufficiently
large enough that the number of transports is reduced from the baseline case. However, for
Level II treatment alternatives (e.g., shredding and cementing), the volume reduction Is not
large enough to compensate for the effects of Increased weight of the waste. This results In
an Increase In the number of transports relative to the baseline design for Level II treatment
alternatives.

There are three shipping scenarios considered In computing waste transportation costs:

* Transportation of unprocessed waste to treatment facilities, followed by
transportation of processed waste to the WIPP

* Transportation of unprocessed waste to the WIPP for treatment followed by
disposal

* Transportation of processed waste to the WIPP, after treatment at the
generator/storage site.

Site-to-site mileage estimates for the ten TRU waste generator/storage sites and the WIPP
(Table 6-B) have been used to develop total TRUPACT-I1 miles (Table 6-7) required for each
engineered alternative and siting option. Total TRUPACT-I1 miles are defined as the distance
traveled In transporting all TRU waste to treatment locations and subsequently to the WIPP
(Including return trips with empty TRUPACT-ls). Total TRUPACT-I1 mileage estimates take
Into account properties of processed waste In relation to TRUPACT-I1 payload restrictions. The
methodology, assumptions, and numbers used by the EATF to generate transportation cost
estimates are outlined In Appendix J. Waste transportation cost estimates are presented In
Section 6.3.4.5.

6.3.4.4 Waste Characterization Costs

Characterization costs are needed In the evaluation of waste-treatment locations. As
characterization costs, Including construction of characterization facilities and sampflng/analysis
costs, approach treatment costs, it Is anticipated that waste treatment becomes an Increasingly
viable option.
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TABLE 6-6

ESTIMATE OF DISTANCES BETWEEN DOE FACILITIES
(MILES)

ANL-E INEL LANL LLNL Mound NTS ORNL Hanford RFP SRS

ANL-E
INEL 1427
LANL 1212 988
LLNL 2173 936 1209
Mound 343 1674 1333 2455
NTS 1839 443 645 629 2065
ORNL 626 1856 1485 2485 491 2030
Hanford 1832 581 1133 855 2191 1019 2382
RFP 1021 551 337 1255 1229 817 1344 1101
SRS 767 2070 1664 2682 554 2198 240 2573 1582
WIPP 1404 1484 352 1345 1460 1017 1493 1847 666 1447

REFERENCE: Site-to-site and ste-to-WIPP (NuPac, 1989; Rand McNally, 1989).
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TABLE 6-7

ROUND TRIP TRUPACT-Il MILE ESTIMATES, 17 FACILITIES,
FOR COMBINATION ALTERNATIVES 1-14

Miles Traveled For Each Option and Alternative1' 2
(Millions)

COMBINATION NUMBER OF FACIuTiES3

ALTERNATIVE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 32 105 64 89 74 75 75

32 112 68 95 79 80 802,3

4,5 32

32

72 46 59 48 48 48

40 29 31 25 25 256,7

8,9,13 32 25 19 17 13 12 12

10 32 44 30 34 27

32 40 27 30 24

27 27

23 2311,12,14

1 Values computed using Table 6-6 distance Information, 10 cubic meters of unprocessed
waste per transport (Batchelder, 1990), and waste volume (sum total of rettlevably stored and
newly generated) at each site.

2 TRUPACT-Il shipments are limited to 13595 pounds (Gregory, 1991) of waste.
3 Refer to Table 6-4 for facility locations.
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At the present time, the extent of waste characterization required before wastes can be
emplaced at WIPP, Is uncertain. It Is for this reason that the EATF did not estimate
characterization costs. The EATF did Identify factors that affect characterization costs:

* Construction of additional facilities at DOE sites to provide capabilities for meeting
TRAMPAC requirements and possibly RCRA sampling and analysis

* Resources for operating the above facilities

* Quantity of waste requiring characterization, I.e., extent of process knowledge

* Existing and planned characterization capabilities.

The degree of characterization required will depend on the regulations Imposed (Section 6.3.6)
and how much Is known about the generation process of the waste. Compliance with
TRAMPAC parameters will be required for transportation whereas RCRA compliance may be
required for both transportation and disposal. Less Is known about retrIevably stored waste
than newly generated waste categorized by content code (DOE, 1989e).

6.3.4.5 Waste Treatment and Transportation Cost Estimate Results

Results of the EATF waste treatment facility cost study are presented In Table 6-8. The table
presents capital costs, annual operating costs, life cycle operating costs, and total project

K> ycosts for each engineered alternative and potential treatment location described In Table 1-2
and Table 6-4, respectively. Life cycle operating costs represent the cost In 1990 dollars
required to begin waste processing In the year 2000. The total project cost Is the sum of
capital cost and life cycle operating costs. Varying the period of time over which the total
Inventory of TRU waste Is processed (5, 10, and 20 years) serves to Illustrate the relationship
between cost and treatment capacity. The results presented In Table 6-8 lead to the following
observations:

* Level il treatment alternatives (thernal) are more expensive than Level II
treatment alternatives by factors ranging from approximately two to four. Level
Ill treatment operations are more expensive than Level II treatment operations for
any given capacity.

* Treatment facility capital costs significantly Increase with the number of Individual
treatment operations required to produce a particular waste form. That Is, the
more treatment operations required to produce a particular waste form the more
expensive the facility.

* Multiple facilities (total system capacity Is constant) are more expensive relative
to a single facility by approximately 25 percent for five-year work-off periods and
approximately 75 percent for 20-year work-off periods.

AL41 PEATF.191Rt17-S 6-25 Sectin 6



F TABLE 6-8a 9

0. FACILITY CAPITAL AND ANNUAL PERATNG cos0T2 - FIVE-YEAR WORKwOFw
(Cost In Mllions) t

Combinatlon One Two Three Four Five Six Seven
Alternative Facility Facilities Facilities Fadlities Facilities FaclUtles Faclfitles

1 Caplti Cost 390 410 440 460 470 480 510
Annuai Operalions Cost 47 50 53 55 57 57 58
Ufe Cycle Operations Cost 90 95 100 110 110 110 110
1990 Project Cost 480 510 550 560 580 590 620

2,3 Capltd Cost 440 470 500 520 540 550 570
Annual Operaions Cost 53 56 61 62 64 65 65
Ufe Cycle Operations Cost 100 110 120 120 120 120 130
1990 Project Cost 550 580 620 640 660 670 700

4,5 Capital Cost 870 920 990 1000 1000 1100 1100
Annual Operaons Cost 100 110 120 120 130 130 130
Ufa Cycle Operations Cost 200 210 230 230 240 250 250
1990 Project Cost 1100 1100 1200 1300 1300 1300 1400

6,7 CapItal Cost 1200 1200 1300 1400 1400 1400 1500
Annual Operations Cost 140 150 160 170 170 170 170
Ufa Cycle Operations Cost 270 290 310 320 330 330 330
1990 Project Cost 1400 1500 1700 1700 1800 1800 1800

8,9,13 Capital Cost 1500 1600 1700 1800 1800 1900 1900
Annual Operations Cost 180 190 210 210 220 220 220
Ufa Cycle Operatons Cost 350 370 400 410 420 420 430
1990 Project Cost 1900 2000 2100 2200 2200 2300 2400

11,12,14 Capital Cost 260 280 300 300 310 330 340
Annual Operations Cost 31 33 36 37 38 38 39
Ufa Cycle Operations Cost 60 63 68 70 72 73 74
1990 Project Cost 320 340 360 380 390 400 420

10 Capital Cost 730 770 830 860 880 900 940
Annual Operations Cost 88 93 100 100 110 110 110
Ufa Cycle Operations Cost 170 180 190 200 200 210 210
1990 Project Cost 900 950 1000 1100 1100 1100 1100

Numb aoe a ounded If e.
1990 at - sum (a Cat ww ie ycl Opwawn CoGL

C

z

a
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m
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TABLE 6-8b

FACILITY CAPITAL AND ANNUAL OPERATING COS 1 2 - TEN-YEAR WORK-OFF
(Cost In Millions)

Combination One Two Three Four Five Six Seven
Atematives Facility Facilitles Faciffles Facilities Faciities Facilres Facilities

1 Capital Cost 210 220 240 250 260 280 300
Annual Operatons Cost 25 27 29 30 31 31 32
Ls CycteOperations Cost 72 78 82 84 87 88 90
199Project Cost 280 300 320 330 340 360 390

Z3 Capital Cost 240 250 270 280 290 310 340
Annual Operatons Cost 29 31 33 34 35 35 36
Life Cycle Operations Cost 82 87 93 96 99 100 100
1990 ProJect Cost 320 340 370 380 390 410 440

4,5 Capital Cost 470 500 540 550 570 600 640
Annual Operations Cost 57 60 65 67 69 69 71
Lie Cycle Operations Cost 160 170 180 190 190 200 200
1990 Project Cost 630 670 720 740 770 800 840

6,7 Capital Cost 840 680 730 750 770 820 880
Annual Operatlons Cost 77 81 87 90 93 94 96
Lie Cycle Operations Cost 220 230 250 260 260 270 270
1990 Project Cost 860 910 980 1000 1000 1100 1200

8.9,13 Capital Cost 820 870 930 960 990 1000 1100
Annual Operations Cost 98 100 110 120 120 120 120 3

fe Cycle Operations Cost 280 300 320 330 340 340 350
1990 Project Cost 1100 1200 1300 1300 1300 1400 1500

11,12,14 Capital Cost 140 150 160 170 170 190 210
Annual Operatlons Cost 17 18 19 20 20 21 21
Ufe Cycle Operations Cost 48 51 55 56 58 59 60
1990 Project Cost 190 200 220 220 230 250 270

10 Capital Cost 400 420 450 470 480 510 550
Annual Operations Cost 48 50 54 56 58 58 60 Z
Ife Cycle Operations Cost 140 140 150 160 160 170 170
1990 Project Cost 530 560 610 620 640 680 720

B Numbw abo are rounded fum._
'1990 Piect Cost Sum of Oapd Cost nd s Cyeb Operaiom Cost



TABLE 6-8c

0 FACILITY CAPITAL AND ANNUAL OPERATING COST 1'2 - TWENTY-YEAR WORK-OFF
(Cost In Millions)

Combination One Two Three Four Five Six Seven
Alternatives Facility Facilities Facifities Facilities Facilities Facilities Facillties

1 Capital Cost 120 130 130 150 160 190 210
Annua Oprations Cost 14 15 16 16 17 17 18
UfeCycle perations Cost 43 46 49 51 52 54 57
1990 Project Cost 160 170 180 200 210 240 270

2,3 Capital Cost 130 140 150 160 170 200 220
Annual Operations Cost 16 17 18 18 19 19 20
Ute Cyde Operations Cost 49 52 56 58 59 61 64
1990 Project Cost 180 190 210 220 230 260 290

4,5 Capital Cost 260 270 290 300 310 360 410
Annual Operalons Cost 31 33 35 36 37 38 40
Ufe Cycle Operations Cost 97 100 110 110 120 120 120

9' 1990 Project Cost 350 370 400 410 430 480 530
6,7 Capital Cost 350 370 400 410 430 500 570

Annual Operatons Cost 42 44 48 49 50 52 54
Ufa Cyde Operations Cost 130 140 150 150 160 160 170
1990 Project Cost 480 510 550 560 590 670 740

8,9,13 Capital Cost 450 470 510 530 550 640 740
Annual Operations Cost 53 57 61 63 65 66 69
Ufa Cycle Operations Cost 170 180 190 200 200 210 220
1990 Project Cost 610 650 700 720 760 850 950

11,12,14 Capital Cost 77 81 87 100 110 130 160
Annual Operations Cost 9 10 10 11 11 12 12
Ufe Cycle Operations Cost 29 31 33 34 35 36 39
1990 Project Cost 110 120 120 140 150 170 190

10 Capital Cost 220 230 250 260 280 320 370
Annual Operations Cost 26 27 29 30 31 32 34
Ufa Cycle Operations Cost 81 86 92 95 98 100 110
1990 Project Cost 300 320 340 360 380 420 480

'Numbor above we rowed figwe.
190 Project Cost - Sum of Capa Cost and Ls Cycle Operabon Cosg
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* Cost Is dependent on work-off period. Capital cost of facilities with a 20-year
work-off period will cost less than those with a five-year work-off period. The
system capacity required for a five-year work-off period Is four times the system
capacity required for a 20-year work-off period.

Results of the EATF waste transportation cost study are presented In Table 6-9 as ife cycle
transportation costs. These results Illustrate the dependency of transportation costs on the
level of treatment, and on the number and location of waste treatment facilities. These results
have led to the following conclusions:

* A single treatment facility located at the WIPP results In transportation costs that
are equal to the baseline case. No change In the baseline (current) transportation
scheme would be required for this siting scenario.

* The significant Increase In total TRUPACT-I1 miles and corresponding
transportation costs associated with multiple Level II treatment facilities Is a result
of additional transports required to comply with TRUPACT-I payload limitations.
These Imitations force partial shipments of waste, thereby Increasing the total
number of shipments required. In discussions with site personnel (Gregory, 1991),
the EATF has learned that efforts are under way to reevaluate the payload
restrictions on the TRUPACT-II and develop modified designs that will be able
to accommodate larger payloads. Such developments in the future will help to
reduce the transportation costs estimated for Level II waste forms.

* Transportation costs and corresponding total TRUPACT-1I iles for Level IlIl
engineered alternatives are less than Level II alternatives for a given
treatment'siting scenario (except the one-facility option). This Is due to the larger
volume reductions associated with Level IlIl treatment alternatives. The cost
savings for transporting Level Ill waste forms as opposed to Level II waste forms
partially offset the greater capital expenditures required for Level IlIl treatment
facilities.

* Transportation costs for Level IlIl waste treatment alternatives decrease as the
number of treatment facilities Is Increased. An Increase In the number of
treatment facilities reduces the volume of unprocessed waste requiring shipment
to Intermediate treatment locations, and thus results In a reduction of the overall
transportation cost.

6.3.5 Implementation Schedules

The EATF relied on published data and discussions with DOE waste generator site personnel
(rather than detailed development of schedules as part of facIlity conceptual design) to
estimate waste-treatment implementation schedules. More detailed schedules can be
developed only after conceptual designs of appropriate waste treatment facilities are completed.
The schedules presented below are Intended to provide a comparison between alternative
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TABLE 69

UFE CYCLE TRANSPORTATION COSTS
(Cost In Millions of 1990 Dollars)

Combination One Two Three Four Five Six Seven
Alternative FacilitV Facilities' Facilites Facte Faclties' Facilitles Facilities'

1

2,3

4,5

6,7

8,9,13

10

11,12,14

71

71

71

71

71

71

71

230

240

160

90

57

99

89

140

150

100

63

42

66

60

190

210

130

68

37

74

65

160

170

110

55

29

60

52

170

180

110

55

27

60

51

170

180

110

55

27

60

51

'Refer to Table 6-4 for facility locations.
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combinations. Overestimates or underestimates In categories such as technical feasibility
studies are generally proportional to the complexity of the treatment alternative, and hence may
change the absolute schedule, but should not change the relative differences between
treatment alternatives.

Implementation schedules evaluated by the EATF for waste treatment facilities cover facility
conception through start-up. Four components were Included In the development of schedules:
preconstruction, engineering, construction, and start-up. Table 6-10 lists tasks Included In each
category. The EATF has not assigned schedules to each task or category because many of
the tasks, e.g., construction and engineering, overlap.

The schedule factors considered by the EATF to have the greatest uncertainty are
regulatory/compliance Issues (refer to Section 6.3.6), budget-cycle constraints, and technology
demonstration using TRU waste. The EATF has not attempted to quantify the potential for
extended permitting or review cycles, or the effect of budgetary constraints, but has Instead
used schedules published for DOE facilities. It should be noted that permitting time during
various stages of waste processing facility development (preconstruction, engineering,
construction, and start-up) can be extensive and difficult to quantify. The EATF has assumed
that regulatory permitting Issues are part of the preconstruction period of Implementation
schedules, and that permitting Issues are not rate-limiting.

The time frames for demonstrating technical feasibility of various TRU waste treatment
alternatives are difficult to determine due to the lack of published data. Although the effort
involved In technology demonstrations are frequently underestimated, the EATF has assumed
that this effort will proceed In parallel with other activities and not be a rate-limiting step. Initial
demonstration will be required prior to a decision on waste treatment. Production of small
quanities of modified waste forms for laboratory or field experiments Is the likely driver for
these early demonstrations. Pilot-plant demonstration Is assumed to coincide with early design
work on one or more treatment facilities and Is assumed to culminate In time to be factored
Into final treatment facility design.

Table 6-11 provides examples of published construction schedules for DOE waste processing
facilities. The table Indicates a relationship between level of treatment and length of the
construction schedule. These observations lead the EATF to conclude that Implementation
schedules for waste treatment alternatives will be Influenced by the level of waste treatment
(11 or Iii) required. For example, construction of a Level II waste treatment facility requires
between three and four years (refer to Table 6-11). Construction of a Level I waste
treatment facility requires between four and six years. Because no other data exist, the upper
bound on construction time for Level IlIl treatment was selected from the construction time
required for High-Level Waste (HLW) treatment facilities (DOE, 1989b).

The time required for preconstruction activities for Level II treatment facilities is assumed to
be two to three years based on published overall project schedules for the Level II waste
treatment facilities isted In Table 6-11. On the same basis, the time required for Level IlIl
facility preconstruction activities Is assumed to be three to four years. The upper bound for
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TABLE B-10

SCHEDUUNG CONSIDERATION EXAMPLES

Preconstruction -

Site Characterization
Feasibility Study
Environmental Assessment
Environmentai Impact Statement
Preliminary Safety Analysis
Applicable Permits

Engineering -

Conceptual Design
Preliminay Design
Title I Design
Title 11 Design
Final Design

Construction -

Pmcurement/Fabricatlon
Constcdon
Project Management
Final Safety Analysis Report

Start-Up -

Personnel Training & Qualifications
Cold Testing
Hot Start-Up
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TABLE 6-11

EXAMPLES OF EXISTING AND PLANNED
DOE FACILITY CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULES

Construction
Facility Capacity Schedules 2 - Treatment

Facility' (m8/yr) (years) Lever

TWF, SRS 720 3 11
(Westinghouse, 1990)

WRAP, Hanford 3850 3 11
Module 1
(Kaiser, 1989)

TWTSF, INEL 6800 4 11
(DOE, 989a)

WHPP4, ORNL 200 5 III
(DOE, 1989d)

1Complete facility descriptions In Section 6.2
'Facility construction schedules from (DOE, 1989b)
3For Treatment Level descriptions see Section 3.3.3
WHHP Is a RH-TRU facility. Capacity based on Turner (1991).

NOTE: Facilities are Intended for CH-TRU waste unless Indicated otherwise, Information on
RH Is Intended for comparison purposes only.
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preconstruction activities Is based on WHPP conceptual design (DOE, 1989d), which states
that approximately four years will be required for site characterization activities.

The duration between completion of construction and full operation start-up Is assumed to
require six months to one year for Level II treatment facilities, and one to two years for Level
Ill facilities based on DOE TRU and HLW fadiity schedules summarized In the Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management Five-Year Plan (DOE, 1989b).

By summing the various schedule components, the EATF has developed rough estimates of
Implementation schedules for treatment facilities. Generic estimates of Implementation
schedules are:

Level II Waste Treatment 5-7 years
Level Ill Waste Treatment 8-11 years

No additional time Is ncluded for research and development

Schedules are Influenced by facility size, complexity, and the time required to complete
preconstruction activities such as permitting, site characterization, and environmental
assessments. The lower bound of the Implementation schedule range applies to single
treatment operation facilities with low waste treatment capacity, while the upper bound applies
to facilities with multiple treatment operations and higher treatment capacity.

The estimated facility Implementation schedules for each of the 14 combination alternatives
evaluated by the EATF are presented In Table ES-2.

6.3.6 Reculatory Considerations

Regulatory requirements and nstitutional constraints governing new waste treatment facilities,
as well as controlling the transportation and characterization of waste, were evaluated by the
EATF for three reasons:

* Possibility that a treatment option may prove to be unfeasible because of
Insurmountable regulatory requirements

* Costs associated with regulatory compliance

* Impact on schedules from regulatory compliance.

Unfortunately, regulatory requirements and nstitutional constraints are the components of
feasibility evaluated by the EATF over which DOE has the least control. Consequently,
regulatory Issues have the greatest degree of uncertainty In the EATF's quantification of these
factors.
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The following are regulatoryAnstitutional factors Identified by the EATF that affect waste
treatment facilities, as well as the transportation and characterization of TRU wastes before
and after waste treatment.

6.3.6.1 Federal Regulations for Waste Treatment Facilities

Current and previous DOE experience In building waste treatment facilities has been used by
the EATF to assemble a list of federal regulations which affect the permitting process for
waste treatment facilities (Table 6-12). Facility permitting complexity grows with the complexity
of waste treatment being considered.

6.3.6.2 Institutional Factors Affectina Waste Treatment Facilities

The EATF defines Institutional factors as a condition (e.g., local regulation) which Is unique to
the site and has an effect on waste treatment. The EATF surveyed the DOE TRU waste
generators for Institutional and regulatory information regarding the siting of waste treatment
facilities In those states that are hosts to major TRU waste generator sites. Information was
provided by Hanford (Roberts, 1991); SRS (Dyches, 1991); RFP (O'Leary, 1990); ORNL
(Mason, 1990); INEL (Solecid, 1991); and WIPP (Carrell, 1990; Kouba, 1990). This Information
encompassed the following:

* Applicable State Regulations
* State Jurisdictions
* Comparison of State and Federal Regulations
* Costs Associated With State Regulatory Compliance
* Effect on Schedule of State Regulation
* StatetDOE Interfaces
* Institutional Sentiments Regarding New Waste Treatment Facilities.

The following conclusions were drawn from this nformation:

* Collectively, the respondents noted above do not anticipate Institutional factors
having adverse effects on siting new waste treatment facilities provided that
storage of treated waste does not occur on site. Rocky Fiats appears to be an
exception regarding the construction of new waste treatment facilities, although
add-ons to existing waste generating facilities might be more acceptable.

* Cost and schedule are not expected to be unduly affected by state or federal
permitting requirements. Although In some cases RCRA permits can require
several years to obtain, the permitting process Is generally conducted In parallel
with design, construction, and NEPA processes. Permitting costs are generally
factored Into the overall estimates, and extraordinary costs for permitting are not
expected.
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TABLE 12

POTENTIAL REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

WASTE TREATMENT REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

Cementation RCRA, HSWA, NESHAP, NEPA

Compaction, Metal Decon

Thermal Treatments
Incineration
Vitrification
Metal Melting

Shredding/Sorting

Addition of pH Buffers

RCRA, NESHAP, NEPA

RCRA, CAA, CWA1, TSCA, NESHAP, PSD,
NAAQS, NSPS, NEPA

RCRA, NESHAP, NEPA

RCRA, NESHAP, NEPA

'For waste water discharged off site. Waste water retained on site may be regulated by
certain states.

Definitions

RCRA
HSWA
NESHAP
NEPA
CAA
CWA
TSCA
PSD
NAAQS
NSPS

- Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1978
- Hazardous Solid Waste Amendment of 1984
- National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 40 CFR Part 61
- National Environmental Protection Act, 1969
- Clean Air Act, Air Quality Act and associated state Implementation
- Clean Water Act
- Tozdc Substances Control Act
- Potential for Significant Deterioration (40 CFR Part 52.21)
- National Ambient Air Quality Standards
- New Source Performance Standards
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* Although some minor regulatory differences are apparent from state to state, these
differences are not sufficient to affect the siting evaluation.

* There do not appear to be any significant conflicts between state and federal
regulations, although ORNL reports that state regulations are generally more
stringent than federal.

In summary, there appears to be cautious optimism at most DOE sites that Institutional and
regulatory considerations would not be major factors for siting a waste treatment facility at their
respective locations. This optimism must be tempered, given that these same facilities have
little or no experience In permitting TRU-waste treatment facilities. Intuitively, the logistics of
regulatory compliance at multiple sites versus a single site suggests that limiting the number
of treatment facilities should simplify regulatory compliance. However, limiting facilities
Increases transport of wastes from other sites, which will dramatically Increase public
opposition to these facilities. Unfortunately, resolution Is only possible through experience In
permitting radioactive waste treatment facilities In candidate states. There Is little likelihood
that such data will exist at the ime a decision on treatment and siting of facilities must be
made. The best that can be expected Is that the permitting process Is begun concurrent with
facility conceptual design and that the preliminary results of the process are available at the
time of treatment and site selection.

6.3.6.3 Reculations and Institutional Requirements Govemino Waste TransporlCharacterizatlon

The waste transportation and waste characterization Issues have the potential to limit siting
options and to significantly Influence costs of and schedules for waste treatment facilities. For
example, characterization of TRU waste will be required to comply with the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) Certificate of Compliance for the TRUPACT-Il, including the TRAMPAC
requirements outlined In Appendix 1.3.7 of the Safety Analysis Report (NuPac, 1989). For
example, the NRC Certificate of Compliance for the TRUPACT-I is explicit with regard to
allowable hydrogen concentration (generated by radiolysis of organic material) permitted during
the time waste Is enclosed In the TRUPACT-I In order to ensure that excessive build-up of
flammable gases Is avoided. This criterion applies to hydrogen concentration In the Innermost
waste bag as well as between the layers of waste bags surrounding the waste (NuPac, 1989).
Knowledge of how the waste Is packaged Is Important to demonstrating that the waste will
meet the NRC hydrogen concentration requirement. Simlarly, knowledge of levels of
flammable volatile organic compounds (VOC) and of gas generating materials Is required.
Significant quantities of waste may have to be characterized at each DOE site unless sufficient
process knowledge exists to satisfy this requirement and regulatory bodies are amenable to
accepting process knowledge n lieu of analysis.

The data presented In Table 6-13 was submitted In response to NRC requests for information
concerning transportability of retrievably stored and newly generated waste (as Is) under the
Initial Certificate of Compliance (NuPac, 1989). This table represents the amount of waste
(based on quantities reported In DOE, 1988c) In retrievable storage and newly generated,
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TABLE B-13

FIRST CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE SHIPPABLE WASTE QUANTITES'

RETRIEVABLY STORED
Volume,3

Percent' (M3)

NEWLY GENERATED
Avg. Volume

Percent (Mstyr)SrTE

ANL-E
Hanford
INEL
LLNL
LANL
Mound
NTS5

ORNL
RFP
SRS

-4

0

70

100
OW

ly

0
17782

5104

620
0

0

Os
43
80

100
75

100

06
95
70

0
186
60

111
238
48

0
1330
433

'The fgures are based on Input from CH-TRU waste generators response to the question,
"What percentage of newly generated and/or retrlevably stored waste at each site Is shippable
under the current TRUPACT-I C or C (August 1989)?" The results of the questionnaire
assumes no changes to existing waste processes or packaging procedures at each site other
than Installation of a carbon composite filter and puncturing of rigid liners if present.

2Drez, 1989.
Volume based on DOE 198&, retievably stored and average generation rate.
4- Indicates no retrievably stored or newly generated waste at this DOE site.
5Excluding oversized boxes.
"Site uses heat-sealed bags (not allowed under TRUPACT-I Certification of Compliance).
Insufficient knowledge of packaging and chemistry of waste to meet TRAMPAC requirements.
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which could be transported at this time. This table llustrates the difficulty with meeting well-
defined characterization requirements.

In addition to the NRC requirements for transporting TRU waste, RCRA requires
characterization to meet the following requirements:

* Waste generator (40 CFR Part 262) - requires that a generator determine If solid
wastes produced are a hazardous waste. The characterization Is accomplished
through process knowledge and/or sampling and analysis of the waste.

* Treatment/storage/disposal facility (40 CFR Part 265) - requires that WIPP verify
that the waste shipped to WIPP Is the waste specified on the accompanying
manifest.

* Land disposal restrictions (40 CFR Part 268 and Hazardous and Solid Waste
Amendments) - WIPP has been granted a Conditional No-Migration Determination
for the test phase (maximum of 10 years) of WIPP, which specifies waste
characterization requirements. These requirements are Intended to provide the
data needed to support a No-Migration Variance Petition for the operations phase
of WIPP.

6.3.7 Assessment of Risk

The final component of feasibility nvestigated by the EATF Is the health-based risk to workers,
the public, and the environment due to waste treatment Engineered alternatives nvoiving
treatment of wastes can be expected to Increase some short-term occupational and health-
based risk due to waste treatment, with some corresponding level of reduction in long-term
risk. The EATF examined In detail the risks Inherent In treating and emplacing differently
treated wastes at WIPP (Appendix I). The total risk of planned (no waste treatment)
operations at WIPP Is chosen as the baseline risk. The baseline risk Is based on waste
characteristics as defined by the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC) and on experience gained
with wastes already produced, handled, and characterized (DOE, 1989f; Clements and Kudera,
1985). Among the many possible treatments of the wastes, a few options are chosen to
represent the span of characteristics of treated wastes.

A risk assessment of the entUre WIPP operation over Its operating lifetime and the subsequent
postclosure period Includes risks for a variety of different operations, Incidents, and accidents.
Most prominent are those connected with the transportation of the wastes, the corresponding
handling operations, and the emplacement of the wastes underground. Once a decision
Is made to treat the wastes, the risks of the additional handling and all treatment operations
will have to be included.

The assessment Includes transportation and occupational accidents, exposure to radiation
either due to direct external exposure or Incorporation of radioisotopes by the inhalation or
Ingestion route, and exposure to hazardous components In the wastes. For all these risk
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components, both routine exposures and exposures under accident conditions must be
considered, and the corresponding isks to the public and the work force calculated. In
addition, long-term risks to workers Involved in the hypothetical human Intrusion scenarios and
to nearby residents must be Included In the assessmentIncreased handling due to waste
treatment, and thus an Increase In the work force, leads to an Increase In the incidence of
work-related accidents, potentially resulting In both Injuries and fatalities. Also, some waste
treatments will result In an Increase, others In a decrease, In the number of TRUPACT-lI
transports to the WIPP. Transportation risks were found to have the largest number of
expected fatalities and Injuries of all risk components. It Is Important to keep In mind,
however, that even for this component, consequences are low relative to risks faced by the
general population.

The largest radiological risk components of the actual disposal operations are expected to arise
from direct Irradiations of the work crew, and are not expected to be strongly affected by
implementation of engineered alternatives. This simplifying assumption arises from the fact
that the same amount of radioactivity has to be handled and emplaced underground,
regardless of its physical form. In the Incident and accident scenarios, however, smaller risk
components should be significantly reduced for some waste treatments. For example,
untreated wastes have some volatile organic compounds (VOCs) In the Inventory, for which
the risks of both carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic health effects must be considered.
Treatment of wastes to eliminate VOCs will essentially eliminate this risk, even if it Is quite
small.

Risks from disposal operations fall Into two major categories, nonradiological accidents (e.g.,
forklift accidents) and worker exposure to radiological and toxic substances. For radiation
exposures, the risks are primarily the small risk of cancer, as well as of genetic damages.
Chemical toxicants potentially could have both carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic health effects.
Any release from WIPP should be assumed to result In exposures of the public. Although
strongly weakened by surface deposition and filtration and being further diluted by atmospheric
dispersion, there are small risks to the public near the Installation, risks that are expected to
be substantially reduced by treatment of the wastes.

All components of the overall risk that Involve treatment of the wastes lead to the potential for
additional Injuries and fatalities, which do not exist if the wastes were emplaced at WIPP
untreated. Both the workers and the public have some small additional risk due to radiological
and hazardous-material exposure, even though nternal deposition In the plant, filtration, and
environmental dilution are expected to reduce public exposures. Thus, it is mostiy
occupational risks that Increase with waste treatment. Routine exposures can be assumed to
be low due to the health and safety programs Instituted at the treatment facility. The
requirements of the ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) concept In particular are
expected to be followed rigorously. Nevertheless, penetrating radiations will lead to a radiation
exposure In the work place and consequently the potential for a small occupational risk of
cancer and of genetic damage. Accidental events may Increase these direct external
exposures and their corresponding risks.
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As an example, emissions of radioactive aerosols from the enclosures of the treatment devices
during routine operations will lead to Incorporation of radiolsotopes by Inhalation and Ingestion,
resulting In relatively small risks of cancer and genetic effects. The potential for such
exposures Is somewhat greater during routine maintenance operations, although personal
respiratory protection and the enforcement of strict health and safety rules are expected to
keep these risks low as well.

The result of the EATF Risk Assessment Is a comparison, relative to the baseline (no waste
treatment), of selected waste treatment alternatives and facility location options based on
Indices for overall risk reduction factors. One of the primary tasks of the EATF comparative
risk assessment Is to scale all components of the total risks to the level of activity required
by the different treatment options. A total of four combination alternatives (1, 2 4, and 8 as
reported In Table 1-2) and four treatment location options (WIPP, three facilities, five facilities,
and seven facilities, as reported In Table 6-4) have been evaluated. Table 6-14 presents the
results of the EATF risk assessment activities In the form of consequence augmentation
Indices. Appendix l presents a complete discussion of the risk assessment methods, Input
data, and results In greater detail.

The consequence augmentation Index ranges presented In Table 6-14 may be Interpreted as
follows: a number greater than unity (unity Implies treatment and baseline risks are the same,
giving a ratio of one) Is considered to be an Increase In risk relative to the baseline; a number
less than unity Implies a decrease In risk relative to relative to the baseline. In fourteen of
the sixteen treatment cases presented In Table 6-14 more risk Is Incurred relative to no waste
processing. This finding Is the combined result of additional risks Incurred by waste
processing activities and In some cases by Increased transportation requirements. In the
Level III treatments at five and seven facilities, the consequence augmentation Index Is less
than 1, suggesting actual risk reduction. An Index close to one Indicates no overall difference
In risk relative to the baseline.

Because transportation risks dominate, changes In risk for a given treatment due to the
selection of different numbers of treatment sites are mostly due to Increases or decreases In
the distances over which wastes are transported. After treatment, Increases or decreases In
waste volume and weight, as well as restrictions n total weight for TRUPACT-I packages, may
result In a different number of transports and transport miles from the originator to the
treatment facility and from there to the WIPP. With transportation risks (nonradiological)
contributing the largest numbers of fatalities and Injuries to the total risk associated with WIPP
operations, any change In transport miles will affect the total risk significantly.

Another contribution Is the cancer risk due to the exposure of the public due to the routine
operations, Incidents, and accidents In the treatment facility. Different population distributions
at different distances from the facility will result In different risks for different sites.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the EATF Risk Assessment:

* Baseline risks are small and Increases resulting from the treatment/location options
are also small
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TABLE 614

CONSEQUENCE AUGMENTATION INDICES'

COMBINATION2

ALTERNATIVE
NUMBER OF WASTE TREATMENT FACILITIES3

71 3 5

1

2

1.38 - 1.42

1.41 - 1.45

1.60 - 1.84

2.03 - 2.09

1.47 - 1.55

1.54- 1.62

1.32- 1.50

1.26 - 1.30

1.36 - 1.48

1.44- 1.54

1.12.- 1.34

0.85 - 0.90

1.32 - 1.42

1.40- 1.50

1.08 - 1.30

0.80 - 0.85

4

8

'Table may be Interpreted as follows (refer to Appendix I for In-depth discussion): ranges
more than 1 Indicate more lsk relative to the baseline; ranges encompassing 1 indicate risk
approximately the same as baseline; ranges less than 1 mean risk reduction relative to the
baseline.

2See Table 1-2 for definition of combination alternatives 1, 2, 4, and 8.

3 See Table 6-4 for location options of 1, 3, 5, and 7 facilities.
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* Increases In overall risk due to Level 11 treatment options are Independent of the
treatment location

* Increases In overall risk due to Level III treatment options are minimized by treating
nearest the generator/storage sites, due to reduced quantities of wastes requiring
transport to WIPP

* Long-term risk components are very small and thus weighted as almost
Inconsequential. It Is the balance between the short-term risk transportation and
treatment components that dominate the comparison.

6.4 FACILITY SITING

The objective of this section Is to establish a basis for determining where facilities should be
located once the decision Is made to treat some or all of the wastes. As Is the case in any
decision analysis Involving quantitative and qualitative parameters, this evaluation can be very
complex. The EATF concentrated on dentifying factors that favor either facilities at each
major DOE site, or at a central location. A single facility at WIPP Is considered the centralized
location for the purposes of this evaluation. The evaluation cannot be finalized until additional
information, such as the level of waste treatment required (if any) becomes available. Should
performance assessment dentify that design changes are needed to meet 40 CFR Part 191
requirements, a more detailed siting analysis will be required In order to finalize the siting
decision.

Many pertinent Issues needed for this assessment are nonquantifiable at this time. Issues
such as waste characterization (for processing, transportation or disposal) that must be
Included In this assessment are not fully defined. The EATF took the approach of collecting
relevant nformation and determined the potential Impact of factors for which requirements
are uncertain at this time. For this reason, the recommendations made regarding facility
siting are presented In the following form: identification of factors (or conditions of factors)
that favor a single facility at the WIPP and the factors favoring facilities n multiple ations.

6.4.1 Basis for Determining Facility Location

The EATF considered several approaches to the siting evaluation of waste treatment facilities,
ranging from muitiattribute utility analysis to qualitative evaluations based on available
information. Schedule and scope of work for the EATF dictated analysis of quantitative and
qualitative factors versus more use of decision theory tools. The selected approach consisted
of Identifying the factors that influence preference between facility siting at Individual DOE sites
and a centralized location, gathering available data, and analyzing this data to establish
qualitative results. Any of the ten sites of Interest, In addition to WIPP Itself, could be
considered a potential location for a processing facility. This analysis has been simplified to
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limit the maximum number of sites for new waste processing facilities to the six largest DOE
sites (Hanford, INEL, RFP, LANL, ORNL, SRS) and the WIPP.

Economies-of-scale will be used In the facility siting decision. In other words, a single large
facility s preferred to several small facilities from the economic standpoint. Should the
analysis identify existing conditions that preclude use of a single TRU waste processing facility,
the analysis s then extended to multiple facilities. Such conditions are referred to as No-
Go Factors" and may be unique to ndividual sites of Interest. No-Go Factorse may be
defined as conditions that preclude a TRU waste storage or generating site from hosting a
TRU waste processing. Examples of potential No-Go Factors" Include:

* State and local regulatory controls

* Unique waste characteristics (e.g., decay heat, size)

* Extensive waste characterization followed by the need for preparation for
transportation

* Institutional constraints (a factor unique to the site or its host state).

In support of the above approach, Information on the following factors has been collected
and analyzed:

Waste Characterization - Waste characterization or preparation required at Individual
sites prior to shipping waste off site

Waste Volumes and Locatons - Waste generation rate andlor location of stored
waste by site

Existing and Planned Facilities - Potential use of existing facilities as the core for
a new facility

Transportation - TRUPACT-I1 miles required for a centralized or multiple locations

Risk - The risk to workers, the general public and the environment associated with
the construction and operation of waste treatment facilities at one or more sites

Schedule - The time required to design and construct a single centralized facility
versus multiple facilities

Economic Considerations

Cost off-set for any planned facilities that are not required if a treatment facility
is located at Individual DOE sites
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* Cost of multiple facilities

* Cost of a centralized facility

* Tansportation cost factors

* Work-off period

Institutional Analyses - Factors unique to the specific major DOE sites (or their host
states) that can or do affect the siting of facilities. Rather than providing absolute
direction, these are factors for DOE to consider before making a final siting decision.

Decision models (see Section 6.4.2) have been developed to Illustrate the effect of key
parameters on the facility siting decision.

6.4.2 Evaluation Methodolocv

The EATF has developed two facility-siting decision models. The first, presented In
Figure 6-3, concentrates on Identifying regulatory Issues that limit each DOE site's ability to:

* Treat waste on site

* Accept waste from other sites for treatment

* Ship waste elsewhere for treatment.

This Information must be determined for all potential host sites and collectively Is used as Input
Into the second decision model (Figure 6-4), which Is used to optimize site locations. A
coupled decision process Is the principal component of the second decision model. The
benefit of this two-model approach Is that both Individual site and the system (all sites)
considerations are factored Into the waste treatment facility siting decision.

6.4.2.1 Decision Issues of Waste Characterization and Certification for Shipment

Factors which force certain siting options must be Identified early In the evaluation process.
As portrayed In Figure 6-4, waste chacterization/certification requirements have the potential
to limit such options because of the high cost of characterization. The first three decision
nodes In the siting analysis are as follows:

ChamcterizatlonlCertlficatlon Issues that Preclude Shipping Untreated Waste?

Shipment of waste from a DOE site Is predicated upon satisfying state, federal and Institutional
transportation regulations. These regulations Include TRUPACT-I Authorized Methods of
Payload Control (TRAMPAC) (NuPac, 1989), WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria (DOE, 1989f),
and the requirement for RCRA characterization prior to waste shipment (see Section 6.3.6.3).
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For waste forms where there are no characterizationcertificatlon Issues that preclude shipment,
the siting options are limited only by nstitutionaltregulatory issues that preclude on-site
treatment.

On-Site Waste Characterizatlon/Certlflcatlon Feasible?

If waste characterization or certiflcation issues preclude shipping untreated waste off-site, then
the feasibility of characterizing waste on-site must be addressed. Feasibiity Is defined as a
comparison of the cost of characterization (see Section 6.3.4.4) and availability of
characterization facilities (see Section 8.3.3) versus the cost (see Section 6.3.4.1), schedule
(see Section 8.3.5), and regulatory requirements (see Section .3.6) for treating wastes on
site. The cost of characterization Is dependent upon the level of understandIng of waste
composition, extracted from existing Information such as process knowledge (how the waste
was generated).

RCRA compliance is an example of one of the major factors affecting a facility's waste-
characterization requirements. RCRA characterization potentially requires sampling a large
number of waste containers, which may require expansion or construction of waste-
characterization facilities. For wastes where additional data are required for certification prior
to shipment, the cost of certification may be sufficiently close to the cost of treatment that the
benefit n treating waste on-site is clear.

Other Options Feasible for Certifying Waste for Shipment?

In the unlikely event that regulatory requirements prevent on-site characterization/certification,
all other options should be explored before a decision is made to treat wastes on site.

Options available depend upon the characterization/certification Issue. If the concern is
difficulty in compliance with regulatory requirements of the State of New Mexico before wastes
can enter the state, then the siting option for wastes (from that particular site) may be limited
to a treatment facility outside of New Mexico. Similarly, if the ssue Is one of TRAMPAC
certiflability for shipment In TRUPACT-Il, other transportation options may be Investigated.

6.4.2.2 Reaulatory/Institutional Requirements That Prevent a Site From Treating Waste

The first three decision nodes of Figure 6-3 lead the site to one of three conclusions:

* CharacterizationtCertification Issues do not exist.for a given site's waste

* Characterization/Certification Issues exist and an on-site method for resolution Is
available

* CharacterizationtCertification issues exist and no on-site method for resolution is
available.

J11
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Superimposed on the Issue of whether a site can ship waste Is the Issue of whether the site
can treat wastes. Note that In Figure 6-3 a parallel examination of Institutional and regulatory
factors Influencing treatment Is applied to two conditions: where characterization/certification
Issues do not prevent shipment off site, and where such Issues prevent the site from shipping
off site.

Institutional or Local Regulatory Factors Preclude On Site Waste Treatment?

The analysis of Institutional and local regulatory factors Is focused on identification of
constraints that might preclude construction or operation of a waste treatment facility on site.
An example of such a factor Is local opinion regarding waste treatment In general (See
Section 6.3.6.2).

As Indicated In Section 6.3.6, nstitutional and local regulatory factors currently are an area
of considerable uncertainty and have the potential to change significantly over time. The fact
that few radioactive-waste treatment facilities have been permitted suggest that a considerable
effort will be required before adequate data are available to assess the time Involved for
peniting a facility at a given location. One approach to clarifying the Institutionalregulatory
Issues Is to Initiate the permitting process at several candidate sites. On-site treatment Is
potentially removed as an option at sites where Institutional requirements are Insurmountable.
(Note that such difficulty Is not expected to be encountered.)

If waste cannot be shipped off site, and if InstitutionaVregulatory factors preclude waste
treatment, the site Is at an Impasse that must be resolved by negotiation with the appropriate
regulatory agencies. If shipping Is possible but nstitutionalregulatory factors preclude
treatment on site, options are limited to waste treatment elsewhere. If waste can be shipped
off site then, depending on the effect of Institutional and regulatory constraints, options Include
waste shipment to another site for treatment or treatment on site.

Can A Site Treat Waste from Other Sites?

In all cases, If Institutional/regulatory issues do not prevent on-site waste treatment, a final
decision can be made regarding the ability of the site to accept waste for treatment. The
answer to this question (can the site treat waste from other sites) could be affected by
Institutional or local regulatory constraints other than those concerning treatment of the site's
own waste. For Instance, If a state has declared that It will not allow TRU waste within Its
borders unless generated there, the transportation of waste from other DOE sites Is prevented.
As In the previous decision node, additional analysis of Institutionaltregulatory requirements is
required before candidate sites can be Identified.

6.4.2.3 Results of Site Categorization Evaluation

As a result of the shipment and treatment analysis, each site Is classified Into one of five
categories (excluding a situation where the site can neither ship nor process waste), which Is
presented In Table 6-15 and summarized as follows:
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TABLE 615

LOGIC FOR SITE CATEGORIZATION

DECISION RESULTS

Ship waste to treatment site * Waste does not need to be
characterized, or

* On-site waste characterization Is
feasible, or

* Other options are feasible, and
* Institutional or regulatory factors

preclude on-site waste treatment

Waste treated on site or shipped to * Waste can be shipped off site, and
another location for treatment * Institutional/regulatory factors do not

preclude waste treatment on site,
and

* Site can treat other sites' waste

Site waste or other sites' waste can * Waste can be shipped off site, and
be treated on site, or ship waste off * Institutlonalfregulatory factors do not
site for treatment candidate for central preclude waste treatment on site,
facility and

* Site can treat other sites' waste

Site waste treated on site: cannot shiD * Waste cannot be shipped off site,
untreated waste off site (candidate for and
central facility * Site can treat other sites' waste

Can only store its own treated waste
on site; cannot ship untreated waste
off site

* Waste cannot be shipped off site,
and

* Site cannot treat other sites' waste
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* Sites that can only ship waste off site for treatment

* Sites that can only treat their own waste and cannot ship untreated waste off
site

* Sites that can treat their own waste and waste from other sites but cannot ship
untreated waste off site

* Sites that have the option to either treat their own waste on site or ship their
waste off site for treatment

* Sites that have the option to either treat waste from any location on site or ship
their waste off site for treatment

Classification of each site Into one of the five categories serves as Input to the second
decision model, where a decision of which DOE sites will host waste processing facilities Is
made.

6.4.2.4 Selection of Site Soecific Waste Treatment Locations

The objective of the second part of the assessment Is to determine optimum locations of
waste treatment facilities, based on the results of the site categorization evaluation and Is
represented graphically by Figure 6-4. A data base of site-specific and system-wide
Information, Including cost (Section 6.3.4), schedule (Section 6.3.6), risk (Section 6.3.7),
regulatory considerations (Section 6.3.6), and other possible factors, will provide the technical
support for conducting the analysis.

The following discussion provides an overview of the evaluation needed to establish optimum
facility siting locations.

Site Condition Matrix

The starting point for this optimization analyses Is the development of a site condition matrix
which Is developed from the site categorization evaluation. All DOE TRU waste sites fall into
one of the five categories described In Section 6.4.2.3. A matrix can be developed by
classifying each of the sites Into one of these categories.

Collective Knowledge Available to the Decision Maker

The requirement for further optimization analysis Is a function of the condition category to
which a particular site belongs. Four out of the five categories described In Section 6.4.2.3
warrant siting optimization analysis. For a site that cannot ship untreated waste or accept
waste from other sites for treatment, no further analysis Is required; such a site would be
required to treat its own waste before it can be shipped off site.
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Optimization Analyses

Based on the collective knowledge available to the decision maker, an optimization analysis
can be used to reach a conclusion of which sites will host treatment facilities. The decision
maker now knows which sites can or cannot treat wastes and which sites can or cannot
accept waste. This Information may then be used In a weighted factor analysis to arrive at
a decision. Such an analysis emphasizes factors which more greatly Influence a decision.

The following factors are Involved In this analysis:

* The rite cycle costs associated with the construction and operation of the
waste treatment facilities

* The effects on WIPP schedules of locating waste treatment facilities at specific
locations, and for the number of facilities constructed

* The health and safety risks associated with construction and operation of
facilities at specific locations, and the risks of transporting waste to and from
those locations

* The effect that regulations may have on optimum facility siting decisions

* Other factors not dentified at this time.

In addition, there could be other factors selected as considered appropriate for inclusion In
the analysis. The relative Importance of each of these factors needs to be determined, and
appropriate weighting needs to be applied to each so that their relative contributions to the
siting decision can be collated.

When these factors have been evaluated for each site, a comparative analysis can be made
to determine the optimum facility siting locations. The following discussions describe how
these factors can be applied In the analysis:

ife Cycle Cost

The cost of constructing and operating a waste treatment facility, and transporting waste to
and from the facility, will vary depending on the DOE site chosen. Facility costs are a
function of the quantity of waste that will be treated at the facility, which In turn Is based on
the total number of facilities constructed to treat all TRU waste. Facility costs can also be
affected by planned or existing facilities that may support waste treatment at a DOE site.
After the site-specific costs have been dentified, a comparative analysis of the total life cycle
costs for all facility locations can be made. The results can be factored Into the overall
analysis method chosen to optimize facility locations. Section 6.3.4 of this report provides
capital and operating cost estimates if only a single, or as many as seven facilities, are
constructed. Section 6.3.4.3 discusses the transportation considerations, using facility siting
locations based on construction of up to seven facilities.
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Schedule Effects on Facility Siting

Schedule effects on the siting decision tend to be focused on how many facilities are
constructed, and any considerations that are unique to a specific DOE site. If multiple
facilities are planned, It may be possible to show that the first of these facilities would be in
operation before a single larger plant is operational. This may Improve the waste disposal
schedule by making shippable wastes available to WiPP sooner. There could also be unique
conditions at various DOE sites that would Improve or hinder the overall schedule. For
Instance, the availability of an existing facility which could be used (In whole or In part) to
support waste treatment at the site would advance the schedule and make the site attractive
as a facility host. Conversely, If there are negative factors unique to a site, the schedule
would be adversely affected. Data required In assessing schedules Is provided In
Section 6.3.5.

Health and Safety Risks

Health effects due to treatment vary depending upon the number of treatment facilities and
the type of treatment required. The assessment of risk In waste treatment relative to the risk
In transportation and emplacement of untreated wastes Is discussed In detail in Appendix I.
As with the broader optimization analysis, the various components of the relative risk can be
evaluated and weighted to ardve at total relative risks. The relative risks will then require an
assignment of a weighting factor similar to those for the other components of the optimization
analysis.

Effect of Regulations

Regulations vary with time and can be assessed only at the time the sng decision Is being
made. As an example, regulations should be evaluated to assure that restrictions for building
a single facility are not nsurmountable. Restrictions could be In the form of transportation
requirements, or emissions criteria that would be more easily achieved by numerous smaller
facilities. In Section 6.3.6.1, the EATIF has Identified federal regulations that apply to the
treatment of waste.

IdentifIcatIon of Optimum Treatment Locations for Each Site's Waste

The completion of the optimization evaluations will result In:

* Optimum waste treatment site locations

* Designation of waste treatment site locations for all waste requiring treatment.

If as a result of the facility siting analyses only one site Is Identified as suitable, then all waste
will be treated at this centralized facility. If more than one site is optimum, then DOE will
have the option of designating multiple facility locations.

6.4.2.5 Data Uncertainties

This report provides much of the data needed to assess where waste treatment facilities
should be located. However, uncertainties exist that must be resolved before a final siting
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decision can be made. The various uncertainties are Included In the discussion of the various
decision nodes presented In Sections 6.4.2.2 and 6.4.2.3.

The acceptable level of uncertainty for the various components Is a function of how each
component Is weighted in the optimization analysis For components weighted heavily, the
acceptable level of uncertainty wil be lower than for components assigned a relatively lower
weight. The acceptable level of uncertainty should be analyzed as part of the overall
evaluation of siting options.

6.5 SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR FEASIBILITY OF IMPLEMENTING WASTE TREATMENT
ALTERNATIVES

8.5.1 Feasibility of Waste Treatment

The EATF findings Indicate that a broad range of waste treatments are feasible. Technologies
exist to produce a broad range of processed waste forms (e.g., compacted, vitrified) from TRU
waste and research efforts are ongoing In many areas.

There are, however, Issues such as regulatory compliance, budget (waste treatment costs
may range from tens of millions to over one billion dollars), and schedule (up to eleven years
for Level treatment) which complicate the feasibility of waste treatment Such factors
present obstacles but are not considered to be insurmountable if waste treatment Is necessary.
Waste processing will Involve small additional short-term risks, but long term performance Is
Improved for many altematives.

The EATF considers waste treatment to be feasible but much work will be necessary before
it can be Implemented.

6.5.2 Facility Sitina

Facility siting has been summarized by the EATF In the form of two cases: factors favoring
a single site (at the WIPP) or multiple locations for waste processing facilities. This facility
siting evaluation Is based on the Information collected and presented In Section 6.4. As noted
In the various subsections of 6.4, firrn requirements (or their effect) have not been delineated
for factors that Influence facility siting decisions. Specifically, final requirements needed for
decision parameters are:

v Extent of waste characterization
* Finalization of transportation requirements
* Definition of regulatory requirements (specifically facility permitting) In order to

establish costs and schedules for compliance
* Whether or not waste treatment Is necessary (to comply with 40 CFR Part 191

or 40 CFR Part 268 requirements).

Table 6-16 summarizes the Influence of factors presented In Section 6.4 on facility siting.
Note that as directed In the EATF Program Plan (Hunt, 1990), qualitative assessments of
factors and their Influence on siting are made where quantitative Information is not available.
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TABLE 6-16

SUMMARY OF DECISION FACTORS FAVORING A
SINGLE OR MULTIPLE FACILTY

DECISiON CONDmONS FAVORING CONDITIONS FAVORING
FACTOR FACILJ1Y AT WIPP MULTIPLE FACILITIES

Waste Current characterization Extensive characterization
Characterization plans sufficient for (RCRA. NRC) required prior to

transportation transporting

Transportation Current transportation Minimizes TRUPACT-II miles
scheme already In place and transportation cost If

Level III treatment
Minimizes TRUPACT-I
miles and transportation
cost If Level 11 treatment

Waste Location Consideration of buried
TRU waste

Precludes additional preparation
for transportation

Planned and Planned and existing facilities
Existing Facilities exist at major sites and could

be utilized as tront-end to
waste processing facility

Total Cost for Economy of scale realized
Waste Treatment for single facility
Facilities

Institutionat Permitting requirements Institutions may not be able
Factors and anticipated easier for a to accept waste from oter
Regulatory Concerns single facility sites

RCRA requirements may
force processing on site

Implementation Anticipated that processed
Schedule waste would begin arring at

WIPP earlier than If a single
facility is built

Risk Reduction Highest overall risk reduction
(Note: Level 11 at multiple sites for Level l
Independent of treatment
location)
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The EATF has dentified the following set of factors that favor a single waste processing
facility (at the WIPP):

* Characterization - TRAMPAC characterization only (at planned or existing facilities)

* Cost - economy of scale achieved with a single Integrated facility; transportation
costs for Level II waste treatment are also minimized with a single facility

* Regulatory - permitting a single facility may be easier to accomplish.

Similarly, the following set of factors favors waste processing at multiple ocations:

* Characterization - if extensive waste characterization Is required, the cost
differential between waste characterization and waste processing may be
sufficiently small that treatment at multiple sites Is preferred

* Transportation - transportation requirements are minimized for Level IlIl treatment
because of volume and mass reductions

* Schedule (WIPP) - it Is anticipated that some of the multiple facilities would be
operational more quickly than a single facilty. Thus, processed waste would be
sent to the WIPP In a more timely manner

* Risk Assessment (Safety) - the highest overall risk reduction (albeit small) for
the alternatives examined was realized at multiple facilities for Level III treatment.

A specific answer' on optimum facility siting cannot be ascertained due to data uncertainties
In key decision parameters. Ground work In the form of a data base and a decision
methodology have been completed to the point where a decision can be made as soon as the
existing uncertainties are considered acceptable. Where uncertainties must be reduced, a
decision awaits the collection of the required additional data.

6.5.3 Additional Data Requirements

The following Information requirements dentified by the EATF are needed before a waste
treatment feasibility assessment (and facility siting decision) can be finalized:

* Waste treatment level (if any) defined by SNL performance assessment

* Extent of waste characterization

* Better understanding of Institutional factors (Influences whether or not site can
be a host for a TRU waste treatment facility).

A recommendation for waste treatment cannot be made by the EATF at this time. This
decision will be made as compliance Issues of 40 CFR Part 191 pertaining to the current
design are answered by the SNL performance assessment for the repository. Clearly, some
work remains to be done before definitive conclusions can be drawn.
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7.0 FEASIBILITY OF IMPLEMENTING BACKFILL ALTERNATIVES

The EATF evaluation of backdill aternatives emphasizes cement and saft-based backfills.
Cement and salt-based backfill materials were recommended for Inclusion In the WIPP
experimental program by the EATF (DOE, 190b). The following feasibility evaluation of
backfill aternatives Is based on development status, cost, schedule, and regulatory Issues.
Backfill atermatives are being evaluated In combination with various waste treatment techniques
(Table 1-2). InItial work by the EATF Indicates that regulatory considerations for backfill
modifications will be rinimal and should not Impact the overall WIPP schedule (see
Appendix A, Table A4).

7.1 STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT

Three backfill modification alternatives have been recommended for Inclusion In the WIPP
Experimental Program (DOE, 1990b):

* Salt with Brine Absorbent - Addition of an absorbent, such as bentonite,
Introduces brine absorbing capability to reduce the potential for brine penetration
Into the waste.

* Salt with RH Buffer - Addition of a pH buffer, such as calcium oxide, will raise
the pH of any brine coming in contact with the backfill. At elevated pH,
radionuclide solubility, microbial activity, and corrosion of Iron-based metals
decreases (see Appendix G).

* Cement Grout - Cement grout backfill may offer several advantages, such as
raising pH, or reducing permeability of waste storage rooms (Appendix G).

In addition to the above, the Expert Panel on Cementitious Materials recommended the
following backfill:

* Salt Awcreqate Grout - A grout with a high percentage of salt aggregate Is
anticipated to provide deformability, will be self-healing, and maintain low
permeablity under the anticipated 2,000 psi Isostatic confining stress
(Appendix G).

Mining technology exists to crush, blend, and transport salt and additives. Some engineering
work will be required for backfill emplacement equipment. Similarly, grout backfill preparation
and emplacement equipment does not Involve research and development. Grouting In deep
underground formations is common practice at DOE's Nevada Test Site (Ellis and Bendinelli,
ND). The salt aggregate grout will require a development program.
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7.1.1 Salt with Brine Absorbent

Mining of the WIPP facility produces bulk salt, which Is stored above ground at the WIPP site.
Granulation of this salt to a consistency required for efficent emplacement and the addition
of a brine sorbent such as bentonite clay will not require a research and development
program. Bentonite Is expected to possess the beneficial characteristics of radlonuclide
sorption, and brine absorption (Butcher, 1990b).

7.1.2 Salt with DH Buffers

The addition of pH buffers to crushed salt backfill Is similar to the addition of bentonite from
the process standpoint. No process development Is anticipated. Some additional
Investigations Into the effectiveness of the pH buffers may be needed, depending on the
specific requirements for such buffers In the WIPP underground environment.

7.1.3 Cement Grout

Many formulations of grout exist and other formulations can be prepared, depending on the
specific appflcatlon. An expert panel was convened by the EATF to qualitatively evaluate the
use of cement or grout as a backfill medium. The panel concluded that the use of
cementitious materials may be feasible for use as backflfls In the WIPP underground
environment. The report of the expert panel's findings Is presented In Appendix G.

7.1.4 Salt Aggregate Grout

A grout formulation containing a high percentage of salt aggregate and brine (to provide
hydration water) has not been produced to date (Appendix G); however, concretes with
aggregate contents as high as 95 percent have been used In underground appflcations at the
Nevada Test Site (Appendix G). It Is anticipated that such a grout will have properties
approaching those of host rock at the WIPP, and potentially allows more rapid closure.

7.2 BACKFILL PREPARATION FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The preparation of backfill requires equipment for bulk material crushing, blending, and
handling operations. Storage of raw materials such as cement, bentonite, and calcium oxide
are also necessary. Equipment needed for material staging, handling, and mixing are
commercially available. Dry material mixers and concrete batch plants are commonly used
In the construction and mining Industries. It is understood that materials such as salt are
hygroscopic and will absorb water; for the purposes of specifying backfill equipment, salt Is a
'dry material.' Specification of a backfill preparation facility requires only a designation of the
appropriate capacities and design parameters for staging, handling, and mixing equipment
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7.2.1 Cement Grout Preparation Facility Descriotion

The cement grout preparation facility operations Include material handflng, batching, and mixing
of backfill. A commercially available concrete batch plant may be used for preparation of the
cement grout. The major components of a concrete batch plant are: storage silos for cement,
aggregates, fillers, or other additives; a batch mixing system for weighing and blending dry
materials; pneumatic and/or conveyor systems to move dry materials; and mixing equipment
for preparation of the grout mixture.

Concrete batch plants are commercially available In a wide range of sizes, from small mobile
equipment to large stationary facilities. The location of the batch plant should be near shafts
for transporing the cement grout underground In order to minimize the time between mixing
and emplacement. Once prepared, the cement grout can be moved to agitating holding tanks
or emplaced directly. Agitator holding tanks may be required for temporary storage to prevent
settling prior to emplacement

72.2 Dry Material Preparation Facility Descrigtion

A dry material preparation facility will be required for crushed salt (or crushed salt plus
additives) backfill. The crushing of bulk materials (if needed) and mixing (for addition of
additives) operations are the primary functions of the facility. A roller Impact or hammer mill
may be used to process bulk salt to a specified granular size. Bulk materials such as
bentonite or calcium oxide (unslaked lime) may also require some preprocessing (to break
chunks) prior to being mixed with crushed salt Commercially available dry mixing equipment
may be used to produce homogeneous mixtures of salt and additives.

7.3 BACKFILL EMPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

The EATF assumed backfill emplacement occurring In parallel with waste emplacement: as
waste Is emplaced In one portion of the facility, retaining walls will be erected and backfill
emplaced over the waste In other areas. Upon completion of backfiling, the retaining walls
can be removed and the process repeated elsewhere. The backfill volume that can be
emplaced at one time will depend on capacity and design of the emplacement equipment.

Emplacement will require containers for transportation of backfill material and equipment for
placing it in and around the waste. Backfill materials must be transported from storage or feed
locations to partitioned waste stacks. The backfill must be elevated above the retaining walls
and placed between and over the waste containers. The emplacement equipment must be
designed to direct the flow of backfill Into void spaces within and around the waste stack The
physical size of emplacement equipment must be compatible with the repository.

Available methods for emplacing backfill may be described as mechanical, pneumatic, or a
combination of both. Commercially available equipment such as conveyors, augers, and
pneumatic systems may be specified with modifications for application at the WiPP. Concepts
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presented here are preliminary In nature and are presented as examples of systems which
may be used In the future.

7.3.1 Cement Grout Emplacement Equipment

Hydraulic emplacement Involves pumping cement grout from storage tanks, Moran Cars, or
feed tanks to the partitioned waste stack. The storage or feed tank can receive cement grout
from the above-ground batch plant via a system of pumps. The emplacement equipment
might consist of an agitated feed tank or Moran Car from which cement grout will be pumped
Into place via a boom mounted tnk. A telescopic boom would allow the operator flexibility
In the placement of the cement grout. Cement grout should be emplaced at low pressures
to avoid damaging waste containers.

Another method of grout emplacement will require conveyors In combination with augers for
mechanical emplacement. Conveyors may be used for horizontal movement, whereas augers
may be used for lifting grout. This method might consist of a conveyor moving cement grout
from storagelfeed tanks to the waste stack. An Inclined auger could then lift cement grout to
a conveyor extending over the waste stack. The final length of conveyor would be
cantilevered and adjustable to allow the flow of cement grout to be directed to any portion of
the waste stack. Cement grout could either free fall Into the waste stack or be directed
through a flexible hose. It Is assumed that cement grout backlill ill be free-flowing and
unobstructed from fillIng void space within the waste stack. It Is anticipated that some
engineering development will be required to specify a grouting system.

7.3.2 Dry Material Emplacement Eauioment

Emplacement of dry materials can be accomplished by methods similar to emplacing cement
grout. For mechanical emplacement, a feed hopper located near the waste stack would supply
backfill to an auger/conveyor system, which moves backfill to sections of waste being
backfilled. The backfill material could either free fall from the end of the conveyor/auger or
be directed through a flexible hose. The flexible hose would allow control over emplacement,
as well as reduce potential dust problems resulting from re-suspended particles (Pflefle, 1985).
It Is assumed that dry backfill will adequately fill void space within the waste stack if this
method of emplacement Is used.

Dry backfill material could also be pneumatically emplaced. The backfill could be crushed to
an appropriate size and blown over the waste stack. The backfill Is then allowed to settle In
to void spaces within and around the waste stack. This method may require Isolating the
waste stack to avoid ventilation problems resulting from suspended particulates. Furthermore,
special equipment may be required to avoId worker exposure to dust. Low pressure
emplacement will be necessary to prevent damaging waste containers. An engineering
development program will also be required for the dry material emplacement system.
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7.4 COST OF FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

The EATF has calculated rough cost estimates for cement grout and crushed sall backfill
preparation facilities. Capital cost estimates for material preparation facilities have been
obtained from vendors of Industrial construction equipment. Actual cost estimates are not
practical since backfihling methods and requirements have not been specified. In order to
account for this uncertainty, a 50 percent contingency factor has been added to the
preparation facility capital costs for emplacement equipment.

In order to specify a design capacity for a backfill preparation facility at the WIPP a basis
volume of backfill must be assumed. The volume In each room available for backfill Is
estimated to be approximately 2,100 cubic yards [design basis room volume (13x33x300 feet)
less the volume of 6,000 drums and a 2-foot air gap]. The design basis volume of backfill
Is assumed to be one-third of the total backfill volume, approximately 700 cubic yards. If the
basis volume Is to be backfilled In one shift (eight hours), a capacity of approximately 90 cubic
yards per hour Is required.

Small scale backfilling equipment is being used for test purposes at the WIPP. This
equipment Includes a small capacity screen and conveyor. Screening/blending (preparation)
equipment for salt-bentonite backfill Is available with a capacity of approximately 2 cubic yards
per hour (Stenson, 1989). A portable conveyor elevator for emplacing dry backfill is also
available (Gonzales, 1990). This equipment Is to be used In experimental programs such as
backfilling demonstrations and alcove experiments. The existing equipment may supplement
the additional equipment required for bacdilling operations. The cost of the existing equipment
has not been ncluded In EATF cost estimates.

7.4.1 Cement Grout Backfill Capital Costs

A capital cost estimate for a cement grout preparation facility was obtained from a vendor of
Industrial construction equipment (Prange, 1991). Many options are available for batch plants,
and the actual costs will vary with the options specified. The batch plant cost reported here
represents a facility capable of preparing cement grout at a rate of 110 cubic yards per hour.
An estimate of the total capital cost for a cement grout backfill preparation facility and
associated emplacement equipment Is prescribed In Table 7-1.

Larger capacity, stationary batch plants are also available. These facilities are capable of
producing larger amounts of cement grout backfill more rapidly. Larger capacity, stationary
batch plants will cost approximately $750,000 (Prange, 1991). The capacity of larger facilities
Is considered to be beyond the needs of the WIPP backfilling ,efforts during the disposal
phase.

7.4.2 Dry Material Backfill Capital Costs

Capital cost estimates have been prepared for both crushed salt and crushed salt plus
additives backfill preparation facilities. These capital cost estimates are based on Industrial
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TABLE 7-1

BACKFILL PREPARATION FACILITIES AND
EMPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT CAPITAL COSTS

BACKFILL ALTERNATIVE
COST

(THOUSANDS, 1990 DOLLARS)

Crushed Salt 225

Crushed Salt plus Additives 290

Cement Grout 435

*Additves Include pH buffers and sorbents.

TABLE 7-2

BACKFILL OPERATING COSTS()

ALTERNATIVE
BACKFILL
MATERIAL

ANNUAL COSTS
(THOUSANDS, 1990 DOLLARS)

Baselne Salt 1,200

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

Salt
Salt

Cement-Grout
Salt

Cement-Grout
Salt

Cement-Grout
Salt

Cement-Grout
NAM3
Salt

Cement-Grout
NA

Salt Grout

1,000
1,000
1,900

620
1,100

310
570
120
230
NA

1,100
1,500

NA
4,800

"' Includes Labor, raw materials, required supplies.
( Refer to Table 1-2 for complete alternative description.
3 NA - Not Applicable, these alternatives do not use backfill.
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construction equipment from a commercial vendor (Prange, 1991). The capital cost estimate
for crushed salt Includes costs for an impact mill capable of processing 300 to 600 tons of
backfill per hour. The capital cost for crushed salt plus additives Includes cost for the same
Impact mill, in addition to cost for a conveyor pugmill plant with variable capacity, depending
on the required mix time. The emplacement equipment required for crushed salt and crushed
salt plus additives Is assumed to be the same. The capital cost estimates for dry backfill
preparation facilities and emplacement equipment are shown In Table 7-1.

The capacity of equipment used In the mining and construction Industries Is far greater than
backfilling needs at the WIPP. Larger capacity equipment could be used to produce backfill
in quantities large enough to stockpile. This could reduce the total operating time of the
preparation facility, as well as enable simultaneous backfilling campaigns or more continuous
backfilling operations.

7.4.3 Operating Costs

Annual operating costs of backfilling for each of the 14 combination alternatives has been
estimated on the basis of backfill material requirements and emplacement costs. The baseline
backfill requirement Is calculated to be enough to fill 121 equivalent waste disposal rooms
over a 25-year period. The Test Phase has not been considered. Each disposal room will
require approximately 2,100 cubic yards of backfill. Emplacement of dry backfill Is assumed
to be 50 percent efficient In filling void space between drums, whereas grout Is assumed to
be 100 percent efficient in filling available void volume. An Increase or decrease In total
disposal volume Is estimated from the number of equivalent drums per room (Table 3-5) for
each combination altemative. For example, combination Alternatives 4 and 5 result In disposal
of 11,250 unprocessed equivalent drums per room. Thus, In comparison to the baseline, the
original disposal volume required for combination Alternatives 4 and 5 Is decreased by the
ratio of 6,000 to 11,000 (that Is, original design volume times the ratio of unprocessed drum
equivalents to processed drum equivalents).

Concrete emplacement costs for commercial applications have been used as the basis for
estimating cement grout backfill operating costs (Kosel, 1991). Estimated concrete
emplacement costs have been escalated by 20 percent as a contingency factor to account for
the unique requirements of application at the WIPP. These emplacement costs Include labor,
raw materials, and any necessary supplies (other than cement grout Ingredients).
Emplacement costs for crushed salt have been estimated from concrete emplacement costs
by subtracting materials cost. Labor costs are assumed to be the same for cement grout
emplacement and crushed salt emplacement The operating costs for cement grout backill
and crushed salt backfill are assumed to bound all possible backfill alternative operating costs.
The estimated operating costs for the 14 combinations of alternatives are shown In Table 7-2.
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7.5 IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULES

The EATF has concluded that Implementation schedules for backfill alternatives will have no
impact on the overall WIPP schedule. Backfill preparation facilities are commercially available
and can be erected on-site In relatively short periods of time. Off-the-shelf emplacement
equipment which may need modification will require additional time above commercial ordering
lead times. Overall, the backfill preparation facilities and emplacement equipment should be
available before the WIPP Experimental Program has been completed, and are therefore not
considered critical schedule items.

7.6 SUMMARY

The feasibility of mplementing backfill alternatives has been evaluated by the EATF on the
basis of development status, cost, schedule, and regulatory considerations. Equipment
necessary for preparation of cement grouts, dry material crushing, blending, and handling are
commonly used In the mining and construction Industries (Including nuclear applications at
NTS). Backfill preparation equipment and facilities are commercially available and may be
used with minor modifications for WIPP purposes. Backfill emplacement equipment may
require an engineering development program. Material handling and transportation equipment
Is also commercially available and may be adequate for backfill emplacement. Capital and
operating costs for backfill alternatives are relatively Inexpensive In comparison to waste
treatment Backfill preparation facilities and emplacement equipment are estimated to cost
less than one million dollars for all backfill atematives. Lead time for ordering commercially
available equipment defines the Implementation schedules for backfill preparation facilities;
additional schedule time must be allowed for modification or development of emplacement
equipment. Regulatory requirements for backfill alternatives are minimal and should not Impact
the overall WIPP schedule. It Is not known at this time whether a cement grout, salt (or salt
and additives), or a high salt aggregate grout Is the best choice for use at the WIPP. A
development program will be necessary to specify an optimal composition for backfill material.
The EATF concludes that all backfill alternatives presented In this report are feasible for
Implementation at the WIPP.
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8.0 FEASIBILITY OF IMPLEMENTING OTHER ALTERNATIVES

This section provides a brief description of alternatives for WIPP waste management, facility
design, waste container shape and material, and passive Institutional controls. With the
exception of waste containers, the nature of these alternatives dictates that they will be located
or Implemented at the WIPP site. Some of these aternatives may have regulatory Impacts
(e.g., facility redesign) whereas others will have minimal regulatory Impact The same
observation can be made concerning cost. Some alternatives are potentially expensive, while
others have minimal effects on total project costs.

8.1 STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT

Altematives Included In the categories of waste management and facility design modifications
are not expected to require research and development An engineering development effort will
be required in most cases. For the most part, these alternatives are variations of existing
operations or previous constructions and were judged to require only sound engineering or
operations planning. For instance, minimizing space around the waste In WIPP Is an
operational consideration.

Facility design altematives, such as changing the waste disposal room configuration, are
variations of current mining practices which are commonly applied In the mining Industry.
Exceptions that will require further development are modifications to the waste container
material and compartmentalization of the waste. The former may require the development of
manufacturing techniques that will allow use of the material chosen, while waste
compartmentafization may require development of special backfill materials. The preferred
approach may be to investigate materials similar to shaft and drift seaing materials. Shaft
seaing studies nvolving various sealing materials, such as concrete and salt, are underway.
(DOE, 1989c). Passive institutional controls are the subject of extensive work recently nitiated
by Sandia National Laboratories (Bertram-Howery and Swift, 1990). The program has not
reached the level of maturity required to discuss regulatory, technological, cost, and schedule
considerations, and therefore passive institutional controls have not been evaluated by the
EATF.

8.2 WASTE MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES

8.2.1, Minimize Space Around Waste

The WIPP waste disposal room dimensions were chosen so that retrieval of waste after a
five-year demonstration period would not be precluded by premature room closure (DOE,
1989c). Space must exist between the waste stack and the walls and ceiling of the rooms
Immediately after waste emplacement to compensate for closure. The current design Includes
backfilling this space with crushed sat, while leaving a ventilation space above the backfill.
By miniming the space around the waste stack, room consolidation and repressurization may
occur more quickly, thereby reducing the potential for brine Inflow. At the same time, it should
be noted that retrievability will be significantly curtailed and any gases generated by radiolysis,
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biodegradation, or anoxic corrosion will pressurize the mom more quickly as total void volume
of the room is decreased.

Space around the waste can be minimized further by changing the waste container shape.
The nterstitiai space within the waste stack and along its edges represents approximately
15 percent of the total waste stack volume. Reduction of Interstitial space can substantially
reduce the waste disposal void volume, which In turn reduces the time for rom
reconsolidation. The potential modifications to the waste container shape and material are
discussed in Section 8.4.

8.22 Waste Segregation

Waste segregation could prove beneficial In reducing or Isolating potential problems (e.g., gas
generation) within the WIPP. Segregating high gas-generating waste forms to specified
locations within the WIPP will Isolate the area over which other engineered alternatives may
be required (i.e., alternative backfills) to reduce the gas generation rate of that segregated
waste. Another segregation method may Involve separating the Inorganic sludges containing
nitrates from the solid organic waste to slow down biological processes in the solid organic
waste.

The decision to implement waste segregation requires changes In waste handling practices and
an administrative effort for success. Regulatory and Institutional consideration will not be as
significant relative to other alternatives. The additional costs (above baseline disposal
operating costs), resulting from Increased waste handling and administrative efforts to
Implement the alternative, are expected to be small.

8.3 FACIUTY DESIGN ALTERNATiVES

8.3.1 Compartmentalize Waste

The EATF has extended the alternative Seai Individual Rooms", as discussed by the EAMP,
to the concept of compartmentalizing waste. Much latitude In assumptions can be taken when
formulating an approach for compartmentalizing the waste. The key objective Is to segregate
a known quantity of cudes In an Isolated compartment. The benefit of this waste management
practice ensures that only a fixed (within regulatory constraints) quantity of TRU isotopes would
be released if human Intrusion occurred. The EATF concluded that one promising approach
would be compartmentalizing waste using salt dikes to separate compartments containing three
7-packs of waste. This design was evaluated as part of Combination Alternative 14, described
In Table 1-2.

Based on the report of Cement/Grout Expert Panel (Appendix G), the EATF has concluded
that a salt-aggregated concrete could be formulated for use In waste separatlon. If a specific
quantity of cudes Is placed In each compartment, only that amount could be washed out with
the dill cuttings. Thus, the amount of cuuies placed In each compartment would be such that
40 CFR Part 191 will not be violated if human Intrusion occurs sometime In the future.
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8.3.2 Modified Room Dimensions

Although some design changes would be required, there should not be any significant
regulatory or institutional actions required to proceed with this change. Mining new room
dimensions does not present any additional risk of worker radiological exposure or Industrial
hazard. In fact, by eliminating the need for backfill around the waste stack, some radiological
exposure to workers Is eliminated because backfill emplacement operations taking place In
close proximity to the waste would no longer be necessary.

Cost Increments for mining waste disposal rooms to different dimensions will be small and will
depend on whether smaller or larger rooms are needed to achieve the purpose of this
alternative. More substantial cost Increases could result if remote-handled waste emplacement
equipment must be redesigned due to narrower room dimensions, and the ventilation system
adequacy must be reanalyzed.

8.4 WASTE CONTAINERS

8.4.1 Waste Container Materials

Waste containers commonly In use are manufactured of mild steel, though some sites have
used stainless steel. Given that a majority of steel In the WIPP waste Inventory is In the forn
of waste containers, use of an alternative container material will substantially reduce gas
generation potential due to anoxic corrosion. The EATF convened an expert panel to
recommend alternative container materials. The Waste Container Materials Panel report Is
presented In Appendix H. The materials considered by the panel Included copper and Its
alloys, titanium, ceramics, and cement-based materials.

8A.2 Waste Container Shape

Minimizing the space around the waste stack has the benefit of minimizing potential conduits
for brine Immediately adjacent to the waste stack. The use of waste containers that can be
tightly packed was Investigated by the EATF. The EATF considers rectangular or hexagonal
containers as most effective In eliminating void spaces between containers, relative to the
present ringed, cyflindrical waste drums and standard waste boxes. Hexagonal containers have
an advantage In that geometries are similar enough to the cylindrical waste containers that
they can fit Into TRUPACT-i shipping package, while rectangular containers are easier to
fabricate.

8A.3 Cost Estimates for Alternative Containers

The cost of manufacturing (materials and fabrication) alternative containers Is estimated to
range from one to thirty-five times that of mild steel containers, depending on the material
used (see Appendix H). Metal alloys such as titanium, zirconium, and high-nickel fall Into
the high end of the cost range; copper, stainless steel, polymers, glass, and ceramics are
on the low end of the cost range.
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It should be noted that some materials may require significant development costs to meet
specific design criteria (eg., mechanical properties, manufacturability). Further, significant costs
may also result from construction of new manufacturing facilities. Estimation of these costs
will be required before a decision can be reached as to the use of alternative containers.

8.4.4 Implementation Schedules

An implementation schedule for use of an alternative container requires definition of the
following variables (see Appendix H):

* ime required to establish the effectiveness of the container In meeting gas
generation requirements

* Time required to develop fabrication capabilities and to produce a full-scale
prototype container.

Ceramic and glass materials do not require time to establish a program to determine gas
generation potential. However, metal, cement, and polymers can require from one to five
years for studies concerning gas generation potential. Note that microbial gas generation
research Is not included in the schedule estimate.

Stainless steel containers have been produced for the nuclear industry. However, a
development program may be required for containers manufactured of other materials.
Development time estimates are: two years for other metals; three to eight years for ceramics;
two to four years for glass and cement (Appendix H).

8.4.5 Regulatory Issues

The single regulatory consideration for alternative containers Is compliance with Department
of Transportation (DOT) Type A requirements which is a Waste Acceptance Criteria at WIPP
(DOE, 19890. Compliance with DOT Type A requirements entails satisfactory completion of
Type A Packaging Tests (DOT, 1989). These tests are designed to ensure the mechanical
Integrity of containers during standard handing operations and potential accident scenarios.
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9.0 SUMMARY OF EATF FINDINGS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR APPLYING EATF RESULTS

The results of the EATF can be applied for final selection of engineered aternatives that
Improve the performance of the WIPP repository. Sections 1.0 through 8.0 and Appendices
A through J, of this report present the data developed by the EATF related to the effectiveness
and feasibility of various engineered alternatives. The data developed provide the knowledge
base required for assessment and comparison of various candidate alternatives.

The EATF has also developed a methodology by which these data can be evaluated, and a
decision can be made regarding which single alternative or combination of alternatives is
preferred for a given performance problem. The recommended methodology Includes an
assessment of the limitations or uncertainties In the existing data. Identification of these
uncertainties will help to assess the significance of simplifying assumptions. it will also help
to prloritize any additional data requirements, so that the uncertainties In the most critical data
sets are reduced to acceptable levels.

The following sections summarize the data developed by the EATF, present the recommended
methodology for selecting an optimal alternative, Identify additional data requirements at each
step of the selection process, and present the conclusions of the EATF to date.

9.1 SUMMARY OF DATA DEVELOPED BY THE EATF

The EATF evaluated 14 alternatives with respect to their effectiveness for addressing gas
generation and human Intrusion Issues (see Sections 2.0 to 4.0), and the feasibility of
implementing them with respect to status of technology, cost, schedule, regulatory Issues,
and health and safety risks (see Sections 5.0 to 8.0). Table 9-1 lists the 14 alternatives and
summarizes their evaluation.

The capability of each alternative for addressing gas generation has been summarized in
terms of the effect of an alternative on the peak Index pressure, and its effect on the gas
generation rates by either microblaltradiolytic processes or by anoxic corrosion. If the peak
Index pressures due to an alternative (as estimated by the Design Analysis Model) do not
exceed the Uithostatic pressure, then the alternative Is considered to be effective, and assigned
a blank circle In Table 9-1. On the contrary, if the peak Index pressure exceeds the ithostatic
pressure, the alternative Is considered to be Ineffective, and Is assigned a dark circle in
Table 9-1. Similarly, the effect of each alternative on gas generation rates, and on the three
human Intrusion scenarios, are also presented In Table 9-1. These results have been
discussed earlier In Section 4.3.

In addition to summarizing the effectiveness of alternatives, Table 9-1 also presents the
feasibility of Implementing each alternative In terms of the availability of technology, cost,
likely schedules for Implementation, regulatory requirements, and the health and safety risk
relative to the baseline. The availabity of technology Is summarized In terms of the level
of development of technology for the treatment processes. In case of processes ke
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vitrification, where additional development Is required for application to TRU waste, the
availablity of technology has been rated as moderate. The capital costs isted for each
alternative reflect the range of costs estimated by the EATF for one to seven processing
facilities. The regulatory Issues associated with Implementing each alternative are presented
In terms of the likely permitting requirements, and the-schedules for each alternative are
presented In terms of the number of years likely to Implement the alternative. Risks are
presented as a qualitative assessment relative to the "baseline" (all wastes transported and
emplaced "as received"). Because backfill has no Influence on the assessment of risk,
alternative combinations 3, 5, and 9 have the same relative risk Increases or reductions as
alternative combinations 2, 4, and 8 respectively.

The nformation presented In Table 9-1 provides a matrix that can be used as a quick
reference for comparing the pros and cons of the various alternatives. It can be observed
from Table 9-1 that, In general, Level III alternatives (e.g., 8, 9, 13) are more effective than
Level II alternatives (e.g., 1, 2, 3), In addressing both gas generation and human Intrusion.
It should be noted, however, that the Improved effectiveness Is not obtained without paying
a price. Level IlIl alternatives tend to be more expensive, take longer to Implement, and
require facilities that are harder to permit than Level II alternatives. Consequently, the greater
effectiveness of an alternative does not necessarily make It preferable over others, because
the selection of an alternative with the optimal effectiveness will depend upon the extent of any
problem Identified by performance assessment studies.

9.2 METHODOLOGY FOR FINAL SELECTION OF AN ALTERNATIVE

The 14 alternatives that have been evaluated were selected to provide a broad range of
Improvement In performance by treatment of al three major waste forms (sludges, solid
organics, and solid Inorganics). While It Is expected that these 14 alternatives would be
sufficient to address any potential Issues of gas generation and human Intrusion, this does
not Imply that the choice of an optimal aternative Is limited to the 14 alternatives evaluated
by the EATF. For example, If performance assessment determines that merely destroying
the solid organics would be sufficient to demonstrate compliance, then thermal treatment of
the organics should provide the necessary Improvement In performance, and there would be
no need of any treatment of the sludges and solid norganics. In other words, It Is possible
that one of the single alternatives forming the combination alternatives 1 through 14, could
be selected as an optimal alternative.

The EATF has developed a methodology for selecting an optimal alternative using the results
of evaluation of the 14 alternatives. The decision process for using the EATF results are
presented in Figure 9-1. This figure outlines the usefulness of the EATF evaluations In relation
to the overall framework of the system, and provides a tool for reaching a final decision.

As shown In Figure 9-1, the decision process starts with an assessment of the current design
with respect to demonstration of compliance with 40 CFR Part 191, 40 CFR Part 268, and any
other applicable regulations. If compliance can be demonstrated using the current design, then
there would be no need for an engineered alternative. On the contrary, if the current design
fails to demonstrate compliance, then performance assessment will Identify which performance
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parameters (e. g., permeability, radionuclide solubility, microblalradiolytic gas generation, etc.)
are the cause for concern.

9.2.1 Identification of Candidate Enalneered Alternatives

Once a problem Is dentified by performance assessment, the data developed by the EATF
will help to dentify a ist of candidate alternatives that would be sufficient to alter the
performance parameters of concern In order to achieve the required performance. The
objective would be to focus the choice of alternatives to a small group of candidate engineered
alternatives for further evaluation. For example, If It Is determined that merely lowering the
gas generation rates will demonstrate compliance, one of Alternatives 1, 2, or 3, from
Table 9-1 would be sufficient, and there would not be any need of any Level III alternatives.
If, on the other hand, It Is determined that It Is necessary to eliminate gas generation of any
kind, then the group of candidate alternatives would be limited to Alternatives 8, 9, and 13.
Similarly, based on the results of performance assessment, candidate alternatives can be
chosen from Table 9-1 to address the human Intrusion scenarios If the current design Is
predicted to result In noncompliance with any of the three Intrusion scenarios.

9.2.2 Evaluation of Candidate Alternatives

Once a group of candidate alternatives has been Identified, the next step Is to utilize the
EATF results to assemble the data required for optimization of candidate aternatives. The
specific tasks Involved are discussed In the following sections.

9.2.1 Application of the EATF Design Analysis Model

The effectiveness of the candidate alternatives with respect to various effectiveness criteria
such as peak Index pressure from gas generation, and the MRE for the three Intrusion
scenarios, can be estimated by the EATF Design Analysis Model. The results for the 14
alternatives analyzed by the EATF were presented earlier In Section 4.0. A similar analysis
Is required for each candidate aternative. It should be noted that If the underlying
assumptions In the model change as additional data are obtained, or if the data base of model
Input parameters Is expanded, then the Design Analysis Model should be updated and the
effectiveness of the alternatives estimated using the revised assumptions.

9.2.2.2 Assemble Data for Evaluation of the Feasibility of Candidate Alternatives

In addition to the analysis of the effectiveness of an alternative, data are required for the
evaluation of the feasibility of mplementing each candidate alternative. As mentioned earlier,
feasibility refers to the combination of criteria such as cost, schedule, regulatory Issues, and
health and safety risks. These criteria are discussed below:

A*olication of EATF Cost Analysis - The factors considered by the EATF for cost
analysis Include the capital cost of new treatment facilities, operating cost of
facilities, cost of alternative materials (e. g., backfill, waste container, etc.) cost
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of waste characterization/certiflcation (if applicable), and the cost of waste
transport. The cost of Implementing different alternatives was estimated In Section
6.0 for waste treatment, Section 7.0 for backfill alternatives, and Appendix H for
alternate waste container materials. The applicable information In each of these
sections will help to develop the cost for Implementing each alternative. The level
of detail required In cost analyses depends upon the level of precision required.
It should be noted that the costs presented In this report are not "bottom-up
costs (i.e., specific costs of equipment, material, and services have not been
specified). Instead, these costs have been compiled from various DOE
publications. These costs provide an excellent comparison between alternatives.
However, if cost Is of primary Importance in the selection of optimal alternatives,
then additional cost analysis may be required to reduce uncertainties to an
acceptable level.

Application of EATF Schedule Analysis - The schedules for Implementing
candidate treatment alternatives can be estimated from the EATF results
presented In Section 8.0. The schedules estimated by the EATF Include
preconstruction, engineering, construction, and start-up, and are based upon
results from various DOE publications. The regulatory Issues have been assumed
to be part of the preconstruction period of Implementation schedules. The EATF
feels that regulatory/compliance Issues and budgetary constraints that delay
construction, present the greatest uncertainties In the estimation of schedules.
The acceptability of these estimates depends upon the relative Importance
assigned to schedule concerns during the selection of an optimal alternative
(Section 9.2.3). Thus, the uncertainties involved must be weighed against the
relative importance of schedule concerns, to decide if additional data are required
to make a decision.

* Apolication of EATF Regulatorv Analysis - The EATF analysis presented In
Section 8.0 shows that significant uncertainty exists In the area of regulatory
compliance, and therefore It is difficult to estimate the time periods required for
licensing a facility. The EATF has considered the experience of other projects
In various states, and also the different state and federal regulations that affect
the permitting process. it has been observed that, In general, the timeframe
required for facility permitting varies with the type of facility being considered (i.e.,
Level 11 or Level 111), and the proposed facility location.

As discussed In Section 6.0, waste characterization may be required to comply
with the State of New Mexico or RCRA requirements. The extent of waste
characterization required by RCRA will have a significant influence on the choice
of an alternative, especially if the cost of such characterization is comparable to
the cost of processing the waste. Presently, the extent of characterization
required by RCRA Is not well defined. This Increases the uncertainties of
estimating the requirements for regulatory compliance. Although the various
factors that affect the regulatory issues have been explained In Section 6.0, the
EATF has refrained from presenting precise estimates of facility permitting time.
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Application of EATF Risk Assessment - The risks associated with Implementing
candidate alternatives can be compared with the baseline design using the results
of the risk assessment summarized In Section 6.0 and discussed In detail in
Appendix I. Although the analysis presented In Section 6.0 relates to Alternatives
1, 2, 4, and 8, and does not Include all 14 alternatives, the four options analyzed
by the EATF represent the total range of treatments Involved In the 14
alternatives. For example, the waste treatment Involved In Aternatives 3, 5, and
9 Is dentical to that of Alternatives 2, 4, and 8, except for different backfills.
Because backfills used have no Influence on the risk assessment, risk associated
with Alternatives 3, 5, and 9 are assumed to be Identical to those for Alternatives
2, 4, and 8, respectively.

The results of the EATF risk assessment demonstrate that Level II treatments
result In a slight Increase In risk relative to the baseline design, and this Increase
Is generally Independent of the number of facilities. In contrast, for Level IlIl
treatments, the dominance of transportation risks favors treatment of wastes at
multiple facilities before transporting the wastes to WIPP. This Is because the
Level IlIl treatment of waste before shipment substantially reduces the
transportation risks, and this reduction more than compensates for the Increase
In occupational risks associated with the Level IlIl treatment of waste.

Since risk Is an abstract quantity, the results of any risk analysis are often used
by equating risk to some tangible quantity (e. g., the number of lives saved by
an unit decrease In absolute risk). However, the use of such an approach Is not
recommended for the results of the EATF risk assessment for reasons outlined
below.

The EATF analysis has Involved estimating the risks of alternatives as ratios
relative to the baseline case. This approach was used to cancel the uncertainties
that are common to the baseline case and the alternatives. In theory, one could
take the relative risk reduction ratios estimated by the EATF, and combine these
numbers with the absolute baseline risk provided In the FSEIStFSAR to arrive at
an absolute risk for each alternative. However, it should be noted that this would
only serve to bring back the uncertainties present In the FSEIS/FSAR calculations,
and therefore not advisable.

If it Is not possible to make a decision without the absolute risk values for the
alternatives, then the EATF recommends either one of two optional approaches.
The first approach Involves an estimate of the absolute baseline risks using a
more rigorous method than the one used In the FSEIS/FSAR. This should reduce
the uncertainties, and the EATF results of relative risk could then be combined
to arrive at absolute risks for the alternatives. The second approach Is less
rigorous, and Involves expressing the value of relative risk reduction for each risk
component (e.g., transportation fatalities, etc.) In terms of a tangible quantity such
as the number of lives saved, etc. Once each of the eight components
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considered by the EATF has been expressed in terms of a tangible quantity, they
could then be aggregated using societal weights for each component to arrive at
a tangible value of risk reduction for each alternative.

The limited scope of this study should be noted while applying the results of the
risk assessment. As explained In detail In Figure L.ES-1 In Appendix 1, the
different combinations of alternatives and treatment locations fall Into four different
risk groups. While a more rigorous analysis might change the numerical values
of the risk reduction factors within each of the four groups, it Is unlikely to result
in reclassification of any option from one group to another.

9.2.3 Selection of an Optimal Engineered Alternative

Once the data on the effectiveness and feasibility of candidate alternatives have been
compiled, the next step is to use the data to select an optimal alternative. As shown In
Figure 9-1, the optimal alternative should be decided by simultaneous consideration of five
different components for each alternative. These are effectiveness, cost, schedule, regulatory
considerations, and the health and safety risk associated with an alternative. While a relative
measure of these factors can be obtained for each alternative using the results of the EATF,
their relative Importance must be evaluated In any final decision process. Unless the relative
Importance of these factors is established, the results of the EATF for each factor will remain
mutually exclusive, and therefore cannot be aggregated for optimizing the choice of an
alternative.

The Interactive processes that are expected to be Involved in such an optimization process
are illustrated below with an example. Assuming that the candidate atematives are limited
to Alternatives 3 and 4, the analysis of the EATF would provide the following results:

Effectiveness - Alternative 4 would reduce peak index pressures to lithostatic.
Alternative 3 would be Ineffective In reducing pressures to lithostatIc, and the
maximum peak Index pressures predicted for this alternative are 20 percent higher
than the lithostatic pressure. In general, Alternative 3 may be more effective against
human Intruslon, whereas Alternative 4 Is more effective for addressing gas
generation.

Cost - Project costs for Alternative 4 are expected to be substantially higher than
for Alternative 3.

Schedule - Altemative 3 would take 5-7 years for Implementation, whereas
Alternative 4 would take 8-11 years.

Reoulatorv Considerations - Since Alnative 4 Involves thermal treatment, it would
be expected that the regulatory requirements for this alternative would be more
extensive than Alternative 3.
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Risk - If the number of waste treatment facilities Is less than or equal to three, then
the risks due to the two alternatives are roughly equal. For more than three
treatment facilities, the risk due to Alternative 4 Is marginally less than Alternative 3.

Given the above results, the relative Importance of the above factors has to be determined In
Influencing the decision. For example, it must be decided whether the Improvement In
effectiveness using Alternative 4 Is worth the additional cost as well as the more extensive
regulatory requirements. If schedule Is the most Important factor, Alternative 3 would seem
to have an advantage over Alternative 4.

The decision maker should also take note of the uncertainties Involved In the EATF
evaluations and, based on the relative mportance of a factor, it should be decided If a more
detailed analysis Is warranted. For example, future experimental data regarding properties of
modified waste forms might show that Level 11 alternatives such as Altemative 3 would not
exceed the thostatic pressure. Therefore, If the relative Importance of effectiveness Is
considered to be greater than the other factors, then It would be advisable to carry out
additional analysis of alternatives using revised properties of modifed waste forms as Input to
the Design Analysis Model, and thus minimize the uncertainties before selecting an optimal
alternative. Similarly, If the EATF estimates of project costs for the candidate alternatives are
roughly equivalent, and cost Is the most Important factor, then t would be advisable to
estimate bottom-up3 costs for each candidate before reaching a decision.

In summary, the decision methodology proposed by the EATF can serve as a "gulde" In the
process of selecting an optimal alternative. However, this optimization process Involves the
aggregation of the EATF results based on the relative Importance of nfluential factors. t Is
beyond the scope of the EATF to make a udgement on the relative Importance of the five
factors mentioned previously, and therefore the EATF has left the process of selecting an
optimal alternative to the eventual decision maker.

Thus, there are three tasks that must be completed as part of any final selection of an optimal
alternative. Since the EATF formulated the Fist of alternatives In the early part of 1990, the
list of aematives might require a review and update in the future as new technologies
continue to evolve. The relative Importance of the five factors Involved In selecting an optimal
alternative should also be decided by some sort of welghting or poritization. Finally, the
existing data developed and presented by the EATF In this report should be reviewed to
understand s uncertainties and limitations. The completion of these tasks, together with the
methodology described in Figure 9-1, should guide the selection of an optimal alternative, In
case one Is needed.

9.2.4 Verification of Comoliance for Optimal Alternative

Once an optimal alternative has been selected, compliance with the applicable regulations must
be demonstrated. An assessment of compliance for the alternative by the use of performance
assessment codes will require adequate data regarding the properties of the waste forms
resulting from the alternative. If such data are not available, experiments should be conducted
to obtain the required data. The data for the optimal alternative will be used as Input to the
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performance assessment codes to verify if the selected alternative can Indeed demonstrate
compliance with all applicable regulations. If compliance Is demonstrated, optimal locations
for mplementing the alternative can be determined using the ATF facility siting logic
described In Section 8.4. In case the optimal alternative fails to demonstrate compliance with
applicable regulations, the parameters of concern associated with the alternative must be
Identified, and the whole selection process repeated until compliance can be demonstrated.

9.3 CONCLUSION OF THE EATF

The EATF has concluded that a number of engineered alternatives could be Implemented to
improve repository performance if WIPP performance assessment determines that either gas
generation or human Intrusion presents a problem in demonstrating compliance. Waste
treatment Is generally the most effective type of engineered alternative, but Is by far the most
difficult to Implement. Within waste treatment, Level III treatments are the most effective In
addressing multiple performance parameters, but tend to be the most expensive, the most
difficult and time-consuming to Implement, and have the greatest regulatory requirements.
Level 11 treatments are less expensive, faster, require less extensive permitting, and utilize off-
the-shelf technology, but are less effective In addressing multiple performance parameters.
Depending upon the performance parameter, Level I alternatives such as alternative backfills,
alternative waste containers, or modified repository design should be thoroughly evaluated and
eliminated before any decision Is made to treat the waste.

The present uncertainty In the degree to which the baseline WIPP design complies with 40
CFR Part 191 and 40 CFR Part 268 precludes specific recommendations at this time. The
broad range of potential alternatives, with significant variations in cost, Implementation
schedules, regulatory requirements, etc. between aternatives, requires that performance
Improvements are better defined before the EATF can make specific recommendations. The
decision methodology provided (see Section 9.2 for optimal alternative selection and
Section 6.4 for treatment site selection) provides a means to evaluate options once the needed
Improvement in performance Is known. In the nterim, there is the option of using the decision
methodology to perform sensitivity analyses or to evaluate potential alternatives based upon
preliminary results of the WIPP performance assessment.
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10.0 MEMBERS OF THE EATF

The Engineered Alternatives Task Force Is comprised of WlPP-management and more than
50 technical personnel from the DOE, DOE-contractors, and commercial organizations
(Figure 10-1). The core EATF team Includes staff from DOE-WPO, Westinghouse Waste
Isolation Division (WID), International Technology Corporation (IT), and Sandia National
Laboratories. The work of the task force was supported by Input from several 'expert panels
that addressed specific technical Issues. The Engineered Alternatives Multidisciplinary Panel
(Appendix A), the Cement(Grout Expert Panel (Appendix G), and the Waste Container
Materials Panel (Appendix H) were three such expert panels convened to provide technical
guidance to the EATF.

External and Internal DOE peer reviews were used to develop and refine the EATF Program
Plan, the Design Analysis Model, data on the feasibility of alternatives, and this EATF Final
Report. Comments from the DOE/Q WIPP Task Force staff and the National Academy of
Sciences WIPP Panel were particularly Instrumental In formulating the approach taken by the
EATF. The Independent Review Panel, composed of the now-deceased Dr. Doug Brookins
[Professor of Geochemistry and prior contributor to WIPP and Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management (OCRWM) programs], Dr. Eric Nuttall (Professor of Chemical Engineering
and contributor to modeling of geological repositories), Mr. Donald Shaw (expert In rock
mechanics and prior contributor to modeling of WIPP), and Dr. Robert Budnitz (expert In
probabilistic risk assessments) reviewed a draft version of this EATF Final Report and
suggested numerous Improvements.

The work of the EATF was supported by the technical staff at Westinghouse and IT
Corporation. Text processing and graphics support at IT produced high-quality documentation.
AdmInistratve support was provided by Kathleen Logan and Cindy Morrison of IT and Rhonda
Molgaard of Westinghouse. Contracts support was provided by Peter Tackett of Westinghouse
and Ron Freeny and Unda Baker of IT.
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12.0 GLOSSARY

Accessible Environment - The accessible environment means to (1) the atmosphere, (2) land
surfaces, (3) surface waters, (4) oceans, and (5) all of the ithosphere that is beyond the
controlled area (see 40 CFR Part 191.12[k]).

Activit - The number of nuclear disintegrations occurring In a given quantity of material per
unit time.

Advectlon - The transport of fluid by bulk motion through a porous solid due to a difference
In absolute fluid pressure across the solid.

Alpha Particle - A positively charged particle made up of two protons and two neutrons
(therefore, Identical to a Helium atom). Emitted In the radioactive decay of certain nuclides,
It Is the least penetrating of the three types of radiation: alpha, beta, and gamma.

AIRDOS - A computer code used to calculate health risks due to the atmospheric dispersal
of radiaoctivty.

Anhydrite - A mineral consisting of anhydrous calcium sulfate (CaSOd). It is equivalent to
gypsum without water, and Is denser, harder and less soluble than gypsum.

Anoxic - Without oxygen.

Argillaceous - Pertaining to, largely composed of, or containing clay-sized particles or clay
forming minerals.

Argillaceous Rocks - Rocks containing appreciable amounts of clay.

Attribute - the value of utility assigned to a particular component of the risk.

Backfill - Material (such as crushed salt or grout) placed around the waste containers to fill
the open spaces In the room.

Becquerel Bg) - The Si unit of radioactivity. One Eq equals one disintegration per second.

Bell Canyon Formation - A sequence of rock strata (sandstones, shales and limestones) that
form the uppermost unit of the Delaware Mountain Group; of significance because it Is the first
regionally continuous water-bearing formation beneath the WIPP underground workings (Lappin
et a., 1989).

Bentonite - A commercial term applied to clay materials containing montmorillonlte (smectite)
as the primary mineral.

Blomass - The dry weight of living matter, Including stored food, present In a species
population and expressed In terms of a given area or volume of the habitat.

Borehole - (1) A manmade hole In the wall, floor, or ceiling of a subsurface room used for
verifying the geology, observation, or the emplacement of waste canisters. The horizontal wall
holes are used for remote-handled transuranic (RH-TRU) waste; (2) A hole drilled from the
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surface for purposes of geologic or hydrologic testing, or to explore for resources, sometimes
referred to as a borehole.

Brine Pocket - Pressurized brine of unknown origin but of limited extent contained in fractured
anhydrite within the Castile Formation located 210 m below the WIPP repository.

Cancer Risk Coefficient - The factor used to convert radiation dose In Slevert (Sv) to Latent
Cancer Fatalities. Numerical value taken from the BEIR IlIl (National Research Council, 1980)
Report Is equal to 0.028 v 1.

Carcinogens - A substance that causes or enhances the processes which turn a normal cell
Into a cancerous cell.

Castle Formatlon - A formation of evaporite rocks (nterbedded halite and anhydrite) of
Pernan age that stratigraphically underles the Salado Formation.

CementlCementlous Material - A dry substance with the capacity to absorb fluid.

CH-TRU Waste - Contact-Handled TRansUranic waste, packaged TRU waste whose extemal
dose rate does not exceed 200 mrem per hour.

Cloudshine - The exposure from cloudshine Is the direct external dose from the passing
cloud of atmospheucalty dispersed radioactive material.

Committed Effective Dose Equivalent (CEDE) - The weighted sum of the dose equivalent
to organs or other tissues that will be received following an Intake of radioactive material for
a 50-year period following that Intake.

Compaction - Mechanical process by which the pore space in the waste Is reduced prior to
waste emplacement.

Composite - A single, homogeneous mixture of waste and backfill material which has physical
and chemical characteristics resulting from the incorporation of a particular engineered
alternative.

ComressibilIty - The property of a substance capable of being reduced In volume by
application of pressure; quantitatively, the reciprocal of the bulk modulus.

Concentual Model - The set of hypotheses and data that postulate the description and
behavior of the disposal system.

Concrete - A mixture of grout and some type of aggregate (such as stone pebbles or salt
rock).

Conservative - When used with predictions or estimates, a conservative estimate Is one In
which the uncertain values are used In a way that maximizes their negative or undesirable
Impact on the system.

Continuous Air Monitor CAM) - Instrument that continuously monitors the air for certain
present concentrations of toxic substances or radioactivity.
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Controlled Area - The controlled area means (1) a surface location, to be Identified by
passive Institutional controls, that encompasses no more than 100 km and extends horizontally
no more than 5 km In any direction from the outer boundary of the original location of the
radioactive wastes In a disposal system; and (2) the subsurface underlying such a surface
location (40 CFR Part 191.12[G]).

Cree - A very slow deformation of solid rock resulting from constant stress applied lust below
the elastic limit; refers to the geologic phenomenon experienced as salt under high
compressive loading begins to deform plastically.

Creep Closure - Closure of underground openings, especially openings In salt, by plastic flow
of the surrounding rock under pressure.

Culebra Dolomite Member - The lower of two dolomite units (the other being the Magenta
Dolomite Member) within the Rustler Formation that are locally water bearing; the first laterally
continuous unit above the repository to display significant permeability (Lappin, et al., 1989).

Curie - The SI unit of activity. One curie (Cl) equals 3.700x10' nuclear disintegrations per
second.

Darc - An English standard unit of permeability, defined by a medium for which a flow of 1
cf/s Is obtained through a section 1 c for a fluid viscosity of 1 cP and a pressure gradient
of 1 atm/cm. (One Darcy Is equal to 9.87 x 1 " n2).

Darcv's Law - The law which states that the rate at which a fluid flows through a permeable
substance per unit area Is equal to the permeability (a property of the substance through which
the fluid Is flowing) times the pressure drop per unit length of flow, divided by the viscosity of
the fluid.

Decay (radloactive) - Process In which a nucleus emits radiation In the form of Ionizing and/or
particle radiations undergoing spontaneous transformation Into one or more different nuclei.

Decontamination - The removal of unwanted material (especially radioactive material) from
the surface of, or from within, another material.

Delaware Basin - The part of the geologic Permian Basin In southeastern New Mexico and
adjacent parts of Texas where an ancient sea deposited thick layers of evaporltes
approximately 200 million years ago. It Is partially surrounded by the Capitan Reef.

Desian Analysis Model - The main program used to analyze the relative effectiveness of
various modifications to the WIPP facility and waste forms when compared to the WIPP
disposal system reference design and current waste forms.

DetermInistic - Pertaining to an exact mathematical relationship between the dependent and
Independent variables In a system.

Dewey Lake Red Beds - A formation that overlies the Rustler Formation and Is composed
of reddish brown marine mudstones and siltstones Interbedded with finegralned sandstone.
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Diffusion - Is the transport process whereby Ionic or molecular constituents move under the
Influence of their kinetic activity In the direction of their concentration gradient, from higher
concentrations to lower concentrations.

Diffusion Coefficient - The proportionality constant in Fick's Law of Diffusion defined as the
amount of solute material per unit time that diffuses through a unit cross-sectional area under
a unit concentration gradient; with fundamental dimensions of area per unit time.

Diffusive - Characterized by the transfer of chemical components from a region of higher to
one of lower concentration.

Dispersion Function - Function that models the dispersion of a substance through the
ervironment

Disosal Phase - The 20 year period by which DOE proposes to permanently emplace TRU
wastes In the WIPP.

Dolomite - A sedimentary rock consisting primarily of the mineral dolomite (CaMg(COJJ;
commonly associated with limestone.

Dose - A general form denoting the quantity of radiation or energy absorbed. For special
purposes it must be appropriately qualified. If unqualified, it refers to absorbed dose. (The
SI unit of absorbed dose Is the gray; the old unit Is the rad.)

Drift - A horizontal mine passageway.

El - An event or scenario: Intrusion of a borehole through a disposal panel Into a pressurized
brine occurrence In the Castile Formation (Marietta et al., 1989).

11E2 - The combined scenario nvoking a borehole Intrusion Into a disposal panel and Into
pressurized brine followed by the Intruslon of another borehole Into the same panel.

22 - An event or scenario: Intrusion of a borehole into a disposal panel (Marietta et al., 1989).

Effectiveness Measure - A parameter used In the analysis of human Intrusion events which
provides a convenient means of comparing Improvements offered by alternative designs over
the baseline design. The "Effectiveness Measure" Is calculated for the baseline design, as
well as for each alternative design and Is proportional to the cumulative release of twelve
individual Isotopes Into an overlying water-bearing strata (the Culebra Dolomite) over a 10,000-
year period, plus the activity associated with the direct release of contaminated drill cuttings
to the surface.

Effective Waste Volume - The volume of the wastebackfill composite minus the volume of
the backfill along the sides of the waste stack; parameter used in the Design Analysis Model
to calculate radionuclide releases to the surface due to the removal of drill cuttings.

Exposure - A measure of the onization produced In air by gamma or x-ray radiation. It is
the sum of the eectrlal charges on ions of one sign produced In air when all electrons
liberated by photons In a volume element of air are completely stopped in air, divided by the
mass of the air In the volume element. The special unit of exposure is the Roentgen.
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Fick's Law - The law which states that the rate of diffusion of matter across a plane Is
proportional to the negative of the rate of change of the concentration of the diffusing
substance In the direction perpendicular to the plane; In other words, a species jI diffuses
(moves relative to the mixture In the direction of decreasing mole fraction 1").

Fissile - Describing a nuclide that readily undergoes fission (splitting) by absorption of
neutrons within discrete energy bands.

Fiacltv - An Idealized vapor pressure; equal to the vapor pressure when the vapor behaves
as an Ideal gas.

40 CFR Part 191 - EPA standard for managing and disposing of spent nuclear fuel, high-
level, and transuranic wastes. Subpart A deals with managing and storing of wastes, while
Subpart B covers long-tern Isolation and disposal.

40 CFR Part 268 - EPA regulation governing land disposal restrictions; consists of five
subparts as follows: Subpart A - General; Subpart B - Schedule for Land Disposal Prohibition
and Establishment of Treatment Standards; Subpart C - Prohibitions on Land Disposal;
Subpart D - Treatment Standards; and Subpart E - Prohibitions on Storage (Code of Federal
Regulators, p. 748).

Gamma - Penetrating electromagnetic radiation emitted In some nuclear decays.

GB - GigaBecquerel (10' Bq).

Gra - The SI unit of absorbed dose. One gray Is produced by the absorption of one Joule
of energy In a mass of one kg.

Groundshine - The exposure from groundshine Is the direct external dose from radioactive
material that has deposited on the ground after being dispersed from an accident site.

Grout - The material which results when a cement Is combined and well mixed with a fluid.

Half-life - The average time required for an unstable element or nuclide to lose one-half of
its radioactive Intensity In the form of alpha, beta, or gamma radiation.

Halite - The mineral rock salt, NaCL

Hazard Index (Hi - The ratio between the daily Intake of a chemical and an acceptable
reference level.

Hazardous Waste - Restricted nonradioactive wastes that exceed standards or do not meet
other requirements of 40 CFR Part 268 with regard to toxicity or mobility reduction (DOE,
1990d, Vol. 1, p. 11).

Headsosce - Gas volume In a closed waste drum.

HEPA Filters - High Efficiency Particulate Air Filters.

Hydraulic Conductivity - The rate of aqueous flow, in volume per time, through a cross-
section of area under a unit hydraulic gradient at the prevailing temperature.
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Hydraullc Dlfusivitv - The ratio of the hydraulic conductivity to the specific storage with
fundamental dimensions of area per unit time.

Immediate Danger to Life and Health flDHL) - Level or concentration of toxic agent that
causes an Immediate danger to life and heath.

Isotope - A species of atom having the same number of protons but differing in the number
of neutrons In its nucleus. In most Instances, an element can exist as several Isotopes
differing In the atomic mass. Isotopes can be either stable Isotopes or radiloactive isotopes
(also called radioisotopes or radlonuclides).

Isotropic - Having the same properties in all directions.

Joule - S unit of energy, equal to the energy expended by a force of 1 Newton over a
distance of 1 meter.

A- Kilogram

km - Klometer

Lithostatlo Pressure - Subsurface pressure caused by the weight of overlying rock or soil
(14.8 MPa at the WIPP repository level).

m - Meter

MB 139 - Marcer Bed 139: One of 45 siliceous or sulfatic units within the Salado Formation
consisting of about 1 m of polyhalitlc anhydrite and anhydrite. MB 139 Is located within the
WIPP horizon.

A&- MegaBecquerel (106 Becquerel).

mJ - Mill-Joule (104 J). Subunit of energy.

Morbidity - An early morbidity, premature death due to causal agent

MPa - Megapascal (10' Pa)

Newton - SI unit of force: I N Is the force needed to accelerate a mass of 1 kg by 1 m s 4

Nuciide - A species of atom characterized by the number of protons (Z), number of neutrons
(N), and energy state.

Occupational Risks - Risk of occupational work due to the treatment, transport, handling,
or emplacement of Contact-Handled transuranic waste at the WIPP.

Pa - Pascal; basic unit of pressure produced by a force of 1 Newton applied over an area of
1m'.

Panel - Within the WIPP, a panel consists of seven underground rooms connected by
33-ft-wide drifts at each end.
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Particulates - Fine liquid or solid particles such as dust, smoke, or fumes found In the air
or In emissions.

PE-B - A radiactive hazard Index factor; relates the radiotoxicity, a given activity, of TRU
radionuclides to that of Plutonium-239.

Performance Assessment - The process of assessing the compliance of a deep, geologic
waste repository with the Containment Requirements of 40 CFR Part 191 Subpart B.
Performance assessment Is defined by Subpart B as an analysis that (1) Identifies the
processes and events that might affect the disposal system, (2) examines the effects of these
processes and events on the performance of the disposal system, and (3) estimates the
cumulative releases of radionuclides, considering the associated uncertainties, caused by all
significant processes and events. These estimates are Incorporated Into an overall probability
distribution of cumulative release to the extent practicable (40 CFR Part 191.12(q)).

Perneablit - A measurement of the ability of a rock or soil to transmit fluid under hydraulic
gradient dependent upon the Interconnectedness of the Interstices.

Permian Basin - A region in the south-central United States, where during Permian times (248
to 286 million years ago), basin configuration created many shallow sub-basins which resulted
In the position of vast beds of marine evaporites.

Person-slevert - A unit of population dose, equivalent to man-slevert.

Polvhalfte - A hard, poorly soluble evaporte mineral: K2MgCag(S0 4)4e2H20.

Porosity - The porosity of a rock or soil Is Its property of containing Interstices or voids and
may be expressed quantitatively as the ratio of the volume of Its Interstices to its total volume.

Portlandite - Calcium hydroxide, Ca(OH)2; a mineral belonging to the brucite group.

Potentlometric Surface - The surface of the hydraulic potentials of an aquifer. It Is usually
represented as a contour map In which each contour Indicates how high the water would rise
In a well tapping that aquifer at any point on that contour.

rad - An old measure of radiation dose absorbed by a issue or other material. 1 rad
corresponds to the absorption of 10 nJ/kg of material.

Radioactive Waste - Solid, liquid, or gaseous material of negligible economic value that
contains radionucfldes In excess of threshold quantities.

RadloactIvit - The property of certain nuclides of spontaneously emitting particles or energy
or of undergoing spontaneous fission.

Radlotysis - Chemical decomposition by the action of radiation.

Radlonuclide - see Isotope.

Radlonuclide nventory - A Est of the types and quantities of radionuclides In a container or
source. Amounts are usually expressed in activity units: curies or curies per unit volume.
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J
RADTRA - Computer code used to calculate radiological risks of transportation (Madsen et
al., 1986).

Reference Level - The level at which no observable effects are obtained from a certain
chemical exposure.

Rem - An old unit for dose equivalent. It is numerically equal to the absorbed dose in rads
multiplied by a quality factor of the radiation type.

RH-TRU Waste - Remote-Handled TRansUranic waste. Packaged TRU waste whose external
surface dose rate exceeds 200 mrem per hour, but not greater than 1,000 rem per hour.

Risk - The product of probability and consequence. The radiological risk of a scenario Is
the population dose equivalent resulting from that scenario multiplied by that scenario's
probability of occurence and the risk coefficient such as a cancer risk coefficient.

Risk Assessment - Qualitative or quantitative evaluation of health and environmental risks
resulting from exposure to chemical, radioactive, or physical agents.

Room - An excavated underground cavity; within the WIPP, a room has the following
dimensions; width = 33 ft; height 13 ft, and length = 300 ft.

Rustler Formation - A sequence of Upper Permlan age clastic and evaporite rocks that
contains two dolomite marker beds (the Magenta and the Culebra Dolomite members), and
overiles the Salado Formation.

s - Second

Salado Fonmatlon - A sequence of Upper Permian age vaporite rocks containing 45
numbered anhydrite marler beds (MB 101 through MB 145) Interbedded with halites of
varying purity and accessory minerals such as clay and polyhalite.

Scenario - A combination of events and processes that represent a possible future condition
of the repository; factors examined Include geologic and groundwater systems that could
contribute to the escape of radlonucildes from the repository, and release into the accessible
environment.

Sealing - Formadon of barriers within man-made penetrations (shafts, borehotes, tunnels,
drifts).

Shaft - A manmade hole, either vertical or steeply nclined, that connects the surface with the
underground workings of a mine.

Slevert (Sv) - The SI unit of radiation dose equivalent which Is the product of the absorbed
dose (In Gray), the quality factor of the radiation, and other factors.

Solute - The substance dissolved n a solvent.

Sneciffc Activity - Total activity of a given radionuclide per gram of a compound, element,
or radionuclide.
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Storativitv - The volume of water released by an aquifer per unit surface area per unit
decrease In hydrologic head.

TMq - TeraBecquerel (1012 Bq).

Threshold Umit Value (FTLV) - Basis for Hazard Index. A time-weighted average for an 8-
hour period Intended to protect workers over a career of exposure.

Threshold Pressure - The capillary pressure corresponding to full saturation under drainage
conditions required to overcome capillary forces at the gas'brlne Interface and create an
Incipient Interconnected gas filled pore network.

Tortuoslty - Measurement of actual path of flow through a porous medium.

Transmutation - Any process by which a nuclide Is transformed Into a different nucilde, or
more specificafly, when transformed Into a different element by a nuclear reaction.

Transuranic Radioactive Waste (TRU Waste) - Waste that, without regard to source or form,
Is contaminated with more than 100 nCI per gram of waste of alpha-emitting transuranic
Isotopes with atomic numbers greater than 92 and half-lives greater than 20 yr, except for. (1)
HLW; (2) wastes that the DOE has determined, with the concurrence of the EPA Administrator,
do not need the degree of Isolation required by 40 CFR Part 191; or (3) wastes that the NRC
has approved for disposal on a case-by-case basis In accordance with 10 CFR Part 61.
Heads of DOE field organizations can determine that other alpha-contaminated wastes, peculiar
to a specific site, must be managed as TRU waste.

Treatment Faclit - Place(s) at which contact-handled waste Is to be treated by different
means either before, during, or after transportation.

TRUPACT4I - The DOT Type B package designed to transport Contact-Handled transuranic
waste to the WIPP site. It Is a cylinder with a flat bottom and a domed top that Is transported
In the upright position. Each containment vessel Is nonvented and capable of withstanding
a pressure of 0 psi (345 kPa). Capacity of each TRUPACT-I is fourteen 55-gallon
drums (208 L), two standard waste boxes, or one box and seven drums.

Utilltv Index - The value of the Multi-Attribute Utility Theory function. This function describes
the value assigned to a particular combination of attributes.

Viscosity - The resistance that a gaseous or liquid system offers to flow when It Is subjected
to a shear stress.

Vitrifcatlon - Term which Implies the melting or fusing of residue Into a glass matrix.

Void Volume - The total volume In a matrix not occupied by the matrix material.

Waste Acceptance Criteria WAC) - The DOE document describing the criteria by which
unclassified transuranic waste will be accepted for emplacement at the WIPP and the basis
upon which these criteria were established (U.S. Department of Energy, 1989b).
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Waste Form - The condition of the waste, its type, and physical form. Provides Information
on the waste contents, how the waste Is processed, and on the chemistry of the constituents
(TRUPACT-i1 Content Codes, p. v.).

Waste Handliln Building (WHB) - The area at the WIPP which receives waste and where
waste Is assayed, i necessary, to prepare for emplacement
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PREFACE

The WIPP Engineered Aternatives Muitidisciplinary Panel, described In this report, was
composed of Individuals representing marnry disciplines and organizations. The primary Panel
members Included:

Member

Dr. Arun Agrawal

Mr. Roger Hansen

Mr. Bany King

Dr. Jon Myers

Mr. Milo Larsen

Mr. Mike McFadden

Mr. Vernon Daub

Mr. Jeff Paynter

Mr. Kyle Peter

Dr. Joe Tillerson

Mr. Bill White

Mr. Rod Palanca

Mr. Hans Kresny
(Chairman)

Discipline

Metallurgy/Corrosion

Regulatory Compliance and
Permidtng

Microbiology

Geochemistry and Performance
Assessment

Waste Treatment

DOE/Institubonal

DOE/institutional

Generator Waste Processing

Generator Waste Processing

Rock Mechanics

Repository Operafions

Repository Operations

Chairman and Facilitator

Organization*

Battelle Memorial Institute

IT Corporation

IT Corporation

IT Corporation

Haz Answers, Inc.

U.S. Department of Energy
WIPP Project Office

U.S. Department of Energy
WIPP Project Office

EG&G Rocky Flats
Incorporated

EG&G Rocky Flats
Incorporated

Sandia National Laboratories

Westinghouse Electric
Corporation
Waste Isolation Division

Westinghouse Electric
Corporation
Waste Isolation Division

Solmont Corporation

*Current at the time the Panel convened In February, 1990.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, New Mexico, Is an underground
repository designed for the geologic disposal of radioactive wastes resulting from the defense
activities and programs of the United States Department of Energy (DOE). The performance
of nuclear waste repositories Is governed by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Standard - 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA, 1985). The study conducted to demonstrate compliance
with this regulation Is called performance assessment The performance assessment for the
WIPP repository Is being conducted by Sandia National Laboratories (SNL). The EPA
standard requires that DOE provide a reasonable assurance, based on performance
assessment, that cumulative releases of radioactivity to the accessible environment will not
exceed the standard's criteria. Preliminary performance assessment performed by SNL (DOE,
1990a) has Indicated that the current design of the WIPP repository, together with the waste
forms at the DOE storage and generating sites, may not demonstrate compliance with the EPA
Standard. In view of this concern, and prompted by recommendations from the National
Academy of Sciences (NAS) (DOE, 1988c) and other external review groups, the DOE
established the Engineered Alternatives Task Force (EATF) In September, 1989 (Hunt, 1990).

The objective of the EATF Is to Identify potential engineering modifications (referred to as
engineered alternatives) to the existing WIPP design and/or to the transuranic (TRU) waste
forms, and to evaluate their effectiveness and feasibility In facilitating compliance with the EPA
Standard. These aternatives would be designed to completely eliminate or reduce any
problems which might cause non-compliance with the EPA Standard. As an example, If
excess gas generation from corrosion of steel containers Is Identified by performance
assessment to be an Impediment to demonstrating compliance with the EPA Standard, an
engineered alternative consisting of a different waste container material which does not
generate gas could be considered. Gas generation In WIPP and other potential problems are
referred to as performance parameters and are being addressed by the performance
assessment studies (DOE, 1990d).

The performance assessment studies to date have Identified a number of Important
performance parameters that are fisted In a later section. However, until the studies are
completed, It will not be known which of these performance parameters are most Important to
demonstrating compliance with the EPA Standard. The EATF Is dealing with this uncertainty
by Integrating Its efforts with the performance assessment studies and addressing al
performance parameters Identified by the studies. Recommendations of the EATF will be
forwarded by DOE to SNL for Input Into the performance assessment efforts, as needed.

The specific steps Involved In accomplishing the goal of the EATF were to:

* Identify and screen potential engineered alternatives.

* Develop design analysis models for the evaluation of relative effectiveness of
engineered alternatives in comparison to the existing WIPP design and TRU
waste forms.

* Determine the mitigating effect of engineered alternatives for each performance
parameter using a quantitative design analysis model.

ALIMDP:ATF.t997177MPPA KA- AJA4IAW:EATF.ISO~~~iR-1?75-APPA A-ID ~Appendx A. Exec. Summary
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* Determine potential locations for Implementing recommended engineered
alternatives.

* Provide estimated schedules and costs for Implementation of engineered
alternatives.

* Recommend selected alternatives to DOE.

The EATF convened an Engineered Aternatives Multidisciplinary Panel (EAMP) with the
objective of accomplishing the first step; the initial qualitative screening and ranking of
potential engineered alternatives. The EAMP compised a group of experts from different
disciplines to ensure that appropriate technical expertise was available to make the qualitative
Judgments regarding each potential alternative. The engineered alternatives screened by the
EAMP would be subsequently used by the EATF for quantitative evaluation using design
analysis models.

The following disciplines were represented on the EAMP:

* DOE/Institutional
* Generator TRU Waste Processing
* Geochemistry
* Metallurgy/Corrosion
* MIcrobiology
* Performance Assessment
* Regulatory Compliance and Permitting
* Repository Operations
* Rock Mechanics
* Waste Treatment

The EAMP activities were carried out during November 1989 and February 1990. The EAMP
members were briefed on WIPP, the EPA Standard 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA, 1985), the EPA
land disposal restrictions In 40 CFR Part 268 (EPA, 1989), and the decision analysis
methodology that was to be used. The EAMP also developed the criteria for screening and
ranking the engineered alternatives. A total of 64 potential engineered alternatives suggested
by the EATF and the EAMP were given preliminary scores by the EAMP for feasibility, and
relative effectiveness In mitigating the effects of the performance parameters. These
alternatives are isted In Table AES-1. Once the preliminary evaluations were completed, the
EAMP took Into consideration the heterogeneity of the TRU waste form and reevaluated the
alternatives In terms of their ability to treat the different waste constituents (e.g., sludges, solid
organics, etc.). The results of the EAMP formed the basis for recommendation of alternative
waste forms for the WIPP Experimental Test Program (DOE, 1990b).

Methodos of Panel Evaluation

During the preliminary evaluations, ten performance parameters which might be Important for
demonstrating compliance with the EPA Standard were considered based on the performance
assessment studies (Marietta et al., 1989). After further consultation with SNL's performance
assessment group, the EAMP decided that the ten parameters could be condensed Into a set
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TABLE AES-1

POTENTIALLY USEFUL ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES
CONSIDERED BY THE ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES

MULTIDISCIPUNARY PANEL (EAMP)

WASTE FORM MODIFICATION ALTERNATIVES WASTE MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES

Compact Waste
Incinerate and Cement
Incinerate and Vitrify
Wet Oxidation
Shred and Btuminize
Shred and Compact
Shred and Cement
Shred and Polymer Encapsulation
Shred, Add Salt, and Compact
Plasma Processing
Melt Metals
Add Salt Backfill
Add Other Sorbents
Add Gas Suppressants
Shred and Add Bentonite
Acid Digestion
Sterilize
Add Copper Sulfate
Add Gas Getters
Add Fillers
Segregate Waste Forms
Decontaminate Metals
Change Waste Generating Process
Add Anti-Bacterial Material
Accelerate Waste Digestion Process
Alter Corrosion Environment In WIPP
After Bacterial Environment In WIPP
Transmutation of Radionuclides
Vitrify Sludges

BACKFILL ALTERNATIVES

Salt Only
Salt Plus Gas Getters
Compact Backfill
Salt Plus Brine Sorbents
Preformed Compacted Backfill
Grout Backfill
Bitumen Backfill
Add Gas Suppressants

Minimize Space Around Waste Stack
Segregate Waste In WIPP
Decrease Amount of Waste Per Room
Emplace Waste and Backfill Simultaneously
Selective Vegetative Uptake

FACILITY DESIGN ALTERNATIVES

Brine Isolating Dikes
Raise Waste Above the Floor
Brine Sumps and Drains
Gas Expansion Volumes
Seal Disposal Room Walls
Vent Facility
Ventilate Facility
Add Floor of Brine Sorbents
Change Mined Extraction Ratio
Change Room Configuration
Seal Individual Rooms
Two Level Repository

PASSIVE MARKER ALTERNATIVES

Monument Forest Over Repository
Monument Covering the Entire Repository
Buried Steel Plate Over Repository
Artificial Surface Layer Over Repository
Add Marker Dye To Strata

MISCELLANEOUS ALTERNATIVES

Drain Castile Reservoir
Grout Culebra Formation
Increase Land Withdrawal Area

to Regulatory Boundary

WASTE CONTAINER ALTERNATIVES

Change Waste Container Shape
Change Waste Container Material
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of five parameters, since some of the ten parameters are Interdependent and not mutually
exclusive of one another (Anderson, 1990).

The original parameters and the five performance parameters upon which the EAMP based
its final results are:

C0ainal Parameters Condensed Set

Radlolytic Gas Generation
Biological Gas Generation
Corrosion Gas Generation
Porosity of Waste
Permeability of the Waste Stack
Brine Inflow
Leachability of Waste
Shear Strength of Waste
Radlonuclide Solubility in Brine
Human Intrusion

Radlolytic Gas Generation
Biological Gas Generation
Corrosion Gas Generation
Permeability of the Waste Stack
Radionucilde Solubility in Brine

The EAMP considered engineered alternatives in seven categories. These categories, along
with examples of engineered alternatives evaluated, are presented below:

Categorv Exampole

Waste Fomn Modification
Alternatives

Waste Management Alternatives
Backfill Alternatives
Facility Design Altematives
Passive Marker Alternatives
Miscellaneous Alternatives
Waste Container Alternatives

Vitrify sludges

Segregate waste In WIPP
Grout backfill
Change room configuration
Monument covering the entire repository
Grout Culebra Formation
Change waste container material

The EAMP's activities were conducted according to a management decision process that
quantifies normally subjective Information (Daugbjerg, 1980). The 64 potential engineered
alternatives considered by the EAMP were first subjected to a "must" criteria test (i.e., criteria
which each alternative fust satisfy In order to be considered for further evaluation by the
panel). The following must criteria were defined by the EAMP:

Regulatory Compliance and Permitting - The alternative must have a likelihood to
demonstrate regulatory compliance.

Availability of Technoloay - Technology must have been demonstrated at a minimum
of laboratory scale, and must have the potential for full-scale Implementation.

Schedule of Implementation - The alternative must be mplementable within eight
years for newly generated waste, and within 1 years for retrievably stored waste.

Any alternative which failed to satisfy all three criteria was eiminated from further
consideration. The remaining aternatives were then judged according to two criteria; their
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effectiveness In mitigating the effects of each of the five performance parameters, and their
feasibility In terms of the three must* criteria listed above. The EAMP decided that for
feasibility considerations, the order of Importance of the three criteria was Regulatory
Compliance and Permitting, followed by Availability of Technology, and Schedule of
Implementation. This relative order of Importance was reflected appropriately In the weights
assigned to these criteria during the scoring process. The scoring process Is described in
detail below. The effectiveness criterion was not divided Into any subcategories. However, the
effectiveness of an atemative was evaluated separately for each of the performance
parameters.

The overall scores for each aternative were calculated by taking both effectiveness and
feasibility Into account The EAMP judged that effectiveness and feasibility were of almost
equal Importance, with effectiveness being marginally more Important than feasibility. On a
scale of 0 to 10 (a score of 10 being the most effective), effectiveness was assigned a weight
of 5.1 and feasibility was assigned a weight of 4.9. Feasibility was further subdivided Into the
three criteria previously used as m usts criteria above. These criteria were now used as
weighted components of the overall feasibility criterion and formed the basis for ranking the
relative feasibility of the alternatives that were not previously eliminated.

Thus, the weights assigned to each criterion was as follows:

* Effectiveness 5.1
* Feasibility

- Regulatory Compliance and Permitting 2.4
* Availability of Technology 1.5
- Schedule of Implementation 1.0

Total Welghtage 10.0

The effectiveness of the alternatives was evaluated on a scale of I to 10 for each of the
performance parameters. The feasibility of the alternatives was also evaluated on a scale of
10 for each one of the three feasibility criteria. Finally, the scores on the 10 point scale were
multiplied by the appropriate weights as Isted above to get effectiveness and feasibility scores,
and then summed together to get a total score for each alternative for any particular
performance parameter. The feasibility of each alternative was assumed to remain the same
Irrespective of the performance parameter being considered for effectiveness evaluation.

Thus, f an alternative received an effectiveness score of 9 for mitigating radiolytic gas
generation, 5 for regulatory compliance and permitting, 6 for availability of technology, and 7
for schedule of Implementation, Its total weighted score would be as follows:

9x5.1 + (5x2.4 + 6x1.5 + 7x1.0) = 73.9
Effectiveness Feasibility Total

After the preliminary evaluations were completed, the heterogeneity of the TRU waste was
addressed by evaluating the effectiveness of all applicable alternatives for the three types of
waste forms that are expected to compose the majority of the WIPP Inventory. These waste
forms are sludges, solid organics (combustibles), and solid norganics (glass and metals). The
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scoring methodology was similar, except that the effectiveness of the chosen alternatives was
judged separately for each of the three major waste forms. In addition, only the condensed
set of five performance parameters was considered Instead of the original ten.

RESULTS OF PANEL EVALUATiON

The results of the EAMP's screening of potential engineered alternatives Indicate that
numerous aternatives are available, if needed, to Improve the performance of the WIPP
repository. It should be emphasized that the screening process provides the basis for the
quantitative design analyses of the engineered alternatives, and does not constitute an end
result by itself. Therefore, the results must be considered preliminary to the follow-on design
analyses and engineering studies to be conducted by the EATF.

In addition, it should be noted that a high scoring alternative Is not necessarily an automatic
choice over the others. In fact, the selection of an altematve Is dependent on the extent of
the problem (if any), as Identified by the ongoing performance assessment studies. If the
problem associated with a performance parameter Is deemed to be minor by the performance
assessment studies, even an alternative with low scores might be adequate to correct the
problem.

The EAMP screening process eliminated all but 35 of the 64 engineered alternatives originally
considered for evaluation. In addition, the EAMP added one alternative (cementation of the
sludges) to the ist, resulting in a total of 38 scored alternatives In six categories:

Waste Form Modification Alternatives 17
Waste Management Alternatives 2
Backfill Alternatives 6
Facility Design Alternatives 5
Passive Marker Altematives 4
Waste Container Altematives 2

The EATF has used the results of the EAMP and classified the waste form modification
altematives Into seven generalized categories based on the similar final waste forms resulting
from these treatments. These categories and the altematives grouped Into each category are:

* Vitrification of waste
- Microwave melting (sludges only)
- Plasma processing
- Incinerate and vitrify (solid organics only)
- Acid digest, calcine, and vitrify (solid organics only)

* Cementation of waste
- Cementation of sludges Into monoliths
- Shred and cement (solid organics and Inorganics)
- Incinerate and cement (solid organics only)

* Compaction of waste (does not apply to sludges)
- Compact
- Shred and compact
- Shred, add sat then compact
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* Encapsulation of waste (does not apply to sludges)
- Shred and encapsulate with polymer
- Shred and encapsulate with bitumen

* Preparation of Ingots from melted metal waste (applicable only to solid norganics)

* Shredding of waste followed by addition of bentonite

* pH buffering of waste
- Buffering by ime
- Buffering by cement
- Buffering by alumina

In addition, the EATF has Included one more category In the above list which Is not a waste
form modification, but considered by the EATF to be an equally Important group of alternatives.
This new category Is:

* Changing of waste container material.

In conjunction with the deliberations of the EAMP, the EATF has noted that there are some
groups of aternatives which consistently received high scores for effectiveness, primarily
because of their ability to eliminate the potential problem associated with a performance
parameter. For example, all the different vitrification options (i.e., plasma processing, acid
digestion, etc.) received consistently high effectiveness scores for the parameters associated
with radiolytic gas generation, because they would (for all practical considerations) eliminate
the potential associated with radiolytic gas generation. On the other hand, there are groups
of alternatives which have been assigned low to moderate scores for effectiveness, because
they can only slow down the rate processes associated with the parameter (instead of
eliminating the potential). For example, any form of compaction of the waste was assigned
low to moderate scores by the EAMP for corrosion gas generation, because these alternatives
would only reduce the rate of corrosion gas generation but not eliminate It. Therefore, In order
to develop a generalized set of recommendations for future design analysis, and for the WIPP
Experimental Test Program, the EATF has divided the alternatives Into two categories for each
performance parameter.

* Alternatives which essentially eliminate the potential associated with a performance
parameter

* Alternatives which only reduce or control the rate processes.

Alternatives belonging to both of the above categories were Identified for the three gas
generation parameters. The remaining parameters (permeability of waste stack and
radionuciide solubility In brine) did not have any applicable alternatives belonging to the first
category. In other words, the EAMP concluded that permeability and solubility can only be
reduced or controlled but never completely eliminated.

Since the objectives of the WIPP Experimental Test Program and the design analysis modeling
are primarily related to the effectiveness of an alternative, the EATF has summarized the panel
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deliberations on the basis of effectiveness scores, and the two categories of alternatives
mentioned above. It should be noted, however, that the feasibility of the alternatives is also
being studied In detail as part of the overall EATF objectives.

Table AES-2 presents the set of alternatives which were consistently assigned high scores by
the EAMP for their effectiveness for eliminating the potential associated with a performance
parameter. Table AES-3 presents similar nformation for alternatives assigned low to moderate
scores for effectiveness because they can only reduce the rate processes associated with a
parameter, and cannot eliminate the potential. Since the extent to which the rate can be
reduced or controlled Is different for each alternative, the alternatives are isted In descending
order of merit for each performance parameter.

It should be noted that since the properties of the final waste forms resulting from a lot of the
alternatives are very similar, for the sake of brevity, alternatives In Tables AES-2 and have
been grouped Into one of the seven generalized categories described earlier. For example,
all the different forms of compacting the waste have been grouped together as compactlon*
In Table AES-3.

The EATF will perform design analyses of appropriate combinations of engineered alternatIves
from Tables AES-2 and AES-3 to quantify the Improvement In repository performance using
alternative waste forms. An example of such a combination for reducing the potential of
radloytic gas generation would be to cement the sludges, shredding and cementing the solid
organics, and decontaminate the metals. Either grout or salt could be added In the repository
as a backfill materiaL Similarly, decontamination of all corroding metals from the waste
Inventory, and changing the waste container material could be used to eliminate the potential
of corrosion gas generation.

The EAMP considered ranking a set of combined alternatives based on their effectiveness and
feasibility. However, it was decided that since the evaluation process was primarily qualitative,
ranking the combinations merely on the basis of summation of their Individual scores would
not be meaningful, and therefore not advisable.

The results of the EAM P's evaluations will be used to:

1. Recommend waste form alternatives that should be included In the WIPP
Experimental Test Program.

2. Provide a basis for Identification of combinations of alternatives that should be
quantitatively analyzed for relative effectiveness.

3. Provide a basis for evaluation of the relative cost and schedule ramifications for
implementation of the most effective and feasible alternatives.

The final choice of alternative(s), and whether any alternatives are needed, will be decided In
conjunction with the performance assessment studies when the extent of mitigation required
Is determined.
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TABLE AES-2

WASTE FORM MODIFICATIONS FOR ELIMINATING POTENTIAL

WASTE FORM

PARAMETER SLUDGES SOUD ORGANICS SOLID INORGANICS

Radlolytlc
Gas
Generation

Biological
Gas
Generation

Corrosion
Gas
Generation

Vitrification

Vitrification

Vitrification

Plasma processing
Incinerate and Vitrify
Acid digest and Vitrify

Plasma processing
Incinerate and Cement
Incinerate and Vitrify
Acid digest and Vitrify

Category does
not pose corrosion
gas generation problem

Vitrfication

Category does
not pose blogical gas
generation problem

Decontamination of corroding
metals
Change existng waste container
material

Permeability
of the
Waste Stack

Radionuclide
Solubility
In Brine

None

None

None None

None None
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TABLE AES-3

WASTE FORM MODIFICATIONS FOR
REDUCING/CONTROLUNG POTENTIAL

WASTE FORM

PARAMETER SLUDGES SOLID ORGANICS SOLID INORGANICS

Radiolytic
Gas
Generation

Biological
Gas
Generation

Corrosion
Gas
Generation

Permeability
of the
Waste
Stack

Radionucllde
Solubility
In Brine

Cementation*
pH Buffers

Cementation*
pH Buffers

Cementation'
pH Buffers

Vitrification
Cementation*
pH Buffers

Cementation*
pH Buffers

Incinerate and Cement
Compaction
pH Buffers

Shred and Cement
Compaction
pH Buffers
Shred, add bentonite

Category does
not pose corrosion
gas generation problem

Vitrification
Encapsulation
Cementation
Shred, add bentonite
Compaction
pH Buffers

Cementation
pH Buffers
Vitrification

Decontamination
Melted metals
pH Buffers

Category does
not pose biological
gas generation problem

Vitrification
pH Buffers
Encapsulation
Melted metals
Shred and cement
Compaction
Shred, add bentonite

Vitrification
Melted metals
Shred, add bentonite
Encapsulation
Shred and Cement
Decontaminate metals
Compaction
pH Buffers

Decontaminate metals
pH Buffers
Shred and cement
Melted metals

'Cementation Into monoliths.
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1A INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), a Department of Energy (DOE) project near Carlsbad,
New Mexico, Is ntended as a geologic repository designed for the safe disposal of transuranic
(TRU) radioactive wastes that have been generated by the defense activities of the U.S.
government. The performance of nuclear waste repositories (such as WIPP) Is regulated by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Standard - 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA, 1985)
promulgated In 1985. The EPA Standard addresses the waste Isolation capability of
radioactive waste sites and Includes specific requirements regarding containment of
radioactivity, quality assurance, Individual radiation protection for the public, and Emits on
groundwater radionuclide concentrations. The containment requirements mandate that
radioactive waste disposal systems be designed to provide a "reasonable expectation' that
cumulative releases of radionucildes over 10,000 years will not exceed specified levels, based
on studies referred to as performance assessment. The assurance requirements were selected
to provide confidence that containment requirements can be met and mandate active
Institutional controls (e.g., boundary markers, etc.) over disposal sites for as long a period of
time as Is practicable" after disposal. However, for the purposes of assessing the
performance of a geologic repository, these institutional controls are assumed not to contribute
to waste Isolation longer than 100 years following disposal.

Since TRU wastes to be emplaced In WIPP are also contaminated with hazardous chemical
wastes, they are subject to regulations under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA). The land disposal of untreated hazardous wastes Is prohibited by EPA Standard 40
CFR Part 268.6 (EPA, 1989), unless the DOE can obtain a variance for WIPP waste by
demonstrating to the EPA that the wastes will not migrate from the disposal unit. A petition
for a variance was submitted by the DOE to the EPA (DOE, 1990c), and the EPA granted a
conditional No-Migration Determination In November, 1990 (EPA, 1990).

The performance assessment for WIPP Is being conducted by Sandia National Laboratories
(SNL) and Is expected to be completed by 1994 (DOE, 1990d). However, preliminary
performance assessment (DOE, 1990a) has Indicated that the current design of the WIPP
repository and the existing waste forms at the storage/generator sites may not be able to
demonstrate compliance with the EPA Standard 40 CFR Part 191. In consideration of such
an eventuality, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) WIPP Panel recommended In March
1988, that DOE Investigate the feasibility of possible technical fixes" to the WIPP site and/or
to the waste tself (DOE, 1988c). If the performance assessment studies cannot demonstrate
compliance with the EPA Standard 40 CFR Part 11, then these "fixes" could be applied to
successfully rectify any potential scenario of noncompliance.

The NAS provided examples of such "fixes" Including:

* Getters to absorb gases
* Inhibitors to suppress bacterial activity
* Repository ventilation until closure
* Absorbers for brine reduction
* Waste processing Into a dense, chemically stable form
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* Brine drainage (sumps)
* Drum void space reduction.

Based on this recommendation by the NAS, and the recommendations of other external review
groups, the DOE established the Engineered Alternatives Task Force (EATF) In September,
1989 (Hunt, 1990).

The objective of the EATF Is to Identify potential engineering modifications (referred to as
engineered aternatives") to the current design of WIPP andlor to the present waste forms In

order to enhance repository performance. These alternatives would either eliminate or mitigate
any problems associated with demonstrating compliance with the EPA Standard 40 CFR Part
191. As an example, if excess gas generation from corrosion of steel waste containers is
Identified by performance assessment as an Impediment to demonstrating compliance with
40 CFR Part 191, an engineered atemative such as modifying the waste container material
could be Implemented. Potential problems such as gas generation are referred to as
perforrnance parameters and are being addressed by the performance assessment studies

(DOE, 1990d).

The studies have Identified a number of different performance parameters (Marietta et al.,
1989). However, until the performance assessment studies are completed, it will not be
known which specific performance parameters are most Important to demonstrating compliance
with the EPA Standard. The EATF Is dealing with this uncertainty by Integrating its efforts
with the ongoing performance assessment studies at SNL and addressing all performance
parameters Identified In conjunction with these studies. While the studies are being conducted,
the results of the EATF may provide one or more engineered alternatives to mitigate the
effects of the dentified parameter(s), if compliance with EPA Standard 40 CFR Part 191
cannot be demonstrated otherwise.

The various tasks of the EATF are to:

* Identify and screen potential engineered alternatives and evaluate their feasibility
of Implementation.

* Develop a deterministic design analysis model to evaluate the effectiveness of
the engineered alternatives in comparison with the existing WIPP design and
TRU waste forms.

* Evaluate the mitigating effect of potential engineered alternatives on waste forms
and on repository performance for each performance parameter using the
developed design analysis model.

* Provide estimated schedules and costs for Implementation of engineered
alternatives.

* Recommend potential locations for implementation of engineered aternatives.

* Recommend selected aematives to the DOE.
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The Engineered Alternatives Multidisclplinary Panel (EAMP) was formed to accomplish the first
of the EATF Tasks; the qualitative nitial screening and ranking of potential engineered
alternatives. The composition of the EAMP Is described In the following section.

12 COMPOSITION OF THE EAMP AND ITS OBJECTIVES

In view of the technical expertise needed In the areas associated with the engineered
alternatives, and In consideration of other Important regulatory and operational Issues
associated with the WIPP repository, the following disciplines were represented on the panel:

* DOE/Institutional
* Generator Waste Processing
* Geochemistry
* Metallurgy/Corrosion
* Microbiology
* Performance Assessment
* Regulatory Compliance and Permitting
* Repository Operations
* Rock Mechanics
* Waste Treatment.

A description of the EAMP requirements and qualifications of panel members Is provided In
Attachment A. The specific objectives of the EAMP were to:

* Identify potential alternatives, and establish screening criteria that any potential
alternative must satisfy In order to be considered for further evaluation.

* Establish criteria for the qualitative evaluation of each alternative regarding Its
mitigating effects on each performance parameter.

* Rank the screened engineered alternatives for their mitigating effects using the
established criteria and decision analysis techniques.

1.3 NONCOMPLIANCE SCENARIOS AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

The scenarios that were considered to be bounding conditions for selecting perforimance
parameters consisted of both natural (undisturbed performance) and human Intrusion events.
Seven hypothetical scenarios were developed by SNL (Marietta et al., 1989), a base case
scenario and six additional scenarios which may be expected to occur during the regulatory
periods described In EPA Standard 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA, 1985). The performance
parameters are based on these seven scenarios. The seven scenarios shown In Figure A-1
Include:

Base Case - This was defined as an undisturbed repository with gas generation, brine Inflow
from the Salado Formation, and normal creep closure of the salt.

Human Intrusion - Six cases were considered:
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Base Case Scenario
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1. A single borehole Is drilled through the repository to a postulated pressurized
brine pocket. Before the borehole Is plugged, release occurs directly to the
surface. After the borehole Is plugged, release also occurs along a horizontal
pathway above the repository to the regulatory boundary.

2. Same as Scenario 1, except that drilling stops In the repository horizon.

3. Two boreholes are drilled, consisting of Scenarios 1 and 2, with the
commensurate releases.

4. Same as Scenario 1, except that extraction of water takes place within the
regulated boundary.

5. Same as Scenario 2, except that extraction of water takes place within the
regulated boundary.

6. Same as Scenario 3, except that extraction of water takes place within the
regulated boundary.

Under the above scenarios, there are three basic elements that have the potential to create
the conditions that could lead to non-compliance with the EPA Standards. These basic
elements are:

* Mobility of the waste

* The release path to the regulated boundary

* The release mechanisms that move waste to the accessible environment or
beyond the unit boundary In the case of the RCRA requirements.

The ten performance parameters associated with the three elements that have been Identified
based on the performance assessment studies are (Marietta et al., 1989):

PERFORMANCE PARAMETER SCENARIO(S)

Radlolytic Gas Generation Base Case
Biological Gas Generation Base Case
Corrosion Gas Generation Base Case
Waste Permeability Base Case & Human Intrusion
Waste Porosity Base Case & Human Intrusion
Waste Strength Human Intrusion
Radionuclide Leachability Base Case & Human Intrusion
Radionuclide Solubility Base Case & Human Intrusion
Brine Inflow Base Case & Human Intrusion
Human Intrusion Probability Human Intrusion

The subsequent sections of this report describe the methodology used by the EAMP to
accomplish ts objectives of screening and ranking engineered alternatives with reference to
the parameters isted above, the results of the EAMP deliberations, and finally, the conclusions
reached by the EAMP and the EATF regarding the effectiveness of engineered alternatives.
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2.0 METHODOLOGY USED TO EVALUATE
ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES

The EAMP activities were carried out during November 1989 and February 1990. The panel
members were briefed on WIPP, the EPA Standard 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA, 1985), the EPA
land disposal restrictions In 40 CFR Part 268 (EPA, 1989), the performance parameters, and
the decision analysis methodology that was to be used. The EAMP, In conjunction with the
EATF, prepared a list of potential engineered alternatives (described In Attachment B) In seven
different categories. The 64 potential engineered alternatives are fisted In Table A-1. The
seven different categories are isted below with an example for each category:

Category Examole

Waste Form Modification Vitrify sludges
Alternatives

Waste Management Alternatives Segregate waste In WIPP
Backfill Alternatives Grout backfill
Facility Design Alternatives Change room configuration
Passive Marker Alternatives Monument covering the entire repository
Miscellaneous Alternatives Grout Culebra Formation
Waste Container Alternatives Change waste container material

After developing the criteria against which to screen and rank the engineered alternatives,
each alternative was subjected to a preliminary evaluation which considered ten parameters
for alternative effectiveness and three for alternative feasibility. A brief description of the
preliminary evaluation and results Is provided In Attachment C. Once the preliminary
evaluations were completed, the EAMP Incorporated the heterogeneity of TRU waste In the
evaluation process by examining the applicabllity of each alternative for each one of the three
major constituents of TRU waste. These three constituents of TRU waste are as follows:

* Sludges
* Soid Organics (Combustibles)
* Solid Inorganics (Glass and Metals).

This was necessary because not all alternatives apply to all types of waste. As an example,
compaction does not apply to sludges. Also, based on an update from SNL (Anderson,
1990), only five performance parameters were considered Instead of the original ten because
some of the ten parameters are Interdependent, and therefore could be combined Into one
parameter. The five parameters were:

* Radiolytic Gas Generation
* Biological Gas Generation
* Corrosion Gas Generation
* Permeabiity of the Waste Stack
* Radionuclide Solubility (in Brine).

The remaining parameters that were considered by the EAMP during the preliminary
evaluations are Inherent In the above parameters. For Instance, leachability and solublilty are
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TABLE A-1

POTENTIALLY USEFUL ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BY THE
ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES MULTIDISCIPLINARY PANEL (EAMP)

WASTE FORM
MODI FICATION ALTERNATIVES WASTE MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES

Compact Waste
Incinerate and Cement
Incinerate and Vitrify
Wet Oxidation
Shred and Bituminize
Shred and Compact
Shred and Cement
Shred and Polymer Encapsulation
Shred, Add Salt, and Compact
Plasma Processing
Melt Metals
Add Salt Backfill
Add Other Sorbents
Add Gas Suppressants
Shred and Add Bentonite
Acid Digestion
SterilIze
Add Copper Sulfate
Add Gas Getters
Add Fillers
Segregate Waste Forms
Decontaminate Metals
Change Waste Generating Process
Add Ant-Bacterial Material
Accelerate Waste Digestion Process
Alter Corrosion Environment in WIPP
Alter Bacterial Environment In WIPP
Transmutation of Radionucffdes
Vitrify Sludges

BACKFILL ALTERNATIVES

Salt Only
Salt Plus Gas Getters
Compact Backfill
Salt Plus Brine Sorbents
Preformed Compacted Backfill
Grout Backfill
Bitumen Backfill
Add Gas Suppressants

Minimize Space Around Waste Stack
Segregate Waste In WIPP
Decrease Amount of Waste Per Room
Emplace Waste and Bacdill Simultaneously
Selective Vegetative Uptake

FACILITY DESIGN ALTERNATIVES

Brine Isolating Dikes
Raise Waste Above The Floor
Brine Sumps and Drains
Gas Expansion Volumes
Seal Disposal Room Walls
Vent Facility
Ventilate Facility
Add Floor of Brine Sorbents
Change Mined Extraction Ratio
Change Room Configuration
Seal Individual Rooms
Two Level Repository

PASSIVE MARKER ALTERNATIVES

Monument Forest Over Repository
Monument Covering the Entire Repository
Buried Steel Plate Over Repository
Artificial Surface Layer Over Repository
Add Marker Dye To Strata

MISCELLANEOUS ALTERNATIVES

Drain Castfle Reservoir
Grout Culebra Formation
Increase Land Withdrawal Area

to Regulatory Boundary

WASTE CONTAINER ALTERNATIVES

Change Waste Container Shape
Change Waste Container Material
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related, as are porosity and permeability. Brine Inflow and waste strength are dependent, to
a large extent, on permeability. The EAMP also re-evaluated the backfill alternatives In terms
of their ability In mitigating the effect of the five performance parameters. The following
subsections describe In detail the criteria established and the decision analysis technique
used by the EAMP.

2.1 ESTABLISHMENT OF SCREENING CRITERIA

The evaluation criteria was based upon a management decision process that quantifies
normally subjective Information (Daugbjerg, 1980). The 64 potential engineered aternatives
were first subjected to a must criteria test for nitial screening (i.e., criteria which each
alternative must satisfy In order to be considered for further evaluation). The following musts
criteria were defined by the EAMP:

* Regulatory Comrflance and Permitting - The alternative must have the likelihood
to demonstrate regulatory compliance Including local, state, or federal permits
to operate, based In part on past experience with other similar
facilities/processes, Including public opinion considerations.

* Availability of Technology - The alternative must have been demonstrated at a
minimum of laboratory scale and must have the potential for full-scale
Implementation In the future.

* Schedule of Iplementation - The EAMP assumed that waste disposal at WIPP
should begin no later than 8 years from 1989 for newly-generated waste and
15 years for retrievably stored waste. Based on this assumption, It was decided
that any alternative must be Implementable within 8 years for newly-generated
waste and 15 for retrievably stored waste.

Alternatives which failed to satisfy all the three must criteria were eliminated from further
consideration. In addition, some of the alternatives which were deemed to be similar In nature
were combined to eliminate redundancies. A ist of the alternatives which were eliminated from
further consideration and the reasons for their elimination are presented In Table A-2. The
process of elimInation resulted In 35 remaining alternatives which were considered for further
evaluation. Also, the EAMP added an alternative (cementation of sludges) to Increase the total
to 36 evaluated alternatives. These alternatives are listed In Table A-3.

2.2 ESTABLISHMENT OF EVALUATION CRITERIA

The process of evaluation of the 36 alternatives was based on two basic criteria; effectiveness
of the alternative In mitigating the effects of each performance parameter, and its feasibility.

2.2.1 Evaluation of Effectiveness

The effectiveness of each alternative In mitigating the effect of each of the ten original
performance parameters was evaluated on a scale of 1 to 10 (a score of 10 being the most
effective) In the preliminary evaluation. In cases where an alternative was judged to have no
effect on a parameter (positive or negative), It was not given a score (represented by a -" In
the scoring column). On the other hand, If an alternative was judged to have an adverse
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TABLE A-2

ALTERNATIVES DELETED FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION
AND THE REASONS FOR THEIR DELETION

ALTERNATIVES REASONS FOR DELETION

Wet Oxidation
Sterilization of Waste Package
Add Copper Sulfate

Add Anti-Bacterial Material
Accelerate Waste Digestion
Transmutation of Radlonuclides
Change Generating Process
Selective Vegetative Uptake
Brine Sumps and Drains
Seal Disposal Room Walls
Vent Facility
Artificial Surface Layer
Drain Castle Reservoir
Grout Culebra Formation
Increase Land Withdrawal Area
Add Salt Backfill
Add Brine Sorbents
Add Gas Suppressants
Add Fillers
Alter Bacterial Environment
Decrease Waste Per Room
Simultaneous Emplacement

of Waste/Backfill
Gas Suppressants as Backfill
Preformed Compacted Backfill
Brine Isolating Dikes
Raise Waste Above Floor
Gas Expansion Volume
Add Floor Of Brine Sorbent
Segregate Waste Forms

Technology Not Demonstrated For Solid Waste
Not Feasible To Maintain Long Term Effectiveness
Potential for Hydrogen Generation by Galvanic Coupling
of Deposited Copper

Unable To Identify A Long Term Anti-Bacteral Material
Technology For Fast Waste Digestion Not Demonstrated
Technology Not Demonstrated for Large Waste Amounts
Scope Is Too Broad To Be Evaluated
Not Been Laboratory Demonstrated For TRU Waste
Brine Flow Will Stop After Reconsolidatlon of Salt
Technology Has Not Been Demonstrated
Not Regulatory Feasible After Institutional Control
Not Possible To Identify A Feasible Concept
Technologically Not Feasible
Technologically Not Feasible
This Is Not An Engineered Alternative
Considered Under Backfill Alternatives
Considered Under Backfill Alternatives
Considered Under 'Add Gas Getters'
Considered Under Backfill Alternatives
Considered In Evaluation of Other Alternatives
Considered Under Backfill Alternatives
Considered Under Compact Backfill

Considered Under Sai Plus Alkali In Backfills
Considered Under Compact Backfill
Considered Under Sealing Individual Rooms
Considered Under Add Sorbents To Backfill
Indeterminate Unless Total Volume of Gas Is Known
Considered Under Backfill Alternatives
Alternative Is Not A Stand-Alone Process
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TABLE A-3

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED FOR FURTHER
EVALUATION BY THE ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES

MULTIDISCIPUNARY PANEL (EAMP)

WASTE FORM
MODIFICATION ALTERNATIVES WASTE MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES

Compact Waste
Incinerate and Cement
Incinerate and Vitrify
Shred and BituminIze
Shred and Compact
Shred and Cement
Shred and Polymer Encapsulation
Shred, Add Salt, and Compact
Plasma Processing
Melt Metals
Shred and Add Bentonite
Acid Digestion
Add Gas Getters
Decontaminate Metals
Alter Corrosion Environment In WIPP
Vitrify Sludges
Cementation of Sludges

BACKFILL ALTERNATIVES

Minimize Space Around Waste Stack
Segregate Waste In WIPP

FACILITY DESIGN ALTERNATIVES

Ventilate Facility
Change Mined Extraction Ratio
Change Room Configuration
Seal Individual Rooms
Two Level Repository

PASSIVE MARKER ALTERNATIVES

Monument Forest Over Repository
Monument Covering the Entire Repository
Buried Steel Plate Over Repository
Add Marker Dye To Strata

WASTE CONTAINER ALTERNATIVES

Salt Only
Salt Plus Gas Getters
Compact Backfill
Salt Plus Brine Sorbents
Grout Backfill
Bitumen Backfill

Change Waste Container Shape
Change Waste Container Material
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effect on a parameter (i.e., it worsened the situation Instead of mitigating it), then the
alternative was given a score of zero and eliminated from further consideration for that
particular parameter. The difference between the "adverse effect" case and the "no effect"
case Is explained later In Section 2.2.3.

2.2.2 Evaluation of Feasibility

The feasibility was evaluated in terms of the three criteria originally defined as mus criteria,
and mentioned earlier n Section 2.1. These criteria were now used as weighted components
of the overall feasibility criterion and formed the basis for ranidng the relative feasibility of the
alternatives that were still under consideration. The alternatives were scored on a scale of 1
to 10 based on their relative ease or difficulty In satisfying these criteria as Judged by the
EAMP. It should be noted that unlike the evaluation of effectiveness, the term "adverse effect
does not apply In this case because the feasibility of an alternative was assumed to be
Independent of the parameter being considered.

2.2.3 Overall Scorino Process for Alternatives

The overall scores for an alternative for mitigating the effects of a parameter were calculated
by combining its effectiveness and feasibility scores using a weighted summation approach.
The EAMP judged that effectiveness and feasibility were of almost equal Importance with
effectiveness being marginally more Important than feasibility. Therefore on a weighing scale
of 10, effectiveness was assigned a weight of 5.1 and feasibility was assigned a weight of 4.9.
However, since the feasibility was evaluated in terms of the three criteria originally used as
"mus criteria, the weight of 49 was further subdivided among the three criteria depending
on their relative mportance. It was decided that for feasibility considerations, the most
Important of these three criteria was Regulatoy Compliance and PermittIng, followed by
Availability of Technology, and then Schedule of Implementation. This relative order of
Importance for the feasibility criteria was appropriately reflected In the weights assigned to
these criteria. The relative weights assigned to the different evaluation criteria were as follows:

* Effectiveness 5.1
* Feasibility

- Regulatory Compliance and Permitting 2.4
- Availability of Technology 1.5
- Schedule of Implementation 1.0

10.0

The effectiveness and feasibility scores developed by the EAMP in each of the three
subcategories (all on a scale of 1 to 10) were multiplied by the appropriate weights listed
above and then added together to get the overall score for each alternative for a given
performance parameter. The feasibility of an alternative was assumed to be Independent of
the performance parameter, and therefore remained the same Irrespective of the parameter
being considered. Figures A-2 and A-3 depict this evaluation process.

As an example, if an alternative received an effectiveness score of 9 for mitigating radiolytic
gas generation, 5 for regulatory compliance and permitting, 6 for availability of technology, and
7 for schedule of Implementation, then its overall score would be calculated as follows:

9x5.1 + (5x2.4 + 6x1.5 + 7x1.0) , 73.9
Effectiveness Feasibility Total
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Figure A-2. Identification and Ranking of Potentially Feasible Engineering Alternatives
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There were two exceptions to the weighted summation approach for calculating overall scores.
If an alternative was udged to have an adverse effect on a performance parameter, (I.e., It
was assigned a score of zero), then Its overall score was also a zero Irrespective of Its
feasibility score. On the other hand, If an alternative was judged to have no effect at all
(positive or negative), then Its overall score was simply equal to its feasibility score.

2.3 EVALUATION INCORPORATING HETEROGENEITY OF TRU WASTE

After the preliminary evaluations were completed, the EAMP addressed the heterogeneity of
the TRU waste recognizing that each major waste form may require different treatment. The
composition of TRU waste comprising the potential WIPP Inventory was provided to the EAMP
by the EATF and Is presented In Table A-4.

The EAMP addressed those waste forms that represent the largest quantities. These waste
forms are:

* Sludges
* Solid Organics (combustibles)
* Solid Inorganics (glass and metals).

From Table A-4, these three waste forms comprise 89 percent of the total Inventory volume
and 83 percent of the total Inventory weight. The EAMP believed that the remaining waste
forms could be treated using the aternatives Identified for the majority of the waste. Since
all waste form modification alternatives are not applicable to all the major waste forms (e.g.,
compaction does not apply to sludges), the EAMP first Identified those alternatives that could
be applied to each of the three major waste forms (Table A-5).

The scoring methodology used was similar to the one described In Sections 2.2.1 - 2.2.3 with
a few minor exceptions:

* Since the feasibility of an alternative Is Independent of the type of waste form
being treated, the feasIbilities were assumed to remain the same and were
therefore not recorded.

* Only five performance parameters were considered Instead of ten (as explained
In Section 2.0).

ALO1tNPATFRIS.1775-APPA A-15 Apply~ A
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TABLE A-4

COMPOSmON OF TRANSURANIC (TRU) WASTE'

WASTE FORMS VOLUME % WEIGHT %

Sludges 15.3 37

Sold Organics (combustibles)

Fiters

AsphaltDirt

Solid Inorganics (glass and metals)

Others (Salts, etc.)

39.8

4.5

2.1

14

2

5

32

10

34.3

4.0

* Calculated from DOE, 1988b.

TABLE A-5

WASTE FORM MODIFICATIONS APPLICABLE
TO THE THREE MAJOR WASTE FORMS

SLUDGES SOLID ORGANICS SOLID INORGANICS

Alter Environment
Cementation
Plasma Processing
Vitrification

Alter Environment
Add Gas Getters
Plasma Processing
Compact
Shred, Add Bentonite
Shred and Bituminize
Shred and Cement
Shred and Compact
Shred and Encapsulate
Acid Digestion
Incinerate and Cement
Incinerate and Vitrify
Shred, Add Salt, and Compact

Alter Environment
Add Gas Getters
Plasma Processing
Compact
Shred, Add Bentonite
Shred and Biturninize
Shred and Cement
Shred and Compact
Shred and Encapsulate
Melt Metals
Decontaminate Metals
Shred, Add Salt, and Compact
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3.0 RESULTS OF THE EAMP DELIBERATIONS

The results of the EAMP deliberations represent the relative effectiveness and feasibility of the
Uisted alternatives and should not be considered In absolute terms. When specific problems
associated with regulatory compliance have been identified, the results of the EAMP,
supplemented by the results of design analysis studies, will determine which alternatives should
be recommended to DOE for Inclusion in WIPP performance assessment At that time,
alternatives that were not ranked highest for effectiveness and/or feasibility may, nevertheless,
be found to be adequate to resolve the problem(s), If any, associated with regulatory
compliance.

3.1 EFFECTIVENESS OF ALTERNATIVES,

The results of the preliminary evaluation are provided in Attachment C. The EAMP
deliberations resulted In the scoring of aternatives for waste form modification, waste
management, backfills, facility design, passive markers, waste container, and miscellaneous
concepts for each of the ten parameters. The overall scores, combining effectiveness and
feasibility, are also proided In Attachment C.

The final results of the scoring process for the alternatives which were evaluated on the basis
of the heterogeneity of the TRU waste are shown In Table A-6. As mentioned in Section 2.3,
the feasibility scores developed during the preliminary evaluations were not changed, and are
reflected in Table A-6. The columns grouped under Alternative Overall Score" show the total
scores (effectiveness plus feasibility) for each parameter calculated according to the
methodology described earlier In Section 2.0. These scores form the basis for ranking the
relative merit of each engineered alternative In mitigating the effects of each performance
parameter.

3.1.1 Waste Form Modification Alternatives

The rationale behind the effectiveness scores assigned to various alternatives listed In
Table A-6 for each one of the five major parameters Is discussed In this section.

The alternatives adding gas getters', altering the (corrosion) environment', and cementation",
were also considered effective pH buffers. Therefore the term pH-buffers' has often been
used In the subsequent sections to refer to these three alternatives as well.

3.1.1.1 Radiolvtic Gas Generation

Sludges

Since the EAMP considered only the Inorganic sludges which are a vast majority, the
alternatives were rated primarily on their ability to remove the water present In the sludges,
and to lower brine access to the waste (e.g., by lowering permeability). Plasma processing
of the sludges was considered the best treatment for this waste form because t can remove
all the water present as well as eliminating the most porosity. In comparison, vitrification, by
more conversional means, was considered nearly as effective as plasma processing, but It may
not remove as much residual porosity. The two other alternatives, cementation and altering
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TABLE A-6 8
SUMMARY OF OVERALL SCORES FOR ENQINEERED ALTERNATIVES

>b A L T E R N A T I V E Z

E F F E C T I V E E S S (t.5.1) F E A S I I L I T Y (t-4.9 O V E R A LL S C O R E

S C O R E S C O R E S U EFFECTIVENESS + FEASIBILITY
REG 

RAD A0L0ER HUMAN REG TECH SCM TECH RAD 510 COAR HUMAN
ALTERNATIVE GAS GAS GAS PERN SOLUB INTRUS (2.4) (1.5) (1.0) SCW GAS GAS GAS PERM SOMUS ITRUS
.__.___........._................... ......... .................. ....... ............. ........... ...................... ...... ........... ... .... . _ _............. .. .-. O

WASTE FORM MQOIFICATION ALTERNATIVES o

SLUOGES

Vitrification 9.0 8.0 9.0 9.0 0.0 - 4.0 7.0 6.0 26.1 72.0 66.9 72.0 72.0 26.1 26.1
Plasma Processing 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 0.0 - 3.0 4.0 1.0 14.2 65.2 65.2 65.2 65.2 14.2 14.2 -
Cementation 4.0 1.0 7.0 3.0 10.0 - 9.0 10.0 9.0 45.6 66.0 50.7 81.3. 60.9 96.6 45.6
Altar Environment 4.0 2.0 7.0 2.0 10.0 - 6.0 7.0 6.0 30.9 51.3 41.1 66.6 41.1 81.9 30.9

SOLID ORGANICS
.... . . . . ....... 6 .

CoSpact Waste 1. 2.0 3.0 3.0 - . 9.0 10.0 7.0 43.6 48.7 53.8 58.9 58.9 43.6 43.6
Shred and Cowpoct Waste 1.0 3.0 4.0 3.0 - - 9.0 10.0 7.0 43.6 48.7 58.9 64.0 58.9 43.6 43.6
Shred & Cement Waste 0.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 8.0 - 9.0 10.0 9.0 45.6 0.0 66.0 76.2 76.2 86.4 45.6
Shred e Polymer Encapsulate 0.0 0.0 5.0 8.0 0.0 - 9.0 5.0 6.0 35.1 0.0 0.0 60.6 75.9 35.1 35.1
Shred, Add Salt Compact 1.0 3.0 5.0 7.0 - 9.0 10.0 7.0 43.6 48.7 58.9 69.1 79.3 43.6 43.6

eo Shred & Bituminize 0.0 0.0 5.0 8.0 0.0 - 3.0 10.0 5.0 27.2 0.0 0.0 52.7 68.0 27.2 27.2
Plasma Processing 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 6.0 - 3.0 4.0 1.0 14.2 65.2 65.2 65.2 65.2 44.8 14.2
Shred & Add entonite 0.0 1.0 6.0 6.0 - - 9.0 10.0 9.0 45.6 0.0 50.7 76.2 76.2 45.6 45.6
Acid Digestion 9.0 9.0 10.0 9.0 6.0 - 3.0 4.0 2.0 15.2 61.1 61.1 66.2 61.1 45.8 15.2
Add Gas Getters 1.0 2.0 - 2.0 8.0 - 5.0 9.0 5.0 30.5 35_6 40.7 30.5 40.7 71.3 30.5
Incinerate & Cement 5.0 9.0 8.0 6.0 10.0 - 2.0 7.0 2.0 17.3 42.8 63.2 58.1 47.9 68.3 17.3
Incinerate & Vitrify 9.0 9.0 10.0 9.0 6.0 - 2.0 7.0 2.0 17.3 63.2 63.2 68.3 63.2 47.9 17.3
Alter Envirorment 1.0 2.0 7.0 2.0 8.0 - 6.0 7.0 6.0 30.9 36.0 41.1 66.6 41.1 71.7 30.9

SOLID INORGANICS
................

Coqpact Waste 0.0 2.0 1.0 - 9.0 10.0 7.0 43.6 0.0 43.6 53.8 48.7 43.6 43.6
Shred Coepact Waste 0.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 - 9.0 10.0 7.0 43.6 0.0 53.8 53.8 58.9 43.6 43.6
Shred & Cement Waste 0.0 3.0 3.0 6.0 10.0 - 9.0 10.0 9.0 45.6 0.0 60.9 60.9 76.2 96.6 45.6
Shred & Polyuer Encapsulate 0.0 0.0 3.0 7.0 0.0 - 9.0 5.0 6.0 35.1 0.0 0.0 50.4 70.8 35.1 35.1
Shred, Add Salt Compact - 2.0 . 5.0 - 9.0 10.0 7.0 43.6 43.6 53.8 43.6 69.1 43.6 43.6
Shred e Bituainize 0.0 0.0 5.0 7.0 0.0 - 3.0 10.0 5.0 27.2 0.0 0.0 52.7 62.9 27.2 27.2
Plasa Processing 10.0 10.0 8.0 10.0 8.0 - 3.0 4.0 L.O 14.2 65.2 65.2 55.0 65.2 55.0 14.2
Helt etals 4.0 4.0 5.0 8.0 10.0 3.0 7.0 3.0 20.7 41.1 41.1 46.2 61.5 71.7 20.7
Shred & Add Bentonite 0.0 1.0 1.0 7.0 - 9.0 10.o 9.0 45.6 0.0 50.7 50.7 81.3 45.6 45.6
Decontaminate etals 6.0 6.0 10.0 6.0 10.0 - 7.0 9.0 7.0 37.3 67.9 67.9 88.3 67.9 88.3 37.3
Add Gas Getters 1.0 2.0 MA 2.0 10.0 s.0 9.0 5.0 30.5 35.6 40.7 MA 40.7 81.5 30.5

4 Alter Environment 1.0 2.0 7.0 2.0 10.0 . 6.0 7.0 6.0 30.9 36.0 41.1 66.6 41.1 81.9 30.9

.. . ............. ..... ........ ........... ...................... .............. ............................. ............. ........................ ...._......................................................_....

RAD * Radiolytical; BI0 a Biological; CORR a Corrosion; PERN a Permeability of the Waste Stack; MA a Not Applicable
SoLUB Radionuclide Solubility in Brine; REG a Regulatory; TECH Technological; SCH * Schedule; HUMAN INTRUS Human Intrusion
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TABLE A-6
(contd.)

SUMMARY OF OVERALL SCORES FOR ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES

x ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A L T E R N A T I V E
E F F E C T I V E N E S S (t.m5.1) F E A S I B I L I T (tm4.9 O V E R A LL S C O R E

8
S C O R E S C O R E S UM EFFECTIVENESS + FEASIBILITY

_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~RE +
RAD BIO CORR HUMAN REG TECH SCH TECH RAD 510 CORR HUMAN

ALTERNATIVE GAS GAS GAS PERM SOLUS INTRUS (2.4) (1.5) (1.0) SC" GAS GAS GAS PERM SOLUS INTRUS

VASTE CNTAINER ALTERNATIVES

Change Waste Cont. Shape 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 - - 9.0 10.0 9.0 45.6 50.7 50.7 50.7 50.7 45.6 45.6
Change Waste Cont. Material - - 2.0 - - - 8.0 8.0 9.0 40.2 40.2 40.2 50.4 40.2 40.2 40.2

WASTE MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES I
M. Space Around Waste Stack 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 - 10.0 10.0 10.O 49.0 54.1 59.2 54.1 54.1 49.0 49.0
Segregate Waste In WIPP - 5.0 0.0 - - -I8.0 10.0 8.0 42.2 I 42.2 67.7 0.0 42.2 42.2 42.2
.................................................................................. ....................................................................................................................... 

BACKFILL ALTERNATIVES
Salt nly 4.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 - - 8.0 7.0 9.0 38.7 59.1 48.9 48.9 48.9 38.7 38.7
Salt + Alkali 5.0 8.0 9.0 2.0 10.0 - 8.0 7.0 9.0 38.7 64.2 79.5 84.6 48.9 89.7 38.7
Compact Backfill 6.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 - - 4.0 3.0 6.0 20.1 50.7 35.4 35.4 30.3 20.1 20.1
Salt + Brine Sorbents 8.0 5.0 5.0 2.0 - - 8.0 7.0 7.0 36.7 77.5 62.2 62.2 46.9 36.7 36.7
Grout Backfill 10.0 10.0 10.0 7.0 10.0 - 8.0 8.0 9.0 40.2 91.2 91.2 91.2 75.9 91.2 40.2
Btumin Backfill 0.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 0.0 - 3.0 5.0 5.0 19.7 0.0 0.0 45.2 70.7 0.0 19.7

FACILITY DESIGN ALTERNATIVES
Ventilate Facility 4.0 5.0 4.0 - - 4.0 4.0 4.0 19.6 40.0 45.1 40.0 19.6 19.6 19.6
Change Extraction Ratio 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 - - 8.0 7.0 9.0 38.7 43.8 48.9 43.8 43.8 38.7 38.7
Change Room Configuration - - - - 3.0 7.0 10.0 7.0 38.8 38.8 38.8 38.8 38.8 38.8 54.1
Seal Individual Roors - - - 8.0 - - 9.0 8.0 9.0 42.6 42.6 42.6 42.6 83.4 42.6 42.6
Two Level Repository - - - - - 5.0 1.0 8.0 1.0 15.4 15.4 15.4 15.4 15.4 15.4 40.9
................ ............. _..................... ................... ....... .... ............... ............ .----------------- t '.. O

PASSIVE MARKER ALTERNATIVES
Monument Forest - - 1 - - 6.0 9.0 10.0 10.0 46.6 46.6 46.6 46.6 46.6 46.6 77.2
monument Covering Repository - - - - - 10.0 8.0 10.0 10.0 4.2 44.2 44.2 44.2 44.2 44.2 95.2 -
Buried Steel Plate Over Rep. - - - - - 5.0 7.0 10.0 10.0 41.8 41.8 41.8 41.8 41.8 41.8 67.3
Add Marker Due To Strata - - - -- 1.0 4.0 1.0 10.0 21.1 21.1 21.1 21.1 21.1 21.1 26.2
.................................................................. ........................................................................ _ ................................------o

OVERALL SCORE CALCULATION............................ 2

OVERALL SCORE * 5.1 X EFFECTIVENESS SCORE + 2.4 X (REGULATORY FEASIBILITY SCORE)
+ 1.5 X (TECHNOLOGICAL FEASIBILITY SCORE) + 1.0 X (SCHEDULING FEASIBILITY SCORE) z

a

RAD * Radiolytical; RIO Biological; CORR * Corrosion; PERM * Pereability of the Waste Stack; NA Not Applicable c
SOLUS a Radionuclide Solubility in Brine; REG * Regulatory; TECH * Technological; SCH * Schedule; HUMAN INTRUS Husan Intrusion:1 
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the environment were judged less effective. These alternatives eliminate free water but would
only reduce the radlolytic gas generation rates Instead of eliminating the potential.

Solid Organics

The primary contributors to radiolytic gas generation In this waste form are the organic
materials such as celfulosics. Therefore, the scores were based primarily on the ability of the
alternative to destroy organics.

Plasma processing was judged to be the most effective alternative because it Is able to break
down all the bonds In plastics and thus destroy the organics. Assuming that plasma would
operate at much higher temperatures than normal Incineration temperatures, Incineration
followed by vitnification was considered almost as effective as plasma processing for destroying
organics. Acid digestion which was defined by the EAMP as acid digestion followed by
calcinatlon and vitrification, was considered as effective as Incineration plus vitrification.
However, some porosity may remain by using this process. Incineration and cementation was
scored considerably lower. Although solid organics are Incinerated, cementation leads to
addition of water which Increases the potential for radlolytic gas generation. Compaction will
not have any positive effect on radlolytic gas generation except for reducing the permeability
which In turn will lower the access to brine. The same Is also true for the other forms of
compaction like shredding followed by compaction, and shredding followed by addition of salt
and compaction. Therefore, these three alternatives were given a lower score. Since the
majority of the radlolytic gas generated Is hydrogen, and there are no known effective, long-
term gas getters for hydrogen, the gas getter alternative was given a low score. Atering the
environment (e.g., adding large amounts of pH buffers) will not have much of an effect In
mitigating radiolytio gas generation, except that it could reduce some brine Inflow if large
enough quantities of the buffer substantially reduced void volumes. All the other alternatives
shredding and bituminizing, shredding and encapsulating, shredding and adding bentonite, and
shredding with the addition of cement were considered adverse alternatives since they do not
eliminate organics and In some cases would aggravate the problem of radlolytic gas generation
by either Increasing organics or Increasing water content.

Solid noroanics

Although glass and metals themselves will not contribute substantially to radiolytIc gas
generation, the main concern of the EAMP was the plastic liners and plastic bags In the
drums.

If the need for an alternative that destroys these plastics Is dentified, the EAMP assumed that
the old waste has liners but the newly generated waste would not be stored In liners. Under
these assumptions it was hypothesized that for the old waste, plasma would destroy all the
liner material and therefore Is the best alternative. Decontaminating metals or melting metals
would separate the liners from the metals and make the liners a part of the combustible
waste. This would be a case of an alternative having no effect because the problem of gas
generation from the liners Is neither eliminated nor reduced but Instead transferred to another
waste forrn category. Assuming that the newly generated waste contains no liner, plasma and
melting metals would get the same ranking because In both cases permeability, and therefore
brine transport, would be reduced substantially. However, decontaminating metals will rank
higher In comparison to both plasma and melting metals because only the residue would
remain, which could be In a vitrified form.
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Gas getters and altering the environment were both assigned a low score for the same
reasons explained earlier under the combustibles category. Two of the three methods of
compaction were assigned an adverse score because of the potential for Increasing the
radionuclide concentration by compaction, thereby potentially increasing radiolytic gas
generation. The panel reasoned that this adverse effect outweighs the benefits of reducing
the permeability through compaction since compacted metals are still quite permeable. Adding
salt before compaction was considered to have no net effect because the potential for
Increased concentration of radionuclides would be offset by the increase In total volume due
to the added salt The other alternatives, shredding and cementing, shredding and
bituminizing, and shredding and adding bentonite, were all assigned adverse scores for the
same reasons explained earlier under the combustibles category.

3.1.1.2 Biolo-Ical Gas Generation

Sludges

The primary basis for scoring these waste form modification alternatives was the ability of the
alternative to eliminate the nitrates present In sludges. Plasma processing will destroy the
nitrates by decomposition Into nitrogen oxides. Although there Is a possibility of nitrogen
combining with some of the metal to form metal nitrides, plasma processing still appeared to
be the best alternative relative to other alternatives. Vitrification by microwave melting would
not reach as high a temperature as plasma, and therefore was given a lower score because
it may not destroy all the nitrates. Cementation would add sulfates which might be
detrimental. However, It would Increase strength, decrease particulates, and help reduce
permeability, thereby partially Isolating the nitrates from the rest of the waste. Therefore, the
panel agreed that cementation might have a small positive effect Altering the environment,
which refers to raising the pH, was considered somewhat better than cement because
Ca(OH) will absorb some carbon dioxide, and unlike cementation, no sulfates are added.

Solid Oroanics

Plasma processing was considered the best alternative because the processed product would
have the lowest carbon content among the alternatives. Incineration plus vitrification or
cementation, and acid digestion were not considered quite as effective as plasma processing
for destroying organics and were scored slightly lower.

Some of the remaining alternatives would have an Indirect positive effect by reducing
generation rates, reducing permeability, or reducing the access to brine. Shredding and
cementing would raise the pH and thereby decrease gas generation rates, but It would add
some sulfates. The only benefits provided by any form of compaction would be to reduce
permeabIlity and limit brine access. Shredding will Improve compaction, so this alternative was
considered slightly better than compaction alone. Addition of salt Is marginally beneficial for
reducing voids In compacted combustibles and therefore shredding, adding salt and then
compacting was given the same score as shredding and compaction. Shredding with the
addition of bentonite may reduce free brine, but still provides moisture for gas generation when
the bentonite absorbs brine. Both gas getters and altering the environment would be effective
In absorbing some of the carbon dioxide generated. Shredding with the subsequent addition
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of bitumen or polymer encapsulation were both expected to have adverse effects by adding
food sources for the bacteria.

Solid Inorganics

The main concern In this category Is the plastic ner and bags In the drums. Therefore, the
alternatives were ranked for their effectiveness In treating these plastics. The scoring for
plasma processing, decontaminating metals, and melting metals was the same as for the
radiolytic gas generation parameter. Since metals cannot be compacted to the degree needed
to effectively reduce permeability, compaction was not considered an effective alternative.
Shredding and cementing as well as shredding and compacting would not be quite as effective
for glass and metals as they would be for combustibles, and were therefore scored lower than
combustibles. The altematives Involving bitumen and polymer encapsulation were considered
adverse atematives for the same reasons mentioned for combustible waste. Shredding and
adding bentonite would only reduce brine access somewhat, and was given a low score. The
benefits of shredding, adding salt and then compacting are the same as for combustibles.
However, for glass and metals the product will have more porosity and hence this alternative
received a slightly lower score than it received for treating combustibles. Gas getters and
altering the environment are beneficial In the near term. However, there Is some doubt about
their long term effectiveness, since bacteria may be able to adapt to this environment.

3.1.1.3 Corrosion Gas Generation

Sludges

The scoring of alternatives was based on their ability to reduce permeability and moisture, with
the additional objectives of reducing brine Inflow and/or raising the pH of the waste disposal
areas.

Plasma processing was given the highest score for its ability to reduce porosity, resulting In
maximum void volume reduction. Since vitrification may not eliminate quite as much porosity
as plasma processing, it was given a somewhat lower score. Cementation would tend to raise
pH and reduce free water thus lowering gas generation rates. However, it has some potential
for long-term release of water. Altering the environment will reduce moisture and increase pH,
but Is not expected to reduce voids completely.

Solid Omanics

The panel considered any alternative favorably which could substantially reduce void volume
and thereby reduce brine Inflow. Therefore, plasma processing, Incineration and vitrification,
and acid digestion were given high scores because these waste treatments reduce void
volume better than other altematives. Incineration plus cementation will result In higher
porosity than the aforementioned alternatives. Shredding with the addition of bentonite may
produce void reduction properties similar to those of shredding and cementation. Altering the
environment will help absorb some brine, raise the pH, and fill void volumes if large enough
quantities of material are added. Shredding and adding bitumen produces a low permeability
with small porosity and results In a plastic medium. Polymer encapsulation will have properties
similar to bitumen. Compaction by itself is considered a marginal alternative. However, it
has the positive effect of reducing permeability and consequently limiting brine Inflow.
Shredding before compaction enhances the reduction of voids, and was therefore scored
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slightly higher than compaction alone. Adding salt to the shredded waste before compaction,
Is somewhat better than shredding and compacting alone for reducing permeability. Gas
getters were judged to have no effect since the EAMP could not Identify any effective long
term getters for hydrogen gas.

Solid noraanics

This Is the most Important category for corrosion gas generation due to the large weight
percent of corrodible metal In the waste Inventory. For the undisturbed scenario, the panel
assumed that the limited amount of brine Inflow Is nsufficient to corrode the entire metal
Inventory. The EAMP also assumed that engineered alternatives to reduce permeability of the
waste would be Implemented If corrosion gas Is recognized as a major problem. Reducing
the permeability would limift the total corrosion gas potential from metal corrosion, if human
intrusion causes large quantities of brine to enter the repository.

Based on the above assumptions, decontaminating metals received the highest score because
metals would not be brought to WIPP for disposal. Plasma processing was given a somewhat
lower score because, even though metal corrosion would be limited by reduced surface area
and physical passivation, metal would still be brought to WIPP for disposal. Melting metals
and plasma processing could result In preferential migration of the actinides Into the resulting
slag, thereby having a similar effect as decontamination of metals. However, the panel
decided that there Is not enough evidence available to justify scoring the alternatives on that
basis. Therefore, melting metals was given a lower score than decontamination of metals.
Altering the environment has the same effectiveness as explained In the previous section
under combustibles. Gas getters were not given a score because they are not applicable In
this case. Compaction would not decrease metal surface area sufficiently, though It will reduce
overall volume, and room re-pressurization will occur more quickly. Shredding before
compaction was not expected to enhance the end results appreciably. Shredding followed by
polymer encapsulation, and shredding followed by cementation were considered good near-
term waste treatments and will limit the rate of corrosion. However, both materials (polymer
and cement) may crack providing brine access to the metals. By comparison, shredding and
then adding bitumen was considered more effective because, unlike the preceding alternatives,
bitumen would not be expected to crack, thus preventing the brine from reaching the metal.
Shredding and subsequently adding bentonite puts the absorbed brine In close contact with
the metal. However, It does prevent contact with free brine.

3.1.1.4 Perrneability of the Waste Stack

'The permeability parameter refers to the permeability of the waste stack Itself. The panel
decided that backfill permeability would be considered separately. Since the EAMP could not,
during the time available, determine the long term effectiveness of waste form treatments for
reduction of permeability, It was decided to evaluate the alternatives based on their initial
permeability to brine.

Sludges

Plasma processing was considered most effective because It would almost completely eliminate
Interconnected porosity and thus reduce permeabilty to the greatest extent Vitrification Is
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expected to leave slightly more porosity compared to plasma and so was scored somewhat
lower.

Cement was considered a good alternative for lowering permeability In the near term.
However, because of the presence of nitrates In the sludges, its longevity is questionable. The
addition of calcium oxide or activated alumina will have a small effect on permeability by filling
some voids.

Solid Organics

Plasma processing was judged to produce the lowest waste permeability. Both ncineration
followed by vitrification, and acid digestion were considered to be of equal merit but not quite
as good In densifying the waste as plasma; Compaction will reduce voids, but
Interconnections between pores will remain. Shredding before compaction will result In further
reduction of volume. Cementation preceded by either shredding or Incineration were
considered reasonably effective because both alternatives will reduce voids and decrease
Interconnected pores. The two types of encapsulation, with either a polymer or bitumen, were
both considered very effective because they will result In a low nitial permeability, but may not
decrease voids to the extent achieved by plasma or vitrificatlon. Shredding followed by the
addition of bentonite was considered virtually as effective as cemented waste forms, based on
the assumption that bentonite will swell upon contact with the high magnesium brine
encountered at WIPP. The addition of gas getters or altering the environment was not
considered effective except for Increasing the pH and filling some voids. Adding salt after
shredding and then compacting would be an Improvement for reducing voids, compared to
shredding with the addition of bentonite, but it would not be as effective as encapsulation.

Solid Inorganics

Plasma processing will result In the maximum reduction of permeability and so was given the
highest score. Melting metals was scored somewhat lower because the residue from this
process has a somewhat higher porosity than that resulting from plasma processing, and
depends on the process used to solidify the residue. The panel came to the conclusion that
the relative scores of many of the remaining alternatives would not change from those
presented for combustibles. However, since metals cannot be volumetrically reduced as much
as solid organics, some of the scores for glass and metals were slightly lower than for solid
organis. Decontaminating metals does not result In permeability reduction per se, but does
eliminate a highly permeable waste form. The EAMP assumed that the residue after
decontamination would be cemented or vitrified. Compaction of glass and metals to a low
permeability Is difficult and therefore received a low score. Shredding before compaction was
considered to be helpful In reducing the permeability to a level lower than by compaction only.
Adding salt before compaction Improves upon the preceding option. The addition of gas
getters or altering the environment provide a marginal reduction of voids.

3.1.1.5 Radionuclide Solubility In Brine

The term solubility refers to the slubilty of radionuclides or hazardous chemical wastes in
brine and Is defined as the maximum amount of the solute that can dissolve In brine under
given conditions of brine composition, pH and temperature. Since the temperature under
repository conditions Is not expected to vary substantially, solubility can be controlled by
adjusting pH. In contrast, leachability deals with a rate process and Is defined as the rate at
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which a solute dissolves In a solvent to attain the maximum concentration possible under the
given conditions. Whereas solublilty can be reduced by Increasing the pH and reducing the
amount of organics present, leachabllity can be controlled by adjusting a number of factors.
The desirable factors for having a low leaching rate are high pH, low surface area, low
permeability, low level of organics, dense forms, and reduction of brine volumes. A reduction
In solublity will also decrease the concentration gradient for mass transfer and thus decrease
leachability.

Sludges

Cementation or altering the environment were considered the best alternatives because they
Increase the pH through the addition of cement and lime respectively, leading to low solubilities
and providing a stable environment for the precipitated hydroxide form of the nuclides.

The prime concern about plasma processing or vitrification was that these high temperature
treatments will destroy the hydroxide form and the pH will be dominated by the pH of brine,
which Is around 5 to 6. At this low pH, oxides are more soluble, which would have an
adverse effect If these alternatives are used. Although this problem can be eliminated if either
line or cement are added after high temperature processing to provide a pH buffer, these
alternatives were scored as having adverse effects.

Solid Oranics

The effect of combustibles on the solubirity parameter results mainly from the presence of
organics which potentially provide complexing agents. Therefore, the panel decided that any
alternative Is attractive f ft destroys organics. If an alternative could not destroy organics but
did Increase the pH sufficiently through the addition of cement, lime, or similar alkaline
material, this could be even more beneficial than destroying organics. Finally, If an alternative
could accomplish both the destruction of organics and provide the pH buffer, It would be
considered the most effective altemative.

Based on the above considerations, Incineration followed by cementation was the only
alternative that both destroyed organics and provided a pH buffer. Cementation with prior
shredding, altering the environment, and gas getters all satisfied the pH buffering criterion.
Plasma processing, acid digestion, and ncineration followed by vitrification would all destroy
organics, but fail to satisfy the pH consideration. However, these waste treatments are
expected to produce waste forms with lower leachability. The two forms of encapsulation,
either with polymers or bitumen, were considered adverse alternatives because they add
organics which would have an adverse effect on solubility. The different forms of compaction
would have no effect on solubilty because they do not change the status of organics or modify
the pH. Shredding with the addition of bentonite was also judged to have no net effect, based
on the assumption that nuclide adsorption on bentonite In a high-magneslum saturated brine
Is low, leaving the nuclides available for dissolution.

Solid Inomnanics

For glass and metals, the destruction of organics Is of second order Importance. Therefore,
alternatives that provide sufficient pH buffer were considered the most effective for treating the
glass and metal waste form.
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Based on this consideration, altering the environment, gas getters, and cementation with prior
shredding were all given top scores. Decontaminating metals and melting metals were also
scored high based on the assumption that the residue, In both cases, could be cemented.
Plasma processing would destroy organics, but it does not provide a pH buffer. Both forms
of encapsulation were considered adverse alternatives because they would add organics. The
remaining alternatives, which Included the three forms of compaction and shredding with the
addition of bentonite, were all judged to have little or no effect for the same reasons given
during discussion of combustible wastes.

Leachability Considerations

After evaluating the alternatives on the basis of slubity, the panel considered the effects on
leachability to check if any of the scores might change. It was found that some of the
alternatives would Indeed rank higher if leachability was considered.

All the alternatives resulting In permeability reduction (e.g., plasma processing, vitrification, acid
digestion, and encapsulation) would result In a lower effective leachability, since less brine will
come In contact with the waste. Therefore, the panel noted that the rankings for these
alternatives could be higher if leachability, rather than solubiity as the bounding characteristic,
Is considered the controlling parameter.

3.1.2 Waste Management Alternatives

The EAMP considered two of the five potential waste management alternatives - Minimize
Space Around the Waste Stack, and Segregate Waste In WIPP. The remainder were
considered In conjunction with other alternatives or were not feasible.

Minimize Space Around the Waste Stack

It was assumed that Implementation of this alternative would eliminate the need for backfill,
and that space around the waste stack Is needed only as long as waste operations are taking
place In the storage panel to prevent the walls and back (ceiling) from contacting the waste.
This alternative would actually take the place of backfill, but Interstitial voids between waste
containers and between the waste and waste disposal room walls would still exist, unless the
waste container shape Is modified. Therefore this alternative was scored lower than most of
the backfill alternatives.

Segregate Waste In WIPP

This concept attempts to segregate the potential challenges associated with the different waste
forms coming to WIPP. It was assumed that waste would be segregated by waste disposal
panel, and operations In more than one panel at a time would be necessary. On the basis
of these assumptions the EAMP recognized that the WIPP ventilation system would probably
have to be redesigned to allow operations In more than one panel at a time. Since each
operational panel would have to remain open longer than currently planned, premature creep
closure was a concem. If all the sludges were stored together, a relatively high corrosion gas
Inventory could build up In those waste disposal rooms. The most promising result of waste
segregation would be separation of nutrients (NQ) from biological substrate (cellulosics), and
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potentially lower biological gas generation. The EAMP concluded that this was the only
potential benefit of this aternative.

3.1.3 Backfill Alternatives

The backfill alternatives were considered during the preliminary evaluation of the alternatives.
The EAMP decided to re-evaluate the backfill alternatives based on the five remaining
performance parameters, and certain associated assumptions. For the sake of brevity the
altematives "Compact Backfill" and Preformed Compacted Backfill,* were combined Into a
single alternative, designated Compacted Backfill." Thus, the following six backfill alternatives
were reevaluated with respect to their mitigating effect on the five parameters:

* Salt Only
* Salt and pH Buffers
* Compacted Backfill
* Sat and Brine Sorbents
*Grout
* Bitumen.

The evaluation of backfills for the five parameters was based on the following assumptions:

* All organics are potential candidates for biodegradation.

* Bentonite and salt will reduce the voids to approximately the same extent, but
salt will reconsolidate.

* Positive effects of backfill are reduction of Initial void volume, minimization of
brine flow through waste, and an increase In the pH to minimize corrosion and
biological gas generation, and solubility of radionuclides.

* Backfilling takes place In a 13' x 33' x 300' room.

* Retrievability, after a disposal decision has been made, Is not a consideration.

* All waste forms have been treated to minimize permeablity.

* The backfill material needs to be reasonably free-flowing to effectively backfill
between dnms, or some engineering or operational changes may be necessary.

* Backfill around waste stack Is Independent of waste form.

* Backfills are not considered highly effective for mitigating the effects of gas
generation parameters, compared to waste form alternatives, although backfills
can absorb brine, raise pH, absorb carbon dioxide, and facilitate closure. Backfills
affect gas generation rates rather than total gas potential.

* If solubinty Is found to be the only problem, then the backfill that adequately
raises the pH may be the only solution needed.
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3.1.3.1 Radlolvtic Gas Generation

Grout was given the highest score because it was considered the best backfill to reduce brine
Inflow and thereby mitigate radlolytIc gas generation from that source. The positive effects
Identified were the filling of most voids, quicker room reconsolidation, keeping brine out, and
having reasonable structural ntegrity. Salt with brine sorbents would not be as effective as
grout In filling voids. It was assumed that absorption of brine will cause bentonite to swell
against lithostatic pressure and moisture would not be squeezed out. Compacted salt backfill
will not easily fill the nterstitial voids between drums, which will maintain a higher permeability
than could be achieved if these voids were filled. As a backfill, salt by itself does not have
any notable chemical effects that would reduce or aggravate radlolytic gas generation.
However, it Is expected to reconsolidate quickly, achieving a relatively low permeability to brine
In its reconsolidated state. The addition of pH buffers to crushed salt will enhance moisture
absorbing capability compared to salt alone. Bitumen would keep moisture out, but would
have the adverse effect of adding organics.

3.1.3.2 Bological Gas Generation

The most effective alternative was judged to be grout because, In addition to keeping brine
out, it would also Increase the pH, both of which will decrease biological gas generation rates.
Salt with the addition of pH buffers was also considered effective because it would have a pH
buffering effect to partially compensate for the additional brine Inflow. The addition of salt
alone does not have a chemical effect on biological gas generation. However, since the
transport of nutrients occurs In liquid media, the addition of salt will reduce the pathways for
nutrient transport. Compacted backfills would be slightly better than salt alone because there
are less Initial voids. Salt with brine sorbents will be a better deterrent than salt alone to
Initially reduce brine nflow. Since bitumen adds organics, it was considered an adverse
alternative. The safety concerns associated with emplacing hot bitumen underground was also
considered by the EAMP.

3.1.3.3 Corrosion Gas Generation

Grout was judged to be the most effective alternative because of its pH buffering capability.
Salt plus pH buffers would keep brine out as well as raise pH but its Initial permeability would
not be as low as grout. Salt plus sorbents would absorb moisture and slow the gas
generation rates. Bitumen does not provide pH control, but would restrict brine Inflow.
However, the emplacement challenges discussed earlier need to be considered. Salt alone
and compacted salt backfill will reduce voids and thus reduce brine Inflow, thereby possibly
reducing the rate of corrosion gas generation.

3.1.3.4 Permeability of the Waste Stack

Since this parameter Is not concerned with pH control or the presence of organics, bitumen
would be the best backfill if emplacement challenges could be overcome. Compared to
bitumen, grout would have a higher porosity. The remaining backfill alternatives were judged
approximately equivalent because none of them would be able to easily fill the Interstitial voids
between drums, since they are not as free flowing as bitumen or grout
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3.1.3.5 Radionuclide SolubWity in Brine

For this parameter, the backfills were scored on the basis of their pH buffering capacity and
the addition of organics. Grout and salt with pH buffers were judged to be the most effective
in their ability to raise pH. Bitumen was considered an adverse alternative because the
addition of organics has the adverse effect of Increasing radionuclide solubility. The remaining
alternatives would have no effect on pH, and therefore were udged to have no effect on
solubility.

3.1.4 Facility Design Alternatives

The EAMP evaluated 12 facility design alternatives and concluded that six were considered
In conjunction with other alternatives or were not feasible.

Gas Expansion Volume

The Intent of this concept was to prevent overpressurIzation by waste generated gases, if this
poses a potential but Inconclusive threat to facility ntegrity. The aternative was to be
considered only If gas generation Is a marginal problem, requiring a relatively small expansion
volume. The EAMP decided that the effectiveness of this alternative could not be determined.
The addition of free volume could Increase the time required for reconsolidation of the waste
disposal rooms, thereby actually Increasing the potential for brine Inflow and gas generation.
The added volume would probably not be able to accommodate the additional gas generated.

entilate Facility

The EPA Standards permit active nstitutional control by the Implementing agency (DOE) for
up to 100 years. This aternative would take advantage of this time period by continuing
active ventilation of the waste disposal rooms, thereby evaporating nflowing brine until rooms
had achieved closure. After that time, the reconsolidated room would resist the Inflow of brine.
The EAMP was concerned about this alternative due to several factors. There Is no
assurance that the ventilation spaces will remain uniformly open. The partial or total cessation
of ventilation would allow brine to accumulate. There was also concern about safety problems
associated with potentially breached waste containers, and sealing the waste disposal panels
under these circumstances. Nevertheless, this alternative was given mid-range scores for
rmitigating the effects of brine Inflow since there is no need to develop basic technologies, and
engineering solutions may be available to overcome the alternative's shortcomings.

Change Extraction Ratio

The mined extraction ratio at WIPP Is very small compared to what conventional mining
techniques would suggest. If the ratio of mined volume to unmined pillar volume were
Increased, the waste disposal room creep closure would be expected to accelerate, thereby
achieving room reconsolidation faster. This In turn would reduce the total brine Inflow from
the Salado Formation. This alternative was not given a high score because of the concern
that the disturbed zone volume surrounding the waste disposal rooms and panels would
Increase, allowing a greater accumulation of brine during the pre-closure period.
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Change Room Configuration

This aternative, as described In Attachment B, has several options. The EAMP considered
only the option of a taller room to reduce the overall footprint of the repository. The remaining
options were considered part of other alternative evaluations. This alternative was considered
potentially effective for mitigating the human Intrusion probability parameter only. A low score
was assigned because of the need for roof bolting throughout the mined areas, the question
whether such a design could be validated, and In a broader context of human intruslon, the
potentially higher consequences resulting from penetration of more waste containers during the
Intrusion event

Seal Individual Rooms

This alternative was considered for mitigating the effects of the two-borehole scenario, and to
a limited extent, the single borehole drilled Into the Castile brine. The EAMP modified this
alternative by suggesting that floor to ceiling salt seals could be nstalled at each end of the
waste disposal rooms, as well as at appropriate locations within the rooms. This would
decrease the effective permeability of each waste disposal panel, and prevent hydraulic
communication between the two boreholes. If this alternative Is Implemented, it would appear
to effectively eliminate the effects of the two-borehole scenario. The score reflects the limited
application of this alternative, and questions remained regarding how ventilation would be
affected during Installation of the seals.

Two-Level Repositoly

The concept of a two level repository would effectively halve the footprint of the repository and
reduce the probability of human intrusion by a like amount. However, In a broader context,
the probability of penetrating twice the number of waste containers is a distinct possibility.
Therefore, this alternative was not given a high score.

3.1.5 Passive Marker Alternatives

These alternatives apply only to the human Intrusion probability parameter. Therefore they
were evaluated relative to each other within this narrow context, and their scores should not
be compared to the scores of alternatives outside the passive marker category. Four of the
five potential altematives were evaluated. The fifth alternative, Artiflclal Surface Layer, was
eliminated because a feasible concept could not be Identified.

Monument Foresto over Repository

This concept received the second highest score among the passive marker alternatives.
Although the Individual markers, or pylons, would be deeply anchored, their longevity was
somewhat questionable because they could be removed more easily than a single large
monument.

Monument Covering the Entire Repository

This alternative, possibly In the form of a truncated pyramid, would cover the entire footprint
of the underground waste disposal area. Although this concept entails a very large
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construction effort, it received the highest passive marker score because of its anticipated
longevity and visibility.

Buried Steel Plate Over Repositorv

Although the concept of a steel plate buried some distance below the surface, above the entire
repository footprint, received a mid-range score for effectiveness, the EAMP recognized that
many questions remain unanswered regarding the plate's longevity.

Add Marker Dye to Waste or Strata Above the Repositorv

The EAMP could not Identify any long lasting marker dyes during Its deliberations. It is also
conceivable that the dye would be Indistinguishable In drilling mud. Nevertheless, since the
concept had some small merit, It was given the lowest score possible.

3.1.6 Miscellaneous Alternatives

Three potential aternatives were Initially Identified - Draining the Castile (Brine) Reservoir
which may be located below the repository, Grouting Culebra Formation Above Repository, and
Increasing Land Withdrawal Area to Regulatory Boundary. The latter was not considered to
be an engineered alternative, and the remainder were considered not technically feasible.

3.1.7 Waste Container Alternatives

The TRU waste Is currently stored In steel containers which will generate corrosion gas after
disposal In the repository. The EAMP therefore considered modifying the existing polyethylene
liner so that it could be used In place of a metal drum, or the use of concrete containers. The
alternative did not receive a high score because, by tself, It Is only marginally effective. Total
metal corroslon Is a function of the amount of brine In the waste storage rooms. It Is
anticipated that there will not be enough brine to corrode either all the steel waste containers
or all the metal waste. Since the total corrosion gas Is limited by brine availability, elimination
of the steel waste containers does not change the total amount of gas that can be generated.
If metal wastes are processed or elirinated, together with the elimination of steel waste
containers, then this combined alternative would score very high.

The EATF has convened a panel of knowledgeable persons (the Waste Container Materials
Panel) In the areas of metals, ceramics, concrete, fabrication, etc., to evaluate alternative
waste container materials that would not generate gas In the WIPP environment

The EAMP also discussed the role that the waste container shape can play for reducing waste
stack permeability. If the shape can be modified so that the Interstitial voids between the
existing drums can be minimized, then the effective waste stack permeability would be
reduced. By Itself, this aternative was considered only marginally effective.

3.2 FEASIBILITY OF ALTERNATiVES

Of the 64 alternatives evaluated by the EAMP, 14 were considered not feasible. This section
provides a brief discussion concerning the overall feasibility scores assigned to each
altemative. The relative feasibilities of the alternatives were considered in a broad sense,
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assigning the best alternative the highest score, while other alternatives received scores
relative to this best alternative. As discussed In Section 2.2.3, the feasibility of each
alternative was determined by considerations of regulatory requirements and concerns, state
of technology, and schedular factors.

3Z1 Waste Form Modification Alternatives

Comact Waste

This alternative represents an existing full-scale technology for processing radioactive wastes,
and Implementation Is not expected to pose any major regulatory concerns. However,
compactors would require preparation of National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
documentation. It was given the highest score- for the state of technology, but a somewhat
lower score for regulatory requirements and schedular considerations.

Incinerate and Cement

The technologies of ncineration, and cementation, are well established. However, the EAMP
recognized that some existing ncinerator systems for nuclear waste treatment are not
operating because of current regulatory challenges. Therefore, the feasibility score for this
alternative Is low because of the current regulatory climate and public opinion, and the effect
this has on schedule.

Incinerate and Vitrify

The feasibility of this alternative Is similar to ncnerate and Cement, for the same reasons
given above.

Wet Oxidation

The EAMP concluded that this technology has not been adequately demonstrated for other
than liquid wastes. Therefore it was deleted from further consideration.

Shred and Bituminize

Shredding Is a well established technology. Biturninization Is being used abroad but has not
been applied to long-terrn waste disposal In the United States. The EAMP was concerned
that the application of hot bitumen In an alpha waste facility could give rise to regulatory and
safety challenges since flammable, volatile organic compounds are Involved. A bitumen plant
would need to be permitted and require the preparation of NEPA documentation. Based on
experience abroad, the alternative was scored higher than ncineration alternatives.

Shred and Compact

Shredding and compacting are well established technologies and are not expected to present
any major regulatory problems. However, NEPA documentation would be required. This
alternative was scored the same as the compaction alternative.
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Shred and Cement

This alternative received essentially the same score as Shred and Compact", except that the
possibility of starting waste treatment at the Process Experimental Pilot Plant (PREPP) gave
this aternative a slightly higher score for the schedule criterion. An on-surface cementing
plant would need to be permitted and require preparation of NEPA documentation.

Shred and Polymer Encapsulate

The EAMP could not Identify any major regulatory concerns for Implementing this alternative,
except for NEPA documentation. This technology was developed for the commercial nuclear
power Industry, but was not used. Since this technology Is not as well developed for
application to TRU waste disposal and the disposal environment, the technology criterion and
consequently the schedule criterion received lower scores than some of the more conventional
alternatives.

Shred. Add Salt, and Compact

This altemative did not appear to present any major technological or regulatory difficulties and
therefore received the same scores as those for the compaction alternative. Preparation of
NEPA documentation would be required.

Plasma Processina

This alternative Is In the demonstration phase and has not yet been applied to radioactive
materials. The regulatory concerns may be similar to those Involving Incineration. Therefore,
this alternative received the lowest overall feasibility score.

Melt Metals

The technology for melting metals under adverse circumstances is reasonably well established.
However, because this Is a thermal process, it may encounter regulatory difficulties, possibly
similar to those of Piasrna Processing' and was therefore given a relatively low overall
feasibility score.

Add Salt BacKill

This alternative is Inherent In other alternatives considered by the EAMP, and therefore was
not subjected to separate evaluation.

Add Other Sorbents

This alternative Is Inherent In other aternatives considered by the EAMP, and therefore was
not subjected to separate evaluation.

Add Gas Suppressants

This alternative Is Inherent In other alternatives considered by the EAMP and therefore was
not subjected to separate evaluation.
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Shred and Add Bentonite

This alternative received the same score as Shred and Cement! because the process Is
relatively simple, basic technology development Is not required, there should be few if any
regulatory difficulties, and the process can be Implemented In a relatively short time. The
process will, however, require NEPA documentation.

Acid Dlestion

The EAMP believed that regulatory concerns regarding this alternative would be similar to
those encountered for thermal processes. The technology was only developed to the pilot
stage, and the Implementation schedule was considered marginal for newly generated waste.

Sterilize

The EAMP did not believe that the waste, and waste disposal rooms at WIPP, could be
effectively sterilized In a manner that would permanently eliminate microbes and the
consequent biological gas generation. Therefore, this alternative was deleted from further
consideration.

Add Copper Sulfate

This alternative was deleted because of the possibility that deposited copper may act as a
galvanic couple, thereby Increasing gas production rates to undesirable levels.

Add Gas Getters

The regulatory process for this alternative Is not expected to be complex. However, the
possibility of additional worker exposure, while adding gas getters to existing waste containers,
may complicate the process. This concern Is reflected In the regulatory score. Preparation
of additional NEPA documentation may be required. There Is no basic technology
development required, and the Implementation schedule Is expected to comply with the newly
generated waste processing requirements.

Add Fillers

This alternative Is Inherent In other alternatives considered by the EAMP, and therefore was
not subject to separate evaluation.

Segregate Waste Forms

This alternative Is Inherent In, or can be combined with, virtually any other alternative.
Therefore, the EAMP did not evaluate this concept as a stand-alone alternative.

Decontaminate Metals

Various technologies currently exist for decontaminating metals, such as those currently used
In the commercial nuclear Industry. While decontamination of hazardous constituents could
be advantageous from a RCRA standpoint, this alternative would probably require a new
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facility, preceded by NEPA documentation, permitting, and other regulatory considerations. To
maximize the effectiveness of the alternative, the waste container material would have to be
changed from steel to a non-corroding material. This may also entail additional regulatory
activities. On this basis, technology was given a high score, while the regulatory and schedule
scores were reduced to reflect the uncertainties.

Chanoe Waste Generating Process

The EAMP considered this to be a worthwhile alternative for future study. However, the
subject Is too broad to be evaluated qualitatively and therefore did not receive further
consideration.

Add Anti-Bacterial Matrix

It was concluded that this technology has not been demonstrated for use In a repository
environment and therefore this alternative was deleted from consideration.

Accelerate the Waste Dicestion Process

it was concluded that this technology has not been demonstrated for this application and
therefore the alternative was deleted from further consideration.

After Corrosion Environment In WIPP

The EAMP considered such options as activated alumina, lime, and cement as means for
altering the corrosion environment In WIPP. Although no major regulatory or technological
challenges were Identified concerning this alternative, uncertainties about selection of
materal(s) and processes lowered the scores for this alternative.

After Bacterial Environment In WIPP

This alternative was considered during evaluation of the alternative Add Anti-Bacterial Matrix
and was not considered feasible because the technology has not been demonstrated In a
repository environment

Transmutation of Radionuclides

This technology has not been demonstrated to the degree needed to process large quantities
of waste containing low concentrations of TRU Isotopes. The EAMP felt that this alternative
could not be Implemented In a timely fashion.

Vitrify Sludges

The vitrification of sludges by microwave or Joule melting Is In the demonstration phase. The
regulatory difficulties of this alternative were considered to be somewhat less than for
Incineration (of combustibles), so the score given this alternative Is somewhat higher than for
Incineration. Since the process still needs to be fully demonstrated, the scores for technology
and schedule were lower than those for more fully developed systems.
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3.2.2 Waste Manaaement Alternatives

Minimize Space Around Waste Stack

The EAMP did not Identify any regulatory, technological or schedular challenges for this
alternative that would hinder its mplementation, so the highest scores were assigned for these
criteria.

Segregate Waste in WIPP

The EAMP did not Identify any technological challenges that would hinder the Implementation
of this alternative. Some administrative control of transportation and waste emplacement
management will be required, potentially having a small effect on the regulatory requirements.

Decrease the Amount of Waste Per Room

This alternative was considered together with some of the backfill alternatives, and hence not
evaluated separately.

Emplace Waste and Backfill Simultaneously

This alternative was considered together with the "Preformed Compacted Backfilr altemative,
and therefore not evaluated separately.

Selective Vecetative Uptake

This alternative has not been demonstrated for TRU waste. Therefore, the alternative was
deleted from further consideration.

3.2.3 Backfill Alternatives

Salt Only

Crushed salt resulting from mining of the undergound storage facility is the basic backfill
material currently being considered to reduce void volume and hasten room closure. The
EAMP did not Identify any major Impediments to using this material for backfill. There was
some question whether the backfill emplacement methods are sufficiently developed to
effectively fig the void spaces between waste containers. Therefore, the technology score was
reduced somewhat to reflect this uncertainty.

Salt Plus Gas Getters

The EAMP considered only the addition of dry cement or lime as a getter for carbon dioxide,
and judged the feasibility of this alternative the same as for the Salt Only" alternative. No
effective getters could be Identified for hydrogen, nitrogen, or methane.

Compact Backfill

Compacting salt backfill in place has not been specifically demonstrated, but the EAMP felt
that such a process could be developed and does not present extraordinary challenges.
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However, there were concerns about the additional worker exposure and also the potential for
additional regulatory concerns that might accrue from this process. Therefore, all scores were
significantly lower than for the Sait Only" alternative.

Salt Plus Sorbents

This alternative's regulatory and technological feasibility was judged to be about the same as
salt backfill only. However, since the effectiveness of specific sorbents may need to be
confirmed, schedular feasibility was downgraded somewhat to allow time for experimentation.

Preformed Compacted Backfill

The EAMP considered only salt as a preformed compacted backfill. The feasibility of this
alternative was judged somewhat higher than compacting backfill In place, but additional worker
exposure during emplacement was still a concern.

Grout Backfill

The preparation and emplacement of grout In vauious Industrial circumstances Is a well
established practice. Tailored, free-flowing grouts have been designed for numerous
applications. Therefore, this backfill alternative was judged to have the highest feasibility since
It can be efficiently emplaced, Is expected to flow between waste packages, and worker
exposure should be no more than encountered during emplacement of salt only backfill. The
technology score Is higher than for the Salt Only" alternative to reflect the possiblity of more
easily filling the voids between the waste containers.

Bitumen Backfill

The use of bitumen as a backfill was judged to have the lowest feasibility because of potential
fire hazards, worker exposure to volatile organic compounds, the difficulty of emplacement, and
the required NEPA documentation. Although this alternative was considered to be feasible,
recommendations for not using the altemative were voiced during the EAMP meetings.

Gas Suppressants

This alternative was considered together with the "Salt Plus Gas Getters" alternative, and
therefore was not subject to separate evaluation.

3.2.4 Facilitv Design Alternatives

Brine Isolating Dikes

This alternative was considered to be similar to the "Sea Individual Rooms* altemative, and
therefore was not subjected to separate evaluation.

Raise Waste Above Floor

This alternative was considered to be part of the Sat Plus Sorbents" backfill alternative, and
therefore did not undergo separate evaluation.
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Brine Sumps and Drains

This alternative was deleted because the EAMP believed that the flow paths leading to the
sumps would not remain open long enough to allow substantial amounts of brine to be isolated
from the waste.

Gas Expansion Volume

The technology of mining and preparing these expansion volumes contiguous with the WIPP
waste storage areas Is currently available. Therefore, the alternative received the highest
score for technology. Some concern was voiced by a few EAMP members about the
accumulation of potentially hazardous gases In such unrestricted volumes, which prompted
lower scores for the regulatory and schedular criteria.

Seal Disposal Room Walls

This alternative was deleted because sealing technology for this application has not been
demonstrated. The EAMP judged that such technology could not be developed In a timely
fashion.

Vent Facility

This alternative was deleted. Venting the facility after active nstitutional control has been
relinquished would not meet regulatory requirements.

Ventilate the Faciltv

The EAMP voiced several concerns about ventilating the facility for up to 100 years (the active
Institutional control period). These Included regulatory concerns about maintaining active
facility control for such a long period, the difficulty of assuring continuous ventilation In all
spaces, and the potential for rupturing waste containers during the ventilation period. The
difficulty of safely sealing the rooms and panels of the fadlity, after so many years of creep
closure has taken place, was also considered. Also, ventilation might violate the RCRA no
migration variance proposed for WIPP. Based on these considerations, low feasibility scores
were assigned to this alternative.

Add Floor of Brine Sorbent Material

This alternative was considered together with the Salt Plus Sorbents backfill alternative, and
therefore not evaluated separately.

Chance Mine Extraction Ratio

The ratio of mined to unmined volumes in the WIPP underground Is considerably lower than
normally found In extractive mining Industry practice. This large safety factor makes it feasible
to increase the ratio so that closure and reconsolidation take place faster. On this basis, the
alternative was assigned reasonably high scores.
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Chance Room Configuration

The EAMP mited this alternative to Increasing the height of the waste disposal rooms. Such
a design change could affect regulatory documentation and agreements with the State of New
Mexico. Although some potential complications of Intersecting additional clay seams or marker
beds were recognized, the EAMP considered the technology well established. Therefore, the
alternative received the highest score for technology and reduced scores for the regulatory and
schedular cRiterla.

Seal Individual Rooms

The concept of sealing Individual rooms or portions of rooms, using thick salt dikes- which
Isolate smaller volumes of waste from each other, was considered the most feasible facility
design alternative. While judging the feasibility of this alternative, the EAMP considered the
potential for Increased waste emplacement durations and a small Increase In worker radiation
exposure.

Two-Level Repository

Existing technology can be used to construct a two-level repository, and so this aternative
received a relatively high technology score. However, the EAMP recognized that a previous
two level design for WIPP was Intended to accommodate both transuranic waste and spent
fuel. If a proposal was made to change the WIPP design to a two-level format, considerable
public debate could take place, creating a difficult regulatory challenge and causing schedular
delays. Preparation of NEPA documentation would be required for the revised facility design.
The very low regulatory and schedule scores reflect these concems.

3.2.5 Passive Marker Alternatives

The schedular feasibility criterion, as established by the EAMP, Irrelevant for the construction
of passive surface markers since they can be constructed during the waste emplacement
period, or even after closure of WiPP but before active Institutional control ends. Therefore
these atematives were given the highest schedule feasibility scores available.

Monument Forest- Over Repository

The EAMP could not Identify any major Impediments to Implementation of this atemative.
Preparation of NEPA documentation would be required. The possibility that regulatory
concerns might be voiced, since the surface would not be returned entirely to its original
condition, was reflected In the scores. However, the EATF has later realized that returning
the surface to its original condition will not be a regulatory Issue (DOE, 1980). Therefore, If
this was ncorporated in the EAMP deliberations, then this alternative would have scored
higher.

Monument Coverine the Entire Repository

The feasibility of this atemative Is similar to the previous alternative except that potential
regulatory concerns may be somewhat greater. Preparation of NEPA documentation would
be required. By covering the entire surface footprint of the repository with a single (or multiple
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contiguous) monument, that portion of the land surface cannot be returned to its original
condition, and the regulatory score reflects this concern. This alternative would also have
scored higher for the same reasons mentioned above.

Buried Steel Plate Over Reositorv

While the technology for Implementing this alternative exists, the need for corrosion control of
the plate may raise regulatory challenges. Since NEPA documentation would probably be
required, this alternative was scored somewhat lower for regulatory feasibility.

Artificial Surface Layer Over Renository

No feasible concept could be Identified, and therefore this alternative was deleted.

Add Marker Dye to Waste or Strata Above Reoository

The EAMP considered marker dye only In the strata above the repository. The technology
required to Implement this alternative Is not well developed, so a very low score was assigned
to the technology criterion. The EAMP was not in a position to Identify specific dyes that
would be effective over a long period. Additionally, regulatory problems may make this
alternative unfeasible if only toxic dyes are available for effective use as markers, which is
reflected In the regulatory score.

3.2.8 Miscellaneous Aternatives

Drain Castile Reservoir

This alternative was not considered to be feasible because of the relatively sparse Information
about the nature of the Castile reservoir and concern over potential subsidence of the
repository itself if the reservoir Is drained. Such questions as the amount of fluid In the
reservoir, potential for recharge, and the time needed to pump the reservoir made the
feasibility of this alternative Indeterminate.

Grout Culebra Formation Above Repositorv

The EAMP questioned the ability to effectively grout the Culebra Formation, considering the
extent of the formation and the longevity requirements. It was concluded that this alternative
was not feasible.

Increase Land Withdrawal Area to the Reaulatory Boundary

The EAMP did not consider this to be an engineered alternative, and therefore it was not
evaluated further.

3.2.7 Waste Container Alternatives

Change Waste Container Shape

The EAMP could not Identify any major regulatory or technological challenges associated with
this alternative. Some DOE sites are already using boxes (Instead of drums) for storage and
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disposal of their wastes. However, if Implementation of this alternative Introduces the need
to redesign the Transuranic Package Transporter-Il (TRUPACT-II), then additional regulatory
activities may need to be considered.

Chance Waste Container Material

No major regulatory or technological challenges were Identified concerning this alternative. The
EAMP considered only existing technology, which can be Implemented quickly If needed, and
so the alternative received a high score for schedule consIderations. However, since the
existing (stored) waste would have to be repackaged, the scores for technology and regulatory
consIderations were somewhat lower. Newly generated waste could be packaged directly Into
the new waste containers. Discussion of alternate waste container materials Is provided In
Appendix H, Report of the Waste Container Materials Panel.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The EAMP concluded that numerous potential engineered alternatives are available, If needed,
to demonstrate compliance with the EPA Standard 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA, 1985). However,
the qualitative evaluation process which ranked the relative effectiveness and feasibility of the
alternatives precluded the recommendation of any particular alternative or a group of
alternatives. The evaluations provide a basis for quantitative analysis of selected alternatives
using design analysis models. If the performance assessment studies Identify one or more
parameters that Impede the demonstration of compliance with EPA Standard 40 CFR Part 191,
then the results from design analysis will provide one or more engineered aternative(s) to
mitigate the problem.

The EAMP screening process eliminated all but 35 of the original 64 potential engineered
alternatives originally suggested by the EATF. The EAMP added one alternative during the
deliberations (cementation of sludges) making a total of 36 feasible alternatives belonging to
the following categories:

Waste Form Modification Alternatives 17
Backfill Alternatives 6
Waste Management Alternatives 2
Facility Design Alternatives 5
Passive Marker Alternatives 4
Waste Container Alternatives 2

The EATF has used the results of the EAMP, and classified the waste form modification
alternatives Into seven generalized categories based on the similar final waste forms resulting
from these treatments. These categories and the alternatives grouped Into each category are:

* Vitrification of waste
- Microwave melting (sludges only)
- Plasma processing
- Incinerate and vitrify (solid organics only)
- Acid digest, calcine, and vitrify (solid organics only)

* Cementation of waste
- Cementation of sludges Into monoliths
- Shred and cement (solid organics and Inorganics)
- Incinerate and cement (solid organics only)

* Compaction of waste (does not apply to sludges)
- Compact
- Shred and compact
- Shred, add salt, then compact

* Encapsulation of waste (does not apply to sludges)
- Shred and encapsulate with polymer
- Shred and encapsulate with bitumen
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* Preparation of Ingots from melted metal waste (applicable only to solid Inorganics)

* Shredding of waste followed by addition of bentonite

* pH buffering of waste
- Buffering by lime
- Buffering by cement
- Buffering by alumina

In addition, the EATF has Included one more category In the above list which Is not a waste
form modification, but considered by the EATF to be an equally Important group of alternatives.
This new category Is:

* Changing of waste container material.

Based on Table A-B, and In conjunction with the deliberations of the EAMP, the EATF has
noted that In Table A-6 there are some groups of alternatives which consistently received high
scores for effectiveness, primarily because of their ability to eliminate the potential problem
associated with a performance parameter. For example, all the different vitrification options
(i.e., plasma processing, acid digestion, etc.) received consistently high effectiveness scores
for the parameters associated with radlolytic gas generation, because they would (for all
practical considerations) eliminate the potential associated with radiolytic gas generation. On
the other hand, there are groups of alternatives In Table A-8 which have been assigned low
to moderate scores for effectiveness because they can only slow down the rate processes
associated with the parameter (instead of eliminating the potential). For example, any form
of compaction of the waste was assigned low to moderate scores by the EAMP for corrosion
gas generation, because these alternatives would only reduce the rate of corrosion gas
generation but not eliminate it. Therefore, In order to develop a generalized set of
recommendations for future design analysis, and for the WiPP Experimental Test Program, the
EATF has dhided the alternatives Into two categories for each performance parameter

* Atematives which essentially eliminate the potential associated with a performance
parameter.

* Alternatives which only reduce or control the rate processes.

Aternatives belonging to both of the above categories were Identified for the three gas
generation parameters. The remaining parameters (permeability of waste stack and
radlonucilde solubility In brine) did not have any applicable alternatives belonging to the first
category. In other words, the EAMP concluded that permeability and solubility can only be
reduced or controlled but never completely eliminated.

Since the objectives of the WIPP Experimental Test Program and the design analysis modeling
are primarily related to the effectiveness of an alternative, the EATF has summarized the panel
deliberations on the basis of the effectiveness scores In Table A-6 and the two categories of
alternatives mentioned above. It should be noted, however, that the feasibility of the
altematives Is also being studied In detail as part of the overall EATF objectives.

Table A-7 presents the set of alternatives which were consistently assigned high scores by the
EAMP In Table A-B for their effectiveness for eliminating the potential associated with a

'-
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performance parameter. Table A-S presents similar information extracted from Table A-6 for
alternatives which were assigned low to moderate scores for effectiveness because they can
only reduce the rate process associated with a parameter, and cannot eliminate the potential.

Since the extent to which the rate can be reduced or controlled Is different for each alternative,
the alternatives are isted In descending order of merit for each performance parameter.

It should be noted that since the properties of the final waste forms resulting from a lot of
the alternatives In Table A-6 are very similar, for the sake of brevity, alternatives In Tables A-7
and A-S have been grouped Into one of the seven generalized categories described earlier.
For example, all the different forms of compacting the waste have been grouped together as
compaction In Table A-8.

The EATF will perform design analyses of appropriate combinations of engineered alternatives
from Tables A-7 and A-S to quantify the Improvements In repository performance using
alternative waste forms. An example of such a combination for reducing the potential of
radiolytic gas generation would be to cement the sludges, shredding and cementing the solid
organics, and decontaminate the metals. Ether grout or salt could be added In the repository
as a backfill materal. Similarly, decontamination of all corroding metals from the waste
Inventory, and changing the waste container material could be used to eliminate the potential
of corrosion generation.

The EAMP considered ranking a set of combined alternatives based on their effectiveness and
feasibility. However, It was decided that since the evaluation process was primarily qualitative,
ranking the combinations merely on the basis of summation of their Individual scores would
not be meaningful and therefore not advisable.

The results of the EAMP's evaluations will be used to:

1. Recommend waste form alternatives that should be Included In the WIPP
Experimental Test Program.

2. Provide a basis for dentification of combinations of alternatives that should be
quantitatively analyzed for relative effectiveness.

3. Provide a basis for evaluation of the relative cost and schedule ramifications for
Implementing the most effective and feasible alternatives.

The final choice of alternative(s), and whether any alternatives are needed, will be decided In
conjunction with the performance assessment studies when the extent of mitigation required
Is finally determined after these studies are completed.
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TABLE A-7

WASTE FORM MODIFICATIONS FOR ELiMINATING POTENTIAL

WASTE FORM

PARAMETER SLUDGES SOLID ORGANICS SOLD INORGANICS

Radiolytic
Gas
Generation

Biological
Gas
Generation

Corrosion
Gas
Generation

Vitrification

Vitrification

Vitrification

Plasma processing
Incinerate and Vitrify
Acid digest and Vitrify

Plasma processing
Incinerate and Cement
Incinerate and Vitrify
Acid digest and Vitrify

Category does
not pose corrosion
gas generation problem

Vitrification

Category does
not pose biological gas
generation problem

Decontamination of corroding
metals
Changing eAsting waste
container materials

Permeability
of the
Waste Stack

Radionucilde
Solubility
In Brine

None

None

None None

None None
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TABLE A-8

WASTE FORM MODIFICATIONS
FOR REDUCING/CONTROLLING POTENTIAL

WASTE FORM

PARAMETER SLUDGES SOLID ORGANICS SOLID INORGANICS

Radlolytic
Gas
Generation

Biological
Gas
Generation

Corrosion
Gas
Generation

Permeability
of the
Waste Stack

Radionuclide
Solubility
In Brine

Cementation'
pH Buffers

Cementation*
pH Buffers

Cementation*
pH Buffers

Vitrification
Cementation
pH Buffers

Cementation
pH Buffers

Incinerate and cerent
Compaction
pH Buffers

Shred and cement
Compaction
pH Buffers
Shred, add bentonite

Category does
not pose corrosion
gas generation
problem

VitrIficatlon
Encapsulation
Cementation
Shred, add bentonite
Compaction
pH Buffers

Cementation
pH Buffers
Vitrification

Decontamination
Melted metals
pH Buffers

Category does not
pose biological
generation problem

Vitrification
pH Buffers
Encapsulation
Melted metals
Shred and cement
Compaction

Vitrification
Melted metals
Shred, add bentonite
Encapsulation
Shred and cement
Decontaminate metals
Compaction
pH Buffers

Decontaminate metals
pH Buffers
Shred and cement
Melted metals

'Cementation Into monoliths.
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ATTACHMENT A

EAMP REQUIREMENTS AND QUAUIFICATIONS OF MEMBERS

REQUIREMENTS

The Engineered Alternatives Task Force Identified the disciplines needed for the Panel and
established the requirements for Panel members based on Its knowledge of the WIPP project
and the challenge of demonstrating compliance with the EPA Standards.

CHAIRMAN - Broad understanding of the nuclear Industry and the defense transuranic waste
program, Including the WiPP project and a general -knowledge of the discipiines denoted
below. Undergraduate degree with 20 or more years of experience.

DOE/INSTITUTIONAL - Familiar with DOE programmatic sensitivities and requirements.
Knowledgeable about Institutional Issues and the ability to project past challenges to future
conditions. Ability to understand complex technical Issues and to recognize potential solutions.
Undergraduate degree with ten or more years of experience.

GENERATOR WASTE PROCESSING - Broad understanding of transuranic waste generation
and waste processing at DOE facilities. Experience should provide the ability to form
Judgments regarding the Impact of various waste form alternatives on the basic waste
generation processes. Undergraduate degree with five or more years experience at DOE
weapons production facilities.

GEOCHEMISTRY - Geology or geochemistry background, preferably In the hazardous or
radioactive waste disposal areas. Capable of making judgments regarding processes occurring
In the WIPP repository If engineered alternatives are applied. Familiarity with WIPP geology
and/or geochemistry of the region. Graduate degree with ten or more years experience.

METALLURGY/CORROSION - Extensive experience solving corrosion problems and an
In-depth understanding of corrosion mechanisms and products of corrosion. Understanding of
corrosion Inhibition and the effects of near saturated brines on corrosion of metals. Graduate
degree with ten or more years experience.

MICROBIOLOGY - Experienced microbiologist with considerable background In bacterial
degradation of hazardous, mixed waste, and nuclear waste forms. Understanding of bacterial
energetics and reactions of halotolerant and halophilic organisms and the effect of salt
environments on bacterial communities. Graduate degree with ten or more years experience.

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT - Famlliarity with the EPA Standards 40 CFR Part 191 and
the requirements to conduct performance assessment of deep geologic repositories. Generally
knowledgeable about current - performance assessment activities and challenges.
Undergraduate degree with five or more years of experience.

REGULATORY - Background Involving regulatory compliance activities, familiarity with 40 CFR
Part 191, RCRA and states' permitting requirements. Sufficient experience In regulatory
matters to understand the probability of pennitting of new technologies by state and federal
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agencies. Technical or legal background preferred. Graduate degree with five or more years
experience.

REPOSITORY OPERATIONS - Operation and/or engineering experience on the WIPP project,
including familiarity with mining, surface and underground facility design, and waste handling.
Undergraduate degree (or equivalent) with five or more years of experience.

ROCK MECHANICS - Experience with mechanical deformation of rock, understanding of
repository sealing technology and requirements and underground design experience. Overall
familiarity with deep geologic repository underground design. Graduate degree with ten or
more years of experience.

WASTE TREATMENT - Broad experience n nuclear -and hazardous waste treatment
technologies. Background should Include development, design, and operation of waste
treatment systems and facilities. Undergraduate degree with ten or more years of experience.

QUAUFICATIONS OF PANEL MEMBERS

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Hans Kresny (Chairman and Facilitator)

Mr. Kresny Is the President of Solmont Corporation, and a consultant to IT Corporation, with
over 33 years of multidisciplined technical and managerial experience In the nuclear Industry.
His background includes engineering and project management Involiing major nuclear facilities
and programs, nstitutional Issues resolution between the WIPP project and 23 States, shielding
and radiation analysis, and nuclear space systems and power plant design. Education:
Bachelor of Marine Engineering.

PRIMARY PANEL MEMBERS

Mr. Mike McFadden (DOE/Institutional)

Mr. McFadden has 14 years of experience, the major portion of which includes management
positions with the Department of Energy. His background Includes engineering and
management of such projects as geothermal and laser facilities, management of the DOE
Transuranic Waste Program, the WIPP transportation system, transporter development
programs, and Integration of WIPP and transuranic waste generator activities. Education: B.S.,
Civil Engineering.

Mr. Vernon Daub (DOE/instituffonal)

Mr. Daub has 15 years of management and engineering experience. He has held the
positions of mechanical engineer, test engineer, Chief of Test Engineering within the
Department of Defense, and Research and Development Engineer, and Transportation
Manager within the Department of Energy. He has extensive experience and has had
significant responsibilities In a wide range of areas on the WIPP Project Education: B.S.,
Mechanical Engineering; M.S., ndustrial Engineering.
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Mr. Jeff Paynter (Generator Waste Processing)

Mr. Paynter has six years of experience at the DOE Rocky Flats Plant, including criticality
safety engineering; waste processing; operations; and package design, analysis, and testing.
Education: B.S., General Engineering, Nuclear Option.

Mr. Kyle Peter (Generator Waste Processing)

Mr. Peter has nine years experience at the DOE Rocky Fiats Plant, Including responsibility for
design, start-up, operation, and maintenance of waste processing treatment facilities. He is
familiar with RCRA permitting, treatment, and storage regulations. Education: B.S., Chemical
Engineering; M.S., Business Administration.

Dr. Jonathan Myers (Geochemistry and Performance Assessment)

Dr. Myers Is a Technical Associate at IT Corporation with over ten years of geologic and
geochemical experience solving technical problems In the field of hazardous and nuclear waste
management He has been actively Involved In the WIPP and Yucca Mountain nuclear waste
disposal projects, as well as the Swedish and Canadian waste disposal programs. He has
also been an active participant In the WIPP Performance Assessment program. Education:
B.S. and M.S., Geology; Ph.D., Geochenistry.

Dr. Arun Agrawal (Metallurgy/Corrosion)

Dr. Agrawal Is a Senior Research Scientist at Battelle Memorial Institute and has been active
In the corrosion and electrochemical fields for more than 15 years. He has extensive
experience conducting research In these fields for various nuclear and nonnuclear organizations
including the Electric Power Research Institute, Gas Research Institute, Department of Energy,
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the National Science Foundation. Education: B.Sc. and
M.S., Chemical Engineering; Ph.D., Chemical Engineering.

Mr. Barry KIng (Microbiology)

Mr. King Is a Technical Associate and environmental biologist at IT Corporation with more that
23 years of experience Including projects related to biodegradation of mixed hazardous wastes;
long-term effects of geologic disposal; and various aspects of biological treatment,
bioremediation, and technology development. Education: B.S., Microbiology; M.S.,
Environmental Biology.

Mr. Roaer Hansen (Regulatory Compliance and Permitting)

Mr. Hansen Is an environmental attorney and project director at IT Corporation with 27 years
of legal experience. He has a multidisciplinary background In environmental law, land use and
environmental planning, and communications. He Is currently responsible for environmental
regulatory analysis, permitting, documentation preparation, and providing technical and legal
support for permitting and operation of hazardous, radioactive, and mixed waste management
facilities. He Is a registered Colorado attorney and a member of the American Bar
Association. Education: B.S., Journalism; J.D.
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Mr. Bill White (Repository Operations)

Mr. White has over 14 years of experience Involved with operation of nuclear submarine and
land-based nuclear power plants. He has held positions as Waste Handling Operations
Manager and Start-up Engineer at the WlPP, was a Chief Operator at the Fast Flux Test
Facility, and was a leading Petty Officer and Staff Instructor for nuclear plant operations In the
U.S. Navy. Education: University of Texas at El Paso, plus various Navy nuclear power and
engineering schools.

Mr. Rodney Palanca (Repository Operations)

Mr. Palanca has 27 years of experience with operation of nuclear submarine and land based
nuclear plants. He attained the rank of Ueutenant Commander In the U.S. Navy and has
supervisory and technical experience In nuclear reactor operation and testing, nuclear
Instrumentation and controls, nuclear chemistry and radiological controls, training curriculum
planning and scheduling. He Is currently an operations engineer In the WIPP Operations
Support Group. Education: B.S., Chemical Engineering, plus numerous Navy nuclear training
programs.

Dr. Joe Tillerson (Rock Mechanics)

Dr. Tnilerson is Supervisor of the WIPP Sealing and Rock Mechanics Programs at Sandia
National Laboratory. He has 15 years of experience Including underground design, rock
mechanics analysis, sealing programs, site characterization, rock mechanics measurement,
code development and modeling of salt creep, and geotechnical analysis of oil storage caverns
In salt. Education: B.S. and M.S., Aero Engineering; Ph.D., Aero Engineering.

Mr. Milo Larsen (Waste Treatment)

Mr. Larsen Is President and General Manager of Haz Answers, Inc. He has over 20 years
of experience in the nuclear Industry Including reactor operations, waste engineering
development, waste treatment process development, and waste reduction operations. Mr.
Larsen has extensive knowledge of the status of nuclear waste treatment technologies.
Education: B.S., Physics.

ALTERNATE PANEL MEMBERS

Altemate Panel members were occasionally required to substitute for the primary members due
to schedular conflicts.

Dr. Murthv Devarakonda (Geochemistry)

Dr. Devarakonda Is a project engineer at IT Corporation with six years of experience In solvent
recovery, waste water treatment, interactions among waste components In WIPP and the fate
of mixed hazardous waste in WIPP over prolonged periods of time. Education: Bachelor of
Technology, Chemical Engineering; Ph.D., Environmental Engineering.
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Dr. Paul Drez (Geochemistry)

Dr. Drez Is a Senior Technical Associate at IT Corporation with 20 years of experience. He
Is currently the Technical Director for the Engineered Alternatives Task Force effort. He has
a broad background as a research geochemist for geologic exploration programs, and has
been a key participant for evaluating the characteristics of TRU wastes destined for disposal
at WIPP. He has also been actively Involved In the WIPP performance assessment process,
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement, No-Migration Variance Petition, R&D Test Plan,
and licensing of the TRUPACT-il and RH transportation systems. Education: B.S., Chemistry;
Ph.D., Geochemistry.

Ms. Barbara Deshler (Performance Assessment)

Ms. Deshler Is a geologist at IT Corporation with four years of experience Including
co-authorship of the WIPP No-Migration Variance Petition. As a result of her key Involvement
In preparing the WIPP Plan for Performance Assessment and Operations Demonstration, she
has become very familiar with the performance assessment process. Her experience also
Includes the acquisition and start-up of a gas chromatographtmass spectrometer laboratory at
the WIPP site, environmental monitoring Instrumentation, and technical Input to environmental
regulatory permit applications. Education: B.S., Geology; M.S., Geology (In progress).

Ms. Karen Knudtsen (Regulatory)

Ms. Knudtsen Is a Project Scientist at Benchmark Environmental, Inc. with ten years
experience In solid and hazardous waste management and environmental assessment. Her
experience Includes evaluation of hazardous and radioactive mixed waste characteristics and
mechanisms of contaminant transport In the environment, preparation of regulatory summaries,
development of technical positions regarding RCRA and CERCLA regulatory compliance, and
permitting assistance for hazardous waste facilities. Education: B.S., Soil Science; M.S., Soil
Chemistry.

Mr. Clinton Kellev (Repository Operations)

Mr. Kelley Is a Senior Engineer for Westinghouse on the WIPP project with 15 years of
experience In the nuclear Industry. His principal duties currently Involve planning,
Implementation and supervision of waste handing operations at the WIPP facility. His
experience Includes reactor operations for advance reactor systems, operations training,
supervision of waste handling technicians, and preparation of operations procedures.
Education: Science and math courses at several universities as well as numerous In-house
technical and management courses.
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ATTACHMENT B

DESCRIPTION OF ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES

Engineered aternatives being considered for reducing the consequences of potential WIPP
waste release scenarios are described In this Attachment as they were presented to the Panel
for consideration. Assumptions made by the Panel which supplement the description of some
of the alternatives are also Included.

WASTE FORM MODIFICATION ALTERNATIVES

COMPACT WASTE
Stored and newly generated waste Is loosely packed In steel drums and boxes.
Compacting the waste to much lower porosity and permeability, using state-of-the-art
compactors, can reduce the ability of brine to either permeate the waste or flow through
the waste matrix, thereby carrying some of the waste to the accessible environment or
beyond the unit boundary.

Panel Assumotion: It was assumed that compaction applies to all waste form categories
except sludges. The Panel recognized but did not take Into account the possibility of
Increased gas generation due to compaction, as discussed In Kroth and Lammertz
(1988). The Panel also recognized that compacting the waste reduces nitial void
volume allows repressurization of waste rooms to occur sooner.

INCINERATE AND CEMENT
Incineration of combustible waste and cementation of the ash Into an ash/cement matrix
reduces the void volume and permeability of the waste. This alternative destroys
essentially all organics and therefore Is expected to eliminate microbial gas generation.

Panel Assumotions: Cemented form can be maintained until salt creep effectively
encapsulates the waste. The Process Experimental Pilot Plant (PREPP) technology
(rotary kiln Incinerator) was assumed. Although there were plans for Implementation of
the PREPP process at the time the EAMP convened, the reader should note that the
project has since been discontinued and not expected to be operational. The Panel
also recognized that Incineration may have the advantage of meeting the treatment
standard for some types of organics restricted from land disposal under 40 CFR
Part 268.

INCINERATE AND VITRIFY
This alternative Is similar to l1nclnerate and Cemenr except that the residue Is fused
Into a glass rather than a cement matrix and Is likely to have a lower permeability and
remain stable for a longer period of time.

WET OXIDATION
Wet oxidation Involves the accelerated oxidation of waste In the presence of heated
water vapor or steam, with the Intent to chemical degradation of the waste prior to
emplacement In WIPP. This technique has not been demonstrated for application to
solid wastes.
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SHRED AND BITUMINIZE
This alternative involves filling the voids of shredded waste with a bituminous compound.
This has the effect of reducing waste permeability but may enhance microbial and
radlolytic gas generation. All waste forms except sludges can be bituminized.

SHRED AND COMPACT
Compaction alone is limited by the available compaction forces (I.e., state-of-the-art
equipment) and the stress strain characteristics of the waste form. Some advantage
may be gained by first shredding the waste thereby compacting the waste to a more
Impermeable form. All waste forms except sludges can be compacted.

SHRED AND CEMENT
This alternative Involves shredding the waste prior to cementation and repackaging. The
Intent Is to reduce the permeability of the waste form. This alternative does not apply
to the sludges.

Panel Assumption: The Panel assumed that the Process Experimental Pilot Plant
(PREPP) shredding technology will be used.

SHRED AND POLYMER ENCAPSULATON
This alternative s similar to the shred and cement alternative except that the shredded
waste would be encapsulated In a polymer. The use of polymers may increase
microbial and radlolytic gas generation potential. All waste forms except the sludges
can be encapsulated.

SHRED, ADD SALT, AND COMPACT
The purpose of this alternative Is to reduce the permeability and initial void volume of
shredded and compacted waste by mixing crushed salt nto the shredded waste before
compacting. The Intent Is to fill the voids that normally remain after compaction with
crushed sail The alternative can be applied to glass, metals, and combustibles.
Coroson and gas generation may be accelerated unless this alternative effectively
excludes brine.

PLASMA PROCESSING
This alternative uses a high temperature plasma furnace to essentially eliminate organics
and melt metals and sludges Into a solid form. The products of this process are a
vitrified glass form and solid metaL

Panel Assumptions: This aternative is in the demonstration phase. Therefore
regulatory challenges may be similar to those conceming ncineration.

MELT METALS
Since compacting metal wastes to a low permeability even after shredding may be
difficult, an alternative s to melt the metals into ingots of a weight that is transportable.
Some metals may require size reduction depending on furnace size. By definition, this
alternative does not apply to sludges or combustibles.
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Panel Assumptions: Depending on the process, the slag resulting from melting may
contain most of the transuranic elements, substantially reducing metal waste volume
while the Ingots may qualify as low level waste. The slag resulting from melting may
need to be solidified In cement or another medium.

ADD SALT BACKFILL
Adding crushed or pulverized salt Into the larger void spaces around the waste In each
waste container has the advantage of reducing the permeability of the waste but may
Induce accelerated corrosIon and gas evolution.

ADD OTHER SORBENTS
Evaluation of sorbents In addition to or other than bentonite may lead to Improved waste
characteristics of permeability and porosity. These sorbents are Intended to sorb brine
and radionuclides.

ADD GAS SUPPRESSANTS
Adding materials to the waste that could reduce gas generation rates, such as materials
that raise the pH of brine that comes In contact with the waste, could prove beneficial
In reducing gas pressure buildup In the waste disposal rooms.

SHRED AND ADD BENTONITE
This alternative considers the addition of bentonite, a swelling, absorptive and colloidal
clay, to shredded waste to reduce waste permeability, absorb brine that might otherwise
come In contact with the waste, and sorb radionuclides to reduce their mobility. This
alternative does not apply to sludges.

Panel Assumptions: Bentonite will absorb both brine and residual liquids In the waste.

ACID DIGESTION
This alternative would dissolve the waste In a strongly acidic solution that Is
subsequertly neutralized and precipitated, resulting In a reduced volume sludge waste
form, which Is then solidified. In particular, the ability of organics and metals to
generate gases Is eliminated, and since the residue can be solidified, waste permeability
and mobility are reduced.

Panel Assumptions: Waste may have to be segregated and shredded, with different
process Ones for metals and organics. The process may not be able to digest all
plastics and may Increase the nitrate Inventory of the waste. The residue from this
alternative will have to be combined with a solidification process such as caicining,
cementation or vitrification. This alternative applies only to combustibles.

STERILIZE
Prior to emplacement of the waste In WIPP, sterilize the contents of each waste
package to eliminate or reduce microbial gas generation. To be sufficiently effective,
this alternative would probably have to be used In conjunction with sterilization of the
entire underground waste disposal area, which Is not considered a credible alternative
at this time.

K>~.. 
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ADD COPPER SULFATE
The addition of copper sulfate to the waste is expected to reduce the generation of
gases resulting from anoxic corrosion of iron based metals. The copper sulfate reacts
with Iron, forming ferrous sulfate and preventing the production of free hydrogen gas.

ADD GAS GETTERS
Several gases will constitute the major volumes generated over time In the waste
disposal area of WIPP. If generation of gases cannot be prevented, gas getters added
to the waste may eliminate significant gas volumes and prove to be a solution to the
potentially negative effect that large gas volumes may have on repository performance.
Carbon dioxide may be removed by the addition of gas getters that will react with the
gas to produce a solid phase.

Panel Assumptions: The getters assumed were either lime or hydrated lime added to
waste to reduce the carbon dioxide gas inventory. These were the only getters
considered and assumes that enough getter material can be added to the waste to be
effective.

ADD FILLERS
Adding filler materials to the waste In order to reduce Initial voId volume will reduce the
waste's permeability and can reduce brine Inflow during room reconsolidation.

SEGREGATE WASTE FORMS
This alternative refers to isolating each major waste form (i.e., sludges, combustibles,
etc.) from one another. By segregating the various waste forms that are now
intermingled within waste packages, several engineered alternatives could be applied
to smaller waste quantities, thereby possibly reducing costs and overall schedule.

Panel Assumptions: It was assumed that this alternative would require that new waste
be segregated as it Is generated while stored waste would have to be sorted.

DECONTAMINATE METALS
The disposal of metals In WIPP Is expected to generate hydrogen from anoxic corrosion.
These metals may also be difficult to compact to a sufficiently low permeability. An
altemative solution may be to decontaminate the metals and dispose of them as low-
level or nonradioactive wastes. The residue from this process would be handled In a
manner similar to that resulting from the Acid Digestion alternative. This alternative
Is not applicable for sludges or combustibles.

Panel Assumptions: To be completely effective, this alternative would have to be
combined with Change Waste Container Material, since a large part of the metal
Inventory consists of steel drums and boxes. The residue resulting from the
decontamination process will have to be solidified by vitrification, cementation, or other
means.

CHANGE WASTE GENERATING PROCESS
Since two-thirds of the waste that will ultimately be emplaced in WIPP has not yet been
generated, an opportunity exists to change the processes that generate the remaining
waste to minimize waste porosity, permeability, and gas generation. Some progress
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has already been made In reducing waste generation volumes, and compaction of waste
at generator sites Is an example of a process that reduces porosity and permeability.

CHANGE WASTE CONTAINER SHAPE
A major goal of the Engineered Alternatives program Is to evaluate reduction of void
volumes In waste packages and In the repository In general. A square cornered or
hexagonal waste package configuration could essentially eliminate void volumes between
emplaced waste packages In the disposal areas. Other configurations may also provide
similar results, such as Interlocking waste packages that fit together tightly when
emplaced in WIPP. This aternative will only reduce the Interstitial spaces between
waste packages disposed of In WIPP. Stored waste needs to be repackaged. Space
around the waste stack Is not affected.

CHANGE WASTE CONTAINER MATERIAL
The corrosion of steel drums or boxes that are currently used to package waste may
add considerably to the gas generated by anoxic corrosion after waste emplacement.
The use of aternate materials may reduce the amount of gas generated from this
process. For Instance, copper or ceramic materials may be candidates that could
reduce or eliminate metal corrosion induced gas generation.

Panel Assump ions: The Panel assumed that the polyethylene drum and box liners
could be made sufficiently strong to act as waste containers.

ADD ANTIBACTERIAL MATERIAL
The addition of an antibacterial material to the waste could alleviate some gas
production if such a material does not pose a greater challenge than the gas itself. The
material must have an estimated effective lifetime sufficient to prevent those microbes
already present In the repository from eventually overtaking its effectiveness.

ACCELERATE THE WASTE DIGESTION PROCESS
This alternative suggests that the gas generation process might be accelerated so that
gas generation Is minimized after decommissioning of the repository. This requires the
addition of appropriate bacterial agents to hasten waste digestion, which would have to
be essentially complete before decommissioning.

ALTER CORROSION ENVIRONMENT IN WIPP
The use of copper sulfate has already been Identified as an engineered alternative that
might modify the corrosion process to generate less gas. Other alternatives may alter
the chemical environment of the waste storage rooms, such as assuring dryness or
maintaining a pH buffer, so that corrosion Is minimized.

Panel Assumptions: Copper sulfate was not considered for reasons given under that
alternative's description. The addition of activated alumina, calcium oxide or cement
was considered. These additives may Increase the total number of waste packages
required but result In a dder environment.
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ALTER BACTERIAL ENVIRONMENT IN WIPP
This alternative Is analogous to Alter Corrosion Environment In WIPP.0 By changing
the chemistry of the waste, microbial gas generation rates may be reduced to
acceptable levels.

TRANSMUTATION
This alternative considers transmutation of long-lived radionuclides to short-lived nuclides,
eliminating the need for long-term disposal.

VITRIFY SLUDGES
Sludges have a high moisture content compared to other waste forms. Vitrifying the
sludges using microwave or Joule melters will reduce waste volume, remove excess
moisture, and possibly remove nitrates.

BACKFILL ALTERNATIVES

SALT ONLY
This Is the basic backfill material being considered to reduce void volume around the
waste and to hasten room closure. The material results from mining the disposal rooms
and drifts and can be processed by crushing or pulverizing to enhance backfilling
operations. Unless this salt Is preformed Into compact shape(s), it has significant initial
porosity and permeability, but will rapidly reconsolidate as a result of creep closure.

Panel Assumotlons Backfiuilng the void spaces around the waste will probably reduce
the amount of brine entering the waste rooms. However, the void volume and
permeability of the waste itself remains substantial and moisture In the waste (e.g.,
sludges) Is not effected by this alternative.

SALT PLUS GAS GETTERSIALKALIpH BUFFERS
The addition of gas getters with the salt backfill may be advantageous for preventing
buildup of unacceptable gas volumes. A potential disadvantage of applying getters in
this manner Is that salt reconsolidatlon takes place fairly quickly. If reconsolldatlon
prevents Interaction of gases with the getters in the salt matrix, it could prove ineffective.
An added advantage of certain gas getters (e.g., CaO) Is they will act as pH buffers
thereby minimizing corrosion and radionuclide solubility In brine.

COMPACT BACKFILL
Compacting backfill In place could reduce its permeability sufficiently to prevent
significant brine mobility. Such a procedure would probably require more storage space
than currently planned to permit equipment access between and around the waste
packages.

SALT PLUS BRINE SORBENTS
The presence of brine In the waste rooms Is considered the primary medium for waste
mobility to the accessible environment for certain scenarios. The brine source may be
from a hypothesized brine reservoir or from migration of Salado brine from the
surrounding salt into the waste disposal rooms. The expected volume of brine from the
surrounding salt appears to be lower than previously anticipated. Therefore, sorbents
such as bentonite added to the backfill may effectively preclude free brine In the
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repository from this source. Sorbents may also be effective for reducing the mobility
of radionuclides.

Panel Assumotions: The sorbents considered were bentonite, diatomaceous earth, and
vermiculite. Approximatey 30 percent sorbent In the backfill was considered enough
to be effective. The effectiveness of backfill plus sorbents might be enhanced f
Installed below the waste as well.

PREFORMED COMPACTED BACKFILL
Preforming backfill Into dense compacted modules, such as bricks or blocks, or shapes
that can be Inserted between waste packages, may reduce the overall petmeability of
the waste disposal rooms, thereby reducing the potential for brine contact with the
waste. Compacted backfill reduces the time required for room closure and the amount
of brine that can migrate Into the room from the surrounding salt.

Panel Assumptions: Only salt was considered as a compacted backfill, and the
precompacted material was assumed to be nearly formfitting around waste packages.

GROUT BACKFILL
The use of a grout as backfill Instead of salt has the operational advantage of handling
a semi-liquid material that can flow relatively easily. However, the emplacement of grout
between waste containers may still be a challenge. The relative Impermeability of grout
Is an advantage, whereas ts poor stability characteristics In a sat/brine environment are
potentially disadvantageous unless room closure acts to mechanically stabilize the entire
waste/grout monolith.

Panel Assumtions: Grout was assumed between waste packages, with concrete
around the waste stack

BITUMEN BACKFILL
Bitumen has been considered as a backfill medium, bxt the operational challenges of
handling large quantities of hot bitumen underground, and the potential for this backfill
acting as an additional source for microbial gas generation, probably precludes the
material from consideration.

ADD GAS SUPPRESSANTS
This alternative Is analogous to that described for the waste form (same name) but the
suppressing material would be mixed with the backfill.

WASTE MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES

MINIMIZE SPACE AROUND WASTE STACK
The waste disposal room dimensions were chosen so that retrieval after a five-year
demonstration period would not be precluded by premature room closure. Therefore,
space Is available between the waste stack and the walls and ceiling which also acts
as a ventilation flow path. Reduction or elinination of this space would result in the
need for less backfill, quicker room closure, and less Salado brine migration Into the
room.
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Panel Assumptions: Rooms will have to be mined to minimize space around the
waste stack, consistent with remote-handled waste emplacement requirements. It was
assumed that no backfill Is required for this alternative.

SEGREGATE WASTE IN WIPP
The segregation of different waste forms In or among waste disposal rooms could prove
beneficial. For Instance, the segregation of permeable metal wastes In small amounts
within more easily compacted or previously compacted waste could encapsulate the
metals with other waste that Is less permeable. The segregation of high gas-generation
waste from more benign waste would focus the solution on a smaller area of WIPP.
There may also be an advantage In segregating sludges that contain nitrates, from
combustible wastes to prevent nitrate reducing bacteria from generating nitrogen gas.

Panel Assumptlons: Administrative control of waste shipments Is required. Segregation
Is by waste disposal panel. WIPP ventilation system redesign may be needed.

DECREASE AMOUNT OF WASTE PER ROOM
By leaving the room size the same as currently designed, but emplacing less waste
volume per room, sufficient space may be gained around the waste stack to Isolate the
stack from the surrounding host salt. This would be accomplished by creating a waste
stack that Is as compact as practicable, surrounded by relatively plastic backfill
containing sorbents and gas getters that would act as a secondary encapsulation
medium The host salt would, of course, remain the prlmary barrier.

EMPLACE WASTE AND BACKFILL SIMULTANEOUSLY
The Intent of this aternative Is to emplace backfill more efficiently so that its effect Is
maxdmized. This alternative would be used In conjunction with compacting In place or
using precompacted (and preformed if necessary) backfill.

SELECTiVE VEGETATiVE UPTAKE
Using the vegetative uptake of certain plants to concentrate radlionuclides has been
proposed. Some work has been done demonstrating the vegetative concentration of
heavy metals.

FACILITY DESIGN ALTERNATIVES

BRINE-ISOLATING DIKES
Brine dikes can consist of partial or full-height walls of material that separate waste
quantities to reduce the amount of waste accessed by Inflowing brine or a driller's
circulating mud.

RAISE WASTE ABOVE FLOOR
If it can be postulated that Salado brine will collect on the waste disposal room floor,
then Isolating the waste from the floor may be beneficial. If it can be further postulated
that humidity generated by brine can be Isolated from the waste, then this alternative
may reduce the amount of corrosion-induced gas generation.
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Panel Assumptions: The Panel assumed that crushed salt, bentonite or other absorbent
material would be placed between the waste disposal room floor and the waste. On
that basis, the Panel considered this alternative part of the Add Floor of Brine Sorbent
Material alternative as defined by the Panel's assumptions for that alternative.

BRINE SUMPS AND DRAINS
By property sloping the floor of waste disposal rooms toward collection sumps, it may
be possible to Isolate Inflowing brine from the waste. Isolating the brine during room
closure and designing the sumps so that they become encapsulated" after closure, may
result In reduced corrosion-Induced gas generation.

GAS EXPANSION VOLUMES
This alternative refers to the mining of recesses within the repository to allow free
expansion of the gases generated and thus reduce gas pressure.

Panel Assumptions: t was assumed that brine would not fill the void volumes. This
alternative was considered only If gas generation Is a marginal problem, requiring only
small expansion volumes to prevent overpressurIzation.

SEAL DISPOSAL ROOM WALLS
This alternative refers to a flexible, Impermeable seal applied to the walls of each room
such that closure does not break the seal. The Intent Is to prevent contact between the
waste stack and Interstitial brine.

VENT FACILITY
If gas generation results In the potential for overpressurizing waste disposal rooms,
providing a small engineered vent could alleviate this condition.

VENTiLATE THE FACILITY
Continuous ventilation of the waste disposal rooms until complete closure has taken
place would eliminate concern about brine from the surrounding Salado Formation
collecting In the repository.

Panel Assumptions: Permanent panel seals and backfill would not be Installed during
the nstitutional control period.

ADD FLOOR OF BRINE SORBENT MATERIAL
The Intent of this alternative Is to prevent free brine from contacting the waste stack,
thereby reducing the potential for corrosion Induced gas generation.

Panel Assumrigons: See Ralse Waste Above Floor."

CHANGE MINED EXTRACTION RATIO
By changing the mined extraction ratio (I.e., leaving less supporting salt around the
mined waste disposal rooms), room closure can be affected more quickly, reducing brine
Inflow from surrounding Salado salt.

Panel Assumptions: An Increase In the creep rate will result In faster closure, but the
possibility of a larger disturbed zone may add to the brine inflow rate.
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CHANGE ROOM CONFiGURATION
This alternative Invoives several possibilities. Stacking the waste tightly against the
walls would eliminate nitial void volume and enhance closure time. Another option
involves Increasing room size, which would also Increase the extraction ratio, making
room for a buffer of sorbents and getters completely surrounding the waste stack. A
third option involves ncreasing room height and stacking the waste higher to reduce the
overall footprint of the repository.

Panel Assumpftons: Since several of the stated options were considered under other
alternatives, this alternative was considered only from the standpoint of stacking the
waste higher than currently designed and reducing the overall footprint of the repository.
Although the probability of a human intrusion event penetrating the waste stack is
reduced, the consequences may be higher than for the current design.

SEAL INDIVIDUAL ROOMS
If human intrusion were to take place, sealing off each room instead of sealing the
panels may preclude brine from sweeping past enough waste to cause
out-of-compliance releases of radlonuclides. The effectiveness of this alternative
depends on the mobility of the waste form, such as solubility of radlonuclides In brine.

Panel Assumptions: The Panel considered this alternative for mitigating the effects of
the single and two borehole scenarios only. The Panel assumed that there is a low
probability of two boreholes penetrating the same waste storage room. Although waste
permeability Is unchanged, the ndividual room seals would decrease the overall effective
uperneability of the underground disposal area.

TWO-LEVEL REPOSITORY
A two-level repository refers to decreasing the facility's surface footprint by placing half
the waste disposal area above the other, creating a two-level facility. Although reduction
of the facility footprint will reduce the probability of human Intrusion Into the underground
disposal area, the consequences could double if the ntrusion event penetrates both
levels of the repository.

PASSIVE MARKER ALTERNATIVES

MONUMENT FORESTw OVER REPOSITORY
The use of closely spaced surface markers, consisting of long-lasting materials, can be
used to alert potential Intnders about the existence of the repository. These
monuments could be mass produced and Include pictorial and other designations
describing the location and content of the disposal area. Each marker would be deeply
anchored in bedrock

Panel Assumptions: It was assumed that this aternative Is applicable only for the
reduction of human Intrusion probability.

MONUMENT COVERING THE ENTIRE REPOSITORY
The waste disposal area of WIPP consists of approximately 100 acres. A monument
2,100 feet on a side, consisting of natural and/or man-made materials, could provide
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adequate warning to potential Intruders as well as adding to the difficulty of drilling Into
the repository. The alternative could consist of a single wpyramid" or multiple contiguous
monuments.

Panel Assumptions: It was assumed that this alternative Is applicable only for the
reduction of human Intrusion probability.

BURIED STEEL PLATE OVER REPOSITORY
The action of a drill bit makes It difficult to penetrate non-friable materials. Burying a
relatively thick steel or other metal plate at some distance below the surface over the
repository could alert an Intruder that this Is an unusual site. The plate would probably
have to be sandwiched between corrosion nhibitors to assure longevity. Additionally,
site exploration and evaluation prior to drilling would alert geologists that further
exploration Is needed.

Panel Assumptions: It was assumed that this alternative Is applicable only for the
reduction of human Intrusion probability.

ARTIFICIAL SURFACE LAYER OVER REPOSITORY
Replacing the natural surface materials over the repository with a layer of artificial or
sterile material to a reasonable depth Is another way of alerting potential Intruders to
explore further before taking any action.

Panel Assumptions: It was assumed that this alternative Is applicable only for the
reduction of human Intrusion probability.

ADD MARKER DYE TO WASTE OR STRATA ABOVE REPOSITORY
The use of a mariker dye that Is sufficiently strong to discolor the drillers mud pond may
alert the Intruder that some further evaluation Is necessary.

Panel Assumpions: It was assumed that this alternative Is applicable only for the
reduction of human Intrusion probability.

MISCELLANEOUS ALTERNATIVES

DRAIN CASTILE RESERVOIR (Brine Pocket)
This alternative refers to the draining of the Castile brine reservoir, and thus reducing
the effect of human Intrusion through the repository.

GROUT CULEBRA FORMATION ABOVE REPOSITORY
The Culebra Is a potential conduit for releasing radionucildes to the accessible
environment. Grouting the Culebra above the repository may reduce this pathway.

INCREASE LAND WITHDRAWAL AREA TO THE REGULATORY BOUNDARY
Currently planned land withdrawal boundaries do not extend to the regulatory boundaries
of 40 CFR Part 191. Extending the land withdrawal boundaries to coincide with the
permitted regulatory boundaries would provide longer nuclide transit times before
reaching the boundaries used to calculate repository performance.
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ATTACHMENT C

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES

The results of the preliminary evaluation process are depicted In Attachment C. The
alternatives shown comprise the total flist of the 64 potential engineered alternatives considered
by the EAMP. After eliminating the alternatives that did not satisfy the must" criteria, the
EAMP assigned each remaining alternative a preliminary score based on ts effectiveness for
mitigating each of the ten original performance parameters, and Its feasibility of implementation.
The scores were based on a scale of zero to ten, with ten being the highest score and zero
denoting an adverse effect Some alternatives were judged to have "no effect' on a
performance parameter, In which case no score was assigned (represented by a "-" in the
scoring column).

The EAMP assumed all of the ten performance parameters to be mutually exclusive of one
another, because it Is not yet evident which parameter(s) will control the demonstration of
compliance with EPA Standard 40 CFR Part 191. However, the feasibility of an atemative
was assumed to remain the same Irrespective of the performance parameter being considered
for evaluation of effectiveness.

The overall scores for an alternative for mitigating the effects of a performance parameter were
calculated by combining Its effectiveness and feasibility scores using a weighted summation
approach. This approach Is described In Section 223.

The following equation represents this scoring process:

Total score= 6.1 x (Effectiveness score)
+ 2.4 x (Regulatory score)
+ 1.5 x (Technology score)
+ 1.0 x (Schedule score)

There were two exceptions to the above equation. If an alternative was assigned an
effectiveness score of zero for "adverse effect,' then Its total score would also be equal to
zero. On the other hand, if an alternative was assigned a -0 for no effect," then Its total
score was represented as follows:

Total score- 2.4 x (Regulatory score)
+ 1.5 x (Technology score)
+ 1.0 x (Schedule score).
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ATTACHMENT C

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION Of EINEERED ALTERNATIVES

E F F E C T I V EU E S S

S C O E

E A I I L I T 

SC O E

ALTERNATIVE
RAD 10 CORE HUMAN 1(2.4) (.5) (1.0)
GAS GAS GAS P PR SREN LEACN SOU UINE INTU EG TECI SCM

UEIGNIED
FESIBILITY

SCORE
UT. 4.9

TO T AL S CORE oP AN A L T E N A T I V E

RAD 0 cOm WMA
GAS GUS GAS Ml P StUN LEACH SOLU8 BRINE INTAU

. __ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _

............................................................................................................................................................................
WASTE FORN MODIfICATION ALTERNATIVES

COMPACT WASTE
INCINERATE I CEMENT
ICINERATE L VITRIFY
WET OXIDATION
SHRED BITLIMINIZE
SHRED L COMPACT
SHRED L CEMENT
SHRED * POLYMER ENCAP
SHREDADD SALTCOMPACT
PLASMA PROCESSING
MELT METALS

ADD SALT BACKFILL
ADD OTHER SORBENTS
ADO GAS SUPPRESSANTS
SHRED ADD BEWTONITE
ACID DIGESTION
STERILIZE
ADD COPPER SULFATE
ADD GAS GETTERS
ADD FILLERS
SEGREGATE WASTE FORWS
DECONTANIMANT METALS
CHANIGE WASTE GEN. PC.
ADD AITI-BACIERIAL MATRIX
ACCEL WASTE DIGESTION
ALTER CORROSION ENV. WIPP
ALTER ACTERIAL ENV. UIPP
TRANSMUTATION
VITRIFY SLUDGES

* 2.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 8.0 6.0 1.0 5.0 - 9.0
5.0 8.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 3.0 5.0 3.0 2.0 - 2.0
6.0 .0 3.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 2.0 2.0 - 2.0

DELETED-TECHNOLOGY OT DEMSTATED
* 0.0 2.0 .0 .0 3.0 6.0 - S.0 * 3.0
- 2.0 2.0 5.0 .0 5.0 4.0 1.0 6.0 - 9.0

2.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 S.0 5.0 3.0 4.0 - 9.0
0.0 2.0 3.0 .0 .0 S.0 S.0 3.0 S.0 - 9.0
- 2.0 7.0 7.0 .0 5.0 1.0 7.0 * 9.0

10.0 10.0 6.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.0 10.0 3.0
1.0 1.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 - 3.0

CONSIDERED UNDER OTHER TYPE OF ALTERNATIVES
CONSIDERED UIDER OTHER TPE OF ALTERNATIVES
CONSIDERED UNDER 'ADD GAS GETTERS'
2.0 1.0 1.0 4.0 4.0 - 6.0 - 3.0 9.0
2.0 6.0 2.0 .0 3.0 . 6.0 3.0 S.0 3.0

DELETED-TECHNOLOGV NOT DEMONSTRATED
POTENTIAL FOR HZ GENERATION IF DPOSITED COPPER FORM GALVANIC
1.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 - - 3.0 1.0 - 5.0

CONSIDERED UNDER OTHER TPE OF ALTERNATIVES
ALTERNATIVE IS OT A STAND ALONE PROCESS
1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 - 4.0 1.0 1.0 * r.0

TOO BROAD TO EVALUATE
DELETED-TECHNOLOGY OT DEMONSTRATED
DELETED-INEFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVE
S.0 7.0 6.0 2.0 -2.0 - - 8.0 - 6.0

CONSIDERED IN EVALUATION OF OTHER ALTERNATIVES
TECHNOLOGY HOT DEMONSTRATED FOR SUCH LARGE AOITS Of SE
3.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 .0 3.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 - 1 4.0

1o.0
7.0
7.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
S.0

10.0
4.0
7.0

7.0
2.0
2.0

5.0
7.0
9.0
6.0
7.0
1.0
3.0

43.6
17.3
17.3

27.2
43.6
45.6
35.1
43.6
14.2
20.7

43.6 53.8 53.8 64.0 64.0 4.4 74.2 48.7 69.1 43.6
42.8 58.1 32.6 22.4 22.4 32.6 42.8 32.6 27.5 17.3
47.9 S5.1 32.6 27.5 27.5 37.7 47.9 27.5 27.5 17.3

27.2 0.0 37.4 52.752.7 42.5 57.6 27.2 52.7 27.2
43.6 53.8 S3.6 69.1 69.1 54.4 64.0 48.7 74.2 43.6
55.8 66.0 60.9 66.0 66.0 71.1 71.1 60.9 66.0 45.6
0.0 45.3 50.4 60.6 60.6 60.6 60.6 50.4 60.6 35.1

43.6 S3.5 43.6 9.3 79.3 84.4 69.1 48.7 79.3 43.6
65.2 65.2 55.0 65.2 65.2 65.2 65.2 60.1 65.2 14.2
25.8 25S8 41.1 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0 30.9 25.8 20.7

10.0 9.0 4s.6 55.8 50.7
4.0 2.0 15.2 40.7 45.5

9.0 5.0 30.5 35.6 40.7

9.0 7.0

7.0 6.0

7.0 6.0 I

37.3 42.4 47.5

30.9 56.4 "6.6

SO.7 60.9 60.9 4.6 0.0 45.6 60.9 4.6
25.4 3.6 35.6 40.7 45.8 30.S 40.7 1S.2

45.6 35.6 30.5 30.5 30.5 45.5 35.6 30.S

42.4 42.4 42.4 37.3 S5.T 42.4 42.4 37.3

71.7 41.1 41.1 30.9 30.9 30.9 71.7 30.9

26.1 141.4 41.4 36.3 36.3 36.3 41.4 41.4 36.3 36.3 26.1

UACFILL ALTERNATIVES

SALT ONLY * 1.0 - 1.0 1.0 - - - 1.0 5.0 7.0 9.0 38.7 38.7 43.5 36.7 43.5 43.6 38.7 38.7 38.7 43.8 38.7
SALT + GAS GETTER . 2.0 - 1.0 1.0 - 5.0 4.0 - 5.0 7.0 9.0 38.7 38.7 4a.9 36.7 43.8 43.6 38.7 38.7 64.2 S9.1 38.7
COMPACT BACKFILL - 1.0 - 1.0 1.0 - * - 2.0 - 4.0 3.0 6.0 20.1 20.1 25.2 20.1 25.2 25.2 20.1 20.1 20.1 30.3 20.1
SALT . SORBENTS 3.0 3.0 4.0 1.0 1.0 - - 2.0 6.0 - .0 7.0 7.0 36.7 S2.0 52.0 57.1 41.5 41.6 36.7 36.7 46.9 67.3 36.7
PREFORMED COMPACTED BACKFILL 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 6.0 5.0 7.0 28.9 34.0 39.1 34.0 34.0 34.0 25.9 28.9 28.9 39.1 28.9
GROUT BACKFILL 1.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 * 3.0 2.0 * 5.0 8.0 9.0 40.2 4S.3 50.4 55.5 45.3 45.3 40.2 40.2 ss.s S0.4 40.2
BITUEN BACKFILL 1.0 0.0 S.0 1.0 1.0 . 4.0 1.0 3.0 s.0 5.0 19.7 24.5 0.0 45.2 24.8 24.5 19.7 19.7 19.7 40.1 24.8
GAS SUPPRESANTS CONSIDERED LNDER GAS GETTERS IN BACKFILL
... ...... ........... ....... ..................... ................................................. .. ....... .......... .. ............................. .........................................................-.---.------------ *
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C O E

pAO 10 CO2 HUMA
GAS GAS GAS P PO STREN LEACH SOUD BRINE INTRU

F E AS I 

S C O E

(2.4) 1.5) (1.0)
REG TECH ICH

I L I T V

I WEIGNTE
FEASIBILITY
U aSCORE
VT. *u4.9

TOTAL SCORE OF A N A L T E N A T I V E

RA BID CORN mm"
GAS GAS GAS PfER P STREW LEACH SUB BRINE INTRUALTERNATIVE

................................................................................... ............................................................................................... ................... ........... ............................
FACILITY DESIGN ALTERNATIVES

BRINE ISOLATING DIKES CONSIDERED UNDER SEAL INDIVIDUIL ROOMS
RAISE WASTE ABOVE FLOOR NEEDS TO BE COSOINED WITH ADD SSENTS TO BACKFILL
BRINE SUMPS AND DRAINS DELETED-BRINE CANT FLOW OUE TO SALT RECONSOLIDATION
GAS EXPANSION VOLUDE 10.0 10.0 10.0 7.0 38.8 69.8 89.8 38.6 38.8 38.8 38.8 38. 38.8 38.8
SEAL DISPOSAL ROOM WALLS TECHNOLOGY HAS NOT EEN LABORATORY DEMONSTRATED
VENT FACILITY NOT REGULATORY FEASIBLE
VENTILATE FACILITY 4.0 5.0 4.0 - * - - 9.0 - 4.0 4.0 4.0 19.6 40.0 45.1 40.0 19.6 19.6 19.6 19.6 19.6 6S.5 19.6
ADD FLOOR OF BRINE SORSENT CONSIDERED UNDER BACKFILL SORSENTS
CHANGE EXTRACTION RATIO 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 - - - 2.0 - 8.0 7.0 9.0 38.7 43.8 48.9 43.8 43.8 43.8 38.7 38.7 38.7 48.9 38.7
CHANGE ROOM CONFIGJRATION .- 3 7 1 7.0 38.8 38.8 38.8 38.8.38.8 38.8 38.8 38.8 38.8 38.8 54.1
SEAL INDIVIOUAL ROMS - - - 8.0 * * - - - * 9.0 8.0 9.0 42.6 42.6 42.6 42.6 83.4 42.6 42.6 42.6 42.6 42.6 42.6
TWO LEVEL REPOSITORY - - 5.0 1.0 8.0 1.0 15.4 15.4 15.4 15.4 5.4 15.4 15.4 15.4 15.4 40.9

VASTE MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES

MIN SPACE AROUND WAST! STACK 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 - * 2.0 - 10.0 10.0 10.0 49.0 54.1 59.2 54.1 54.1 54.1 49.0 49.0 49.0 59.2 49.0
SEGREGATE WASTE IN WIW9 * 5.0 0.0 - - * - - 8.0 10.0 8.0 42.2 42.2 6T.? 0.0 42.2 42.2 42.2 42.2 42.2 42.2 42.2
DECREASE AT OF WASTEROM CONSIDERED UNDER ADD SORSTS/GAS GETTERS TO BACKFILL
EMPLACE WASTE/BACKFILL SINl CONSIDERED UNDER PREFORM COMPACTED BACKFILL
SELECTIVE VEGETATIVE UPTAKE NOT LAS DEMONSTRATED FOR TU VAST!
............................................................................................................................................................................

WASTE CONTAINER ALTERNATIVES

CHANCE WASTE CONT. SHAPE 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 - - - 1.0 - | 9.0 10.0 9.0 45.6 1.7 50.7 50.7 50.7 50.7 4S.6 4S.6 45.6 50.7 4S.6
CHANE WASTE CONT. MATERIAL - . 2.0 - - - - - - - 8.0 8.0 9.0 I 40.2 140.2 40.2 50.4 40.2 40.2 40.2 40.2 40.2 40.2 40.2
.............. ............................ . . . . . . . . .. . . _ . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . ....

PASSIVE MARKER ALTERNATIVES

PMOtERT EFOEST. - 6.0 9.0 10.0 10.0 46.6 6.6 4.6 46.6 .6 6 6.6 4.6 4.6 46.6 46.6 77.2
MENT COVERING REPOSITORY - - 0.0 8.0 10.0 t0.0 4.Z 4.2 44.2 44.2 44.2 44.2 4.2 44.2 44.2 44.2 95.2

BURIED STEEL PLATE OVER REP. - 5.0 7.0 10.0 10.0 41.8 41.8 41.8 41.8 41.8 41.8 41.8 41.8 41.8 41.8 67.3
ARTIFICIAL SURFACE LAYER DELETED-UNABLE TO IDENTIFY A FEASIBLE CONCEPT
ADD MARKER DYE TO STRATA - 1.0 4.0 1.0 10.0 21.1 21.1 21.1 21.1 21.1 21.1 21.1 21.1 21.1 21.1 26.2
............................................................................................................................................................................

MISCELLANEOUS ALTERNATIVES

DRAIN CASTILE ESEVOIR DELETED-NOT CONSIDERED FEASIBLE
GROUT OJLEBRA DELETED-NOT CONSIDERED FEASIBLE
INCA. LAND WITHDRAWAL AREA NOT AN ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVE I I I.
TOTAL SCORE CALCOLATIONS:

EFFECTIVENESS WEIGHTED SCORE EFFECTIVENESS SCORE X S.1)
FEASISILITY WEIGHTED SCORE * REILATORY SCOE X 2.4 TECHNOLOGY SCORE X 1.5 + SCHEDULE SCORE X 1.0

TOTAL SCORE OF AN ALTERNATIVE a EFFECTIVENESS WEIGHTED SCORE * FEASIBILITY WEIGHTED SCORE

ABBREVIATIONS
.............
A GAS * Radiolytic Ga Generation
*10 GAS a Siological an Generation
CORN GAS * Corrosion Gas Generation

F PerinbIllity of the Waste Stack
*OR Poroity of the Waste

STREN * Sheer Strength of the Waste
LEACH Leachabiltty of the Waste
SOLUS * Radlonucide Soluillity In Brine
BRINE * Brine Inflow
NUAN INTRU * Nun Intrusion
REG * Regulatory Score
TECH * Technology Score
SC * Shekite Score
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1.0 DESIGN ANALYSIS MODEL PROGRAM LOGIC

1.1 PROGRAM LOGIC FOR GAS GENERATION

The ROOM-SCALE component of the Design Analysis Model is outlined In the flow diagram In
Figures B-1 to B-3. The other component, the SHAFT-SEAL program Is outlined In Appendix C.
The Design Analysis Model nstructions are witten In a modular format such that the main
program (ROOM-SCALE) Is a driver routine which coordinates the functions performed by
subroutines (Appendix B) used In modeling the processes considered (Section 2.0 In Volume I).
Permeabilites of the shaft and panel seals are obtained by using the SHAFT-SEAL program
(Appendix C) prior to use of the ROOM-SCALE program. This analysis provides data necessary
in generating equations describing shaft-seal conductance -over time. Calculations performed In
the Design Analysis Model are dependent on data obtained from Input files. Parameters which
vary from one run to the next, such as brine Inflow rate, creep closure rate, and waste form and
backfill properties, are entered Into the Input file. The Initial procedure of the program Is to read
this data file by calling a subroutine entitled READAT (Circle I In Figure B-1). After acquiring the
variables from the data file, the program calls the next subroutine entitled INITIAIUZE (Circle 2
In Figure B-1). The purpose of this subroutine Is to perform the remaining calculations necessary
to Initialize the variables required by the model. These calculations provide information (which
Is evaluated using data from the Input file) such as the Initial void volume In a panel and the Initial
moles of each gas present In the panel. Following Initialization, the actual simulation process
begins. ime Is set to start at zero and the entire set of calculations Is performed and repeated
as the time variable Is Incremented (for Instance, by one year) until the termination conditions are
satisfied.

After the Initial void volume and ambient pressure In the panel are defined, the subroutine
BRINFLOW (Circle 3 In Figure B-1) calculates the cumulative Inflow of brine during the current
time Increment and determines the moles of H120 contained In the brine. BRINFLOW (Circle 4
In Figure B-1) calculates the cumulative Inflow of brine during the current time Increment and
determines the moles of H20 available In the panel. COMPACTION (Circle 4 In Figure B-1) then
computes the compaction stress due to the mechanical resistance to closure provided by the
waste/backfill composite. The density of the solids within the panel Is calculated based upon the
current panel volume and the Initial mass of the waste/backfill composite. The subroutine CREEP
(Circle 5 In Figure B-1) calculates the extent of salt creep during the time ncrement and the
height and width of a room-equivalent at the end of the time ncrement

The program then calls the subroutine MASSGAS (Circle 6 In Figure B-1) to estimate the molar
rates of gas generation due to the combination of radiolysls and microbial activity, and due to
anoxic corrosion. MASSGAS also accounts for gas consumption and transport due to various
mechanisms.

Appmdx B-1 ALI6-OI/WPS1 :EATF.1991 :R-1775-AppB
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During the mass balance calculations, MASSGAS uses a number of subroutines In the following
order

* GASOLUB (Circle 11 In Figure B-2) estimates the solubilities and Henry's Law
Constants in brine) of the vaious gases present In the panel.

* ADVECTION (Circle 1 In Figure B-2) estimates the rate of advection of gases Into
Marker Bed 139 and across the repository seals (Section 2.0 In Volume I).
ADVECTION uses the following subroutines In evaluating the total molar advection
rate at each point In time:

- VISCORR (Circle 7 In Figure B-2) estimates the gas mixture viscosity using
a correlation that Is applicable to both low and high pressure conditions.

- MBFLOW (Circle 8 In Figure B-2) estimates the void volume available for
gas storage In the disturbed anhydrite beds at each point In time as brine
Is driven from the disturbed to the Intact portions of the anhydrites.

- SHFTCOND (Circle 9 In Figure B-2) evaluates the total conductance of the
four shaft seals as a function of time.

* DIFFUSION (Circle 2 In Figure B-2) calls DIFCOEF (Circle 10 In Figure B-2) to
determine the applicable diffusion coefficients and then calculates the molar rates
of diffusion of gases out of the panel Into the brine saturated host rock formation.

* VAPUQEQ (Circle 4 In Figure B-2) evaluates the number of moles of each gas
that will dissolve Into the volume of brine available In the panel (Section 2.0).
Subroutine GASOLUB Is called to evaluate the Henry's Law Constants of the
gases In brine.

* BRINTERACT (Circle 6 In Figure B-2) determines the amount of CO2 that can
react with portlandite at the current panel pressure, the moles of portlandite
consumed, and the water generated by the reaction. The moles of each gas In the
panel are then updated In the MASSGAS to reflect the CO2 consumption.

The changes occurring In the MASSGAS subroutine are reflected In the number of moles of
gases and liquids present in the panel.
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VOLESTIM (Circle 7 In Figure B-1) calculates the volume of the panel, and the volume of the air
gap above waste/backfill composite (if no contact with the waste stack and the ceiling of the panel
has occurred). These volumes are then used to calculate the void volume of the entire panel.
In addition, the molar volume, molar density, and the density of the waste/backfill composite are
evaluated. Prior to Incrementing the time step, the subroutine IKEOS (Circle 8 In Figure 6-1)
evaluates the panel fluid pressure. This subroutine uses the Lee-Kessler Equation of State (Reld
et al., 1987) taking Into account the compressibility of the gases.

Consideration of the complex Interactions that occur between the above processes enables the
Design Analysis Model to predict the changes In fluid pressure, porosity, permeability and
effective stress as a function of time for a typical storage room filled with waste and backfill.

1.2 PROGRAM LOGIC FOR HUMAN INTRUSION

The effects of human Intrusion events may also be evaluated at any time. For consistency In the
evaluation of alternatives, the Intrusion Is assumed to occur 6,000 years after decommissioning.
At time equal to 5,000 years, the subroutine BOREHOLE (Circle 9 In Figure B-1) simulates the
release of radionucides resulting from three borehole Intrusion scenarios (Section 2.0 in
Volume 1). All program values reflecting the conditions existing In the panel at the time of
Intrusion are sent to the BOREHOLE subroutine. The subroutine evaluates the permeability of
the waste/backfill composite and the solubility of each radionuclide in brine. In addition, the
volume of the cuttings removed from the repository by a drill bit and deposited on the surface Is
assessed for radionuciide content. For each of the three Intrusion scenarios considered
(Subroutines ISE1, ISE2, ISE1E2 In Figure B-3), the flow path through the panel contents Is
different (Marietta et a., 1989). The BOREHOLE subroutine makes use of the following
subroutines:

ESTHCKSS (Circle 1 of Figure B-3) estimates the hydraulic conductivity and the
specific storage (volume of fluid released by a unit volume of aquifer under unit
decline In hydraulic head) of the waste/backfill composite at the time of Intrusion.

* RADACTIM (Circle 2 of Figure B-3) predicts the mass and activity of each
radionuclide at the time of ntrusion (5,000 years).

* CUTTINGS (Circle 3 of Figure B-3) estimates the release of radionuclides to the
aboveground surface due to drill bit penetration of the repository. The erosion of
the waste material Immediately surrounding the bit Is Included and depends on the
anticipated strength of the wastebackfill composite In the panel. In addition, the
mass and activity of each radionuclide are evaluated on a panel basis.

* RADSOLUB (Circle 4 of Figure B-3) evaluates the solubility of each radionuclide
In brine.
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* Subroutines ISE1, ISE2, and ISE1 E2 (Circles 5, 6, and 7 In Figure B-3) are used
to estimate the resulting radionuclide releases during each of the three Intrusion
events simulated (Marietta et al., 1989). Separate evaluation schemes are
necessary as the three scenarios vary significantly In flow path configuration
(Section 2.0 In Volume I).

* SUMRULE (CIrcle 8 In Figure B-3) Is used to calculate the Measure of
Effectiveness of an engineered alternative for each one of the three Intrusion
scenarios (Section 2.0 In Volume I).

Following the BOREHOLE calculations, the program prints the resulting values to the output file
and terminates. If Intrusion Is not being considered during the current run, the program continues
to calculate the conditions existing In the panel until preset termination conditions are satisfied.
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2.0 PROCESSES AND EQUATIONS CONSIDERED IN THE
DESIGN ANALYSIS MODEL

2.1 INPUT DATA AND PROGRAM INITIALIZATION (READAT AND INITIALIZE)

The Input required by the Design Analysis Model for evaluating the effectiveness of each
engineered altemative Is obtained from the Input data file In subroutine READAT. The data In the
Input file are specific to the alternative being evaluated (see Section 3.0 In Volume I for data
development methodology). The parameters In the Input file Include:

* Initial room dimensions (height, width) and Initial panel volume

* ime step size

* Stress exponent In the creep equations

* Print counters

* Horizontal and vertical creep rate constants for the creep equations

* Number of gas components

* Lithostatic pressure

* Brine Inflow rate assuming one atmosphere pressure Is maintained In the panel

* Initial porosity of the wastebackfill composite

* Width of the air gap clearance above the waste/backfill composite

* Temperature In the panel

* Microbial and radiolytic gas generation rates

* Maximum potential hydrogen gas generation from anoxic corrosion of Iron (steel)

* Duration of microbial activity

* Initial density of the waste/backfill composite

* Stress-density and hydraulic conductivity-stress coefficients

* Void ratio-stress coefficients

* Element solubillties In brine

* Volume of wastelbackfill versus stress coefficients for use In estimating the activity
of radionuclides released to the surface with the cuttings of Intrusion boreholes

* Radius factor (number of borehole radii removed with cuttings)

* Number of drum equivalents per panel

* Time of human Intrusion

* Distance between boreholes In human Intrusion scenario El E2
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* Brine pore pressure In Intact anhydrte beds

* Permeability of the anhydrite beds.

The use of these parameters In the Design Analysis Model will be discussed In subsequent
sections of this Appendix.

The subroutine INALIZE Is called to nitialize the variables which are used In the Design
Analysis Model. The Initial void volume In a panel Is among the basic parameters required by the
model. This requires that the volume of the air gap above the waste/backfill stack be evaluated
as follows. Refering to Figure 2-1 (Vol. I), there are 7 storage rooms In a panel. Separating the
rooms are 100 f. (30.48 m) wide salt pillars. In the drift area along the ends of the salt pillars,
there are a total of 12 sections, each with height and width equivalent to that of a room (as
specified In the Input file), and each 100 ft. (30.48 m) long. As seen In Figure 2-1, there are 14
Intersectional areas between rooms and access drifts which are square and have lateral
dimensions equivalent to the width of a room. Thus, the volume of the air gap clearance is:

Y,,, - 7h ,wj.+ 12hw. wp,,, 14h., Wi (2.1-1)

where,

Vot - volume of air gap clearance ( 3)
ho, - thickness of air gap clearance (m)
w,, - width of the room (m)

" - length of the room (91.44m)
wp,, - width of the salt pillars between rooms (30.48n).

The following variables are then Initialized:

* The nitial gas pressure in the panel, P, is set to 0.101325 MPa (1 atm)

* The gas constant is Initialized as 8.314 Nm/mol K

* The moles of portandite, Ca(OH)2, In a panel Is estimated as the product of 13.03
moldrum and the number of unprocessed drum equivalents per panel.

* The brine density Is initlalized to 1220 kglrn'.

* The molecular weight of the WIPP brine Is set to 20.49 g/mol
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The molar density of the gas mixture In the panel (RHOM) Is then evaluated as:

RHOM- Po (2.1-2)
RT

where,

PO - Initial fluid pressure In the panel (Pa)
R - gas constant (8.314 Nmnmol Oh)
T - absolute temperature (300 Ol

* The Initial void volume In a panel Is then calculated as:

VKld V + (Vsa - Ye n (2.1-3)

where,

Vw - Initial void volume In the panel (m)
V, - volume of the air gap clearance ()
Vp, - Initial panel volume ()

which Is specified In the data Input file
n., - Inital waste-backfill porosity

* The total moles of gas present In the panel (N.> Initially Is estimated as:

Nbw - RHOM Vd (2.1-4)

* Air Is assumed to be the only gas present In the panel Initially. Thus the mole
fractions of nitrogen and oxygen are Initialized to 0.79 and 0.21 respectively.

* The Initial moles of nitrogen and oxygen are evaluated by multiplying the Initial
total moles of gas (Now) by the mole fraction of each gas (i.e., 0.79 for N2 and
0.21 for O).

* It Is assumed that no brine Is present In the panel InItially

* The gases are Initially assumed to behave as Ideal gases; thus, the compressibility
factor Is assigned as 1.0
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* The porosity of the intact Salado Fonmation is initialized as 0.001 (Marietta et al.,
1 989)

* The area available for diffusion of gases Is assigned a value of 31756 m2 based
upon the areas of the floors, ceilings, and walls In the rooms and access drifts

* The molar rate of oxygen consumption Is calculated by dividing the Initial moles
of oxygen present In a panel by 100 years, such that all the oxygen is consumed
In the first 100 years

* The volume occupied by the waste and backfill less pores (Vwe) Is estimated as:

VwB - (Vp, - Vj, (1 - nwB)( 15

* The initial mass of the solids In the panel (m,,J is then calculated as:

mSo~ - P. (p, - V) (J4

where,

P,, - Initial density of the wastedbackfill which s specified
In the data nput file

The final executable statement In the subroutine INITIAUZE Is a call to the subroutine DIFCOEF.
The DIFCOEF subroutine evaluates the diffusion coefficients of the various gases In brine, as
described In the next section.

2.2 ESTIMATION OF GAS-BRINE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS (DIFCOEF)

The diffusion coefficient of a solute A (gas), In solvent WBO (brine), Is estimated In subroutine
DIFCOEF using the Wilk-Chang correlation (Reid et al., 1987) for each gas present In the panel.
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The correlation takes the form:

7.4 x 10-1 (Me) T (2.2-1)

P1B VA

where,

D,0- mutual diffusion coefficient of solute A In brine B (m2Is)
Me - molecular weight of bdne (20.49 glmo

T - absolute temperature (3000k)
P - vscosity of bdne (1.60 centlpolse)
VA - molar volume of solute at ts normal boiling temperature (cm8/mo4)

the molar volumes of the varous solutes are tabulated below

Vm,*Ogm- 17.7 cm3Imol
Vow - 25.7 cm3ImoI

VC1,W od*li - 33.3 cm3lmol

* - associatdon factor of solvent
(the value for bine Is assumed to be the same as for water, I.e., 2.6)

2.3 ESTIMATION OF VOLUME OF BRINE AND WATER INFLOW (BRINFLOW)

The volumetric rate of brine Inflow Is assumed to be directly proportional to the difference
between thostatic pressure and the current fluid pressure In a panel. It Is assumed that If the
panel gas pressure equals or exceeds lithostatic pressure, brine Inflow will cease. The volume
of brne Inflow during a time step Is evaluated In the subroutine BRINFLOW as:

DELVB - Bd. PR (2.3-1)
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where,

DELVB - volumeltc bdne nflow rate Into a panel during the
time Interval (t to t+dt) (m3y,

a>,, - brine Inflow rate assuming the pressure In a panel
Is maintained at 1 atm

P - dimensionless pressure term defined as
(Pr -P)

(Pr- P)

where,

- thostatc or farifeld pressure, 14.8 MPa (146.1 atm)
P - fluid pressure In panel at time, t - 0 (1 atm)

P9 s 1.0 if gas pressure In the panel remains at 1.0 atm;
Pw Is 0.0 If the gas pressure equals or exceeds 1ihostatc pressure, P.

The cumulative volume of brine, VBCUM, which has flowed into the panel during time, t, is:

VBCUM - c DELVS dt (2.3-2)

which may be expressed numerically as

VBCUM(t+d - VBCUM(4 + DELVB dt (2.3-3)

where,
dt = ime step size (yr).

The actual volume of brine remaining in the panel, VB, i.e., brine which has not yet been
consumed by anoxic corrosion) is also ncremented by the same quantity, thus:

VB(t+di - V( + DELVB dt (2.3-4)

2.4 ESTIMATiON OF ROOM CREEP CLOSURE (CREEP)

Chabannes (1982) has shown that the closure rate In a circular opening in a vlscoplastic media
at plane strain conditions with Norton's Law, Is a power function of the difference between the far-
field (lthostatic) and Intemai stresses. DOE (1988a) proposed an empirical equation for the creep
closure in the rectangular rooms at WIPP. This empirical equation was based on the regression
analyses of existing closure measurements at various locations at WIPP. Based on the above
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two creep equations, and as first-order approximation, the creep equations for horizontal and
vertical closure rate In the Design Analysis model then take the form:

dw . - W-_3 hS t2 (hodzonta) (24-1)

dh (a. - aF)
-dht - - £^ - r h148 w t<' (ve (2.4-2)dt ch (e h mt, vrla

where,

w - width of panel (A)
h - height of panel ()

d"Jdt - horizontal creep rate (Iry4
d/Ydt - verUcal creep rate (Inry4

ca, - constant (6.8975x1O- MPa)
£ horizontal creep constant (5.523x1O1)
£ - vertcal creep constant (1.464x1O-)

a_ - thostatc stress (14.8 MPa)
a - nternal stress In the panel which Is the sum of the effective

stress of the waste backfill composite (see Sectfon 2.15)
and the panel fluid pressure (MPa)

v - stress exponent (4.95)

The height and width of a panel room are evaluated at each time step by numerically Integrating
equations (2.4-1) and (2.4-2). This numerical Integration Is performed In the subroutine CREEP
as:

h (tedt) - h (t) + dh dt (2.43)
dt

and

w (t+dt) - w (t) .. dw dt (2.44)
dt

where,

dt - tme step size (y)
t - time at previous time step (yi)

tdt - current time (y)

'
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The derivatives dh/dt and dw/dt are evaluated using the values of Internal stress In the panel from
the previous time step.

The creep constants were evaluated using equations (2.4-1) and (2.4-2) assuming an nternal
stress level In the panel equal to 0.101325 MPa (1 atm). The resulting values of the creep
constants, e, and z, respectively, calculated In this manner are 5.523 x 109 /yr and
1.464 x 1 0" /yr.

If the nternal stress equals or exceeds lithostatic stress, creep Is assumed to cease. In the
vertical direction, only gas pressure Is assumed to Impede creep if a clearance exists above the
waste stack Once the clearance Is eliminated by closure, both the panel gas pressure and the
effective stress of waste compaction will retard the rate of creep closure. This neglects any
effects of changing pore pressure on the creep constants.

2.5 MASS BALANCES ON GASES IN THE PANEL (MASSGAS)

In the routine MASSGAS a mass balance on water and on each gas Is performed considering the
following processes:

* Advection Into the Intact host rock
* Advection up the four shaft seals
* Diffusion Into brine saturated host rock
* Dissolution of gases In brine which Is present In the panel
* Generation of gases by microbial and radloytc mechanisms
* Hydrogen generation by anoxic corrosion of metals
* Consumption of water (brine) by anoxic corrosion of metals
* Removal of carbon dioxide by reaction with cement present In the waste.

The rates of gas advection Into the Intact host rock and up the shaft seals are evaluated In the
subroutine ADVECTION (Sections 2.8 and 2.7).

Gases are assumed to diffuse into a fully brine saturated host rock. The rates of this mechanism
of transport are evaluated In the subroutine DIFFUSION (Section 2.11).

The amount of each gas which can dissolve In the brine present In the panel Is evaluated In the
subroutine VAPLIQEQ (Section 2.9). Evaluation Is based upon solubilitles and Henry's Law
constants computed in the subroutine GASOLUB (Section 2.10).

The consumption and generation of gases by microblaVradlolytic processes Is modeled In the
subroutine MASSGAS using assumptions described In Section 2.12.
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Anoxic corrosion of metals present In the waste can potentially generate 1.7 moles of hydrogen
per year for each drum present In a room (see Section 2.13). This rate will require 5x104 cubic
meters of water per year, per unprocessed waste drum. If the water in brine) availability Is less
than the required amount to sustain the maximum generation rate, the hydrogen generation rate
Is scaled down appropriately.

2.6 ADVECTION OF GASES INTO UNDISTURBED ANHYDRITE BEDS
(ADVECTION AND MBFLOW)

The advection of gases from the panel Into the surrounding host rock Is a potential mechanism
by which generated gases may be dissipated. Several assumptions were made to simulate this
process In the Design Analysis Model. The pores in the surrounding intact formation (outside the
DRZ) are assumed to be saturated with brine. For gases to advect Into the host rock, the
pressure of the fluid In the panel must exceed the sum of the pressure In the brine plus the
threshold pressure. The threshold pressure Is defined as the capillary pressure corresponding
to full saturation under draining conditions. This pressure (also referred to as the bubbling or
breakthrough pressure) Is the pressure required to overcome capillary forces at the gas-brine
Interface and create an Incipient, Interconnected, gas-filled pore network. A table of predicted
threshold pressures (as a function of Intrinsic permeability) was developed by Davies (1989). The
permeability of the Intact Salado Formation Is approximately 10' rr2 (Lappin et al., 1989,
Table 3-1) which corresponds to a threshold pressure of 10 MPa. Therefore, the fluid pressure
In the panel would have to exceed 24.8 MPa [10 MPa (threshold pressure) + 14.8 MPa (lithostatic
pressure)] for advection of gases Into the Salado to occur.

The mechanism of advection Into the surrounding Salado Formation Is thus not considered due
to the extreme panel pressures required to advect gases Into the Intact halite (10 MPa greater
than 1ithostatic). However, the Intact Marker Bed 139 (MB 139) Is made up of anhydrite, and may
have a perneability as much as three orders of magnitude higher than that of the Intact halite
(Rechard et al., 1990, p. 171). Pressure tests of MB 139 Indicate that the pore pressure Is sub-
Ithostatic, resulting In a lower panel pressure being required to advect gases Into the anhydrite
beds. In modeling the advection of gases Into the anhydrite beds, the anhydrites layers aw and
b" overlying the repository are treated as a single bed and Market Bed 139 underlying the

repository Is treated as another bed.

The baseline case analysis assumes that the anhydrlte bed pore pressure Is 70/6 of lithostatic
(10.36 MPa), and the permeability Is 1 re nn, with a corresponding 0.94 MPa threshold pressure
(Davies, 1989). Thus advection Into the undisturbed anhydrite bed may occur when the panel
fluid pressure exceeds 11.3 MPa [10.36 MPa (pore pressure) + 0.94 MPa (threshold pressure)].
The model assumes that the anhydrites above and below the repository are disturbed (fractured
due to the mine operations) and are represented by two disks of 400 m radius and thickness of
1 m for MB 139, and 0.27 m for the anhydrite a" and bw composite layer. These disturbed
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anhydrite beds are assumed to be directly connected to the panels through fractures. Draining
of the disturbed anhydrites above the repository due to gravity, has not been considered for this
analysis. As a result, the anhydrites are assumed to be initially fully saturated with brine. Actual
measurements have found both saturated and partially saturated conditions In these anhydrites.

A two-phase flow computer code was used to calculate quasi-steady state advection rates of
gases across the Intact-disturbed anhydrite Interface as a function of.

* Panel fluid pressure
* MB 139 brine pore pressure
* MB 139 Intrinsic permeability.

A description of this two-phase flow code comprises Appendix D. A parametric equation was
developed using murd-parameter least squares regression (Box et al., 1978) from data obtained
from a number of sensitivity runs varying panel fluid pressure and MB 139 brine pore pressure.
The baseline case analysis assumed an anhydrite permeability of 1C'8 m' and a brine pore
pressure of 10.36 MPa which Is 70% of lithostatic. The parametric equation Is used In subroutine
ADVECTION, and takes the following form:

tha - (1.27 - - bMW){- .06966x10
- 899901x10 7P,,a2 (2.6-1)
+ 8.39754x10-'PI
- 1.04068x10-(P- P

+ 8.68640x10-(P - PAN

where,
rh^,m - molar advection rate of gases Into Intact anhydrite beds (moVyr)
PANH a brine pore pressure In MB 139 (MPa)
P * panel fluid pressure
busB - height of brine in the disturbed marker bed 139 (m)
bob = height of brine In the disturbed anhydrite a and Abe composite layer (m).

The height of brine in the two anhydrite beds vary with time in the Design Analysis Model and are
evaluated at each time step In the subroutine MBFLOW. The fluid pressure In the panel must
exceed the brine pore pressure In the anhydrite before brine flows from the disturbed anhydrite
Into the Intact anhydrite. If the fluid pressure In the panel exceeds the assumed brine pore
pressure In the Salado (4.8 MPa), additional brine will flow from the disturbed anhydrite into the
Salado above the anhydrite a and Wb composite layer and Into the Salado below MB 139. A
Salado permeability of 3 x 10 i 2 (Lappin et al., 1989) is used In the calculations. The volume
of brine which flows out translates Into an additional storage volume for panel gases. The flow
into the Intact marker bed is assumed to be one-dimenslonal. The Intact marker bed Is assumed
to be saturated with brine at a pore pressure of PA, and is infinite In extent, with a permeability
of 1O" ml. The transient one dimensional flow equation:
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D 8ht

was solved subject to Initial and boundary conditions:

* The hydraulic heads In the Intact anhydrite and the Intact Salado layers are Initially
hm and h., respectively.

* At a distance far enough from the Intact-disturbed Interfaces, the hydraulic heads
are hm In the anhydrite and h. In the Salado formation.

* The hydraulic head at the Intact-disturbed marker bed Interface, hp, Is equal to the
pressure head In the panel.

Thus the solution Is (Crank, 1975):

h(x,t) - h, + (h, - h,) edc 2(D (2.2)

where,

D - hydraulic diffusty (n 2ly)
tR - time since the panel fluid pressure exceeded the marker bed

brine pore pressure, PAM (Ye
h - P Ipg - hydraulic head at the disturbed-Intact

marker bed Interface (m)
P - fluid pressure In panel (Pa)
p - brine densIty (1220 kmn)
g - gravitatonal acceleration (9.80665 rns)

*Subscrlpt T refers to either anhydrite MB 139 (MB) or anhydrite ag and b" composite layer (ab),
or Salado (SAL).

The volumetric flow rate of brine Into the Intact layer (,) Is evaluated from Darcy's Law as:

a - -K,4a (2.6-3)
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where,

0, - volumetric flow rate of brine from the disturbed anhydrite nto the
Intact layer I (Iy4

K, - hydraulic conductivity of the ntact layer ' relative
to brine (/y)

A, - cross-sectional area over which flow Is occurring (i 2)

hI,4 - partial derivative of hydraulic head wth respect to

distance from the Intact-disturbed anhydrite Interface.

Thus differentiating Equation (2.6-2) and evaluating the gradient at the Interface (x , 0):

O-Ki A (h - h) (2.6-4)

The above solution has only been used for the flow during at time step such that time Is not
cumulative, and the pressure Is updated at each time step.

For the anhydrite beds, a hydraulic conductivity of 2.36 x 10 '4 nyr was calculated and used In
the model based on a brine density of 1220 kg/n, and a viscosity of 0.0016 Pa s (Lappen et al.,
1989). The specific storage 1.21 x 04 m' was evaluated based on a marker bed compressibility
of 10' Pea (Freeze and Cherry, 1979), a brine compressibilty of 4.4x1010 Pa' (Freeze and
Cherry, 1979), and an assumed porosity, n, of 0.025. The hydraulic dffusvity was then
calculated as the ratio of the hydrauloc conductivity to that of the specific storage (Freeze and
Cherry, 1979) and Is equal to 19.5 m2 yr. A hydraulic difftusivity of 10.4 m2/yr was used for the
Salado assuming a permeability of 3 x 10 m2 (Lappin et al., 1989). The cross-sectional area
over which flow Is occurring Is calculated as:

AMB 2r, bMB (2.6-Sa)

As - 2X ,, bb (2.6-5b)

A" _ a - 502,655 m2 (2.6-Sc)

where,

r-, - radius of disturbed anhydrite beds (400 m).
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To retain a balance of volume within the disturbed anhydrite beds, any volume of brine which
flows out of the disturbed anhydrite Is assumed to be replaced by gas from the room. This Is
realized as the gas occupying the top of the disturbed anhydrites provides some area for gas
advecton. This area Is then subtracted from that available for brine to flow Into the Intact
anhydrites.

Therefore, the cross-sectional areas vary with time, since b, and bob change with time, and are
evaluated at each time step as:

b B(t+dt) - bB(Q - ( + QA6) d(sir n) (2.6-6a)

bb(t +dt) - J- (OM + Qb) dt(, n) (2.6-6b)

The total cumulative void volume that Is available for gas storage In the disturbed marker bed,
VO, Is evaluated as:

Vj,4t0d - V w(o + Vb( + 0.109 (Qf + b + 2Q0) dt (6-7)

K> If the height of the brine for the next time step, In either the marker bed (bM) or the anhydrite
composite (b,, evaluated through Equation (2.6-6) Is negative, the height s set to zero and the
cumulative void volume for the bed Is then given by:

V- - 0.109?,,,,b.(O)n (2.6-8a)

Vb - 0.1 09x41 bb(O) n (2.6-b)

where,

bmB(O) - Inital helght of bdne In the disturbed marker bed (1.0m)
bdb(O) - Inita height of bdine n the disturbed a. and -if composite

layer (0.27m).

At each time step, an Increase In available void volume Is calculated on a per-panel basis, based
upon the desaturation of the disturbed anhydrites. In order to obtain the cumulative void volume
per panel, the factor 0.109 Is used. This factor Is the ratio of the panel floor area to that of the
total storage floor area (8 panels and 2 equivalent panels) as listed In Table 4.7 of Lappin et al.
(1989). This void volume Is then added to the total voids available for pressurization by gases.
The panel fluid pressure Is then evaluated (see Section 2.16) using the total void volume.
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2.7 ADVECTION OF GASES UP THE SHAFT SEALS ADVECTION AND SHFTCOND)

The rock below the repository Is assumed to be fractured such that all regions with void volumes
are Interconnected. However, the lateral fractures In the halite between the panels are not
considered to be continuous, so that it Is unilkely that there will be any actual flow between the
rooms. Thus, the anhydrites are considered to have Interconnected lateral porosity so that there
might be equilibration of pressure, but no actual connection for gas flow between the panels and
the shafts will occur until it Is first established within the anhydrites. Therefore, the panel fluid
pressure Is the same as the pressure at the base of the shaft. Since the disturbed marker bed
is assumed to be saturated with brine, advection up the shafts cannot occur until the panel fluid
pressure exceeds the marker bed brine pore pressure (to open a pathway). The four shafts
which are to be sealed in the current repository design are (DOE, 1990c):

* The Waste Shaft (diameter = 6.096 m)
* The Construction and Salt Handling (C&SH) Shaft (diameter = 3.607 m)
* The Air Intake Shaft (diameter - 6.172 m)
* The Exhaust Shaft (diameter - 4.572 m).

A pseudo steady-state approach was taken In modeling advection up the shafts. The steady
state gas continuity equation was combined with Darcy's flow equation through porous media.
According to an equation of state, the density of the gas Is directly proportional to the fluid
pressure. This Is based on Isothermal conditions, due to low decay heats.

The resulting differential equation which describes the steady state fluid pressure distribution as
a function of distance Is:

d~p2 0 ,(2.7-1)
dZ2

where,

P - fluid pressure In shaft (MPa)
z - vertical distance through the shaft to the ground surface (in)

The appflcable boundary conditions are:

P(z=O, I.., at the base of a shaft) Pp (2.7-2a)
P(z = L L., at the ground surface) PPAS (2.7-2b)
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where,

Pp - panel fluid pressure (evaluated at each tme step)
P,2, - atmospheric pressure of 0.101325 MPa

The solution to equation (2.7-1) with the above boundary conditions Is:

p _ ( 2 p Z + p2)U

The volumetic advection rate at the base of the shaft is evaluated as:

- _ kA dP- - . 31.5576x106 syr

Differentiation of (2.7-3) provides:

(2.7-3)

(2.74)

o ~a.- - A k (P,,g - PP ) 31.5576x106 syr
2 L P,

(2.7-5)

K>

where,

Qgd~ao - olumetric advection rate up the shaft (sly4
A - area of shaft ( 2)
k - perieabllity of shaft (r)
A - viscosity of gas mixture In panel (MPa-s).

The molar advection rate may be evaluated using an equation of state In the form:

. thwft - ZTp (2.7-6)

where,

rtM,, - molar advecton rate up the shaft at the shaft base (moly)
R - gas constant (8.314Nmtmol °Iq
Z - compressiblty factor of the panel gas mixture
T - absolute temperature (300 Ohl.
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Combining equations (2.7-5) and (2.7-8) and defining AkL = CmW gives

Ih~hS, - CT (p 2 _ p;) (2.7-7)

where,

Car - total conductance of the four shaft seals.

The permeability and the length of each shaft is assumed to be the same, although the diameters
are different. The conductance of the waste shaft seal was obtained as a function of time by
using the shaft-sea component of the Design Analysis Model (Appendix C). The total
conductance of the four shaft seals was evaluated by scaling the cross-sectional areas of the
other shafts relative to the cross-sectional area of the waste shaft. It Is assumed that the radius
of the disturbed rock zone (DRZ) surrounding the shafts Is 5 times the radius of the shaft itself.
The equations which describe the variation of the total conductance, CT= In (mDarcy m), of the
four shaft seals with time, t are listed below and are coded In subroutine SHFTCOND as:

For 0 < t s 35 years

Cm - exp(-8.306 - 4.7843 x 10-24 (2.7-8)

For 35 years <t 95 years

Cwr - exp(-6.7819 - 2.706x0 3t (27-9)
+ 6.4411x10-5t2 - 3.714x10 7- t(7

For 95 years <t 125 years

Cow- exp(-1.429 - 5.5256x10 2 (2.7-10)

For 125 years < t S 775 years

CTm - exp(-8.1159 - 1.7525x10 0 (2.7-11)

For t > 775 years

Clcr - exp(-9.3899 - 3.5659 x104 t) (2.7-12)
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2.8 ESTIMATION OF VISCOSITY OF GAS MIXTURE VISCORR)

The viscosity of the gas mixture In a panel Is evaluated In the subroutine VISCORR. The
viscosity Is used In equation (2.7-7) for estimating the gas advection rates through the shaft seals.

The Chung mixing rules (Reid et aL., 1987, pp 413-414) are used to estimate the pseudocritical
temperature, T, and the pseudocritical volume, V,,, of the mixture.

The critical mixture compressibiity factor, 7,, Is evaluated using Kay's rule (Reid et al., 1987, pp
76-77) as:

Z.o : Ey, d (2.8-1)

where,

y - mole fraction component, 1
Z. - criical compressibIlity factor of component, P.

The critical mixture pressure, P,, Is evaluated using the Prausnltz and Gunn combination (Reid
et al., 1987, p 77) as:

P - R Z.on ; (2.8-2)
Ve

where,

R - gas constant (8.314 Nm'mol 0K).

The Relchenberg method (Reid et al., 1987, pp 420-421) Is used to estimate the viscosity of the
gas mixture at high pressure. This method requires knowledge of the viscosity of the gas mixture
at low (atmospheric) pressure. The low (atmospheric) pressure gas mixture viscosity Is evaluated
using the Wilke correlation (Reid et al., 1987, p 407). The viscosity of a gas mixture according
to Wike is:

ito 1 N (2.8-3)

Y j
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where,

oi - [1 4 (/RL)li(M/M)"j
[8(1 + * M~'

(2.8-4)

and,

po - viscosity of the gas mixture at low (atmospherc) pressure
pi - viscosity of pure component, "1
M - molecular weight of pure component, 1 (gmo4)

NC - number of component&

The viscosity ratio according to the Reichenberg method is given as (Perry et al., 1984):

i -1 +
PO

OA P.

B P, (1 C P,)-'
(2.8-5)

where,

p - gas mixture viscosity at high pressure

A ) 1.9824 x 1013 exp(5.2683 T,)

B - A(1.6552 T, - 1.2760)

C - (0.131) exp(3.7035 T, 79

D , ( ) exp (2.9190 T,t')

T, T

(2.8-6)

(2.8-7)

(2.8-8)

(2.8-9)

(2.8-10)
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P. PM p-(2.8-11)

0 - (1 - 5.655DM) (2.8-12)

DM, -52.46 DM2 __ (2.8-13)

T absolute temperature K)
P = pressure (MPa)

and the gas mixture dipole moment, (DMj, Is evaluated as:

DM,, - 1 s (Y* Y1 DM DM2)] (2.8-14)

c, - 0.809 Y (2.8-15)

K>
critical volume of pure component 1

-_ (a, 6)112 (2.8-16)

NC N¢C 3 8-NONOyel (2.8-17)

DM - dipole moment of component w1 (debye)

2.9 DISSOLUTION OF GASES IN BRINE (VAPUQEG)

The bne Is assumed to contain considerable quantities of ntrogen and methane (DOE, 1983).
Therefore, the dissolution and exsolution of these two gases Is not considered In the Design
Analysis Model. The amounts of other gases dissolved In the liquid phase at each time step are
evaluated In the subroutine VAPLIQEQ. The final equation used In the subroutine was derived
as follows.
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A mass balance on gas *1 during a time step may be stated as:

moles of gas l which , moles of gas in gas - moles of gas Tr In gas
have dissolved In brine phase at time, t (g ') phase at time, t+dt (g It)
during the time step (I cd4)
or,

IC' " -gi

(2.9-1)

Assuming changes In both the compressibility factor, Z, and gas pressure, P, are negligible during
a time step, then from the equation of state:

g114 , (2.9-2)
ZRT

where,

y - mole fraction gas l" In the gas phase
P - fluid panel pressure
V - void volume In panel (my)
Z - gas mixture compressibility factor
R - gas constant (8.314Nnmnol °iq
T - absolute temperature (300 O)

Assuming the moles of gas dissolved In the liquid phase during a time step are negligible relative
to the moles of quid phase present at time, t, then:

X1144 _ + __ (2.9-3)

where,

*d _ mole fracdon gas solute *l n quid phase at time, tdt
4' - moles of gas dissolved n liquid phase dudng a time step
li - moles of gas solute ly In liquid phase at the start of the time step, I.e., at time, t

L - total moles of liquid phase at time, 
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Substitufon of equation (2.9-2) Into equation (2.9-1) gives an equation with two unknowns, y1
14

and Id.

A second equation relating yl" and d may be derived using Henry's Law (Reid et al., 1987) and
equation (2.9-3).

Henry's Law states that:

y P -x Ho,,, (2.94)

where,

H,,,, - Henry's Law constant for component 1w In brine (MPa)
which Is evaluated In routine GASOLUB.

Combining equations (2.9-3) and (2.9-4) yields:

yidt p - (4.dt + /t) Ht (2.95)

Subsfftuting equation (2.9-5) Into (2.9-2) and the resulting equation Into equation (2.9-1) yields:

LtI1Q 1 *I H*. V + (2.9)
Lt ZRT
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Sohving for the moles of gas "r dissolved In the liquid phase during a time step, I 1, In equation
(2.9-6) provides the final equation which is coded In subroutine VAPLIQEQ.

gt, lie H,,,, V
L'ZRT (2.9-7)

1.| H V
L'ZR T

Once the values of I '2 have been evaluated for each gas using equation (2.9-7), the values of g
,, 1, and L'44 are updated for the next time step as:

g9dtd ., - /j (2.9-8)

+ it , " (2.9-9)

where,

NC number of components

2.10 SOLUBILITIES AND HENRYS LAW CONSTANTS OF GASES IN BRINE GASOLUB)

The solubility of each gas In bine for use In diffusion calculations (see next section), and the
Henry's Law constants for use In subroutine VAPLIQEQ (Section 2.9), are evaluated In subroutine
GASOLUB at each time step. The brine Is assumed to contain considerable quantities of nitrogen
and methane so that neither dissolution nor diffusion of these gases Into brine takes place (DOE,
1983).

For dilute solutions, Henry's law provides a good estimate of solubilities (Reid et al., 1987).
Solubilities of various gases In water will be evaluated first and then corrected for dissolution In
brine.

At equilibrium the following relations hold (Reid et al., 1987, pp 332 - 339):

4L V (2.10-1)

Ho, x, - 4, y, P (2.10-2)
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where,

fo - fugacty of gas -1 In water (MPa)
v fugacity of gas wn In gas phase (MPa)

HttzX - Henrys Law constant for gas win In water (MPa)
x, - mole fraction gas I" In water
i - vapor phase fugacily coefficient of gas 'I*
y - mole fraction gas 1I' In gas phase
P - fluid pressure (MPa).

The vapor phase fugacity coefficient of component T. , will be assumed to be 1, as It Is for Ideal
gases.

lThe Henry's Law constant Is corrected for pressure using (equation 8-11.3 of Reid et al., 1987,
p 335) as:

In () - In H,
*i _(2.10-3)

- In Hvw + Vn e - V)

where,

H,,w - Henry's Law constant for solute gas 1"' In the solvent (wate)
at the vapor pressure of the solvent (MPa)

HPwtw, - Henry's Law constant for solute gas '/' In the solvent (wate4
at the gas pressure In the panel (MPa)

VI- - partial molar volume of solute gas win at Infinite dilution In water (crrmo
The volumes of the various gases are tabulated below
and are extracted from (Reid et al., 1987, p 336)

VP - vapor pressure of solvent (water) at 3000K (0.03 atm)
R - gas law constant (8.314 Nm'mol 1()
T - absolute temperature (300eI1.

Henry's Law constants for the gases In water are listed In Table B-1 (AtIns, 1982, p. 226).
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TABLE B-1

MOLAR VOLUMES AND HENRY'S LAW CONSTANTS FOR GASES IN WATER

GAS V H vP
(cm3/moQ (MPa)

Hydrogen 26 7,119

Oxygen 31 4,400

Carbon Dioxdde 33 167
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The Henry's Law constant for a gas T in brine will be estimated using the relation (Cramer, ND)

b0g (HP - k m (2.10-4)

where,

Hpvd, - Henry's Law constant for gas w1 In bdne at pressure P
k, - saltn-out coefficient (kg!moi)

M, - molaity of dissolved salts In the WIPP bdne (8.80 molkg).

The salting-out coefficients for methane, carbon dioxide and oxygen are listed In Table 13 of
(Cramer, ND) at several temperatures. The salting-out coefficients at 27 C (300 iK) were
estimated by inear Interpolation of the values for 20 o and 40 C. The coefficient for hydrogen
was not available and was assumed to be equal to the average of the values for methane, carbon
dioxide and oxygen. The salting-out coefficients are tabulated In Table B-2.

The mole fraction gas i In brine, x,, may then be evaluated by rearranging equation (2.10-2), with
= 1 as:

x - ye P (2.10-5)

Once the mole fraction In brine has been evaluated, the solubility concentration may be estimated
using the following conversions:

Cd - X P (1 0cm31rnr) (2.10-6)

where,

C,, - solubility of gas or In bdne (mofm3)
M,, - molecular weight of WIPP brine (20.49 g'moo)
Pmd. - density of WIPP bdne (1.22 gfcmr).
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TABLE B-2

SALTING-OUT COEFFICIENTS FOR EXPECTED GASES

GAS SALTING-OUT COEFFICIENT
I, (kg/mO)

Hydrogen 0.125*

Oxygen 0.135

Carbon Dioxide 0.104

Methane 0.136

* The value of the salting-out coefficient for hydrogen was not available
and Is assumed to be the average of the values for oxygen, carbon
dioxide and methane.
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2.11 DIFFUSION OF GASES INTO BRINE SATURATED HOST ROCK (DIFFUSION)

The host rock Is assumed to be an Infinite medium whose pores are saturated with brine. A
potential exists for gases to dissolve and then diffuse Into the brine due to concentration
gradients. The gas diffusion rates are estimated within the subroutine DIFFUSION. The solubility
of gases In brine at the gas-bdne Interface will be continuously Increasing as a function of time
according to Henry's Law due to Increasing partial pressure of the gases. The functional form
for the Increase Is not known In advance due to the complex coupling of processes within the
panel. For a constant concentration at the gas-bdne Interface, the concentration profile for one
dimensional diffusion Into an Infinite medium may be described by the following relation (Crank,
1975, p. 122):

CA/CU - erfc X ) (211-1)

where,

DA - diffusion coefficient of gas A" In brine 'B" (m 2Iy)
The diffusion coefficients of gases are evaluated In
the subroutine DIFCOEF of the Design Analysis Module

K.-' (see Section 2.2)

Co - solubily of gas A" In brine B' and Is equal to the (molm)
concentration of "A" at the gas-brine saturated host rock
Interface. These concentrations are evaluated In routine VAPLJQEQ
of the Design Anayss Module (see Section 2.9)

CA - concentration of gas "A" at a distance x from the gas-brine
saturated host rock Interface (mofmm)

t - tine since reposItory decommissioning (y4.

Fick's Law of Diffusion (Crank, 1975, p 2) Is then used to evaluate the molar flowrate of gas WA"
Into brine at each time step, based upon an Initial condition of zero within the brine, as:
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nIh = A D~,a CA (2.11-2)

where,

h, - nolar rate of diffuslon of gas wA Into brine (moly)
- posiy of the brne filled host rock

A - area available for diffusIon (31756 rin.

Differentiating equation 2.1 1-1 with respect to distance, x and evaluating the derivative at the gas-
brine saturated host rock Interface yields:

MA E A DAV C (2.11-3)
(x D t)05

2.12 MICROBIAL AND RADIOLYTIC GENERATION OF GASES (MASSGAS)

The rate and total potential amount of gas generated microblally and radiolyticaily are assumed
to agree with Lappin et al. (1989). Since radlelysis and microbial activity utilize the same
substrates (organics), the rate of 0.85 mole/drum/yr Is assumed to represent both radiolysis and
microbial activity. For gas generation due to anoxic corrosion, only brine (specifically the water
In the brine) has been assumed to be the source of moisture. Water which Is available from the
waste Is assumed to be consumed In microbial activities. Clarifying, the two competing reactions
for water (corrosion and microbial activity) are assumed to partition the sources of water (water
In brine and water In the waste). While this partitioning Is artificial, it assures that the same
component Is not used In two different reactions. Estimates were made to determine If excess
water available from the waste will exist to support the microbial activity.

An nitial estimate of the amount of cellulose In the WIPP Inventory Is 6.07 x 1O lb (Lappin et al.,
1989). AssumIng a yield (mass of biomass produced per mass of substrate consumed) of 0.1
(typical yields are In the range of 0.3 to 0.8), degradation of the waste would result In the
generation of 2.76 x 108 g of biomass. Assuming a water content of 80% for the biomass, the
water requirement for microbial activity is 2.2 x 1 8 g, or 220000 liters. Assuming a total of 4 x
1 o8 drums stored In the WIPP, the required free water requirement per drum Is 0.55 liters.

In summary, the water required for anoxIc corrosion Is provided by, and Is limited by the
availability of brine. The water required for microbial gas generation Is provided by the water in
the waste, and Is not considered to be limiting. These assumptions may be modified and updated
when better estimates of the rates become available.
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The ratio being used for gases expected to be generated in the WIPP repository Is arbitrary and
Is based on the following assumptions:

-* The gases being generated In any significant amounts due to microbial activity are
N2, CO2, and CH4

* Although anaerobic conditions are assumed for the repository, methane Is not the
predominant gas generated. Under Ideal conditions In a digester, methane and C02
are generated in the ratio 7:3 (Atlas, 1984). The methane generation Is easily upset
under non-ideal conditions. In the repository, the pH, carbon-to-phosphorus-to-
nitrogen ratio, oxygen depletion, etc., are far from being deal for methane
generation. Radiolysis may generate pockets of oxygen (still under oxygen limiting
conditions) which will favor C02 generation. Hence CO, has been assumed to be
generated In larger quantities than methane.

Based on the previous discussion, these are the microbial gas generation parameters used In the
modeling:

* During the first 100 years, oxygen is completely consumed with an equivalent molar
rate of carbon dioxide production taking place. Accelerated microbial activity Is
assumed to set In only after this period. This Is a reasonable assumption, since
microbial activity at optimum rates requires availability of substrate, nutrients and
water. This may be possible only after Intimate mixing of the waste In the panel.

* Accelerated microbial activity Is assumed to ensue after 100 years at the rate of
0.85 moles/drum/year with a gas production potential of 606 molestdrum (Lappin et
al., 1989, p. 4-7).

* Therefore, the duration of microbial generation Is 713 years, beginning 100 years
after the start of the simulation. The gases which would be generated are methane,
carbon dioxide, and nitrogen In the molar ratio 15:20:12.

2.13 HYDROGEN GENERATION BY ANOXIC CORROSION OF METALS (MASSGAS)

Anoxic corrosion of the metal drums Is assumed to start at time = 0 and proceed until the gas
production potential (894 moles of hydrogen/drum) has been generated (Lappin et al., 1989,
p. 4-10). The maximum hydrogen generation rate Is 1.70 moles/drum/year If 5x1 04 ms of water
are available, per year, per unprocessed waste drum. This Is based on the assumption that
amakanite Is produced requiring 2 moles of water per mole of Iron. If brine/water availability Is
less than the amount required for maximum hydrogen generation, the hydrogen generation rate
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Is scaled down based on the amount of available water contained In the brine present In the
panel.

2.14 REACTIONS OF CARBON DIOXIDE WITH BRINE AND CEMENT (BRINTERACTI

It was estimated that there are approximately 13.03 moles of portlandite [Ca(OH)2J per equivalent
drum In a panel of 75,240 drums. Carbon dioxide, which may potentially be generated, will
dissolve In brine and react with the portlandite to yield calcite and water by the following reaction
(see Appendix E):

Ca(OH)2 + CO2 CaCO, + H20 (2.14-1)

The geochemical modeling codes EQ3NR and EQS (Wolery, 1983; Welery, 1984) were used to
determine the fugacity of carbon dioxide In the brine, at equilibrium. This fugacity was calculated
to be 0.08 atm. A equilibrium, the fugadty of a component In the liquid phase Is the same as
the fugacity in the gas phase. The fugacity of carbon dioxide In the gas phase Is assumed to be
equal to the partial pressure of the gas (true for Ideal gases). The moles of carbon dioxide which
are available for precipitation in brine are evaluated as:

mole of CO, mole of C, - 0.08 atm x V-
available In gas phase ZRT

(2.14-2)
where,

V- - void volume In panel (n?)
Z - compressibility factor of panel gases
R - gas law constant (8.206x15 atm m3ImoPI<)
T - absolte temperature (3000K).

The number of moles of CO2 available Is scaled down by a factor which relates the amount of
CO2 which can react to form calcite to the amount of brine present in a panel. It Is assumed that
the reaction cannot proceed In the absence of brine.

This scale factor is evaluated through the following relation:

SCALFACT- 1 - [ J1 (2.14-3)

where,
V - volume of bdne In panel (n).
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The actual moles of carbon dioxide which are removed from the gas phase Is then:

mole CO = mole CO, x SCALFACT
removed available

(2.14-4)

The moles of portiandite consumed is then equal to the moles of carbonate minerals precipitated.
If there are less moles of portlandite present In the room than what can potentially be consumed,
then the maximum consumed Is equal to the moles present. The moles of calcite and water
formed Is equal to the moles of portlandite consumed. The moles of water and the moles
comprising the liquid phase are updated based on the quantity of water generated. The total
mass of the solids In the panel Is also updated based upon the mass of calcite created and the
mass of portlandite consumed.

2.15 ESTIMATION OF EFFECTIVE STRESS OF WASTE/BACKFILL COMPOSITE
(COMPACTiON)

As discussed In Section 2.4, the difference between the lithostatic stress and the sum of the gas
pressure and the effective stress of the waste/backfill composite defines the rate at which rock
creep (closure) occurs. Densities of the waste/backfill composite, as a function of applied stress
level, have been evaluated for each engineered alternative (Section 3.0 In Volume ). The
effective stress is the stress that Is transferred between the solid particles of the waste/backfill
composite. Regression equations relating effective stress as a function of density have been
derived from the density-stress data. Coefficients of the regression polynomials are Included In
the input data file created for each alternative. The density of the waste/backfill composite Is
evaluated at each time step by dividing the mass of the solids by the difference of the panel
volume and the volume of the air gap clearance In subroutine VOLESTIM (Section 2.17). The
effective stress of the waste/backfill composite Is then evaluated at each time step using the
effective stress versus density regression equations In subroutine COMPACTION.

2.16 PRESSURE ESTIMATION USING THE LEE-KESSLER EQUATION
OF STATE (LKEOS)

The pressure of the gas mixture In the panel Is evaluated using the Lee-Kessler equation of state.
This equation Is a modification of the Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation of state (Reid et al., 1987).
The Lee-Kessler equation Is recommended by Reid et al. (1987), for generalized use In the
computation of fluid pressure at expanded ranges of temperature and pressure. The equation
Is capable of accurately representing the liquid phase. In comparing the predicted
compressibilities with experimental data, average errors were less than two percent for both the
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vapor and liquid phases. A complete description of the equation Is provided In Reid et al. (1987),
pp. 47-49 and pp. 84-87.

The following Is a summary of the methodology.

The pseudocrftcal properties of the gas mixture are computed as follows:

Td- (T T.)' 2 k1

y 1 (Vd + V3

8

NCN#

(Z E y, y1 VqI Td)

114
Van

(2.18-1)

(2.16-2)

(2.16)

(2.16-)p 

(020-.085f, 7 .)R T ,,,
Vc.

where,

Td- critical temperature of component ()
T. - pseudocritical midure temperature (O)

k - bnary Interaction coefficlent
Vd ' critical volume of component -/- (cm3lmo

V. - pseudociitical mixture volume (cm3mo
y - mole fractlon component ""

RX W Pitzer acentric factor of mixture
R - gas constant (82.057 atm cslmol Ol

P.,, - pseudocidtcal mixture pressure (atm)
NC - number of components

In practice, the compressibility factor of an actual fluid Is evaluated from the properties of a
simple fluld! (one for which Pitzees acentric factor Is zero) and those of n-octane, which Is the

reference fluid for this method (Reid et al., 1987). Once the mixture pseudocritcal properites are
computed, the simple fluid compressibility factor, Z() is evaluated as:
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I _ + C +V, v 2 V,' I - ] exp
VI2

( -)V,2) (2.16-7)
ZM -

T, 2

where,

TT. (2.16-8)
am

P V
R T.tl

(2.16-9)

B- b, -T,- bT,2 - b4IT,' (2.16-10)

C - c -T, + VT,' (2.16.11)

K> D- d +d T, (2.16-12)

where the constants b, b2, b, b, c, c2, 4, d, 42, B and z are given In Table B-3 under the
'Simpie fluid' heading. Next, the compressibility factor for the reference fluid, Z Is computed
using equations (2.16-7) through (2.16-12), but using the constants b,, b2, b3, b4, c, 02, C, C4, d,,
4, B and of the reference fuld from Table B-3.

The compressibility factor, Z for the gas mixture Is then calculated as:

Z Z + 0.3978( - Z )
(2.16-13)

The pressure of the gas mixture Is then:

pM ZRT
V

(2.16-14)

where,

V - molar volume of gas mixture (cmlo4.
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TABLE 54

LEE-KESSLER EQUATION OF STATE CONSTANTS

CONSTANT SIMPLE FLUID REFERENCE FLUID

b, 0.1181193 0.2026579

b2 0.265728 0.331511

b3 0.154790 0.027655

b4 0.030323 0.203488

c,1 0.0236744 0.0313385

C2 0.0186984 0.0503618

Cl 0.0 0.016901

C4 0.042724 0.041577

d, x 104 0.15548k 0.48738

d2 x 10' 0.623689 0.0740336

B O.85392 1.226

It 0.060167 0.03754

Reid et al., 1987, p. 48
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2.17 ESTIMATiON OF VOLUMES IN PANEL (VOLESTIM)

Several volume related parameters are calculated in subroutine VOLESTIM and are described
here.

Once the height, h, and width, w, of an equivalent room are evaluated In subroutine CREEP
(Section 2.4) the volume of the panel (V,), at the end of a time step Is evaluated as:

V - 7hwl,,, 12hww,,, 14hw 2 (2.17-1)

where,

1,, - length of the room (91.44m)
w,,,, - wldth of a salt pillar between rooms (30.48m)

The volume of the air gap clearance above the waste/backill composite stack, Vd, Is then
evaluated based on the discussion In (Section 2.1).

Vat, - 7(h - hi,)wI 12(h - h,, ww + 14(h - hofrit (2.17-2)

where,

h,, - height of the waste/backfil composite stack (3.3528m)

The creep of the surrounding halite creates an additional void volume within a zone of enhanced
porosity which the panel gases will occupy. The rate and extent of creep closure will govern the
magnitude of this void volume. This void volume Is calculated at each time step as the product
of the porosity of the Intact Salado Formation (0.001) (Marietta et al., 1989, Table 3-9) and the
difference between the nitial panel volume and the panel volume at the current time step. It Is
assumed that the zone of enhanced porosity does not contain brine and that all pores are
Interconnected.

The void volume In the panel, V,, Is then evaluated as:

V- - V - V - V. + (V10 - Van + V (2.17-3)
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where,

Vya - volume of the wastelbackfill composite less pores (m)
V1 - volume of bne In the panel (m3)

Vp,4(0) - Initial panel volume (m 3)

VP - panel volume at current time step(m3)
n - porosity of the Intact Salado Formation (0.001) (Maretta et aL, 1989)

Vm - cumulative void volume that Is available for gas storage
In the disturbed marker Bed 139 underlying the repository (n?)
(Section 2.6).

The molar volume for use In pressure estimation (Section 2.18)] Is calculated by dividing the void
volume In the panel by the total number of moles of gas present In the panel.

Finally, the density of the soflds In the panel Is calculated as

mow (2.174)
Vp -

where,

pa - density of the wastlbackfI composite (kgmr3)
msO, - mass of solids In the panel (kg).

2.18 SIMULATION OF BOREHOLE INTRUSION CONSEQUENCES (BOREHOLE)

The consequences of three borehole Intrusion scenarios designated as El, E2 and EE2
(Marietta et al., 1989) were evaluated as part of the EATF modeling effort. The effectiveness and
relative effectiveness measures of engineered altematives are defined In Section 2.25. For
consistency In evaluating the relative effectiveness measures of engineered alternatives, the
Intrusion Is assumed to occur 5000 years Into the simulation, for all cases. This results In a 5000
year time span for the release of contaminated brine, which Is herein defined as the release
time."

The driver subroutine In the Design Analysis Model which coordinates the Intrusion scenario
simulations Is called BOREHOLE. This subroutine calls other subroutines to calculate the
effectiveness measure for the three scenarios, for each alternative studied. The sequence of calls
to various subroutines Is IndIcated by the order of the descriptions below. A detailed description
of each subroutine follows In the subsections of this chapter.

Subroutine ESTHCKSS Is called to evaluate the hydraulic conductivity and specific storage of the
wastewbackfill composite at the time of borehole Intrusion.
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Subroutine RADACTIM evaluates the mass and activity of each radionuclide In the total Inventory
at the time of borehole Intrusion.

Subroutine CUTTINGS Is called to evaluate the activity of each radionuclide released to the
surface with the cuttings and eroded material resulting from the drilling extraction process. In
addition the mass and activity of each radionuclide Is also evaluated In this subroutine, on a panel
basis.

Subroutine RADSOLUB evaluates the solubility of each radionuclide In brine.

Subroutine ISE1 evaluates the volume of contaminated brine reaching the Culebra as a result of
Intrusion scenario El (Marietta et al., 1989).

Subroutine SUMRULE Is called to evaluate the effectiveness measure of an engineered
alternative as a result of Intrusion scenario El.

Subroutine ISE2 evaluates the volume of contaminated brine released to the Culebra as a result
of Intrusion scenario E2 (Marietta et al., 1989).

Subroutine SUMRULE Is called to evaluate the effectiveness measure of an engineered
alternative as a result of Intrusion scenario E2.

K.> Subroutine ISEI E2 evaluates the volume of contaminated brine released to the Culebra as a
result of Intrusion scenario El E2 (Marietta et al., 1989).

Subroutine SUMRULE Is called to evaluate the effectiveness measure of an engineered
alternative as a result of Intrusion scenario El E2.

2.19 ESTiMATiON OF WASTE/BACKFILL COMPOSITE HYDRAULIC CONDUCTiVITY
AND SPECIFIC STORAGE (ESTHCKSS)

During the development of physical and chemical properties resulting from the use of engineered
alternatives, a table of hydraulic conductivity versus stress level was generated for each
alternative. The methodology for hydraulic conductivity development Is described In Section 3.0
In Volume 1. The natural logarithm of the hydraulic conductivity Is expressed as a ninth order
polynonial function of the effective stress level of waste compaction. Therefore, from knowledge
of the effective stress level of waste compaction at the time of borehole Intrusion, the hydraulic
conductivity Is obtained from a regression equation.

The specfic storage of a porous media such as the waste/backfill composite can be evaluated
from the following equation (Freeze and Cherry, 1979, p. 59):

S. - pg( + np) (2.19-1)
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where,

S - specific storage (1/n)
p - density of bdne (1 220kgm3)
a - compressibility of the wastelbackfill composite
n - porosity of the wastelbackfill composite

- compressiblity of bdne (4.4x10 10Pa-1) (Freeze and Cheny, 1979).

The compressibility of the waste-backfill matrix can be evaluated through the following relation
(Freeze and Cherry, 1979, p. 338):

am -1 de (2.19-2)

where,

e - void ratio of the waste/backfiOl composite
e - void ratio of the waste/backfill composite at zero stress level
a - effective stress level of waste compaction (MPa).

For each engineered alternative, a table of porosity at various stress levels was developed
(Section 3.0 In Volume I). The void ratio corresponding to a porosity value, n, Is calculated
through the relation:

a n (2.19-3)
(1 - n)

For each effective stress level of waste compaction, a corresponding void ratio Is computed. A
ninth order polynomial provides an adequate expression for the void ratio as a function of stress
level. The derivative of the void ratio with respect to stress level (de/do) is then obtained by
differentiating the ninth order polynomial with respect to stress level:

dede- q + 2c3a + 3c4 2 4ca 3 .c,+a'6coa (2.19-4)

+ 7od + 8o 7 + 9c10o

where,

cr..cO, void ratio vs. stress level regression coefficients
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and evaluating this derivative at the effective stress level corresponding to the time of borehole
Intrusion. The coefficients of this regression equation are Included In the Input data file created
for each engineered alternative.

2.20 ESTIMATION OF THE INVENTORY RADIONUCLIDE ACTiVITiES RADACTiM)

To evaluate the effectiveness measure of an engineered alternative, It is necessary to compute
the activity and mass of each radionuciide in the inventory, as a function of time. The activity of
each radionuclide can then be estimated for any assumed time of Intrusion. The modified
inventory and simplified radionucilde chains (Lappin et a., 1989, p. 4-25) were used In the
calculations.

The simplified radionuclide chains are:

'CPu -.. "
241pU 2MU ND U

94PAr -. N -+ "'1.1 - u 'Th-
M3pu 234U g 9 >2013 M 1Pb

2"Pu e~

The following table (Table B-4) contains the differential equations describing the variation of the
quantity of each radionuclide with time, the decay constants and the nitial activity of each
radionuclide.

where,

n - atoms of radionucide "I
a - decay constant of radlonuclide 10

The decay constants were computed from the haif-lfves listed
on pp. 4-25 of (Lappin et aL, 1989) using the relation
a - In 21half-lfe.

The differential equations listed In Table B-4 were solved analytically. The activity of each
radionuclide at the time of Intrusion was calculated as the product of the atoms of each nuclide
and the decay constant of the nuclide. The evaluation of radionuclide activities and masses is
performed In the subroutine RADACTIM of the Design Analysis Program.

2.21 ESTIMATION OF ELEMENT SOLUBILITIES (RADSOLUB)

The solubilities specified In the Input data file of the Design Analysis Model are given by individual
element and are not Isotope (radionuclide) specific. To provide estimates of specific radionuclide
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TABLE B-4

ACTIVITY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, INITIAL ACTIVITIES
AND DECAY CONSTANTS OF RADIONUCUDES

Radionucilde ID Activity Differential Inuial Activity Decay
Constant Index Equation (curles) (a)

wll (yr 1)

24Pu 1 dn,/dt, =-n, 1.05 x 10 1.060x10 4

M3u 2 dn2/dt -cn, -a2n2 0 2.962x10 

241m 3 dnqdt - n= 7.75 x 10 1.604x10 3

sNp 4 dndt - ann, - a4n4 8.02 3.239x1 0-7

M3su 5 dnrydt - 4n4 - sn5 7.72 x 103 4.395x10'

22Th 6 dndt, -c ns- n. 0 9.329x10
23 Pu 7 dnodt -an 7 3.90 x 10' 7.904xl 0

Mx4u 8 dnrdt = an, - rn. 0 2.841x10

23Th 9 dndt, =,n, - n, 0 9.002x10

3Ra 10 dn,Jdt, a9n, - aono 0 4.332x10 4

210Pb 11 dn1,/dt ayn,, - c4,1n, 0 3.108x10 2

2nPu 12 dn,2fdt - zn 1 2 4.25 x 10r 2.876x10

[Lappin et al., 1989]
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solubilities, the following dimensional analysis relation Is assumed valid:

Si - M, AW, mf, 1000 Ims (2.21-1)

where,

SI - solubiitfy of rad/onuclde I"0 In brne (g 0t1m
5)

M, - solublity of element e' In brine (mol ewl I brine)
AW, - atomic weight of radionuclde ' (g "l"moli)

mf, - mass fraction of radlonucIde 1
- mass of radionuclide 01' In waste divided by the sum of masses of all

Isotopes (radionuclides In the waste of the element
which Includes Isotope -I').

The mass fraction of " 0Pb Is evaluated by dividing the mass of 2'10Pb In the Inventory at the time
of Intrusion by the total lead In the Inventory. The mass of stable lead In the Inventory used In
the calculation was 613,000 kg (Drez and James-Upponer, 1989).

The specific radionucfide solubilities are evaluated In the subroutine RADSOLUB of the Design
Analysis Model program.

2.22 ESTiMATION OF RADIONUCLIDE RELEASES WITH CUTTINGS (CUTTINGS)

The activity of each radionucilde released to the surface (with the cuttings and eroded
wastebackfill material) during the drilling process Is evaluated In the subroutine CUTTINGS.

The radionucildes are assumed to be evenly distributed In the waste and In the backfill existing
between the waste containers and on top of the waste P.e., It is assumed no radionuclides exist
In the backfill on the sides of the waste stack to be conservative since this maximizes the activity
density (Section 3.0 In Volume I)]. For each alternative, this effective waste volume (denoted by
the variable VOLWST) Is expressed by a ninth order polynomial equation. This equation was
obtained by regressing the effective waste volume versus the effective stress-level of waste
compaction data. The regression coefficients from this analysis are Included In the Input data file
created for each Individual engineered alternative.

At the time of borehole Intrusion, the effective waste volume Is estimated using this regression
equation (from knowledge of the effective stress-level of waste compaction). The most recent
estimate of the number of drum equivalents In the repository Is 5.56 x 1e (Lappin et al., 1989,
p. 5-9). The activity of each radionuclide In the total repository at the time of borehole Intrusion
Is evaluated In subroutine RADACTIM (Section 2.19). The activity of each radionuclide for each
drum equivalent Is then established. The number of drum equivalents per panel Is specified In
the Input data file. The activity of a radionuclide per panel Is then evaluated as the product of the
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activity of that radlonuclide per equivalent drum and the number of equivalent drums per panel.
The activity density (curies of a radlonuclide per cubic meter of waste and backfill on top) Is then
the ratio of the activity of that radlonuclide per panel to the value of VOLWST.

The activity of each radlonuclide released to the surface with the cuttings and eroded material
resulting from the drilling of a single borehole (assumed to have a cylindrical shape) is evaluated
In the subroutine CUTTiNGS as:

X ( r h A,.,., M NDE
5.56 x 1 dnm equivalents'repositoty OLIMST

(2.22-1)

where,

A,, - activity of radlonuclde "1" released to the surface wth the cuttings
and eroded material from a single borehole (curie)

rf - radius factor (see below for description)
rb - radius of the ntruslon borehole (n)

h,, - height of room (no
A,,W - activity of radlonuclide "1. In the entire repository (curde)

VOL WST - effective waste volume ( 3)
NDE - number of drm equivalents per paneL

The radius factor will vary with the waste form to reflect the anticipated amount of erosion. For
waste forms which are cemented and vitrified, one borehole radius was assumed (.e., rf = 1).
For all other waste forms a radius factor (rf) of 2 was assumed, except for supercompacted waste
forms for which a radius factor of 1.5 was assumed.

The mass and activity of each radlonuclide are then evaluated as:

and

Ap' 5.56x 1

APW-5.56 X105

Mf,~, NDE

dnum equivalents'repository
(2.22-2)

A,,,,, NDE

drum equivalents/repository
(2.22-3)

¾-~
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where,

Ap,,, - actvity of radionucilde 'I' In a panel after removal
of activfty VWth cuttings (cude)

M,,,,- mass of radionuclde '19 In panel at the time of borehole IntrusIon ()
Mw - mass of radlonuclide '1" In entire repository

at the time of borehole Intrusion ()
SA - specific actirvty of radionucride I (cufelg).

2.23 CONTAMINATED BRINE VOLUME RELEASED DUE TO El INTRUSION SCENARIO
(ISE1)

Intrusion scenario El Is modeled as a single borehole penetrating a waste-filled area located at
the Intersection of a room and dft (Marietta et a., 1989). The borehole passes through the
repository and continues penetrating until a pressurized brine pocket In the Castile Formation Is
struck. This scenario was modeled as a two-dimensional problem using the SWIFT-Ill flow code.
The hydraulic conductivity of the waste/backfill Is assumed to be homogeneous and Isotropic, with
Impermeable boundaries at the room edges. The borehole Is also assumed to be homogeneous
and Isotropic, with a conductivity of 1 x 1 O' m/s. In addition, the borehole Is assumed to have
fixed pressures at the top and bottom of the repository. These pressures were evaluated by
hydrostatic Interpolation assuming 0.92 x 10' Pa in the Culebra (located 440 m above repository)
and 16.0 x 10 Pa In the Castile formation (located 270 m below repository) (Marietta et al.,
1989). Preliminary sensitivity runs Indicated that steady state conditions are attained In a short
time span relative to the release time.

Mu-tiparameter least-squares regression (Box et al., 1978) was used to derive parametric
equations for the steady state flowrate (Q) of Castile brine through the waste/backfill composite.
These equations were based on data obtained from a series of SWIFT-Ill runs varying the
hydraulic conductivity (K) of the composite and the Intrusion borehole radius (r). The developed
equations are given below:

For K < 1 x 104 ns

0, x 10 - 0.2752 - 0.4831r 92.675i' - 0.0276(-log I) (2.23-1)

ForI x10m/sSKS1 xIO4 m/s

ai x 105 - 131.4734 6.5171 r (2.23-2)
. 81.2264t - 34.78(-og K)- 2.222 (-log K)2

K>
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For K > 1 x 104 m/s

0, x 10 - 1608.0937 25.7528r - 847.4249(-iog K) (2.23-3)
+ 149.0608(-iog K)2 - 8.7619(-log K)3

The volume of waste through which brine flows Is termed the wash-through volume". This
volume is computed as an ellipsoid whose semi-axes are half the room height, an effective radius,
and the effective width. The effective radius, r, Is defined as the maximum distance from the
borehole where the fluid velocity Is 10-12 m/s. The effective radius Is computed through a
regression equation developed from SWIFT-Ill computer code runs using various waste/backfill
hydraulic conductivities (K In units of rins). This parametric equation takes the form:

r,,- 41.8976 - 3.84383(-Iog X) + 0.0640027(-iog ) (2.234)

If the effective radius Is less than half the room width the effective width Is equal to the effective
radius; otherwise it Is set to half the room width (this Is the maximum lateral axis radius possible).
The fraction of radionuclides available for release (RLSFRAC, see Section 2.25) Is defined as:

RLSFRAC wash-through volume - volume of cutffings (2.23-5)
total panel volume

The volume of brine which flows through the wastelbackfill Is the product of the lowrate through
the waste/backfill and the release time.

2.24 CONTAMINATED BRINE VOLUME RELEASED DUE TO E2 INTRUSION SCENARIO
(ISE2)

Intrusion scenario E2 Is modeled as a single borehole penetrating the center of a waste-filled
panel (Marietta et al., 1989). It is assumed that no additional sources of water or external
pressurized brine pockets are intersected during the drilling process. An analytical solution Is
used to evaluate the cumulative volume of brine released during the release time. This equation
is derived by solv ng the one-dimensional radial flow equation:

a 1 rD D. (2.24-1)
at r Tr ar
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where,

* - dimensionless hydraulic head _ [h(rO) - h(ro
h(rO)

r - radial directon coordinate (m)
D - hydraulic diffusvty (m 21y4.

with the followIng Initial and boundary conditions:

¢(r,t - 0) - 0 (2.24-2a)

t(r - 4 - , fixed pressure head of blne In te borehole
based on the distance to the culebra]

a 1(r - bt) - 0 [no flow at the edge of the pane4

(2.24-2b)

(2.24-2c)

where,

a - radius of borehole (m)
b - equlvalent radius of panel

- (91.44m x 7w + 30.48m x 12w + 14w*2)I]x' (m).

The Initial hydrauflc head In the panel, h(r,0) Is evaluated as:

h(r,0)- Pr,)
Pg

(2.24-3)

where,

W.
P(&I

,t - hydraulic head at radus, r (t
O) - gas pressure In panel at the time of Inth
p - density of brine (1 220kg'm3)
g - gravitational acceleration (9.80665m's2).

ruslon (Pa)

K>
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The solution to equation (2.24-1) subject to the Initial and boundary conditions (2.24-2ab,c) Is
given by (Crank, 1975, p. 88)

* 1 E -x i G-D'(ba~ J0Qu)cjY,(aa) - J(aa Yrcfl (2.24-4)
-0 lt (bca,) - 4(aa,)

where at are the roots of the equation

a, [J1(bzaJY0(aa,) - J(aa,)Y,(ba)] - 0 (2.24-5)

where the J's and Y's are the Bessel functions of the flrst and second type respectively.

The flowrate, 0 out of the panel and Into the borehole Is then from (Freeze and Cherry, 1979,
p. 16)

O - Av - -AKphI . l -2xaHK ai,,a (2.24-6)

where,

o - volumetric flowrate(msly4
A - area of flow ()
v - speciflc discharge (nly)
K - hydraulic conducvity (ly)
w w dth of rooom In panel (m)
H - height of room(M).

The flowrate to the borehole as a function of time Is evaluated from equation (2.24-6) as:

Q() - 2;caHKh(r,O) iexp(-DcA) f(a,,ab) (2.24-7)

where,

f(cz Ab) ,,C.2(ba,){Y,(aaJJ0(aa,) - J(aa,)YO(az,)) (2.24-8)
A 2(bag- e(aae,)
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The total volume of fluid released from the panel during release time, t, is evaluated by
integrating equation (2.24-7) with respect to time which gives:

VwJt,) - 24.peaH(r,0) f(,,ab) [1 3 (2.24-9)
n-I Dcd

The panel is assumed to be saturated with a homogeneous fluid with the properties of WIPP
brine. Since the majority of the released fluid consists of generated gases, the actual volume of
brine released Is evaluated as:

( ) (Void t) 6 (2.24-10)

where,

lit) - volume of bdne released to Culebra over the release time ( 8)
Vajt) - total fluid (brne + panel gases) released to Culebra during

the release time, t,, evaluated In equation (2.24-9) ()
V,, - void volume In panel at ntnislon me (m)

K> Vmm - volume of brine In panel at Intrusion time (ml.

The maximum quantity of brine available for release Is the total volume of brine present in the
panel at the Intrusion time. This approach neglects the effects of the gas expansion up the
borehole.

2.25 CONTAMINATED BRINE VOLUME RELEASED DUE TO El E2 INTRUSION SCENARIO
AISE1 E2)

Intrusion scenario El E2 Is modeled as two boreholes which fully penetrate opposite ends of a
room filled with waste/backfill (Marietta et a., 1989). One borehole penetrates the pressurized
brine In the Castile Formation and Is assumed to be plugged between the repository and the
Culebra. The second borehole penetrates the same panel but does not penetrate the Castile
Formation and Is plugged above the Culebra. A pathway Is then established for the flow of brine
from the Castile Formation through the waste and up Into the Culebra. The boreholes are
assumed to remain at fixed hydraulic heads neglecting slight changes In elevation from the

AL"1MAP*ATF.W1:.1r4W.ppB B-6S Appendx B
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bottom to the top of the panel. The volume of brlne which flows through the waste Is evaluated
from the solution to the one-dimensional flow equation:

ah D ±h (2.25-1)

with the following Initial and boundary conditions:

h(x,O) - ho h (2.25-2a)

The hydraulic head Initially In panel Is equal to the hydraulic head In the borehole penetrating the
Castile Formation.

h(O,4 - h - 1337.3 m (2.25-2b)

The hydraulic head of the second borehole Is due to the pressure In the Culebra plus the
elevation.

th40 - h2 - 787.9 m (2.25-2c)

where,

h - hydraulic head (4
x - distance from the borehole penetrating the Castile along

the Jine connecting the two boreholes
I separation of the two boreholes (one room length Is arbiradly chosen

as the distance separating the two boreholes, I.e., 91.44 m)
D - hydraulic diftsivity (iIs).

The solution to equation (2.25-1) subject to Initial and boundary conditions (2.25-2a,b,c) Is given
by (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959, pp. 99-100) as:

tax, ._h + ( h ) x 2 (h2cos n - ) sin nrexp( -nW!~)
I 2n-1 fln I )G P 

+ 2 E sin(!!!) ep(-°n~st) hJ(l cos(nn))
In-i I P rm

(2.25-3)
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The volumetric flowrate of brine leaving the repository and flowing Into the Culebra may be
expressed as:

Q- -K ahl (2.25-4)

where,

0 - volumetric fx of brine Into the Culebra at time, t (msly)
K - hydraulic conductivity of the wastebackfill composite (fy)
A - cross-sectional area of the borehole connecting the waste

WOth the Culebra (n 2)

The total volume of fluid released to the Culebra during the release time, t is computed by
Integrating equation (2.25-4) with respect to time.

The cumulative volume of brine released to the Culebra durng the release time, t,, is thus:

/rt) -KA ___ - h , 21 (h2cos(nX)-hos(nx) l Dn___1

nI [ex( r - (2.25-5)
-2h1 (1 -cos(n))cos(n) 1e( -D*t -1

The quantity of radionucildes which can potentially be released Is limited to the quantity present
In the volume between the two boreholes. This fraction (RLSFRAC, see Section 2.26) of the total
radionuclides in the panel Is evaluated as:

RLSFRAC - room width at time of borehole ntrusion
x room height at time of borehole Intrusion (2.25-6)
x room length panel volume at time of Intrusion.

2.26 EVALUATION OF MEASURES OF RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS (SUMRULE)

The measure of effectiveness of an engineered alternative Is evaluated for each alternative and
for each of the Intrusion scenarios In the subroutine SUMRULE of the Design Analysis Model.
The measure of effectiveness Is the sum (over all Isotopes) of the ratios of the cumulative activity
release of Isotope wi Into the Culebra to that of the allowed activity release of isotope 1. The
total activity of the WIPP radionuclide Inventory was estimated by summing the activities of each
radionucilde In Table 4-2 of Lappin et al. (1989). This sum Is equal to 5.21 MCi. The allowed
release for each radionuclde based on the CH-TRU waste Inventory for the WIPP Is obtained by
multiplying the values In Table 1 of 40 CFR Part 191 by the factor 5.21 since the release limits
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(allowed releases) are based per MCI. The allowed releases of the radlonuclides are shown In
Table 8-5.

The release limits of radlonuclides are stored In array RL In the subroutine SUMRULE. A call Is
made to SUMRUiL after the cumulative volume of brine released to the Culebra, V(t,), and the
fraction of radlonuclides In the panel available for release (RLSFRAC) Is evaluated for intrusion
scenarios El and E2. The entire panel radionuclide Inventory Is available for release In Scenario
E2; thus, the value If RLSFRAC for this scenario Is equal to 1.

If the summed release Is being evaluated for ntrusion scenarios El or El E2, then the mass of
each radionucilde which can potentially be released Is scaled down as:

MJ a M....u RLSFRAC (2.26-1)
where,

MJV - mass of radlonucide ml" available for release ()
MP -- mass of radlonuclide " In a panel at the time

of borehole ntnjslon(g)
RLSFRAC - rado of the wash-through volume

to the total panel volume (Sections 2.23 and 2.25).

The dissolution of radionuclides In brine Is assumed to be an Instantaneous process. The
solubility of each radlonucllde In brine Is evaluated In routine RADSOLUB (Section 2.21).

The released volume, V(tp), Is multiplied by the radionuclide solubilities, , to evaluate the
maxdmum mass of radionuclides which could dissolve In the released brine. If the available mass,
Manic Is less than what could potentially dissolve In the brine, the mass released Is nventory
limited. The activity of radlonucilde T released to the Culebra with brine, Ab, Is calculated by
multiplying the mass released by the specific activity of the radlonucide.

The activity of each radionuclide released with the cuttings from a single borehole, AS, Is
evaluated In subroutine CUTTINGS (Section 2.22). If the summed normalized release Is being
computed for ntrusion scenario El E2, then the activity released with the cuttings Is twice what
it Is for a single borehole.

The measure of effectiveness (SUMRAD) of an engineered altemative with respect to an intrusion
scenario Is evaluated as:
where,

12

SUMRAD - (A-, + Ab*.IRL, (2.26-2)

where,

SUMRAD - effectiveness measure
RL - activity release mit (allowed release) of radlonuclde 1'.
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TABLE B-6

ACTIVITY RELEASE UMITS OF WIPP INVENTORY RADIONUCLIDES

RADIONUCLIDE ACTIVITY RELEASE LIMIT
(CI)

~Pu
2 4pU

24'Am
'37Np
2 3 3U

'XPu
23eu
230Th
2nRa
21OPb
m3pu

521
521
521
521
521
521
521
521
52

521
521
521

K>

K>
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The value of SUMRAD for an engineered alternative being studied Is divided by the value of
SUMRAD evaluated for the baseline case design to obtain a measure of effectiveness for the
particular engineered alternative. These numbers cannot be used to show or disprove
compliance with EPA 40 CFR Part 191 for the following reasons:

* Probabilities associated with Intrusion events have not been factored Into the
calculations made In these analyses.

* In these evaluations, EPA Summed Normalized Releases are evaluated at the
Culebra and not at the unit boundary since far-fleld modeling of flow and transport
In the Culebra Dolomite Is not being performed as part of the EATF project.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE SEAL SYSTEM COMPONENT
OF THE DESIGN ANALYSIS MODEL

Introduction

The basic goal of the sealing system Is to limit fluid igraton In, through, and out of the
repository. A multiple component system allows Individual seal components to serve different
functions, to be effective over different time spans, and to exist In different locations and
formations In order to ensure sufficient redundant barriers are In place at all times (Stormont,
1988). The seal system objectives are accomplished by a combination of short-term and long-
term seals. The short-term seals are to function for approximately 100 years after emplacement,
the time of institutional control over the facility and the approximate time required for long-term
seals to become functional (DOE, 1990c).

The short-term seals In drifts consist of concrete plugs and possibly crushed salt The current
design Indicates that short-term seals In the upper portions of the shafts consist of swelling clay
material confined by concrete bulkheads. The disturbed rock zone (DRZ) around the seals
represents a potential flow path for brine. Indirect evidence that the permeability of salt may
Increase In the vicinity to an excavation Is obtained from laboratory tests which Indicate that
permeability Is dependent on confining stress. Kelsall et al. (1984) presents a variation In
permeability with radius from the excavation. Due to the surrounding salt creep closure, the
stress Is expected to build up rapidly on the concrete plug, which consequently reduces
permeability of the DRZ and the plug-salt Interface. The long-term seals are made of crushed
salt (DOE. 1990c) which Is chemically and mechanically compatible with the host formation. The
creep closure of the surrounding intact salt will consolidate and densify the crushed salt to a
condition comparable to Intact salt. Recent studies (Stormont, 1988) show that when the porosity
of the crushed salt decreases to 5 percent or less, Its permeability approaches that of Intact salt
(Figure C-1). This Infornation Indicates that crushed salt provides a tight seal In the long term.

Model Development

Two separate computer programs have been developed to model the short-term and long-term
seals. The program TSEAL models the behavior of short-term seals, and the program SEAL
simulates that of long-term seals. There are a number of assumptions and simplifications
Involved In this modeling effort:

* Analyses are for an idearized circular geometry and a homogenous media. Shafts
are modeled more accurately because of geometry and the effects of stratigraphic
layering on deformation. Therefore, these models should be cautiously applied to
drift and panel seals.

* The backfill Is emplaced to completely fill the opening.
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Figure C-1. Permeability Versus Fractional Density for Two
Consolidation Tests on Wetted Crushed Saft

(Stormont, 1988)
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* The temperature at any given time Is assumed to be uniform for both the Intact salt
and crushed salt backfill for all time.

* Thermoelastic stresses and their Influence on consolidation and closure are
neglected.

* Crushed salt backfill Is assumed to consolidate homogeneously.

* Pore pressure will not develop as a result of wet crushed salt backfill consolidation.
Furthermore, the result of the tests on wet crushed salt backfill material do not show
a strong correlation between the consolidation rate and the moisture content
(SJaardema and Krieg, 1987).

* The stress field at each time step Is the stationary, or steady-state stress field,
which Is a function of Internal pressure and the far-field stress.

Intact salt, crushed salt, and concrete were modeled In the programs. The behavior of concrete
has been assumed to be linear and elastic In the range of stresses expected In the repository.
For the behavior of moist crushed salt, the proposed model by Sjaardema and Krieg (1987) for
the hydrostatic loading of crushed salt has been used (crushed salt will not be subjected to
deviatorc loading, since the cross-section of seals are assumed to be circular and the crushed
salt Is assumed to be consolidated homogeneously). Saardema and Krteg (1987) calculated the
stress on crushed salt at the end of a time step, P, as follows:

p, . -In{(I at)+ P. ] xp (-t (941)(C-1)

where:

A, B, B1, 1, 1 are matedfal constants
PO - the pressure at the beginning of the time step

r - the volumetric strain rate during the time step
- BOB 1 l eP-4 'J/p0

a - (ip + Apo - 2)r
- tpor

t-slegth of time step
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And the following assumptions were used:

at n C. fzor -CIO eor
<0.1 for<1I% enor

Norton's law was used to model the creep behavior of the Intact salt and has been expressed by
Munson et al. (1989) In the following form:

IC - (2g). (C-2)

where,

F - steady-state strain rate
im - A exp(-aR1)
Au - creep constant

is - salt shear modulus
o - activation energy
R - universal gas constant
T - absolute temperature
n - stress exponent
a - generalized stress

Chabannes (1982) proposed a closed-form solution for a thick-wall cylinder of salt In plane strain
condition. Allowing the external radius to go to infinity, a solution Is obtained for a circular
opening in an infinite medium of saiL The solution accounts for the secondary creep of salt which
was modeled by Norton's law. Chabannes calculated the radial displacement (u ,) rate (w) at any
radius, r, as follows:

w . du, __________) r ( -3

dt- f2 rnp, f (C-3)

where ga Is the radius of opening, PO Is the farfield stress, and P. is the Internal pressure.
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The program TSEAL, which models the behavior of the temporary sea], uses Chabannes' solution
to model the surrounding Intact salt and assumes a linear elastic model for the behavior of
concrete plugs. From the consistency of the rate of deformation between Intact salt and a
concrete plug, the rate of pressure change on the plug can be calculated In the form of a first-
order nonlinear differential equation. This differential equation Is then solved using a numerical
Integration scheme, and the pressure on the plug Is calculated as a function of time. As a
consequence of stress build-up on the concrete plug, the mean compressive stress In the DRZ
will Increase. Therefore, the porosity, and In turn the permeability of the DRZ, will decrease. The
change In porosity at each point In time Is calculated using the relaxed volumetric strain from the
virgin state due to creep. The permeability of salt Is then calculated using a relationship between
porosity and permeabIlity proposed by Lai (1971).

The behavior of long-term seals Is modeled by the SEAL program which uses the Chabannes
solution to model the surrounding Intact salt. The proposed model of SJaardema and Krieg (1987)
Is used to model the compaction of backfilled wet crushed salt At each time step, the stress
Increase on the crushed salt due to ts compaction Is calculated using Equation (C-1) through an
Iterative procedure. The effect of stress build-up In crushed salt on the rate of creep closure Is
considered by modifying the internal stress In Equation (C-3) at each time step. Permeabilty of
crushed salt at the end of each time step Is obtained using a relationship between salt
permeability and Its fractional density (Figure C-1). The change In permeablity of the DRZ Is
calculated as In the TSEAL program, and as explained In the previous paragraph.
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MODELING OF GAS ADVECTION INTO ANHYDRITE BEDS

Introduction

To examine the potential gas pressurization In the WIPP repository, all potential gas sources
and sinks must be evaluated. One potential sink Is the migration of the gases Into the
anhydrIte layers which lie above and below the repository. The lower layer, known as Marker
Bed 139 (MB 139), Is located approximately 1 meter below the repository (Figure D-1). The
upper layers, anhydrite beds aw and b," are located approximately 4 meters and 2 meters,
respectively, above the repository. These anhydrite beds are considered to be made up of
a disturbed zone and an Intact zone. The disturbed zone Is made up of fractured anhydrite
caused by the repository excavation, and will exist above and below the entire repository. The
Intact zone Is the undisturbed anhydrite, and exists beyond the area stressed by the mine
operations. The anhydrite beds au and be overlying the repository are treated as a single
composite layer for modeling advection. The program logic described below for MB 139 has
also been used for the aw and b composite bed.

Once the gas pressure In the repository has exceeded the pressure In an anhydrite bed, the
gas will begin to migrate through the disturbed halite above and below the rooms and drifts
Into the disturbed zone of MB 139. The gas pressure will then drive the brine located in the
disturbed zone (Figure D-2) Into the Intact marker bed, due to the pressure gradient developed
by Increasing gas pressure In the room. The brine Is easily displaced, as the saturated
capillary or threshold pressure In the disturbed marker bed Is relatively small due to its
enhanced permeability. However, as the brine reaches the undisturbed zone of Marker Bed
139, there Is a large Increase In the threshold pressure resulting from the lower permeability
of this region. This threshold pressure must be exceeded In addition to the MB 139 pore
pressure In order for gas to flow from the disturbed marker bed Into the Intact anhydilte
(Figure D-3). The lower permeability does not allow the gas to displace the brine In the Intact
marker bed as freely as it does In the disturbed marker bed.

Assumptions

To model the gas advection from the repository through the disturbed anhydrite beds Into the
undisturbed anhydrite beds, the following assumptions were made:

* Each rom In the repository Is directly connected with the disturbed anhydrite
beds above and below t (this Implies that the rooms are a linked network and
that the network Is equalized with respect to pressure).

* The gas displaces some brine In the disturbed anhydrite beds before the gas
can migrate Into the undisturbed zone

* The Intact anhydrite beds are Initially saturated

* The gas has the properties of hydrogen

At"IPEATKo91i71mAPMoD1Apni D-1 AppenclIx D
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Figure D-1. Conceptual Model of Anhydrite Beds
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Figure D-2. Brine Migration After Panel Pressure Exceeds
MB 139 Pore Pressure
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Figure D-3. Brine and Gas Migration After Panel Pressure Exceeds
MB 139 Pore Pressure and Threshold Pressure
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* The capillary pressure of the undisturbed anhydrite beds Is always equal to the
threshold pressure (saturated capillary pressure)

* The disturbed anhydrite beds are a cylinder, with a 400-meter radius

* The flow Is radial

* The anhydrite beds have a constant thickness of 1 meter and 0.27 meters

* The anhydrite beds are homogeneous and Isotropic

* The relative permeability curves for the Intact anhydrite beds are the same as
for the Intact halite

* The pressure In the room remains constant

* The far-field pressure In the Intact anhydtlte beds remains constant

* There Is no localized depressurization of the host rock.

Assuming that the gas has the physical properties of hydrogen, permits the maximum flow
rates of gas into the Intact anhydilte beds.

Program Description

A two-phase computer model was developed to simulate the gas advection Into the Intact
anhydrite bed. The program developed Is a versatile two-phase finite difference program which
calculates the flow rate of gases In cubic meters per second, mass per second, and moles
per second. The program uses the IMPES (IMplicit Pressure Explicit Saturation) method for
sowing two-phase partial differential equations. This program Is based upon a radial two-
phase flow equation, a detailed description of which can be found In PRRC (1990).

The program allows the user to vary the Important parameters such as the size of the
disturbed zone, permeability of the Intact anhydrite, capillary pressures, fluid properties, gas
properties, boundary pressures, relative permeability curve, and the thickness of the marker
bed. This flexibility facilitates the performance of sensitivity analyses on the listed parameters.
This capability Is particularly useful to determine the dependence of the gas advection on the
different hydrologic parameters of the system.

The program was used to develop parametric equations for the gas advection rate (In moles
per second) dependent on the permeability of the anhydrite beds, the far field pressure of the
anhydrites, and the pressure of the room. These equations were used In the Design Analysis
Model to compute the gas advection rate.
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DEVELOPMENT OF BRINE/CO2 INTERACTION PARAMETERS

The subroutine BRINTERACT was written to address the possible role of brine as a 'sink' for the
gas carbon dioxide (CO2). Carbon dioxide will be produced by microbial activity In the waste
panel rooms. If brine is available and In contact with cemented waste forms, the soluble masses
of carbon dioxide and portlandite, Ca(OH)2, are available to react and produce calcite (CaCO)
and water (H,2O) according to the reactions:

(E-1)
C02 H20 -+HC; + H*

HCO3 + Hi + Ca(0) 2 CaCO + 2H20 (E-2)

Combining these two reactions yields the overall reaction for the consumption process as:

02 Ca(Oh 2 CaCO3 + 1420 (E-3)

The overall reaction progress (I.e., moles of produced CaCO, and H20) Is limited by the
avallabilty of carbon dioxide, portlandite and brine. If any one of these components Is exhausted
or unavailable, the reaction progress will terminate.

The subroutine BRINTERACT begins by establishing the molarvolumes of portiandite, calcite and
water, and then determines if the carbon dioxide produced from microorganism respiration Is
greater than the equilibrium fugacity of carbon dioxide in the brine. The fugacity of carbon dioxide
In the brine (0.08 atm) has been calculated with the EQ3NR/EQ6 (Wolety, 1983; Wolery, 1984)
speciation/reaction-path program by equlibrating the brine with excess carbon dioxide, portlandite
and calcite. A mass balance Is also caried out on portlandite and water to determine If these
components are present In excess and, therefore, available to react with the carbon dioxide. If
all of the above conditions are met, the subroutine will continue. However, If the carbon dioxide
produced by the microorganisms Is less than the fugacity of carbon dioxide in the brine, or there
Is nsufficient portlandite or water, the subroutine will terminate at this point i.e., the reaction
cannot take place). Assuming the above conditions are met, the subroutine will continue by
calculating a scale factor, which relates the amount of carbon dioxide that can react to the amount
of brine present. The scale factor Is multiplied by the carbon dioxide present In excess of the
fugacity equlibrlum value to determine the number of moles available to react. t accounts for
the relative proportions of void volume In the waste and brine volumes to estimate the fraction
of waste that would be contacted by the brine (i.e., the fraction of cemented waste available to
react). The scale factor (SCALFACT) has the form:
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SF - 1 - Vv I(Vv' Va)J (E-4)

where Vv Is the void volume and V. Is the volume of brine. Therefore, if the void volume Is very
large relative to the volume of brine, the term In brackets approaches one and the scale factor
approaches zero (I.e., the reaction will consume very little carbon dioxide if brine is limited). If
the volume of brine Is very large relative to the void volume, then the term in the brackets
approaches zero and the scale factor approaches one. A scale factor of one would allow
complete reaction of all available carbon dioxide, if not limited by portandite.

After the number of moles of carbon dioxide available for reaction have been determined, the
subroutine reacts these moles with portiandite to produce calcite and water (reaction E-2). Mass
balance calculations are then performed to determine the number of moles of carbon dioxide and
portlandite remaining and the number of moles of calcite and water produced. The mass of
portlandite consumed Is subtracted, and that of calcite added, to the total mass of solids In the
panel Water produced from the reaction Is added to the total mass of liquid In the panel.

Changes In the void volume are also calculated. Void volume will decrease as this reaction
progresses because water Is produced and added to the volume of brine, and because the molar
volume of calcite (a reaction product) Is slightly greater than that of portlandite (a reactant).

After completing the mass and volume balances, the subroutine passes the moles of remaining
carbon dioxide, water, portlandite, liquid and total mass of solids, void volume, and volume of
brine back to the MASSGAS subroutine. This terminates the subroutine BRINTERACT. It should
be noted that the reaction of carbon dioxide with cementifous materials Is nsignificant as a
mechanism for gas dissipation. Therefore, the removal of the BRINTERACT subroutine would
not have any major effect on the results. This subroutine was Included for the sake of
completeness.
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DESIGN ANALYSIS MODEL PROGRAM VERIFICATION

The EATF modeling objectives have been performed In accordance with the Quality Assurance
(QA) program used by International Technology Corporation (IT Corporation). The title of the
document governing this program Is the uality Assurance Procedure for Software
Development And Use At The International Technology Corporation Albuquerque Modeling
Center". The purpose of this appendix Is to explain how the QA program used by the EATF
was applied to program verification and validation for the Design Analysis Model. Verification
Is the process by which the output (numerical results) of a computer program are determined
to be Correct. Verification Implies that the program solves the numerical problem as Intended
by the EATF program author. Validation Implies that the theory and assumptions used In
constructing the program logic constitute a correct representation of the process or system
being simulated by the program ROOM-SCALE, the main component of the Design Analysis
Model, as it was developed by the EATF. The software QA procedure requires that such
programs be verified using one, or some combination, of the following methods, depending on
the Intended use of the program:

* Independent manual calculations have been performed to verify all of the program
algorithms. Manual calculations were documented and verified according to
Sections 6.2.1 and 6.3.1 (included below) of the Intemational Technology
Corporation, Environmental Projects Group, Engineering Operations Quality
Assurance Manual, Revision 1, July, 1987 (referred to as the TEO QA Manual).

* The subroutine ISE2.FOR was compared to the results of an Independently
developed" program which performs the same calculation. The term Independent
development' can mean a program developed outside IT or by an Independent
Internal working group. If avoidable, a program should not be verified against
another program developed within the originating group unless the methodology
and approach are entirely different The Input to both the program being verified
and the program used for verification was Independently checked.

* The program results can be compared to analyses published In textbooks and
journals or to the results of applicable experiments. A complete reference for such
material should be provided. This method Includes verification with closed-form
analytical solutions.

In addition, verification procedures used by the EATF are completely documented. This
documentation Includes, as appropriate:

* Description of verification method used
* Identification of the specific options verified
* Set of verification comparison materials (e.g., checked manual calculations)
* Verification runs, .e., checked copy of the computer output)
* Results.
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Validation documentation, as necessary, consists of published conclusions comparing model
predictions with data from laboratory experiments, field experiments, natural analogues, and
published conclusions made by external review groups. Information regarding the conditions
for which the model Is valid were documented.

The following are Sections 8.2.1 and 8.3.1 of the ITEO QA Manual which pertain to
calculations. The relevant procedures isted In those subsections were applied to the EATF
project

Calculations

For many projects, calculations represent the most important source of information when the
work Is completed. They shall be legible and in a form suitable for reproduction, filing, and
retrieval. Documentation shall be sufficient to permit a technically qualified Individual to review
and understand the calculations and verify the results.

Calculations shall be performed on IT standard calculation paper whenever possible.
Exceptions to this are items such as computer output and graphs drawn on oversized paper.
All calculation pages shall be ndividually Identified with the exception of large computer output.
IT calculation paper provides spaces for the originator's name and date of woric, the checker's
name and date, calculation subject, project number, and page number. Al of this Information
shall be completed for each page In a uniform manner. For extra pages, such as large
graphs, this Information shall also be Included.

Calculations should, as appropriate, Include:

* Statement of calculation intent
* Discussion of modeling requirements
* Description of methodology used
* Assumptions and their justification
* Input data and equation references
* Numerical calculations, Including units
* Results.

Referencing Input data, particularly Input data obtained externally, is extremely Important as
it provides the basis for calculation checking. If Initial parameters are supplied by an external
source, the source shall be documented. Data that are provided by telephone shall be
documented using an IT telephone record sheet. A request shall be made for formal written
confirmation of citical data to serve as the final documentation. Input data may provide:

* Design programn or regulatory requirements

* Performance and operational requirements under various conditions
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* Data previously generated for a specific site or region (e.g., geological,
hydrogeological, geochemical, geotechnical, meteorological, seismological, and
man-made facilities and practices)

* Data previously generated for specific materials or chemical compounds (e.g.,
physical, chemical, geochemical, mechanical, thermomechanicai, and toxicological)

* Loadings

* Results of field and laboratory testing or other calculations

* Other Information obtained from the client or literature/information surveys.

Computer printouts that become an ntegral part of the calculations shall be referenced In the
calculations by the run number or other unique means of Identification. Short computer runs
and spreadsheets can be directly Incorporated Into the calculations by affixing the output to
IT paper or directly Including output of standard sheet size (8-1/2 x 11 Inches).

At the end of a calculation, the results should be summarized, If this will provide clarity. Also,
all pages shall be consecutively numbered. On IT calculation pages, the page numbers of
Individual calculations shall be completed with the Indexing of sheet of . For the
compilation of a set of calculations, the combined set should be consecutively numbered In
the circles In the upper right corner of the calculation pages.

Calculations which are preliminary In nature (i.e., those not contributing to final project
Information) shall be marked mpreliminary". If preliminary" calculations are retained for future
reference, each page shall be clearly marked prelimInarym. Quality control requirements with
final calculations, such as checking, are not applicable to preliminary work. Calculations
which are superseded or replaced shall be marked vold" or destroyed. If vold" calculations
are retained for future reference, each page shall be clearly marked voldw and the calculations
should Include, as necessary, an explanatory note as to why they are void". The explanatory
note shall be signed by the originator.

For calculations, the standard IT checking process Is outlined as follows.

Assignments for checking shall be made or approved by the Project Manager. Verifications
shall be performed by an Individual(s) other than the person who performed the original work
or specified the method or Input parameters to be used. The Individual(s) selected shall have
the technical expertise In the calculation subject necessary to verify, as appropriate, that:

* Applicable design program, regulatory, and technical requirements have been
properly Identified and referenced and that these requirements have been met.

* Appropriate modeling and calculational methodology have been used
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* Assumptions have been adequately described and, when necessary, Justified

* Input parameters have been correctly selected and Incorporated into the
calculation

* Information and equations from external sources have been referenced

* Numerical calculations are correct and have been completely documented

* Results are reasonable considering the Input.

It is emphasized that a numerical check is not sufficient. The checker Is responsible for every
item on every sheet - including the completion of the title block and page numbers. The
importance of a complete and thorough review cannot be overemphasized

To properly check calculations:

* The originator suppiles the designated checker with a machine copy of the
calculations. Originals should not leave the originator's possession until they are
ready for final checker signing.

* The checker marks the calculation copy with a yellow marker for all items he
approves.

* If the checker disagrees, for any reason, the checker crosses through the item
with a red marker and writes the recommended correction or comment above it.

* The checker signs and dates all pages of the checkprints.

* The checker returns the checkprlnts to the originator who, In turn, reviews all
recommended changes. Agreed-to corrections may be marked with a check of
a third color. If a disagreement still edsts, the originator adds comments to the
checkprlnts using the third color, Initials and dates the checkprints, and then
confers with the checker until all differences are resolved.

* The originator corrects, or scrnbs, the calculation originals so they agree with
the checkprints. A one-to-one correspondence between the originals and
checkpulnts must exist
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* The originator gives the originals and checkpulnts to the checker who compares
them to verify all agreed-to corrections have been made.

* When the checker Is satisfied, the checker signs and dates the originals.

Checkprlnts shall be maintained as a part of the project file, of equal Importance as the
originals.

Under no circumstances shall calculations be altered after final signature by the checker. if
it becomes necessary for calculations to be revised, the new pages shall be formally checked
as described above.

Verification of the Desion Analysis Model

The room/panel behavior simulation portion of the Design Analysis Model Is comprised of a
number of subroutines which are called by a main program. The shaft-seal portion of the
Design Analysis Model Is comprised of two programs. Each subroutine of the ROOM-SCALE
model was checked Individually according to one of the three methods described above, as
summarized In Tables F-1 and F-2. Each of the two shaft-seal programs were verified through
Independent hand calculations.

Validation of the Design Analysis Model

To date, the WIPP Performance Assessment models have not been coupled to the same
degree as the Design Analysis Model. Consequently, code validation requires that modules
of the Design Analysis Model be validated against codes used by SNL to predict Individual
processes that Influence repository performance. Examples Include comparison of predictions
of room-closure and brine-inflow rates, predicted advection of gases along undisturbed
anhydrite beds and up shaft seals, and simulation of borehole intrusion consequences.

Preliminary steps have been taken to validate the Design Analysis Model against the WIPP
Performance Assessment models currently under development by SNL Closure rates
predicted by the Design Analysis Model, and by SNL's adaptation of the SANCHO code, are
quite similar until the repository reaches thostatic pressure. At that point, the SANCHO code
predicts reinflation of the room In response to continued gas generation, while the Design
Analysis Model assumes some advection of gas along anhydrite beds but room pressures In
excess of ithostatic.

Validation of other components of the Design Analysis Model are more time consuming, and
will not be performed unless results from the WIPP Performance Assessment models yield
relative results substantially different from those predicted by the EATF. Performance
Assessment Is modeling the performance of three waste types: untreated wastes, Level 11
treated wastes, and Level I treated wastes. If relative performance between the three waste
types are similar to those predicted by the Design Analysis Model, then the model will be
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validated for its Intended purpose, which Is to compare the effectiveness In mproving
repository performance using the various engineered alternatives. The Design Analysis Model
cannot predict absolute performance, as that was never the objective of the model.
Consequently, the Design Analysis mode cannot be validated against the suite of Performance
Assessment models.

Additional Ouait Assurance for This Reort

An Independent review group was formed to review this report The group consisted of an
engineering and management consultant, and two professors In the fields of chemical
engineering and geology. The modeling procedures were reviewed by the group for
consistency, and termed by them to be a technically correct representation of the process in
the repository, given the Imitations Involved.
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TABLE F-1

ROOM-SCALE COMPONENTS OF THE DESIGN ANALYSIS MODEL

SUBROUTINE METHOD OF VERIFICATION

ROOMSCAL

READAT
INITIALIZE
DIFCOEF
BRINFLOW
COMPACTION
CREEP

MASSGAS
DIFFUSION
ADVECTION
VISCORR
SHFTSEAL
MBFLOW

BRINTERACT
VOLESTIM
LKEOS
BOREHOLE
RADACTIM
RADSOLUB

ESTHCKSS
CUTTINGS

ISE1
ISE2
ISE1 E2
SUMRULE

PRINTOUT
TIMEDATE

Independent hand calculation

Independent hand calculation
Independent hand calculation

Independent hand calculation
Independent hand calculation
Independent hand calculation
Independent hand calculation
Independent hand calculation
Independent hand calculation
Independent hand calculation

Independent hand calculation
Independent hand calculation
Independent hand calculation

Independent hand calculation
Independent hand calculation

Independent hand calculation

Independent hand calculation
Independent hand calculation
Independent hand calculation

Independent hand calculation
Independent hand calculation
Independent hand calculation
Independently developed program
Independent hand calculation
Independent hand calculation

Independent hand calculation
Not Applicable
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TABLE F-2

SHAFT-SEAL COMPONENTS OF THE DESIGN ANALYSIS MODEL

SUBROUTINE

SEAL
TSEAL

METHOD OP VERIFICATION

Independent hand calculation
Independent hand calculation
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PREFACE

The Expert Panel On Applications Of Cement Materdals for use at the WIPP was convened
by the EATF from May 15-17, 1990 and was composed of Individuals representing many
disciplines and organizations. The participants Included:

CHAIRMAN AND FACILITATOR

Jonathan Myers, IT Corporation

PANEL MEMBERS ORGANIZATION

D. R. (Rip) Anderson
Ned E. Bibler
John Boa
Barry M. Butcher
Mark Gardiner
Hanin Jennings
Lawrence Johnson
Chris Langton
Ken E. Philipose
Lillian Wakeley

Sandia National Laboratories
Westinghouse Savannah River Comparry
U. S. Anny Corps of Engineers
Sandia National Laboratories
IT Corporation
Northwestern University
AECL ResearchWhiteshell
Westinghouse Savannah River Compary
AECL Research/Chalk River
US Army Corps of Engineers

OBSERVERS

Don Blackstone

Tod Burrlington

Andrew Peterson
John Valdez

U.S. Department of Energy,'WIPP Project
Office

Westinghouse Electric CorporationlWaste
Isolation Division

Sandia National Laboratories
IT Corporation
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EXECUTiVE SUMMARY

An expert panel was convened as part of the Engineered Alternatives Task Force, to
determine whether cementitous materials should be considered further for use at the WIPP to
Improve long-term performance and reduce uncertainties In key performance parameters. The
panel Included eleven members from organizations Including the Army Corps of Engineers (2),
Savannah River (2), Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. (2), Sandia National Laboratories (2),
Northwestern University (1), and IT Corporation (2). Observers were also present from
Westinghouse and the DOE WIPP Project Office.

Specific applications of cement-based materials considered are for use as backfill, waste
forms, and container material. The panel was confident that a methodology can be developed
to evaluate long-term performance of cementitous material formulations for use at the WIPP,
and agreed that properly formulated cement-based materials are likely to meet long-term
performance criteria Including permeability and shear strength. The panel also cautioned that
the development of proper formulations for these applications should consider the specific
environment and must take Into account waste and repository characteristics.

In the case of backfill, the panel recommended the use of a concrete with a high percentage
of salt aggregate to provide deformability and maintain low permeability. Several reactive
components were suggested for evaluation for use as a binder, Including reactive alkalis such
as CaO or MgO, hygroscopic glass, Portland cement, zeolite, expansive clays, and aluminate
cements. It Is anticipated that such a formulation will have plastic properties that will self-seal
and maintain acceptably low permeabilities under the conditions of 2,000 psi confining stress
In the repository environment.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) In southeastern New Mexico Is an underground
repository designed for the safe geologic disposal of transuranic (TRU) wastes. TRU wastes
are generated from defense-related activities of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). The
underground storage area of the WiPP repository Is located 2,155 feet below the surface In
the Salado Formation, composed of a bedded salt (halite) of Permian (250 million year) age.
After emplacement of the waste In the WIPP storage rooms, closure of the repository occurs
by the creep (plastic flow) of the surrounding salt formation. This creep Is In response to the
pressure gradient that exists between the far-field pressure away from the repository (referred
to as the lithostatic pressure, or the pressure at the depth of the repository due to the
overlying rock) and the pressure In the repository which Is Initially at atmospheric conditions.
In a freshly excavated room, this creep rate Is of the order of a few Inches per year. Under
Ideal conditions, creep results In complete closure of the repository, and the waste Is
permanently encapsulated In salt and Isolated from the surrounding environment.

The waste to be disposed of consists of materials such as laboratory hardware, Inorganic
sludges, protective clothing, plastics, rubber, resins, and tools that have become contaminated
with transuranic elements, mostly plutonium, with minor amounts of americium, uranium,
neptunium, and thorium. The specific Isotopes of these elements that are present In WIPP
waste are generally alpha emitters with long half-lives and minimal heat production, athough
a small volume (less than 3 percent) of the Inventory Is categorized as remote-handled" waste
which has moderate heat production from short-yived fission products. The majority of waste
to be disposed of Is presently stored In 55-gallon steel drums and a lesser number of steel
boxes, at major DOE waste generation and storage sites across the country.

1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDONS WiTHIN THE REPOSITORY

The anticipated environmental conditions In the WIPP repository are summarized as follows:

* Temperature - The temperature in the repository is expected to remain constant
at approximately 260C. The average decay heat generation from the waste Is
less than 0.1 watt per drum which does not significantiy raise the temperature
above amblent. Remote-handled TRU (RH-TRU) waste has greater heat
generation, however the volume of RH-TRU Is less than 3 percent of the total
inventory.

* Humidity - Umited volumes of brine have been observed to flow Into the
repository (Deal and Case, 1987). After the facility Is sealed, the humidity of
the room will be controlled by the thermodynamic activity of H.0 In the brine.
Assuming there Is a small volume of saturated brine In the sealed repository
with gas above the brine, then the relative humidity In the repository will be
buffered at approximately 70 percent.
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* Oxvaen - Although the repository will nitially have an oxic environment, this
oxygen Is expected to be consumed in the process of microbial degradation of
organic materials present In the waste, thereby eventually leading to an anoxic
environment. Some oxygen Is also expected to be consumed by corrosion of
the mild steel drums. However, some oxygen could also be generated within
the repository from the radiolytc decomposition of brine. Overall, the rate of
generation of oxygen by radiolysis Is expected to be less than the rate of
consumption of oxygen by microbial degradation and corrosion, therefore an
anoxic environment Is expected to be eventually established within the repository.

* Stresses - The creep closure of salt surrounding the waste will eventually result
In sostatic (nondirected) stress equal to the ithostatic pressure of about 2000
psi (15 MPa). However, since the storage rooms are 33 feet In width and only
13 feet In height, the closure rate In the ceiling-to-floor direction Is greater than
the closure rate In the horizontal direction. This will result in some directed
stress until complete closure has taken place. Once the room has completely
repressurized, sostatlc conditions are expected to return.

* Brine Composition - The major elements present in the brine include cr
(-200,000 mg/I), N (-85,000 mg/1), Mg2 (-18,000 m/i, iW (-18,000 mg/i),
and SO.' (-17,000 mg/i). Br and B are also present at concentration above
1,300 mgA. The pH Is 6.1, and the total dissolved solids equal -350,000 mgi.
The brine Is saturated with respect to the minerals harte (NaCi) and anhydrite
(CaSO4).

1.3 REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS

The geologic disposal of TRU waste Is governed by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) Standard 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA, 1985). This regulation sets limits on the cumulative
allowable releases of radioactivity to the accessible environment over a 10,000-year period,
based on predictive modeling analyses referred to as performance assessment (PA). Both
undisturbed perforance, as well as the consequences of Inadvertent human intrusion In the
form of future exploratory drilling through the storage rooms, must be considered, as mandated
by the EPA Standard. In addition, the Standard requires that the uncertainties In the predicted
10,000-year cumulative release be developed by propagating uncertainties In Input parameters
through the calculations.

The performance assessment for the WIPP repository Is being conducted by Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL), and Is expected to be completed by 1994 (DOE, 1990d). Work currently
In progress at SNL has suggested that there might be potential problems with the current
waste forms and/or repository design and that some modifications may be necessary to
demonstrate compliance with the EPA Standard. In response to this concem, and based on
the recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS), the DOE WIPP Project
Office established the Engineered Altematives Task Force (EATF) In September 1989. The
charter of the EATF was to evaluate the effectiveness and feasibility of various modifications
to the WIPP facility design and waste forms that would improve the long-term solation
capability of the repository and/or reduce uncertainties In key performance parameters (Hunt,
1990). Preliminary assessments of the long-term performance of the disposal system have
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Identified three key parameters that affect disposal system performance: (1) gas generation,
(2) waste form and backfill permeability, and (3) waste element solublilty. The importance of
these parameters Is discussed In the following sections.

1.4 GAS GENERATiON

Prelirinary assessments of the long-term performance of the disposal system have Identified
gas generation as one of the key parameters that might affect performance of the disposal
system (DOE, 1990a). Lappin et a]. (1989) discusses the possibiry that up to 1,500 moles
of gas can be generated per drum (or drum equivalent) of waste from anoxic corrosion,
microbial degradation, and radiolysis, at rates that may be as high as 2.55 moles/drum/year.
Although processes exist to dissipate excess gas pressure, these processes are currently
believed to be slow relative to the current estimates of gas generation rates, resulting In gas
pressures In storage rooms that may temporarily exceed lithostatic pressure. The
consequences of exceeding lithostatic pressure are currently being evaluated by SNL (Lappin
et al., 1989). Unless these evaluations conclusively demonstrate that either excess pressures
will not occur or that excess pressures will not degrade the performance of the disposal
system, some type of facility or waste form modification may be required to either eliminate
or reduce the rate of gas generation.

The three main mechanisms for the generation and consumption of gases in the underground
environment are: (1) corrosion of metals, (2) microbial activity, and (3) radiolysis. The potential
for these mechanisms to generate gases Is discussed below.

Corrosion of Metals - The primary metals that are of concern with respect to gas generation
are ferrous alloys (iron and steel) and aluminum. These metals are present In the Inventory
as metallic waste, as well as the 55-gallon steel drums and steel boxes that contain waste.
There are two general mechanisms for corrosion of metals that may operate In the
underground WIPP environment Oxic corrosion occurs when Iron reacts with oxygen to form
corrosion products, usually iron oxides. Anoxic corrosion occurs when Iron reacts with brine
or water vapor to form Iron oxides or oxyhydroxides plus hydrogen.- The net effect of oxic
corrosion Is the consumption of oxygen, and the net effect of anoxic corrosion Is the
production of hydrogen. Water In either a liquid or vapor state Is required for anoxic corrosion
and Is consumed In the process, suggesting that the availability of moisture may be the rate-
limiting step In this process. Cement containers can be used to replace the steel drums and
boxes, thus eliminating a major source of metal In the Inventory. The use of cement waste
forms and/or cement backfill will raise the pH of any brine in the storage room to values which
tend to reduce the corrosion rates of Iron-based alloys. The use of low permeability waste
forms and backfill will limit the availability of brine for corrosion.

Microbial Activit - Microbial activity can potentially break down organic materials such as
paper, plastic, and wood, consuming oxygen and generating carbon dioxide and methane In
the process. Sulfate reducing bacteria, If present, can generate hydrogen sulfide from sulfate
present In natural brine, and nitrate reducing bacteria, f present, can generate nitrogen from
nitrate salts present In the waste. The large mass of organic materials In the WIPP Inventory,
plus the presence of sulfate and nitrate suggest that there Is a potential to eventually generate
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large amounts of gases. However, the rate at which these gases are generated Is a key
factor In predicting pressurization of the waste storage rooms. The use of a cement waste
form and/or a cement backfill may raise the pH of any moisture present in the storage room
to a range where the rates of microbial activity are reduced.

Radlolvsis - Radiolysis has the potential to generate hydrogen and oxygen from the
decomposition of water, and carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and methane from
the decomposition of organic materials. Oxygen that Is generated by the decomposition of
water will probably be consumed by microbial or chemical reactions, but the accumulation of
hydrogen, methane, and carbon dioxide Is of potential concern. The dominant form of
radiation present In TRU waste Is the emission of alpha particles which have a very limited
range. A matrix depletion effects Is commonly noted In alpha radlolysis experiments, where
the gas generation rate decreases with time as the material that Is In close proximity to the
alpha source becomes depleted In volatile components. However, the matrix depletion effect
has not been observed In situations where the alpha emitters are dissolved or are otherwise
In Intimate contact with aqueous solutions. The potential for the generation of radloytic gases
from unprocessed or Incinerated waste Immobilized In cement needs to be evaluated.

1.5 PERMEABILITY

A second potential problem with demonstrating regulatory compliance relates to the
consequences predicted from future Inadvertent human Intrusion events. Some of the
preliminary evaluations of compliance with the containment requirement of 40 CFR Part 191 J
(EPA, 1) performed by SNL suggest that some of the current waste forms (under current
Interpretations of human intrusion provisions) may eventually be found to be unacceptable for
disposal at the WIPP (Marietta et al., 1989). This may be due to uncertainties In key
performance parameters of the waste forms. Key parameters that control the release of
radionuclides during human Intrusion scenarios are permeability of the waste and backfill In
the storage rooms and radlonuclide solubilities.

The consequences of release scenarios Involving the Inadvertent exploratory drilling by future
generations are critically dependent on the permeability of the waste storage rooms. Panel
member B. Butcher (SNL) estimated that the average permeability of the materials In the room
needs to be within five orders of magnitude of the Intact host rock to demonstrate compliance.
However, sensitivity analyses performed subsequent to the panel meeting suggest that five
orders of magnitude Is in fact too high. Currently, a reduction In permeability to la" m2 for
the backfill Is recommended, and a value of la"' in, if possible, Is preferred. Both crushed
salt and crushed salt with bentonite are predicted to reach la" n' within 100 years. Some
proposed alternative designs that lower the permeability of the waste and backfill Involve the
use of cemented waste forms and/or cement backfill. A key question here Is whether a low
permeability cement can be relied upon to maintain an adequately low permeability In the
repository environment over the 10,000-year regulatory period.

'-
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1.6 WASTE ELEMENT SOLUBILITIES

The solubilities of waste elements In the repository environment have been Identified as a
critical performance parameter In SNL preliminary performance assessment analyses (Marietta
et al., 1989). Solubility, In this case, Is defined as the maximum amount of a waste element
that can be dissolved In brine that may contact the waste. Most release scenarios involve the
transport of contaminated brine from the waste storage rooms to the environment. Two critical
parameters that determine the consequences of such scenarios are the volume of brine
available for transport and the solubility of waste elements In that volume of brine. The
radionuclide releases predicted from design analysis and performance assessment models are
linearly dependent upon the values chosen for waste element solubilities. Increasing the
assumed solubility of a waste element by a factor of two, for example, will Increase the
predicted release of that element by roughly the same factor. Thus, the uncertainty In release
estimates are directly proportional to the uncertainty In solubility assumptions.

Existing data on actinide element solubilities are available for dilute ground waters, but data
appropriate for the brine environment at the WIPP are not available, nor Is there a valid
method of extapolating solubility data obtained from dilute systems to high-strength brine
environments. The current performance assessment calculations performed by SNL use a
range of actinide solubilities from 14 to 104r moles/liter (Rechard et a., 1990).

Some engineered alternatives under active consIderation Involve the use of cemented waste
K> forms, the use of grout backfill, and the addition of lime (aO) to the waste drums.

Advantages of cemented waste, grout, and lime Is that any brine that comes In contact with
these materials will undergo an Increase In pH from the ambient value of approximately 6.0
up to a value of approximately 11.5. It Is known that, In general, the solubilities of actinide
elements are several orders of magnitude lower at pH values above 9 than at neutral pH
conditions, however, the exact decrease in solubilities over this pH range In WIPP brines Is
unknown. The relative merits of these types of alternatives can only be fully evaluated by
obtaining estimates of waste element solubilities both at the anticipated pH conditions and at
the elevated pH conditions offered by these alternatives.

It should be noted, however, that the pH of the room environment can only be controlled by
the use of a buffer If there Is no significant movement of fluid through the repository. Such
movement would eventually dissolve and remove the buffer material, limiting Its effectiveness.
No such migration of fluid through the repository Is anticipated under undisturbed conditions.
However, human Intrusion scenarios that Involve the connection of a storage room with an
underlying brine reservoir In the Castile Formation may provide sufficient migration of brine
through the room to eventualiy remove the buffer. In this case, the pH of the room
environment would be dominated by the pH of the Castile brine.
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2.0 EVALUATION OF CEMENT-BASED MATERIALS

The mission of the Cement Materials Expert Panel was to determine whether cementitious
materials should be considered further for use at the WIPP to Improve long-term performance
and reduce uncertainties In key performance parameters, ncluding gas generation and
permeability of the wastebackfill composite.

Specific applications considered for cementitious materials are for use as backfill to lower the
permeability of the storage rooms, waste forms to Immobilize waste elements In a low
permeability medium, and for use as a container material to eliminate hydrogen generation
from anoxic corrosion of the steel drums.

There Is ttie doubt tat cementitous materials will, at least Initially, perform adequately In
these roles as backfill, container, and waste forms. The critical issue Is one of longevity.
Values for critical parameters such as permeabIlity of the cement must remain within an
acceptable range for the 10,000-year regulatory period. The EPA standard recognizes the
difficulty In quantifying the performance of a disposal system over a long period of time and
allows the use of expert judgment" In estimating performance.

A working assumption that the Panel used In evaluating candidate materials is that the more
closely the materials resemble the host rock, the more they reduce chemical potential
gradients, thereby minimizing any driving force for degradation of the material. Risk or
uncertainty can be reduced by minimizing the use of unlike materials. it was also assumed
that In the case of backfill and waste forms, rigid materials are not necessarily the best choice,
since a plastic material will have self-healing properties under confined conditions.

The Panel also cautioned against using conventional construction thinking when considering
the longevity of cement-based materials In the WIPP environment. The major processes that
affect the physical stability of these materials In a surface environment are changes In
temperature and humidity, cyclical wettingfdrying and freezefthaw, directed stresses, exposure
to wind, and exposure to flowing water, which can selectively remove leachable phases In the
cement However, these processes that can promote physical degradation do not occur In the
WIPP repository environment. The constant temperature and humidity, sostatic (nondirected)
stress and low permeability of the host rock (which precludes flowing ground water) offer an
environment that will tend to maintain the physical properties of cement-based materials. In
this environment, chemical durability Is the main Issue. The dehydration of cement phases
or the reaction of cement phases with CO2 are processes that lead to a decrease In volume
of solids. In rigid materials, these processes may lead to Increases In porosity and
permeability over time. However, if the material Is plastic under the applied sostatic stress,
then any chemical reactions that lead to a volume reduction will not necessarily result In a
corresponding Increase In porosity.

The following sections summarize the recommendations of the Cement Panel with respect to
use of cement-based materials as a backfill, waste form, and waste container.
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2.1 BACKFILL CONSIDERATIONS

A backfill material will be emplaced between and around the waste containers and will be
required to eventually consolidate under ithostatic stress to a low permeability and porosity,
thereby encapsulating the waste. The requirements of the backfill are as follows:

* Maintain permeability within three orders of magnitude of the intact host rock.
This range of permeability will reduce the release of radlonuclides In response
to human ntrusion events.

* Fill voids as completely as possible. This will lead to rapid reconsolidation and
will minimize the accumulation of brine In the storage rooms.

* Maintain acceptable shear strength. This will reduce the volume of waste that
may be brought to the surface if the storage room Is breached by an exploratory
drill hole.

* Minimize residual free water. This will reduce the volume of contaminated fluid
that may be available for transport away from the storage room environment.

The current reference backfill Is crushed salt, which has many favorable properties and may
prove to be acceptable. One potential drawback however, Is that crushed salt has an Initially
high porosity and will require a certain length of time, ranging from approximately 50 to 150 V
years, to reconsolidate and achieve acceptably low permeability and porosity. If performance
assessment studies Indicate that it Is necessary to maintain low permeability and porosity
during this early postclosure period, then an alternate material may need to be selected.

The recommendations of the Panel for such an alternate material Is as follows:

* Use cement with a high percentage of salt aggregate. This will provide
deformability, will be self-sealing, and will maintain low permeability under the
anticipated 2,000-psi Isostatic confining stress. Concretes with aggregate contents
as high as 95 percent have been used In underground applications at the Nevada
Test Site, although concretes with high salt content have not been produced to
date.

* Use a WIPP brine composition as the makeup water. This will minimize
concentration gradients between the backfill and the host rock.

* Use the minimum volume of brine necessary to form an emplaceable grout This
will minimize the volume of residual brine. Water/cement mass ratios of less
than 0.3 have been achieved, although not with brine.

* Add the minimum amount of reactive component necessary to absorb most of
the added brine when set. This will ensure that the backfill will have mechanical
properties similar to that of consolidated salt The Panel agreed that low modulus
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(50 - 100 psi), self-sealing concretes have been prepared before for other
applications.

Reactive components that should be considered for evaluation Include: reactive alkais such
as CaO or MgO, hygroscopic glass (silica fume), herihydrite (partially hydrated gypsum),
Portland cement, zeolites, expansive clays, and aluminate cements. The Panel advised that
simpler systems, such as aluminate cements are less complex than Portland-type formulations
and therefore have more predictable behavior. Experiments will be required to select the
reactive component and optimize the proportions of salt, brine, and reactive components. The
objectives of these experiments may Include the following:

* Determination of hydration capacity
* Characterization of hydrated phases
* Development of optimal emplacement techniques
* DetermInation of residual free brine volume
* Measurement of permeability under confining stress
* Evaluation of set time
* Determination of shear strength
* Optimization of dry mix grain size
• Measurement of Initial viscosity.

The following points were made by the Panel on the anticipated performance of the
recommended backfill formulation:

* Cement-based grouts can be formulated to have plastic properties that will self-
seal and maintain acceptably low permeablities under a 2,000-psl confining
stress.

* Permeability and creep properties of this formulation will be similar to salt.

* No mechanism that may degrade permeabllity could be Identified under the
anticIpated repository environmental conditions of constant temperature and
humidity, lithostatic confining stress. Also, no ground water flow Is anticipated
that may dissolve and remove backfill material, with the possible exception of a
human Intrusion event that provides a connection with the room and a Castle
brine reservoir.

2.2 WASTE FORM CONSIDERATIONS

The WIPP waste Inventory can be divided Into three main categories: sludges; organics (paper,
plastic, wood, rubber, etc.); and Inorganics (glass, metals, ceramics, etc.). If It Is determined
through the Performance Assessment process that the gas generation rates, permeability,
shear strength, or waste element solubilties for some or all of the three waste categories are
unacceptable, then some form of waste processing may be necessary to produce atemate
waste forms with acceptable properties. The use of cemented waste forms provides the
following potential advantages:

K-/
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* Low permeability and porosity, especially if a high salt aggregate formulation of
the type proposed for use as backfill Is used (see Section 2.1).

* High shear strength, which will minimize release of waste In response to
Inadvertent exploratory drilling through the repository by future generations.

* Establishment of a more favorable chemical environment. Portland-type cement
will buffer the pH of any brine that comes In contact with the waste to values
In the range of approximately 12. These conditions will reduce the anoxic
corrosion rate of ferrous alloys, reduce the rate of microbial degradation, and
lower waste element solubilitles.

Potential applications of cement-based waste forms are discussed below.

Shredding and Cementing of Orcanic Waste - This waste form will have a lower
Initial permeability and porosity than unprocessed organic waste forms, and the pH
buffer effect will reduce microbial degradation rates and lower waste element
solubilities.

Shredding and Cementino of Inorganic Waste - Glass, ceramic, and metallic waste
forms can also be shredded or crushed and then cemented to produce a low
permeability waste form. The elevated pH environment that this waste form creates
will reduce the corrosion rate of ferrous-based metals, but can Increase the anoxic
corrosion rate of metallic aluminum. If hydrogen generation from anoxic corrosion
Is determined to be a problem, then cementation of metallic aluminum should be
avoided.

Cemented Incinerator Ash - If it Is determined that microbial gas generation must
be eliminated, then some type of thermal treatment may be required to destroy the
organic component of the waste. The resultant ash will need to be incorporated
Into a matrix to eliminate any hazard from airborne alpha particles. Cementation of
Incinerator ash from medical waste and low-level radioactive waste Incinerators Is
a well-established technology that can produce a low permeability, low porosity waste
form with little or no gas generation potential. The pH buffering effect of pordand-
type cement will have the added benefit of reducing waste element solubilities.

Cementation of Sludges - Sludges consisting of chemically precipitated metal oxides
and hydroxides comprise approximately 20 percent by volume of the total WIPP
Inventory [based on (DOE, 1988b)]. If it Is determined that the permeability of these
sludges Is too high, then cementation of the sludges may be required to produce
a waste form with a lower permeability. Cementation of newly generated sludges
can easily be accomplished by modifying the waste streams. Stored drums of
sludge will need to be opened, broken Into chunks, cemented and repackaged.
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One concern regarding cemented waste forms Is that the ntimate contact between the alpha
emitters and free (unbound) water In the cement matrix may yield hydrogen and oxygen from
the radiolytic decomposition of the water. The Panel recommends that the gas generation
potential from this process be evaluated, and, if necessary, Investigate methods to reduce
radiolytic gas generation. These methods may Include the following:

* The addition of nitrite salts to Inhibit gas generation

* The use of heat to reduce the volume of unbound water

* The use of a self-desiccating formulation to minimize unbound water

* The application of mechanical force during the curing process to press excess
water from the matrix.

The panel cautioned that the Influx of brine into the waste storage rooms should be avoided
since such Influx may cause additional radiolytic gas generation.

The following Is a summary of the recommendations of the Panel on the applications of
cement materials for use as waste forms.

* Cemented waste forms will be effective In reducing the nitial void volume of the
storage rooms, thus leading to more rapid repressurization of the repository
environment. Rapid repressurization will minimize the volume of brine that may
seep Into the storage rooms under a pressure gradient

* Formulations similar to those suggested for backfill should be evaluated.

* Grouting of metallic aluminum waste may generate hydrogen.

The heterogeneous nature of the waste suggests that the chemical Interactions between the
various waste components as they age and degrade will probably be quite complex. For this
reason, the longevity of cemented waste forms Is less certain than longevity of the
recommended backfill formulations. The Panel cautioned that the chemical Interactions
between the waste and the cement matrix needs to be clearly understood or there will be
no assurance that a cemented waste form will maintain desirable properties such as low
permeability for 10,000 years. The Panel also stated that they have no reason to believe
that aging reactions will degrade the performance of cement waste forms. However, lacking
a quantitative basis for long-term waste form permeability, greater reliance should be placed
on the recommended backfill formulations, rather than on cement waste forms.

2.3 CONTAINER CONSIDERATiONS

Waste containers are required for ease of handling and to contain the hazardous and
radioactive materials, thus providing protection for workers and the environment. The current
containers are standard 65-gallon drums, plus a lesser number of steel boxes. These
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containers provide adequate protection. However, if hydrogen generation from anoxic corrosion
of steel Is determined to be a problem In long-term performance of the repository, then an
alternate container may need to be employed.

The requirements of such an alternate container are as follows:

* The material should be easily fabricated Into a container of the required shape.
This can be a drum, rectangular box, or hexagonal cylinder.

* The containers should not degrade In any way that will significantly Increase the
permeability of the storage room environment.

* The cost of the alternate container should not be greater than a container
fabricated from a noncorroding metal such as titanium.

* The container should be able to show compliance with the Department of
Transportation (DOT) Type A Packaging Tests (DOT, 1989). Compliance Is
demonstrated by surviving a drop test and a puncture test with no loss of
containment

* The container material should either not generate gas or have an acceptably low
gas generation rate In the repository environment

* The container material should be chemically compatible with the backfill and waste
forms.

The panel agreed that cement-based containers should be considered along with other
materials for use as alternate containers. A wide range of properties Is achievable with
cement-based materials, Including high flexural and compressive strength, low porosity, and
low permeability.

The challenge In designing a cement-based container will be to utilize high-strength low-cost
materials to minimize wall thickness and weight, as well as maximizing payload volume, while
maintaining compliance with the DOT containment requirements. The Panel agreed that this
goal Is probably achievable through the use of reinforcement materials embedded In the
cement to Increase strength. This approach will allow a lighter design with thinner walls than
would be possible with nonreInforced cement

2.4 COMPARTMENTALIZATION CONCEPT

The Panel suggested that a compartmentalization concept should be considered where waste
Is emplaced In a series of compartments that are Isolated from each other by some low
permeability material. With this approach, the total volume of waste that can be released by
any single event (such as Intrusion by an exploratory drill hole) Is limited to the volume of
waste that Is contained within the compartment that Is breached. They further advised that
the waste should be compartmentalized on several scales, including pieces of waste within
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containers embedded In cement, waste containers embedded In backfill, waste compartments
within rooms periodically separated by zones of thick backfill, and Individual waste panels
Isolated by panel seals. This "fractal compartmentalization" will provide engineered upper
bounds on releases resulting from a wide range of Intrusion events.
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3.0 PANEL CONCLUSIONS

The Panel Is confident that a methodology can be developed to evaluate the long-term
performance of cementitlous material formulations for use as backfill, waste forms, and
containers at the WIPP. They also agree that properly formulated cement-based materials
are likely to meet long-term performance criteria Including low permeability and high shear
strength required for backfill and waste forms, and high Impact resistance required for waste
containers.

In the case of backfill, the Panel provided guidance on the development and testing of a high
saft aggregate formulation that will have plastic properties that will self-seal and maintain low
permeabilities under a 2,000-psI confining stress.

For waste forms, the Panel recommended that shredded and cemented organic and Inorganic
wastes, cemented Incinerator ash, and cemented sludges will produce superior waste forms
If properly formulated. They did, however, caution that the development of effective
formulations for waste forms must take Into account the repository environment as well as the
physical and chen-deal characteristics of the waste to be effective for the 1 0,000-year regulatory
period.

For containers, the Panel agreed that cement-based containers should be considered along
with other materials for use as alternate containers. A wide range of container properties Is
achievable with cement-based materials, Including high flexural and compressive strength, low
porosity, and low permeability, especially by Incorporation of reinforcement techniques.
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PREFACE

The Waste Container Materials Panel, described In this report, was composed of Individuals
representing many disciplines and organizations. The participants Included:

CHAIRMAN AND FACILITATOR

Hans Kresny, President, Solmont Corporation

PANEL MEMBERS

NAME AFFILIATION DISCIPUNE

Barry Butcher
Noel C. Calkins
Frank W. Cflnard, Jr.
F. H. Froes
Hamlin M. Jennings
Daniel C. Meess
Jonathan Myers
Rodney Palanca

R. E. Westerman

Sandia National Laboratories
Calkins R&D Inc
Los Alaos National Laboratory
University of Idaho
Northwestem University
West Valley Nuclear Services
International Technology Corp.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.

Waste Isolation Division
Pacific Northwest Laboratories

Performance Assessment
Ceramic Fabrication
Basic Ceramic Research
Physical Metallurgy
Cementitious Materials
Concrete Container Fabrication
Geochemistry
Waste HandlinglRepositoy Operations

Metaflurgy/Corrosion

OBSERVERS

NAME AFFILIATION

Ravi Batra

Doree Donovan

Sayan Chakraborti

Department of Energy (DOE)
WIPP Project Office

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Waste Isolation Divislon

International Technology Corporation
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Is an underground repository designed for the safe
geologic disposal of transuranic (TRU) wastes generated from defense-related activities of the
U. S. Department of Energy (DOE). The WIPP storage rooms are mined In a bedded salt
(halite) formation and are located 2,155 feet below the surface. Once the waste Is disposed
In the storage rooms, complete closure of the repository occurs by the creep (plastic flow) of
the salt formation, and the waste Is permanently Isolated from the surrounding environment.

The geologic disposal of TRU waste Is governed by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) Standard 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA, 1985), which sets limits on the cumulative allowable
releases of radioactive Isotopes to the accessible environment over a period of 10,000 years.
The study done to show compliance with this regulation Is referred to as performance
assessment The performance assessment for the WIPP repository Is being conducted by
the Sandia National Laboratories (SNI), and Is expected to be completed In 1994 (DOE,
1990d). Preliminary analyses performed at SNL Indicate that the current waste forms may
need some modifications In order to demonstrate compliance with the EPA Standard. In
response to this concern and based on the recommendations of the National Academy of
Sciences, the DOE WIPP Project Office established the Engineered Alternatives Task Force
(EATF) In September 1989. The charter of the EATF was to evaluate the effectiveness and
feasibility of various modifications to the current waste forms and/or WIPP facility design which
would Improve the long-term solation capability of the repository (Hunt, 1990).

The ongoing performance assessment studies have Identified gas generation as one of the
three key parameters that might affect the performance of the disposal system (DOE, 1990a).
The three mechanisms for the generation and consumption of gases In the underground
repository are:

* Corrosion of metals
* Microbial activity
* Radiolysis.

The corrosion of metals could take place by two general mechanisms; oxic corrosion, when
Iron reacts with oxygen to form oxides or oxyhydroxides, and anoxic corrosion, where Iron
reacts with brine or water vapor to form oxidestoxyhydroxides and hydrogen. Microbial activity
has the potential to attack organic materials such as paper, plastic, and wood present In the
WIPP waste Inventory, consuming oxygen and generating carbon dioxide and methane In the
process. Radlolysis can potentially generate hydrogen and oxygen from the decomposition of
water, and carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and methane from the decomposition
of organic materials.

The gases produced by the above mentioned mechanisms may result In higher than
acceptable pressure In the repository, because although the excess gas pressure can be
dissipated by advection through the surrounding rock, the rate of advection Is believed to be
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slow relative to the current estimates of gas generation rates. The effect of any excess gas
pressure on the performance of the repository has not yet been conclusively determined, and
is presently being studied by SNL

The carbon steel drums and boxes that are presently being used for the storage of TRU waste
are expected to corrode if they come In contact with the brine in the repository, and generate
hydrogen by the process of anoxic corrosion. Although the effect of excess gas pressure Is
still to be determined by SNL, the EATF Is studying alternate waste container materials, so
that if necessary, modifications to the existing container materials can be addressed In an
effective manner.

The Waste Container Materials Panel (WCMP) was convened by the EATF from August 20-21,
1990, for the preliminary Identification and evaluation of alternative materials for manufacturing
waste containers that would not generate gas In the WIPP environment. The panel comprised
a group of technical experts from the following disciplines:

* Basic Ceramic Research
* Ceramic Fabrication
* Cementitious Materials
* Concrete Container Fabrication
* Physical Metallurgy
* Metallurgy/Corrosion
* Geochemistry
* Performance Assessment
* Waste Handling and Repository Operations.

The specific objectives of the WCMP were to:

* Identify container materials that will not generate gas In the WIPP repository
environment, or generate gas at substantially lower rates as compared to the
existing container material, and can be fabricated to the requirements for
containment, handling, and transportation of Contact-Handled Transuranic
(CH-TRU) waste.

* Evaluate the Identified materials with respect to various design requirements for
a waste container such as fabricability, availability, mechanical properties, etc.

This report describes the methodology used by the WCMP to accomplish the above objectives,
the evaluation of the different materials, and the conclusions reached by the WCMP regarding
the possibility of using aternative waste container materials that would satisfy the gas
generation requirements (if gas generation is determined to be a problem by the ongoing
performance assessment studies).
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METHODOLOGY FOR WCMP EVALUATION

The panel members were briefed on the WIPP repository, the different constituents of TRU
waste, the regulations governing the disposal of TRU waste, performance parameters such as
gas generation, permeability, etc., and the possible outcomes of excess gas pressure In the
storage rooms. The existing configuration for the handling and transportation of TRU waste,
the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) Type A Packaging Tests (DOT, 1989), and the
environmental conditions within the repository such as temperature, humidity, oxygen, stresses,
and brine chemistry which are likely to be encountered by the waste container materials, were
also explained to the panel members.

The WCMP defined the following criteria for evaluation of the alternative waste container
materials:

* Fabricability - The ease with which the material can be fabricated Into a container
with a size and shape similar to the existing 55-gallon drums.

* Availability - The availability of material to manufacture the required number of
containers per year.

* Fabrication Caoaclt - The existing capacity to fabricate waste containers from
the given material.

* Status of TechnoloM - The current state of technology for fabrication of the
material.

* Cost - The overall cost for manufacturing a waste container Including material
and fabrication costs, but excluding any research and development costs that
might be necessary for some materials.

* Mechanical Properties - The ability of a container made of an alternate material
to survive the DOT Type A packaging tests.

* Gas Generation Potential - The total moles of gas that can be theoretically
generated by thermodynamically favored reactions between the alternative material
and all other species present In the repository environment.

* Gas Generation Rate - The rate at which gas might be expected to be generated
from the material by either anoxc corrosion, microbial activity, or radiolysis. The
panel members agreed that the rate of corrosion under anoxic conditions was
a good Indicator of the rate of gas generation.

Since the existing waste containers are made of mild steel, the WCMP established mild steel
as the reference standard material, and evaluated each alternative material by comparing It
to mild steel with respect to the criteria mentioned above.
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Apart from the evaluation criteria mentioned above, the WCMP set forth the following general
design requirements for waste containers to be built from alternative materials:

* Eliminate or minimize gas generation from container material for the regulatory
period of 10,000 years.

* Maintain complete containment of the waste for a minimum of 25 years, (the
duration of the operating ife of the repository).

* Meet DOT Type A requirements.

The WCMP also made the following assumptions about the waste containers made from
alternative materials:

* The alternative waste containers would be subject to the same regulations which
apply to the existing containers.

* The alternative waste containers may be free-standIngo (similar to a 55-gallon
drum or box), or it could be formed around the waste by sostatically pressing
a container material such as cement around a monolithic block of processed
waste.

The different classes of materials and their subcategories evaluated by the WCMP were as
follows:

* Metals

- Copper and alloys
- Titanium and alloys
- High-nickel alloys
- Zirconium and alloys
- Stainless steel

* Ceramics

- Fired ceramics
- Chemically bonded ceramics
- Glass

* Cements

- Nonreinforced cements
- Discontinuous reinforcement
- Continuous reinforcement
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* Coatings

- Corrosion retardation
- Containment enhancement for monolithic waste forms

* Polymers

- Polyethylene.

The WCMP assumed that all the brittle materials such as ceramics, cements, and glass, will
be reinforced as required to provide whatever mechanical properties are deemed necessary
to satisfy the DOT Type A packaging tests.

RESULTS OF WCMP EVALUATION

The evaluation of five different groups of materials (lsted above) Indicate that there are quite
a few candidate materials which are likely to satisfy the design requiremerts for aternative
waste containers. The WCMP believed that subsequent to the prelirninary evaluation, with
respect to the criteria defined earlier, there are two Important characteristics that need to be
verified for each of the candidate materials through development programs; the degree to
which the material can satisfy the no gas generationO requirement, and whether it can be
fabricated Into a container satisfying the appropriate transportation and handling requirements.
Therefore, apart from cost, the WCMP summarized its evaluations of alternative materials In
terms of four other criteria closely related to the verification of the above characteristics:

* Time ikely to be needed to establish the effectiveness of the material in meeting
the no gas generationn requirement.

* Time likely to be needed to develop fabrication technology, and make a full-
scale fabricated container.

* ProbabIlity of success In terms of the WCMP's best udgement that the material
will satisfy the no gas generationu requirement

* Probability of success In terms of the WCMP's best judgement that the material
can be fabricated Into a container satisfying DOT Type A requirements.

* Cost of container In comparison to mild steel.

It was noted by the panel members that if DOT Type A requirements are to be met, then
containers made of metals and polymers would probably carry the madmum payload per
container. The WCMP also came to the conclusion that any research Involving microbial gas
generation Is likely to become a long-term project because of the uncertainty associated with
microbes. Therefore, whenever possible, experimental schedules for establishing the
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effectiveness of a material, and efforts to establish a full-scale product, should be planned in
parallel to make the most efficient use of time.

The conclusions of the WCMP are presented in Table HES-1. It should be noted that the cost
estimates do not Include any developmental costs or the costs of building any new facilities
that might be required for some materials. Also, the estimates of schedules do not Include
programmatic planning time likely to be associated with the planning of research strategies,
approval of schedule and budget, etc.

The summary presented In Table HES-1 Is based on preliminary evaluation of these materials,
and therefore represents best estimates rather than precise values. The figures In Table
HES-1 provide relative estimates of the probability of the materials In meeting the effectiveness
and fabricability requirements for a container, as well as the time required to verify
these probabilities. The WCMP decided that copper, titanium, high-nickel alloys, zirconium
alloys, ceramics, glass, and cements are all viable materials which could possibly satisfy the
design requirements for an alternative waste container. However, there are some concerns
associated with each material that need to be resolved.

The WCMP noted that although ceramics and cements have excellent gas generation
properties as compared to metallIcs, and are Inexpensive, waste containers made from these
brittle materials are ikely to have smaller Internal volumes due to the thicker container walls
required to satisfy DOT Type A requirements. This will result In a smaller TRU waste payload
per container. In addition, if the container weight Is heavier than the existing drums, then
fewer containers will make up the TRUPACT-Il payload, leading to Increased number of waste
shipments from the storage sites to the WIPP site. These factors can have large Impacts on
the overall program cost beyond the low unit costs required to fabricate the containers. It
should also be noted that with the possible exception of cements, there Is no technology
presently In place to fabricate large containers from the nonmetalIc materials. Therefore, the
fabrication of an acceptable nonmetallic container that would satisfy the DOT Type A
requirements, Is likely to require long-term research and development efforts.

Among the metallics evaluated by the WCMP, with the exception of copper, there are
expensive metal alloys (titanium, high-nickel, and zirconium) that have relatively fewer
uncertainties associated with them, especially with respect to fabricability, and payload volume
per container. Once their low anticipated corrosion rates are validated under WIPP conditions,
these alloys have the potential of Immediately satisfying the design requirements. Whereas,
the higher end high-nickel alloys (e.g., Hastelloy C-276), and the zirconium alloys would
substantially escalate program costs (roughly by $1 billion based on 600,000 mild steel drums
at a cost of $50 per mild steel drum), the WCMP felt that the lower cost titanium alloys would
be adequate for the purpose. Besides, under the relatively mild temperatures expected In the
repository environment (- 30C), there Is not likely to be any notable differences In corrosion
properties between the relatively Inexpensive titanium alloys and the more expensive ones
such as zirconium and higher end high-nickel alloys.
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TABLE HES-1
SUMMARY OF RESULTS

C

I

.I
Time to
Establish
Efectfignf s

Time to
Establish
Full-Scale
Product

Probability of
Success In
Establishing
gffectiv n

Probability of
Success In
Meeting DOT
Type-A

, courements
Cost

FactorQ

Copper & Alloysb

Titanium & Alloys

High-Nickel Alloys

Zirconium Alloys

Stainless Steel6

Free Standing
Ceramics

Chem. Bonded
Ceramics'

Glass

1-2 yrs.

1-2 yrs.

1-2 yrs.

1-2 yrs.

1-2 yrs.

O yrs.
(validate)

O yrs.
(validate)

O yrs.
(validate)

1-2 yrs.

2 yrs.

2 yrs.

2 yrs.

2 yrs.

0-1 yrs.

4-8 yrs.

3-5 yrs.

2-4 yrs.

2-4 yrs.

0-1 yrs.

5-8 x

10-20 x

15-35 x

35 x

5-8 x

25-30 x

1-lOx

1-10 x

2-8 x

5-lOx

90%

95%

97%

98%

50%

99.9%

99.9%

99.9%

99.9%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

30%-90%

30%-85%

20%-90%

30%-85%

x

I

Cements"

Polymers 5 yrs.4 Indeterminate 100%

.-

'CE

2
14

^ Relative to a mild steel container.
b Uncertainty associated with effect of microbes - not considered in duration.
' Reinforced as required.
d Should be dropped from consideration it effectiveness cannot be proven within 5 years.
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The results of the WCMP should be used to:

* Select a few promising aternative materials for detailed testing regarding their
fabricability and corrosion/gas generation properties

* Evaluate, with the help of appropriate experiments, the effectiveness of the
selected materials for meeting the 'no gas generation" requirement

* Design and demonstrate the fabricability of the selected materials (reinforced as
required) Into a container satisfying all transportation and handing requirements

* Estimate the total cost per container, and its impact on overall program cost for
the selected materials based on the annual fabrication requirements.

Thus, the right choice of material would have to be decided by tests on a few promising
materials for effectiveness and feasibility, and would also be determined by applicable cost,
schedule, and transportation constraints.
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10 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) In southeastern New Mexico is an underground
repository designed for the safe geologic disposal of transuranic (TRU) wastes. Transuranic
wastes are generated from defense-related activities of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).
The underground storage area of the WIPP repository is located 2,155 feet below the surface
in a bedded salt (halite) formation. After disposal of the waste In the WIPP storage rooms,
closure of the repository occurs by the creep of the surrounding salt formation. This creep
Is In response to the pressure gradient that exists between the far-field pressure away from
the repository (referred to as the thostatic pressure, or the pressure at the depth of the
repository due to the overlying rock), and the pressure In the repository which Is initially at
atmospheric pressure. In a freshly excavated room, the creep Is of the order of a few Inches
per year. Under Ideal conditions, complete closure of the repository occurs due to creep, and
the waste Is permanently Isolated from the surrounding environment.

The waste to be disposed at WiPP consists of materials such as laboratory hardware,
Inorganic sludges, protective clothing, plastics, rubber, resins, and tools that have become
contaminated with transuranic elements, mostly plutonium with minor amounts of americium,
uranium, neptunium, and thorium. The specific Isotopes of these elements that are present
In WIPP waste are generally alpha emitters with long half-lives and minimal heat production.
The waste Is presently stored In 55-gallon steel drums and a lesser number of steel boxes at
ten major waste generation and storage sites across the country.

12 REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS

The geologic disposal of TRU waste Is governed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) Standard - 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA, 1985). This regulation sets limits on the cumulative
allowable releases of radioactive Isotopes to the accessible environment over a period of
10,000 years. The study done to show compliance with this regulation Is referred to as
performance assessment Both undisturbed performance as well as the consequences of
Inadvertent human Intrusion In the form of future exploratory drilling must be considered, as
required by the EPA Standard.

The performance assessment for the WIPP repository Is being conducted by Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL), and Is expected to be completed by 1994 (DOE, 1990d). Work currently
In progress at SNL has suggested that some modifications to the current waste forms may be
necessary to demonstrate compliance with the EPA Standard (DOE, 1990a). In response to
this concern, and based on recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS), the
DOE WIPP Project Office established the Engineered Alternatives Task Force (EATF) In
September 1989, to evaluate the effectiveness and feasibility of various modifications to the
WIPP facility design and waste forms which would Improve the long-term Isolation capability
of the repository (Hunt, 1990). Preliminary assessments of the long-term performance of the
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disposal system have Identified gas generation as one of the three key parameters that might
affect performance of the disposal system (DOE, 1990a). The different gas generation
mechanisms are discussed In the next section.

1.3 GAS GENERATION

The three main mechanisms for the generation and consumption of gases In the underground
environment are:

* Corrosion of metals
* Mlcrobiai activity
* Radiolysis

Corrosion of Metals - There are two general mechanisms for corrosion that may occur in the
underground WIPP environment. Oxic corrosion occurs when iron reacts with oxygen to form
corrosion products such as Iron oxides or oxyhydroxides. Anoxic corrosion occurs when Iron
reacts with brine or water vapor to form Iron oxides or oxyhydroxides and hydrogen. The net
effect of oxic corrosion Is the consumption of oxygen, and the net effect of anoxic corrosion
Is the production of hydrogen. Water, In either a liquid or vapor state, Is required for anoxIc
corrosion and Is consumed In the process, suggesting that the availability of moisture may be
the rate-limitIng step In this process.

Microbial Acivit - Microbial activity can potentially break down organic materials such as
paper, plastic, and wood, consuming oxygen and generating carbon dioxide and methane In
the process. Sulfate-reducing bacteria, if present, can potentially generate hydrogen sulfide
from sulfate present In natural brine, and nitrate-reducing bacteria, if present, can potentially
generate nitrogen from nitrate salts present In the waste. The large mass of organic materials
In the WIPP waste Inventory, together with the presence of sulfate and nitrate, suggest that
there Is a potential to eventually generate large amounts of gases.

Radlolysis - Radlolysis has the potential to generate hydrogen and oxygen from the
decomposition of water, and carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and methane from
the decomposition of organic materials. Oxygen that Is generated by the decomposition of
water will probably be consumed by microbial or chemical reactions, but the production of
hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and methane is of potential concern. The form of radiation present
In TRU waste Is the emission of alpha particles which have a very limited range.

The carbon steel drums and boxes currently In use are expected to corrode if they come In
contact with brine In the repository. The gases produced by anoxic corrosion and other
mechanisms such as microbial activity and radiolysis, may result In higher than desired
pressure In the repository, because although processes exist to dissipate excess gas pressure
by advection through the host rock, these processes are believed to be slow relative to the
current estimates of gas generation rates. The effect of excess gas pressure on the
performance of the repository Is presently being studied by SNL Whether gas generation Is
a problem has not yet been conclusively determined. Nevertheless, alternate container
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materials are being considered now by the EATF, so that If necessary, modifications can be
made In a timely manner.

1.4 THE WASTE CONTAINER MATERIALS PANEL AND ITS OBJECTIVES

The Waste Container Materials Panel (WCMP) was convened by the EATF for the preliminary
Identification and evaluation of aternative materials for manufacturing waste containers that
would not generate gas In the WIPP environment The panel comprised a group of technical
experts from different areas of materials science, and from certain areas associated with the
WIPP repository and ts environment. The following disciplines were represented on the panel:

* Basic Ceramic Research
* Ceramic Fabrication
* Cementitious Materials
* Concrete Container Fabrication
* Physical Metallurgy
* Metallurgy/Corroslon
* Geochemistry
* Performance Assessment
* Waste Handling and Repository Operations.

A description of the qualifications of the members of the WCMP Is provided In Attachment A.
The objectives of the WCMP were to:

* Identify container materials that will not generate gas In the WIPP repository
environment, or will potentially generate gas at substantially lower rates as
compared to the existing container material, and that can be fabricated to the
requirements for containment, handling, and transportation of Contact-Handled
Transuranic (CH-TRU) waste.

* Evaluate the Identified materials with respect to various design requirements for
a waste container such as fabricability, availability, gas generation, mechanical
properties, etc.

This report describes the methodology used by the WCMP to accomplish the above objectives,
the results of the WCMP deliberations, and the conclusions reached by the WCMP regarding
the possibility of using aternative materials to manufacture waste containers that would meet
design objectives.

K>
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2.0 METHODOLOGY USED BY THE WASTE CONTAINER
MATERIALS PANEL (WCMP)

The WCMP was convened from August 20-21, 1990. The panel members were briefed on
the WIPP repository, the different constituents of TRU waste, the applicable regulations,
performance parameters such as gas generation, permeability, etc., and the possible outcomes
of excess gas pressure In the storage rooms. In addition, the existing configuration for the
handling and transportation of TRU waste In the TRUPACT-i package (NuPac, 1989), and the
U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) 49 CFR Part 173.465 Type A Packaging Tests (DOT,
1989) were explained to the panel.

2.1 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDmONS WITHiN THE REPOSITORY

The various environmental conditions In the WIPP repository which are most likely to be
encountered by the waste container materials were outlined as follows:

* Temperature - The temperature In the repository Is expected to remain constant
around 26C, which Is the ambient rock temperature at the facility horizon.
Radiogenic heat generation from the waste Is minimal (less than 0.1 watt per
drum). Remote-handled TRU (RH-TRU) waste generates a greater amount of
radiogenic heat, however it constitutes only three percent of the waste Inventory.

* Humidit - Umited amounts of brine have been observed to flow Into the
repository, and after the facility Is sealed, the humidity of the room will be
controlled by the evaporation of the brine. Assuming there Is saturated brine In
the sealed repository with air at atmospheric pressure above the brine, then the
relative humidity In the repository will be approximately 70 percent

* Oxygen - Although the repository will Initially have an oxic environment, this
oxygen Is expected to be consumed in the process of microbial degradation of
organics present In the waste, thereby eventually leading to an anoxic
environment. Some oxygen Is also expected to be consumed during the corrosion
process of the mild steel drums. However, some oxygen could also be generated
within the repository from the radiolysis of brine. Overall, since the rate of
generation of oxygen by radiolysis Is expected to be less than the rate of
consumption of oxygen by microbial degradation and corrosion, an anoxic
environment Is expected within the repository after the depletion of the Initial
oxygen.

* Stresses - The reconsoflidation of salt, which Is plastic, will result In an sostatic
stress equal to the lthostatic pressure of about 2000 psi (15 MPa). However,
since the storage rooms are 33 feet In width and only 13 feet In height, the
reconsolidation of salt In the ceiling-to-floor direction occurs much faster than the
reoonsolidation In a horizontal direction. This will result In some unidirectional
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stress until complete closure has taken place. Once the salt has completely
reconsolidated, the stress Is expected to be Isostatic throughout the repository,
and equal to the lithostatic pressure.

Brine - The major elements present In the brine Include Cl (-200,000 mg/i), Na
(-85,000 mgAI), Mg (18,000 mg/i), K (-18,000 mg1I, and SO42 (-17,000 mg/i).
Br and B are also present at concentrations above 1,300 mg/I. The pH Is 8.1,
and total dissolved solids equal -350,000 mg/i.

2.2 EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR MATERIALS

The WCMP defined the following criteria for evaluation of alternative waste container materials:

* Fabricabilit - The ease with which the material can be fabricated Into a container
with size and shape similar to a 55-gallon drum. Rectangular and hexagonal
shapes were also considered.

* Availability - The availability of the raw material to manufacture the required
number of containers per year (thousands of waste containers per year for several
years).

* Fabrication Canacit - The existing capacity to fabricate waste containers from
the given material (I.e., whether there are facilities available today which can
accept a bulk order and start delivering waste containers within a reasonable
time).

* Status of Technolog - The current state of technology for fabrication of the
material (.e., whether the different techniques for fabrication are well understood
for commercial-scale production purposes, or if the technology needs further
research and development for Implementation).

*PC - The cost of a material was defined as the overall cost for manufacturing
a waste container Including both material and fabrication costs. Since the
objective of this panel was primarily a preliminary evaluation of different
prospective materials, the WCMP decided against subdividing the total cost Into
materials and fabrication because this would have compflcated the process of
evaluation to an extent well beyond the nature and scope of this panel. The
WCMP also refrained from Including developmental cost because of the difficulties
In estimating the uncertainties associated with any research and development
program. Any estimates of developmental cost at the onset could be significantly
altered, if for example, there Is an unexpected breakthrough In the research
program. Therefore, developmental costs were not Included as part of the overall
cost.
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* Mechanical Properties - These refer to the ability of a container made of an
alternate material to survive the DOT Type A Packaging Tests (DOT, 1989).
The WCMP decided to evaluate the materials In terms of certain mechanical
properties (e.g., tensile strength, fracture toughness, etc.) which are required to
satisfy the DOT Type A requirements. Although the WCMP could not evaluate
whether meeting Type A would be a requirement or not In the future, It was
decided that these requirements should be Included In view of the existing WIPP
Waste Acceptance Criteria (DOE, 1989b) which list the DOT Type A packaging
tests as a requirement for waste containers. It was decided that any material
judged to be at least equivalent to mild steel In overall mechanical properties
would be rated as adequate.

* Gas Generation Potential - This refers to the total moles of gases that can be
theoretically generated by thermodynamically favored reactions between the
alternative material, and all other species, given the repository environment (i.e.,
pressure, temperature, humidity, presence of brine, etc.). The WCMP agreed
that given the potential complexity of the WIPP repository environment coupled
with the regulatory period of 10,000 years, it Is probably safer and conservative
to assume that all reactions which are thermodynamically favored might eventually
go to completion, unless adequate kinetic data is available to demonstrate that
favored reactions will not occur.

* Gas Generation Rate - This is defined as the rate at which gas Is expected to
be generated from the material by either one of the three mechanisms discussed
earier In Section 1.3. Whereas the gas generation potential gives an Indication
of the total amount of gas that could be generated (provided all reactions go to
completion), the gas generation rate provides a measure of how fast (or slow)
this potential might be achieved. Thus, even if a given material has a high
potential for gas generation, It cannot be ruled out from consideration. An
alternative container material might have a rate of gas generation which Is low
enough that the rate of advection from the repository is adequate to prevent high
gas pressures In the repository. The WCMP was not In a position to address
how low the gas generation rates need to be relative to the advection rates.
However, for quantitative comparisons, the WCMP agreed that the rate of
corrosion of a material under anoxlc conditions was a good Indicator of the gas
generation rate for that material.

Considering the broad spectrum of materials being evaluated (ranging from metals to ceramics
to concrete), the WCMP established mild steel as the reference standard material to facilitate
easy comparison between the materials. The selection of mild steel was based on two
reasons:

* Since mild steel Is being used for the existing waste containers, a comparison
with mild steel provides an Indication of the merits and disadvantages of each
alternative material relative to the presently used container material.
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* Since mild steel Is a commonly used material for a wide variety of purposes, Its
properties are well documented and hence provide a firm basis for comparison.

Thus, the WCMP decided to compare all alternative materials to mild steel with respect to
each evaluation criteria discussed earlier. As an example, while evaluating the fabricabiRity of
a material, the WCMP would judge whether its fabricability Is easier, the same, or more difficult
In comparison to mild steel.

2.3 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR WASTE CONTAINERS

Apart from the specific criteria defined above for evaluation of materials, the WCMP also
agreed to some general design requirements for waste containers to be built from alternative
materials. These requirements were outlined as:

* Minimize or eliminate gas generation from container material for the regulatory
period of 10,000 years.

* Maintain complete containment of the waste for a minimum of 25 years, (the
duration of the operating life of the WIPP repository).

* Meet DOT Type A requirements.

* The containers should not degrade In any way that will significantly Increase the
permeability of the storage room environment

In addition, the WCMP also made the following assumptions regarding the waste containers:

* The waste containers fabricated from alternative materials will be subjected to
the same regulations which apply to the existing containers.

* The container may be free-standing (i.e., similar to a 55-gallon drum or box),
or it could be formedo around the waste (I.e., by Isostatically pressing a container
material such as cement around a monolithic block of waste).

2.4 MATERIALS SELECTED FOR EVALUATION

The WCMP Initially selected five different classes of materials for evaluation. Each class of
material was further subdivided Into its own categories by appropriate classification schemes.
Metals were classified by each metal and its alloys. Since ceramics are strongly bonded, they
are all very stable materials from a gas generation standpoint, and therefore do not have any
significant chemical properties to distinguish one from another. Therefore, ceramics were
classified by their manufacturing method because there Is a distinguIshable difference between
the processing techniques for different ceramics. In a similar manner, the WCMP decided to
classify cements In terms of the reinforcements used In them because these lead to significant
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differences In cost and properties. The different classes of materials and their subcategories
evaluated by the WCMP were as follows:

* Metals

- Copper and alloys
- Titanium and alloys
- High-nickel alloys
- Zirconium and alloys
- Stainless steels

* Ceranics

- Fired ceramics
- Chemically bonded ceramics
- Glass

* Cements

- Non-reinforced
- Discontinuous reinforcement
- Continuous reinforcement

* Coatings

- Corrosion retardation
- Containment enhancement for monolithic waste forms

* Polymers

- Polyethylene.

Each of the above materials were evaluated with respect to the criteria described earlier In
Section 2.2. The results of the evaluation are described In the next section.
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3.0 RESULTS OF THE WCMP EVALUATION OF
ALTERNATIVE MATERIALS

The WCMP evaluated all the materials by comparing them to mild steel (as explained In
Section 2.2), for each of the evaluation criteria described earlier. It should be noted that
these evaluations were to a large extent judgmental, and are preliminary In nature. if
performance assessment studies Identify gas generation as an Impediment to demonstrating
compliance with the regulatory standard described In Section 1.2, then the evaluations of the
WCMP could be used as a basis for any detailed future studies on alternative container
materials.

The WCMP also established rough estimates for the cost of mild steel to set up a baseline
for cost comparison of alternative materials. It was agreed by the WCMP that based on a
material cost of 27 to 37 cents per pound of mild steel sheet, and a total cost of
approximately $50 for a 60-lb. drum, a fabrication cost of 50 cents per pound was a
reasonable assumption based on fabricating a 60-lb. drum. Thus, for cost comparisons, all
materials were compared with the baseline of 77 to 87 cents per pound of finished mild steel
product.

3.1 COPPER AND ALLOYS

i..-' * Fabricabitv - Copper Is a little harder to weld than mild steel because of Its high
thermal conductivity, and therefore Joining and handling of copper might be more
difficult than mild steel. However, bearing In mind that the technology was well
established, the WCMP rated the overall fabricability of copper to be about the
same as that of mild steel.

* Availability - Assuming that any drums fabricated would use sheet metal as the
starting material, the availability of copper and alloys was deemed to be plentiful,
and equivalent to the availabIlity of mild steel.

* Fabrication Capacit - Although the technology for fabricating copper Is well
established, the WCMP did not think that there are facilities available today which
could start manufacturing copper drums at a short notice. Therefore the
fabrication capacity of copper and alloys was judged to be 1imited" In comparison
to mild steel.

* Status of Technoloav - Since the metallurgy and fabrication of copper are quite
well understood, the status of technology was deemed adequate and equivalent
to mild steel.

* Cost - The cost would depend on the type of copper or its alloys being used.
The cost of electrolytic copper Is about $1.50Ab. Assuming the fabrication cost
to be close to $50 for a 60 lb. drum, the WCMP estimated the total cost of a
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copper drum to be roughly $150. This works out to be approximately 3 times
that of mild steel. The WCMP also consulted the report on container materials
for high level waste (Braithwaite and Molecke, 1980) where cost per unit weight
of a manufactured copper container was 8.2 times that of mild steel. However,
the dimensions of the container cited In this report were much larger than a 55-
gallon drum, and the WCMP decided that for a smaller container the increase
In cost Is more likely to be 5 times that of mild steel. Overall, the WCMP agreed
that a conservative estimate of 5 to 8 times that of mild steel would be a
reasonable estimate for the cost of copper. It should be noted that this figure
Is very likely to Increase if copper Is alloyed with other materials.

* Mechanical Prooerties - Cold rolled copper will have mechanical properties very
similar to that of lightly cold rolled low carbon steel, and if alloyed with 10%
nickel, the properties could be very similar to mild steel. Based on these
assumptions, the mechanical properties of copper were rated to be equivalent
to that of mild steel. However, the WCMP agreed that the mechanical properties
of a copper drum need to be verified after fabrication to determine whether
copper needs alloying to enhance the properties. The alloying materials
suggested for improvement were Ni (10%/) or Zn (15%).

* Gas Generation Potential and Rate - Copper or copper-alloys have been found
to be stable and resistant to corrosion In deaerated neutral pH conditions even
under prolonged (2 months) exposure to brine at high temperature (1500C).
Therefore, under deaerated conditions, it Is not a gas generator (Westerman,
1988). However, the presence of any oxygen, sulfates, nitrates, or carbon dioxide
open up a wide range of possibilities. The WCMP expressed concerns at the
possibility of sulfates being reduced to sulfides by sulfate-reducing bacteria, which
could then react with copper, resulting In the formation of copper sulfide and
hydrogen. Similarly, the nitrates present in the sludges could be reduced to
ammonia which In tum could cause stress corrosion cracking in copper. There
were other concerns expressed about the corrosion of copper in low pH (2.0)
carbonic acid solutions which could potentially form from microbial activity. The
study by Braithwaite and Molecke (1980) reported corrosion rates of copper to
be 25 times less than mild steel. Therefore the WCMP rated the gas generation
rate of copper to be low In comparison to mild steel. Umited experiments may
be required to verify these low rates.

The above scenarios notwithstanding, the potential for gas generation from copper depends
entirely on the presence of a few microblally or radlolytically generated components such as
CO2, O2, H2S, NC3, etc. The WCMP acknowledged the fact that the simultaneous presence
of these species can at best be termed uncertain, and therefore agreed to rate the gas
generation potential for copper as low. The WCMP recommends, however, that the effect of
these species on gas generation potentials be resolved by appropriate experiments if copper
Is chosen as an alternative material for waste containers.
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3.2 TITANIUM AND ALLOYS

* Fabricabllitv - Titanium Is a difficult material to weld, forge, or join for a variety
of reasons. it has a tendency to weld to the tool during machining, leading to
chipping and premature tool failure. ts low heat conductivity could Increase the
temperature at the tool/workplece Interface, thereby adversely affecting tool ife.
Also, the surface of titanium alloys is easily damaged in machining operations,
especially during grinding, resulting In lower fatigue strength (Kahies et al., 1985).
The WCMP agreed that the fabricablity of titanium Is more difficult than mild
steel.

* Availabilit - It was estimated that based on a requirement of 600,000 drums
over a period of 25 years, and a weight of 60 Wdrum, the material required
would be approximately 1.44 million lbs/year. However, it should be noted that
because of the excellent corrosion resistance of titanium and Its alloys, the actual
amount of material required could be less than the estimated figure of 1.44
million lbs/year. This Is only about 2 of the current U.S. production capacity,
and therefore availability of titanium was considered to be adequate for the
purpose.

* Fabrication Capacltv - Facilities are available at this time to manufacture titanium
drums, and there are a few companies who have fabricated drums with TiCode-1 2

K..i and Grade 2 titanium. However, these have been done only on a pilot-scale, and
at present no such facility exists to start delivering thousands of drums per year
at a short notice. A considerable amount of scale-up effort may be required, and
so the current fabrication capacity can at best be termed Imited."

* Status of Technooi-v - Since titanium can be fabricated, and has been
demonstrated for drum fabrication on a pilot-scale, the WCMP rated the
technological status to be equivalent to that of mild steel.

* Cost- The report by Braithwaite and Molecke (1980) quoted the cost of a titanium
container to be approximately 13 times that of mild steel. On this basis, the
WCMP agreed that a cost of 10 to 20 times that of mild steel would be a
reasonable assumption for titanium containers. The WCMP also noted that any
alloying will Increase the cost.

* Mechanical Properties - Titanium has yield stress and ultimate stress values of
approximately 40% higher than those of mild steel. However, the term
"mechanical properties" as defined by the WCMP also included other properties
like resistance to tear (for surviving a drop test). Therefore the WOMP agreed
that considering all the variables Involved, the mechanical properties of titanium
.and Its alloys are not substantially better than mild steel and rated them to be
equivalent to mild steel.
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* Gas Generation Potential and Rate - Titanium Is susceptible to crevice corrosion
under low pH conditions and temperatures ranging from 80C to 15OC
(Westerman and Telander, 1986). The product of crevice corrosion Is titanium
dioxide, but under anoxIc conditions hydrogen will be released on the outside of
the crevice. At the relatively low temperatures In the repository (around 2C),
the possibility of crevice corrosion Is extremely low, especially if an alloy like
TlCode-12 Is used which Is more resistant to crevice corrosion than the pure
metal. However, it cannot be guaranteed that crevice corrosion would not occur
for 10,000 years. Also, considering the definition of gas generation potential, the
WCMP decided that titanium could have a relatively high gas generation potential.

Braithwaite and Molecke (1980) reported that the rate of uniform corrosion of
titanium was 70 times less than copper which In turn was 25 times less than
mild steel On this basis, the rate of corrosion (and therefore gas generation)
from titanium and alloys was rated low compared to mild steel.

3.3 HIGH-NICKEL ALLOYS

These alloys, which are often called superalloys typically contain 40 to 75% nickel, 12 to
20%Y chromium, 3 to 12%o molybdenum, 1 to 45% Iron, and minor quantities of other metals
as required for enhancing appropriate properties.

* Fabrlcability - Although joining or welding of these alloys Is not considered to be
a significant problem, they present major problems during cutting, sawing, or
lathe-turning operations. The WCMP readily agreed that the fabricability of high-
nickel alloys Is more difficult than titanium, and definitely much more difficult than
mild steeL

* Availability - The required amount Is roughly equal to 2%6 of the existing capacity
to produce these alloys. Also, since numerous facilities for producing these
alloys exist In the U.S., the WCMP considered the availability of high-nickel alloys
to be adequate.

* Fabrication Capacitv - The fabrication technology of these alloys are well
understood, but the alloys are primarily used for other purposes which have more
stringent requirements (such as steam generators, et-) There has been no
need, so far, for drums made of these expensive superalloys, and therefore there
Is no existing fabrication capacity for superalloy drums. Although no major
problems were anticipated by the WCMP, the Implementation of high-nickel alloys
as waste container material will definitely require the establishment of fabrication
capacity.

* Status of Technoloav - The WCMP agreed that the metallurgical and fabrication
technology for these alloys Is well established, and the feasibility of scale-up to
thousands of drums Is not In doubt. However, fabrication technology may have
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to be tailored to the production of containers depending on the chosen alloy.
Since It Is merely a question of time before proper facilities are constructed
leading to scale-up, the status of technology for high-nickel alloys was rated to
be adequate, and equivalent to mild steel.

* Cost - These alloys are very expensive and their costs exhibit a wide range of
variation, depending upon the chosen alloy. Inconel-825, which Is probably the
cheapest of the group, is roughly 12 times more expensive than mild steel,
whereas Hastelloy C-276 costs about 34 times more than Mid steel. Thus, a
cost of 15 to 35 times that of mild steel was considered to be a reasonable
estimate by the WCMP. However, the WCMP noted that even the least
expensive of these alloys might be adequate as a solution, if gas generation Is
determined to be a problem.

* Mechanical Properties - These alloys have excellent mechanical properties. Their
tensile and yield stresses can range from 60-140 psi and 30-140 psi, respectively,
depending on the alloy. Overall, the WCMP agreed that the mechanical
properties were adequate for the purpose and better than mild steel.

* Gas Generation Potential and Rate - Compared to mild steel, the partial pressure
of hydrogen In equilibrium with nickel Is lower. if Indeed the equlibrium partial
pressure Is low enough (2-3 atm.), then any corrosion reaction will stop at an
early stage before any appreciable amount of hydrogen has been generated.
However, the WCMP also recognized that apart from nickel there are chromium
and Iron present In these high-nickel alloys. Since both of these are much more
susceptible to oxidation than nickel, the overall gas generation potential of
superalloys was rated as moderate. The lower end superalloys have been shown
to crevice corrode In sea water. If the lower alloys are used, they need to be
Investigated for pitting and crevice corrosion. Although the report by Bralthwalte
and Molecke (1980) cited that Inconel-825 (low end) had almost similar crevice
corrosion rates as Hastelloy C-276 (high end) for an experimental period of 28
days, It did mention that the rates are dependent on the dimensions of the
specimen, duration of experiment, etc. Since the lower alloys also had corrosion
rates which were much lower In comparison with mild steel, the gas generation
rate for all of these alloys was rated low by the WCMP.

3.4 ZIRCONIUM ALLOYS

* Fabrlcabilitv - The fabricability of zirconium Is very similar to titanium. It Is a
difficult material to machine, and was rated to be much more difficult than mild
steel for the same reasons outlined earlier for titanium and alloys In Section 3.2.

* Availability - The WCMP agreed that there are plenty of facilities In operation for
making zirconium sheet. However, the WCMP did not have any rough estimate
of whether the production of thousands of drums would have any major impact
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on the present supply of zirconium. Therefore, the availability of zirconium was
assumed to be adequate, provided it does not make an impact on the present
capacity.

* Fabrication Capacity - At present there Is no existing capacity for making
zirconium drums .e., there are no facilities fabricating drums made of zirconium
at this time). However, since sheet metal technology for zirconium Is well
understood, the WCMP befleves that the development of drum fabrication
technology should be relatively straightforward.

* Status of Technoloa - The technological status for fabrication of zirconium drums
was considered to be adequate by the WCMP.

* Cost - The Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management investigations on
containers for high-level waste (Russell, et al., 1983) estimated costs of a
container made of zirconium alloy (ZIrcaloy-702) to be 35 times that of mild steel.
The WCMP thought that this was a reasonable estimate, especially when
compared to the cost estimates for titanium and high-nickel alloys discussed in
Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

* Mechanical Properties - Since zirconium alloys are used for fuel cladding in
nuclear reactors, the WCMP agreed that its mechanical properties were definitely
adequate for the purpose of containment of TRU waste for 25 years as well as
for meeting DOT Type A requirements.

* Gas Generation Potential and Rate - The WCMP used the thermodynamic
arguments similar to the ones used for evaluating the gas generation potential
of titanium to conclude that zirconium also has a high gas generation potential.

The corrosion rate of zirconium has been studied by Russell et al, (1983). These
studies show that zirconium has exceptional corrosion resistance, and is predicted
to be resistant to corrosion even at high temperatures for long periods of time.
The extremely low rates of corrosion led the WCMP to conclude that zirconium
will also have a very low rate of gas generation.

3.6 ALUMINUM AND ALLOYS

In view of the very low corrosion resistance of aluminum in brine, the WCMP could not Justify
the possibility of using aluminum as an alternative waste container material. By a unanimous
decision, the WCMP eliminated aluminum from further consideration.

3.6 STAINLESS STEELS

The WCMP did express some doubts about considering stainless steels for evaluation,
because of their known susceptibility to stress-corrosion cracking in solutions containing
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chlorides. However, keeping In mind that the conditions at the WIPP are not going to be very
extreme In nature, i.e., the temperature Is expected to be below 300C, and the fact that many
stainless steels will probably adequately resist stress-corrosion cracking In the WIPP
environment, the WCMP agreed to consider stainless steels for further evaluation. Also, on
the basis of the study by Braithwalte and Molecke (1980) which reported that the corrosion
rates of stainless steel at high temperatures In brine similar to WIPP brine Is 100 times less
than mild steel, the WCMP decided that the gas generation rates for stainless steel are low
enough to Justify its further evaluation.

* Fabricabilit - The fabricability of stainless steel Is not much different from mild
steel, and for the purposes being considered, was rated to be the same as mild
steel.

* Availabilit - Stainless steels are widely available materials, and there Is adequate
supply for manufacturing thousands of drums per year.

* Fabrication Cacit - Stainless steel drums are presently produced (although
not In large quantities), and Oak Ridge National Laboratory uses them on a
regular basis. Athough the Installation of additional capacity might be needed,
this Is attainable, and therefore the WCMP considered fabrication capacity of
stainless steel to be adequate.

* Status of Technoloov - The technology has been well demonstrated on a
commercial scale, and Is adequate for drum fabrication.

* Cost - The cost of stainless steel will depend upon the particular alloy chosen.
Based on the study by Bralthwaite and Molecke (1980) which quoted stainless
steel to be 6 times more expensive than mild steel, the WCMP decided that
considering the wide range of stainless steels available, a range of 5 to 8 times
that of rid steel would be a reasonable estimate for the cost of 300 series
stainless steel. It should be noted that the cost of 400 series stainless steel will
be lower.

* Mechanical Properties - The WCMP decided that the mechanical properties of
stainless steel were better than mild steel although not by a wide margin.
Therefore, the properties were rated as "adequate."

* Gas Generation Potential and Rate - The WCMP agreed that the overall gas
generation potential from stainless steel would not be much different from mild
steel, and therefore rated the gas generation potential as high.

On the Issue of rate of gas generation, the Bralthwaite and Molecke (1980) study
was quoted as having reported that the corrosion rates of stainless steel were
100 times lower than mild steel when exposed to high magnesium brine at 250'C
for 28 hours. The WCMP was hesitant to extrapolate such short-term data to
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the lower temperature conditions expected at the WIPP site, because it was
noted that corrosion rates do not necessarily Increase with higher temperatures.
Therefore the WCMP questioned the applicability of the data from Braithwaite
and Molecke (1980) under WIPP conditions, and decided that the gas generation
rate of stainless steel should be judged as moderate compared to mild steel.
Additional testing under the WIPP conditions may be appropriate to arify the
gas generation rates from stainless steel.

3.7 FIRED CERAMICS - FREE-STANDING CONTAINER

The majority of the WCMP nitially expressed doubts about the fabricability of ceramics Into
free-standing containers (similar to a drum). It was suggested that using ceramic materials
might cause a total redesign of the container (I.e., a deviation from the standard concept of
containers which are normally visualized as nitially empty" with the waste packed Inside later).
In contrast, ceramic containers would probably be much more attractive for a processed
monolithic waste form where the container will actually gain In mechanical properties from the
monolithic waste Inside it. Some advantages of using alternative shapes were pointed out as
well. As an example, the current cylindrical design of drums allows more void space when
stacked In a storage room than a rectangular or hexagonal design. A reduction in void space
using an appropriate shape (e.g., cubic) would decrease the required time for storage room
reconsolidatlon, thereby reducing the time available for brine Inflow Into the repository.

Finally, the WCMP believed that given the rapid advances In the science of ceramics, there
Is a high probability that a fired ceramic could be formulated that can be fabricated Into a free-
standing container. In addition, all forms of ceramics, as well as glass and cements, could
be reinforced as necessary to improve mechanical properties. On this basis, the panel
members proceeded to evaluate a free-standing container made out of fired ceramics.

* Fabricability - The possibilities of firing large monolithic pieces using available
microwave technology (especially for thick-wafned vessels encountering temperature
gradients) are becoming technologically manageable. However, although
promising technologies exist, the fabrication of these materials Into free-standing
containers has not yet been demonstrated. Also, since these containers have to
be sealed, joining the lids to the body of the containers may present considerable
challenges. Therefore, the WCMP rated the fabdcability of these materials to be
much more difficult than mild steel.

* Availabilit - The basic material (i.e., fired ceramics) Is widely available, and
therefore its availability was judged to be adequate by the panel members.

* Fabrication Caoacitl - There Is no current fabrication capacity for free-standing
containers made out of fired ceramics. However, alternative container designs
based on existing ceramics fabrication capabilities should be investigated, because
there might be alternate designs which are more feasible to fabricate from
ceramics than a 55-galon drum.
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* Status of Technolog - The WCMP took note of the fact that although the
fabricablilty of a 5-gallon drum has not been demonstrated, smaller pieces of
alumina which have been extruded and then fired, have been obtained on a
laboratory/bench-scale setup. However, it was also noted that a common rule
of thumb for ceramics Is that the larger the piece, the lower the quality of the
ceramic. Nevertheless, the WCMP concluded that although a ceramic drum has
not yet been fabricated (probably because of cost and lack of need for one), the
technology does exist to make a free-standing container and appears to be
adequate.

* Cost - There was not enough Information available regarding developmental cost;
therefore, the WCMP only considered raw materials. Since the cost of alumina
Is approximately $10/lb and most other fired ceramics are more expensive, a
figure of 25 to 30 times that of mild steel was deemed reasonable by the panel
members.

* Mechanical Properties - The majority of the panel members felt that the
mechanical properties of fired ceramics were much worse than mild steel, and
expressed doubts over whether a container made of a fired ceramic would survive
the DOT Type A requirements. In a ceramic the atomic bond between metal and
nonmetal Is so strong and directionally oriented that there is no mechanism for
deformation. As a result, even though the material may be strong In tension,
brittleness will most likely render a container vulnerable to damage from a 4-
foot drop on an unyielding surface. Thus, the WCMP rated the mechanical
properties of fired ceramics to be much worse than mild steel.

* Gas Generation Potential and Rate - The WCMP decided that since all these
ceramic materials are oxides, there Is no chance of their generating any gas,
and for all practical purposes, the gas generation potential Is zero. However,
since there could be hypothetical scenarios of zirconium hydride present In the
waste reacting vigorously with an oxide cerarric, the WCMP was conservative
and labeled the potential as near zero Instead of zero.

3.8 CHEMICALLY BONDED CERAMICS

In a fired ceramic, the high-temperature process of firing strengthens the ceramic by allowing
diffusion and shrinkage to fill the gaps In the material. The process succeeds, but Introduces
cracks In the material (Birchall and Kelly, 1983). Unlike fired ceramics, chemically bonded
ceramics are processed at low temperatures and use water as a solvent for Ions and as a
medium for their diffusion. The process Is similar to that of hydraulic cements (e.g., Portland
cement) where solids set and harden Irreversibly In the presence of water.

Application of chemically bonded cernaics to form a container around the TRU waste would
probably depend heavily on the waste form. If the waste Is converted to a solid monolithic
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form, it might be possible to compact specially prepared powders around the waste. If the
waste remains In its present loose form, compacting powder around a mold nstead of the
waste, to create a free standing container, might be feasible. A container made of such
reactive materials as tricalcium silicate, or a mixture of tricaiclum silicate and a zeolite, will
combine with free water, and will also react with carbon dioxide. These characteristics can
be advantageous In the repository. Some panel members expressed concerns about the
permeability of the material, and also about the possible cracking of the material due to the
development of nonuniform stresses when the material solidifies In contact with moist air.
However, since the material has been reported to be denser than concrete or cement paste,
the WCMP decided that the permeability Is sufficiently low and would not be a drawback.
Also, based on the fact that inspection under a confocal microscope had failed to reveal any
changes In a 1/4-Inch thick ceramic disk before and after Immersing In water, the WCMP was
assured that the material was not prone to cracking during solidification.

The WCMP recognized that the application of this concept to the containment of TRU waste
requires considerable research and development Also, the Installation of a filtered vent In
each container (a transportation requirement) poses significant engineering challenges.
Nevertheless, the WCMP evaluated chemically bonded ceramics as candidate materials.

• Fabricabilit - The fabricability of chemically bonded ceramics Is not difficult on
a laboratory-scale, but definitely needs scaling up for manufacturing a container
similar to a 55-gallon drum. However, assuming that the ease of fabricability of
the material under laboratory-scale could be duplicated on a commercial scale,
the WCMP rated the fabricability of this material to be similar to that of mild
steel.

* Availability - The basic materials used for making this type of ceramic are certain
silicates and zeolites which are widely available, and therefore the availability of
raw material Is comparable to mild steel and adequate.

* Fabrication Capacity - The fabricability of chemically bonded ceramics has been
limited to a laboratory-scale, and there are no existing facilities which fabricate
containers from these materials.

* Status of Technolog - The technology needs to be developed for successful
scale-up from laboratory-scale fabrication of these materials. The WCMP felt that
a lot of research and development needs to be done In this area, and at best,
the status of technology for chemically bonded ceramics can be termed as being
under development.

* - Since the material has been fabricated only on a laboratory-scale, It was
difficult for the WCMP to establish a range of cost for its commercial fabrication.
It was suggested that since the cost of the raw material Is approximately 2 to 3
cents per pound, a total cost of 10 cents per pound might be reasonable,
Inclding the cost of the cold-Isostatic pressing needed during fabrication.
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However, there was strong disagreement among the panel members regarding
the cost of cold-Isostatic press, and according to some panel members this step
could cost as high as 25 cents/pound. Finally, the WCMP agreed that based
on a conservative estimate of 25 cents/pound for the cold-Isostatic press, the
total cost would be close to 30 cents/pound, which was still considerably lower
than the cost of mild steel. Since the cross-sectonal area required for this
material to satisfy DOT Type A requirements Is likely to be much more than mild
steel, the WCMP decided that the lower unit cost of chemically bonded ceramics
would be offset by the lower amount of material required for a mild steel drum.
Therefore the overall cost was rated to be similar to mild steel. However, these
cost estimates should be viewed In light of the uncertainties Involved In the wall
thickness and weight of any container made from this material.

* Mechanical Properties - The WCMP unanimously concluded that In general, the
mechanical properties of this material would not be any better than that of fired
cerarics, and therefore rated these to be much worsen as compared to mild
steel.

* Gas Generation Potential and Rate - The WCMP readily agreed that this material
will be exceptional In satisfying the requirements for no gas generation, because
it does not generate gas by itself, and In addition also absorbs carbon dioxide
and, possibly, adsorbs hydrogen as well. Thus, both gas generation potential

K> and gas generation rate were judged to be near zero." The WOMP also noted
that this material might be useful as an effective backfill In the repository.

3.9 GLASS

Glasses are more sensitive to radiation than ceramics, and this was a concern to some panel
members. However, given the fact that the majority of the Isotopes of the elements present
In the waste Inventory are mostly alpha emitters, the WCMP decided that at such relatively
low levels of radiation, the sensitivity of glass to radiation should not pose a problem. Another
concern of the panel members was the possible Increase In the storage room permeability
resulting from crushed glass rubble after the reconsolidation of waste storage rooms. If the
small broken chunks of glass cannot be further compressed by thostatic stress, then a
tortuous, Interconnected path may develop for flow of brine through the waste stack.

* Fabricabiltv - The WCMP decided that glass containers were a well established
technology, and the fabricability Is equivalent to mild steel.

* Availability - The availability of glass was rated to be the same as that of mild
steel.

* Fabrication Capacity - Products made of glass are being fabricated widely In the
U.S., and therefore the fabrication capacity was considered to be the same as
that of mild steel.
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* Status of Technolog - This was considered to be the same as that of mild steel
because of the same reasons outlined above.

* Cost - The cost of a glass container was deemed to be similar to mild steel
pending confirmation of exact cost figures.

* Mechanical Properties - The mechanical properties of glass are not likely to
satisfy DOT Type A requirements because of the brittle nature of glass. However,
the WCMP felt that if reinforced, glass might be able to withstand DOT Type A
requirements.

* Gas Generation Potential and Rate - For reasons similar to those outlined under
the ceramics discussed earlier, glass was also rated to have a gas generation
potential or rate near or equal to zero.

3.10 NONREINFORCED CEMENTS

The WCMP decided to evaluate cements as a general category Instead of considering different
ypes of cements (e.g., Portland cement, alumina-based cements, ete.) separately, because
the characteristics of all these cements related to the criteria for evaluation are quite similar.

* Fabricabilitv - The fabricability of cements, In general, was rated by the panel
members to be as easy as fabricating mild steel, perhaps even easier.

* Availabilit - All basic materials needed for manufacturing cement containers are
widely available, and therefore availability was not considered to pose any
problem.

* Fabrication Capacit - Cementitious materials are widely fabricated all over the
U.S. Specific fabrication capability to produce TRU waste containers may need
to be built depending on the final container design.

* Status of Technokxav - The technology Is believed to be established well enough
to rate the status of technology equivalent to mild steel

* Cost - Assuming a thick-walled structure and a cost of material of 2 to 3
cents/pound, the total cost of a drum was not expected to be high In comparison
to mild steel. Some panel members did express concern about the greater wall
thickness likely to be required for a cement drum In order to satisfy DOT Type A
requirements, resulting in Increased total cost. However, it was pointed out that
fabrication does not have to produce a free-standing container. Rather, the
waste could presumably be suspended In a bag at the bottom of a large tube
that acts as a mold, and then free-flowing liquid cement poured around it. If
such a fabrication process is adopted, then t has to be ensured that the density
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of waste In the bag Is greater than the density of the liquid cement, otherwise
there Is the possibility of the waste floating up during container fabrication. The
WCMP noted that this would be a good example of a formed" container where
the container will actually gain In strength, If the waste Inside it Is In monolithic
form (e.g., shredded and cemented). This method would probably not require
the extra wall thickness required by a free-standing cement container, and
based on this assumption the panel members estimated the cost to be similar
to that of mild steel.

* Mechanical Properties - The mechanical properties of nonreinforced cement would
be very similar to the ceramics discussed earlier, I.e., brittle and unlikely to
survive a DOT Type A drop test. Therefore, the WOMP rated nonreinforced
cement to be much worse than mild steel with respect to its mechanical
properties.

* Gas Generation Potential and Rate - Since cement Is a porous material, it might
absorb water leading to potential for gas generation by radiolysis if alpha-emitters
are In close contact with the water. However, the WCMP assumed very little
free water present, and rated nonreinforced cement to have low overall gas
generation potential and rates. The WCMP noted that Portland or alumina-based
cement will also result In higher pH values of any brine that may come In contact
with the containers, thereby causing decreased microbial gas generation, a
reduction In the corrosion rate of ferrous materials, and a decrease In the
solubity of actinides. The one drawback of cements, noted by the WCMP, Is
a possible Increase In the corrosion rate of any aluminum present In the waste
caused by the Increased pH.

3.11 REINFORCED CEMENTS

A nonreinforced cement container can probably be designed to meet the DOT requirements.
However, the payload volume may be small and the container weight quite high. The primary
objective of using reinforcements Is to Improve the mechanical properties so that thinner walls
can be used to satisfy DOT requirements, thus Increasing usable volume -and decreasing
container weight. Reinforcements that were considered were subdivided Into two groups:

* Discontinuous reinforcement (e.g., particulates, transformation toughening, etc.)
* Continuous reinforcement (e.g., wire, mesh, cage, etc.).

3.11.1 Discontinuous Reinforcement

The WCMP agreed that discontinuous reinforcement of cements would not change the
fabricability, availability, fabrication capacity, or status of technology In comparison to the base
material I.e., nonreinforced cements). Therefore, the WCMP rated all of these properties to
be simliar to mild steel, and hence adequate.
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* Cost - The cost will be a function of the cost of the material used for
reinforcement. As an example, if rocks are used then cost will be relatively low,
whereas, if the reinforcement material Is carbon fibers, then cost will Increase.
The WCMP estimated that the cost using different reinforcement materials would
range from 1 to 2 times that of mild steel.

* Mechanical Propertles - The WCMP felt that the mechanical properties of
reinforced cements would be adequate to meet DOT Type A requirements.
However, the WCMP noted that there were a lot of uncertainties about shape,
wall thickness of the container (which would probably be smaller due to
reinforcement), and Imitations on the maximum payload due to weight of
container. All of these and their effects on the DOT Type A requirements need
to be evaluated In detail.

* Gas Generation Potential and Rate - This will almost be the same as that of the
base material (i.e., cement) being reinforced, with marginal variation according
to the gas generation properties of the material used for reinforcement. However,
due to the reinforcement, the amount of cement required per container might be
less than that required for a nonreinforced container thereby decreasing the total
potential for gas generation to an even lower value than nonreinforced cement

3.11.2 Continuous Reinforcement

* Fabricability - The WCMP judged continuous reinforcement to be a more difficult
and labor Intensive process than discontinuous reinforcement. Automation of the
reinforcing process (i.e., forming a cage/mesh, putting it In a mold, and then
pouring concrete around it) Is likely to be difficult, and so the WCMP rated the
fabricability to range from more difficult" to "much more difficult In comparison
with mild steel, depending on the technique used for reinforcing and the material
used for reinforcement.

* Availability - There Is no shortage of cements or reinforcing materials, and the
availability of material was termed adequate by the panel members.

* Fabication Caoacit - Facilities are available for fabrication of reinforced concrete
shapes. However, specific capabilities can be built only after a final container
has been designed.

* Status of Technolog - The WCMP had some doubts whether anything similar
to a fiber-glass cage has ever been fabricated. However, they decided that this
was more a question of engineering and set-up of fabrication facilities rather than
technological development Therefore, the status of technology was termed
adequate.
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* Cost - There are a wide variety of technologies available for continuous
reinforcement of cements (e.g., Injection molding), and therefore the cost could
vary over a wide range - perhaps 2 to 3 times that of mild steel.

* Gas Generation Potential and Rate - This was rated to be low for the same
reason as presented under the discussion on discontinuous reinforcements In
Section 3.11.1. The WCMP also noted that using metallics as reinforcement
materials should not be a cause for concern from the standpoint of corrosion,
because a lot of the reinforcing material will be embedded in cement and may
never come Into contact with the environment. In addition, the cement Is likely
to raise the pH of any brine that might nfiitrate through the container, and thus
retard the corrosion rate.

3.12 COATiNGS

Although coatings by themselves do not fail under the category of waste container materials,"
the WCMP considered coatings from the standpoint of providing additional protection to the
base material used for alternative waste containers. Coatings were subdivided under two
categories depending on the purpose of the coating:

* Corrosion retardation for metals and alloys

* Containment enhancement for structurally weak containers (e.g., ceramics) or
monolithic waste forms during waste handling and transportation.

After a brief discussion, the panel members agreed that coating metallics (especially mild steel)
enhances their corrosion resistance. However, this only decreases the rate of gas generation,
but has no effect on the gas generation potential. It was also pointed out by the WCMP that
coatings are, at best, a temporary retardant on a time-scale of 10,000 years. Once the drums
get crushed upon total reconsolidation of salt, it Is very likely that part of the base metal will
be exposed, and thereafter coatings would not be completely effective for stopping corrosion
over a period of 10,000 years. In fact, It Is extremely difficult to quantify or ustify protection
by coatings over such a long period of time. In view of these arguments the panel members
eliminated coatings from any further evaluation, but noted that coatings that reduce corrosion
rates could be a valuable approach if performance assessment studies can quantify the extent
to which gas generation rates need to be reduced. The WCMP also noted that certain
coatings could be used for enhancing the strength of cementitious or ceramic materials for
fracture toughness. As an example, solidified monolithic waste forms Inside a cementitious
container, may be coated with various materials such as polymers, to assure containment
during transportation and handling until the WIPP repository Is decommissioned.

3.13 POLYMERS

A significant problem with polymers Is proving their stability over a period of 10,000 years
under the processes of microbial degradation as well as radiolysis. Obtaining the proof of
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stability will require a substantial Investment In research and development, and even then could
not be guaranteed to be successful. Even If a polymer could be shown to withstand microbial
attack In the short-tern, the validity of such data Is questionable over a 10,000 year period,
because given the time, the microbes have the capability of adapting to new environments and
attacking the organic materials present. Also, organic materials could break down by other
mechanisms such as radiolysis, and then become susceptible to microbial attack The WCMP
took note of all these drawbacks of polymers, but decided that they have many desirable
properties (no corrosion, toughness, etc) to be discarded from consideration. Instead of
generalizing for all polymers, the WCMP decided to evaluate polyethylene specifically, because
many of its properties relevant to this evaluation were known.

Since status of technology for polymers Is quite advanced, the WCMP did not have any doubts
about the fabricability, availability, fabrication capacity, or the mechanical properties of
polymeric containers. In fact, TRU waste stored In 55-gallon drums Is actually contained In
90-mil polyethylene liners Inside the drums. Although it was estimated that the cost of such
a container would be 5 to 10 times that of mild steel, the WCMP expected these containers
to pass DOT Type A requirements. The major concern about the use of polymeric materials,
as mentioned before, was that the gas generation potential and rates were unknown to panel
members. Although a lot of Information Is available about the radlolysis of polymers and a
substantial research and development effort might not be needed In this area, the WCMP felt
that these materials would require detailed Investigation for microbial degradation before they
can be used as a container material.

3.14 OTHER MATERIALS

Apart from the materials already discussed In Sections 3.1 to 3.13, the WCMP also examined
a different material suggested by one of the panel members.

This material Is based on a 10- to 20-year-old technology popularly known as mpregnation
Into metal." The existing 5gallon drums are Impregnated from both sides with a nonoxide
ceramic containing no free oxygen (such as boron nitride) up to a thickness of 0.003 to 0.015
Inch. Since radiation Is not a prime concern for CH-TRU waste, there are a number of
alternatives (e.g., manganese oxide, silicon oxide, etc.) that are cheaper. After impregnation,
the metal surface can be coated with a polymer (polyvinylidIne) for additional protection. The
Impregnation Is done by on-bonding the ceramic to the metal by a proprietary method. The
purpose of the on-bond Is to convert the surface of the metal Into a ceramic, thereby
preventing corrosion.

The WCMP expressed a lot of concerns about this material, especially about its corrosion
properties when crumpled during the reconsolidation of salt. Although the panel members
agreed that Impregnation could provide corrosion protection for the metal surface (if
Impregnated on both sides), they were very much concerned about the region of
unimpregnated metal sandwiched between the Inner and outer surfaces of the drum The
WCMP argued that after reconsolidation, the drums are most likely to rupture, leaving the
unimpregnated metal at the center exposed to the corrosive environment In the repository.
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Once unprotected metal Is exposed the corrosion process will start, and although the rate of
corrosion might be low, the mpregnation techniques will be rendered Ineffective in the long
run. Another concern of the panel members was about the ductility of the Impregnated layer.
Most panel members questioned the ability of this material to withstand the bending stresses
expected during room closure without developing cracks or exposing unimpregnated metal.

Overall, the panel members recognized that this could be a very promising material, especially
for the purpose of reducing the rate of gas generation from corrosion, although t would not
reduce the total potential of gas generation from mild steel drums. However, t appeared to
the panel members that due to the proprietary nature of the technology, there was not enough
Information available about the material at this stage for a complete evaluation. Therefore, due
to the lack of adequate Information, the WCMP was unable to decide whether this technology
merits further evaluation. If performance assessment studies determine that merely controlling
the rate of gas generation would ensure that there Is no gas generation problem, then this
could be a very promising material.

A summary of the results for each material with respect to each evaluation criteria Is presented
In Table H-1.
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4.0 CONCLUSION

The WCMP concluded that the evaluation of five different groups of materials showed that
there are several candidate materials available which are capable of satisfying the design
requirements for waste containers to varying degrees. In order to summarize the evaluation,
the WCMP decided that there are two basic criteria that need to be addressed in detail for
each one of the evaluated materials. One Is the effectiveness of the material for meeting the
"no gas generations requirement; the other criterion Is whether the material can be fabricated
Into a container satisfying the appropriate transportation and handling requirements.

The effectiveness and fabricability of different materials would have to be established through
development programs of varying durations for the different materials. As an example,
materials ike ceramics which are brittle, are likely to take a lot more development time than
a metal like copper, to establish their fabricabllty Into an acceptable container. Therefore, the
WCMP summarized ts evaluations of alternative materials with respect to the following criteria:

* Time likely to be needed to establish the effectiveness of the material In meeting
the 'no gas generations requirement.

* Time likely to be needed to develop fabrication technology and actually make a
full-scale fabricated container.

* Probability of success In terms of the WCMP's best judgment that the material
will satisfy the 'no gas generation requirement."

* Probability of success In terms of the WCMP's best judgment that the material
can be fabricated Into a container satisfying DOT Type A requirements.

* Cost of container In comparison to mild steel.

The WCMP assumed that all the brittle materials such as ceramics, cements, and glass will
be reinforced as required to provide whatever mechanical properties are deemed necessary
to satisfy the DOT Type A requirements. Thus, all materials evaluated earlier under the
'reinforced" prefix were not summarized separately, but rather assumed to be Included In their
respective base material groupings. It was noted by the panel members that if DOT Type A
requirements are to be met, then containers made of metals and polymers would probably
cany the maximum payload per container. The WCMP also came to the conclusion that any
research Involving microbial gas generation Is likely to become a long-term project because
of the uncertainty associated with microbes. Therefore, whenever possible, all experimental
schedules for detailed evaluation of materials should be planned In parallel to make the most
efficient use of time.

The conclusions of the WCMP are presented In Table H-2 It should be noted that the cost
figures are taken directly from Table H-1, and do not Include developmental costs, or costs
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TABLE 1H-2 
z:1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Probability of
Time to Probability of Success In

Time to Establish Success in Meeting DOT (

Establish Full-Scale Cost Establishing Type-A z
Effectiveness Produc. Faclorm Effecliveness Reguiremeals 

Copper & Alloysb 1-2 yrs. 2 yrs. 5-8 x 90% 100%

Titanium & Alloys 1-2 ys. 2 yrs. 10-20 x 95% 100%

High-Nickel Alloys 1-2 yrs. 2 yrs. 15-35 x 97% 100%

Zirconium Alloys 1-2 yrs. 2 yrs. 35 x 98% 100%

Stainless SteeP 1-2 yrs. 0-1 yrs. 5-8 x 50% 100%

Free Standing 0 yrs. 4-8 yrs. 25-30 x 99.9% 30%-90%
CeramIcso (validate)

Chem. Bonded 0 yrs. 3-5 yes. 1-10 x 99.9% 30%-85%
Ceramics' (validate)

Glass' 0 yrs. 2-4 yrs. 1-10 x 99.9% 20%-90%
(validate)

Cements' 1-2 yrs. 2-4 yrs. 2-8 x 99.9% 30%-85%

Polymers 5 yrs.d 0-1 yrs. 5-10 x Indeterminate 100%

a Relative to a mild steel container.
b Uncertainty associated with effect of microbes - not considered n duration.

Reinforced as required.
d Should be dropped from consideration if effectiveness cannot be proven within 5 years.
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of building any new facilities which might be required. Also, the estimates of schedules do
not Include programmatic planning time associated with planning of research strategy, approval
of schedule and budget, etc. The conclusions of the WCMP for each material are discussed
below.

Copper
It would not take a significant amount of time to evaluate the effectiveness of copper in order
to reduce some of the uncertainties associated with Its corrosion. Most experiments will take
one to two years, depending on the extent of evaluation. However, as discussed earlier,
copper could conode If microbes reduce sulfates and nitrates In the repository. It should be
noted that this uncertainty has not been ncluded In the one to two year estimate of
experimental duration. Full-scale production can probably be established In about two years,
and might be done In parallel with effectiveness evaluation.

The WCMP rated the probability of success for meeting the no gas generations requirement
using copper or its alloys to be about 90 percent Since this figure was based purely on
qualitative udgment, the WCMP decided to assign probabilities to all the materials, and then
later compared them to each other In order to be assured that the relative percentages for
probabilities between different materials were reasonable. The WCMP did not have any
doubts about the ability of copper to satisfy DOT Type A requirements and rated the
probability of success at 100 percent.

litanium
The time to establish the effectiveness of titanium would be about one to two years. However,
unlike copper, there Is no microbial uncertainty with titanium. Some experiments are needed
at high CO2 overpressure in concentrated brine at the maximum temperature expected in the
repository, and may be conducted at a higher temperature to accelerate data acquisition. The
WCMP was confident that these experiments could be done In one to two years. The time
to establish full-scale fabrication capability was estimated to be similar to that of copper, I.e.,
approximately two years.

The probability of success In meeting the no gas generation" requirement for titanium was
estimated to be 95 percent Some panel members expressed concern at this high figure
because of the high potential for gas generation from titanium. However, it was pointed out
that the potential and probabilities are quite unrelated. As an example, even though diamond
has a very high potential for oxidizing, the probability of this actually happening Is very low.
Also, titanium Is known to be extremely corrosion resistant In a variety of environments
because of a protective layer of titanium dioxide, which rapidly forms again If the surface is
scratched. Although crevice corrosion can occur In brine this normally occurs at much higher
temperatures than that expected In the repository. Uke copper, titanium was not expected to
face any problems In satisfying DOT Type A requirements and was rated to have a 100
percent probability of success.
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High-Nickel Alloys
As mentioned earlier, if these alloys are to be considered as candidate container materials,
then pitting and crevice corrosion of these alloys needs to be Investigated as well as data
about the equilibrium partial pressure of hydrogen which will stop the corrosion reaction.
These alloys are extremely corrosion resistant, so that any experiments to quantify their
corrosion rates will take a long time. In addition, there Is also the Issue of finding the
optimum alloy for the given conditions. The WCMP noted these Issues, and decided that It
would take one to two years to establish the effectiveness of high-nickel alloys. The time for
full-scale fabrication and the probability of success in meeting DOT Type A requirements were
judged to be equivalent to that of copper and titanium based materials, I.e., two years and 100
percent, respectively. Since the rates of corrosion of high-nickel alloys are slower than
titanium, these were Judged to have a slightly higher probability of success for gas generation
requirements compared to titanium, and rated at 97 percent

Zirconium Aloys
These were considered to be similar to the high-nickel alloys, except that In recognition of their
exceptional corrosion resistance, these materials were rated to have a higher probability of
success (98 percent) for meeting gas generation requirements.

Stainless Steels
The time for verifying the effectiveness of stainless steel should take no more than one to two
years. However, like copper, uncertainties about microbial attack are also associated with
stainless steels. These uncertainties are not included in the above estimates for experimental
duration. The time for full-scale production would be less than any of the other metals
discussed before, because drums are being produced now for commercial purposes. Since
the present production capacity Is not at a level required for manufacturing thousands of drums
per year, the WCMP estimated a period of approximately one year for full-scale production of
stainless steel drums. Uke all metals, the probability for meeting DOT Type A was rated at
100 percent The relatively higher corrosion rates of stainless steel in comparison to titanium,
zirconium, etc., reduced the probability of success In meeting gas generation requirements to
50 percent

Free Standina (Fired) Ceramics
The WCMP felt that there was no need for any experimental studies to establish their
effectiveness for meeting the no gas generation requirement For all practical purposes these
materials were considered to have a 99.9 percent probability of success in not generating gas.
On the Issue of time required for full-scale production, a broad range was noted because of
a wide variety of material that can be used. As an example, a lower end material like low
grade alumina could take a total of four years (two years to develop and another two years
to sale-up), whereas a higher end material like toughened zirconla could take eight years.
The same wide range would also apply to the probability of success In meeting DOT Type A
requirements as well. The WCMP decided that the probability for low grade alumina would
be about (30) percent whereas It would be considerably higher (90 percent) for a higher end
material like toughened zirconla.
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Chemically Bonded Ceramics
The gas generation characteristics were deemed to be similar to fired ceramics, I.e., they also
were rated to have a probability of success of 99.9 percent and would not require any
experimental time for verification. For full-scale production, it Is conceivable that some sort
of Isostatic pressing technology might be developed quickly (one to two years). Once the
technology for fabrication has been developed, the scaling up could take two to three years.
Therefore, full-scale production could take anywhere from three to five years. Since this type
of ceramics Is not as tough as fired ceramics, the WCMP rated their probability of success for
meeting DOT Type A to be 30 to 85 percent.

Glass
The WCMP considered the fabrication of glass to be a well-established technology, easier than
any other ceramic evaluated. Full-scale production of glass containers should take one to two
years. However, recognizing the fact that glass needs to be reinforced, and that design and
evaluation of mechanical properties cannot be done In parallel, the WCMP estimated that two
to four years Is probably a more realistic figure for full-scale production. Al other criteria (I.e.,
probability of success, etc.) were Judged to be equivalent to fired ceramics for similar reasons.

Cements
If cements are to be considered as candidate materials for alternative waste containers, then
the chemistry of exposing cement to brine needs to be Investigated In detail. This could take
one to two years. There Is also the need for verifying the stability of cement for 25 years.
Using some kind of accelerated degradation process, the stability could probably be verified
within two years. Therefore, the WCMP felt that two to fours years would be a reasonably
conservative estimate for the full-scale production of a cement container.

The probability of success for meeting gas generation requirements was rated at 99.9 percent
provided that proper reinforcements (such as glass) are chosen which do not generate gas
themselves. For meeting DOT Type A requirements, the WCMP felt that these can be met,
although a lot will depend on a cost effective compromise between wall thickness, amount of
reinforcement, and payload constraints.

Polymers
The main problem with polymers is their possible degradation under microbial attack, and
radiolysis. The WCMP recognized that a given polymer might be effective, and be able to
withstand microbial attack for 10,000 years. The difficulty lies In the verification of their
effectiveness, because short-term research data showing lack of microbial degradation does
not guarantee that such degradation would not take place over 10,000 years. Since there is
a lot of uncertainty Involved, the WCMP decided that If the effectiveness cannot be established
within a period of five years, polymers should be dropped from further consideration as an
alternative waste container material. If they are selected, the polymers should not have any
problem In meeting the DOT Type A requirements, and considering their well-established
technology, It should not take more than one year for full-scale production of polymer
containers.
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Coatings
The WCMP did not discuss coatings with respect to criteria used for summarizing other
alternative materials, because coatings were considered to be a subcategory of other
alternatives (a part of the process rather than a container material by themselves). It should
be noted that these coatings are for surface containment of solid wastes to facilitate handling
and transportation, and for retarding the corrosion rate of metailics. For example, In the case
of chemically bonded ceramics there Is a possibility of contaminating the powder during the
process. So an option Is to paint or coat the surface to Isolate any contamination. Thus,
coatings should be used when and wherever applicable if it Indeed improves the characteristics
of the container material.

It should be noted that the Information presented In Table H-2 Is based on preliminary
evaluation of these materials, and represents educated estimates rather than precise values.
The figures In Table H-2 provide relative estimates of probability of the materials In meeting
the effectiveness and fabricability requirements for a container, as well as the time required
to verify these probabillties. The WCMP decided that copper, titanium, high-nickel alloys,
zirconium alloys, ceramics, glass, and cements were all viable materials which could possibly
satisfy the design requirements for an alternative waste container. However, there are some
concerns associated with each material that need to be resolved.

The WCMP noted that although ceramics and cements have excellent gas generation
properties, and are Inexpensive, waste containers made from these brittle materials are likely
to have smaller Internal volumes due to the thicker container walls required to satisfy DOT
Type A requirements. This will result In a smaller TRU waste payload per container. In
addition, if the container weight Is heavier than the existing drums, then fewer containers will
make up the TRUPACT-I payload, resulting In Increased number of waste shipments from the
storage sites to the WIPP site. These factors can have large Impacts on the overall program
costs beyond the low unit costs required to fabricate the containers. It should also be noted
that with the possible exception of cements, there Is no technology presently In place to
fabricate large containers from the nonmetallic materials. Therefore, the fabrication of an
acceptable nonmetallic container that would satisfy the DOT Type A requirements, will very
likely require long-term research and development efforts.

In contrast to the nonmetailics, and with the exception of copper, there are expensive metal
alloys (titanium, high-nickel, and zirconium) that have relatively fewer uncertainties associated
with them, especially with respect to fabricability, and payload volume per container. Once
their low anticipated corrosion rates are validated under WIPP conditions, these alloys have
the potential of Immediately satisfying the design requirements. Whereas, the higher end high-
nickel alloys, and the zirconium alloys would substantially escalate program costs (roughly $1
billion, based on 600,000 drums and a cost of $60 for an existing mild steel drum), the WCMP
felt that lower cost titanium alloys would be adequate for the purpose. Besides, under the
relatively mild conditions at WIPP, there Is not likely to be any notable differences In corrosion
properties between the titanium alloys which are relatively inexpensive, and the more
expensive ones such as zirconium and higher end high-nickel alloys.
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These results of the WCMP should be used to:

* Select a few promising alternative materials for detailed testing regarding their
fabrIcability and corrosiontgas generation properties

* Evaluate, with the help of appropriate experiments, the effectiveness of the
selected materials for meeting the no gas generations requirement

* Design and demonstrate the fabricablity of the selected materials (reinforced as
required) Into a container satisfying all transportation and handling requirements

* Estimate the total cost per container, and Impact on overall program cost for the
selected materials based on the annual fabrication requirements.

Thus, the right choice of material would have to be decided by tests on a few promising
materials for both effectiveness and fabricability, and would also depend on applicable cost,
schedule, and transportation constraints.
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ATTACHMENT A

QUALIFICATIONS OF PANEL MEMBERS

CHAIRMAN

Mr. Hans Kresnv (Chairman and Facilitator)

Mr. Kresny Is the President of Solmont Corporation, and a consultant to IT Corporation, with
over 33 years of multidiscipline technical and managerial experience In the nuclear Industry.
His background includes engineering and project management nvoiving major nuclear facilities
and programs, nstitutional Issues resolution between the WIPP project and 23 States, shielding
and radiation analysis, and nuclear space systems and power plant design. He was also the
chairman of the WIPP Engineered Alternatives Multidisciplinary Panel. Education: Bachelor
of Marine Engineering.

PANEL MEMBERS

Dr. Barry M. Butcher (Performance Assessment)

Dr. Butcher Is currently the Principal Investigator at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) for
WIPP programs related to the selection of backfill for the disposal rooms, development of a
model for the mechanical and hydrological response of the disposal rooms, and Investigation
of engineered alternative concepts. He has over 30 years of experience In Investigation of the

K> dynamic behavior of materials, and Is the author of over 30 publications on the subject. At
SNL, he has held positions as Supervisor of the Stress Wave Research Division, and as
Supervisor of the Geomechanics Division providing rock mechanics support to the WIPP and
Yucca Mountain projects. Education: B.E., Civil Engineering; Ph.D., Engineering Materials
(Materials Science).

Mr. Noel Calkins (Ceramic Fabrication)

Mr. Cailkins has 33 years of experience as a mechanical engineer working in various areas
of management, research and development, and production. The last 10 years of his
experience have Included working In Los Alamos National Laboratory. He has worked
extensively In the area of fabrication of several materials Including metals, ceramics, and
composites. His process experience encompasses all traditional and non-traditional metal and
ceramic removal systems, Including water jet cutting, ultrasonic Impact grinding, free abrasive
machining (FAM), etc. He also holds patents In the areas of ceraric processing and ceramic
armor. Education: B.S., Mechanical Engineering.

Dr. Frank W. Clinard. Jr. (Basic Ceramic Research)

Dr. Clinard Is a Senlor Laboratory Associate at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) with
over 25 years of technical and managerial experience In a variety of areas In materials
science. His experience In LANL Includes 17 years as a Project Leader for research In the
area of ceramics for fusion reactor application, and as a Section Leader for Irradiation effects,
advanced materials, and physical ceramics. He has also been a consultant to various
companies In the areas of physical properties of metals, ceramics, polymers, and ceramic
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composites. Education: B.S., Mechanical Engineering; M.S., Metallurgical Engineering; Ph.D.,
Materials Science.

Dr. F. H. Froes (Physical Metallurgy)

Dr. Froes Is the Director of the Institute for Materials and Advanced Processes at the
University of Idaho, and has been active In the fields of physical metallurgy, powder
metallurgy, metal matrix composites and ntermetallcs for over 23 years. Before assuming his
position at the University of Idaho, he has held various positions supervising research In the
areas of titanium, aluminum, and superalloys at the Air Force Materials Laboratory In Dayton,
Ohio. He also holds In excess of 40 patents In Material Science and related fields.
Education: B.S., M.S., and Ph.D., Physical Metallurgy.

Dr. Hamlin M. Jennings (Cementitlous Materials)

Dr. Jennings Is an Associate Professor in the Department of Cvil Engineering and the
Department of Materials Science and Engineering at Northwestern University. He has 16 years
of teaching and research experience In the area of cementitious materials. His research has
Included the study of microchemistry and microstructure of various ceramics and cement-
based materials using mathematical modeling and transmission electron microscopy. He has
also been a member of the WIPP Cement(Grout Expert Panel which discussed the stability
of cement-based materials In the WIPP environment for a period of 10,000 years. Education:
B.S., Physics; Ph.D., Materials Science.

Mr. Daniel C. Meess (Concrete Container Fabrication)

Mr. Meess Is currently the Design Manager of the Nuclear Waste Department, Illinois LLW
Project for Westinghouse Electric Corporation. He has over 15 years of project leadership
experience in goal-odented development of advanced energy technologies, and the
management of hazardous, low-level radioactive and mixed wastes with a focus on project
management, developmental engineering, and technical operations. He was the Project Leader
for the development, testing, and commercialization of the SUREPAK modules for the safe
storage and disposal of low-level radioactive and hazardous wastes. Education: B.S.,
Mechanical Engineering, and Public Affairs; M.S., Mechanical Engineering.

Dr. Jonathan Myers (Geochemistry)

Dr. Myers Is a Senior Technical Associate at IT Corporation with over ten years of geologic
and geochemical experience solving technical problems in the field of hazardous and nuclear
waste management. He has been actively Involved In the WIPP and Yucca Mountain nuclear
waste disposal projects, as well as the Swedish and Canadian waste disposal programs. He
has also been a member of the WIPP Engineered Alternatives Multidisciplinary Panel,
chairman of the WIPP Cement/Grout Expert Panel, and a participant in the WIPP Performance
Assessment Program. Education: B.S. and M.S., Geology; Ph.D., Geochemistry.

Mr. Rodney Palanca (Waste Handling)

Mr. Palanca has 27 years of experience with the operation of nuclear submarine and land-
based nuclear plants. He attained the rank of Ueutenant Commander In the U.S. Navy, and
has supervisory and technical experience in nuclear reactor operation and testing, nuclear
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instrumentation and controls, nuclear chemistry and radiological controls, training curriculum
planning and scheduling. He was also a member of the WIPP Engineered Alternatives
Multidisciplinary Panel. He Is currently a senior engineer In the WIPP Engineered Alternatives
Group. Education: B.S., Chemical Engineering, plus numerous U.S. Navy nuclear training
programs.

Dr. R. E. Westerman (Metallurgy/Corrosion)

Dr. Westerman Is a Senior Staff Scientist and Technical Leader of the Components Analysis
Group at the Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL). He has 30 years of experience In the
metallurgical and corrosion research of various materials, and has been Involved In nuclear
waste package development programs since 1977. At PNL, he has led a group Involved In
the selection and evaluation of metallic materials Including nickel-, Iron-, copper-, titanium-, and
lead-based alloys, for application to engineered banler systems for the long-term containment
of nuclear waste. He has also acted In the capacity of Technical Leader of the chemical
Metallurgy and Metallurgy Research Sections at PNL, either directing or contributing to a
variety of programs, Including the effect of hydrogen on the mechanical properties of titanium
alloys and the manufacture and evaluation of alloy steel specimens made by various powder
metallurgy techniques. Education: B.S., Metallurgical Engineering; Ph.D., Metallurgy.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The total risk associated with various waste treatments is an Important component in the
evaluation of the feasibility of alternatives conducted by the Engineered Alternatives Task Force
(EATF). Treatment of the wastes, prompted by the desire to improve long-term performance of
the WIPP repository, will lead to some Increases and decreases In different contributions to the
total risk of the WIPP. It is the purpose of this study to evaluate numerically the balance between
the changes In the short-term risk components and compare them to the expected Improvement
in the long-term risks.

This study evaluates the total risks from treating, handling, transporting, and emplacing waste In
the WIPP. It then compares the total risks associated with no waste treatment (baseline case)
with those associated with the four selected waste treatments, carried out at four selected site
combinations. The total risk of the WIPP operations, as envisaged In the Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS) (DOE, 1 990a) and Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)
(DOE, 189a) results In the evaluation of 124 different contributions to the total risk or risk
components. These components arise from the analysis of 60 scenarios (Appendix I, Section
4.3). The risk components are written In mathematical form and their properties for different
levels of treatment activities are studied. According to these properties, all risk components are
then scaled appropriately to the treatments selected. Thus total risks of the WIPP for 16
treatment and location options are calculated.

The comparison of these multi-component quantities is not a trivial operation. Only two numbers
can be compared at one time, and only if they are measured for the same quantity, given In the
same units. A novel procedure for comparing multi-component risks was developed for this
purpose, using some of the tools of Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (Appendix I, Section 3). As a
consequence of Inserting only risk components as attributes Into this theory, and due to some
special characteristics common to all risk components, a special form of utility function Is selected.
Based on the properties of this function, two related quantities are then defined: the consequence
reduction index and Its Inverse, the consequence augmentation Index (Appendix I, Section 3.2.2).
Both Indices can be interpreted as the weighted geometric average of all contributions to the total
risk, relative to the same contributions to the baseline risk. A reduction Index larger than one
indicates a decrease In overall risk; or, more precisely, In overall consequences, an index less
than one, indicates an Increase. Conversely, a consequence augmentation Index larger than one
Is an indication for an increase In overall consequences, whereas an Index less than one
Indicates a decrease In consequences.

These Indices are single, dimensionless numbers that can be compared directly. They are
composites of all the risk components, weighted with a societal valuation of each particular
component. Thus, a fatality will be weighted differently from an Injury or the risk of some
monetary losses. In deriving these societal valuations, the future application of this analysis s
taken Into account. In Section 6.4 and 9.0 of the main report, it becomes an Integral part of the
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database required to decide between the feasibility of different treatment alternatives and the
plant locations. This Is, thus, a technical decision. Into this decision, the societal valuations of
different risk components need to be embedded. In the limited scope of this investigation it is
assumed that there is one decision maker who consults with some experts to help him establish
his own set of weights (Appendix I, Section 5.1). The decision maker then uses these weights
in the procedure outlined to rank the total risks of the 16 treatment/location options.

In most cases, a risk comparison Is part of a larger evaluation that will make a decision on
engineered alternatives based on a number of criteria, among them total risk. The decision
maker in that process will need to Inspect the weighting process and possibly influence it in such
a manner that it reflects the needs of his own multi-criteria decision analysis. In this way he
becomes one of the most important members of the circle of experts consulted by the decision
maker for the risk comparison, decisively influencing the weighting used in the ranking of
treatment/location options.

As an additional aid in making this ranking, the relevant standard errors of all parameters are
followed throughout the calculation, using algebraic methods of error propagation. The result is
a set of risk reduction and augmentation indices with standard errors. Two mathematical criteria
are employed to establish significant and nsignificant differences between indices. More
important, however, are the groupings of alternatives and the trends within groups established
in this analysis (Appendix I, Section 5.1).

The results of the decision maker's evaluation are shown in Figure .ES-1, where the
consequence augmentation indices are listed in a 4 x 4 array for all 16 treatment/location options.
The four location options are listed horizontally In increasing decentralization; the four treatment
options are listed vertically in increasing complexity of the treatment. The left column lists the
consequence augmentation factors for a single treatment center at the WIPP. For treatment at
the WIPP, transportation risks are thus unchanged from the baseline case, and the sharp
increase of the indices for Level IlIl treatments (Treatment Option 4) reflects the rising influence
of the treatment risks. For Treatment Option 4, the location dependence reflects the rising
influence of the transport risks, mostly the reduction in normal traffic accidents due to the
reduction in the number of transports when wastes are treated prior to shipment. The cells with
the highest augmentation Indices (greatest increase in risk due to treatment) have the lightest
pattern; those with the lowest indices (here given as inverse values, that Is, as consequence
reduction indices) have the darkest shadings.

For Level II Treatment Options 1 and 2, the consequence augmentation indices are found to be
closely grouped with overlapping errors. This signals a near independence from location and a
general increase in the composite risk augmentation index to 1.5, resulting in an even shading
of all the cells.
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For both Level IiI treatments (Treatment Options 3 and 4), clear trends with location are evident.
Level IlIl treatments tend to significantly reduce the required number of TRUPACT-Il transports
relative to the baseline, untreated waste case. For Treatment Option 3, consequence
augmentation indices of about 1.6 for treatment at the WIPP decrease to Indices of 1.2 for
decentralized treatment. An augmentation index of 1 means equivalence with the overall baseline
risk. For Treatment Option 4, this trend is much stronger and the consequence augmentation
indices range from the lowest to the highest value in the array. For this manpower Intensive
treatment, the increased treatment risk and the reduced transportation risk lead to an
augmentation index of 2 for treatment at the WIPP, and to reductions with indices near 0.8 or
1/1.2 for treatment near the originators of the waste.

In this context, it Is Important to realize that, although an index larger than 1 indicates an increase
In consequences, the relationship Is nonlinear and does not indicate an Increase by this amount
over the baseline risks. In fact, by virtue of the method used here, no absolute risks can be
calculated for the treatment/location options.

For an evaluation of the influence of each consequence component on the value of the index, the
sensitivity study in Appendix I, Section G.4 lists the factors by which each component contributes
to the result. These trends and their causes show that the radiological risks are among the
smallest contributions to the total risk, both in the baseline risks given In the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a)
and In the risk comparison here. This arises from the valuation of society, which discounts traffic
fatalities and Injuries strongly, discounts occupational fatalities somewhat less, but puts strong
emphasis on radiation Injuries resulting in cancer and other health effects. The small size and
influence of radiation risks Is a testimony to effective intervention by health physicists in this
respect. Thus the low but generally much larger occupational and transportation accident risks
are expected to dominate most of the discussion.

Thus, in summary, Level II treatments lead to an increase in consequences, which Is not sensitive
to the location of that treatment. Level IlIl treatments, on the other hand, are sensitive to location
varying from increases in total risk to moderate decreases. This general insight is felt to be
insensitive to most of the biases encountered here; robust even with regard to the largest source
of bias, the decision maker.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

A key component in evaluating the feasibility of alternatives dentified by the Engineered
Altematives Task Force (EATF) is the assessment of risk associated with the various waste
treatments. Waste treatment will Increase or decrease some components of the total risk of
managing and transporting transuranic (TRU) wastes and of operating the WIPP. Most notably,
decreases In the long-term risk components such as those due to human intrusion scenarios, can
only be achieved at the price of Increasing some short-term risk components, such as cancer
risks; other short-term components, such as transportation risks, are decreased by some of the
treatments proposed. it Is the objective of this Investigation to evaluate the balance of the short-
term risk components and to weigh them against the Improvements In the long-term risk
components.

This evaluation compares the total risks Inherent In managing, transporting, and emplacing
differently treated wastes in the repository relative to the baseline risks associated with the
shipment and emplacement of was received" wastes. It also uses current WIPP waste container
and repository designs. From the many possible treatments of the wastes, a few options were
chosen to represent the span of characteristics of treated wastes, with the various components
of each compared against the baseline" to arrive at a relative risk reduction factor. One of the
primary tasks of this comparative risk assessment was to scale all components of the total
baseline risks to the level of activity required by the different treatment options.

A relative risk assessment of the entire WIPP operation over Its operating lifetime and the
subsequent post-closure period Includes risks for a variety of operations, Incidents, and accidents.
Most prominent among them are those connected with the transportation of the wastes, the
corresponding handling operations, and the emplacement of the wastes underground. While
these factors are addressed In the "baseline" risk, selection of any waste treatment leads to
additional risks due to handling and transportation, in addition to the risks due to the treatment.
Consequently, the relative risk assessment must consider all components of the total risk.

Factors addressed by the relative risk assessment Include transportation and occupational
accidents, exposure to radiation either due to direct external exposure or Incorporation of
radioisotopes by the Inhalation or ingestion route, and exposure to toxic chemical agents in the
wastes. With the exception of traffic and occupational accidents not involving the radioactivity or
chemical toxicity of the wastes, the risk components are all small. Traffic and occupational
accidents pose larger risks, but these are essentially on the same scale as accidents in industrial
operations of similar scope. For all risk components, both routine exposures and exposures
under accident conditions are addressed and the corresponding risks to the public and the work
force are considered. These short-term risks are evaluated both during the operational phase and
as carcinogenic risks In 5 to 20 years. Long-term risks are those associated with the hypothetical
human Intrusion event 5,000 years after decommissioning of the WIPP (see discussion of the
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Design Analysis Model in Section 2.4 of the main body of this report). These include the risks
to workers involved in human intrusion scenarios and to nearby residents that are exposed to
radionuclides released as a result of the intrusion.

Increased handling due to waste treatment, and thus an increase in the work force, leads to an
increase In the incidence of work-related accidents, resulting In both occupational injuries and
fatalities. Among these accidents, forklift accidents are quite prominent because they contribute
only 1 percent to the Incidence of accidents but result in 10 percent of the injuries with workdays
lost (U.S. Department of Labor, 1986). Also, some waste treatments will result In an Increase In
the number of TRUPACT-il shipments to the WIPP (because the treatment Increases the weight
of the waste form, which reduces the number of drums per transport), while others decrease the
number of transports relative to the "baseline case of no waste treatment. Of all risk
components, transportation risks have the largest number of expected fatalities and Injuries (DOE,
1990a), and even relatively small Increases/decreases will result in significant changes of both
the short-term and overall risks.

The transportation risk components consist of the risks of death or injuries In accidents involving
TRUPACT-Il transports, as well as the health effects due to direct exposures of the transport crew
and of the public to penetrating radiations. The two components due to traffic accidents are the
largest risk components projected for the entire WIPP activity (DOE, 1990a). In routine
transportation, public and occupational radiation exposures are limited to persons on or near the
highways traveled. In accident scenarios, however, the public at larger distances downwind or
downstream may also be at risk. For these rare accidents, waste treatment may offer significant
risk reductions if the fraction of wastes that are released as airborne particles Is minimized.

The largest contributions to the relatively small radiation risks of the actual disposal operations
in the WIPP arise from direct irradiations of the work crew. These risks are not expected to be
strongly affected because the same amount of radioactivity must be handled and emplaced
underground, regardless of whether the wastes are treated. In the incident and accident
scenarios, however, these smaller risk components could be significantly reduced. For radiation
exposures, the changing risk of cancer as well as of genetic damages Is addressed. For
chemical toxicants, the reduced risks of both cancer and non-cancer health effects due to the
destruction of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) are discussed. Both the risk to workers and
those to the public are addressed.

All components of the overall risk that involve the actual treatment of the wastes will lead to a
small Increase in the number of injuries and fatalities. These risks arise here from routine
treatment operations and from regular maintenance activities. Both the workers and the public
are at risk, but it Is mostly occupational risks that increase when wastes are treated. This is due
to the deposition of airborne wastes in the interior of the plant, the filtration, and environmental
dilution which are expected to reduce public exposures substantially.
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Routine exposures can be assumed to be low due to the health and safety procedures nstituted
at the treatment facility. The requirements of the As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA)
concept (Intemational Commission on Radiological Protection, 1959) are expected to be followed
rigorously. Nevertheless, penetrating radiations will lead to a low-level radiation exposure In the
workplace and, consequently, an occupational risk of cancer and of genetic damage Is assumed
to exist. Accidental events will lead to an Increase of direct external and internal exposures but
for a short duration only and with a relatively low probability.

Fugitive emissions of radioactive aerosols from the enclosures of the treatment devices during
routine operations will lead to a potential Incorporation of radioisotopes by Inhalation and
ingestion, resulting In relatively small risks of cancer and genetic effects. The potential for such
exposures Is somewhat greater during routine maintenance operations, although personal
respiratory protection and the enforcement of strict health and safety rules are expected to keep
these risks low as well.

The risk of exposure to volatile chemical toxicants, both carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic, in
treatment activities is expected to be higher than In any other operation because all waste
enclosures such as plastic bags are opened at one point or another during treatment, allowing
the volatile organics to escape. Entraining the fumes In ventilating air streams will protect worker
health, and adsorptive filters In the exhaust will protect the public. The fraction of gases that
penetrate to the outside may lead to health effects according to the carcinogenic or
non-carcinogenic action of the toxicants. Escapes of substantial amounts of VOCs during
accidental events may lead to Increases of these exposures, but again for a short duration only
and with a low probability of occurrence.

The basic mathematical operation In evaluating different treatment options and the location of the
corresponding facilities is a comparison of the total risks for two or more different
treatment/location options. This comparison Is made difficult by the fact that the total risk is a
multicomponent quantity. Numerical comparisons, however, can only be carried out for two
quantities of the same kind, measured In the same units. Consequently, only comparisons
between the same components of two total risks are possible, falling short of the goal of
comparing two total risks. For that purpose, It is useful to apply some of the tools of multicriteria
decision analysis to risk comparison. Formerly a branch of economics, decision analysis has over
the last few decades grown into an independent discipline, which offers the basic tools needed
for an application to the comparison of multicomponent total risks.

The method chosen here is based on Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT; Keeney, 1978) but
modified and adapted to reflect the facts that all attributes are components of a risk and thus of
a similar nature, and that risks are uncertain quantities, a characteristic that needs attention in
the process of comparison. In the application of some of the tools of MAUT developed here,
unusual restrictions and special considerations are Imposed on the evaluation, leading to a new
method of comparing and quantitatively ranking multicomponent quantities such as risks.
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2.0 BASIS FOR EATF RISK COMPARISON

2.1 GENERAL CRITERIA FOR COMPARISONS

The EATF selected 14 combinations of alternatives for analysis, far too many to be subjected to
a Comparative Risk Assessment. Four forms of waste treatments were selected for assessment
of risk, primarily to span the range of treatment options. Similarly, multiple choices for the
location of the Treatment Facilities (TF) are being considered. Four combinations of locations
were chosen, again more to span the range of options than to represent four proposed or even
feasible sitings. Since the risks of transporting the wastes are the largest contributions to the total
risk of WIPP activities, It is Important to study a wide range of possibilities In order to be able to
make use of any significant risk reductions that may arise.

The scenarios studied comprise all those discussed In the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a) and In the
RADTRAN IlIl code (Madsen et al., 1986), except for the human Intrusion scenarios that occur
after the WIPP Is decommissioned. These were treated using the Design Analysis Model
(Section 2.0 of the main body of the report) plus simplifying assumptions for radionuclide transport
to the accessible environment.

In this analysis, routine operations, maintenance operations, and accidents are considered
whenever the treatment requires a change relative to the baseline case. Baseline risks are not
calculated In this study, but instead are taken from the risks discussed in the FSEIS and in some
cases from the FSAR (DOE, 1989a). Thus a risk comparison involves the detailed discussion
of a particular event, once with waste as received," and once with waste treated in accordance
with one of the four options discussed. All other parameters that define the risk of the event are
kept exactly the same and cancel when calculating the relative risk reduction.

The risk comparison, therefore, is based on the evaluation of the complete mathematical
expression approximating the risk and a study of the treatment dependence of each parameter.
From this discussion, the scaling properties of the risk can be deduced. These properties
determine how the risk will change when these parameters are given the values characteristic of
the treated wastes or the treatment of the wastes.

In the FSEIS, different phases of the overall WIPP activities are distinguished. This procedure
is not followed here, because to do so would Incur efforts outside the limited scope of this study.
In particular, It Is assumed here that the WIPP activities reach an equilibrium phase in which the
total activity In the wastes produced during a year Is the same as the activities of the wastes
transported, treated, and emplaced In the repository during that year. All risks are, therefore,
expressed In terms of risk per year of equilibrium operation.
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2.2 ALTERNATIVES SELECTED FOR ANALYSIS

Treatment and location alternatives are selected to span the range of options discussed in more
detail in the main report.

2.2.1 Basic Considerations

The baseline case and the treatment/location alternatives selected for evaluation are described
here at the minimum level of detail necessary to perform a risk analysis.

2.2.1.1 Baseline Repository and Waste As Received")

The baseline case for this analysis Is the *proposed action" of the FSEIS, and in some cases from
the FSAR. For the risk assessment, the most important assumptions about the repository are:

* Each room in a panel Is filled with 6,000 drums containing was received" waste and
backfilled with crushed salt.

* After repository closure, all panel and shaft seals are in place, with crushed salt
backfill.

These assumptions do not change with the four treatments selected for evaluation. In all four
cases the activity In 6,000 drums of treated wastes is assumed to be higher than that for
untreated wastes, the relative difference being a function of the extent to which radionuclides are
concentrated during treatment.

For the risk assessment, as received waste is defined as follows:

* Sludges have some cement added as solidifying agents in a 55-gallon (208 L) drum.
However, this does not result in a concrete monolith.

* Solid organics, metals, and glasses are in their original form, wrapped in multiple layers
of high-density polyethylene inside a 90-mil (2.3 mm) liner In a 55-gallon (208 L) steel
drum.

* The average drum contains 12.9 PE-Ci (477 PE-GBq) alpha activity and the
corresponding average activities for emission of beta, gamma, and neutron radiation.
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2.2.1.2 Treatment Alternatives For Comparison

In Section 3.0 of the main body of this report, 14 combinations of alternatives for waste treatment,
waste container, backfill, and repository design are discussed. These combinations represent the
range of alternatives that might Improve the long-term performance of the WIPP with regard to
gas generation (from anoxic corrosion of steel or microbial degradation of organics) or human
intrusion. Depending on the aspect that turns out to be most critical, there is thus a set of
alternatives representing different levels of effort to effect an Improvement. The span of
treatments Is represented by the four combinations of alternatives included in this risk
assessment.

In Table 1.2-1 these four treatment options are summarized. The alternatives are arranged in
increasing complexity and effort. Treatment Option 0 Is the baseline case Involving handling,
transport, and emplacement of wastes as they are planned today. In Treatment Option 1, sludges
are not treated at all, but combustibles, metals, and glass are shredded and cemented.
Treatment Option 2 is basically the same, except that sludges are cemented as well. Treatment
Options 1 and 2 are, therefore, Level II treatments, which result In a reduction In gas generation
rates but no change In gas-generation potential.

Treatment Options 3 and 4, on the other hand, are Level IlIl treatments involving the sorting of
the waste and a reduction In gas-generation potential by elimination of organics through
Incineration and encapsulation of the ashes by cementation or vitrification. Treatment Option 3
cements the sludges, and after sorting, shreds and cements the metal/glass fraction, whereas the
combustible fraction Is incinerated and Its ashes cemented. Treatment Option 4 is the most
complex treatment considered. It vitrifies the sludges, Incinerates combustibles and vitrifies their
ash, and finally decontaminates the metals by melting them with frit, disposing of the metal as
low-level waste, and sending only the slag enriched in radioactive Isotopes to the repository.

In all of these treatments, the closure operations in the repository are assumed to be identical,
I.e., the same backfill (crushed salt) is used, and the same seals for panels and the entire
repository are put Into place. In this form, Treatment Options 1 and 2 correspond to
Alternatives 1 and 2 of the main report, whereas Treatment Option 3 corresponds to Alternative 4,
and Option 4 to Alternative 8.

2.2.2 Process Descrintions for Treatment Alternatives Selected

The process descriptions given here are generic, based on general information and on some
details available from similar processes.
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TABLE 12-1

ACTIVITIES FOR THE FOUR TREATMENT OPTIONS

WASTE TREATMENT
FORMS BASELINE 0 OPTION 1 OPTION 2 OPTION 3 OPTION 4

p
All Reldeve/Select Retrieve/Select Reldeve/Select Retrieve/Select Retrieve/Select

Waste Waste Waste Waste Waste

AU Assay and Assay and Assay and Assay and Assay and
Certify Certify Certify Cerify Ceify

Sludges -- -- Cement Cement Vitrify

Combustible -- Shred/Cement Shred/Cement Incinerate/ Incinerale/
Waste Cement Ash Vitrify Ash

Metal/Glass -- Shred/Cement Shred/Cement Shred/Cement Decontaminate
Waste

All Load in TRUPACT-II Load In TRUPACT-II Load in TRUPACT-II Load In TRUPACT4I Load inTRUPACT-Il
Transport Transport Transport Transport Transport

All Unload TRUPACT-II Unload TRUPACT-II Unload TRUPACT-II Unload TRUPACT-Il Unload TRUPACT-II

All Emplace In WIPP Emplace In WIPP Emplace In WIPP Emplace in WIPP Enplace in WIPP

All Human Intrusion Human Intrusion Human Intrusion Human Intrusion Human Intrusion
Aflter 5,000 Years After 5.000 Years After 5.000 Years After 5,000 Years After 5,000 Years

(~~~~~~~~~~ (C
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2.2.2.1 Shred and Cement Combustibles. Glass, and Metals

Risks are calculated using the following approach to shredding and cementing as one approach
to waste treatment Waste will be removed from the drums, sorted If necessary, and gravity fed
Into a shredder. Shredded waste will then be loaded Into a feed hopper. Shredded waste and
Portland cement will be simultaneously loaded Into 55-gallon (208 L) drums, and mixed with an
In-drum mixer. This device consists of a motor and shaft attached to the drum In place of a lid.
The shaft goes Into the waste/cement mixture and rotates to form a homogenous waste form.

The mixer Is removed and drum lid installed. The shredding process results In an increased
waste loading of 20 percent, with the cement occupying the void space within the shredded
waste. The average weight of a processed drum Is approximately 950 lbs (430 kg). This final
waste form can be described as shredded waste encapsulated In cement.

2.2.2.2 Cement Sludges

Treatment risks assume the following approach to cementing sludges. The sludge Is removed
from the drums and pulverized into a granular form. The granular sludge is then mixed with
cement either as an In-drum procedure or as a batch process. Cementing sludges will not result
In a volume reduction. It is assumed that the volume of added cement Is equivalent to the void
spaces that exist In the sludge prior to reprocessing. The average weight of a processed drum
Is approximately 760 lbs (350 kg). The final waste form can be described as a concrete-like
monolith with a homogeneous distribution of contamination. The material will be Indistinguishable
from cement within the monolith. For newly generated sludges this process Is already In use.
There may be a need for refining the process to meet particular specifications. For stored waste
a new process would be required.

2.2.2.3 Incinerate and Cement Combustibles

Risks are evaluated based upon the following procedure for incinerating and cementing
combustibles. Waste Is removed from the containers, sorted, and fed Into a shredder. After
shredding, the waste will be directly fed Into the Incinerator. Incinerator ash is collected and
mixed with cement either as an n-drum process or as a batch process. This process results In
an Increased waste loading of three to one. The average weight of a processed drum Is
approximately 1,050 lbs (480 kg). The final waste form can be described as a concrete block with
a homogeneous distribution of contamination. The ash will be Indistinguishable In the cement
block.

2.2.2.4 Vitrify Sludges

Risks are less well defined for vitrifying sludges because the process is not fully demonstrated.
For newly generated sludges it may be possible to add a melter to the end of the process that
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generates the waste. For stored waste, the process is new. The sludge will be removed from
the drums and pulverized Into a granular form that can be fed into a microwave melter. Once
processed, drums filled with melted sludge are removed from the microwave cavity and stored
until cool. This process results in an increased waste loading of 9.1 to 1. The average drum of
vitrified sludge weighs approximately 1,000 lbs (450 kg). The final waste form can be described
as a borosillcate glass nugget. The sludge will be indistinguishable within the glass.

2.2.2.5 Incinerate and Vitrify Combustibles

Waste will be removed from the containers, sorted, and fed into a shredder. The shredding
process will be the lead-in for the incinerator. After incineration, the ash will be collected and fed
Into the vitrification process. The vitrification process will consist of feeding ash into a microwave
melter In a continuous or batch mode. Drums will then be removed from the microwave cavity
and allowed to cool. This process results In an increased waste loading of 13 to 1. The average
drum of processed waste is approximately 1,150 bs (520 kg). The final waste form can be
described as a borosilicate glass nugget. The incinerator ash would be an integral part of the
glass.

2.2.2.6 Decontaminate Metals and Glass by Meltinq

The beginning of this process will involve removing all metallic components from the
combustibles. This involves a sorting process in which drums will be emptied and all metallic
components removed for decontamination. The remaining waste would be removed for
incineration and vitrification (see Treatment Option 4). The contamination from the metal
components would be homogeneously contained within a borosilicate glass nugget. This process
involves melting metals and a preferential migration of the radionuclides Into the slag material
(borosilicate glass). The metallic waste is eliminated from the waste inventory with this process.
The process results in an increased waste loading of 7.4 to 1. In the final product, the waste is
in the form of a slag instead of a metal. The average weight of a drum containing slag is
approximately 1,150 lbs (520 kg).

2.2.3 Location of Treatment Plants Selected

The risk assessment of the Engineered Alternatives considers the different numbers and locations
of treatment plants to provide Insights into the influence of these parameters on risk. According
to the FSEIS, the transportation risk is the largest component of the total baseline risk. For each
treatment option, the location options are varied from a single, centralized treatment facility
located at the WIPP to a relatively decentralized option with local treatment facilities at all larger
generator sites. The actual sites are chosen so as to best represent the multitude of possible site
combinations for caiculatlons purposes only. No other considerations were taken into account.
If treatment should be required In the future, other influences and aspects would determine facility
locations. The sites considered here are:
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* Idaho National Engineering Laboratories (INEL)
* Rocky Flats Plant (RFP)
* Hanford Reservation (HAN)
* Savannah River Site (SRS)
* Los Alamos National Laboratories (LANL)
* Oak Ridge National Laboratories (ORNL)
* Nevada Test Site (NTS)
* Argonne National Laboratories - East (ANL)
* Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories (LLNL)
* Mound Laboratories (MOUND).

Four facility siting options are described In Table 1.2-2. Only waste shipments from these ten
originators will be considered In the risk assessment.

Location Option 1 (Figure 1.2-1) has one treatment facility at the WIPP where all wastes are
processed. For transportation, this option corresponds to the baseline case as every waste
generator currently plans to send Its waste to the WIPP in an untreated state. Location Option 2
(Figure 1.2-2) has three regional treatment facilities located at the WIPP, RFP, and INEL. The
INEL processes Its own waste as well as the waste generated at HAN. The RFP processes only
its own waste and the WIPP site processes all other wastes.

Location Option 3 (Figure 1.2-3) has five treatment facilities. The WIPP processes waste from
smaller generators such as LANL, LLNL, and NTS. The SRS acts as a regional treatment facility
in the east and services ANL, MOUND, and ORNL facilities. The RFP, INEL, and HAN sites all
treat their own waste before shipment to the WIPP.

Location Option 4 (Figure 1.2-4) has seven treatment facilities, one at each of the major waste
generators. Only smaller waste generators such as ANL, MOUND, NTS, and LLNL would ship
their wastes directly to the WIPP for processing.

2.3 SCENARIOS SELECTED FOR RISK COMPARISONS

Both routine and accident exposure scenarios are considered in the risk comparison. The
following descriptions are either summarized from information in the FSEIS or used in the analysis
of the new treatment risks. No credit is taken for recently improved operating procedures, such
as the use of a vent hood during the unloading of the TRUPACT-I containers.

2.3.1 Routine Scenarios for Baseline Risks

Routine scenarios, denoted here by the letter N, describe the day-to-day exposures to radiation
and chemical toxicants.
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TABLE 1.2-2

LOCATION OF TREATMENT FACILITIES

LOCATION
OPTION INEL HAN RFP LANL ORNL SRS WIPP

1 - - - -- -- -

2 x - x - - -- x

3 x x x -- - x x

4 x x x x x x x

x - Denotes the presence of a treatment facility.
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2.3.1.1 Routine Scenarios for Handlina and Disposal at the WIPP

For this assessment, routine exposures are those that occur without detection by the radiation
monitoring devices such as the Continuous Air Monitors (CAMs). Routine nhalation exposures
that occur during waste handling operations are considered to be a continuous, chronic exposure,
and workers are assumed to be without respiratory protection.

2.3.1.1.1 N1 Routine Exposure Scenario

Drums may contain surface contamination at levels below those defined In the Waste Acceptance
Criteria (DOE, 1989b). Through routine handling, some contamination can be mobilized and
suspended In the air. Occupational exposure results from Inhalation and deposition of the
suspended particles In the lung. Public exposures result from suspended particles which
penetrate the High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters and escape to the outside environment.

2.3.1.1.2 N2 Routine Exposure Scenario

In this scenario, a drum Is perforated before It reaches the Waste Handling Building (WHB).
During handling, but before assay and certification, small amounts are released from the drum,
resuspended In the air, and subsequently Inhaled by the work crew, resulting In an occupational
risk. Again the public may be exposed to the particulates that escape deposition In the HEPA
filters resulting In the public risk component. There Is no further risk after the drum has been
assayed and certified, as It Is assumed that any perforation Is detected by these procedures and
remediated by overpacking. Recent changes In procedures (vent hood) significantly reduce this
small risk.

2.3.1.1.3 N3 Routine Exposure Scenario

This scenario is Identical to N1 except that the routine exposure occurs underground and results
in both occupational and public risk components.

2.3.1.1.4 N4 Routine Exposure Scenario

This scenario Incorporates the risk from external radiation during the unloading, assay and
certification, and transport procedures In the WHB. All other elements of the scenario are the
same as for Scenario NI.

2.3.1.1.5 N5 Routine Exposure Scenario

This scenario Is Identical to N4 except that the routine external exposure occurs underground
during the unloading, transport, and disposal operations.
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2.3.1.2 Routine Scenarios for Waste Transport

The routine exposure scenarios for the TRUPACT-I transports are those evaluated in the
RADTRAN-111 code (Madsen et al., 1986). They consist of a number of public and occupational
exposure models designed to evaluate radiation exposures below regulatory limits for the general
population. These models are used as baseline scenarios.

2.3.1.2.1 Routine Public Exposures Near Road Taken by the TRUPACT-i Vehicle

The public living or working in close proximity to the roads traveled by the TRUPACT-Il transports
are routinely exposed to the low-intensity penetrating radiations emitted by some of the
radioisotopes In the wastes. Exposures depend on the distance from the road, the speed of the
transport, and the population density along the road for rural, suburban, and urban sections of
each route used.

2.3.1.2.2 Routine Public Exposures During Stops

During stops, due to regulation breaks or caused by road conditions, a small portion of the public
will be In relatively close proximity of the TRUPACT-i transport, and will be exposed to the
low-level penetrating part of the radioactivity in the wastes. These exposures can be of
somewhat lengthy duration but are distributed among relatively few persons.

2.3.1.2.3 Routine Exposures Due to Public Traveling in the Opposite Direction

The public traveling in vehicles In a direction opposite to that of the TRUPACT-I transport is also
exposed to the penetrating radiations from the wastes. These low-level exposures are of very
short duration due to the high relative velocities of source and receptors, and take place at
relatively large distances, depending on the type of road.

2.3.1.2.4 Routine Exposure Due to Public Travelina in the Same Direction

Again, an exposure of the public to the low-intensity penetrating gamma and neutron radiations
of source radioisotopes in the wastes occurs. In this case, however, the exposure times may be
considerably longer due to the low relative velocities and the proximity of the vehicles during
passing.

2.3.1.2.5 Routine Exposure of Crew During Transport

During most of the time spent in transit, the crew is exposed continuously to the penetrating
radiations emanating from the wastes in the TRUPACT-I containers. Although still relatively low,
considerably below occupational exposure limits, theirs are among the highest individual
occupational exposures.
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2.3.1.2.6 Routine Exposures of Warehouse Personnel

Warehouse personnel at both origination and destination points are exposed to the penetrating
radiations of up to a full load of drums, however, without the shielding effect of the TRUPACT-I
walls. This Is mitigated by a larger distance and potentially some shielding required by health and
safety regulations and ALARA concerns.

2.3.2 Accident Scenarios: Assumptions and Descriptions

In this analysis, accidents are assumed to produce short exposures because extensive health and
safety precautions are in place and assumed to be followed. Each accident scenario considered
directly or Indirectly by the risk assessment in the FSEIS will be described briefly here.
Conservative assumptions are made with respect to the amount of radioactivity or chemical agent
released per accident and the fraction available In respirable form. The assumptions made are
uniformly on the conservative side leading to a bias In risk comparisons by overestimating the
accident risks. No credit Is taken for the measures planned for mitigation and control of the
accident consequences. A dose calculation and a risk assessment are then made for each
accident scenario postulated. Risks are calculated for both the public and occupationally exposed
persons. Only accidents considered by the risk assessment In the FSEIS will be described, as
others have been discounted because of extremely low probability of occurrence or because no
release is postulated.

2.3.2.1 Accidents During Handling and Disposal

The accidents during handling and disposal are those denoted by the letter C In the FSEIS. The
descriptions are given only In the detail required for a risk comparison.

2.3.2.1.1 Drum Drop from a Forklift In the WHB (C2 Accident)

With a certain frequency, a waste drum will be dropped from a forklift in the WHB. Waste drums
are Type A packages and are designed to withstand a 4 foot drop without being damaged enough
to release activity. However, It Is conservatively assumed in the FSEIS that the drop results In
the loss of the lid, the Inner plastic liner tears, and part of the drum content is spilled. Of the
wastes spilled, a fraction Is suspended and available In Inhalable form. The drum Is assumed to
contain the 12.9 PE-Ci (477 PE-GBq) cited as the average alpha radioactivity per drum. It Is
further assumed that the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC) limit of 5 percent of the total
radioactivity In the drum is contained in the one weight-percent of particles with diameters less
than 10 lrn. Particles greater than this size are not considered to be respirable. Resuspension
is assumed to cancel the depletion of activity in the room air by sedimentation or plate-out, so the
total amount of suspended radioactivity in the room air reaches an equilibrium value. Between
the WHB and the outside, HEPA filters are on-line that would reduce the source term to the
environment by a factor of about one million.
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Worker doses are estimated assuming established operating procedures and facility design. It
is also assumed that the workers in the immediate area will respond as trained and immediately
evacuate the area. The contamination will spread slowly and the nternal deposition is, therefore,
not considered to be part of the exposure. Where applicable, these assumptions will be
transferred to other scenarios.

2.3.2.1.2 Two Drums Punctured by Forklift. One Drum Dropped in the WHB (C3 Accident)

It is postulated that a forklift accidentally punctures two drums with its forks and the lid of a third
drum falls off as It fails from the stack. Withdrawing the forks from the drums Is not advisable but
is assumed to happen. For the drum with lid loss, a C2 scenario Is involved; for each of the
punctured drums another fraction of the waste is spilled, but from then on the probability of
suspending an nhalable fraction of the activity and other assumptions are the same.

2.3.2.1.3 Transporter Hits a Pallet in the Underground Storace Area (C4 Accident)

A transporter is assumed to hit a pallet of waste drums in the underground storage area, causing
the drums to fail. As In the C2 scenario, it is conservatively assumed that the lid of one of the
drums is knocked off and the inner liner tears. This accident is Identical to the C2 scenario with
the exception that It occurs underground. HEPA filters are not assumed to be on-line as they are
assumed not to be activated by the radiation detection instruments. Workers downstream from
the accident would receive an inhalation dose. This part of the assessment differs from a
C2 accident above ground in that there is a higher rate of air flow within the repository and there
is probably a longer distance between the point of release and the workers. It is assumed that
the plume is homogeneously distributed in a volume equal to 4.0 by 3.5 by 6.1 cubic meters.
Conservatively, the workers are assumed to not be wearing a respirator and to be in an area not
normally occupied.

2.3.2.1.4 Drum Drops from Forklift in the Underground Storage Area (CS Accident)

This accident and its ramifications are bounded by the previously described C4 scenario.

2.3.2.1.5 Drums Punctured by Forklift. One Drum Drops in Underground Storaae Area

This scenario is identical to the C3 accident scenario except that it occurs underground and that
the HEPA filters are assumed to be off-line. It is further assumed that a depletion of activity
occurs by plate-out and sedimentation before release to the environment. The subsequent risk
to the public can be calculated from this information. The occupational worker exposure is
modeled after the C4 accident scenario.
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2.3.2.1.6 Fire Within a Drum Underground (CIO Accident)

Spontaneous Ignition within a drum is postulated to occur only in the Underground Storage Area,
because the probability rate is very low and the residence time in the WHB is brief. It is not
assumed that such an event would spread to adjacent waste drums. It has been estimated that
the probability of spontaneous ignition within a drum is less than I per 1.8 million drum-years.
The drum involved In this accident Is assumed here to have an average radioactivity content,
contrary to the FSEIS which assumes a total alpha activity, In excess of 1,000 PE-Cl (37
PE-TBq). The spontaneous Ignition is postulated to suspend some of the radioactivity content
into the air underground. The deposition rate is high due to the fact that the suspended particles
are in a heated state and will react with the cooler surfaces within the facility. The release to the
environment and thus the amount of activity available for public exposure Is estimated, assuming
no HEPA filtration. There Is no occupational dose postulated for this event because the waste
is emplaced and stored downstream from the workers.

2.3.2.2 Accidents During Waste Transports

The accidents described here are the scenarios given In the RADTRAN code used In the FSEIS
for TRUPACT-l1 transports.

2.3.2.2.1 Direct Consequences of Traffic Accidents

Traffic accidents, Involving a TRUPACT-I1 transport, Its crew, and members of the public and their
vehicles are the largest contribution to the total risk of WIPP operations (DOE, 1990a). The
number of traffic fatalities and Injuries is directly related to the number of transport-kilometers and
Is thus sensitive to the location of the Treatment Facilities. These are the consequences of
typical traffic accidents, not modified in any way by the radioactivity or chemical toxicity of the
cargo.

2.3.2.2.2 Nondispersal Transportation Accidents

Nondispersal accidents mainly constitute a source of penetrating radiation with a limited range
of significant exposures due to the decrease of radiation dose rate, roughly with the Inverse of
the square of the distance. In rare cases, close-in exposures may be incurred that cause early
and late health effects such as radiation sickness, cancer, other somatic, and genetic effects.
Here, the averages for accident severity, taken over the entire waste transport system and given
in the FSEIS, are assumed.

2.3.2.2.3 Transportation Accident with Waste Dispersal

In this scenario, an average over large parts of the transportation system Is assumed for the
typical severe accident with an atmospheric suspension and dispersion of a fraction of the wastes
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(see DOE, 1990a). Dispersion will subject the public to inhalation exposures and to direct
exposures due to airborne radioactivity and activity deposited on the ground.

2.3.3 Routine Scenarios for Treatment Ootions

The modular composition of the TF allows the relatively simple evaluation of the risks for routine
operations and maintenance. The same standards for health and safety, as well as ALARA, used
for WIPP operations are assumed here also. Similarly, exposures to volatile chemicals are limited
by forced ventilation, filters, and chemicals traps.

2.3.3.1 Occupationai Accidents Tvolcal of Industry

Risks of occupational fatalities and injuries are evaluated for the crew of the TF and the WHB.
As no direct incidence data are available, Information for similar industries are used. With forklift
movements an integral part of the operations in handling the wastes, forklift accidents are given
special attention.

2.3.3.2 Routine Radiation Exposures Durinq Normal Operations

For routine operations with each one of the treatment devices for different waste forms, exposures
to penetrating radiations are incurred. Shielding designed to satisfy health and safety criteria
reduces this exposure to ALARA levels, taking into account duration of treatment and time-motion
studies for the device.

Despite airlocks, some low-level airborne activity Is assumed to escape from the enclosure of the
device and inhaled and ingested by unprotected workers outside the enclosure. Risks are
evaluated by calculating Cumulative Effective Dose Equivalents (CEDEs). The activity levels in
air are assumed to be minute because they are low enough not to be detected by any of the
monitors. After passing through the HEPA filters, the residual airborne activity, further diluted by
atmospheric dispersion, can lead to low exposures of the public. Similarly, fugitive emissions
from the device enclosures are assumed to lead to occupational exposures. Residual
concentrations of VOCs after passing through filters and traps are carried outside the plant and
are attenuated further by atmospheric dispersion, leading to very small public exposures to
chemical toxicants.

2.3.3.3 Routine Exposures During Normal Maintenance

In routine maintenance, both external and internal exposures occur. External exposures arise
from the surface contaminations of device and enclosure. Internal exposures occur by
penetration or bypassing of the respirator and by Ingestion. The CEDE is the quantity needed
to evaluate the risk of cancer and genetic effects. Resuspended activity, after passing through
HEPA filters and diluted by environmental dispersion, will lead to some public inhalation
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exposures. The routine exposure to chemical agents during maintenance will be very low
because treatment will reduce the presence of VOCs to negligible levels.

2.3.4 Accident Scenarios for Treatment Options

Due to the limited scope of this study and the effort required for the accident risk assessment of
the six treatment devices and the appropriate accident scenarios for each, accidents In the TF
are not considered In this study. Routine exposures to radiations and chemicals, as well as non-
radiation, non-chemical work accidents typical of this type of Industry are the only contributions
to the risks of treatment taken Into account. Neglecting the accident risk will lead to an
underestimate of the treatment risk, and will thus Introduce a bias In favor of the treatment options
over the baseline case. In this type of operations, the routine risks are normally larger than the
accident risks, so that this bias Is not considered severe enough to Invalidate the basic
conclusions.

2.3.5 Human Intrusion Scenarios

The repository In an undisturbed state poses no direct risk of significance to man or environment
(DOE, 1990a, 1990c). Human intrusion is needed to bring noticeable amounts of radioactivity or
chemicals to the surface.

2.3.5.1 General Considerations

Human intrusion scenarios are based on the assumptions discussed in Sections 2.0 and 4.0 of
the main report. Most Important for the risk comparison are the following characteristics:

* The Intrusion occurs 5,000 years after decommissioning of the repository.

* The hydraulic conductivity of the waste/backfill composite Is the weighted geometric
mean of the waste forms and backfill properties.

* The borehole conductivity is 1.103 meters/second (clean sand/gravel) obtained from
Table 2-2 In Freeze and Cherry (1979).

* Waste element solubilities have been assumed to be 1 10 6 moi/liter from Table 3-10
In Marietta et. al. (1989).

The three scenarios used here are described in detail elsewhere (Marietta et al., 1989). The
details relevant for a risk assessment are given here.
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2.3.5.2 The El Scenario

The El scenario, shown schematically in Figure 1.2-5a, assumes a borehole penetration through
a waste-filled panel and continuing into or through a pressurized brine pocket existing In the
Castle Formation underlying the repository. Afterwards, the drillhole is assumed to be plugged
near the surface and just above the Culebra aquifer. Risks to man arise from three sources:
cuttings in the drilling mud from the repository exposing the drilling crew directly; wind erosion of
the dried drilling mud leading to an inhalation exposure of the nearby public; and radioactive brine
contaminating the Culebra aquifer and a stock well drilled Into it. This results in contaminated
beef and an ingestion exposure of the public.

The model for the drill cuttings Is straightforward, as is the model for the wind erosion of the
dried-up mud pool and the subsequent atmospheric dispersion. The relevant quantity in both
cases is the activity contained In the cross-section of the borehole and the depth of the repository
(3 drums). Pressurized brine flows through the borehole and through an ellipsoidal volume of the
wastes, transporting additional activity to the surface (see Section 2.2 and Appendix B.1 8). The
contamination of the Culebra aquifer is modeled using a parametric equation relating flow rate
through the waste/backfill composite to the hydraulic conductivity of the composite. This equation
was developed for Section 2.2 of the main report using data from a transport model (Reeves et
al., 1986).

2.3.5.3 The E2 Scenario

Scenario E2, shown in Figure 1.2-5b, assumes a borehole penetrating just into the repository, not
passing through. After penetration the borehole Is assumed to be plugged, once near the surface
and once above the Culebra aquifer. The scenarios exposing the drilling crew to direct radiation
from the drill cuttings in the mud, and the subsequent public exposures are essentially
unchanged. The scenario leading to the contamination of the Culebra aquifer is modeled using
an analytical solution for the radial flow equation through a porous medium, simulating the
borehole and the panel as concentric circles (Walton, 1989). The model Is discussed in more
detail in Section 2.2 of the main report and in Appendix B.18. The same model as in the El
scenario is used to estimate the contamination in the Culebra aquifer and the stock well.

2.3.5.4 The El E2 Scenario

The El E2 scenario, shown schematically in Figure 1.2-5c, assumes a combination of the first two
scenarios; two boreholes penetrate the repository In the same panel. One borehole provides a
pathway for brine flow from the Castile Formation brine pocket directly into the panel. After
drilling through the repository and the brine pocket, it Is assumed to be plugged near the surface
and between the repository and the Culebra. The other borehole provides a pathway for the
contaminated brine to reach the Culebra aquifer, as it is plugged near the surface and above the
aquifer. Both boreholes provide separate sources for the exposure of the drilling crew and
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subsequently of the public by activities derived from drill cuttings. The contamination of the
Culebra occurs by way of a flow path from the El borehole through the wastes to the E2 borehole
and up to the Culebra. The model for the contamination of that aquifer and the stock well is the
same as the one used in scenario El.

2.4 ASSUMPTIONS FOR RISK ESTIMATES AND COMPARISONS

The assumptions presented and discussed in this section are limited to those that apply to all risk
models in this study. More detailed assumptions are made when the need arises.

2.4.1 General Assumptions

Risk components may be dependent on several variables. These include treatment options,
location options, routine scenarios, accident scenarios, and human intrusion or late effect
scenarios. Variables such as routine and accident scenarios use the baseline cases as detailed
in the FSEIS as a basis for comparison (DOE, 1 990a). As stated before, the baseline cases for
the human intrusion scenarios are those of the main body of this report. Treatment and location
options vary the risk components but again the baseline case is used as a basis for comparison.

This study uses the same information given in the FSEIS when describing accidents, events,
locations, severities, environmental conditions, and dose-effect relations. As in most of the
FSEIS, risks are given as risks per year of operation, but they refer to the equilibrium phase.

The following assumptions are made for the purposes of the risk comparison mostly due to the
limited scope of this study or due to lack of information on baseline risks.

* Only CH-TRU waste is considered; RH-TRU waste is not included.

* All CH-TRU waste is exclusively transported by truck.

* Risks are estimated for the equilibrium phase of operations only.

* All waste is shipped and handled in 55-gallon (208 L) drums; no other packaging is
considered.

* No drums with more than average alpha activity 12.9 PE-Ci (477 PE-GBq) and the
corresponding beta-, gamma- and neutron activities are taken into account.

* Maximally exposed individuals are not specifically analyzed; they are, however,
included in the averaging.
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* Somatic effects of radiation other than cancer are not evaluated.

* Human Intrusions scenarios lead to the only post-closure effects considered.

* The FSEIS, the FSAR, and corresponding calculation briefs are the only sources used
for calculation of baseline risks.

A constant value Is assumed for the annual rate of activity emplacement In the repository. The
annual rate of activity emplacement is an important factor for radiological risk assessment.

2.4.2 Treatment Assumotions

A treated waste has properties different from those of untreated waste resulting In changes of
radiological risks. However, the following simplifications will be assumed:

* The gamma radiation spectrum and the neutron spectrum emitted by the variety of
isotopes do not change with the waste form.

* The treatment of the waste Is assumed not to affect isotopic leachability or Isotopic
composition.

* There Is no attenuation of gamma radiation within the waste or Its containment.

* The particle spectrum and the mean aerodynamic diameter of nhalable aerosols
generated In an accident does not change with waste treatment, although the number
of particles does.

All of these assumptions are basically conservative or at least neutral, because they apply to
treated and untreated waste alike. However, due to their sometimes overly conservative nature,
these assumptions do Introduce biases, so that they should be eliminated, If possible. The
spectra and the source-absorption of the gammas are conservative assumptions that can be
removed by relatively simple calculations. The latter are not done here because of the limited
scope of the study. The assumption of the generated particle spectrum being independent of
waste treatment Is borne out by the empirical particle generation model used here and thus has
a low priority for replacement. The assumption of constant leachability, however, Is more difficult
to replace because, due to the preliminary nature of the treatment descriptions, the waste
properties are not known sufficiently well to support a model for differential leachability. Note that
It Is a conservative assumption, which does, however, lead to an anti-treatment bias.
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2.4.3 Location Assumptions

The baseline case, transportation of as receivedo waste only, is the same as the Location
Option 1, with the TF at the WIPP. Consequently, transportation risks are the same in both
cases. Other options involve the use of additional sections of road, not traveled over In the
baseline case. The assumption is made here that the fractions of travel In urban, suburban, and
rural regions and all other parameters are given by the same regional averages as those given
in the FSEIS.

As treatment changes the density of the wastes, and thus the number of waste shipments, there
is a reduction or increase In transport-kilometers, both loaded and empty, and thus a
corresponding change of the risks In some of the contributions to the total transportation risk.

2.4.4 Weight Restrictions Due to Treatment

The entire waste shipment consisting of three TRUPACT-lis, waste, and truck/trailer assembly,
must not exceed 80,000 pounds (36.2 metric tons), according to 23 CFR 658.17 (U.S. Department
of Transportation, 1975). Treatment, with the corresponding volume reduction of the waste, may
increase the weight of the waste form, thereby making complete utilization of the TRUPACT-I1
container unlikely. Each treatment option has an associated volume and weight reduction or
increase, and from this information a utilization of the TRUPACT-I is obtained. Clearly,
cementing of wastes increases weight to the point that complying with weight restrictions
becomes an issue. The chances are greater that an increased number of shipments, above the
much smaller number calculated using the volume reduction only, is required for Level II treated
wastes.

Weight restrictions also seem to apply to forklift operations and forklift loading capacities.
Depending on the treatment alternative, the number of forklift operations Increases due to
treatment. Yet, although treated drums are much heavier, a heavy-duty forklift is assumed to take
care of the same number of drums as before without significant increase in accident rates.

2.4.5 Cause-Effect Functions

The cause-effect relationships for cancer due to radiation are assumed to be of the linear no-
threshold type (National Research Council, 1990). Although some of the calculations in the
FSEIS are using the linear-quadratic approximation of BEIR liI (National Research Council, 1980),
the differences at the low doses encountered here are insignificant (DOE, 1990a). The choice
of the linear no-threshold hypothesis is made here, because the linear-quadratic model does not
allow the use of the person-Slevert (person rem) concept. The inability to use this concept would
needlessly complicate the calculation.
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2.4.6 Significant Figures Given

The final values calculated are given with a number of digits determined by the standard error.
Regardless of the precision of the Input data, all Intermediate data are given with at least one digit
more than significant. This will avoid cumulation of rounding errors. Final results are normally
given to one significant digit in the error because errors are rarely known to a better accuracy.
This then determines the corresponding number of significant digits for the value.
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3.0 COMPARISON OF MULTI-COMPONENT RISKS

3.1 COMPARISON OF MULTI-COMPONENT RISKS

3.1.1 Definition of Risk

The concept of risk gives rise to many different definitions, which are mostly dependent on the
immediate application. One of the more general definitions Is that of Kaplan and Garrick (1981),
which Is used here. It defines risk in terms of a triplet of quantities: a scenario, a consequence,
and a corresponding probability (for a more detailed description see Attachment B.21).

As an example, a risk can be defined by a scenario that postulates an exposure of the whole
body of an ndividual to penetrating gamma rays for a short time, resulting in the consequence
of leukemia five to ten years later with a probability of 0.1 percent. While more information such
as the radiation dose absorbed by the body may be necessary to calculate the probability, It Is
Implied by the value of that probability and Is, therefore, not an absolutely necessary datum. Less
Information than the triplet, however, will result in ambiguities because the same scenario can
also lead to acute radiation sickness In the short term or several other types of cancer, such as

.lung cancer, In the long term.

These different consequences illuminate an important property of almost all risks of an event or
an activity: such risks consist of a number of different components. Only rarely Is a single
Individual the subject of a risk assessment, and similarly, only rarely Is an event completely
described by one scenario. Thus, all three quantities that define a risk usually have a multi-
component structure. An activity such as the operation of the WIPP entails hundreds of activities,
events, and possible consequences. Also, it Involves tens to hundreds of workers and,
potentially, hundreds to thousands of persons In the general population. Total risks of activities
such as the WIPP are thus quantities with a multi-component structure.

This mufti-component structure of the total risk of an activity presents problems when the total
risks of two alternate approaches, such as different waste treatments, are to be compared.
Basically, It Is only possible to compare two numbers, thus restricting a comparison to the values
of two quantities measured In the same units. For any multi-component risk, this means that a
formulation must be found to reduce the multitude of component values to one characteristic
measure which then can be compared for two alternatives.

In this context, it Is Important to note that many decision makers prefer to compare all
components of two total risks In a seat-of-the-pants" procedure. While this may work well In
many cases, it Is not transparent and is, therefore, of dubious value in adversarial proceedings
or other situations where decisions and their basis must be documented. The measures for risk
comparison proposed here are fully transparent without unnecessarily fettering the valuation
process of the decision maker. In order to accommodate decision makers that want to work with
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the raw data for each component or for a decision maker on a higher level, these data are
provided and discussed.

3.1.2 Uncertainties in Risk Assessment

Usually, risk calculations are beset by considerable uncertainties, which can be expressed
numerically by assigning or calculating random and systematic standard errors (see for instance,
Seller, 1990). Random or statistical errors arise from many possible causes; their signs cannot
be predicted, nor can they be prevented. These kinds of errors can be decreased, however, by
increasing the amount of Information on which the quantity is based, for example, the number of
measurements taken. Systematic errors, on the other hand, usually have an Identifiable cause,
affect every measurement by the same mechanism, and if properly Investigated, can sometimes
be avoided or corrected for. They cannot, however, be decreased by increasing the number of
measurements taken.

A typical example of random errors are the fluctuations In the count rate of a radiation counter
exposed to a constant flux of particles. Typical systematic errors are those caused by the use
of a defective scale, resulting in uniformly high or low measurements, or those caused by the use
of a model that does not account for a pertinent effect, and therefore, yields systematically
distorted values.

Both types of errors need to be taken into account In a risk assessment, although random errors
are easier to evaluate and handle. Systematic errors are most often based on little more than
an educated guess or some experimental evidence using different methods of measurement or
calculation. In a comparison of risks, these standard errors play a major role in helping determine
whether or not a difference between two risks is really significant. The fact of an insignificant
difference in risk is an important datum in further evaluations using risk comparisons as input.

3.1.3 Comnarlson of a Single Risk Component

In comparing single risk components for a number of treatment/location options, It Is
advantageous to use a particular risk component as a baseline and perform all comparisons
relative to that baseline risk. In the context of the comparison attempted here, the risk component
for waste as received" serves as baseline risk. If the comparison of the baseline risk and the
risk of the alternative is in the form of a ratio, a risk reduction factor may be obtained which
incorporates a number of advantages (Section B.2.2 and B.2.3). Due to the fact that risk
components can be generally written as a product of a number of factors, all those that are
common to both risks and do not change with treatment, will usually cancel. Among these factors
are often the most uncertain ones, such as the probability of the initiating event and the
probability of the consequence such as the lung cancer risk coefficient.
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Risk reduction factors are, therefore, much less uncertain than absolute risks and often have a
simple algebraic structure that allows the use of a simple algebraic procedure to estimate the
standard errors of the result based on the standard errors of the Input parameters. This process
Is called error propagation (Brandt, 1976; Bevington, 1969; Seller, 1987). Also, systematic errors
in quantities In the remaining factors that appear both in numerator and denominator of the ratio
tend to cancel, If not completely then at least In part This can be seen by examining a ratio with
an unknown error factor In both numerator and denominator: as long as It affects both In a linear
manner, the factor cancels; If Its effect on both Is nonlinear, it will cancel at least In part.

This risk comparison has the nature of a retrofit, Imposing differently treated wastes to the risk
assessment In the FSEIS. Evaluating the systematic errors In that assessment would, therefore,
requirean effort beyond the scope of this study. Consequently, It will be assumed that systematic
errors also cancel for the largest part, leaving a small residual that does not contribute
significantly to the total standard error of the risk reduction factors. The errors shown are thus
exclusively of a random nature and total errors will, therefore, tend to be somewhat too small.

3.1.4 Aregation of Risk Reduction Factors

In order to keep the number of attributes or risk components of the multi-attribute utility functions
to a reasonably low number, it is often necessary to aggregate components that contribute to the
same generic type of consequence. A typical example is the aggregation of risks arising from
different chemicals in the same scenario, or the aggregation of various contributions to the
occupational cancer risk due to transportation. As shown In more detail In Sections 6.3.4 and
G.1 of this Appendix, aggregation in the first case is best performed at the level of risks, that Is,
by combining risks and then forming risk reduction factors.

In the second case, aggregation Is best performed at the level of risk reduction factors. This is
especially true in the case where some the component risks are obtained from substantially
different formulae. Aggregation then requires the knowledge of the values of the component
risks, so that a large risk reduction factor, applied to a very small risk, cannot dominate the
aggregation. Weighted averaging of the components will avoid this problem. For the averaging
process over widely spread risk reduction factors, a weighted or unweighted geometric average
Is usually preferable over a weighted or unweighted arithmetic average (see Sections B.3.4 and
C.2.1 of this Appendix).

In this aggregation phase, the decision maker responsible for the comparison first exerts his
influence. It is he who decides which components to aggregate Into supercomponents. This
selection influences the societal valuation process and should be performed in a way that takes
risk perceptions Into account.

K>. 
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3.2 SOME TOOLS OF MULTI-ATTRIBUTE UTILITY THEORY (MAUT)

It is important for the understanding of the risk comparisons proposed that what is done here is
very different from multi-attribute utility theory. Only some of its tools are being used in a manner
that is designed to make the utmost of the similarities between risk components and avoid most
of the criticisms of the multi-attribute utility approach.

3.2.1 Snale Attribute Utility Functions

From the field of economics and economic decision theory, the concept of the utility of a
commodity can be adapted for use in the comparison of risk components. A risk reduction factor
is, according to its magnitude, assigned a utility or In other words, a usefulness or value. It
should be noted that In epidemiology the inverse of the risk reduction factor is called the relative
risk. According to its magnitude, it Is consequently assigned a dis-utility or negative utility.

There is a relationship between the quantity of a commodity and its utility, known as the Law of
Diminishing Marginal Utility (LDMU). It states that the slope of a utility function decreases as the
commodity increases (see, for instance, Samuelson, 1973). In risk assessment, the LDMU
expresses the fact that, for example, a unit Increase in the relative risk is most detrimental when
the risk is 1; it is less detrimental when it is 10; and even less so when it is 100. Similarly, a unit
increase In the risk reduction factor is most beneficial when it Is 1; somewhat less beneficial when
it is 10; and so on. Graphically, this type of relationship Is shown in Figure l.B-1 a, In Attachment
B, where, as an example, a logarithmic dependence is plotted as a function of the argument. In
risk management, the LDMU expresses the fact that a unit increase in a occupational risk of one
fatality, would almost certainly result in a change of health and safety procedures. A unit increase
in a projected total risk of 1,000, on the other hand, would not result in any significant change of
procedure. The LDMU is, therefore, an integral part of this method of risk comparison.

In a discussion in Attachment B.3.2, it is shown that the requirements of the LDMU as applied to
risk comparison and the needs of error propagation result in defining a class of utility functions
of which the logarithmic dependence is the simplest example (Figure l.B-1b). It is, therefore,
chosen as the form of the single attribute utility function for all risk components. Pre-defining the
form of the utility function in this manner is a departure from the usual practice of MAUT. It is
justified by the fact that, apart from a valuation factor, all risk components are subject in the same
manner to the influence of the LDMU and should thus have the same dependence.

3.2.2 Multi-Attribute Utility Functions

The combined utility function for all risk components is chosen to be a linear combination of their
utility functions weighted by societal value judgments. This procedure is the simplest form that
will most likely satisfy the needs of an error propagation calculation. In this manner, the value
of the modified utility function, called the utility index, and its standard error are obtained. Larger
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utility Indices are preferred over smaller ones unless the difference is Insignificant. Negative utility
indices Indicate an increase in overall risk over the baseline case, positive indices signal a
reduction in total risk.

The weight with which the single-attribute utility functions are multiplied in the linear combination
are the societal value judgements for each risk component. In another departure from the usual
form of MAUT, these weights do not give a valuation of, say, a life lost to cancer, but rather a
reduction in the risk of lives lost to cancer. This results in a set of weights which are quite
different from the valuations usually applied In MAUT.

A mathematical analysis in Section B.3.3 of this Appendix shows that this multi-attribute utility
function has a unique Interpretation. It Is the basis from which two quantities can be derived: the
risk reduction Index and Its inverse, the risk augmentation Index. These quantities are the
weighted geometric averages of all component risk reduction factors or component relative risks,
respectively. The weights are the societal valuations of small risk reductions or Increases. In this
report, the risk reduction Index and its inverse are the quantities of choice for the comparison of
risks.

3.3 RANKING AND UNCERTAINTIES

The ranking process described here is another fundamental difference to conventional multi-
attribute utility theory. Here, standard errors are available and the differences between risk
reduction indices are a measure of preference. Thus, ranking Is not only an ordinal process but
a comparison of differences and errors and yields information on the significance of these
differences.

3.3.1 Calculation of Standard Errors

The propagation of the uncertainty expressed In the standard error of a parameter or a variable
to the value of the function In which it appears can be evaluated using different methods. Some
of these are discussed In Attachment C as far as they are needed In this study. Basically, the
approach taken here allows the derivation of an analytical expression for the standard error of a
risk reduction factor, the utility function, and, finally, for the risk reduction Index.

For numerical procedures, numerical methods have to be used. The standard error for that
particular factor in the risk equation can then be inserted into the analytical expression for the
standard error of the risk. Thus, numerical procedures that evaluate the entire risk reduction
factors should be avoided. For the most part, the errors are small enough to use the error
propagation formula in a simple approximation for normally distributed quantities (Bevington,
1969; Brandt, 1976; Seiler, 1987b). When the relative errors get larger, standard errors given for
lognormally distributed quantities can be used (see Sections C.1.1.3 and C.1.2.2 of this
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Appendix). Otherwise, higher approximations for the analytical expressions may be needed
(Seiler, 1987b).

In this manner, the standard errors of the risk reduction factors and the risk reduction indices can
be calculated. During the process of aggregating the component risks into classes, such as
public cancer risks due to waste transportation, error propagation will be taken Into account also,
In order to provide an unbroken chain for the Influence of all pertinent uncertainties.

3.3.2 Indifference to Ranking

Ranking of utility indices with standard errors Is a simple evaluation as long as the difference
between two adjacent Indices Is large compared to either one of the standard errors. Conversely,
if the difference between them Is small compared to either standard error, the difference is
insignificant. For differences comparable to the standard errors, the situation Is more difficult.
Here, the two criteria developed by Goodmann (1986) can be applied (see Sections B.4.3 and
G.4.1 of this Appendix). Both are based on the fact that most of the nformation on the
distributions of the utility indices is available for the central part of the distribution, not the tails.
Thus, the criteria concentrate on the area of the mean and one or two standard errors around that
mean. Using Goodmann's criteria, the utility indices are then arranged In classes of one or more
Indices that are insignificantly different with significant differences between the classes.
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4.0 SCAUNG AND AGGREGATION OF RISK COMPONENTS

4.1 SCALING OF BASELINE RISKS

Most risk components discussed in the FSEIS and the FSAR are affected In some manner by the
treatment of wastes at some location or other. In order to evaluate the corresponding properties,
the full algebraic expression for each risk component is given. Each parameter Is then evaluated
as to its dependence on either the waste treatment and/or the location option. This separates
the risk Into a constant and a dependent part This property of the risk equation allows the
appropriate scaling of the risk to the level required by the 16 treatment/location options.

Based on the scaling properties of a risk component, the risk reduction factors and their standard
errors can be calculated. Some of the parameters needed for that scaling are based on models
for the processes Involved In creating or modifying the risk components. These models are
discussed in Attachment D.

4.1.1 Risks Due to Radiation Exposures

The risks of exposure to external radiations have public and occupational components, leading
to both cancer and genetic damage in the long term, and for high doses, to acute radiation
sickness In the short-term. Incorporated radioisotopes lead to internal organ doses with more
focused damages and carcinogenic processes. Other somatic and short-term radiation effects
are not generally considered here.

4.1.1.1 Radiation Risks In Routine Handling

Routine handling Involves a number of scenarios for internal exposures, discussed In Section E.1,
and external exposures, discussed in Section E.2. For internal exposures only the inhalation
route is considered. Due to general health and safety procedures, the Ingestion route yields
much lower risks. The baseline risks are not known for all risk components, leading to difficulties
with aggregation later on.

The values for the risk reduction factors show widely differing values, reflecting different scaling
properties. Values for the risk reduction factors range from slightly above and below 1 in
Tables E.1-1 and E.1-3, which evaluate risks due to surface contamination of the drums, to
10,000,000 in Table E.1-2, which evaluates risks due to waste leakage out of a perforated drum.
This risk is subject to a dramatic risk reduction, albeit in a small risk. When these three risk
reduction factors are aggregated in a supercomponent, It Is important to weight them properly so
as to avoid a bias due to that large value.
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4.1.1.2 Radiation Risks Due to Handling Accidents

Handling accidents can lead to inhalation exposure of work crews and, after passing through
HEPA filters and environmental dispersion, to exposures of the public. These risks are discussed
in detail in Section E.3. Sometimes the corresponding risk reduction factors are the same; mostly
they are different. The risk reduction factors for accidents are uniformly high, due to the fact that
these scenarios Involve nhalation exposures and treatment drastically curtails airborne particle
production. The risk reduction factors range from one hundred thousand to one hundred million
In Tables E.3-1, E.3-2, E.3-3 and E.3-4 and to ten and a hundred billion In Table E.3-5. The
baseline risks range from 104 and 10 in most of these tables to an order of a hundred billion
for a C2 accident. Proper weighting here will be essential because the largest risk reduction
factors (ten and a hundred billion) are associated with an excessively small risk.

4.1.1.3 Radiation Risks In Routine Transportation

The definition of risks from routine transportation of the wastes Is that these risks arise
exclusively from exposures to penetrating radiation of the crew and of the public using the same
road and living or working along that road. The risk components for waste transport are those
given and discussed in the code RADTRAN liI (Madsen et al., 1986). These components are
discussed In more detail In Section E.6.3. The data for the calculations have also been taken
from the RADTRAN code and the FSEIS. The risk reduction factors for the public along the
transport route given in Table E.6-3 are approximately 1; those for public risks at stops
(Table E.6-4) have ranges that do not vary significantly from 1, nor do those for the public
traveling in the same and the opposite direction (Tables E.6-5 and E.6-6). This is mostly due to
the fact that, regardless of treatment, the same amount of radioactivity Is transported. For the
same reason, occupational transportation risks involving the transport crew, the handlers, and the
warehouse personnel have reduction factors that do not deviate much from unity (Tables E.6-7
to E.6-9).

4.1.1.4 Radiation Risks in Transoortation Accidents

Serious transportation accidents are not expected to occur during the transportation period, but
they carry the potential for population exposures. Again, the formulae and data of the RADTRAN
Ill code were employed to evaluate the risk reduction factors for each scenario. These are
discussed in detail in Section E.6.4. The risks due to direct exposure during non-dispersal
accidents (Table E.6-4) again do not reduce significantly, that s, do not have risk reduction
factors that deviate significantly from one. Those due to dispersal accidents, all assembled in
Table E.6-10, vary from 1 to about 15. This denotes the suppression of risks due to waste
dispersal in the atmosphere for the fraction of the transport which is done as treated waste.
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4.1.1.5 Radiation Risks in Post-Closure Human Intrusion

Radiation risks in three human Intrusion scenarios are evaluated using the models in this report
rather than those of the FSEIS. There is a direct exposure of the drilling crew to radioactive
cuttings. Later, there is the potential for an inhalation exposure from these dried-out cuttings and
an Ingestion exposure from radioactivity reaching the surface via the Culebra aquifer. This risk
component Is discussed In Section E.7, and the reduction factors are given In Table E.7-1. For
the El and E2 scenarios, the factors for the drilling crew cluster closely around a value of five,
given essentially by the activity mobilization for the baseline case as compared to any treatment.
For the El E2 scenario the reduction factors for the risk to the drill crew ranges from 0.1 to about
6 but are applied to a very small risk (Table E.7-2). The reduction factors for the public risk by
Inhalation are the same as those for the drill crew for all scenarios. For Ingestion, risk reduction
factors for the El scenario lie between ten and one hundred thousand for an exceedingly small
baseline risk of 2 * 10'13 (Table E.7-3); for the E2 scenario they range from 1 to 65 but for a
baseline risk of 6 * 10 "'; and for the El E2 scenario, the factors range from about a million to
ten billion, applied to a baseline risk of 7.8 * 0 .

4.1.2 Risks Due to Chemical Toxicant Exposures

Exposures to volatile organic compounds lead to both public and occupational risks. The health
effects can be carcinogenic or noncarcinogenic, depending on the chemical compound.

4.1.2.1 Chemical Risks In Routine Handlina

Volatile organic compounds In the waste are vented through the carbon filters of the drums,
leading to low level chronic exposures, both public and occupational. Potentially the largest
exposures occur underground next to a nearly filled room with 6,000 drums. This may lead to
exposures of personnel below ground, above ground near the exhaust, and of the public outside
the WIPP area. Here both cancer and noncarcinogenic effects are considered. Detailed
evaluations are given In Section E.4. The cancer risk reduction factors for above ground
exposures are Independent of the chemical and range from values near unity to about 50,000
(Table E.4-2). These factors, however, are applied to exceedingly small cancer risks near 10'14.

Risk reduction factors for below ground emissions have about the same range, 1 to 100,000, but
some of the risks are at least in the 10 ' range (Table E.4-3).

For noncancer health effects, risk reduction factors are again in the range of 1 to 50,000
(Table E.4-6) but the risks assigned for workers above ground are excessively low, lying in the
range of 10 12; for workers below ground, they reach up to 10 '4 (Table E.4-8).
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4.1.2.2 Chemical Risks Due to Handling Accidents

In chemical accident exposures only non-carcinogenic effects are considered In the FSEIS, the
short-term exposures to accidental releases being too small to result In cancer risks of any
significance. The accident scenarios are discussed In detail In Section E.5. The risk reduction
factors for a C2 or C3 accident range from 2 to 82,000 and are applied to very small baseline
risks near 10 " (Table E.5-2); those for C4, C5, and C6 accidents range from about 20 to about
1.67 *1 0, still applied to risks of about 10 ' (Table E.5-4).

4.1.2.3 Chemical Risks in Post-Closure Human Intrusion

Only one chemical, lead, Is evaluated In the post-closure human intrusion scenarios. These are
discussed In detail In Section E.7.4. These morbidity baseline risks are exceedingly low and will
not be pursued further.

4.1.3 Conventional Transportation Accidents

Public fatalities and injuries as direct effects of the Impact in accidents Involving the TRUPACT-I
transports have the same risk reduction factors listed in Table E.6-2. These values range from
roughly 0.5 to 4, but they are applied to the largest annual risks in the FSEIS, about 0.2 fatalities
and about 3 Injuries.

4.2 SCALING OF TREATMENT RISK

In this evaluation, general occupational risks, external and internal radiation exposures from
routine operations and from routine maintenance are examined. For chemical toxicants, only
routine operations are considered as In maintenance only traces of VOCs should be encountered.
Due to the limited scope of this study, no accidental exposures of any kind are included.

4.2.1 General Occupational Risks

Working In the WHB or the TF puts the crew at risk for occupational accidents resulting in
fatalities and injuries. In particular, forklift accidents are considered because they tend to have
more severe consequences. These Issues are discussed in detail in Section F.2. The risk
reduction factors for general accidents and injuries but also for forklift fatalities and injuries lie
between 0.276 and 0.076, that is between a factor of 4 and 14 below 1, indicating an increase
In risk by these factors (Tables F.2-1 and F.2-2). As they are applied to sizeable baseline risks,
they will have a strong influence on the risk comparison.
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4.2.2 Radiation Risks In Routine Oneration and Maintenance

Risks from exposure to penetrating radiations during treatment of wastes In different devices are
discussed in detail In Section F.3.1 and F.3.2. The risk reduction factors for routine external
exposure range from 0.1 to 0.5, that Is, 2 to 10 times lower than 1; for maintenance the factors
are 200 to 300 lower (Table F.3-2). By these factors, therefore, the risks are increased over the
unknown baseline risk of external exposure during assay and certification. For routine Internal
exposures during operations, the risk reduction factors are 1200 to 1/3000 as shown In Tables
F.3-3 and F.3-4. During routine maintenance, the risk Increases are factors 10,000 to 100,000
(Tables F.3-5 and F.3-6).

4.2.3 Risks in Chemical Toxicant Exposures

These risks are due to VOCs, mostly released during shredding or sorting of the wastes and
penetrating through the airlocks. They are discussed In Section F.4 for both cancer and
noncarcinogenic effects. The risk reduction factors show a strong Increase In risk due to the
mobilization of the VOCs enclosed in drums, liners, and wrappings. The risk reduction factors
for the much smaller public risks are the same. For routine operations, occupational and public
risks are subject to risk reduction factors of roughly 1/100,000, Indicating a strong Increase. The
baseline risks during assay and certification are not available. This holds for both cancer and
non-cancer health effects (Tables F.4-1 and F.4-2).

4.3 AGGREGATION OF RISK COMPONENTS

4.3.1 Problems of Acigrepation

In this evaluation, 124 component risks are analyzed and their risk reduction factors derived. This
includes all subcomponents. This number Is too large to handle in a comparison and must,
therefore, be lowered by aggregation. Many of these sks lead to the same consequence, and
can thus be aggregated Into supercomponents. Even so, It is expedient to discard some of the
small risks because a larger risk of the same exposure is already being considered. Thus,
genetic damage Is usually smaller than the cancer risk from the same radiation exposure
(National Research Council, 1980, 1988, 1990). Also, almost no Information on genetic baseline
risks are available In the FSEIS. These subcomponents are, therefore, not selected for
aggregation. Similarly, health effects of lead poisoning for post-closure risks and the non-cancer
risks due to exposure to chemical toxicant are not Involved In the process either.

In this context, it Is Important to note that once a cure for cancer is found, cancer reverts from a
fatality risk to a morbidity risk. Other somatic effects, such as lifespan shortening, and genetic
effects will then become of main concern. From this point of view, genetic damages should be
selected for aggregation. The main reason for not selecting these components Is the fact that
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the genetically relevant doses and the cumulative effective dose equivalents (CEDEs) are mostly
non-linearly related and that the baseline risks are mostly unavailable.

As discussed before, the first task of the decision maker is to decide on the extent and the
grouping of the aggregation of risk components. This must be done in a manner that groups
components with the same societal valuations; not too detailed so as to make relative valuations
difficult, and not too coarsely so as to erase significant differences.

In the case at hand, eight supercomponents are formed from the remaining 73 subcomponents:

1. Transportation fatalities
2. Transportation injuries
3. Occupational fatalities
4. Occupational njuries
5. Occupational cancers
6. Public cancers
7. Late occupational cancers
8. Late public cancers.

Six of these supercomponents are evaluated in the FSEIS. In addition, numbers 3 and 4, the
occupational accident fatalities and injuries, are Included here. In a comparison of treatment risks
involving more or less personnel they are important and have thus been included.

In these aggregations, problems arise when no values for the baseline risk components are given
in the FSEIS or the FSAR. In this case, the aggregation has to be done by unweighted
averaging. A large risk reduction factor will then tend to dominate the average even if it is applied
to a minute risk. This dominance can be reduced somewhat by using the geometrical average.
Even so, unweighted averaging will introduce a residual bias. In the absence of data on the
baseline risks, however, unweighted averaging must be used until a numerical risk value is
available for the aggregate. From then on, appropriately weighted averaging will lead to the
supercomponents without further bias.

After the aggregation Into supercomponents, the total risks have been in effect sorted In terms
of consequences, being at the same time summed over all scenarios and exposed individuals.
This is the situation to which Equation (B.2.6) in Attachment B refers, where the total risk has
been aggregated to form a vector of consequence components. From this point in the calculation
onward, the aggregated risk reduction factors are, therefore, more aptly termed consequence
reduction factors. Their numerical values are listed in Table 1.4-1 as functions of treatment and
location options.
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TABLE 1.4-1

COMPILATION OF CONSEQUENCE REDUCTION FACTORS *
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CONSEQUENCE LOCATION LOCATION

REDUCTION.
FACTORS 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
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4.3.2 Agarenatlon Into Supercomoonents

4.3.2.1 Suoercomponents 1 and 2: Fatalities and Iniuries in Transportation Accidents

Due to volume changes resulting from treatment and thus transportation Increases for Level II
treatments, and transportation decreases for Level IlIl treatments, the aggregated risk reduction
factors for Supercomponent 1 range from between 0.5 and 1 for Level II treatments to values
above 1 to about 4 for Level IlIl treatments. This signals an increase in risk for Level II and a
decrease for Level ll. Although the departures of the factors from one are not large, they impact
the largest risks in the study (0.2 fatalities and 3 injuries per year of operation) and the variations
are thus of great importance. The supercomponents show little change with the location for Level
11 treatment, a small change In Treatment Option 3, but a substantial protective effect for
Treatment Option 4 if done In distributed facilities near the originators. The aggregated risk
reduction factors are listed In Table 1.4-1.

4.3.2.2 Supercomponents 3 and 4: Occuoational Fatalities and Iniuries

The general occupational fatalities and Injuries in working in the Treatment Facility and in the
WHB show Increases between factors of 4 to 13. These are applied to a baseline risk of 2 * 103
fatalities and 0.5 injuries per year of operation. Due to the assumption of the model, there is no
location dependence, but a steady decrease in the risk reduction factors and, therefore, a strong
increase in risk for more complex treatments (Table 1.4-1).

4.3.2.3 SuoercomPonent 5: Occupational Cancer

This supercomponent aggregates the risk reduction factors of 22 components. Due to the lack
of baseline data, they have to be aggregated without weights into four intermediate components,
thereby introducing a bias. Further aggregation of these four intermediate components into
Supercomponent 5 introduces no further bias because of appropriate weighting. The values show
risk reduction factors of about 7 for Level II treatments and about 11 for Level IlIl treatments.
There is not much variation with the location parameter, indicating the expected Insensitivity of
this supercomponent to the location of the TF. With increased level of treatment, however, there
is a distinct gain in occupational safety.

4.3.2.4 Supercomoonent 6: Public Cancers

The supercomponent for public cancers is also aggregated from 22 risk reduction factors. Again,
they have to be aggregated to four intermediate components for which baseline risk values are
available, incurring a bias in the unweighted portion of the averaging process. The fully
aggregated risk reduction factors range from 1 to 12. Here, there is a clear trend in each
treatment alternative for an improvement in public safety if the TFs are located near the
originators, and a trend toward an increase in these gains with more elaborate waste treatment.
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4.3.2.5 Supercomoonent 7: Post-Closure Occupational Cancers

These are the unweighted aggregates of the risks to the drilling crews in the three human
Intrusion scenarios. The risk reduction factors range from about 5 to about 10. They are,
however, applied to an exceedingly small risk of 3 * 10 8.

4.3.2.6 Supercomoonent 8: Post-Closure Public Cancers

This component aggregates the public cancer risks due to inhalation and Ingestion of radioactivity
transported over time to the surface. Substantial risk reductions are achieved by treatment,
ranging from about 100 to 2,000. The baseline risk, however, Is again small with an expected
cancer Incidence of 7 10'5.
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5.0 COMPARISON OF THE TOTAL RISKS

5.1 SOCIETAL WEIGHTS

The weighting needed to give each component its proper valuation Is not the same as the
weighting used In Multi-Attribute Utility Theory. This difference arises from the fact that the
argument is not a risk but a risk reduction factor, and also from the use of the logarithm of the
risk reduction factor as the utility of risk reduction. The usual valuations, such as setting the
widespread practice of an occupational fatality or injury equal to one-half of a public fatality or
Injury, have to be re-examined In the light of a risk reduction or augmentation. As discussed In
Attachment B, Section B.3.5, the valuation of a particular risk reduction depends on the
magnitude of the baseline risk component. In this study, most of these components are small so
that the valuations are relatively weak functions of the risk values.

Within the scope of this study, and taking Into account that the selection of alternatives for waste
treatment Is essentially a technical decision, with societal input, the decision maker charged with
making the risk comparison sought advice from a group of knowledgeable persons with diverse
Interests and views. They made their valuations known to him as well as the rationales leading
to those weights. Based on this advice, the decision maker selected his own rationales and
arrived at his own weights. He treated them as decision parameters without standard errors or
as stochastic quantities.

In this context, it should be borne in mind that risk assessments and risk comparisons are usually
done with an ulterior motive such as a selection process In mind. Thus the decision maker for
the risk comparison works for another decision maker, charged with making that selection. The
environment of the criteria other than risk that enter into the selection process has an influence
on the weighting In the risk comparison. This dependence arises from the cross-relationships
such as the one between cost, feasibility, and some components of the consequence vector. The
decision maker for the risk comparison may thus not only have to balance the advice received
and his own rationales, but also the needs of the decision at the higher level.

As an example for a weighting, a risk reduction or augmentation by a factor of two for the annual
number of traffic fatalities and Injuries depends on the absolute baseline values of 0.2 fatalities
and 3 injuries when compared to the valuation of a risk reduction or augmentation by a factor of
two for the occupational risk of fatalities (0.002 per year) and njuries (0.5 per year). While the
need for a reduction of the traffic risk may seem paramount, It must be seen In the context of the
annual deaths and Injuries due to traffic accidents. In New Mexico alone, 538 traffic fatalities and
324,962 traffic injuries occurred in 1989 (New Mexico Highway and Transportation Department,
1990). The Incremental risks due to WIPP transports is 0.04 percent for fatalities and 0.01
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percent for injuries. On the basis of these relationships and the relative valuations of fatalities
and injuries, some of which will be severe, absolute weights of 10, 7, 5 and 4, for example, can
be established by a particular expert for transportation fatalities, transportation injuries, general
occupational fatalities, and occupational injuries, respectively. By considering similar relationships
between all the supercomponents, a complete set of weights can be established (see Section
G.2.2.1 of this Appendix).

The normalized societal weights selected by the decision maker as decision parameters are given
In Table 1.5-1, together with numerical values for the annual baseline risk components. These
values are then used to arrive at the risk reduction or risk augmentation Indices to be used in
decision making. Here only the nterpretation of the Indices will be reported. The use made of
this information is contained In the main body of this report.

5.2 COMPARISON OF THE ALTERNATIVES

5.2.1 Consequence Reduction and Augmentation Indices

The values of the consequence augmentation index I F, resulting from the weighting of the
previous section are given In Table 1.5-2, grouped first by treatment options (first index) and then
by location options (second index). The augmentation index is chosen for presentation here
because there Is a net increase in that index for 14 of the 16 treatment/location options, and 2
of the 14 (Options 33 and 34) are compatible with 1, which means that the overall consequence
is about the same as that for the baseline case. Only two options (43 and 44) show a decrease
In the index, that Is, values lower than one.

An application of Goodmann's criteria of indifference (see Section G.3.1.2 of this Appendix) shows
that only 12 of the 120 possible combinations of indices lead to a confirmed or possible
Indifference between indices. A better idea of the groupings within options can be obtained by
a visual Inspection of the probability distributions of the consequence augmentation indices
(Figure 1.5-1). These distributions give the probability of finding a given ndex at a particular
value. Here, instead of lognormal distributions, normal distributions are used (for narrow
distributions the differences are small). Thus for Level III treatments there are clear trends with
regard to location. Options 31 and 41, with treatment exclusively at the WIPP, have the highest
increases in the index for Treatment Options 3 and 4, respectively. For Treatment Option 3,
locations near the waste originators lead to no substantial change in the indices, whereas for
Treatment Option 4, a location of the facilities near the originators leads to the only decrease in
overall consequence indices. Level II Treatment Options 1 and 2, with eight distributions, have
indices that lie very closely together, particularly when it Is considered that errors are likely to be
low estimates (see Section 3.1.3). They thus lead, almost independent of location, to increases
In consequence indices between 1.3 and 1.6.
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TABLE 1.5-1

SOCIETAL VALUATIONS, NORMALIZED WEIGHTS

RISK SUPERCOMPONENT ANNUAL BASELINE RISK NORMALIZED WEIGHT

1 Transportation fatalities

2 Transportation InjurIes

3 Occupational fatalities

4 Occupational Injuries

5 Occupational cancers

6 Public cancer

7 Late occupational cancers

8 Late public cancers

0.2

3

0.002

0.5

0.005

0.02

3 10'

7. 1 0 's

0.33

0.23

0.17

0.13

0.033

0.10

0.003

0.007
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TABLE 1.5-2

RISK AUGMENTATION INDICES FOR 16 TREATMENT/LOCATION OPTIONS

QUANTITY VALUEi STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

%,I 1 1.40 ± 0.02
'P12 1.51±0.04
a, 3 1.41±0.05
? 1 4 1.37 ± 0.05

P 2 1 1.43 ± 0.02
P 2 2 1.58±0.04
P 2 3 1.49 ± 0.05
P 2 4 1.45 ± 0.05

3 1.62 ± 0.02
P 3 2 1.42 ± 0.09
'P 3 3 1.23±0.11
P34 1.20 ±0.11

4 2.06 ± 0.03
P 4 2 1.28 ± 0.02
P 4 3 0.88 ± 0.03 Decrease by a factor of 1.14 ± 0.03
' 4 4 0.82 ± 0.03 Decrease by a factor of 1.21 ± 0.04
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The same information is once again displayed in Figure I.ES-1 in the Executive Summary, which
lists facility locations in rows and treatment options in columns. There is very little variation
between the values of the risk augmentation index of the Level II treatments. For Treatment
Option 3, a Level IlIl treatment, there is a trend toward the periphery (waste originators) leading
down to an insignificant increase in the index. As in Figure .5-1, there is a dramatic location
dependence for Treatment Option 4, the most extensive treatment of all, leading from the largest
increase in the consequence augmentation index (2.1) to the largest decrease in the index for
overall risk (0.8). As an aid to the eye, the very light pattern selected in that figure for Group 1
shows the largest increase in consequence augmentation; Group 2 with a denser pattern is
clustered between 1.2 and 1.5; Group 3 is almost neutral, that is, almost compatible with 1,
whereas Group 4 with the densest pattern is composed of the two options that result in a
consequence reduction.

5.2.2 Interoretation of the Results

An analysis of the different contributions to the consequence augmentation or reduction indices
shows that the transportation risks and the occupational accident risks contribute substantially to
the value of the indices. The post-closure risks due to human intrusion, on the other hand,
contribute at most a few percent to the value of the indices, that is, about as much as the average
standard error. For the short-term components, transportation volume increases for Level II
treatment options and decreases for Level IlIl treatments. Manpower requirements and thus
general occupational accidents and injuries increase substantially from Treatment Option I to
Treatment Option 4.

For Location Option 1, treatment at the WIPP, waste transport contributes the same risks as in
the baseline case. The treatment, however, causes additional risks which result in the highest
indices for the two Level IlIl treatment options but nearly the lowest for the two Level II treatment
options. The trend for more decentralized facilities for Level II treatments is undefined, for Level
Ill treatments, however, it is clearly toward lower values. This shows the opposing influences of
the transportation risks and the treatment risks.

For Level II treatment options, the modest Increases in both transportation and occupational
accident consequences result in an almost uniform increase in consequences with an
augmentation index of about 1.5. For Level IlIl treatment options the opposing influence of the
changes in risk due to transportation and manpower are responsible for the moderate spread due
to location in Treatment Option 3, and the wide spread with locations for Treatment Option 4.

An analysis of the eight factors that form the consequence reduction indices (see Section G.4)
shows that the traffic accidents are responsible for most of the location-dependence in the
treatment/locaton matrix, whereas the occupational accidents cause most of the treatment
dependence. Radiological risks form only a small part of the total risk, the largest contribution
being the public cancer risk in transportation accidents. This clearly reflects societal priorities
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according to which radiological risks are most coherently and most successfully pushed down to
low levels, whereas occupational accidents are less vigorously suppressed, and traffic accidents
are attacked with only little effort. The same analysis shows post-closure cancer risks contributing
a few tenths of a percent for occupational risks, and a few percent for public risks; altogether an
almost negligible Influence.

5.2.3 Influence of Biases

Additional, more detailed evaluations of the numbers generated for the Indices meet with several
difficulties. One arises from the biases due to the unweighted aggregation of many risk reduction
factors. Another arises from the biases ntroduced by some of the model assumptions that do
not give credit to treatment where credit is due, or do not assign an additional risk component
where one should be assigned. The last difficulty is the weighting chosen here with values that
could easily be chosen differently.

The unavoidable use of unweighted aggregation introduces biases of unknown amounts and
signs. It is believed that, by the choice of supercomponents and the use of the geometrical
averages, their Influence Is kept as small as possible. The model assumptions made for the
entire risk comparison and for some parts of It also add biases of Indeterminate signs and
unknown magnitude. Again, they are believed to be small, but some of them could be significant.

Quite generally, these biases are due to the fact that this risk comparison is a retrofit to the
FSEIS; that is, It did not grow organically out of it. Thus a lot of detail was lost, information that
would be necessary for appropriate aggregation. In a different application of this method for risk
comparison, this bias would not arise.

There Is, however, another source of bias, at the same time more prevalent and more subtle. It
arises from the widespread use of bounding calculations, worst-case models, and upper limits.
Any risk values derived on this basis clearly overstates the risk, resulting in a bias. For risk
comparisons it is, therefore, Imperative to have risk values derived by the use of best-science
models as well as their standard errors. The use of biased models and biasing assumptions
should be minimized.

An unavoidable third type of bias arises from the value system of the decision maker and those
of his set of advisors. The Influence of either a different decision maker or a different set of
advisors will result In different societal weights. The set of valuation questions have a very
narrow scope, however, so that the valuations of the risk reduction factors for a given baseline
risk do not vary strongly. Even that bias is not seen to be critical.

The first two biases are expected to result In perturbations of the risk augmentation Indices,
mostly In the nature of positive or negative shifts. It Is not believed that their elimination would
lead to major differences. The third bias, however, can potentially lead to more pronounced
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shifts. The valuations of a different decision maker with a different set of advisors might well loosen
the close association of all Level II treatment options and might even establish a small location
trend. The main facts that arise from this analysis, however, are expected to remain. In sum, then,
it is not thought that these effects will lead to major changes in trends, although noticeable shifts
within these trends are probable.

5.2.4 Conclusions of the Risk Comparison

The risk comparison in this study results in some clear groupings and trends among the risk
augmentation Indices for various treatment and location options:

The baseline risks are very small, so that even clear-cut increases In consequences
still result in very small risks for all treatment and location options.

* Level II treatment options show little or no discernible trends for different locations.
However they uniformly show an increase for the consequences, that Is a
consequence augmentation index near 1.4. In the context of interpreting these
indices, it is of importance to realize that consequence reduction and augmentation
indices are not linearly related to the actual set of baseline risks. Thus an index of
1.4 does not mean a 40 percent increase in the baseline risks, However, it does
signify an increase in the total consequences. This nonlinearity also means that no
absolute treatment risks can be inferred from these indices.

* Level Ill treatment options show a distinct trend In location dependence with the risk
decreasing as the TFs are located closer to the waste producers. For Treatment
Option 3, this results at best in total risks about equal to that of the baseline case.
For Treatment Option 4, however, an actual increase to a risk augmentation index
of 2.1 and decreases down to 0.8 can be realized for the two most decentralized
location options, respectively.

* These increases and decreases of the societally weighted risk augmentation indices
are almost independent of the long-term risks. This is due to the low valuation of
the long-term risk components and their independence from the location options.
It Is, therefore, the balance between the short-term risk components that drives this
risk comparison.

In these evaluations the standard errors of the consequence reduction or augmentation indices play
an indispensable role. Even though the circumstances discussed in Section 3.1.3 lead to
underestimates of the standard errors, the values quoted or somewhat larger ones would result in
the conclusions given above. This is quite evident from a visual inspection of Figure 1.5-1, where
even a doubling of the widths would not change the groupings of the Level II treatments or the
moderate to strong dispersion of the Level Ill treatments. This is probably the outstanding
characteristic of the method of risk comparison used in this evaluation.
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ATTACHMENT A

TABLE A.1
SUMMARY OF RISK COMPONENTS

Risk Component Number: 1
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk from Routine Internal Exposures to Ionizing

Radiation In an N1 Scenario
Risk Scenario: Surface contamination mobilized and suspended in air
Risks Addressed: Occupational and public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): pI and p1 p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R 10 and R p
Appendix I Location: Section E.1.2; Table E.1-1

Risk Component Number: 2
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk from Routine Internal Exposures to Ionizing

Radiation In an N2 Scenario
Risk Scenario: Perforated drum being handled
Risks Addressed: Occupational and public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P2 and P 2 P

Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R 2 . and R2 p
Appendix I Location: Section E.1.3; Table E.1-2

Risk Component Number: 3
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk from Routine Internal Exposures to Ionizing

Radiation In an N3 Scenario
Risk Scenario: Underground, drum contamination mobilized and

suspended in air
Risks Addressed: Occupational cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p 3and p 3P

Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R30 and R3p
Appendix I Location: Section E.1.4; Table E.1-3

Risk Component Number: 4
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk from Routine External Exposures to Ionizing

Radiation n an N4 Scenario
Risk Scenario: Handling activities In the WHB and TF
Risks Addressed: Occupational cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P40

Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R4 
Appendix I Location: Section E.2.2; Table E.2-1
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TABLE A.1 (Can't)

SUMMARY OF RISK COMPONENTS

Risk Component Number: 5
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk from Routine Extemal Exposures to Ionizing

Radiation in an N5 Scenario
Risk Scenario: Handling activities in the WHB and TF; geometries differ

from Component 4 scenario
Risks Addressed: Occupational cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol: P8 0
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol: R5,
Appendix I Location: Section E.2.3

Risk Component Number: 6
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk in WHB and TF Due to Accident Scenario

C2
Risk Scenario: Above ground; drum falls off forklift in WHB or TF, lid

separates and liner ruptures
Risks Addressed: Occupational and public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p" 0 and p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R., and R, p
Appendix I Location: Section E.3.2.1; Table E.3-1

Risk Component Number: 7
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk in WHB or TF Due to Accident Scenario C3
Risk Scenario: Above ground; two drums pierced, one loses lid and

integrity of its liners
Risks Addressed: Occupational and public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P7, and p7p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R 70 and R 7
Appendix I Location: Section E.3.2.2; Table E.3-2

Risk Component Number: 8
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk Underground Due to Accident Scenario C4
Risk Scenario: Drum knocked off a pallet in the Underground Storage

Area and loses integrity
Risks Addressed: Occupational and public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p 8 . and p p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R 8 and R 8,p
Appendix I Location: Section E.3.3.1 and Table E.3-3
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TABLE A.1 (Con't)

SUMMARY OF RISK COMPONENTS

Risk Component Number: 9
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk Underground Due to Accident Scenario C5
Risk Scenario: Drum knocked off a forklift
Risks Addressed: Occupational and public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol: P., and p p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol: R 0 and R9 p
Appendix I Location: Section E.3.3.2; Table E.3-3

Risk Component Number: 10
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk Underground Due to Accident Scenario C6
Risk Scenario: Underground; forklift pierces two drums and knocks

another one down.
Risks Addressed: Occupational and public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p 100 and P 0 P
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R10 and R op
Appendix I Location: Section E.3.3.3; Table E.3-4

Risk Component Number: 11
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk Underground Due to Accident Scenario CIO
Risk Scenario: Underground; spontaneous combustion In drum, drum

bursting with release of suspended particles
Risks Addressed: Occupational and public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P Ad 0 and p P
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R A and R,, p
Appendix I Location: Section E.3.3.4; Table E.3-5

Risk Component Number: 12
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk Due to Routine Chemical Exposures in an

Ni Scenario
Risk Scenario: VOCs vent continuously through a filter
Risks Addressed: Occupational and public cancer
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 120 and p 12p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R 120 and R12 p
Appendix I Location: Section E.4.2.1; Tables E.4-1 and E.4-2
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TABLE A.1 (Can't)

SUMMARY OF RISK COMPONENTS

Risk Component Number: 13
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk Due to Routine Chemical Exposures in an

N3 Scenario
Risk Scenario: Routine underground emissions from each drum
Risks Addressed: Occupational (above and below ground) and public

cancer
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol: p 130' p ,, and 3p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol: R 130, R 13 and R,3P
Appendix I Location: Section E.4.2.2; Tables E.4-3 and E.4-4

Risk Component Number: 14
Risk Component Name: Noncancer Risk in WHB Due to Routine Chemical

Exposure (N1 Scenario)
Risk Scenario: VOCS vent continuously through a filter
Risks Addressed: Occupational and public morbidity
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P140' (14a and p 14p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R140, R14 and R,4p
Appendix I Location: Section E.4.3.1; Tables E.4-5 and E.4-6

Risk Component Number: 15
Risk Component Name: Noncancer Risk Underground Due to Routine Chemical

Exposure (N3 Scenario)
Risk Scenario: Routine underground emissions from each drum
Risks Addressed: Occupational and public morbidity
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 150- P 5, and p 15p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R15 0 r R ,5,and Ra5P
Appendix I Location: Section E.4.3.2; Table E.4-7

Risk Component Number: 16
Risk Component Name: Noncancer Risk Due to Accident Scenario C2, Above

Ground Accident
Risk Scenario: Drum dropped from forklift
Risks Addressed: Occupational morbidity
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p 160
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R 160
Appendix I Location: Section E.5.2.1; Tables E.5-1 and E.5-2
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TABLE A.1 (Con't)

SUMMARY OF RISK COMPONENTS

Risk Component Number: 17
Risk Component Name: Risk Due to Accident Scenario C3
Risk Scenario: Two drums punctured by a forklift; third drum falls and

ruptures
Risks Addressed: Occupational morbidity
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol: p 70
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol: R 170
Appendix I Location: Section E.5.2.2; Tables E.5-1 and E.5-2

Risk Component Number: 18
Risk Component Name: Underground Risk Due to Accident Scenario C4
Risk Scenario: Drum drops from pallet, loses lid and integrity of the liner
Risks Addressed: Occupational morbidity
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): Pisa
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R1l 0
Appendix I Location: Section E.5.3.1; Tables E.5-3 and E.5-4

Risk Component Number: 19
Risk Component Name: Underground Risk Due to Accident Scenario C5
Risk Scenario: Drum drops off a forklift
Risks Addressed: Occupational morbidity
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P1.0o
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R19 
Appendix I Location: Section E.5.3.2; Tables E.5-3 and E.5-4

Risk Component Number: 20
Risk Component Name: Underground Risk Due to Accident Scenario C6
Risk Scenario: Forklift pierces two drums and knocks another one down
Risks Addressed: Occupational morbidity
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 200
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R200
Appendix I Location: Section E.5.3.3; Tables E.5-3 and E.5-4
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TABLE A.1 (Con't)

SUMMARY OF RISK COMPONENTS

Risk Component Number: 21
Risk Component Name: Risk of Traffic Accidents
Risk Scenario: Fatalities by impact
Risks Addressed: Public fatalities
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 21 p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R2t p
Appendix I Location: Section E.6.2.1; Table E.6-2

Risk Component Number: 22
Risk Component Name: Risk of Traffic Accidents
Risk Scenario: Injuries by impact
Risks Addressed: Public injuries
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 22p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R22 p
Appendix I Location: Section E.6.2.2; Table E.6-2

Risk Component Number: 23
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk from Routine Transportation
Risk Scenario: Risk to public near road taken byTRUPACT-I1 transports
Risks Addressed: Public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 23 p

Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R 23p

Appendix I Location: Section E.6.3.2; Table E.6-3

Risk Component Number: 24
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk from Routine Transportation
Risk Scenario: Risk to public during stops
Risks Addressed: Public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 24p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R 24 p

Appendix I Location: Section E.6.3.3; Table E.6-4

Risk Component Number: 25
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk from Routine Transportation
Risk Scenario: Risk to public traveling in the opposite direction
Risks Addressed: Public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 25 p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R 2 p

Appendix I Location: Section E.6.3.4; Table E.6-5
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TABLE A.1 (Con't)

SUMMARY OF RISK COMPONENTS

Risk Component Number: 26
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk from Routine Transportation
Risk Scenario: Risk to public traveling In the same direction as

TRUPACT-I transport
Risks Addressed: Public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 26p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R2 6 P
Appendix I Location: Section E.6.3.5; Table E.6-6

Risk Component Number: 27
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk from Routine Transportation
Risk Scenario: Cancer risk to crew during transport
Risks Addressed: Occupational cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 270
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R 270

Appendix I Location: Section E.6.3.6; Table E.6-7

Risk Component Number: 28
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk from Routine Transportation
Risk Scenario: Cancer risk to waste handlers
Risks Addressed: Occupational cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 280
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R28
Appendix I Location: Section E.6.3.7; Table E.6-8

Risk Component Number: 29
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risk from Routine Transportation
Risk Scenario: Cancer risk to warehouse personnel
Risks Addressed: Occupational cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 20
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R20
Appendix I Location: Section E.6.3.8; Table E.6-9

Risk Component Number: 30
Risk Component Name: Risks Due to Nondispersal Accidents
Risk Scenario: Early fatalities due to nondispersal accidents
Risks Addressed: Public fatalities (radiation syndrome)
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p 30p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R30 p
Appendix I Location: Section E.6.4.2.1; Table E.6-4
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TABLE A.1 (Con't)

SUMMARY OF RISK COMPONENTS

Risk Component Number: 31
Risk Component Name: Risks Due to Nondispersal Accidents
Risk Scenario: Early morbidity due to nondispersal accidents
Risks Addressed: Public injuries (radiation syndrome)
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p 31 p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R31 P
Appendix I Location: Section E.6.4.2.2; Table E.6-4

Risk Component Number: 32
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risks Due to Nondispersal Accidents
Risk Scenario: Delayed health effects due to nondispersal accidents
Risks Addressed: Public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 32P
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R32 p
Appendix I Location: Section E.6.4.2.3; Table E.6-4

Risk Component Number: 33
Risk Component Name: Risks Due to Dispersal Accidents
Risk Scenario: Risk of early fatalities due to inhalation
Risks Addressed: Public fatalities
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p 33p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R 33p
Appendix I Location: Section E.6.4.3.1; Table E.6-10

Risk Component Number: 34
Risk Component Name: Risks Due to Dispersal Accidents
Risk Scenario: Risk of early morbidity due to inhalation
Risks Addressed: Public injuries
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p 34 p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R 34p
Appendix I Location: Section E.6.4.3.2; Table E.6-10

Risk Component Number: 35
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risks Due to Dispersal Accidents
Risk Scenario: Risk of delayed health effects due to nhalation
Risks Addressed: Public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 35,
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R 3p
Appendix I Location: Section E.6.4.3.3; Table E.6-10
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TABLE A.1 (Con't)

SUMMARY OF RISK COMPONENTS

Risk Component Number: 36
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risks Due to Dispersal Accidents
Risk Scenario: Risk of delayed health effects due to cloudshine
Risks Addressed: Public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R s$
Appendix I Location: Section E.6.4.3.4; Table E.6-10

Risk Component Number: 37
Risk Component Name: Cancer Risks Due to Dispersal Accidents
Risk Scenario: Risk of delayed health effects due to groundshine
Risks Addressed: Public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p 37p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R37 p
Appendix I Location: Section E.6.4.3.5; Table E.6-10

Risk Component Number 38 cancelled

Risk Component Number: 39
Risk Component Name: Risk of Monetary Losses Due to Decontamination

Procedures
Risk Scenario: Potential financial losses
Risks Addressed: Public funds
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p 39 p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R3 p
Appendix I Location: Section E.6.5; Table E.6-10

Risk Component Number: 40
Risk Component Name: Post-Closure Occupational Radiation Risks from Drilling

Operations
Risk Scenario: Risk of drilling operations In Scenario El
Risks Addressed: Occupational cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): pa40
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R40 
Appendix I Location: Section E.7.2.1; Table E.7-1
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TABLE A.1 (Con't)

SUMMARY OF RISK COMPONENTS

Risk Component Number: 41
Risk Component Name: Post-Closure Occupational Radiation Risks from Drilling

Operations
Risk Scenario: Risk of drilling operations in Scenario E2
Risks Addressed: Occupational cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P410
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R410
Appendix I Location: Section E.7.2.2; Table E.7-1

Risk Component Number: 42
Risk Component Name: Post-Closure Occupational Radiation Risks from Drilling

Operations
Risk Scenario: Risk of drilling operations In Scenario El E2
Risks Addressed: Occupational cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 420
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R42o
Appendix I Location: Section E.7.2.3; Table E.7-2

Risk Component Number: 43
Risk Component Name: Inhalation Risks from Dried Up Ponds of Drilling Mud
Risk Scenario: Public inhalation risk due to drilling in Scenario El
Risks Addressed: Public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P43 p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R '
Appendix I Location: Section E.7.3.2.1; Table E.7-1

Risk Component Number: 44
Risk Component Name: Inhalation Risks from Dried Up Ponds of Drilling Mud
Risk Scenario: Public nhalation risk due to drilling in Scenario E2
Risks Addressed: Public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): Pp
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R 4
Appendix I Location: Section E.7.3.2.2; Table E.7-1

Risk Component Number: 45
Risk Component Name: Inhalation Risks from Dried Up Ponds of Drilling Mud
Risk Scenario: Public inhalation risk due to drilling in Scenario El E2
Risks Addressed: Public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P45 p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R4 
Appendix I Location: Section E.7.3.2.3; Table E.7-2
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TABLE A.1 (Con't)

SUMMARY OF RISK COMPONENTS

Risk Component Number: 46
Risk Component Name: Public Ingestion Risks Due to Drilling Operations
Risk Scenario: Public ingestion risks due to beef contaminated by stock

well water in Scenario El
Risks Addressed: Public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P P

Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R4 p
Appendix I Location: Section E.7.3.3.1; Table E.7-3

Risk Component Number: 47
Risk Component Name: Public Ingestion Risks Due to Drilling Operations
Risk Scenario: Public ingestion risks due to beef contaminated by stock

well water in Scenario E2
Risks Addressed: Public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P47p 
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R47 p
Appendix I Location: Section E.7.3.3.2; Table E.7-4

Risk Component Number: 48
Risk Component Name: Public Ingestion Risks Due to Drilling Operations
Risk Scenario: Public Ingestion risks due to beef contaminated by stock

well water in Scenario El E2
Risks Addressed: Public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 4 p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): Rep
Appendix l Location: Section E.7.3.3.3; Table E.7-5

Risk Component Number 49 cancelled

Risk Component Number: 50
Risk Component Name: Post-Closure Public Ingestion Risks Due to Drilling

Operations
Risk Scenario: Public Ingestion risks due to beef contaminated by stock

well water in Scenario El
Risks Addressed: Public morbidity
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P sop
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R5p
Appendix I Location: Section E.7.4.2.1; Table E.7-3
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TABLE A.1 (Can't)

SUMMARY OF RISK COMPONENTS

Risk Component Number: 51
Risk Component Name: Post-Closure Public Ingestion Risks Due to Drilling

Operations
Risk Scenario: Public ingestion risks due to beef contaminated by stock

well water In Scenario E2
Risks Addressed: Public morbidity
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p51 p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R5 p
Appendix I Location: Section E.7.4.2.2; Table E.7-4

Risk Component Number: 52
Risk Component Name: Post-Closure Public Ingestion Risks Due to Drilling

Operations
Risk Scenario: Public ingestion risks due to beef contaminated by stock

well water in Scenario El E2
Risks Addressed: Public morbidity
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): Pup
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R52
Appendix I Location: Section E.7.4.2.3; Table E.7-5

Risk Component Number: 53
Risk Component Name: Industrywide Occupational Accidents
Risk Scenario: Fatal occupational accidents
Risks Addressed: Occupational fatalities
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p 530
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R53
Appendix I Location: Section F.2.1.1; Table F.2-1

Risk Component Number: 54
Risk Component Name: Industrywide Occupational Accidents
Risk Scenario: Nonfatal accidents
Risks Addressed: Occupational injuries
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 540
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R54o
Appendix I Location: Section F.2.1.2; Table F.2-1
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TABLE A.1 (Can't)

SUMMARY OF RISK COMPONENTS

Risk Component Number: 55
Risk Component Name: Forkiift Accidents
Risk Scenario: Fatal forklift accidents in TF
Risks Addressed: Occupational fatalities
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p o
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): Rw,
Appendix I Location: Section F.2.2.2.1; Table F.2-2

Risk Component Number: 56
Risk Component Name: Forklift Accidents
Risk Scenario: Nonfatal forklift accidents In TF
Risks Addressed: Occupational injuries
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p o
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R560
Appendix I Location: Section F.2.2.2.2; Table F.2-2

Risk Component Number: 57
Risk Component Name: Risk of Radiation Exposures
Risk Scenario: Routine operations: External exposure in TF
Risks Addressed: Occupational cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 570
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R570
Appendix I Location: Section F.3.1.1; Table F.3-1

Risk Component Number: 58
Risk Component Name: Risk of Radiation Exposures
Risk Scenario: Routine maintenance: Extemal exposure in TF
Risks Addressed: Occupational cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p o
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): Ru,
Appendix I Location: Section F.3.1.2; Table F.3-2

Risk Component Number: 59
Risk Component Name: Risk of Intemal Radiation Exposures
Risk Scenario: Occupational risks due to internal routine exposures

originating from TF
Risks Addressed: Occupational and public cancer and genetic damage
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p 580 and p 59p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R59. and R,,p
Appendix I Location: Sections F.3.2.1.1 and F.3.2.1.2; Tables F.3-3 and F.3-4
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TABLE A.1 (Con't)

SUMMARY OF RISK COMPONENTS

Risk Component Number:
Risk Component Name:
Risk Scenario:
Risks Addressed:
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s):
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s):
Appendix I Location:

60
Risk of Internal Radiation Exposures
Cancer risk due to maintenance operations In TF
Occupational and public morbidity
PMO and psop
Re, and Rp
Sections F.3.2.2.1 and F.3.2.2.2; Tables F.3-5 and F.3-6

Risk Component Number: 61
Risk Component Name: Risk of Cancer by Exposure to VOCs
Risk Scenario: Routine operations in TF: Occupational and public

exposures
Risks Addressed: Occupational and public morbidity
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): p ,10 and p , p
Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): Re1, 0 and R e p
Appendix I Location: Sections F.4.1.1 and F.4.1.2; Tables F.4-1 and F.4-2

Risk Component Number: 62
Risk Component Name: Risk of Noncancer Health Effects
Risk Scenario: Routine operations in TF: Occupational and public

exposures
Risks Addressed: Occupational and public morbidity
Risk Reduction Factor Symbol(s): P 62 and P.2 p

Annual Baseline Risk Symbol(s): R. 20 and R p

Appendix I Location: Sections F.4.2.1 and F.4.2.2; Table F.4-1
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ATTACHMENT B

THEORETICAL BASIS FOR RISK COMPARISONS
USING SOME OF THE TOOLS OF MULTI-ATTRIBUTE UTlUTY THEORY

B.1 INTRODUCTION

Scenarios considered in risk assessment rarely lead to a single consequence; usually the total
risk of one or more events consists of a number of different components such as fatalities,
injuries, and dollars lost. Quite generally, risks are multidimensional quantities with components
of widely different character, measured In different units. For two reasons, this makes the
comparison of risks nontrivial: (1) a numerical comparison can only Involve two numbers and (2)
only numbers measured in the same units can be compared.

Therefore, for a comparison of multicomponent quantities, all components must be converted to
the same units through multiplication by an appropriate scale or conversion factor, and all
components must be combined in a manner prescribed by some rationale to form a single
number. Two such numbers can then be compared unequivocally, provided that the algorithm
used for the combination Is, mathematically speaking, a well-behaved function. For rationales
such as the ones discussed here, the functions used are rather simple and do not present any
mathematical difficulties.

The fields of economics and decision theory offer the required rationales in the form of
multi-attribute utility functions (Covello, 1987; Fishbum, 1978; Keeney, 1978; Von Neumann and
Morgenstem, 1944). These functions not only convert all components to the same units, but also
Involve societal value judgements, for Instance, by explicitly defining a dollar equivalent for a
human life lost. Their function values are called utility Indices and are the quantities to be used
here for risk comparisons. In risk management, this generic approach was successfully used to
select the three finalist sites for the high-level radioactive waste repository (Gregory and
Lichtenstein, 1987; Keeney, 1987; Merkhofer and Keeney, 1987). In that selection process, a
number of different attributes, such as aesthetic, cultural, and socio-economic Impacts, as well
as repository cost, were considered in addition to some components of the total risk. It Is
demonstrated here that this theoretical framework can not only be applied to comparing utility
indices based on risk components alone but that the similarity of the components may be used
to advantage.

It is, however, important to realize that the use made of multi-attribute utility theory proposed here
differs in several significant aspects from the conventional approach. Indeed, except for the
derivation, this application to the comparison of total risks has few aspects In common with the
usual multi-attribute utility approach to decision making. Most Important among the differences
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is that the purpose of the procedure to be developed is exclusively to compare two or more risks,
which are quite similar quantities. It Is not the Intent to make management or policy decisions,
such as those indicated In the last paragraph, on the basis of often widely different criteria. As
a consequence, full advantage Is taken of all similarities, particularly with regard to the valuations
of reductions In risk.

In the applications of multiattribute utility theory to date, ranking Is based purely on the concept
of preference without recourse to the numerical uncertainties of the utility Indices; that Is, the
indices are treated as if they had no standard errors. Consequently, this approach is not able to
make explicit use of the other basic concept of value theory: that of indifference to the ranking
of two utility Indices (Fishburn, 1978; Von Neumann and Morgenstem, 1944). In ranking risks
using utility functions, the fact of Indifference to ranking two alternatives Is a highly significant
datum, particularly if the alternatives differ In attributes other than risk, such as cost, technical
viability, and reliability. In an additional procedure, these aspects can then be taken into account
to make management or policy decisions.

Normally, risk comparisons are not or should not be stand-alone procedures (Seiler, 1990b).
They are more likely tied Into a larger framework for the evaluation of altematives. In this
environment, it Is imperative that a close interaction exist between the decision makers at both
levels, because the viewpoints and valuations In a stand-alone risk comparison are not the same
as those In a risk comparison embedded Into another study that depends on its results.

It is the purpose of this theoretical approach to apply the tools of multi-attribute utility theory to
the comparison of risks, to propose a particular form of writing risks and utility functions for
making these comparisons, to discuss the properties of that particular form and similar forms in
detail, and, finally, to introduce an uncertainty evaluation for the utility index and apply it to two
indifference criteria for the ranking process.

B.2 COMPARISONS OF RISK COMPONENTS

B.2.1 Risk as a Multicomponent Quantity

The basic quantity risk will be used here in the formn defined by Kaplan and Garrick (1981),

R 3 ( S, C}, PI), (B.2.1)

where S. defines a particular scenario, C, one of its consequences, and P. the probability of that
consequence. The complete set of I scenarios and outcomes of a given activity describes its
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total risk. In set notation

R {RII.1,I1 ((S., C, P) 11,1). (B.2.2)

The possible scenarios S. Include different people at risk with Individual risks R, which can be
summed to obtain a total risk R for all J possible consequences Cl, each of which is expected
to occur EJ times. In other words, E Is the expectation value for the effects In all exposed
individuals. The total risk can then be written as a set of all J combinations of scenarios and
consequences,

R {R1lJ=1,Jl {(Sj, C, P) Ii=1,J). (B.2.3)

Alternately, this total risk can be written as a vector

R ( R, R2.-- R.. Rj) (B.2.4)

where the components R1 of the total risk are given by the same expectation value of the number
of effects EJ as In Equation (B.2.3)

RI - E , (B.2.5)

where the Index j now has to Imply both scenario and consequence. The meaning of the real
t....-' number El can thus range from the number of traffic or latent cancer fatalities to the number of

dollars necessary to clean up an accident site. Potentially, the number of components J is quite
large. Methods to aggregate some of them to decrease their number to a manageable size will
be discussed In the context, weighting the components In Section B.3.4. Regardless of the
number of components, however, the notation of Equation (B.2.4) clearly indicates the
multicomponent nature of most total risks.

The comparison of total risks is made difficult by this multi-component structure, because there
exists no unique mathematical framework for comparing these risks at the present time. Yet risk
comparisons are needed in many risk assessments and In most risk management activities. It
is, therefore, of Importance to develop tools that allow a comparison of total risks, such as an
Index that summarizes the combined Impacts of all components of the risks being compared.

In this context, It is important to realize that the risk defined In Equation (B.2.1) and the total risk
defined by Equations (B.2.3) or (B.2.4) are two different quantities. However, for want of a more
appropriate term,. both are usually called risks. The terminology used here Is to apply the
qualified term total risk to the second set of equations, defining the expectation values for each
consequence. As long as the index j Implies both scenario and consequence this usage will be
maintained.
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In the aggregation mentioned above, the number of components is reduced from J to a more
manageable number J,. This implies a summation (or integration) over the number of scenarios
and over the persons exposed. The resulting quantities are more In the nature of an expectation
value of a total risk than a risk, and call for a different term. Taking into account that Equations
(B.2.2) and (B.2.3) contain exactly the same nformation, yet another formulation for this data set
is

C.- (Cl , C2 I..., Cj,..CJ.) |(B.2.6)

where the components CJ are given by the analog to Equation (B.2.5).

C} - El . (B.2.7)

Note that the only real difference between Equations (B.2.4) and (B.2.6) is the range of the index
J, which runs from 1 to J in Equation (B.2.4) and over the much reduced range from 1 to J in
Equation (B.2.7). In the latter, the index runs exclusively over the different consequences C ,
selected in the aggregation process. The quantity C defined by Equation (B.2.6) is, therefore,
termed the consequence vector.

B.2.2 Uncertainties in Risk Comparisons

In many risk assessments, the numerical analysis of uncertainties is either not performed at all
or then just perfunctorily, more as an afterthought This may in part be due to the fact that the
treatment of uncertainties Is often difficult; at any rate it is more involved and more delicate than
the actual risk calculation (Bevington, 1969; Brandt, 1976; Iman and Helton, 1988; Seiler, 1987b).
However, in any state-of-the-art risk assessment, an appropriate numerical error analysis is a
central and time-consuming part of the entire effort (see Section B.4.2 and Attachment C). Also,
its results should be reflected in the final quotations of the risks, even if it is only by the number
of significant digits given (LaGoy, 1989).

When two or more total risks are compared, the uncertainties of each component of the total risk
become of paramount importance, because the task of a risk comparison is not merely to rank
risks according to some criterion or other, but rather to do so while keeping track of risks that are
not significantly different from others. These comparable risks can only be assigned to a
particular group but cannot be ranked within it. Failure to follow this procedure can result in
considerable losses of money or other societal goods due to more efficient alternatives which
were mistakenly ranked lower and consequently rejected. In order to follow the procedure
outlined here, criteria that indicate an indifference to ranking need to be applied, such as
Goodman's criteria of an insignificant difference (Goodmann, 1986).

The uncertainties of most risk components are usually rather large due to such uncertain factors
as the probability of the primary event in a scenario or the risk coefficient for lung cancer due to
high-LET irradiation of the respiratory tract by inhaled 2m Pu. However, closer inspection of risk
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comparisons shows that these errors have the character of errors of scale which can sometimes
hide even highly significant differences (Seller, 1990b). These scale errors should either be
removed by appropriate methods (Seiler, 1990b) or they can be eliminated by an appropriate
normalization of the risk component.

8.2.3 Normalizing a Risk Component

The most elegant way to reduce the error of a risk component is a normalization, that Is, a
recalibration of the component in different units. In this operation, many common factors cancel.
Quite generally, a component Rik of the total risk can be separated Into a product of n different
factors F; kv often with some of the factors being sums of products,

no

Rik * Fj*1 FA2 *-Flknl ' II F v (B.2.8)
v.1

where the indices J, k, and v stand for the risk component, the alternative being compared and
the risk factor, respectively. For use as a normalization quantity, a number of different risks can
serve. Convenient choices are the baseline risk components, or the average of every component
over all K alternatives. In this context, it is important to realize that normalization Is a shift of
scale that does not change relative uncertainties.

Denoting the normalization risk by the index k =0, the normalized risk component r k Is the old
risk component Ri k measured In units of the normalization risk R or, in the terminology of
epidemiology, the new risk rk is a relative risk. In the normalization, a number of the factors in
numerator and denominator will usually cancel; often only one or two factors remain. If the
number of remaining factors Is n , the relative risk is given by

nI

Ri kk1 Fk2 1E fl v (B.2.9)
Rj Fj I . Fjn

Jo jol 'Jo2 Jon~ I Fo
v-1

The error of this ratio Is thus much smaller than the error of an absolute risk, and error
propagation can be handled in the usual first-order or Gaussian approximation for small relative
errors (Bevington, 1969; Brandt, 1976). If some relative errors are not small, higher order terms
In the Taylor series may have to be used (Seiler, 1987b).

Sometimes the same parameter appears In both numerator and denominator, but does not cancel
as in Equation (B.2.9), because the factor containing it is a sum of products. In this case, the
error propagation formula should not be used on the absolute risks R k, but on the relative risk
function r k (x) = rl k (x , x 2 ... , x ) with a set of P independent parameters {x ) = (x I p = 1,P)
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that Influence the uncertainty of the final result The Gaussian approximation, which consists of
the first correction term of a multi-dimensional Taylor (Kom and Kom, 1968) expansion of r k (X)
around the point x, then yields

(, 2 r2)0 k)2 (B.2.1 0)

Analogously, numerical methods (Cox and Baybutt, 1981; Helton, 1961; Iman and Helton, 1988)
should focus on the relative risk r1,, rather than on the product of the residual factors FJk, of the
absolute risks in numerator and denominator. Some of the aspects relevant to this report will be
discussed in more detail in Attachment C.1.

B.3 TOOLS OF MULTI-ATTRIBUTE UTILITY FUNCTIONS

B.3.1 Decision Theory

Decision theory is a discipline grown out of economics and operations research that has
developed rapidly in the last few decades. It is a system of concepts and mathematical
procedures which are helpful in making decisions while pursuing multiple objectives. Some
approaches are based on the economic concepts of preference and utility (ishbum, 1978;
Keeney, 1978), collectively often called value theory, and incorporate individual and societal value
judgments In a mathematical framework combining different attributes.

Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) are credited with the primary development of modem
axiomatic theory of utility functions for decision processes; more recent developments have
resulted in a mature axiomatic theory. Central to this economic theory are the binary relations
of preference theory based on the concepts of preference (the consumer prefers A to B, actually
he 'strictly prefers' A to B; or in mathematical symbolism: A > B ) and indifference (the consumer
is indifferent to a choice between A and B, or in mathematical symbols: A - B ). Utility functions
describe the consumer's valuation of various amounts of commodities such as money, goods, and
services. The numerical value of a utility function is called the utility index (Henderson and
Ouandt, 1971).

B.3.2 Single Attribute Utility Functions

Utility indices are used to rank alternatives; the differences between the values of different
alternatives, however, are not necessarily indicative of the intensity of preference. Utility
functions, as usually constructed, are thus deemed to have ordinal, but not necessarily cardinal
properties (Fishbum, 1978; Henderson and Quandt, 1971; Keeney, 1978). However, for the
purposes of comparing risks, cardinal properties are desirable in order to facilitate error
propagation calculations and evaluate the significance of differences between utility indices.
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Utility functions with the necessary properties can be constructed In a manner that avoids sizeable
higher-order derivatives, for example, by using linear or logarithmic functions of gains or losses.
For these functions, it is then possible to calculate standard errors for the utility indices and use
them in a meaningful discussion of significant differences. The discussions here are given in
terms of unaggregated risk components but hold equally well for aggregated components.

From the utility point of view a risk contribution or a number of expected health or environmental
effects El k are a disulity dl k or a negative utility -u k . If the disutility dl k Is assumed to be
directly equal to the number of effects, it Is given by the expression

djk W - Uk - E (B.3.1)

where the ndices and k denote the component and the altemative, respectively. As long as
the value of Ejk Is larger than one but not too large, the linear utility function Is a good measure
for the loss of value. If E k is considerably less than one, the linear function does not give a
reasonable measure for a risk reduction by - say - an order of magnitude; It undervalues that risk
reduction. If E k is much larger than one, on the other hand, it will tend to overvalue a risk
reduction by the same factor of ten. The same arguments can be made for a linear utility that
involves normalized risks.

In economic terms, the use of the linear form disregards the relationship between the quantity of
a commodity and its utility, known as the Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility (Fishbum, 1978;
Samuelson, 1973). Put in mathematical terms, It states that the derivative of the utility decreases
as the quantity of the commodity Increases. Thus the use of the term 'marginal' in economics
does not agree with its mathematical defini Won (see for Instance Kom and Kom, 1968). In order
to limit the use of this term to its mathematical meaning, the acronym LDMU will be used from
now on to denote the law.

In risk management, the LDMU expresses the fact that, for example, a unit increase In the
relative risk Is most detrimental when r k Is 1, it is less detrimental when rk is 10, and even less
so when r Is 100. Similarly, a unit increase In the denominator is most beneficial when the
relative risk Is 1, less beneficial when it Is 1/10, and so on. Graphically, this type of relationship
is shown In Figure .B-1 a, where, as an example, a logarithmic dependence f(x) = log, x Is plotted
as a function of the argument x. Given in Figure .B-1b is its derivative, df(x) I dx = 1 / (x In a)
as a function of x. The function f(x) adds one unit of disutility for every factor, a, by which the
argument x Increases.

Using a logarithmic form with base, a, for the disutility Inherent in a risk component leads to the
second form of the utility function to be discussed here. The formulation

dik - log, rk (B.3.2)
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The Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility shown here (Figure .B-I .a) for the single-attribute utility
function U(x) log, x. For each factor, a. by which the argument x increases or decreases, the
utility increases or decreases by one unit. The change per unit increase of argument x, that is,
its derivate du(x)/dx 1/(x In a) is shown in Figure 1.3-1.b. As required by the LMDU, '

continuously decreases as the argument ncreases.
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removes the asymmetry about the point rl k 1 except for a sign. It Is, therefore, antisymmetric
with respect to unity and able to cover large variations in the relative risk rik. In fact the definition
of a risk reduction factor p k by

Pt rk -Rk (B.3.3)

allows the writing of the modified utility function in the form

oJk ' dok - log r ' log, J(3
rj (8.3.4)

In a lnp,

with the definition of the 'modulus' of the logarithm with base a

E 1. (6.3.5)
In a

This type of utility function is antisymmetric In the arguments rk and P k and symmetric with
respect to risk increases and risk reductions.

Utility functions that appear most useful In the comparison of total risks combine most of the
qualities discussed above. The set of these single-attribute utility functions will be called class
9t, utility functions In this paper and is defined by the following properties:

1. Exhibiting the behavior required by the LDMU, and having a parameter that allows
It to approximate the dependence of the utility function on the risk reduction factor.

2. Exhibiting antisymmetry with respect to an argument of unity, I.e., it is symmetric,
except for the sign, with respect to r k = 1, and thus also p k = 1.

3. Being mathematically well behaved functions," Le., they are continuous, monotonic,
differentiable, and have, in addition, only small values of the higher derivatives.

4. Being measurable, i.e., a larger difference of the utility function for two different
values of the argument means a larger difference in the intensity of the preference
for the higher argument over the lower one, and vice versa (Dyer and Sarin, 1979).

From the discussions above, the need for most of these properties Is evident; the requirement
of small higher derivatives is needed in order to justify the use of the Gaussian approximation for
the propagation of errors. Together with the requirement of measurability, this condition assures
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a meaningful mapping of the uncertainty distribution onto the utility function. Clearly, the functions
discussed In Equations (B.3.2) and (B.3.4) fulfill all of these requirements, whereas
Equation (B.3.1) fails with regard to the first condition, except for small deviations of the argument
from unity.

B.3.3 Areaation of Components

Among the J components of the total risk, many involve the same Incident or the same type of
incident, say, routine occupational whole-body exposure to low-LET radiation, as well as the same
consequence, say, leukemia five to fifteen years later. The expected value of leukemia cases
among the workers for several different exposure scenarios Is a typical candidate for aggregating
components Into the single risk component of leukemia due to routine occupational low-LET
whole-body radiation exposure. All contributions to this combined risk would have the same
societal weight y,, i.e., be subject to the same valuation.

There are essentially three ways to aggregate similar components: (1) aggregate before forming
the risk reduction factor; (2) aggregate risk reduction factors before forming the utility function;
and (3) aggregate after forming the utility functions. Each method has its area of applicability,
although In many cases the method of choice Is not necessarily evident. The basic requirement
for aggregation, however, is that the components lead to the same consequence, typically a
health or environmental effect.

The first method Is Indicated, for instance, when the index differentiates solely between
individuals exposed In the same event and at risk for the same health effect. This aggregation
is of the type that leads to the number El of health effects In Equation (B.2.5). For the
aggregation labeled g, which combines the n, components between the labels J ., and J i, with
indices given by the limits 1 S J -1 J 4 S J, the combined risk reduction ratio becomes a sum of
products, quite likely multiplied by some common factors. This can be seen by rewriting
Equation (B.3.3) as a risk reduction factor p 4 k for the combined component g

Rio

Pt*= _Jit- , (B.3.6)

RJk

The detailed derivation of the algebraic form Of P (, k and its properties are given in Attachment
C.2, Aggregation of Risk Components. Also discussed there is the calculation of the error for the
risk reduction factor, A p tk which requires the application of the Gaussian approximation.

The second method should be used when it seems justified to add risk reduction factors in some
appropriately weighted fashion. This is indicated in some studies where only several conditional
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accident scenarios are discussed, that is, the results given are subject to the condition that the
initiating event has occurred, but little Information Is available on the probability of that event.
Also, some highly uncertain low-probability events may be more amenable to the estimation of
the risk reduction factor than to the estimation of the absolute risk. In these cases, it may be
useful to estimate the combined risk reduction factor as a weighted arithmetic or geometric
average of the ndividual factors,

Pet = i Wij Pk (B.3.7)

or

JI

= Hip ( p,) W} (B.3.8)

Equations (B.3.7) and (B.3.8) do not have the usual form for weighted means because the sum
of the weights is normalized to unity. Once this Is taken into account, the equations assume the
correct form.

The choice between the arithmetic and the geometric average depends on the characteristics of
the evaluation. In risk comparisons, risk reduction factors often vary widely. In that case, a
geometric mean may be preferable. For the aggregation of more densely clustered risk reduction
factors, the arithmetic average may be preferable.

The problem In using Equations (B.3.7) and (B.3.8) lies in finding an adequate rationale for the
determination of the weights w . It may, however, be easier to approximate the Influence of a
particular risk reduction factor on a combined factor than to estimate its absolute value. In some
of these cases, the relative contribution of that component to the total baseline risk of the
aggregation 4 may be deemed appropriate,

Woo = (B.3.9)

VUJ-

In other cases, equal weights may be more adequate. Generally, the second method Is Indicated
when separate risk reduction factors are needed, but there Is no rationale for a separate attribute
In the multi-attribute utility function.

The third method should be used when component utilities should be added and weighted with
the same societal valuation yl. This Is often the case with the risk components targeted by the
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risk reduction methods that distinguish the atematives k. For these components a direct
evaluation of the utilities is indicated. In some Instances, however, these contributions to the
utility index tend to overwhelm other contributions by their sheer numbers, even though they
should be viewed more as a single contribution. To avoid this situation, the composite single-
attribute utility function may be written as

vJ,Uto 0 QEwtvIn (pvk)

with relative weights w, 1. These weights are often most appropriate when set equal to each
other, that Is to

1 1~~~~~~~~~~~(B311
*l - = - J____ (B.3.11)

with a sum over the n , weights normalized to unity. In some situations, however, another way
of weighting may be more appropriate. Some additional thoughts on the best choice of method
and on the implementation of that choice are presented in Attachment C.2, Aggregation of Risk
Components.

In the aggregation process from J different components down to J0 components, the terminology
changes because this summation leads to a quantity in the nature of an expectation value (see
Section B.2.1, above). This is recognized by the definition of the consequence reduction factor

rlk = . ({Pik ) (B.3.12)

aggregated by one of the functions A, in Equations (B.3.7 to B.3.8) from a subset of the set of
all risk reduction factors. This quantity is used in the formulation of the multi-attribute utility
theory.

B.3.4 Multi-Attribute Utility Functions

Utility functions for multiple attributes, such as the risk reduction components of a relative total
risk, can be written as some combination of their marginal utility functions, the modified
single-attribute utilities 0 k, weighted by societal value judgments (Covello, 1987; Keeney, 1978;
Merkhofer and Keeney, 1987). The corresponding mathematical weights g1 express the valuation
by society of different components, such as cancer fatalities, monetary losses, loss of limbs, and
workdays lost in accidents. As in the case of single attribute utility functions, the value of the
function is called the utility index U k 
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There are many ways to decompose the multi-attribute utility function Into combinations of their
marginal utilities (French, 1986; Keeney and Raiffa, 1976; Zeleny, 1982). For risk comparisons,
the most interesting one is the additive decomposition. In the approach used here, two forms of
the multi-attribute utility function will be discussed: both are additive, one using linear and the
other logarithmic marginal utility functions. Thus

J.

Uk = const i elk (B.3.13)
/.1

where the marginal utility functions are given either by Equation (B.3.1) or Equation (B.3.4), and
where const Is a constant scale factor.

Apart from these properties, these mult-attribute utility functions fulfill the other conditions of what
we shall call class Stm functions:

1. Their marginal utilities are class 9t, utility functions.

2. Similar to the requirements of condition 3) for class 9t functions, they are
mathematically 'well behaved' and represent a smooth n-dimensional surface without
large curvatures In (n+1)-dimensional space.

3. The utility functions are measurable, I.e., a larger difference between the function
values of two alternatives means a larger difference In the intensity of preference
between the two alternatives.

The exact nature of the Intensity of preference (French, 1986) discussed In the third condition is
not of direct relevance here, because, as stated before, the requirement of measurability is
introduced in order to ascertain a meaningful mapping of the uncertainties onto the utility Indices.
The second condition Is the reason why the multiplicative decomposition of the multiattribute utility
function is not used here. Multiplicative functions have considerably more potential for large
surface curvatures than additive functions.

The first additive function to be discussed here Is the weighted linear combination of linear utility
functions for each attribute according to Equations (B.3.1) and (B.3.4). It leads to a multi-attribute
function of

J
Uk = jg1 Pik' (B.3.14)

! 
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where S Is an arbitrary normalization factor. If it Is chosen as the sum of weights g1,

J.
S E gjy f(B.3.15)

ju1

then normalized weights yA can be defined by

= go (B.3.16)

resulting in a utility index U k that corresponds to the weighted arithmetic mean of all component
utilities,

J.

Uk 1 1 PA (B.3.17)
Ju1

These linear combinations of linear utility functions are best used when the total risks to be
compared are rather similar In most components. In these cases, the linearity of utility with a
small Increase or reduction in risk Is a useful concept. The range of applicability is restricted,
however, because of the asymmetry with regard to the unit relative risk and the inability to give
expression to the LDMU.

If the marginal utilities e l are given by the logarithm of the risk reduction component according
to Equation (B.3.4), the additive form yields a multi-attribute utility, U . which Is the weighted
arithmetic mean in a logarithmic space with base, a,

J.

Uk = Q y In pjk (B.3.18)
Jul

This function thus has the global properties required of a class 9t m function. The wide range of
relative risks due to risk management and remediation efforts, often many orders of magnitude,
can be covered easily by assigning an appropriate base, a, to the logarithm to be used in the
marginal utility functions.

Intuitively, the use of the weighted arithmetic and the weighted logarithmic mean of the
component utilities as measures of the multi-attribute utility makes sense. The first is appropriate
when the values rj k are clustered relatively closely around the value of 1, the second is more
appropriate when there are wide spreads between component values.
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The selection of the weighted logarithmic average In Equation (B.3.11) as the multi-attribute utility
function of choice in this paper may be less obvious. It Is mostly justified by the desirable
properties of a class ¶% m multi-attribute utility function and the fact that function (B.3.11) is the
most simple representative of this class. This choice Is arbitrary, but it is based on a rationale
that should be sufficient for the general purpose of comparing risks.

For the comparison of risks with logarithmic utility functions, the unique property of these functions
may be used directly by defining with the anti-logarithm a risk reduction Index which is the
weighted geometric mean of all the risk reduction factors rj,

JI.
6i k = a = II (r rk)Y (B.3.19)

Jul

or its inverse, the risk augmentation index

= = 1 (B.3.20)
ok

It is these quantities which will be used here for risk comparisons. In this form of the Indices,
contributions from the different components are the factors

sJk * ( rlk) I, (B.3.21)

so that

J.

ok II Oik (B.3.22)
J.1

Writing the consequence reduction Index as a product allows a simple analysis of the contribution
of each component J to the index.

B.3.5 Determination of Weights

Together with the selection of the utility function, the assignment of the weights g, is a crucial part
of the comparison of risks or consequences, because it involves the numerical evaluation of
societal value judgments such as the value of a human life, the true societal cost of temporarily
or permanently displacing people from their home or workplace, or the losses Incurred in
damaging or destroying an environmental system (Covello, 1987; Edwards, 1987; Graham and
Vaupel, 1981; Svenson and Karisson, 1989). An appropriate representation of different technical
and non-technical viewpoints Is, therefore, of paramount Importance.
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This purpose is best accomplished by eliciting the judgmental values of a group of experts. in
this group, the viewpoint of political authorities at the local and state level, of the regulating
agencies, and the operational engineer must be represented, as well as the concerns and values
of the local population, and the needs and priorities of society as a whole. The group of experts
will, therefore, have to comprise technical specialists, risk assessors and managers, as well as
social scientists and others that can Introduce regulatory and popular concerns Into the
evaluation. In this context, it is important to keep in mind the use to which the comparison of total
risks or consequences Is put. The composition of the group of experts will be quite different for
different uses, such as selection of technological alternatives for a project already decided on, or
the determination of whether to do a project or not. In the second case, much more societal input
is needed, whereas in the first case a corresponding viewpoint needs to be represented.

In economics and decision theory, the weights , or ya are often called value trade-offs or scaling
factors, and convert the risk component given in its appropriate units into a new quantity
measured in dollars. This leads to the difficult question of the monetary value of a human life
(Edwards, 1987; Graham and Vaupel, 1981; Gregory and Uchtenstein, 1987; Keeney and Raiffa,
1976; Merkhofer and Keeney, 1987), and to the problem of the appropriate discount rate for that
value if the life is lost to cancer in 10 or 20 years instead of being lost in an occupational accident
today. These problems become paramount, if not insoluble, when - as an example - the risk
comparison involves different versions of a repository for radioactive wastes, and thus needs to
balance the values of money and lives lost today and 5,000 or 10,000 years from now (Graham
and Vaupel, 1981; Svenson and Karlsson, 1989).

This difficulty, however, seems to arise not so much from having to make the actual value
judgment, but from the practice of expressing the results of that judgment in dollars and using
traditional economic methods to discount them. Recent experience has shown that monetary
values are not an adequate measure of many societal issues such as health and environmental
risks (Keeney, 1990a; Keeney, 1990b; Svenson and Karlsson, 1989). In public perception, many
risks carry a price that cannot be measured in dollars (Slovic, 1987; Svenson and Karlsson,
1989). The concern for the safety of future generations is a typical example: since our society
has decided to worry about lives that may be lost in the far-off future, it clearly assigns weights
which are largely independent of absolute dollar values or meaningful discount rates. By many
people, weights are more likely to be assigned on the basis of a rationale such as: every
generation should take care of its own wastes and not burden future generations with problems
caused by less than optimal methods of disposal.

The normalization of risk components used here side-steps the difficulty of assigning absolute
dollar values. Using either the relative risks rl k or the risk reduction factors rI k for disutility or
utility, respectively, involves dimensionless quantities. In weighting them, there is also an
important change in the question posed: It Is no longer "What is the value of a human life lost
today relative to the dollar?" but rather "What is the value of a reduction by a factor F In the risk
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of lives lost today relative to the same reduction In the risk of monetary losses?" Appropriate
aggregation Into consequence components does not change this valuation.

The value of a consequence reduction, however, still depends on the absolute value of the
consequence. For a relatively large value, a reduction by a factor F Is more valuable than for a
value that Is already small. In part, this Is but an alternate form of the LDMU, reformulated for
the fact that risk Is a disutility. Class 9i m multi-attribute utility functions such as the one In
Equation (B.3.1 1) account In part for this property and the corresponding weights should thus be
assigned for the part of the function near unity, I.e., for the neighborhood of rk = 1 and thus also
rk = 1. This takes care of the variability of the utility with respect to the risk reduction factor.
The weighting, however, still depends on the absolute value of the baseline risk Rj, for that
component. For the relatively small values often encountered for highly controlled operations, the
dependence Is usually weak. For substantial or large total consequences, with several tens or
hundreds of fatalities, however, that dependence Is quite strong. Thus, considering the absolute
consequence component together with the consequence reduction factor will yield a meaningful
weight.

There are a considerable number of methods for eliciting and evaluating expert Judgment
discussed In the literature (French, 1986; Keeney and Raiffa, 1976). However, the totally different
type of valuation needed here will require extra care. Some aspects of Importance In this
particular type of consequence comparison are discussed In more detail In Attachment G.

B.4 THE RANKING PROCESS AND UNCERTAINTY

B.4.1 The Ranking Process and Its Robustness

The values of the utility Indices provide a basis to establish a ranking among alternative risks.
Some of these rankings, however, may be spurious because the numerical values of the
uncertainties In the utility Indices may be larger than or comparable to the differences by which
preference Is established. Due to the uncertainties of the utility functions, two risks may actually
be Indistinguishable and should be ranked equally.

The ranking of the set A of K different alternatives thus leads to sorting them Into B Indifference
classes lb wth one or more members which are mutually Indifferent to ranking (French, 1986).
Thus, In set notation, the Indifference class b Is defined by

It i {(a E A - et . (B.4.1)
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It can be shown, however, that there exists a strict preference relationship between the B
indifference classes

lb, En as, >1 A >1 at (1 ># jog.(B.4.2)

where the strict preference between indifference classes Is denoted by >, and defined by

> b K a IiB for any (B.4.3)

i.e., by the requirement that all elements of the preferred class are strictly preferred to all
elements of the other class. On this basis, the classification In Equation (B.4.2) characterizes the
ranking nformation needed in risk comparisons. The value of a consequence reduction index
k and its uncertainty Ae k provide the data for the uncertainty analysis of the ranking process,

resulting in a ranking and a multiplicity at equal rank (French, 1986; Goodmann, 1986). The
procedure Is discussed In Section B.4.3.

B.4.2 Standard Error of the Utility Indices

The uncertainty Ae k of the consequence reduction Index arises from the set xp) of all P
stochastic quantities that enter into the calculation of the index. The Gaussian approximation
(Bevington, 1969; Brandt. 1976; Seiler, 1987b) yields for the standard error

(A ek) 2 (a eD({xP))J (Ax ) 2 (B.4.4)
V1 axv

An analogous expression can be derived for the risk augmentation index ',,.

This approximation for small errors contains only the linear term of a multidimensional Taylor
series (Kom and Kom, 1968) but should suffice for most cases. If a given risk component
involves larger uncertainties, an approximation which is appropriate for large errors, may be
required. Examples are the use of lognormal distributions for highly uncertain parameters, the
use of higher terms in the Taylor series (Seller, 1987b), or the use of numerical methods (Cox
and Baybutt, 1981; Helton, 1961; Iman and Helton, 1988).

B.4.3 Criteria for Indifferent Ranking

Two aspects of risk comparison are important in the process of ranking relative risks or risk
reduction factors and using that result in risk management: the preference of one alternative over
the other, and, conversely, an indifference to ranking two altematives. Membership in these two
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sets Is determined by a comparison between the difference in consequence reduction indices of
two risks and their uncertainties, i.e., by some kind of a statistical test.

The problem of indifference when comparing risks with overlapping probability distributions is
different from that encountered in the usual statistical tests. It has been discussed in detail by
Goodmann (1986), who derived two criteria for an insignificant difference between two risks by
assuming that only the two first moments of the probability distributions, I.e., the means and the
standard deviations, are known.

The first is based on a measure of the divergence D (Xi, X2) between two distributions f (x) and
f2 (x) derived in Information theory

D(X,. X 2 ) f [f1(x) - f2(x)] Inj . (x) .dx. (B.4.5)

The divergence is positive semi-definite, the null value being obtained only for Identical
distributions. As long as the divergence Is smaller than a limiting value Do,

D (X,, X2 ) Do, (B.4.6)

the distributions have an Insignificant difference.

The second criterion Is of a more statistical nature. At a preset confidence level V, the
confidence intervals with the confidence limits x%, and x(')b,

xhl

J f(x) dx = V . (B.4.7)
,,,

x,,

are determined for I = 1,2. The confidence levels Vat for distribution I within the confidence limits
of the distribution I are then determined by,

XN

f f(x) dx = V,. (B.4.8)
ften.1
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From these cross-function confidence levels, the test quantities e,, are deternined as the relative
changes from the confidence level V0,

| V11101 | (B.4.9)

V0

These relative increments ej in the confidence levels must be smaller than the limiting relative
increment e,, resulting in the two conditions

e S 8 * (B.4.10)

Criteria (B.4.6) and (B.4.10) for an insignificant difference between two probability distributions
can be combined to sort a set of probability distributions Into indifference classes. The limiting
values for the two criteria are given in Goodmann's paper for normal and lognormal distributions.

Clearly, Goodmann's method can also be used to establish the Indifference between two or more
consequence reduction or augmentation indices. As long as the nature of their probability
distributions can be estimated with a reasonable degree of confidence, Goodmann's criteria
should yield useful results.

Values for the risk reduction indices and their standard errors can be used with Goodmann's
criteria for normally or lognormally distributed quantities to establish preference or indifference to
ranking between the K Indices. It should be noted In this context, that in establishing indifference
among three or more quantities, transitivity does not necessarily hold. Therefore, indifference to
ranking has to be established for all possible pairs of a set of alternatives. These comparisons
then Identify the indifference classes lb.

B.4.4 Distributions of the Consequence Reduction Indices

The errors of the risk reduction indices can be estimated using traditional methods. If it is
assumed that the n, remaining factors in numerator and denominator of the normalized risk of
Equation (B.2.9) are all lognormally distributed, then the multi-attribute utility function (B.3.12) is
normally distributed and the standard error can be estimated directly. According to Equation
(8.3.19), the consequence reduction indices are then lognormally distributed.

Remaining factors with normal or mixed distributions In Equation (B.2.9) can give rise to
problems. In that case Mellin transforms can be used (Springer, 1979) or numerical methods
such as Monte Carlo calculations. However, such complex methods may not be needed. As long
as the total number I of contributions to the J components of the total risk is relatively large, say
10 or so, and a sizeable fraction of these I terms contributes substantially to the total, the central
limit theorem of probability theory states that the multi-attribute utility index is approximately
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normally distributed (Kom and Kom, 1968). The consequence reduction Indices are then
lognormally distributed, and for narrow distributions, an approximate normal distribution can be
used. In that case, the tables for lognormal or normal distributions in Goodmann's paper can be
used to determine the limiting criteria (Goodman, 1986).

B.5 PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

B.5.1 Utility Index as Weighted Arithmetic Mean

Practical applications of the utility function defined by Equation (B.3.10) to problems Involving risk
among the attributes already exist (Keeney and Ralffa, 1976). A similar approach has been
suggested for the selection of routes for the transport of hazardous materials (Seller, 1988).
Although the marginal utilities In Equation (B.3.10) do not allow for the LDMU, the conditions for
which linearity Is a useful concept are met quite often, typically In a choice among pre-selected
altematives, where those with sizeable differences In Important risk components are no longer
present.

The evaluation of sites for the high-level radioactive waste repository, leading to a reduction of
the number of sites from five to three (Keeney, 1987; Merkhofer and Keeney, 1987), is a typical
example in which the less appropriate sites have already been eliminated. In this example,
considerations other than risk were included also. However, the final decision by the Department
of Energy dropped a number of attributes such as cost and made the decision based mostly on
risk components. In these evaluations, no consideration was given to the uncertainty of the utility
indices, and indices with rather small differences were ranked as different, although there Is a
suspicion that some of them might be indifferent to ranking.

A widely used method of multiple criterion decision making that is in many ways similar to the
linear combinations of utility functions is the Analytical Hierarchy Process of Saaty (Saaty, 1980;
Saaty and Vargas, 1982; Zahedi, 1986). It can be viewed as Incorporating most aspects of the
utility function and Its weight Into the weighting of the hierarchy. Formally this can be viewed as
setting the marginal functions In an additive value function to unity at every level
(Kamenetzky, 1982). The hierarchy process Is ordinal and does not allow for the Incorporation
of distribution functions for the parameters, which would result in a standard error for the total
weight.

B.5.2 Logarithmic Utility Functions

The utility functions most likely to meet the needs of risk comparisons are class 9 m functions.
Among the functions of this class, the weighted logarithmic average of Equation (B.3.17) seems
to be the easiest to use. Risk comparisons often Involve components that are dramatically
different due to determined attempts at risk reduction. Efforts to reduce some components of the
total risk, however, almost always result in Increasing some other components, often by a
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considerable factor. The logarithmic dependence of Equation (B.3.17) covers these ranges quite
easily. It is for these reasons that In the first practical application of the approach presented here,
this function will be used in a comparison of the total risks of engineered alternatives for the
treatment of transuranic wastes to be emplaced in the WIPP.

Apart from the logarithmic single-attribute utility functions, the two major differences between the
approaches discussed in the last section and the one discussed here are the calculation of
dimensionless relative risks or risk reduction factors, and the use of error estimates for the utility
indices. The dimensionless approach avoids the necessity to estimate the value of social costs
and losses In terms of dollars or some other unit, and allows a direct valuation In terms of an
Increase or decrease of a consequence reduction factor. The use of uncertainties allows the
application of the concept of indifference to ranking, resulting in groups of indistinguishable
consequence reduction indices.

B.6 DISCUSSION

Some of the tools of multi-attribute utility theory have been used to construct a framework for the
comparison of multicomponent risks. Contrary to its application in economics or in public policy
decisions, however, the aim is not to predict an optimal course of action for public policy or the
Investment behavior of an individual or a corporate entity. The intent is rather to provide a
transparent method for ranking multicomponent risks, using a somewhat arbitrary but intuitively
appealing rationale.

No attempt is made to arrive at a single, 'correct' solution for all segments of society. On the
contrary, the ranking obtained here is clearly not unique but depends on the numerical values
assigned to the weights for each risk component. This method can thus be used by anyone with
a different system of societal values to derive his or her own ranking of the same risks, based on
the same set of values for the marginal utility functions in Equation (B.3.13). This approach is
in effect an attempt to put the comparison of risks on a rational basis without ignoring different
sets of subjective, personal, or institutional valuations.

On the other hand, this method allows a direct evaluation of the influence of different value
judgements on the ranking process. In many cases, the information that widely different
valuations that do or do not have a drastic impact on the ranking process may be an important
datum to come out of the risk comparison.

In this context, it should be noted that the method introduced here is a quite general procedure
which is applicable for the comparison of many multi-component quantities. Of course, the use
of class 9tm and 9t1 functions must be justified for each particular case; otherwise, other classes
can be defined which have the appropriate properties for the utility functions of the particular
problem at hand.
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Another Important aspect of the method proposed here is the use of the standard errors of the
consequence reduction Indices to determine the significance of a difference between two total
risks and, thus, to determine a possible Indifference to ranking. This is a neglected aspect of
comparisons which can be addressed here because of the normalization to relative risks and risk
reduction factors proposed, and because both first-order and higher-order approximations are
available for the calculations of error propagation.

It should be noted that these error estimates only address the random but not the systematic
errors In the risk calculations. Due to their nature, the treatment of systematic errors Is difficult,
if It Is possible at all (Seiler, 1990a). However, in the normalization process, systematic errors
may cancel entirely or at least In part. Combined with the use of class 9t multi-attribute utility
functions, In particular that of Equation (B.3.17), this approach thus allows to make a routine
estimate for the standard errors of the utility Indices which are needed in this process.

The use of the weighted geometric mean In Equation (B.3.18) as the multi-attribute utility function
of choice is, of course, arbitrary and Is defensible mainly as one of the simplest choices among
class 9tR, and class 9t m functions. It Is important in this context, to remember that the intent of
the method presented here Is not to make valid predictions of economic or socal behavior but
to provide a framework for the comparison of risks according to different valuations.

Comparisons of total risks are usually made in order to support the making of technical or public
policy decisions. For that use of the comparison of the risks of alternatives, the main points are:

1. A ranking of risks Is merely a decision tool; It should not and cannot replace the
decision maker.

2. A ranking of risks Is only rarely the sole basis for a decision; many other criteria enter
into that process.

3. The existence of an Insignificant difference between some total risks allows focusing
on the question which of the other attributes exert the largest influence on the
decision.

The ranking of several risks Into a number of groups of Insignificantly different utility Indices can
support many types of decisions. Important among them are decisions between technological
options In all phases of the process of realizing a complex project. As pointed out above, an
important facet of these decisions is the fact that risk is just one of the factors that influence the
outcome and is by no means the most important one. In most applications where risk is
introduced as one of the final decisive factors, risk assessment Is not used to best advantage.
A frequent use of risk comparisons In every decision phase of a project will make more
appropriate use of the process (Seiler, 1990b).
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In this context it is important to remember that two decision makers are involved in such a
process: one at the level of the risk comparison and one at the level of the subsequent technical
or policy decision. The concerns of both have to be injected into the weighting, taking into
account the contribution of each consequence component. This interaction between the two
decision makers Is an essential step in the integration of the risk comparison into the next higher
decision process.
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ATTACHMENT C

UNCERTAINTIES AND AGGREGATION OF RISK COMPONENTS

C.1 PROPAGATION OF ERRORS

C.1.1 Gaussian ADoroximation

C.1.1.1 General Considerations

The uncertainties of parameters and variables In a function result In an uncertainty In the function
value. This Is called propagation of errors of the Input values through the function. Analytical
expressions for the propagation of errors through algebraic expressions are normally based on
a number of assumptions such as the requirements that all stochastic variables contributing to
the result are normally distributed, that all partial derivatives of second or higher order are very
small, and that the relative errors of the stochastic variables are small. The absence of
correlations between the stochastic variables makes the formulae much more manageable;
however, If correlations do occur, they are assumed to be limited to correlations between only two
variables.

The existence of an analytical expression for the propagation of errors, although often
cumbersome algebraically, brings several advantages to the error analysis. The most important
is that the algebraic properties of the expression can be studied Independent of the size of the
contributing standard errors. Another Is that the contribution of each variable to the total
uncertainty of the result can easily be Isolated, making sensitivity studies relatively simple.

In numerical evaluations of differential equations and other mathematical procedures, It Is
obviously impossible to obtain an algebraic expression for error propagation, but numerical
methods are available to obtain the necessary information (Cox and Baybutt, 1981; Iman and
Helton, 1988). Often, these results can then be Inserted Into the algebraic expression for the rest
of the calculation, thus restoring the advantages of the analytical solution.

Even so, It Is generally recognized that it Is more difficult and often more time consuming to
determine the standard error of a stochastic variable than to actually measure it. Similarly, error
propagation Is a more difficult and complex procedure than the direct evaluation of the numerical
value of a risk or some other quantity.
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C.1.1.2 Gaussian Aporoximation for Normally Distributed Quantities

To study the propagation of standard errors through an arbitrary algebraic function F, it is
assumed that all needed derivatives of that function with regard to its variables and parameters
x, exist. Thus,

F - (x) (x 1, ... x) X (.1.1)

where all parameters are normally distributed stochastic variables and parameters have a mean
x, and standard errorsAx,. The variables can be arranged as avectorx(x 1,. . . x). As long
as the relative errors are small, I.e., A x, << x, a multidimensional Taylor series (Kom and Kom,
1969), can be used to approximate the function 'D (x) and terminated after the first term. For
independent variables x,, statistical theory requires an incoherent superposition of the amplitudes
(Bevington, 1969; Brandt, 1976; Seller 1987b) in the expansion

( F)22 {( xe))U i}. (.1.2)

Here the partial derivatives (in braces) are to be evaluated at the point x. This approximation Is
only valid for small errors. For larger errors, additional ternms in the Taylor series expansion are
needed. When using higher order terms, care must be taken to ensure convergence of the
series. In algebraic forms, such as F a x ', the pole near x , 0 may lead to semiconvergence
or outright divergence (Seiler, 1987b).

Expression (C.1.2) assumes that the quantities x and their errors A x are uncorrelated. If the
errors A x, are correlated, more terms are needed in a coherent superposition of amplitudes
(Bevington, 1969; Brandt 1976; Seiler 1987b). The Gaussian approximation is then

(AF)= E ( a (x) :(D(x) 2 (C.1.3)
1.1J-1 ax,/J ax JXi '

where the quantities a 112 are the elements of the covariance matrix between the variables x, and
xj, and the partial derivatives are again evaluated at the point x. The diagonal elements are the
standard errors

2 (x,) (C.1.4)

and the off-diagonal elements 0112 are the covarlances which measure the degree of correlation
between the corresponding variables.
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C.1.1.3 Gaussian Aporoximation for Loanormally Distributed Quantities

A lognormal distribution for a variable x Is a distribution with the property that the distribution for
log , x is a normal distribution. it Is most often used In evaluating the standard error of highly
uncertain stochastic variables. The lognormal distribution In linear space Is characterized by a
mean X and the geometrical standard deviation os (X). It is related to the upper and lower 68%
limits X. and X. by the relations

X. =X s(Y(X) *(C.1.5)

and

X = X (C.1.6)

Similarly, the upper and lower 95% limits X hi and X ,0 are given by

Xh, = X 2 (X) (C.1.7)
:~~~~~

and

X x (C.1.8)
CF (X)

Error propagation using Equations (C.1.2) or (C.1.3) can be studied by a transformation of the
function In Equation (C.1.1) Into logarithmic space. Obviously, this is most profitable for products
or products of powers, which reduce to linear combinations In logarithmic space.

C.1.1.4 Aporoximations for Quantities With Different Distributions

If an expression contains stochastic variables with different distributions, an algebraic approach
is sometmes possible using Mellin transformations (Springer, 1979). Normally, however,
numerical methods such as Monte Cario calculations have to be used. A number of numerical
procedures and spreadsheet codes have recently become available. They will not be used here,
however.
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C.1.2 Basic Expressions Often Used in This Report

C.1.2.1 Error ProDagation for Normally Distributed Quantities

From the general equation, special expressions for error propagation in simple algebraic forms
can be generated. For more complex forms, some of the more advanced tools of calculus may
be needed to generate the error propagation formulae. Here, only the simplest forms will be
discussed expllcitly. The assumption is made that the stochastic variables x, are uncorrelated.

C.1.2.1.1 Sums and Differences

For direct sums and differences of stochastic variables, written In a general way as

F1 = , (x)= ( x1)x,, (C.1.9)
i-1

where x is the parameter vector; x = (x,. . . x n) and the factor (± 1) indicates a free choice of
sign for every term. The general equation then yields the expression

(A F1 )2 (A X .)2 (C.1.10)
i-I

Thus, for sums or differences, the square of the standard error is equal to the sum of the squares
of the standard errors for all terms.

Often, linear combinations of stochastic variables are encountered, such as

n

F2 = 2 = I (1) ax, .(.1.11)

If the parameters a, are non-stochastic parameters, the standard error is

(A F2 ) 2 = (aAx) . (C.1.12)
i-i

It should be noted that the expressions above are exact, because there are no second order
terms in the Taylor series.
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If the parameters a, are stochastic quantities with standard errors ha,, however, the standard
error Is given by

(A F 2 )2 - {(aAx,) + (xAaa) }, (C.1.13)

which Is no longer exact, but an approximation of the Gaussian type.

C.1 .2.1.2 Products and Ratios

For a function which Is a product of the form

n
F3 =b 3 (X) = 1 .(C.1.14)

lx

where the exponent (± 1) Indicates a free choice of exponent for every factor, the application of
Equation (C.1.2) yields the expression

2 2
( F3 ) Hi ( x ) (C.1.15)

AF3

Thus for products and ratios, the square of the relative standard error is the sum of the squares
of the relative standard errors of all factors. More generally, for a product of powers

n

F4 = 4' 4 (X) = If Xi " (C.1.16)
l.1

the basic equation for the Gaussian approximation yields

A F4 2 (C.1.17)
(F 4 ] 2 A I

All these equations are no longer exact but are approximations. Also, for ratios, care must be
exercised with large errors due to the proximity of the pole for 1/x '" at x = 0. For larger errors,
It Is advisable to express standard errors as geometric standard deviations for lognormal
distributions.
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C. 1.2.2 Error Propagation for Lognomially Distributed Quantities

The most appropriate application of lognormal distribution involves products of powers of
variables, such as

F5 O (x) - X , (C.1.18)
iml

In logarithmic space to base a, the function value F 5 Is then a normally distributed quantity
because the variables log , x are normally distributed and the factors pI are non-stochastic,

log, F5 = S pi log, x . (C1.19)

By defining the transformed variables as

y s log, F 5,

Yi =log Xi, (C.1.20)

S. , loga [<s (x,)],

the function y5 is a linear combination of normally distributed stochastic variables

n
s Pi Y. (C.1.21)

i-I

This expression has the same structure as Equation (C.1.11) and the exact expression for error
propagation is given by

n

(y 5) = (p Si) 2. (C.1.22)
jul1
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Transformation back into linear space yields

ca ( F) -= Y (C.1.23)

because of the relationship

-y 5 = log, [a ( Fs)]* (C.1.24)

C.1.3 Useful Approximations for Error Propagation

C.1.3.1 Function of Normally Distributed Variables

Writing the expression for error propagation in the Gaussian approximation In the general form,

(Af) 2 (aAa) 2 + (bA ) 2 ... (C.1.25)

can be useful to study the influence of standard errors of different relative magnitudes. Assume
that the terms on the right-hand are rearranged with (aaa) being the largest term. The expression
can then be rearranged again to give

112I )~~2 }

A f - (aA a) I (ai +

(C.1.26)

* (ata) 1 + (B) 2 +

-(abAc)[1 C *

This last equation can be used to obtain a limit for the ratio B which yields a negligible
contribution C to the total error. Thus, setting B = 1/3 shows that a term (b AD), which is three
times smaller than (aba), contributes only five percent to the final error. This is due to the sums
of squaresm structure of Equation (C.1.2) (Seller, 1 987b). For other ratios of B, the contributions
are given In Table C.1-1 and shown in Figure C.1-1. According to the judgment of the
investigator, the contribution of the smaller error can be neglected for a critical ratio B, say below
B = 1/3. In this context, it should be bome in mind that, as second moments of a distribution,
standard errors are always more uncertain than the means themselves (first moments). It is also
important to note that, according to Equation (C.1.2), the ratio B is not always the ratio of the
standard errors but the ratio of the products of the derivatives with the standard errors.
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TABLE C.1-1

RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF THE SMALLER STANDARD ERROR IN
THE GAUSSIAN APPROXIMATION

RATIO B CONTRIBUTION C

1/1

1/2

1/3

1/4

1/5

1/6

41%

12%

5%

3%

2%

1%

50

40

30

20

10

0
6
A

12

FIGURE C.1-1 Relative Contribution of the Smaller Standard Error in the Gaussian Approximation
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C.1.3.2 Lognormal Distributions

Sums or differences of lognormally distributed variables are no longer lognormally distributed
variables. An approximation useful for error propagation is to fit two different normal distributions
to the upper and the lower parts of the lognormal distributions of each term and treat them
separately. Thus, the lognormally distributed terms a, in the sums or differences with geometric
standard deviations a (a 1) have upper and lower 68% lmits of

a,., = a, (F (a,). (C.1.27)

and

. A (a, (C.1.28)

A normal distribution with the same limits has standard errors of

a,,},,= [a (a,) -1 ] (C.1.29)

for the upper limit, and

iia,,J =[~ - a 9 (an)] (C.1.30)

for the lower limit. These are assigned for every term in sums or differences. The sum of a
number of these terms

n
S S (±1 ) a, (C.1.31)

'..

where the factor (t 1) indicates an arbitrary sign for each term, has an upper limit of

Sh = S + a,2 [a(a,) - 12 (C.1.32)
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and a lower limit of

SO S - a;,[1 ~.a(a,)1 (0.1.33)

The distribution of S is approximately normal for a large number of terms (10 to 20) according to
the Central Umit Theorem (Korn and Kom, 1968). For only a few terms, the largest term is likely
to determine the resulting distribution. These may thus be approximately lognormal. Similarly,
if a large number of terms is dominated by one contribution, the distribution of the sum resembles
a lognormal distribution.

In a lognormal approximation to the resulting distribution of the sum S. the geometric standard
deviation is approximated by

112

( S) - . (C.1.34)

The mean is best derived by the first or second expression on the right-hand side

S- St, , - (S . (C.1.35)

In a normal approximation to the resulting distribution of the sum S, the mean Is given by

S 2 (S. + S) (C.1.36)

and the standard error by

AS_ 2. (Sfty- Sw).* (C.1.37)

A choice between the two approximations is best made on the basis of the actual values a, and
a (a,) involved.
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C.2 AGGREGATION OF RISK COMPONENTS

C.2.1 Weighted Averages for the Aggregation Risk Reduction Factors

C.2.1.1 Aggregations Using Weighted Arithmetic Averages

The arithmetic mean is most often used for the process of weighted averaging
n

Xy Mwx , (C.2.1)

where the average Is performed over the set {x,) of quantities using the normalized weights w1

n
, 1.(C.2.2)

For the aggregations encountered In this risk assessment, baseline risk components are used to
generate the weights according to

R1A
w/ i (C2.3)

where 8 = 'o' or 'p' for occupational and public, respectively, and n {)is the set of baseline risks
being aggregated. The aggregated risk reduction factor then becomes

r,, = W4 Paux (C.2.4)
t.{nh)

Note that factors common to all component risks Rj g;L cancel In Equation (C.2.3). This Is a
characteristic common to this kind of weighting processes which are independent of multiplication
by an arbitrary factor. Consequently, In radiation risks, for Instance, it is sufficient to know the
doses In order to perform a weighted average; there Is no need to actually convert doses to risks.
Usually weights thus have errors that are rather small compared to those of the risks. In many
cases they can be neglected In comparison to those of the risk reduction factors being
aggregated. Then, the error of the aggregated risk reduction factor r ,,, Is given by the equation

K>_A Pa 
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(ArIE^)2 8 E (W Ap4aX) 2 (C.2.5)

As long as the weight can be regarded as a non-stochastic quantity, this expression is exact and
holds even for large relative errors of pa,,..

In cases where the standard error of the aggregation weight cannot be neglected, it is useful to
note that the denominator of Equation (C.2.3). after ail common factors in the numerator and
denominator have been eliminated, contains one term with the same factors as the numerator.
An evaluation of the standard error using the general Gaussian error propagation formula will,
therefore, lead to a partiai compensation of the component errors. The resulting standard error
of the weighting factor Aw can then be used to calculate the error of the aggregated risk
reduction factor according to Equation (C.1.13),

(Ari,) 2 = j {(We Apa ,,X)2 + (tEXA WA,)2}. (C.2.6)

This expression is not exact and holds for small relative errors of both factors only. If the relative
errors of p,,,A and w, are not small, an exact expression can be derived (Seller, 1987b).

C.2.1.2 Aareaations Using Weighted Geometric Averace

The geometric average is an arithmetic average taken in logarithmic space. Using the definition
y - log , x, the weighted arithmetic mean is given by

n

Ye = w y . (C.2.7)
iJl

A transformation back Into linear space leads to the expression

n
X= W'. (C2.8)

xi1

The usual exponent of 1/n Is not in evidence here, because the sum of the weights is normalized
to unity according to Equation (C.2.2). Here again, the weights are independent of common
factors. This form of weighted averaging is best employed when the values x, are distributed
over a wide range, for Instance over many orders of magnitude. In such cases, the arithmetic
mean has a tendency to a bias in favor of the highest value.
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In the aggregation of risk reduction factors with weights given by Equation (C.2.3), the aggregated
risk reduction factor Is given by

I II (1p38 ) Ow (C.2.9)
t-{nI}

For weights with small standard errors that can be neglected compared to those of the risk
reduction factors, the standard error of the aggregated risk reduction factor Is

(A lx:x 32 (wit P 8:). J (C.2.10)

For non-negligible but still small relative errors of the weights w, the error propagation formula
yields the expression

(~~~~~~~~~~~~
(t I& PooJ + (In p., Aw )2} (.2 1)

IYX {-{no ~P4810L

For larger relative errors, a sufficient approximation can be obtained (Seiler, 1 987b).
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ATTACHMENT D

AUXILIARY MODELS FOR HANDLING AND TREATMENT
OF THE WASTES

D.1 HANDLING AND TREATMENT OF WASTE

D.1.1 Baseline Case

The baseline case assumes no treatment of the waste, either prior to or after its arrival at the
WIPP facility. The waste Is handled for assay and certification and transported through two
separate areas: the Waste Handling Building (WHB) at ground level, and the Underground
Storage Area. The baseline scenario for untreated waste comprises all routine operations and
accident events Incorporated In the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a). However, only average drums are
considered In this report, even though the FSEIS addresses special drums, such as those with
an activity of 1000 PE-Ci (37 TBq).

The handling operation that Is best suited to serve as the baseline operation Is the Initial handling
of the wastes In the Waste Handling Building, In particular the assay and certification of the
waste. It Is already Included In the baseline, but can serve well as a standard for risk Increases.
Unfortunately, it is a small operation and baseline risks for many aspects are not available In the
FSEIS.

D.1.1.1 Operations In the WHI3

The waste Is brought Into the WHB In TRUPACT-I containers through entry air locks, inspected
and unloaded. In the Receiving and Inspection Area, the drums are then assayed and certified,
and loaded onto facility pallets. The facility pallet is subsequently transferred to the hoist air lock
by forklift. The total crew working Inside the WHB consists of 12 people (DOE, 1989a): 9 waste
handlers, 2 health physicians, and 1 Quality Assurance person. Two forklift operations are
required Inside the WHB: one to transport the TRUPACT-Il, one to transfer the palletized load
to the hoist air lock.

All operations in the WHB are assumed to be Independent of waste treatment. Drums heavier
due to treatment are assumed to be handled by proportionally heavier equipment at equal risk.

D.1.1.2 Operations Underaround

Once Inside the hoist air lock, the facility pallet is transferred to the underground station by waste
hoist. Operations below ground consist of transferring the waste to the diesel transporter and
transportation to the final waste storage area. In the final waste storage area, the drums are
removed from the transporter by forklift, and emplaced in the selected location. Underground
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operations total two forklift and one diesel transporter operation. Total crew underground consist
of four people (DOE, 1989a): two waste handlers, one health physicist, and one Quality
Assurance person. In this assessment. it Is assumed that neither personnel, forklift, nor
transporter operations are nfluenced by waste treatment. For heavier drums, heavier forklifts are
used.

D.1.2 Treatment Facilitv

In the limited scope of this study, the Treatment Facility (TF) Is assumed to consist of a number
of identical modules, each consisting of up to six different operational areas, according to the
Treatment Option selected. According to the location option, these modules are grouped into
one, three, five or seven facilities of appropriate capacity. In Level 11 treatments, that is, In
Treatment Options I and 2, only two operations are needed: shredding and cementing.
Additional operations are needed for the two Level IiI treatments. In Treatment Option 3,
incineration and cementing of the ashes are added, resulting in a total of four operations: sorting,
shredding, incinerating, and cementing. In the most complex Treatment Option cementing is
dropped and two more operations are added: smelting and vitrifying.

The seven groups of modules are planned to operate independently from one another,
regardless of their location and distribution. This model of the treatment plant, therefore, does
not account for any economies of size, thereby introducing a slight bias in favor of decentralized
treatment facilities. This bias is mostly monetary, but the risk Is influenced mainly by potential
economies of manpower, which are not addressed here.

One additional assumption is made concerning the average drum. Sludges are usually in drums
by themselves. Thus the appropriate fraction of sludge-filled drums is assumed (Vetter, 1990),
with the rest filled by a mix of combustibles, metals, and glasses in the proper proportions.

D.1.3 Risk Components Considered Here

The risk components associated with specific operations of handling and transportation of the
waste during the waste treatment, that are discussed in the FSEIS, are included in that part of
the evaluation of the total risk. The risk components considered here stem from radiation and
hazardous chemicals encountered during the actual treatment process, and from general work
accidents found in similar industrial operations.

As general occupational accidents and injuries, not directly related to effects of radiation and toxic
chemicals, are important In comparing different levels of treatment with different manpower
requirements, two risk components are added to those considered in the FSEIS: occupational
accident fatalities and occupational accident and exposure injuries. These components will
change with increasing manpower needed for the more complex treatments of the waste.
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D.1.3.1 Radiation and Chemical Risk of the Actual Treatment Process

Despite containment of the wastes and shielding against nuclear radiation, workers are exposed
to low levels of radiation and hazardous chemicals originating from the waste. Normal operational
releases would encompass radiation exposures at a certain distance from the waste, and
Inhalation of volatile organic chemicals present In the waste. Accident releases would encompass
larger radiation doses due to loss of containment for radioisotopes, and larger exposure to
chemicals In the waste.

D.1.3.2 General Work Accidents In Similar Industry

The majority of the operations conducted with the waste, before, during and after the treatment
process, Involve handling and transportation. Within those operations, there are risks associated
with manual and mechanized work, which are unrelated to the nature or composition of the waste.
Since the largest number of man-hours during handling are spent on forklift operations, data for
injuries and fatalities, and corresponding risk components associated with forklift operations, have
been obtained. Other accidents, associated with malfunctions and breakdowns of a mechanical
nature, are not treated separately, due to the assumption that such an accident would not result
in direct injuries or fatalities.

Within the risk components mentioned, both public and occupational risks arising from normal
operations (such as routine handling and maintenance) and accident events are taken into
account.

D.1 .4 Risk Components Not Considered Here

For the actual waste treatment, the risks due to operational accidents are not considered In this
report, due to the large effort required for the evaluation of the overall risk associated with
numerous potential accidents. This decision will tend to slightly bias the evaluation In favor of
treatment. This bias, however, should not be too noticeable because the risk of process
accidents Is usually not very large, compared to other components.

In the evaluation of Internal exposures to radioisotopes, only Inhalation risks are considered.
Direct Ingestion risks are neglected, due to the much smaller probability of occupational Ingestion
of CH TRU waste. Even In the case of externally contaminated drums, where waste could come
Into direct contact with the handlers, protective clothing and Initial radiological surveys would
minimize the risk of waste Ingestion. For such cases, the major component of the risk would
arise from possible Inhalation of suspended waste.

Also not taken Into consideration, but referenced in the FSEIS and FSAR documents (DOE,
1 989a), are risks arising from Inhalation of diesel exhaust from the waste transporters, and from
the operation and maintenance of electric-powered forklifts. It Is assumed that transporters and
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forklifts are electric powered and they have the appropriate power to handle the drums of the
waste treatment chosen. Thus no changes are foreseen with waste treatment

D.2 MODELS FOR TREATMENT OPERATIONS

D.2.1 General Considerations

The basic assumption in modeling treatment operations in the TF is that the same health and
safety standards based on the As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) concept are observed
here as in the WHB. Thus, any perceived risk will be minimized within the limits generally
observed In nuclear research and industry, based on DOE and NRC guidelines.

Shielding against penetrating radiation will be based on routine time-motion studies for normal
operation and maintenance. Monitors for direct radiation, continuous air monitors for high- and
low-LET radiation are In operation for an early indication of potential health and safety problems.
The risk of exposure to volatile organic compounds is the only one Involving chemical agents that
is evaluated here. Exposure to metals and halogenated and other toxic organics by ingestion or
skin contamination is not treated in the FSEIS and will, therefore, not be considered.

Maintenance operations are assumed to be driven by ALARA considerations. Their frequency
is aimed at keeping the contamination remaining after self-decontamination of the device within
bounds. The frequency is thus assumed to be a design parameter without uncertainty. The
operation and maintenance of a treatment plant results in a considerable amount of secondary
wastes from operation and, above all, from maintenance (decontamination). From health physics
operations in existing facilities, this secondary waste is assumed to amount to 2 to 3 percent of
the wastes treated. A simple linear model that accounts for secondary wastes increases the
number of drums received annually from 40,000 to 41,000, that is, feeds the secondary wastes
back into the incoming waste stream. Note, however, that the baseline load remains at 40,000
drums annually.

Effluent controls are needed to bring the facility into compliance with all applicable regulations.
Ventilation air is passed through HEPA filters, liquids are processed, and filters and process
waste added to the secondary waste.

D.2.2 Treatment Operations

D.2.2.1 Assay and Certify Operations

This operation Is the same for all drums that arrive at the TF and the WHB. No credit is taken
for the easier operation at the WHB for treated waste with more reliable certification. However,
increased forklift operations and general Industrial risks are accounted for.
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Routine and maintenance operations are defined to serve as baseline for other operations. Intra-
site transport by forklift, crane, and conveyor belts Is designed to minimize human exposures.

Assay and certify operations are assumed to need 0.6 man-hours per drum with a standard error
of about 10 percent. For maintenance of the area, 96 i 12 man-hours are estimated for every
maintenance operation. Maintenance Is estimated to be necessary after processing 1000 drums.

D.2.2.2 Sorting Ooerations

Sorting Is needed only for Level IlIl treatments, that Is, for Treatment Options 3 and 4. It Involves
breaking the liners and all wrappings, allowing all gases in the headspace to vent into the
containment. Sorting Is either done in bubble suits inside the containment or by operators
working with gloveboxes and conveyor belts.

Routine sorting Is assumed to require 1.5 ± 0.15 man-hours per drum; for the maintenance of the
sorter containment 96 ± 12 man-hours are estimated. It s again estimated that maintenance is
needed after 1,000 drums.

D.2.2.3 Shredding Operations

The shredding operation will be doubly contained with an air lock system to transfer waste
containers to the shredder. Waste containers will be additional waste, assumed to be passed
through the shredder. Shredding Is a high dust producing operation that will require an efficient
air cleaning system, monitoring, routine cleanup, and maintenance.

Risks from exposure to penetrating radiation during routine operations are reduced by shielding.
During maintenance operations, these risks are reduced by self-decontamination of devices and
structures, short allowable exposure times, and frequency of decontamination. nternal exposures
can occur through inhalation of suspended wastes outside the containment, and through leakage
through the airlock from Inside the containment.

Chemical risks are assumed to be smaller here as most volatile organics are assumed to have
escaped by the time the waste reaches the shredder. The rest, partly encapsulated by solids,
is assumed to be released In this operation.

Shredding operations are estimated to require 1.0 ± 0.06 man-hours per drum. For maintenance
240 ± 18 man-hours are estimated. Maintenance Is assumed to be needed after every 1,000
drums.
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D.2.2.4 Cementing Operations

In Treatment Option 1, only shredded metals/glasses and combustibles are cemented and in
Treatment Option 2, sludges are also cemented. In Treatment Option 3, all three waste forms
are cemented, but combustibles only after ncineration.

The cementation process consists of metering waste and cement into drums through a system
of feed hoppers. Waste and cement can be mixed within the feed system prior to loading into
drums or by in-drum mixing. A protective sleeve is used to channel material from the feed system
into an open drum. This sleeve prevents waste from spilling outside the drum and acts as a
barrier between workers and contaminated waste. Decontamination and maintenance of
cementation equipment will be more extensive if mixing occurs within the feed system, as
opposed to in-drum mixing.

The cementing operation Is assumed to require 0.60 ± 0.06 man-hours per drum. Maintenance
is assumed to occur every 1,000 drums and need 48 ± 6 man-hours.

D.2.2.5 Incineration Operations

After sorting and shredding, combustibles are incinerated and the ashes sent to cementing in
Treatment Option 3 and to vitrification in Treatment Option 4.

Waste enters the incineration process through an air-lock From the air-lock, waste is fed into
the combustion chamber by gravity or a mechanical ram. Ash resulting from the combustion
process is collected in traps at the bottom of the incinerator. Ash from the incineration process
becomes feed material for solidification or vitrification.

An incineration off-gas system removes any particulates, acid gases, and radionuclides which
pass through the Incinerator. The off-gas system Is a source of secondary wastes in the form of
scrubbing solutions and filters. Filters can be recycled through the incinerator, while scrubbing
solutions require solidification. The incinerator and off-gas systems require routine maintenance
in the form of ash removal, filter replacement, scrubbing solution treatment, etc. Decontamination
activities for the Incineration process tend to be labor-intensive due to the complexity and number
of components comprising the system.

Normal operations are estimated to require 0.30 ± 0.03 man-hours per drum; maintenance 48 ±
6 man-hours. Maintenance is postulated to be needed every 1,000 drums.

D.2.2.6 Metal Melting Operations

After sorting and shredding, metals and glasses are melted together with frit. This operation
potentially involves multiple melting operations such as an induction melter (for steels) and a
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melting pot (for lead) to accommodate ranges of melting temperatures for various WIPP metallic
wastes. Operators will manually feed metallic wastes Into the melter. Once melting Is complete
(radionuclides are assumed to partition preferentially Into the slag), slag Is removed from the
melter. The contaminated slag will not form a nonporous glass waste form and must be re-melted
with glass frit to form the final homogeneous glass waste form. Decontaminated liquid metal will
be poured Into molds, allowed to cool, and Is then packaged for disposal as Low Level Waste
(LLW). Maintenance and decontamination activities will be labor Intensive for metal melting
processes as refractory material or the melters themselves will require periodic replacement.

Decontamination by melting Is a time-consuming operation; 8.0 ± 0.6 man-hours are estimated
per drum treated. Maintenance Is also needed often, once after every ten melting operations;
maintenance Itself Is estimated to require less effort, 24 ± 3 man-hours for every operation.

D.2.2.7 Vitrification Ooerations

Vitrification of sludges and Incinerator ash can be accomplished through the use of a joule-heated
melter, microwave melter, or a plasma furnace. In these processes waste and glass frit are
metered Into the heating chamber and melted to form a glass liquid. Feed waste does not require
handling by operators for these processes. Microwave heating Is an In-drum vitrification process
whereas joule-heated melters and plasma furnaces utilize heating chambers. Once a drum has
been filled with vitrified ash/sludge, it is placed In storage where the contents are allowed to cool.
These vitrification processes have off-gas systems similar to those described In Section D.2.2.5.
Microwave melting does not Involve extensive maintenance and decontamination because the
microwave cavity Is the only component in the system subjected to contamination (aside from the
off-gas system). The joule-heated melter and the plasma furnace will require labor Intensive
maintenance and decontamination.

Vitrification operations are estimated to require 2.0 ± 0.2 man-hours; maintenance 48 ± 6
man-hours, needed once every 200 drums.

D.2.2.8 Assembly of Manower Needs for Ooeration and Maintenance

Time and manpower needs estimated for each operation and given In the preceding section are
assembled In Table D.2-1. The size of the crews and the time required are estimated using
operational concerns from the manpower figures. As the uncertainty of the manpower was
estimated, It can be assigned exclusively to the factor time.

The maintenance schedule and the man-years of manpower needed are listed In Table D.2-2.
The throughput is 41,000 drums per year, Independent of treatment. For safety reasons, the
smelters are assumed to be small 1-drum melting pots or furnaces, leading to a large number of
maintenance operations, requiring the largest amount of manpower.
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TABLE D.2-1

TIME AND MANPOWER NEEDS FOR ROUTINE
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE *

ROUTINE OPERATIONS ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
(PER DRUM HANDLED) (PER OPERATION)

v OPERATION MANPOWERa TIME (hrs) b MANPOWER C TIME (hrs) d

0 Assay 3 0.20 0.02 6 16 ±2

1 Sort 3 0.50 ± 0.05 6 16±2

2 Shred 2 0.50 ± 0.03 6 40 ± 3

3 Cement 3 0.20 ± 0.02 3 16 ±2

4 Incinerate 3 0.10 0.01 3 16 ±2

5 Smelt 2 4.0 ± 0.3 3 8 ±1

6 Vitrify 2 1.0 0.1 3 16 ±2

a This is quantity N Ok"} used later.

b This is quantity t v) used later.

¢ This is quantity N rb} used later.

d This Is quantity t tv) used later.

* Standard errors given here are based on an estimate of the relative error of the
man-hours needed. Accordingly, the error is attached here to the time estimate only.
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TABLE D.2-2

MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE 

C

NUMBER OF ANNUAL TIME SPENT ANNUALLY ON MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS ** (MAN-YEARS) ***

v OPERATION FREQUENCY TREATMENT OPTION TREATMENT OPTION
(PER DRUM) 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

o Assay 1/1000 0 a 41 41 41 41 Oa 1.9 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.2 1.9± 0.2

1 Sort 1/1000 0 0 0 33 33 0 0 0 1.5±0.2 1.5±0.2

2 Shred 1/1000 0 33 33 33 33 0 3.8±0.3 3.8±0.3 3.8 ± 0.3 3.8±0.3

3 Cement 1/1000 0 33 41 30b 0 0 0.8 ± 0.1 1.0±0.1 0.7± 0.09 0

4 Incinerate 1/1000 0 0 0 16 16 0 0 0 0.4 0.05 0.4 0.05

5 Smelt 1/10 0 0 0 0 1640 0 0 0 0 18.9 ± 2.4

6 Vitrify 1/200 0 0 0 0 680 0 0 0 0 1.6±0.2 c

r

I

9
0

* Assuming an annual throughput of 41,000 dms.
** This is the function d sg ,* used later.
*** This is the function deo't used later.
a Maintenance is already Included In baseine case.
b Cement ash from combustibles.
C Vitrify ash from combustibles.

I

0z

C_

l0
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D.3 MODIFICATION OF BASELINE DATA

D.3.1 Increase in Manpower Needs Due to Treatment

The manpower reduction factor Fm , Is defined by

N '8¶
Fm v ' N - 0 , (D.3.1)

No,

where N 0 Al are the number of workers needed for treatment x and N 1 (0 are the 12 workers
In the WHB for the baseline case. The manpower reduction factor F for treatment x is smaller
than one, denoting an Increase in manpower needs. On the basis of the assumption that the
treatment facility is subject to the same health and safety restrictions as the Waste Handling
Building, the evaluation can regard it as an extension of the WHB with additional people. The
main exposures occur during handling and equipment maintenance.

The numerical values are estimated from the total number of man-years for operations and
maintenance needed to treat 41,000 drums annually. Data from Tables D.2-1 and D.2-2 are used
to generate the data listed In Table D.3-1. Since these values are annual needs in man-years,
the totals for each treatment option can be translated directly into crew sizes, from which the
ratios F, can be calculated.

Included in the uncertainties are systematic errors due to the differences between potential
treatment facilities. This is done because F m is a basic quantity for the treatment that appears
everywhere. These systematic uncertainties are estimated to be equal In size to the random
standard errors. The latter are, therefore, multiplied by a factor of (2, according to the relation
(Seiler, 1990b)

s2t . S2 + S., (D.3.2)

where St. Is the total standard error, S, the random standard error, and S, the systematic random
error. The final values and standard errors are also listed later in Table D.3-3.

D.3.2 Reduction Factor for Public Exposure

For the public risk due to emissions from the TF, the change in the risk equation appears in the
function c d don and thus the number Np , (K of exposed persons incorporated in that function. In
a simplified model for the four locations discussed here, it will be assumed that the functions
> dd(") are independent of treatment K and depend only on the number and locations of the NpI (I
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TABLE D.3-1

MANPOWER NEEDS FOR TREATMENT, MANPOWER REDUCTION FACTORS F,,, *

ANNUAL WORKTME FOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE (MAN-YEARS)

OPERATION INDEX TREATMENT OPTION K

v 0 1 2 3 4

Assay' 0 11.5 13.7±1.2 13.7±1.2 13.7 ±1.2 13.7 ±1.2

Sort 1 - - - 25.2 ± 2.4 25.2 ± 2.4

Shred 2 - 19.6 ±1.0 19.6 ±1.0 19.6 1.0 19.6 ±1.0

Cement 3 - 10.2 1.0 12.8 1.2 9.4 ±0.9 -

Incinerate 4 - -- - 2.7 ± 0.2 2.7 ± 0.2

Smelt 5 - - - - 82 ±5.3

Vitrify 6 _ _ - 14.7 1.3

Total 1 1.5 -43.5 ±1.8 46.1 ±1.9 70.6 ±2.9 157.9 ±6.1

Workforceb,N.,( 12c 44 ±3 46 ±3 71 ±4 158 9

F - 0.276 ±0.016 0.260 ± 0.015 0.170 ± 0.010 0.0760 ± 0.0042

* Errors calculated using data from Table D.2-1.
a 40,000 drums processed, other entries 41,000 drums processed due to secondary wastes. No

maintenance included in baseline, assumed to be included in FSEIS data.
b Errors increased by 172 due to the assumption of a systematic error of equal magnitude.
c Manpower in WHB, baseline: 12 above ground.
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persons exposed. This relation is Incorporated in the public exposure reduction factor

'ID F - N .(, (D.3.3)

Due to the increase in exposed persons, the factor F , is expected to be less than one. For
location at the WIPP, the treatment facility will affect the same area and population. The
dispersion function and the number and locations of the exposed members of the public are the
same, but there are now two sources, assuming that the same health and safety concerns dictate
the allowable releases for WHB and TF. For locations elsewhere, the same additional population
risk is assumed to be allowed, leading to the same factor F ,, regardless of location. The
exposure from handling operations is then estimated to be about twice that due to the WHB
emissions alone with a random error of about 15 percent, i.e.,

F.,,, 0.50 ± 0.08 (D.3.4)

The error Is obtained from the observation that for similar operations a spread of ± 30% = 60%
for a 95 percent confidence level is incompatible with the health and safety goals. This results
in the standard random error of 15 percent used above.

The systematic error of the public exposure reduction factors is obviously much larger and will
have to encompass the treatmentllocation dependence of the public exposure ratio. Rather than
estimating it, it would be more profitable to amend the model to show the appropriate dependence
on treatment and location.

D.3.3 Volume Reduction Factor Due to Treatment

In waste treatment, the large void spaces in the drums are reduced and in some treatment
options the actual volume of the wastes is reduced also. The numerical values for the volume
reduction factors, averaged over the different waste forms, are given by the weighted arithmetic
average

w

E nw fX W
Fv = ." - E r fr (D.3.5)

E nw Id
W.1
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where the definition of the weights Is given by

nW
T1 w ~ (D.3.6)

:.

with the normalization property

W 1 -1. (D.3.7)
t.1

Here W Is the number of different waste forms, n Is the number of drums of waste form w
produced per year, f, is the volume reduction factor for waste form w due to treatment c The
relative weights, 1i w, defined In the second part of Equation (D.3.5) add to unity. The values are
Ti = 0.2 for sludges, and i - i m = 0.4 for combustibles and metals, respectively (Vetter, 1990).
The volume reduction factors for different waste forms are estimated on the basis of the methods
reviewed for the main report. Their errors, Af WC , are assigned on the basis of prudent upper and
lower limits for the processes. For the total volume reduction factor F, the errors are

w
(AF J 2 E X (tl f )2 (D.3.8)

w.1

assuming that the standard errors of the iw relative weights are at least a factor of three smaller
than those of the Individual volume reduction factors f C.

For Treatment Option 1, which leaves sludges unaltered while combustibles and metals are
shredded and cemented, the volume reduction factors are estimated to be f, = 1 i± 0 for sludges,
f C I 12 ± 0.2 for combustibles, and f m = 1.2 ± 0.2 for metals. The combination according to
Equation (3.15) results In an average volume reduction factor of

FVI = 1.2 ±0.1 . (D.3.9)

For Treatment Option 2, which cements sludges while again shredding and cementing
combustibles and metals, the volume reduction for cementing sludges Is again assumed to be
1 by filling the headspace with cement. All waste forms thus have the same volume reduction
factors as those of Treatment Option 1,

F, 2 1.2 ±0.1 . (D.3.10)

Treatment Option 3 cements sludges, Incinerates combustibles, and cements the ashes while It
shreds and cements the metals. The volume reduction is f. 3 = 1.0 ± 0 for sludges, and the
overall volume reduction for the incineration of combustibles is estimated to be fc3 =3± 1. As
this procedure Is based on the PREPP process (Tait, 1983), which also shreds the drums, the
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volume reduction factor for metals is somewhat higher than that for Treatment Options 1 and 2,
and is estimated to be fm 3 a 2 ± 0.5. The composite volume reduction factor is

F,3 2 2.2 ± 0.5 . (D.3.11)

For Treatment Option 4, which vitrifies sludges, incinerates combustibles and vitrifies their ashes,
while it melts and decontaminates metals, the volume reduction factors are larger. Sludge
vitrification by microwave heating is well known (Petersen St al., 1987), yielding a reduction factor
of f14 =9 ± 1. For metals and combustibles, the maximum fissile radionuclide content of a drum
by the WAC provides the limits. If concentration is assumed to result in an average of 80 percent
of the limits, the volume reduction factor is f 4 f c 4 = 9.4 ± 1.5. The composite volume
reduction is then

F, 4 9.3 0.9 . (D.3.12)

These data are assembled in Table D.3-3.

D.3.4 Transportation Reduction Factor

The volume reduction factor F v. leads to a reduction in the number of barrels handled annually
by the factor F,, . The maximum transport weight is set at 80,000 pounds (36.2 metric tons),
however, so that the full reduction cannot be realized. Therefore, a correction factor needs to be
applied.

The number of treated drums per TRUPACT-I can be calculated using the effective payload for
the 14 drums of 7,265 pounds (3.3 metric tons) and data on the weights of treated drum (see
main report). The weighted average over the three waste forms is

ad,' 3 ° , (D.3.13)
E ft WwE

2.1

where

nd, = Number of drums per TRUPACT-Il,
WO = Load limit of TRUPACT-i1 (kg),
f a = Fraction of waste form w, and

W ., Mass of treated drum of waste form W (kg).
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These numbers are given in Table D.3-2 based on the data In the main report. The load factor
ftic that Is the fraction of the 14 drums that can on average be loaded Into the TRUPACT-I is

ft. = (D.3.14)
ndx

where

nd = Number of untreated drums per TRUPACT-l,
n d x = Number of treated drums per TRUPACT-Il.

The transportation reduction factor, F,,K Is then calculated from the number, n 'o , of transports
needed annually after treatment a

Ix) n Id__

t Ft (D.3.15)

where

n dP) = Number of untreated drums handled annually,
FVX - Volume reduction factor for treatment K,

f In x = TRUPACT-I load factor for treatment r.,

and with F o = f to = 1. The factor F , is then

(0)

FtX a s F,. ix (D.3.16)

The relative errors of the load factor f ,x derived from the survey of a large number of drums are
estimated to be a lot smaller than those of the volume reduction factor. The error of the transport
reduction factor Is, therefore, given by

AFt . F.. (D.3.17)

Fix Fvz

The numerical values for most of these factors are listed In Table D.3-2 and also in Table D.3-3.

D.3.5 Ratio of Forklift Operations

The reduction factors F , for forklift operations in different treatments are clearly smaller than one,
and are based on an operations model that adds one forklift operation to the first treatment device

K>
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TABLE D.3-2

TRANSPORTATION REDUCTION FACTORS

TREATMENT nd a f b FV c FtId

OPTION

1 8.15 0.582 1.2 ± 0.1 0.70 ± 0.06

2 7.58 0.542 1.2 ± 0.1 0.65 ± 0.05

3 7.38 0.527 2.2 ±0.5 1.2 ± 0.3

4 6.42 0.458 9.3 ± 0.9 4.3 ± 0.4

a Number of treated drums that can be transported In TRUPACT-Il.
b Load factor of TRUPACT-Il.
c Average volume reduction factor.
d Transportation reduction factor.

'-
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TABLE D.3-3

SUMMARY TABLE FOR THE REDUCTION FACTORS
Fvc tFinc, Few r Fe, AND F

TREATMENT F,, a F, b F 0 Ftd Fte
OPTION

1 1.2 + 0.1 0276 + 0.016 0.50 + 0.08 0.517 ± 0.010 0.70 ± 0.06

2 1.2 ± 0.1 0.260 ± 0.015 0.50 ± 0.08 0.517 ± 0.010 0.65 ± 0.05

3 2.2 ± 0.5 0.170 ± 0.010 0.50 ± 0.08 0.566 0.010 1.2 ± 0.3

4 9.3 ± 0.9 0.0760 ± 0.0042 0.50 ± 0.08 0.644 ± 0.002 4.3 ± 0.4

a Average volume reduction factor, from Equations D.3.9 through D.3.12. .
b Manpower reduction factor, from Table D.3-1.
c Public exposure reduction factor, from Equation D.3.4.
d Reduction factor for forklift operations, from Equations D.3.18 and D.3.19.
' Transportation reduction factor, from Table D.3-2.
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and 1/F , forklift operations back to the storage area to the operations in the WHB. By
normalizing the latter to one, the reduction factors are

f, s ~~~~~~~1

I" | 2 ( fag )} (D.3.18)

where f is the volume reduction factor of treatment ic for waste form w, and tj , is the
abundance of waste form w. The standard error of this expression is

2 2___ _ 2
A AFf- 0 , S ( A, [ Af,, (D.3.19)

The parameters f and , were given In the discussions of equations (D.3.9) to (D.3.12),
resulting In the values listed In Table D.3-3. Note the mplicit assumption that the number of
forklift operations is independent of the final drum weight. For heavier drums, heavier forklifts are
assumed to be used.

D.3.6 Particle Generation In Accidents

D.3.6.1 Particle Spectrum Generated

In the baseline waste, some fine particles are already present, while others may be generated
by impacts. In treated wastes, the numbers of free particles are drastically reduced, and it is
assumed here that particles are produced by impact. Empirical models have been made on the
basis of experimental data for the spectrum of particles produced by Impact (Bennet et al., 1980).
Using data on the shattering of rocks, the model for the cumulative distribution function for
particles with diameter y yields

(>d, (Y) Cm 2 (D.3.20)

where cm, is a constant of the material impacted, e is the strain or relative deformation In elastic
deformation process, so that £x is the rate at which strain builds before going beyond the fracture
limit. Static strain rates are typically 104 S ", while rock blasting achieves to 103 S-1. With the
impacted drum cushioning the impact on its contents, a strain rate of (0.10 ± 0.03) s- Is assumed
for creating the perforation. A comparison of dynamic tensile fracture strengths (Grady and
Hallenbach, 1979) leads to an assignment of cmX = 100 for cemented and cm = 200 for vitrified
wastes. This is based on a comparison of the dynamic tensile strengths of oil shale, for which
a cm . value is available and of several types of stone, such as sandstone, limestone and basalt.
Although dynamic tensile fracture strength does not correlate well with the constant cm ,K for all
materials, it can provide scaling between not too different materials (Grady, 1991). Treated waste
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forms, cemented or vitrified are Inhomogeneous conglomerates, in many ways similar to oil
shales, sandstones, limestones, and basalts. The uncertainties In these assignments for the
constant C , are obtained from a comparison with the value 157 for oil shale. Assuming a range
of 50 around the value of 100, and of 40 around the value of 200, yields error estimates of 12
and ± 14, respectively. The standard error of the cumulative distribution function for the constant
cm is then

A'Z4)it(Y) 4 A + acmr (D.3.21)
0 du_(Y) 3 * C-)

This model will be used to estimate the particle size distributions for all events resulting In the
creation of particles from solidified wastes.

D.3.6.2 Suspendability Ratio SI ,

In Section E.1.1.2 in Equation (E.1.20), the ratio of particles suspended in nhalable form for
treated and untreated wastes Is needed. These reduction factors for particle suspendability S 
are estimated here on the basis of some assumptions and the model discussed In the last
section. The baseline risk assumes that a perforated drum releases one percent of the waste
mass, that a fraction of 10 is suspended from the floor due to the activities in the Waste
Handling Building, and that 5 percent of the total activity Is In Inhalable form. The scenario
implies that this release escapes detection by the monitoring devices. However, one percent of
the mass of the average drum (DOE, 1 990a) Is 1.5 kg, which can hardly escape visual detection
and will, therefore, be treated as an Incident and not lead to a routine exposure. In order to
cancel the Influence of this assumption, It will be assumed here that, In the baseline case, a
certain undetermined fraction of the nhalable waste which amounts to 5 percent of the activity
Is spilled from the perforation.

In the Incident In Section E.1.1 2 Involving a perforated drum with treated waste, the impact that
creates the perforation also creates a certain fraction of the mass pulverized in particles of sizes
below 10 pin. For diameters above 10 pim, the fraction of particles that Is inhaled drops toward
zero. It Is now assumed that, Independent of treatment, the same fraction f 22() of these particles
Is spilled on the floor and the same fraction f124M resuspended. Thus, these factors cancel in the
ratio S , and the only remaining factor is the fraction f x of particles with diameter below 10 ULm,

sax' i, ,z2 f2(to) (D.3.22)

with the inhalable fraction of the total activity of a drum f 23 o) 0.05 (DOE 1989b, DOE 1990a).
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The nhalable fractions of the total mass generated by the impact are (4.6 ± 1.9) 10 '10 for
cemented and (9.3 ± 3.7) 10 'O for vitrified wastes and the corresponding reduction factors
I , rare listed in Table D.3-4.

D.3.6.3 Suspendability Ratio S2

The suspendability reduction factors S 2 are needed In the evaluation of a C2 accident in which
a drum falls off a forklift (see Section E.3.1.1). They are defined by

, (02 (03 fC0)

SK K1 S2 ,t) (D.3.23)
Otto" f62 6as

where the factors in numerator and denominator are the fraction f ,() of the material spilling out
of the drum, the fraction f ()of that material suspended in air, and the fraction f ,(K of the activity
that is In nhalable form, i.e., with diameters less than 10 Im. The baseline scenario assumes
25 percent of the drum's content is spilled, containing a fraction of 5% inhalable activity, and that
a fraction of 10'3 IS suspended due to the dynamics of the accident. In the case of treated
wastes, the particles are created in the accident by impact. The elastic deformation rate to be
used in the impact model In the fall from the forklift is estimated at 0.05 s with an error of
20 percent.

The cemented waste Is fragmented, with a cumulative distribution function for the mass fraction
with diameters below 10 pAM Of (DdK (10') - (1.8 ± 0.5) 10.' and for the vitrified waste the
fraction is d (10 5) (3.7 ± 1.0) 10 10 according to Equations (D.3.20) and (D.3.21).
Assuming the fraction of f 2(r of suspended particles below 10 P1m to be the same, and the
fractions of waste spilled at 25 percent and 100 percent (upper limit), respectively, yields

fe{0) f () ( {) f (O

S. 2 t) t t (D.3.24)
2 foxy (Kr) ft., .t,( 0 5)

Again, these reduction factors, given in Table D.3-4, are quite large, signalling an effective
suppression of the corresponding component of the risk.

. ~ ~ ~ ~ K
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TABLE D.3-4

REDUCTION FACTORS SI, AND S 2 IN SUSPENDED FRACTION OF
INHALABLE WASTES IN AN N2 AND A C2 SCENARIO

QUANTITY VALUE * STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

S,1 (0.9+ 0.3) 10' Only 80%h of drums affected
S 2 '(1.1 :t 0.4) 10'

S13 (1.1+ 0.4) 10'
S 14 (0.5:0.2) 10

S 1 (5.4+ 1.4) 107 Only 80% of drums affected
S 22 (6.8± 1.8) 107
S23 (6.8 t 1.8) 10 7 S2. - S4. Stc
S24 (3.4± 0.9) 107'

- The reduction factor S, for the fraction of waste suspended In inhalable
form Is defined In Equation (D.3.22).

- The reduction factor S 2, for the fraction of waste suspended In nhalable
form Is defined In Equation (D.3.24).
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D.3.6.4 Suspendability Ratio S 3,

The suspendability reduction factors S 3 are needed In the evaluation of the C3 scenario in
Section E.3.1.2. The factors are defined by

S3c 31 (D.3.25)

where the factors 0 MI") are the fractions of inhalable particles suspended in the accident.

Numerical estimates for the parameters S3, are given In Table D.3-5 and are based on the same
impact fragmentation as those In the two preceding sections. If the perforation is assumed to
have been made by the tine of a forklift, two tines mpacting on two drums will share the impact
energy. The strain rate is thus estimated to be (0.7 ± 0.2) s ', and equation (D.3.20) yields (0.62
± 0.24) 1 for cemented waste and (1.24 ± 0.47) 10' for vitrified waste. The errors are
calculated according to equation (.3.21).

D.3.6.5 Susoendability Ratio S 10,

The reduction factors (K) are needed in the evaluation of the C10 accidents (see
Section E.3.1.6). They are defined there by

S 1 1 I(D.3.26)

where the factors f 11(K are again the fractions of activity suspended in inhalable form.

These reduction factors are assumed to be ten times lower than the factors S 2 in the C2 and
C4 scenarios. This assignment stems from the fact that the baseline inhalable suspended fraction
is f p0 = 1.25 * 10 4, ten times higher than the fraction 0 ,) in the C2 scenario, yet for treated
waste the aerosolization Is assumed to be about the same. The fraction o Is derived from the
0.25 percent of the total activity which is aerosolized in the C10 scenario (DOE, 1990a) and the
additional assumption that five percent of that activity Is In inhalable form, that is, it has diameters
below 10 gm. This is supported by the fact that no other drums are damaged, i.e., that it is a low-
grade overpressure explosion that essentially does not much more than break the containment.

D.3.6.6 Susoendabilitv Ratio S w,

The reduction factors S ., are needed in the evaluation of the C10 scenario involving the self-
ignition of pyrophoric material in a drum (see Section E.3.1.6). Therefore definition of the factor
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TABLE D.35

SUSPENDABILITY REDUCTION FACTORS S ,, S.,. and S ,3 
AS A FUNCTION OF TREATMENT OPTION

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

S 31 (6.4 i 2.5) * 108 Only 80% of drums treated
S32 (8.0 3.1) 10
S33 (8.0 ± 3.1) 10
S34 (4.0 ±1.5) 106

SID. (5.4 ± 1.4) 10 8 Only 80/e of drums treated
S 102 (6.8 ±1.8) 108
S 13 (6.8 i 1.8) *10'
S 104 (3.4±0.9) 106

S 331 .(4.0 ± 1.6) 10 Only 80%/6 of drums treated
S 33 2 (5.0 ± 2.0) 106
S333 (5.0 ± 2.0) 10'
S334 (2.5 ± 1.0) 106K>

- Reduction factor S 3, for fraction of waste suspended n nhalable form
defined In Equation (D.3.25).

- Reduction factor S 0, for fraction of waste suspended in inhalable form
defined In Equation (D.3.26).

- Reduction factor S 33r for fraction of waste suspended In nhalable form
defined In Equation (D.3.27).
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is again

S,33 f 33 1 f 332 (D.3.27)
fv 3332

that is the reduction in suspendability of waste in inhalable form. These values are estimated
from the baseline value of 33t°} 2* 10 4given in the FSEIS, Vol. II, Table D.3.29 (DOE,
1990a). If it is assumed that the accident modeled In the baseline case, essentially only
mobilized radioactive fines already present In the waste and that f 3 2) - 0.05 of the activity is
present in sizes smaller than 10 um, the suspended fraction Is f I(" = 4 * 10 -3. As the
mobilizing force of fire is the same in all cases, it Is reasonable to assume that f 33 I(' = 4 10 3

also. For cemented or vitrified waste, however, the small particles are no longer present and
must be created by the Impact.

Equation (D.3.20) can be used to determine the fraction of particles below 10 .uir

f332 M d (-5) = Cmt e" (10-10) . (D.3.28)

For truck accidents, higher loading rates are to be expected than from dropping or ramming
drums, but here also, the overpack will soften the impact on the drum. The best estimate for P_
is (1.0 ± 0.3) s '. This yields the values given in Table D.3-5.

D.3.7 Probability of a C10 Accident

A C10 accident involves the self-ignition of pyrophoric material in a drum, leading to the drum
bursting open and releasing toxic materials (see Section E.3.1.6). The reduction factors FpK for
the probability of a C10 type event is defined by

P (0)

F>, a '°2 , (D.3.29)p () 
10

where P I.(°) is the baseline probability for self-ignition and P Ot" Is that probability after treatment.
This reduction factor Is estimated on the basis that the pyrophoric material is not removed from
the waste except by smelting and decontamination in Treatment Option 4. Shredding Increases
the surface of the pyrophoric material on the one hand and cementing or vitrification reduces the
oxygen available for combustion on the other. In the model used here, no credit is taken for
removal of organics because they may not be needed for ignition. It is assumed that the
pyrophoric material will ignite in the presence of oxygen. In the baseline case, the one event in
1.8 106 drum-years (DOE, 1990a) will be used to assign an annual probability of 6 * 10' 7per
drum. The reduction of the probability of ignition Is assigned to the lack of oxygen to generate
enough pressure to burst the drum. The reduction of connected void space is, therefore,
assumed to be proportional to the reduction in the probability of a drum bursting open. Only in
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the case of removing the pyrophoric substance by decontamination will an additional reduction
of the probability by a factor of 100 20 be assumed. The void space decreases from 147 L in
the baseline case to three to five percent of the drum volume of 0.25 M, I.e., down to (10 ± 2 L).
Numerical values are listed in Table D.3-6.

D.3.8 Emission of VOC Through Carbon Filter

Routine emissions of VOCs through the carbon filter of the drum are discussed In Section E.4.2.1.
The reduction factors for the routine emissions of a single drum are defined by the ratio

(0)

F, E 11 (D.3.30)
q121

where q 1 2() Is the emission rate for chemical . These ratios are estimated on the basis of the
baseline emission rates and the rates after Incineration of the wastes. The model used here
assumes that shredding and cementing does not change the vapor pressure (saturation) in the
void space, it just retards its attainment. The corresponding emission values q ,2(') for chemical
J are, therefore, constant

)- q2) (D.3.31)

K> and thus

Fall FC2, 1 ± , (D.3.32)

where e Is a small fraction. Due to the model assumption above, e Is set to zero. It Is small
enough to warrant this assumption without loss of accuracy In the error calculation see equation
(C.1.26)]. Similarly, the fact of incineration to regulatory levels which requires 99.99 percent
destruction effectiveness for organics (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1989) or better
leads to

q ) W q(4) (D.3.33)

An approximation for Equation (D.3.20) can be obtained by assuming that the quantity of organics
In the void connected spaces Is at least sufficient to maintain saturation vapor pressure and by
taking no credit for the safety margin that burning alms to achieve below regulatory limits. Thus

F031 ' F,, ( 1.0 0.3 ) * 10 4 (D.3.34)

None of these ratios, with a large error assigned due to the uncertainties in the assumptions
above, depend on the compound, and the estimates for numerical values are listed In
Table D.3-7.
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TABLE D.3-8

VALUES FOR THE REDUCTION IN SELF-IGNrTON RISK IN A CIO ACCIDENT
AS A FUNCTION OF THE TREATMENT OPTION

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Fp 1 12±2 Only 80 % of drums treated

Fp 2 15 ±3 100% of drums treated

Fp 3 15 ± 3 100% of drums treated

Fp 4 1500 ± 400 100% of drums treated

* The reduction factor for the probability of self-ignition F . Is defined In
Equation (D.3.29).
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TABLE D.3-7

VALUES FOR THE REDUCTION FACTORS F i FOR CHEMICAL EMISSIONS

VALUE l
CHEMICAL QUANTITY STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

All VOCs FC1 J 1 0
considered

FC2J 1 0

Fe3J (1.0 ± 0.3) 104

FC41 (1.0 0.3) 0

* Reduction factor for routine emissions of a drum (Eq. D.3.30).
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D.3.9 Ratios of VOC Mass in Headsoace

Venting the headspace of a drum in an accident leads to the emission of the gases accumulated
there. The reduction factors F for the mass of gas in the headspace are defined by

(0)

Fg. '°3 (D.3.35)

where the quantities q S are the quantities of gas contained in the void spaces.

The numerical values for the parameters F , J are again estimated by assuming a combustion
efficiency of 99.99 percent for organics and by taking Into account the reduction of connected void
volume from 147 L to (4.0 i 0.5) percent of the drum volume of 208 L (Butcher, 1989). The factor
F ., for alternatives c 1 and 2 is then given by the ratio of the void volumes, and for Treatment
Options 3 and 4 by the product of that ratio with the bum escape ratio. The numerical values are
listed in Table D.3-8.

D.3.1 0 Location Function for Treatment Plant

In loading and unloading the TRUPACT-I containers, the handling crew is exposed to penetrating
radiation from the drums. The handling is increased when the TF is located between the
originator and the WIPP. This is taken into account by the location/function factor 42)3.1"l used
in Section E.6.3.7. Numerical values for this function are given in Table D.3-9 and their errors
in Table D.3-10. For treatment at the WIPP, one load/unload unit is incurred, equivalent to the
baseline risk evaluated in the FSEIS. For treatment at the originator a, the number of transports
is reduced by the transportation reduction factor Ft, of the treatment option. For the location
options with regional treatment facilities, outside suppliers incur one unit of loading and unloading
of wastes was received" and one unit reduced by the volume reduction factor Ft, of the treatment
option. This evaluation is based on the assumption that the ALARA concept is fully implemented,
minimizing both doses and dose-rates for the shipments reduced by the factor F , the higher
dose-rates will then be reduced by different health and safety protocols, leaving the gain in
exposure reduction Intact.

D.3.11 Extension Function for Storaae Time

The personnel in the warehouse used for temporary storage of the drums until they can be
transported are exposed to additional penetrating radiation if the frequency of transports
decreases due to treatment. This effect is taken into account in Section E.6.3.8, where the time
extension function 29 2 ( ") is used. Effective use of the ALARA concept is again assumed,
leading to the same dose rates, but longer storage times lead to a proportionate increase in dose.
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TABLE D.3-8

VALUES FOR THE REDUCTION FACTORS F itI FOR CHEMICAL EMISSIONS

VALUE * COMMENTS/
CHEMICAL QUANTITY STANDARD ERROR REFERENCES

Methylene Chloride

Carbon Tetrachloride

Trichloroethylene

Trichloroethane

Freon

Fg21

F 21
F 031

F94J

17.7 ± 2.2

17.7 2.2

(1.8 ± 0.2) 15

(1.8 ±0.2) 1 0 

* Reduction factor for mass of gas in headspace after treatment option ,
according to Equation (D.3.35).
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TABLE D.3-9

LOCATION FUNCTION 02 a "( %

ORIGINATOR wX 23 3 ORIGINATOR 0a X 8 3 a

Idaho National 1 1 1 Oak Ridge 6 1 1
Engineering 1 2 I/Ft National 6 2 1
Laboratory, 1 3 1/Fj, Laboratory, 6 3 1 + 1/F,,,
Idaho 1 4 1/F, Tennessee 6 4 1/Ft.

Rocky Flats 2 1 1 Nevada Test 7 1 1
Plant, Colorado 2 2 1/Ft, Site, Nevada 7 2 1

2 3 1/Ft. 7 3 1
2 4 1/Ft, 7 4 1

Hanford 3 1 1 Argonne National 8 1 1
Reservation, 3 2 1 + 1/FtK Laboratory - 8 2 1
Washington 3 3 1/F, East, Illinois 8 3 1 + /Ftic

3 4 1/F,,, 8 4 1

Savannah River 4 1 1 Lawrence 9 1 1
Site, South 4 2 1 Livermore 9 2 1
Carolina 4 3 11F, National 9 3 1

4 4 1/FtK Laboratory, 9 4 1
California

Los Alamos 5 1 1 Mound 10 1 1
National 5 2 1 Laboratory, Ohio 10 2 1
Laboratory, 5 3 1 10 3 1 + /Fr
New Mexico 5 4 1IF,, 10 4 1

The location function 02, 23 (VA.) evaluates the ncrease in handling after treatment 
of the wastes at location A.
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TABLE D.3-10

STANDARD ERRORS OF LOCATION FUNCTION A 2, el" 

ORIGINATOR c X &4 2s3a( ) ORIGINATOR oD X 283

Idaho National 1 1 0 Oak Ridge 6 1 0
Engineering 1 2 A National 6 2 0
Laboratory, 1 3 A Laboratory, 6 3 A
Idaho 1 4 A Tennessee 6 4 A

Rocky Flats 2 1 0 Nevada Test 7 1 0
Plant, Colorado 2 2 A Site, Nevada 7 2 0

2 3 A 7 3 0
2 4 A 7 4 0

Hanford 3 1 0 Argonne 8 1 0
Reservation, 3 2 A National 8 2 0
Washington 3 3 A Laboratory - 8 3 A

3 4 A East, Illinois 8 4 0

Savannah River 4 1 0 Lawrence 9 1 0
Site, South 4 2 0 Uvermore 9 2 0
Carolina 4 3 A National. 9 3 0

4 4 A Laboratory, 9 4 0
California

Los Alamos 5 1 0 Mound 10 1 0
National 5 2 0 Laboratory, 10 2 0
Laboratory, 5 3 0 Ohio 10 3 A
NewMexico 5 4 A 10 4 0

A G AFt / F.
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For the time extension functions 'D 22 0, the model assumes that for treatment at the originator,
no additional storage is incurred except that mandated by the volume reduction, i.e., the additional
time required to fill the 42 drums In a TRUPACT-I transport measured in units of the baseline
storage time At,,

<>292'= - Fi. (D.3.36)

For treatment at the WIPP site, the storage time is again that of the baseline case, At,. For an
originator going to a regional treatment facility and from there to the WIPP, the storage time at
the originator remains the same, but the storage time at the treatment facility has to be added.
It consists of pre-treatment storage assumed to be 1/2 At, and post-treatment storage assumed
to be 1/2 At, F,,. Thus the total time is (D2.2 .i 4"At. with

0X29'2 Io- + 2I( + F . (D.3.37)
2

The functions are tabulated in Table D.3-11 and their errors in Table D.3-12.

D.4 MODELS FOR TREATMENT OPERATION

D.4.1 Accidents

D.4.1.1 Occupatlonal Accidents

Occupational fatalities and injuries in various industries are published by the U. S. Department
of Labor (1986, 1990). For the evaluation of risks of workers in the WHB or the TF, data for
warehouse workers were used. The average annual rate of injuries per worker over the years
1987 and 1988 Is 6.6 10.2 with an error of 5 percent (Tables 3 and A-1 of Ref. U.S. Department
of Labor, 1990). For fatalities, the same report provides data for the years 1987 and 1988 for
transportation and public utility workers. The average annual rate of occupational fatalities is 1.29
10'4 with a standard error estimated to be about 10 percent.

D.4.1.2 Forklift Accidents

Forklift accidents are particularly severe occupational events. Although they make up only 1
percent of the accident incidence, they are responsible for 10 percent of the workdays lost
(U.S. Department of Labor, 1986). For occupational injuries, the incidence of these accidents is
separated from the Incidence of general occupational injuries and considered separately with a
ten times higher risk coefficient. The rationale for this decision is that severe accidents are ten
times more likely, but disappear In the statistical averaging in the tables. For fatalities, the same
procedure is adopted, using the rationale that if accidental injuries are ten times more severe,
fatalities are likely to be ten times more frequent.
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TABLE D.3-11

TIME EXTENSION FUNCTION 29 (I 

ORIGINATOR alX 0 2 2 ) ORIGINATOR o0 X 4>292e v)

Idaho National 1 1 1 Oak Ridge 6 1 1
Engineering 1 2 F . National 6 2 1
Laboratory, 1 3 Ft Laboratory, 6 3 1 + 1/2(1+F 1,)
Idaho 1 4 F Tennessee 6 4 F.,

Rocky Flats 2 1 1 Nevada Test 7 1 1
Plant, 2 2 F,, Site, Nevada 7 2 1
Colorado 2 3 F. 7 3 1

2 4 F. 7 4 1

Hanford 3 1 1 Argonne 8 1 1
Reservation, 3 2 1 + 1/2(1 + Fi,) National 8 2 1
Washington 3 3 F,. Laboratory - 8 3 1 + 1/2(1+F,)

3 4 F, East, Illinois 8 4 1

Savannah 4 1 1 Lawrence 9 1 1
River Site, 4 2 1 Livermore 9 2 1
South 4 3 F.,, National 9 3 1
Carolina 4- 4 Ft, Laboratory, 9 4 1

California

Los Alamos 5 1 1 Mound 10 1 1
National 5 2 1 Laboratory, 10 2 1
Laboratory, 5 3 1 Ohio 10 3 1 + 1/2(1 +F,)
New Mexico 5 4 Ft 104 1

The time extension function ZP2.2.1¶') evaluates the extension of the total storage time due
to treatment K of the waste at location according to Equations (D.3.36) and (D.3.37).
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TABLE D.3-12

ERROR OF THE TIME EXTENSION FUNCTION A " 2.2 .

ORIGINATOR ID X A c 212.M ORIGINATOR X a29 2

Idaho National 1 1 0 Oak Ridge 6 1 0
Engineering 1 2 A F,, National 6 2 0
Laboratory, 1 3 A Ft. Laboratory, 6 3 112 A Ft,
Idaho 1 4 A Ft, Tennessee 6 4 A FtK

Rocky Flats 2 1 0 Nevada Test 7 1 0
Plant, Colorado 2 2 A F, Site, Nevada 7 2 0

2 3 A Fl 7 3 0
2 4 A F 7 4 0

Hanford 3 1 0 Argonne 8 1 0
Reservation, 3 2 1/2 A Ft. National 8 2 0
Washington 3 3 A Ft. Laboratory - 8 3 1/2 AFt.

3 4 A FtK East, Illinois 8 4 0

Savannah River 4 1 0 Lawrence 9 1 0
Site, South 4 2 0 Livermore 9 2 0
Carolina 4 3 A Fix National 9 3 0

44 A F Laboratory, 9 4 0
California

Los Alamos 5 1 0 Mound 10 1 0
National 5 2 0 Laboratory, 10 2 0
Laboratory, New 5 3 0 Ohio 10 3 1/2 A Ft.
Mexico 5 4 A FIX 10 4 0
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D.4.2 Manpower Needs for Treatment

The manpower requirements to treat one drum of waste form w in device u are needed In Section
F.4.1.1. The quantity S,CWv) denotes that effort measured in manhours expended,

O57 = I N t ) *(D.4.1)

Here tlw Is the waste form weight defined in Equation (D.3.5), N 0I Is the manpower to handle one
drum (Table D.2-1), and t7kv) is the time required for the operation of device v. The associated
standard error is approximated by the largest contribution

- a . -at (D.4.2)

57 57 

The numerical values derived for the effort * 57 ,> V) and Its error which are needed In
Section F.4.1.1, are tabulated in Table D.4-1. The two entries with footnotes are due to the ashes
from ncineration being added to the cementation and vitrification flow.

D.4.3 Manpower for Maintenance

The manpower needed for maintenance, defined by the manpower factor

w v E nw Noa ()4; t ' (D.4.3)

where the quantities v1 w are the waste fractions given In Equation (D.3.5), N M the number of
persons needed for maintenance, ,, the number of maintenance operations needed annually,
and t (v) the time needed for maintenance of device v. All of these values are given In
Table D.2-1 and their product s listed in Table D.4-2. Again, footnotes dentify ashes being
cemented or vitrified.

D.4.4 Releases Into Device Containment

Some of the treatment devices are likely to generate inert and radioactive breakup particles and
suspended particles. Although the treatment apparatus must contain self-cleaning devices, a
certain fraction will adhere to surfaces, leading to direct exposures to penetrating radiations during
maintenance. The release fraction f . 2 v Is estimated for the baseline case (v= 0) from the
releases arising from punctured drums during the process of assay and certification. It Is
assumed that the entire release postulated In the FSEIS for such an event occurs during the
assay and certification phase. The baseline case assumes that only a fraction of 10 3 of the
drums Is perforated and releases one percent of Its total mass. It is assumed here that the
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TABLE D.4-1

AVERAGE EFFORT * .,s PER DRUM (IN MOANHOURS)
ON DEVICE v FOR TREATING WASTEFORM w IN ALTERNATIVE 

8

-

MT

2
6z
p
C-
c
!q

-C

| ~~ASSAY SORT SHRED CEMENT INCINERATE SMELT VITRIFY
IrC W* | v 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 1 0.12 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0.24 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0.24 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0.12 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0.24 0 0.4 0.24 0 0 0
3 0.24 0 0.4 0.24 0 0 0

2 1 0.12 0 0 0.12 0 0 0
2 0.24 0 0.4 0.24 0 0 0
3 0.24 0 0.4 0.24 0 0 0

3 1 0.12 0 0 0.12 0 0 0
2 0.24 0.6 0.4 0.08a 0.12 0 0
3 0.24 0.6 0.4 0.24 0 0 0

4 1 0.12 0 0 0 0 0 0.4
2 0.24 0.6 0.4 0 0.12 0 0.267b
3 0.24 0.6 0.4 0 0 3.2 0

* w 1:sludges;
w = 2: combustibles;
w 3: glass/metals.

a 0.24 / f 3 - 0.08, cement ash.
b 0.8 / f 3 0.267, vitrify ash.

( ( (
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TABLE D.4-2

AVERAGE ANNUAL MAINTENANCE EFFORT t 0")ON MAN-YEARS)
ON DEVICE v FOR TREATING WASTEFORM w IN ALTERNATIVE c

c

| ~~ASSAY SORT SHRED CEMENT INCINERATE SMELT VITRtIFY

c w^ | v ~ ~ ~ ~~0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 1 0.37 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0.74 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 0.74 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0.38 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0.76 0 1.90 0.38 0 0 0

3 0.78 0 1.90 0.38 0 0 0

2 1 0.38 0 0 0.19 .0 0 0

2 0.76 0 1.90 0.38 0 0 0

3 0.76 0 1.90 0.38 0 0 0

3 1 0.38 0 0 0.19 0 0 0

2 0.76 0.76 1.90 0.136 0.37 0 0

3 0.76 0.76 1.90 0.38 0 0 0

4 1 0.38 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0.94

2 0.76 0.76 1.90 0 0.37 0 0.63 b

3 0.76 0.76 1.90 0 0 18.9 0I.
a

:si
0

0
0

C-C

0
le

* w 1: sludges;
w = 2: combustibles;
w = 3: glass/metals.

a Cement ash from ncineration.
b Vitrify ash from incineration.
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release thus contains a fraction of 10 of a drum mass per drum handled. For the other devices,
it is assumed that health and safety concerns, particularly for maintenance, are the driving factors.
Releases, therefore, have to be kept low, in order to keep maintenance frequency and the
radiation dose budget of the maintenance crew low. The relatively large uncertainties in the
release factors are accounted for by using a broad symmetrical Gaussian distribution but pushing
it toward the upper limit of the range estimated for the quantity. The numerical values estimated
for the release fractions are listed in Table D.4-3.

D.4.5 Releases From Containment

A certain fraction of the waste suspended In the containment device v Is assumed to penetrate
airlocks and reach the air inside the treatment unit (see Section F.3.2.1.1). The quantity f ,, }
Is the fraction of waste in form w suspended and released from containment in nhalable form due
to treatment v in alternative ic This release fraction for every drum treated is estimated to be
10 in the drum. In Table D.4-4, the fraction of the drums treated at each device and the fraction
escaping from containment are listed.

D.4.6 Suspension Durdnc Maintenance

During maintenance and decontamination, a certain fraction of the contamination is resuspended
in air (see Section F.3.2.2.1). The fraction f ,3Pv) of the waste which is resuspended during
cleanup of device v is a quantity needed in that part of the risk assessment.

Numerical values of fractions f 03 OA which are needed in the following are given In Table D.4-5.
The baseline value here assumes that in maintenance operations a fraction of about (1.0 + 0.3)
10'4 is resuspended. Similarly, the values from Table D.4-4 are multiplied with this factor to
assess the activity remobilized during maintenance. The standard errors of the combination are
estimated in the Gaussian approximation.

D.4.7 Routine Releases of VOCs Durinq Treatment

For shredding and sorting, the drums and the liners and wrappings are opened, letting all
accumulated gases escape. The gas release function (D 1 A for agent j and alternative c is
defined by

Fr a. 6' (D.4.4)
¢61 j

where the functions ) account for the gas releases from the void space. Also accounted
for are the fractions of drums not opened (sludges in Treatment Option 1). The baseline releases
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TABLE D.4-3

FRACTION 158 2") OF THE WASTE RELEASED INTO THE CONTAINMENT OF DEVICE v

C

ASSAY -SORT - SHRED CEMENT INCINERATE SMELT VITRIFY

IC w- |: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 1 A 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 A 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 A 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 A 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 A 0 C C 0 0 0

3 A 0 C C 0 0 0

2 1 A 0 0 C 0 0 0

2 A 0 C C 0 0 0

3 A 0 C C 0 0 0

3 1 A 0 0 C 0 0 0

2 A C C Ba C 0 0

3 A C C C 0 0 0

4 1 A 0 0 0 0 0 C

2 A C C 0 C 0 Bb

3 A C C 0 0 C 0

S

*0

23m

I

0

*w= 1:

. w =2:
w 3 3:

sludges;
combustibles;
glass/metals.

A (1.0 03) 10 5

B = (1.0 ± 03) 10 4
C=(1.±0.3) * 103

a Cement ash from Incineration
b Vitrify ash from Incineration

rh

C
-c
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TABLE D.4-4

FRACTION f. v) OF THE WASTE ACTIVITY SUSPENDED
AND RELEASED FROM CONTAINMENT OF DEVICE v

8

-

D
le

2

(0

0

fo

4-

FRACTION OF 41,000 DRUMS FRACTION 6,,~ OF WASTE ACTIVITY
HANDLED ANNUALLY (PERCENT)

TREATMENT TREATMENT OPTION TREATMENT OPTION
v Operation 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

0 Assay 97.6 a 100 100 100 100 (1.0±0.3).10 5 (1.0±0.3)-10-5 (1.0±0.3).10 (1.0±0.3)10 '(1.0±0.3)-10-'

1 Sont 0 0 0 80 80 0 0 0 (0.8 ±0.3)-10 (0.8 ±0.3)10 9

2 Shred 0 80 80 40 80 0 (0.8 ±0.3).10 (0.8 ±0.3).10-" (0.4 ±0.1)'10 9 (0.8 ±0.3).10 

3 Cement 0 80 100 44b 0 0 (0.8±0.3).10 (1.0±0.3)-10 ' (0.44±0.310 ' 0

4 Incinerate 0 0 0 40 40 0 0 0 (0.4 ±0.1).10-9 (0.4 ±0.1)-10@

5 Smalt 0 0 0 0 40 0 0 0 0 (0.4±0.1).10 

6 Vitrify 0 0 0 0 240 0 0 0 0 (0.24 ± 0.07).109

* Only 40,000 drums present In baseline case.
b Cement ash from combustibles.
0 Vitrify ash from combustibles.

. ( (
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TABLE D.4-5

FRACTION , )OF THE WASTE RELEASED WHICH IS RESUSPENDED IN MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS

C

A
-J

I
F
0

ASSAY SORT SHRED CEMENT INCINERATE SMELT VITRIFY
IC W- V 0 12 3 4 5 6

0 1 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 A 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 A 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 A 0 C C 0 0 0
3 A 0 C C 0 0 0

2 1 A 0 0 C 0 0 0
2 A 0 C C 0 0 0
3 A 0 C C 0 0 0

3 1 A 0 0 C 0 .0 0
2 A C 0 Bo C 0 0
3 A C C C 0 0 0

4 1 A 0 0 0 0 0 C
2 A C 0 0 C 0 Bb
3 A C 0 0 0 C 0

4R

0
z
0p

C-

*w-1: sludges;
w - 2: combustibles;
w - 3; glass/metals.

A =(1.0 ± 0.3)- 109
B-(1.0±0.3). 10.8
C (1.0 ± 0.3) 10-7

* Cement ash from incineration
b Vitrify ash from incineration
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are taken to be those through the carbon filter on the drum during the assay and certification
process. Table D.4-6 lists, in the second column, the release rates for the five chemical agents
given in Table 5.35 of the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a). During the 0.2 hours of the process, the mass
of gas given in the third column is released. The concentrations of the chemicals in the void
space of the drums (147 liters) are taken from Table 5.33 of the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a) and are
given in the next column together with the total mass of gas for agent J.

As expected for the slow, diffusion-limited gas release in the baseline case, the fraction of the
total gas released In a short time is independent of the agent, with an average value of
(6.4 ± 0.7) 10 5. In Table D.4-7, the values for the reduction factors for gas release F r,, are
listed. These values show the dramatic increase In releases due to handling, and demonstrate
that the release reduction factors and, thus, the risk reduction factors are independent of the
chemical considered. No aggregation is, therefore, needed.

D.5 HUMAN INTRUSION SCENARIOS

D.5.1 Radioactivity In Cuttings Brought to Surface

Drill cuttings brought to the surface in a human intrusion scenario will contain radioisotopes if the
repository Is intersected. The activity mobilized and transported to the surface for different
treatments of waste Is reduced by a factor

Fat = 401 (D.5.1)

40 

where the function -0 0 Ile is the time average of the activity brought to the surface. An
approximation by a step function leads to a value given by the total activity mobilized. The total
activity mobilized is evaluated for baseline and altemative waste using the methodology described
in Section B.22 of Appendix B. The resulting values for F , are given in Table D.5-1. They
range from about 4 for Level 11 treatments down to about 2 for Treatment Option 3 and to a risk
increase by a factor of about 2 for Treatment Option 4.

D.5.2 Radioactivity Transported to the Culebra

After the drill hole is plugged, the connection to the Culebra aquifer may still exist, or will when
the hole casing corrodes. This contamination depends not only on waste treatment but also on
the drilling scenario.

D.5.2.1 The El Human Intrusion Scenario

In this scenario, both the repository and a brine pocket in the Castile formation are penetrated.
After plugging the hole, contaminated brine can still reach the Culebra aquifer, a stock well, and
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TABLE D.4-6

DATA ON RELEASE RATES AND MASS OF GASES IN DRUMS

C

RELEASE OF GAS MASS OF GAS RELEASE
RELEASE RATE MASS CONCENTRATION IN VOID FRACTION

CHEMICAL (g/s)(g) b (gAL) (9) (12 min)

Methylene chloride 7.8* 10'9 5.6 10.6 0.5 * 10' 0.074 7.6 10'

Carbon 2.3. 10 5 1.7 10'5 1.9 10-3 0.28 5.9 10'5
tetrachloride

Trichloro- 9.3 10-9 6.7 * 10 0.7 10 3 0.10 6.5 . 1i0"
ethylene

1,1,1-trichloroethane 1.7 10 ' 1.2 10-4 13 * 10-3 1.94 6.3 10'5

Freon 1.4* 10 1.0 *10.5 1.2 *10 3 0.18 5.7 10'5

Average (6.4 0.7) 10"5

I
' From Table 5.35 of the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a); this Is the rate q 2 1 .
b Mass released in the assay time of 0.2 hours.
¢ From Table 5.33 of the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a); this Is q ,laI

'U

Co
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TABLE D.4-7

REDUCTION FACTOR Frkj FOR RELEASE OF AGENT 

FRACTION OF
ALTERNATIVE

x
0

1

2

3

4

FRACTION OF
DRUMS OPENED

0.0 *

0.8

1.0

1.0

1.0

RELEASE
FRACTION

(6.4 i 0.7) Io0 

0.8

1.0

1.0

1.0

REDUCTION FACTOR
FekI

(5.1 + 0.6) 10-5

(6.4+ 0.7). iO 5

(6.4±0.7) 10 5

(6.4* 0.7)10 -5

No drums opened routinely. Emission Is that of drum releases through vent
during 0.2 hours

)/
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TABLE D.5-1

REDUCTION FACTORS FOR MOBILIZED ACTIVITIES

QUANTITY

F,

Fe2

F,3

F.4

VALUE + STANDARD ERROR

3.9 ± 0.5

4.0 ± 0.5

2.4 ± 0.5

0.5 ± 0.5

COMMENTS/REFERENCES
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man via the consumption of beef. The concentration of radioactivity In the stock well and,
therefore, In the beef, depends on the rate with which the activity Is mobilized In the repository
and transported to the Culebra aquifer. The reduction factor for this long-term mobilization and
transport rate (I 48, (ri is

Fb a 4 I (D.5.2)

The solution to the two-dimensional equation governing contaminant migration in a uniform
unidirectional flow from a continuous point source without adsorption or radioactive decay states
that the activity concentration in the stock well Is proportional to the product of the total
radionuclide activity concentration entering the Culebra and the injection rate entering the Culebra
(Walton, 1989). The total radionuclide activity concentration entering the Culebra was calculated
by using

T E * I' (D.5.3)

where

0 T = Total activity concentration entering the Culebra,
s ,- Solubility of radionucide in brine (g m 3) ( evaluated in subroutine

RADSOLUB of the Design Analysis Model, Section B.21 of Appendix B),
q - Specific activity of radionuclide I (Ci g I),
(D, W Flowrate of brine through the waste/backfill composite (m 3 S-'), and
( t = Total steady-state injection rate entering the Culebra (m 3 S -' ).

The steady-state flowrates 0, and Ot are evaluated through parametric equations in subroutine
ISE1 of the Design Analysis Model as described in Section B.23. The numerical values for F b,
are given in Table D.5-2 with their geometric standard deviations.
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TABLE D.5-2

REDUCTION FACTORS FOR MOBILIZED ACTIVITIES

SCENARIO QUANTITY VALUE GSD

El Fbi 9.5*103 (20)
Fb2 9.5 * l (20)
Fb 3 9.7 10. (20)
Fb 4 10.7 . 10' (20)

E2 Fe. 1.0 (3)
Fe 2 1.1 (3)
Fe 3 0.8 (5)
Fe 4 7.0 (50)

E1E2 Fd1 6 10' (80)
Fd2 8 105 (60)
Fd3 2 10 (80)
Fd 4 2 10' (40)

GSD - Geometical Standard Deviation.
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D.5.2.2 The E2 Human Intrusion Scenario

In this scenario, only the repository is penetrated. The reduction factor for the long-term
mobilization and transport rate ZD47 10 is

F ( I )4 7}1 (D.5.4)

The release of activity from a panel to the Culebra was assumed to occur as a slug point source.
The solution to the two-dimensional equation governing contaminant migration in uniform one-
directional flow from a slug point source without adsorption or radioactive decay Indicates that the
concentration at the stock well Is proportional to the total activity injected into the Culebra
(Walton, 1989). The numerical values for F ,, are given in Table D.5-2 with their geometric
standard deviations.

D.5.2.3 The El E2 Human Intrusion Scenario

In this scenario, an El event is postulated to occur first, then an E2 event into the repressurized
repository. Thus, both drill holes will, after plugging, connect to the Culebra aquifer. The
reduction factor for the long-term mobilization and transport rate tD 41 1(K) is

FdE 43 I (D.5.5)

The activity concentration entering the Culebra for an altemative was assumed to be independent
of an alternative and equal to the saturation activity concentration. Thus the risk reduction factor
f C. was calculated as the ratio of the volume of contaminated brine released to the Culebra for
the baseline design to the total volume of contaminated brine released to the Culebra for
alternative ic. Numerical values are given in Table D.5-2.
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i.

ATTACHMENT E

ROUTINE AND ACCIDENT RISKS OF TRANSPORTING, HANDUNG,
AND EMPLACING CH TRU WASTE

E.1 CANCER RISKS FROM ROUTINE INTERNAL EXPOSURES TO IONIZING RADIATION

E.1.1 Basic Considerations

The risks discussed In this section are risks associated with the Inhalation of alpha, beta, and
gamma emitters. Cumulative Effective Dose Equivalents (CEDE) are calculated and used to
estimate the global lifetime cancer risks using the methodology and the data provided in ICRP 26
and ICRP 30 (International Commission on Radiological Protection, 1977 and 1979).

To determine the different risks of releases, It Is essential to understand that the occupational and
the public risks arise from the same source term, defined as {Q lk) for scenario and
treatment/liocation option k =(c, X). This source term Is denoted In the formulae by the quantity
In braces. Occupational and public risks are distinguished by different exposure conditions. For
the occupational risks, the factor f ,,Cp° takes Into account the conditions of the exposure and the
factor f (k) accounts for the dosimetry conditions of the average worker. In order to convert the
CEDE to risk In terms of latent cancer fatalities, the risk factor a, must be incorporated into the
risk formula as a cancer risk coefficient. The basic form for the occupational cancer risk formula
(denoted by subscript '') Is then the following

RIek * {f ') 4' p fga* (E.1.1)

The public cancer risk formula has the same source term Q I k) and cancer risk coefficient a
as Equation (E.1.1). The factor fd k) accounts for the depletion of activity before the filter duct.
The factor fI ,.j accounts for the removal efficiency of the high efficiency particulate air (HEPA)
filters In the Waste Handling Buildling (WHB) or Treatment Facility (TF). The factor gig dd M

describes the environmental dispersion from the source to the various receptors via different
pathways and the dosimetry for each receptor. This factor also accounts for the accumulation
of a 50-year CEDE according to the computer code AIRDOS (Moore et al, 1979). The basic form
for the public cancer risk formula (denoted by subscript 'p') is, therefore, given as:

RIck = {Q(k)} fd'e f(k ' z(D a1k) (E.1.2)

The function 01d, also incorporates different types and properties of all ionizing radiations In the
source term. Further, via AIRDOS, the doses for all exposed members of the public are
Incorporated into this function. From an inspection of Equations (E.1.1) and (E.1.2), It follows that
the risk reduction factors (i.e., the inverse of the relative risks) remain the same for occupational
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and public risks, provided there Is no change with alternative k In the quantities of the risk formula
other than the source term {Q (k .

There are four major health effects arising from internal radiation exposures: acute radiation
syndrome; somatic effects other than cancer; and cancer and genetic effects. In the risk
assessments of the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a) and FSAR (DOE, 1989a), the acute radiation syndrome
is only postulated to occur in transportation accidents of severity category Vill (RADTRAN;
Madsen et al., 1986). Somatic effects, mostly manifested as a shortening of the lifespan, are well
known from animal experiments, but human data are lacking for the quantification of risk. The
risks of cancer and genetic damage are assumed to be proportional to different parts of the
CEDE. Assuming different dosimetry factors In Equations (E.1.1) and (E.12) and a risk
coefficient b for genetic effects shows that, for scenarios in which only the source term changes
with the alternatives, the risk reduction factors are the same,

(Ca) (gen)
P10k Piok (E.1 .3)

(Ca) (gen)
Pipk = Ppk

In order to simplify the equations and keep the number of equations as low as possible, the
superscripts (ca) and (gen) will not be carried explicitly In the formulae. It should be noted that
all quantified risks will be given in terms of per year of operation.

For the routine operations addressed in this section, it Is assumed that the quantity and dispersion
of contamination is low and subtle enough so that the radiation monitors, particularly the
Continuous Air Monitors (CAMs) are not triggered and that normal work without special protection
(respirators) continues. This assumption results in the low-level chronic exposures implied by the
scenarios. Once the CAMs or other monitors are triggered, the workers don respirators and leave
the area according to Health and Safety instructions, thereby ending the exposure. Such
Incidents are treated as accidents in Section E.3.

E.1.2 Risk From Routine Internal Exposures In an N1 Scenario

In Scenario N1, a fraction of surface contamination of the drums allowable under the Waste
Acceptance Criteria (WAC) (DOE, 1989b) is mobilized by the handling of the contaminated drums
and is suspended in air. Assuming constant handling activities, instantaneous mixing, and
homogeneous distribution within the WHB, the specific activity in air is estimated to be at its
equilibrium level. The inhalation over eight hours per workday, the deposition of particles in lung,
and the dosimetry leading to effective dose equivalents are described by corresponding factors
in the risk equation. The dose-effect relationship for cancer or genetic effects is assumed to be
of the linear, no-threshold type. These risks do not depend on the location index X; they vary only
with treatment v. It is assumed that nobody dons a respirator and there is no alarm sounded by
the CAMS.
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With these assumptions, Scenario NI leads to Risk Component 1, with four subcomponents:
occupational and public, cancer and genetic. Using the symbols

n , Number of drums handled routinely per year (yr '),
f = Fraction of drums externally contaminated,
f ¶ 2( = Suspended, nhalable fraction of surface activity,
q ,<} = Total alpha surface activity per drum (q),
L1 = Annual ventilation volume In the building (M3

),

V 1 = Annual breathing volume of worker (m 3 ),

f 1 3 = Fraction of nhalable airborne particles deposited in lung,
1 4 ,(" = Fraction of type a radiation In total activity,

0 1 t afq= Dosimetry function for type a radiation (Sv Bq I),
A = Total number of different radiation types a,
N.( = Number of occupationally exposed persons in WHB and TF,
f15 * Fraction of personnel occupationally exposed,
C, = Constant parts of the! equations,
a = Cancer risk coefficient (Sv '), and
R1 i. a Risk of occupational cancer per year of operation (yr ),

the expression for the occupational cancer risk incurred for every year of operation Is

(A

=tetl - jn, ft, { q) L V f f14) (1f0 5 < a,, (E.1.4)

where the quantity In braces corresponds to the source term of Equations (E.1.1) and (E.1.2) and
the four Indices of the risk R are the component number 1, the risk type index, 'o' for occupational
or 'p' for public, the treatment Index x, and the location ndex X.

An inspection of this equation with respect to changes due to different treatment/location options
shows that most of the factors do not change with x and now with X. Due to the assumptions
about suspended particle size and activity distributions, the deposition probability and the
dosimetry factors are constant. The fraction of drums contaminated is mostly dependent on work
practices and these are assumed to result In a constant fraction for newly generated wastes. For
old wastes, this assumption may result in an overestimate for the treatment options. The surface
activity q,4t) is set at the maximum allowable limit (DOE, 190a, Table A.1.1, Appendix A) and
thus does not change either. The number of drums treated annually n) changes, however,
because Its product with the average activity per drum q (K) Is the annual rate of activity
emplacement 00 In the repository and Is assumed to be a constant C., i.e.,

Q ) - n= C0 * (E.1.5)
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The extra handling in the treatment facility, regardless of location, leads to an air concentration
of radioactivity in that building. Assuming that the health and safety requirements lead to the
same ventilation rates everywhere, and the modular construction of the treatment facilities, the
same fraction f, 5 of the total personnel N0,,(K is assumed to be exposed. This Is the crew of the
module in which the exposure occurs. Therefore, the only difference lies in the number of people
exposed, N . This dependence is incorporated in the manpower reduction factor

N(0)
F. ° (E.1.6)

which, in this simple model, Is assumed to be independent of the location of the treatment
facilities. The numerical values for the manpower reduction factor are given in Attachment D,
Table D.3-1.

For the public risk component, the change in Equation (E.1.2) appears in the function (~dd" and
within that function in the number NP,") of exposed persons. As explained in the main text, it is
assumed that the functions (D, are Independent of treatment ic and location X and depend only
on the number and locations of the N p ,4 of persons exposed. This relation is incorporated in
the public exposure reduction factor

F. 'dd N(o) (E.1.7)

The dependence on c signifies the dependence on any of the four treatments. Due to this factor,
the addition of risk components due to waste treatment thus leads to different reduction factors
for occupational and public risk. Numerical values for this factor for these assumptions are listed
in Attachment D, Table D.3-3.

With these assumptions, the scaling property of this risk component depends only on the product
of the number of drums handled per year, and the number of persons exposed during handling

R1o1C - C, n ) N01. *0 (E.1.8)

The risk reduction factor Is then the ratio of the number of drums handled per unit time and the
ratio of the persons exposed and is thus equal to the product of the manpower reduction factor
F m with the volume reduction factor F , , of the treatment defined by

(0)

IC
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The explicit form of the risk reduction factor Is

Plot.%= R- n a F FIK. (E.1.10)

Its standard error according to the Gaussian approximation to error propagation,
[Equation (C.1.15), and Seller, 1987b, Table 1 is

( ~ 2 22
A PI OWL (AF +J ( mr (E.1.11)
I Ic F= - F

1 PiovA v) Fmx 

For this first risk component, the public risk for this release will be discussed In detail; later it will
only be addressed If needed. Using the additional symbols

f d(0 - Fraction of release that escapes deposition In the WHB or TF,
I . Fraction of activity that escapes removal by the HEPA filters,

) I (d) = Dispersion-dosimetry function for all N P (K) persons exposed (Sv Bq 1),

R. p IC = Risk of cancer In the public per year of operation (yr '),

it is given by the expression

K R. I {(K} 'f(Kx) f~Kl qSol} f(K 'f:K xp (E.1.12)ape r tn.1 ,, 12 GoI dep rI da

The first two factors outside the source term in braces do not change with treatment option r, and
In the source term all but the first factor have already shown to be constant by an application of
Equation (E.1.5). There remains thus only the number of drums n rK) handled and the number
of people N P () exposed In the factor mid)- Except for the substitution of the public exposure
reduction factor F . for the factor F m the reduction factor for the public risk pI p K , and Its
standard error are thus the same as those for the occupational risks in Equations (E.1.10) and
(E.1.1 1),

p pIK a F F.,,, (E.1.13)

with standard errors of

rP ,,,, 0 F2 2 2
APlK). A FVX + AF]w (E. 1. 14)

P I PI. (FVj e
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The numerical values of the risk reduction factors and their errors are given in Table E.1 -1. For
the occupational risks, the risk reduction factors range from 0.3 to 0.7, signaling an increase of
the risk from a factor of about 3 for the Level II treatments down to about 1.4 for the most
complex treatment. These factors balance the increase of persons exposed and the decrease
in the number of barrels handled. The public risks balances the same influences. However, the
spread of values s wider here, ranging from an increase by a factor of 1.7 for the Level II
treatments, to the same risk for Treatment Option 3, and an actual risk reduction by a factor of
more than 4 for Treatment Option 4. The relative standard errors of the reduction factors for
occupational risks range from 10 to 20 percent, for public risks the range is 15 to 30 percent. The
only available baseline risk is relatively small.

E.1.3 Risk From Routine Intemal Exposures in an N2 Exposure

In N2 Scenario, a perforated drum contaminates the WHB and the handling activities lead to a
suspension of radioactivity In the air and an inhalation exposure of the work crew during a time
interval that does not depend on the treatment of the wastes. With the same assumptions as in
the model for Scenario Ni, particularly with regard to the alarms, Risk Component 2 has four
subcomponents. With the symbols

n (IC) = Number of drums routinely handled per year (yr-'),
f 21 (t) - Fraction of drums perforated,
f 2 2(it) - Fraction of waste mass spilled from perforated drum,
f 2 3M - Fraction of activity In size fraction below 10 gum,
f 2 4W - Fraction of spilled material which Is resuspended,
q 2 = - Total activity in drum (Bq),
L, , Annual ventilation volume in WHB and TF (m3),
V. = Annual breathing volume ( 3),
f( = 3 Fraction of inhalable airborne particles deposited in lung,
f 4 a(") Fraction of type a radiaffon in tot activity,
<D,,K) I Dosimetry factor for type a radiation (Sv Bq '),
A - Number of different radiation types a,
N 0 ( = Number of persons in WHB and TF,
f 5 - Fraction of personnel occupationally exposed,
C, = Constant parts of the equations,
a, = Cancer risk coefficient (Sv '), and
R 2,, , Occupational cancer risk per year of operation (yr1'),
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TABLE E.1 1

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR Ni ACTIVITIES

QUANTITY VALUE i STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Occupational:

Plait. 0.331 0.034
Pi1on 0.312 0.032
P 3 0.374 0.088
P 4 0.707 0.079

Public:

pI PI p 1,.0.600 0.108
PI p2XL 0.600 ± 0.108

P 1p3X 1.1 + 0.31
p l P4zL 4.65 0.87

Annual Baseline Risks:

Occupational:

R. eOO 3.9 104 FSEIS (DOE 1990a),
Table 5.24

Public:

R. poo --- Not available in FSEIS
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the occupational risk equation is

R 0 ~ I { ft) 3 f g qtit 2... 1 txR20MIL * n, f2l 22G 4# Li '1
A-I

E f 1'4 a' ll..
v..

f,5 N.") a, 

(E.1.15)

Note that, apart from the source term, the equation Is the same as Equation (E.1.4). Assumption
of constant annual activity disposal rate O0 in Equation (E.1.5) and the constant factors discussed
in the last section, reduce the risk to the scaling form

R20,, C f) x) f2 N3 i (E.1.16)

and as the first three factors after the constant are really the fraction 0 2O of the total activity
which is suspended in nhalable form In a N2 scenario, the scaling relation Is

R200l ' C2 2 NO1 I (E.1.17)

with

2 3 ) a f23) f24 (E.1.1 8)

This uses the same assumptions about the treatment facility as those made in the last section.
The risk reduction factors for the occupational risks are

f2 f, (O I f,()N(0

4K2 "° 's°} N(IK)
22 '23 24 S F, (E.1.1 9)

where the reduction factor in particle resuspension, S,., measures the reduction in suspension
of waste in a N2 activity,

S1. 
(0)

*2

(E.1 .20)
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The standard errors are

( ~~2 2)
____ aP01 (AS 1 1W) (am (E.1.21)

P20-X i J S Fm

Numerical values for this factor and Its errors are tabulated In Attachment D in Tables D.2-2 and
D.2-4.

The public risk equation uses the same symbols as those given above, and In addition

f dp (< - Activity depletion due to deposition,
f = Removal efficiency of HEPA filters,

2 dd Dispersion-dosimetry factor for all exposed persons (Sv Bq .).

The risk is therefore given by

R~~~~X I x fnfe adg0 (w) f'(t f pK ) (E.1.22)
R2 0x IC n, 21 22 23 24 q2} dep rm 2dd a 

With the same constant quantities as for occupational exposure, the scaling part of the public risk
is

R2px e C 3 f22 t23 24 20d ' C3 24Z , (E.1.23)

and the risk reduction factor for the public risk is

f2(2) f f N (°)
P = 32¶2 fj t I S F.. (E.1.24)

where the factor Fe. Is given in Attachment D, In Table D3-2. The standard error Is
(_______ 2 ____ 2 (2

A P 2P . , S1 1 + AF,,, (E.1.25)

P 2pII2L S , o 

Numerical values for the two factors In Equation (E.1.24) are listed in Attachment D in
Tables D.3-2 and D.3-4. This results In the values for risk reduction factors given in Table E.1 -2.

With an exposure reduction factor of 1/2 and a suspendability reduction factor of tens to hundreds
of million, the risk reduction factors are very large, on the order of a few million to a few tens of
millions. The standard errors are In the neighborhood of 20 to 30 percent. For this exposure
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TABLE E.1-2

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR OCCUPATIONAL AND PUBLiC RISKS
IN THE N2 SCENARIOS

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Occupational:

P201 X (2.48 ± 0.84) 1 0
P202% (2.86 ± 1.05) 10'
P 2 3A IL (1.87 ± 0.69) 107
P204X (4.10 ± 1.54) 106

Public:

P 2 X (4.50 ±1.66) 107
P2P2X (5.50±2.19) 10
P2P3X (5.50±2.19) 10
P 2 p4 X (2.70 ± 1.09) 1 0

Annual Baseline Risks:

Occupational:

R 2 000 -- Not available in FSEIS

Public:

R2 P00 -- Not available in FSEIS
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scenario, no baseline risks are available. As the risk reduction factors here are much larger than
those for Component 1, unweighted aggregation will Introduce a bias later on.

E.1.4 Risk From Routine nternal Exposures In an N3 Scenario

Except for the fact that the exposure occurs underground, Scenario N3 is the same as N1. Thus,
although the number of persons exposed are different, that number does not depend on
treatment. The ventilation rates can also be assumed to be different due to different tasks
performed but constant. The deposition and dosimetry factors, however, are the same
independent of waste treatment. For this scenario, no additional risk component due to treatment
of the wastes has to be considered. Risk Component 3 has four subcomponents as did the
previous components. With the symbols:

n (IC) Number of drums routinely handled per year (yr '),
fi I, - Fraction of drums contaminated,
f 3 21) = Fraction of surface activity suspended in nhalable form by underground

handling,
q ,t) . Total surface activity per drum (Bq),
L 3 = Annual ventilation volume in Underground Storage Area ( 3 ),

V, , Annual breathing volume of workers (n 3),
f 3 -= Fraction of airborne particles deposited in lung,
f, 4 1) = Fraction of type a radiation in total activity,

I, 1<4 Dosimetry function for type a radiation (Sv Bq '),
A = Number of different radiation types a,
No2( = Number of persons occupationally exposed underground,
C, = Constant parts of equations,
a, = Cancer risk coefficient (Sv 'I), and
R30 ,* = Risk of occupational cancer per year of operation (yr ')

the occupational cancer risk can be written as

-3 {nPf'fI) f q1I} it) V1 f(I C 4) a (E.1.26)3oL r 13 ~ ~ ~~~ 441) I V(

In this scenario, the number of persons exposed does not depend on treatment and, again, the
deposition fraction and the dosimetry factors remain constant as well as the suspended waste
fraction f 32(t)' Thus in the source term, only the number of drums handled per year changes with
alternatives, and the annual risk can be scaled by

R3orL - C, n( (E.1.27)
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The risk ratio is thus the same for the occupational and public risks,

P30X A Pp 3 P F IC (E.1.28)

with a standard error of

AP30oa = AP 3 = AFv x (E.1.29)

Thus the numerical values of the risk reduction factors are given by the values In Attachment D,
in Table D.3-2, and are listed In Table E.1-3. Clearly, only the Treatment Option 4 leads to a risk
reduction factor that is substantially different from 1.

The baseline risk of occupational cancer is 3.1 * 104 . This value Is derived from the effective
dose equivalent given in the FSEIS (DOE, 1 990a, Vol. 1, p. 5-69, Table 5.24) of 2.5 person-rem
per year of operation and uses a lifetime cancer risk coefficient of 2.8 10'4 (DOE, 1 990a, Vol. 1,
p. 5-77, Table 5.29, Footnote B).

E.2 CANCER RISK FROM ROUTINE EXTERNAL EXPOSURES

E.2.1 Basic Considerations

The risks discussed here are risks of cancer due to direct external exposure to low-LET radiation.
With the public far removed from the sources of external irradiation, the reduction of the public
risk components will not be calculated. There are two kinds of operations in which occupational
external irradiation risks arise; the first are operations aboveground in the WHB and TF, and the
second are the disposal operations underground. Each of the components has two
subcomponents with end points cancer and genetic damage, respectively. It is again assumed
that the total activity handled per year is constant (see Equation E.1.5).

The contribution of neutrons to the external dose Is taken into account by the dosimetry function
which makes the assumption that the neutron source strength is proportional to the total activity
in the drum. It is further assumed throughout this analysis that there is no gamma or neutron
absorption occurring in the waste. The density of the untreated waste would reduce the external
dose rate somewhat, so this assumption of no self absorption Is slightly conservative because air
shows very little absorption. If the waste Is treated, the head space is reduced, the density
Increased and therefore the self-absorption would be greater, thus lowering the external dose rate
and leading to an anti-treatment bias. The bias Is small because consideration of self-absorption
would make the already low risk from routine external exposures somewhat lower.
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TABLE E.1-3

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR OCCUPATIONAL AND PUBLIC RISKS
DUE TO N3 ACTIVITIES

QUANTITY VALUE i STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Occupational:

P301a 1.2 0.1 P3pwC P30K&
P302. 1.2:± 0.1
P 3 a . 2.2 0.5
P304L 9-3 0.9

Annual Baseline Risks:

R3c0o 7 *10- FSEIS (DOE, 1990a)
Table 5.24, p. 5-69

R3 p00 -- Not available in FSEISK>
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E.2.2 Risk From Routine External Exposures in an N4 Scenario

Scenario N4 encompasses the handling activities in the WHB and the TF. The proximity of the
workers to different drum configurations has to be considered In the time-motion study which Is
accounted for in the dosimetry factor. This ranges from the TRUPACT-I1 assembly and the
management of single drums to multi-drum stacks for Intermediate storage. The geometrical
drum configuration factors are assumed to be Independent of the waste treatment. Risk
Component 4 has two subcomponents, cancer and genetic. With the symbols:

n r(I) , Number of drums handled annually (yr '),
q 4 t Gamma activity per drum (Bq),
f41(W) = Gamma activity to surface dose rate conversion factor (Sv Bq ' S1 m 2),

Ad ' Number of drum assemblies,
f 4 2 =tt) - Drum assembly factor, number of drums and geometry of assembly a,
N =IZ - Number of persons In WHB and TF,
f = 5 - Fraction of personnel occupationally exposed,
'(D4 - Dosimetry factor for all N,(" persons exposed by assembly a (m-2,
At. 1 (k) - Exposure time, also, time interval for rms distance for assembly a (s),
C = Constant parts of equations,
a, , Cancer risk coefficient (Sv '), and
R40,C,. = Cancer risk per year of operation (yr'),

the cancer risk for occupational external exposure in the WHB and TF is

A.1fl ,~ K no qua fe (I' Aoe tJ)aJ lf~ N0,< a,. (E.2.1)

Assuming that the inverse root mean square (r.m.s.) distance in 4¶) and the drum
configurations do not change, that the total activity, Q 0, disposed of per year is constant
according to Equation (E.1.5), that the dosimetry does not change, and that the influence of self-
absorption on the dose rate constant f 4 1(t can be neglected, the scaling of the risk in
Equation (E.2.1) depends only on the factor N, I Ot, i.e., on the number of persons exposed,

R40K C No, (E.2.2)

and the risk reduction factor is, therefore, equal to

P40KX FIn .W (E.2.3)
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Its standard error Is

AP4 1. - AFm. (E.2.4)

The risk reduction factors are given by the data In Attachment D, Table D.3-2, and are listed In
Table E.2-1. All values are smaller than 1, corresponding to an Increase in risk between a factor
of 3.6 and 13.

E.2.3 Risk From Routine External ExDosures in an N5 Scenario

This scenario differs from N4 only in the geometries of source and surroundings and the number
of people exposed; all other factors are the same. Thus, the Risk Component 5 has only one
subcomponent for cancer and one for genetic damage. Using the symbols:

n Number of drums handled per year (yr'),
q 4(K= Gamma activity per drum (Bq),

f 4 I Gamma activity to surface dose rate conversion function (Sv Bq ' S 1 m 2),

A' d = Number of different drum assemblies during disposal,
f 5 2 a! = Drum assembly function, number of drums and geometry of assembly a',
4D 5 M = Dosimetry function for all persons underground and assembly a' (m),
At0 2 oe Exposure time, also, time interval for rms distance for assembly a' (s)
N 02(K) = Number of persons working underground,
C, = Constant parts of equations,
a 1 = Cancer risk coefficient (Sv '), and
R 0 ,. = Cancer risk per year of operation (yr'),

the cancer risk for occupational external exposure underground is given by the expression

= fl,( ) q4) fs (a z, ' A toi]A N; a1 (E.2.5)

It is assumed again that the geometrical arrangements of the drums and the time-motion study
do not change with waste treatment, and that the total activity disposed of per year is constant
according to Equation (E. 1.5). As the number of workers N 0 2(" and the conversion factor f 41K)

do not depend on treatment, risk in Equation (E.2.6) is Independent of treatment option K also

Rsol.X C (E.2.6)

and the risk reduction factor is, therefore, equal to 1

p 50 = 1 (E.2.7)
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TABLE E.2-1

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR
OCCUPATIONAL RISKS DUE TO ACTIVITIES IN THE N4 SCENARIO

QUANTITY VALUE t STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Occupational:

P401.X 0.276 ± 0.016
P402X 0.260 ± 0.017
P403% 0.170 ± 0.010
P 4 4X a 0.0760 0.0042

Annual Baseline Risks:

R 4 oOo -- Not available in FSEIS
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Its standard error Is, therefore, zero

'&P. p - 0 (E.2.8)

This result Is Intuitively obvious because, regardless of treatment, the same amount of activity has
to be handled each year. The baseline risk of cancer per year of operation Is (DOE, 1990a,
Table 5.24, p. 5-69)

R5000 1.5 .10-
3 . (E.2.9)

E.3 CANCER RISKS FROM ACCIDENTAL EXPOSURES TO IONIZING RADIATION

E.3.1 Basic Considerations

The comments from Section E.1 .1 on the differences between public and occupational risks apply
here as well, although some factors differ from those In Equations (E.1.1) and (E.1.2). For
accidents as well, both occupational and public risks arise from the same source term {Q, } for
the event according to scenario I and treatment/location option k (). In the formulae, the
source term Is again denoted by the quantity In braces, but the exposure conditions are quite
different. In both cases, the annual probability rate, P ,,, of the initiating event is the same and
Is enclosed In square brackets. Also, these risks do not depend on the location of the TF but
may depend strongly on the treatment.

For the occupational risks, the factor f,,p() takes Into account characteristics of the exposure, the
factor f (11) those of the dosimetry, and the factor a Is the cancer risk coefficient that converts
effective CEDE dose to risk. The basic form of the occupational risk Is then

-se [p~v)J{Q(a)} fI f . (E.3.1)

For public risks, the factor f pt} takes Into account the depletion of the activity due to deposition
before the filter duct, and f .,t the removal efficiency of the HEPA filters. The environmental
dispersion from source to the various receptors via different pathways, and the accumulation of
a 50-year committed dose Is, using the code AIRDOS (Moore et al., 1979), accounted for by the
factor 0 dd ) for dispersion and dosimetry. The basic form of the public risk due to the accident
Is then given by

"Ipx 1 Pew ] I 5Q)ep (E.3.2)
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Note that the factor 1ddt) accounts for the different types and properties of radiations in the
source term, as well as the doses for all exposed members of the public.

As long as the last three or four factors in Equations (E.3.1) and (E.3.2), respectively, are not
treatment dependent, public and occupational risk reduction factors will again be the same.
However, the number of forklift operations per drum handled, the number of persons exposed,
and the probability of a given type of accident will in some cases depend on the waste treatment
This situation then results In different risk reduction factors for public and occupational risks.

For accident analysis, only Internal exposure Is assumed to contribute substantially to the risk.
External radiation will not change appreciably during the accident and exposure will cease due
to evacuation. Inhalation exposures are supposed to occur without respiratory protection and for
the entire time it takes for the ventilation to remove the volume of contaminated air.

E.3.2 Above Ground Accidents

These scenarios take place above ground in the WHB or in the TF regardless of location.

E.3.2.1 Risk In WHB and TF Due to Accident Scenario C2

Scenario C2 involves a drum failing off a forklift in the WHB or TF, the lid separating and the liner,
if present, rupturing. Suspended particles from the debris are Inhaled and deposited in lung
tissue. Workers are present for the full dispersion and are assumed to not don respirators. The
resulting Risk Component 6 has four subcomponents that involve cancer risk and genetic damage
from both occupational and public exposures. Using the symbols:

P 2 = Probability of C2 accident per forklift operation,
n rt Number of drums handled per year (yr'),

fn t) = Number of forklift operations needed per drum handled,
f ,, = Fraction of material spilled out of drum,
f 62 Fraction of spilled material suspended in air,
f 6 tiK) Fraction of activity in respirable form,
q 2( = Total activity in average drum (Bq),

qae - Local time-integrated dispersion function in WHB and TF (s L '),
V a = Inhalation rate of workers in WHB and TF (L s*'),
f 1 3 = Fraction of particles deposited in lung,
f 4 Fraction of type a radiation in total activity,
I1 aM = Dosimetry function for radiation type a (Sv Bq '),

A = Number of different radiation types a,
No0 ( = Number of people in the WHB and TF,
ft 5 - Fraction of personnel occupationally exposed,
C, = Constant parts of equations,
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a, = Cancer risk coefficient (Sv '), and
Ra,,,s, Occupational cancer risk per year of operations (yr'),

the risk of occupational cancer per year of operation Is

Reese~~~ f ( o'no) sK) f) f) M2t)

(E.3.3)
(A

VS t6 3 f 4) 1a fl 5 '1 a,,

where the dosimetry quantity In round brackets (the summation) again accounts for the effects
of different radiation types. This model assumes that a constant fraction f 15 of the N I IK) workers
always work In the WHB and TF area and are thus maximally exposed.

Observing a constant value of the annually emplaced activity 0 In Equation (E.1.5), an
Independent dispersion function (), and a constant deposition fraction f 1 P the variable
factors allow the risk to be written as scaling with

Reoatx C1 2t f(2 fW no3 1 (E.3.4)

C Oti) nJt N

K> with the fraction o6 denoting that part of the activity which is suspended by the C2 accident In
Inhalable form. Thus,

* {'c) E j 31 't2 3 * (E.3.5)

This fraction, or even ts reduction factor S 2 '

t{O) tiO tf
01E 4,l I (E.3.6)

may be easier to estimate directly than the Individual fractions. The risk reduction factor Is,
therefore,

Nils~' 440) ~(OKF0)
6@K. = ___ __ _n_ _ FnK S ~ Ft. (E.3.7)

ANol'c j(K nt(K
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where F, is the ratio of the number of forklift operations In the handling of drums for different
treatment options. The standard error is

( ~ 2 ( 2 2 2 ( '2

A P 0SX AS21 + (AFtK.1 + AF.. (E.3.8)
PaOEX J L s 2 Ji FMI)

As some of the factors outside the source term in the occupational risk change with alternative,
the public risk Is subject to different scaling, resulting In different risk reduction factors for the
occupational risk.

The risk reduction factor for the public risk resulting from a C2 incident is, with the additional
notation of

f dap ( = X Activity depletion due to deposition,
f ram (4 = Removal efficiency of HEPA filters,

d d(x) = Dispersion-dosimetry factor for all exposed persons (Sv Bq ')

given by

Re p ' P2 n n f t> { fa i ) to3) q2 )'}

(E.3.9)

fdg f <>ead a 

With the assumptions that the factors in the second row, with the exception of N p Its) in(>8 d dn

are independent of c, and using Equation (E.1.5), the scaling property of the risk is

R Spx). = C3 *l() ) () (E.3.10)

resulting in a risk reduction factor for the public risk of a C2 accident of

POpWIc = Od : no"} F., S2 F, , (E.3.11)

with standard error

(________ 2 ( 2 2J op (A ,A S2,' Ft F.. (E.3.12)

pop. X +i ~ FIXJ F, )
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The ratio of forklift operations F., for different treatments are given In Attachment D, Table D.3-2,
and the ratios S 2, in Table D.3-4. The resulting risk reduction factors are listed in Table E.3-1.
They are again very large due to the factors S 2, . ranging from several millions for occupational
risks to several tens of millions for public risks. The relative errors for the risk reduction factors
are about 30 percent. The baseline risk values show two dramatically different values. The
occupational risk will be reduced from a small risk to a negligible risk. The public risk component,
however, Is already exceedingly small, so that a reduction, however large, s Irrelevant.

E.3.2.2 Risk In WHB or TF Due to Accident Scenario C3

In Scenario C3 two drums are pierced, and one drum loses Its lid and the Integrity of Its liners.
The contamination Is assumed to appear Instantaneously In the air and expand across the WHB
and the TF, exposing a constant fraction of the crew for a certain time. Inhalation of the activity
leads to organ exposures and the risk of cancer. Escape of the activity to the outside through
HEPA filters leads to public exposures. The resulting Risk Component 7 thus has four
subcomponents, and with the symbols

P 3 = Probability rate of C3 accident per forklift operation,
n = Number of drums handled per year (yr-'),
n = Number of forklift operations In WHB and TF per drum,
n s (4 = Number of drums pierced In accident C3,
m3tx = Number of drums losing lid in C3,
f , I Fraction of material spilled from pierced drums,
t 72(")= Fraction of material spilled from drums with lids lost,
f 3)= Fraction of spilled material suspended,
f 74=)- Fraction of activity In respirable form,
q 2(} = Total activity In average drum (Bq),
P6 (")= Time-integrated dispersion function In WHB (s L'),
v: , = Inhalation rate of workers (L s'),
f(13 = Fraction of particles deposited In lung,
f = a Fraction of type a radiation In total activity,
l1b l Dosimetry function for radiation type a (Sv Bq '),
A = Number of different radiation types a,
N = Gil} Number of persons occupationally exposed in WHB and TF,
f = Fraction of personnel occupationally exposed,
C, = Constant parts of equations,
a, i Cancer risk coefficient (Sv '), and
R7,0,,= Occupational cancer risk per year of operation (yr '),
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TABLE E.3-1

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR OCCUPATIONAL AND PUBLIC RISKS
DUE TO C2 ACCIDENTS

QUANTITY VALUE STANDARD ERROR COMMENTSIREFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Occupational:

PeOi,.
PS02,.
P o 3.
P 603%

Public:

(7.71 2.05) 10 
(1.03 + 0.28) 107'
(7.40 * 2.02)- 1 a
(1.66 0.45) 1O

(1.40 0.43) IO0'
(1.97i0.61) 107
(2.18 0.68) 10'
(1.09 0.34) 10 '

P Ip1).
PBP 2X
Psp3%
Pa 4)

Annual Baseline Risks:

Occupational:

Ro000 2.0 .10 4

Public:

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a)
Table 5.28, p. 5-75

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.28. p. 5-75

2.2- 10."
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the occupational risk Is

R7e o IL [ P nd n~'j {( " KI f + m3(f7aK) f42 3 qG1c3

A f(E.3.13)
I' ae>( ) Vef 3 4 E {4. II. 16N~ >a 

As with Scenario C2 this formula Is based on the assumption that the workers stay all the time
inside the WHB or TF without respirators In use.

Except for N,01(, the factors outside the source term and the event probability do not change with
the treatment option K. Using Equation (E.1.5), It Is apparent that only some of the factors in the
source term and probability vary with treatment options: the number of forklift operations per
drum handled, the suspended fraction of the total activity, and the number of persons exposed.
The risk Is then

R0Z . C, n (n4 4, + m3lI f4;" ) f 3 ) f74 01 (E.3.14)

,..(x ICE)(I) Cx) (ac) N('* C, n (f 3 + m3 ) 72) 

with the suspended, Inhalable fraction of the activity,

(it) IE 41C) GI IC 4V (E.3.15)

The form of Equation (E.3.14) Is not optimal for cancellation of the relatively large errors for the
fractions f V(). This cancellation can be accomplished by regarding the pierced and the fallen
drums as two separate events to be evaluated separately. After the calculation of the risk
reduction factors, the effects can be superposed linearly, using some of the parameters of the
event as weights. With the definition

(E,)
3 1
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and recognizing that

(0)

2x S. (E.3.17)
3 2

two risk reduction factors can be calculated from Equation (E.3.14),

P70oa S2 Fc FIE
(E.3.1 8)

P70CL - Sas FMC F, .

No risk reduction factors for additional exposures are needed because exposures due to
Irradiation by the radioactive cloud and exposure due to radiations from radioisotopes deposited
on the ground are negligible.

Aggregation can be accomplished by a weighted average, using m 3 and n 3 as weights,

P7C m3 + I (im 3 S 2 + 3 S3 g) Fm F , (E.3.19)

with a standard error of

2 2)C 1Por (m 3 AS 2 1)2 + (n 3 AS 3 .)

P70X) (M 3 S2 + 3 S3)2
(E.3.20)

+ J+ ( F.

The public risk due to a C3 accident is different and is given by

7p [P 3 nn nl {( n 1 f + 3 7 4' q2 I}
(E.3.21)

foul Ir 7dd a,.
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where, in addition to the symbols defined above, the definitions

f d.PW = Activity depletion due to deposition,
f ,, (ic) Removal efficiency of HEPA filters,
0 7 dd Dispersion-dosimetry factor for all exposed persons,

are used.

In the top row of Equation (E.3.21) the factors have the same variability as In the occupational
risk; of the factors In the lower row, only 0 7 d(II) Is ic-dependent because of N P O(t). Thus the
scaling property of the public risk Is

R7pc% C3 n ( 0 + m"i t32) o7 (E.3.22)

Using the same approach to separation and re-aggregation as for the occupational risk, the risk
reduction factors

P 7P.CX = 1 S2 + S3 ) Fe Fm (E.3.23)

are obtained with the standard errors

( AP7 Pr1 (i 3 AS 2 W)2 + (n3 AS 3 .) 2

P 7pK ) (M 3 S2, + n3 S.,)2 (E.3.24)

+ +\FX A Fn 

Estimates for the numerical values for the factors F,,, Fa,, FMICI S2, and S3,needed here are
given in Attachment D, Tables D.3-3, D.3-4, and D.3-5. Based on these data, numerical values
for the risk reduction factors P7OKcl and p 7 p,* and their standard errors are given in Table E.3-2.
Due to the large values of S 2 and S 3 , the risk reduction factors are also very large. They
range from half a million to five million for the occupational risks, and from four to eight million
for the public risk. Relative standard errors are about 25 percent. Again, however, the baseline
occupational risk Is small and is rendered exceedingly small by the treatment. The baseline
public risk Is already exceedingly small, so that the large risk reduction factor Is ineffectual.
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TABLE E.3-2

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR OCCUPATIONAL AND
PUBLIC RISKS DUE TO C3 ACCIDENTS

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Occupational:

P 701 L

P 7 2)
P 703%
P 704L

Public:

(3.18 ± 0.73) 108
(4.22 ± 0.99) * 1 0 
(3.05 ± 0.72)* 10-8
(6.84 1 .59) * 1

(5.20 ± 1.43) 1 0 
(7.35 2.04) 10 
(8.11 ±2.26) 106
(4.07 ± 1.13) 106

P)7p X
Ppap2
P 7p3X.

P 7p42X

Annual Baseline Risks:

Occupational:

R 7000 3.6 * 1- 4

3.9 10-

Public:

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.28, p. 5-75

FSEIS, (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.28, p. 5-75

R 7p00
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E.3.3 Underaround Accidents

E.3.3.1 Risk Underaround Due to Accident Scenario C4

In Scenario C4 a transporter is assumed to strike a pallet in the Underground Storage Area,
knocking a drum off the pallet. As for the consequences, this scenario is dentical to Scenario C2.
However, as this scenario takes place underground, ventilation and Inhalation rates may change,
as well as the number of persons exposed. For the calculation of the public risk, no credit Is
taken for the filtration of the exhaust through HEPA filters. The Risk Component 8 has four
subcomponents, cancer and genetic damage and occupational and public risk. With the symbols

P 4 = Probability of C4 accident per forklift operation,
n 1) = Number of drums handled per year (yr '),
n = Number of forklift operations per drum handled,
f1 (,c) = Fraction of waste material spilled,
f(K) = Fraction of spilled material suspended,
f $34k)= Fraction of activity In respirable form,
q 2(1 = Total activity In average drum (Bq),
4 7 e Time-integrated dispersion function underground (s L 4),

6 = Inhalation rate of workers (L s'),
f 13 = Fraction of particles deposited in lung,
f 14a }= Fraction of type radiation,
0, 1 4")= Dosimetry factor for radiation type a (Sv Bq'),
A = Number of different radiation types a,
N02K}= Number of persons occupationally exposed underground,
C = Constant parts of equations,
a, Cancer risk coefficient (Sv 1),
R g,). - Cancer risk per year of operation (yr'),

the occupational cancer risk component Is given by

RgottX = [P4 n p J { f(IC) f) ' q2() }
(E.3.25)

¢(7~ ~~ tf{'' n14) I?(1 Nit al
(X V. I a 2

4-1

The risk Is variable only in the source term because operations and personnel needed for the
emplacement of waste are assumed to be independent of the physical state of the drum contents.
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The changing factor is again the nhalable fraction of the suspended activity (,O, and
occupational andpublic risk reduction factors are, therefore, the same. Scaling depends on

Rsoa C0 ,) f8 3 (E.3.26)

- C1 * et

where the fraction suspended in inhalable form by a C4 accident is defined by

(IC ft 1 fM2 f 3) (E.3.27)

The risk reduction ratios (public and occupational) are then simply

Plic - py = S4w (E.3.28)

where S 4 is the reduction in suspension for Scenario C4

(0)

s4 a (E.3.29)
8 n-

Numerically, S4K is assumed to be equal to S 2 the reduction in the C2 accident, because only
the location of the accident changes and that should not influence S 2 . The values for the
standard errors of the risk reduction factors are

6P5 J 2 SPOII ) ,[ jA)S4 2 (E.3.30)

P8ora ) PX) S4. 

The numerical values of the risk reduction factors, calculated with the 2 values from
Table D.3-4 in Attachment D, are given in Table E.3-3. The factors range from about 35 million
to 70 million with relative standard errors of 25 to 30 percent. The baseline risks are small, both
for workers and the public.

E.3.3.2 Risk Underground Due to Accident Scenario C5

Scenario C involves a drum knocked off a forklift. Apart from having a different annual
probability rate, it has the same consequences as a C4 accident and is similar to a C2 accident
except for location related factors. The Risk Component 9 also has four subcomponents, and
with the symbols

P 5 - Probability of C5 accident per forklift operation,
n a Number of drums handled per year (yr -1),
n - Number of forklift operations per drum handled,
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TABLE E.3-3

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR OCCUPATIONAL AND PUBLIC RISKS
DUE TO A C4 ACCIDENT

QUANTITY VALUE1 STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Occupational:

1386tL (5.40 1.40)*107 CLp8O Xp

P 902). (6.80 1.80) 1o' p P x
P4e03 (6.80 ±1.80) 107 P9 P oex
P904% (3.40i0.90) 107

Annual Baseline Risks:

Occupational:

Rjaaa 1.3 104 FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.28, p. 5-75

R90o0 13 10' FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.28, p. 5-75

Public:

Rgpoa 2.0 * i' FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.28, p. 5-75

Rspoo 2.0 * 10- FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.28, p. 5-75
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f 9,1 = Fraction of waste material spilled,
ft9 =rfraction of spilled material suspended,
f, Fraction of activity In respirable form,
q 2 M Total activity in average drum (Bq),
;27 (,)= Time-integrated dispersion function underground (s L -1),
v ,, = Inhalation rate of workers (L s -1),
f, W) = Fraction of particles deposited in lung,
f 14 a(11 )Fraction of type a radiation,
(DI1 a() = Dosimetry factor for radiation type a (Sv Bq-1),
A , Number of different radiation types a,
N.0 2 - Number of persons occupationally exposed underground,
C, - Constant parts of equations,
a, , Cancer risk coefficient (Sv -1),
R9,,,, Cancer risk per year of operation (yr -1),

the occupational risk component for a C5 scenario Is

p rlK) "K) | { C) 4;) f) q) }R¢90N)6 *P[. n n, ]f9,1 '2 93 

(E.3.31)
o(K)(

Vs} I t fl(4. (DI',' 12" a,

As In the last section, the changing factors yield the same scaling properties and the same risk
reduction factors

0)

9p Pp , 9 S4 < ' PS0KrL * (E.3.32)

where the factor 0 9'O Is the fraction suspended in inhalable form by a C5 accident. Its numerical
value is assumed to be the same as that of 0 8 In a C4 accident. The standard error is

( \2 ( 2 2

AP, 0 . x A , (Pp_, AP0XX (E.3.33)
P90WcX P9ptX P aO.CL

The numerical values have already been given in Table E.3-3. The baseline risks are the same
as those for a C4 accident because both are assumed to occur about once a year (DOE, 1 990a,
Table 5.26, p. 5-72).
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E.3.3.3 Risk Undermround Due to Accident Scenario C6

Here a forklift pierces two drums and knocks another one down. The accident occurs In the
Underground Storage Area. This scenario Is Identical to Scenario C3 except that the accident
occurs underground. It assumes that no respirators are donned and no general exit Is ordered;
i.e., that the air monitors did not trigger the alarm that switches In the HEPA filters and work Is
continued without special precautions. The occupational exposures are modeled after a C4
scenario. This results In the Risk Component 10, which has four subcomponents. Using the
symbols

P 6 - Probability rate of C6 accident per forklift operation,
n ,() = Number of drums handled per year (yr -1),
n = Number of forklift operations per drum handled,
n *(K) = Number of drums pierced in accident C6,
m eltZ = Number of drums losing lid In 06,
f to (IC) = Fraction of waste material spilled from pierced drums,
f 0 2(K) = Fraction of spilled from drums with lids lost
f 10 = Fraction of spilled material suspended,
q 2K = Total activity In average drum (q),

7(4 Time-integrated dispersion function In Waste Storage Area (s L -1),
Vs = Inhalation rate of workers (L s -1),
f() = Fraction of particles deposited In lung,
f c) = Fraction of type a radiation In total activity,

t <t-tl Dosimetry function for radiation type a (Sv Bq-i),
A = Number of different radiation types a,
No 2 ( x Number of persons occupationally exposed underground,
C , Constant parts of equations,
a, Cancer risk coefficient (Sv -1), and
R 10,0 , = - Occupational cancer risk per year of operation (yr -1),

the occupational cancer risk component is given by

RIO Du [ P6 nn n4K) ( nl) f + m ( )

(E.3.34)

t ;f) 'C f) ".) N,(2 a,
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As in the case of a C3 accident, this component can be written as scaling by

}RIooD cl (n0 fi(& + ms fCa) 103 o (E.3.35)

. C, ,(l) Ad I + me 102)

with the fraction of the activity suspended in nhalable form by a C6 accident

(I) s f() f) f) (E.3.36)
10V 10V 103 04-

the risk reduction factors are then equal for public and occupational risk. However, the form of
the equation Is again not optimal for cancellation of the relatively large errors for the fractions fvt(K.
As before (Section E.3.1.2), cancellation is accomplished by regarding the pierced and the fallen
drums as two separate accidents. After the calculation of the two risk reduction factors, the
effects can be superposed linearly, using number of drums involved as weights. The public risk
reduction Is the same as the occupational as only the D7 ,(K value outside the source term
changed.4D7 I(<"changes in the same way for o' or 'p' so that p 1o0x . = p 1op x The aggregate
risk reduction factor is then

PIoxx Popia m 1 n 3 S 2 . + n3 S3) (E.3.37)

with a standard error of

a P10oxe P10 
I P 10ooKx ) P lOpwx ) (E.3.38)

(m 3 A S2 ) 2 + ( n3 ASU) 2

(m 3 S2 + n3 S 3,,

The numerical values for the ratios S2 and S 3 are given in Tables D.34 and D.3-5, Attachment
D. The resulting reduction factors for public and occupational risks are given In Table E.34.
They do not change much for the different treatments, ranging from 14 to 28 million, with relative
errors between 25 and 30 percent. Assuming an annual occurrence of once a year, the baseline
risks are given In the same table.

E.3.3.4 Risk Underground Due to Accident Scenario C10

Scenario C10 involves the spontaneous combustion in the contents of a drum, and the
subsequent bursting of the drum leads to a release of suspended particles that reach the surface,
disperse, and are inhaled by the public downwind. Note that, due to the assumptions in Section
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TABLE E.3-4

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR OCCUPATIONAL AND PUBLIC RISKS
DUE TO C6 ACCIDENTS

QUANTITY VALUE * STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Occupational:

Pooi. . {(2.23* .50) 10 
P 1002L (2.80 i0.63) 10'
P 1003X (2.80 * 0.63) O 107
P 1004a (1.40 0.32) 10'7

Annual Baseline Risks:

Occupational:

R10000 2.3 10 4 FSEIS (DOE 1990a),
Table 5.28, p. 5-75

Public:

R1opoo 3.4 10-5 FSEIS (DOE 1990a),
Table 5.28, p. 5-75
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E.1.1, the occupatonal risk is subject to the same reduction factors as the public risk, and could,
therefore, be considered here. However, no worker exposure is assumed, because workers
below ground are supposed to be upstream of the release. In the FSEIS this scenario is
assumed to involve only public exposures because the disposal time is short compared to the
time while a drum is open.

Still, due to the considerations above, the Risk Component 11 has four subcomponents. With
the symbols:

Plo Probability rate of CIO event per drum per year (yr '),
n =(IC , Average number of drums in undealed drifts,
f OAK (IC) Fraction of activity mobilized in inhalable form.
q = Average activity per drum (Bq),
f d =M Depletion factor due to deposition before the filter duct,
f reMt = Transmission of the HEPA FILTERS
0 Ad dd = Environmental dispersion and dosimetry factor (Sv Bq -'),
C, a Constant parts of equations,
a1 - Cancer risk factor (Sv l ), and
R ,, Pr%. Cancer risk per year of operation (yr ' ),

the public cancer risk per year of operation is

R11 PC% olt n ) ] f (C)M q(tx f ) fs C., 0 aI(E.3d3d a I

Here, the event probability depends on the treatment option iC If it is assumed that the product
of n ( q 2 i" X const, I.e., that the same amounts of activity are stored in a given time interval
regardless of treatment, and that the product of the dispersion function (DI, dd(4 with the two
preceding factors does not depend on the waste treatment, then the risk scales as

At ~C Ip (lo) fC (E.3.40)

and the risk reduction factors are

PO ,(0) (O
P II PCX= P 1 oKX - l____o F Pic F, (E.3.41)

pwhr) if (IC)

where F PCis the reduction factor for the probability of a drum fire and S 10 K is the reduction factor
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for the suspendabilitles in nhalable form. The standard error Is then

P 2 j j P I pk 2 F Sc. (E.3.42)
. a +.

P I f P 11 elekIP 11 iot Slow

Estimates for the values S 0 and F, are given in Attachment D. Tables D.3-5 and D.3-6 On
the basis of these data, numerical values for the risk reduction factors are calculated and
tabulated In Table E.3-5. These risk reduction factors are very high, varying from six billion to
500 billion, but they are applied to an extremely small risk of 1 * 101", and are, therefore,
practically meaningless.

E.4 RISKS FROM ROUTINE CHEMICAL EXPOSURES

E.4.1 Basic Considerations

In the FSEIS, five representative volatile organic chemical agents are Identified. Three of these
are carcinogens: methylene chloride, carbon tetrachloride, and trichioroethylene (H EAST, 1990).
All of these compounds are B2 carcinogens; that is, they are suspected to be human carcinogens
on the basis of animal data. For these agents, only cancer risks are considered. For
noncarcinogens, a morbidity risk" Is estimated on the basis of the hazard Index. This Is based
on the assumption that every reference level L for agent J corresponds to some particular risk
value. As long as risk reduction factors are calculated before the aggregation of the effects of
these chemical agents, the accuracy of these risks Is of no consequence because these risks
cancel. The two noncarcinogens of concem here are 1,1,1-ttichloroethane and Freon (HEAST,
1990).

The risk equations are given here for Individual agents, that Is, for different values of the chemical
Index . For cases of exposures to multiple agents, no Interactions are assumed. As shown by
Seiler (1987b), this Is a reasonable assumption at these low exposures and low effects because
even strongly synergistic interaction terms tend to be very small. It is only at higher doses and
thus higher effects that Interaction effects become more prominent. The occupational risks are
parameterized In analogy to Equation (E.1.1) by

0 { } I 11 1ffr (E.4.1)

where the agent is denoted by the Index , the treatment option by the index Kc, the type of
exposure by the Index 'o' or 'p', denoting occupational or public exposure, and the risk component
by the Index . The quantity In braces, 0 1 l), is the source strength of the release, f p (K)

characterizes the exposure, fd1 (C) the dosimetry, and c Is the risk coefficient for chemical agents.
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TABLE E.3-d

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR OCCUPATIONAL AND PUBUC RISKS
DUE TO CIO ACCIDENTS

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Occupational:

PIIOIX (6.48±2.00)tI PIOWLP11PEX
P 110o2L (1.02 ± 0.34) 10'°
p 1103XI (1.02 0.34) I10'°
P1104. (5.10 ± 1.92) 10"

Annual Baseline Risks:

Occupational:

Ri100 - No exposure postulated

Public:

R1poo 5.9 .107 FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.28, p. 5.75-

* The risk given In the reference was calculated for a 1000 PE-CI (37 TBq) drum as a
conditional probability. The value given here assumes an average drum with 12.6 PE-Ci
(466 PE-GBq) and includes the probability of the event (10 7) per year and assumes
6,000 drums per panel.

A. -. .- I -,* C l.10 AL&IVEATFJ.A-
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The corresponding public risk equation is

=aK~l fig~w)} sin ac) ~ C,(E.4.2)Rpk, ' P (17 I OP fp~ rm idd Cl,

with the notation of

f da = Activity depletion due to deposition,
f mm = Removal efficiency of HEPA filters, and
1dd (it) = Dspersion-doslmetry function for agent .

Again, as long as the option-dependent terms are only those In the source term, public and
occupational risk components have the same risk reduction factors. If the number of exposed
persons is treatment-dependent, as for some occupational risks, the two risk reduction factors will
be different.

E.4.2 Cancer Risk From Routine Handlina

E.4.2.1 Risk Due To An Ni Scenario

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) in drums will vent continuously through a filter, causing an
exposure, mostly In enclosed spaces. With a certain average number of drums In the WHB and
TF, an equilibrium exposure atmosphere can be estimated. These factors, however, apply to risk
components that differ by several orders of magnitude. Similarly, venting of the gases outside
the buildings leads to public exposures. Thus Risk Component 12 has two subcomponents,
occupational and public cancer risks, for each of the three carcinogenic agents J. Using the
symbols

n = Number of drums present on average in WHB,
q 1 21 (t)= Quantity of chemical J released per unit time per drum (mg s;'),
4)121) -= WHB and TF dispersion function for all chemicals (s m 3),

V 2 = Respiratory volume per day (m 3 day'),
f 121 = Probability of absorption of chemical I Into body of receptor,
M = Receptor body mass (kg),
N = N) Number of persons in WHB and TF,
f = Fraction of personnel occupationally exposed,
cl = Cancer potency factor for lifetime exposure to chemical (kg day mg"),
f t = Exposure time correction factor for one year (yr'),-
C, = Constant parts of equations, and
R 12 as ).I Occupational cancer risk per year of operation (yr'),

AU"VEATFlm 1-191 Appendx I, Attachment E
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the occupational risk component is

R120Ax;. ' { n() qt(} (2V Y2 f 2 1 . M f1 5 N 1 C1 f I (E.4.3)

In the source term, both factors vary. Of the other factors, the dispersion function 0 121 ( can be
assumed constant, and with the variable factors combining to form the total release rate in the
WHB, the risk scales according to

R120GXJ - C, n) q% Not . (E.4.4)

and the reduction factors are the ratios of these products

P 120.)Ic 
nf q 1 N()

n (") q ;) N.","
F Fi Fm:v (E.4.5)

where the quantity F, , is the volume reduction factor, Fm, the manpower reduction factor, and
F ,J is defined as the reduction factor for the emission rates for chemical I for an individual drum

qF2)
c qx 121{ 

(E.4.6)

This factor is modeled in Section D.3.8 of Attachment D. The standard errors of the risk reduction
factors are

C P 12w ox L

2 2 /2ewJ ^Fe/ (/\F

( AF 32 A Fe ] + (A..
F~~x F.., FM1

(E.4.7)

For the calculation of the public risk for routine emission of chemicals, the following additional
symbols are needed

f (IC) = Deposition losses before reaching the outside atmosphere,
1012 dd() = Dispersion-dosimetry function for the persons exposed downwind (s day').

Appendx 1, Attachment E I-192 AUSG91wou '-
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Note that the dispersion-dosimetry function is assumed to be the same for all agents J. With
these quantities, the public risk for chemical J Is

12Rxxl J ne qz } f'K2' G o M c} f, * (E.4.8)

Again, the only treatment dependent factors are the two quantities In the source term and the
dispersion-dosimetry term, giving the risk the scaling structure

R12P=A ' C2 no q 23 (E.4.9)

leading to the reduction factors

n '( q12j 4 12dd = 
P12P.XI * z} FV Ftj Felt (E.4.10)

with the standard errors

(~~~n 22 
lAP12.J = A FV A FC + A F.K'C (E.4.1 1)

P 2pic~j Fj LFOig

The volume and manpower reduction factors are given In Attachment D, Table D.3-3, whereas
estimates for the emission reduction factors F , are given In Table D.3-6. The values calculated
for the risk reduction factors using these parameters are given in Table E.4-1. The occupational
risks for the three agents were obtained from Table 5.43 of the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a) by dividing
the 20-year risks by 20.

As discussed in Section E.4.1, the risk reduction factors for different chemicals are aggregated
at this level. Thus

3

i:~erx S 912.) Plaexlj K (E.4.12)
J-1

with the weights

912 ' 3 ' (E.4.13)

-LM k 193 A AttacR12oenJ
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and errors

(Ap 120 v) 1 (912al PAp1 2 oic ) (E.4.14)
j.1

Note that for risk reduction factors that are independent of the agent J, al sets of weights g 2 1
will lead to the same result p120,2 and A p 120,x. This arises from the fact that Equation (E.4.14)
is valid for ndependent errors only, which is not the case here. The correct formula is obtained
by an inspection of Equation E.4.12 forP 120 k independent of j.

The corresponding equations for the aggregation of the public risk reduction factors P12 p , are
obtained by substituting the index 'o' by 'p' in Equations (E.4.1 1) and (E.4.12). The numerical
values of the baseline risks are given in Table E.4-1, and the final aggregated values in
Table E.4-2. The risk reduction factors for the occupational risk indicate an Increase in risk for
Level II Treatments of about a factor of 3, whereas for public risks the increase is reduced to a
factor of 1.7. For Level IlIl Treatments, there is a risk reduction of about 4,000 and 7,000 for
occupational risks and of about 11,000 and 46,000 for public risks. Increases and decreases are
practically irrelevant, however, because they apply to an exceedingly small risk. This statement
can be Justified by the observation that the two baseline risks, applied to the entire world
population (5* 10 9 persons) would give rise to an expectation of a few times 10 '4 cancers at
best.

E.4.2.2 Risk Underground Due To N3 Scenario

Routine emissions from each drum lead to releases underground, similar to Scenario N1, except
for the underground environment and the far larger number of drums involved. Risk
Component 13 also has three subcomponents, occupational, both below ground and above
ground, and public cancer risks for each of the three carcinogenic agents j. Using the symbols

n b Number of drums present on average in underground drift,
q 12J - Quantity of chemical J released per unit time per drum (mg s'),
01 3 1( Underground dispersion function for all chemicals (s m '3),

V 2 ' Respiratory volume per workday (m I3 day '),
f 21 = Probability of absorption of chemical J into body of receptor,
M , Receptor body mass (kg),
No 2() Number of persons exposed underground,
cl j Cancer potency factor for lifetime exposure to chemical J (kg day mg '),
f, , -Exposure time correction factor for one year,
C , Constant parts of equations, and
R 3 Ale Underground occupational cancer risk per year of operation (yr '),
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TABLE E.4-1

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR Ni ACTIVITIES

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Occupational:

P 2e1 i

P 12e2 X

P 123XI

P 12e4 XI

0.331 0.034
0.312 0.032
3740 ± 1420
7070± 2260

P14 2 ocs = P12Xj
with x -, o P

Public:

Ps~2
P 12 p II

P 12p433j

0.600±0.108
0.600 ± 0.108
11000 1 4500

46500 16400

Annual Baseline Risks: *

Occupational:

R 12ea01

R 120002

R 20003

1.5 * 10.15

4.1 10.14

1.7 10"'

2.4 - 10"

6.5 * 10.14

2.7*10'5

Public:

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.43

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.43

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.43

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.43 -

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.43

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.43

R 2po0 

R 12p002

R t2p003

* The baseline risks from the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a. Table 5.43), were divided by 20 years
to convert them to annual risks.
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TABLE E.4-2

AGGREGATED RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR CARCINOGENIC CHEMICALS
IN N1 ACTIVITIES

QUANTITY VALUE STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Occupational:

P 20 1 ).
P 2021I

P 1203
P 12o4L

Public:

0.331 * 0.034
0.312 i 0.032
3740+ 1420
7070 * 2260

0.600 t 0.108
0.600 * 0.108
11000 i 4500
46500 i 16400

Pi2p1a
P 2 p2).

P 2p3X

P 12p41

Annual Baseline Risks:

Occupational:

Ri2000

Public:

4.4.1014

7.0 10-14

Aggregated data from Table E.4-1

Aggregated data from Table E.4-1R12 pOO
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the underground occupational risk component is

R13oc)Lj nj q2/} (1,31i V2 f 21 M Ne} c, ft* (E.4.15)

Assuming both )131() and N0 2(K) to be constant and recognizing that the variable factors combine
to form a constant total release rate underground, the risk scales according to

R13el, ~ ( efit) q21 (E.4.16)

The reduction factors are again the ratios of these release rates, which are the same for
underground occupational and public risk. This leads to risk reduction factors

P13acki 'P13PvA ( Fel Fd, (E.4.17)

where F V Z Is the volume reduction factor, and F Cc Is the reduction factor for the emissions of
chemical defined by Equation (E.4.6). The standard errors are

2 ~~2 /
f P3esKJ AFV, I A1 F..,l _ (E.4.18)

P13oic~~j F / caj

The reduction factors for waste volume and emissions of compound j are calculated using the
same constants as for Component 12, listed In Tables D.3-3 and D.3-6 of Attachment D. They
are given in Table E.4-3.

The routine emissions from drums underground also lead to exposures of workers aboveground.
This is the third subcomponent of Risk Component 13. Using the symbols

n ba = Number of drums present on average in underground drift
q 12, I Quantity of chemical released per unit time per drum (mg s),
413 (K) - Underground/above ground dispersion function for all chemicals (s ml,
V 2 = Respiratory volume per workday (m 3 day '),
f 21 - Probability of absorption of chemical j into body of receptor,
M - Receptor body mass (kg),
N 03(K e Number of persons exposed aboveground from underground source,
ID = Cancer potency factor for lifetime exposure to chemical (mgl(kg day)),
f t Exposure time correction factor for one year (yr'),
C| = Constant parts of equations, and
R 13, XI = Above ground occupational cancer risk from underground N3 activities per year,

of operation (yr 1),
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TABLE E.4-3

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR N3 ACTIVITIES

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Occupational
(underground):

P 13 0 1 %I

P 30 2A]

P 13o3).
P 3o 4 j

1.20 ± 0.10
1.20 ± 0.10

22000 ± 8300
93000 ± 29300

P1a3pc1 P o30x1j

P 13auJ Ptliacwj

Annual Baseline Risks: *

Occupational
(underground):

R 13 0 00 1
R 13000 2

R 30003

2.2 10'8
6.0 * l0'
2.4* 10*"

4.6 * 10''3

1.3* 10"
5.0* 10.13

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.43

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.43

Public:

RApool
A 13po02
R 13p003

Occupational
(Above ground):

R 132001
R 3aaag
R 3a803

5.5 . 10-13
1.5* 10 "
6.0.10.13

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.43

* The baseline rIsks from the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a. Table 5.43), were dMded by 20 years

* The baseline risks from te FSEIS (DOE, 1990a, Table 5.43), were divied by 20 years
to convert them to annual risks.

eld 1 Athmant 1-198 AL*2ETFwAnn
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the above ground occupational risk component from underground operations Is

R isavl j {n rD qz } Pasts v1 ~f2 M Ne cl ,* (E.4.19)

and with N. 3 constant, and the variable factors again combining to form the total release rate
underground, the risk scales as

R13 8ovL * C, nn q;)1 (E.4.20)

The reduction factors are again the same as for underground workers

P t3 A Ij * P 1S.aeKnj n q F. F. (E.4.21)
RIC q1 21

The standard errors are

( \2~2 2
A C3&.Xi AFVW + jAFCj (E.4.22)
P13da~l Faxv et 

The reduction factors and the baseline risks are the same as those given in Table E.4-3.

Again, the three different risk reduction factors for the carcinogenic chemicals are aggregated at
this level. Thus

3

PlSzwL - s g13xJ P13zxsi a -(E.4.23)

with the indices = , p and a, that stand for occupational (underground), public, and
occupational (above ground), respectively. The weights used here are defined by

R13Zool
13Z/ 3 - (E.4.24)

and the standard errors are

3
(AP 3 WI) 2 E ( 1311 AP 132 XI,,) 2 (E.4.25)

$.1

Again, this equation Is not valid If the risk reduction factors are independent of agent J. The
correct formula Is obtained by Inspection of Equation (EA.23) for that case.
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The numerical values of the baseline risks are given in Table E.4-3, and the final aggregated
values in Table E-4-4. The risk reduction factors for Level 11 treatments are close to 1, whereas
they are 20,000 and 90,000 for the two Level IlIl treatments. The relative errors for Level II
treatment risk reduction factors are about 7 percent those for Level IlIl treatments are about
30 percent. Still, the baseline risks are very small to exceedingly small. The largest risk occurs
for the workers underground.

E.4.3 Noncancer Risk Due to Routine Chemical Exposure

E.4.3.1 Noncancer Risk In WHB Due to NI Scenario

This component of the risk has exposure conditions dentical to those in Section E.4.2, only the
action of the chemical agent on the human organism is different The two non-cardnogenic
agents considered are Freon and 1,1,1-trichloroethylene. Risk Component 14, therefore. consists
of two subcomponents, occupational and public risk. With the symbols

O12 1t 

V2
f12 1
M

N 01(x

fl I 

C I 
R 14 a xXi 

Number of drums present on average in WHB and TF,
Ouantlty of chemical j released per drum and per unit time (mg s'),
Dispersion function for all chemicals in WHB (s m),
Worker respiratory volume per workday (m 3day '),
Transfer probability for absorption of chemical j into body,
Receptor body mass (kg),
Reference level for chemical j (mg (kg day) '),
Risk of reference level Las,
Number of persons in WHB and TF,
Fraction of personnel occupationally exposed,
Exposure time correction factor for one year (yr-'),
Constant parts of equations, and
Occupational risk of noncancer health effects per year of operation (yr'),

the occupational risk component for agent Is

R I~ n,(w4) q ;) } '2 '1) 1 (D() N (le) 1 ft 
140CX 'I 12 V2f M ot Is . .

(E.4.26)

and with all but N a IM and the two factors in the source term constant, as before, the risk can be
scaled as

R1 0 a C1I { n(,K ) q (;) 1 N,,'e (E.4.27)
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TABLE E.4-4

AGGREGATED RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR CARCINOGENIC CHEMICALS
IN N3 ACTiVITIES

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Occupational:

P lsILb 1.20±0.1 P13P 30 x
P 302 IL 1.20±0.1 P 13:aKP130KI
P130 3 22000 ± 8300
P t30e 4 X 93000 ±29300

Annual Baseline Risks:

Occupational Underground:

R13 a 0 0 6.5 * 10 7 Aggregated from data
In Table E.4-3

Public:

R, 3pOO 1.4 10"' Aggregated from data
In Table E.4-3

Occupational Above Ground:

R13a00 1.6 * 10" Aggregated from data
In Table E.4-3
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This results in rsk reduction factors that are again the same ratios as in the N1 and N3 scenarios
for the cancer risk. This time, however, they are evaluated for the non-carcinogenic chemicals
4 and 5,

P1 4 owKj 

n°0 q 0
2
31 N ()

n ( ) q 2) N,(,x) (E.4.28)

. FV Ft FMI 

with standard errors of

C 1 P 4 a i XJ

p 140oxX)

J ) 2 ( 2
.0 A I A FKr

(FV 32 AF J + C F.
FnK

2

(E.4.29)

For the calculation of the public risk, again a few more symbols need to be defined

f 01A (9) Deposition losses before reaching the outside atmosphere,
<a 14 dd = Dispersion-dosimetry function for the N p 2 persons exposed (s day").

With these quantities, the public risk is

R14pX.j n { q ;) f1 ll (D (w) r (E.4.30)

where only the source termn and the dispersion-dosimetry factor are treatment dependent The
risk can, therefore, be written n the form 

r1ip cJ te f C2 o n be writte n theforR 14pK.J ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~2 { ,~~~~~~~~~CK) ~~~~~~2 } 4dd
(E.4.31)

to denote its scaling properties. The risk reduction factor is then

P 14ptXj 

(0) 0 0no q 12) 14 d d

nex q 2 tJdO(E.4.32)

F FCKt F, 
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The standard errors are given by

________ 2 2 22
P 4prcxj i A F + F + AF.. (E.4.33)
l4pitj C Fewl F IC

The values of the constants are again given In Attachment D. Numerical values for the
occupational and corresponding public risk reduction factors are given In Table E.4-5. The risk
reduction factors are the same as those given In Table E.4-1 for P 12 , and P 12 .J -

The occupational risks for a 20-year operation are obtained from the hazard indices given In
FSEIS (DOE, 1 990a, Table 5.43) by a division by 20 and converted to annual risks by making the
assumption that the risk corresponding to the reference level Is 10'4 for occupational exposures
and 10 ' for exposures of the public. These baseline risks are different from those given In Table
E.4-1 for R12eooj and R12 poo even though the risk reduction factors are the same. These
differences In risks, however, will result In different values after aggregation.

Again, the risk reduction factors for the two noncarcinogenic chemicals are aggregated at this
level. Thus

s

P14xwX ' 0 91 4 X/ P14xi j (E.4.34)
J.4

with X being either 'o' or 'p', and the weights

R14s001

= ' g - (E.4.35)
E 14x00l
1-4

with the standard errors

(AP14ZxX) 2 F ( 14 71 APl4ZxX) 2 (E.4.36)
J.4

The numerical values of the baseline risks are given in Table E.4-5, and the final aggregated
values are listed In Table E.4-6. As for Risk Component 12, Level II treatments have small risk
reduction factors near 1, whereas Level IlIl treatments have values of 10,000 and 50,000.
However, they are applied to risks one hundred times larger than those In Table E.4-2.

E.4.3.2 Noncancer Risk Underground Due to an N3 Scenario

This component of the risk has exposure conditions Identical to those in Section E.4.2.1. Risk
Component 15, therefore, consists of two subcomponents. With the symbols:
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TABLE E.4-5

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR OCCUPATIONAL AND PUBLIC NONCANCER
RISK IN N1 ACTiVITIES

QUANTITY VALUE t STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Occupational:

Pl401).4
P 140 2%4
P 1403L4

P 404X4

Public:

0.331 * 0.034
0.312 ± 0.032
3740 1 1420
7070 2260

0.600 ± 0.108
0.600± 0.108
11000± 4500
46500 ± 16400

P 140XX4 P140w)5

P 4p.L5 ' P 4P.4P 4 P1p.5
P 14 p2).5

P 14 p3X 5

P 4 p4X5

Annual Baseline Risks: 

Occupational:

R 14o004

R 4.0O5

Public:

6.0 . 10-12
1.0 113

2.1 1-12
3.4 10t4

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.44

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.44

R 14P004

R 4pOO5

* The data in Table 5.44 are divided by 20 to obtain the risk per year of operation.
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TABLE E.4-6

AGGREGATION OF RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR NONCARCINOGENIC
CHEMICALS IN N1 ACTIVITIES

QUANTITY VALUE STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Occupational:

P 14 1 A1 0.331 *0.034 P 12 P146o xA

P 14c LJ 0.312 + 0.032 P 12 P-L P 14pwk

P 14 3XI 3740*1420
p 14o4kj 7070 2260

Public:

P 14pIX l l0.600 0.108
p U 2X 0.600 ± 0.108

P 14p3ej 11000 4500
P14p4%jl 46500 16400

Annual Baseline Risks:

Occupational:

R ,4000 6.1 10" Aggregated from data In Table E.4-5

Public:

R14p0o 2.13 10"2 Aggregated from data In Table E.4-5
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n b Number of drums present on average In unsealed waste disposal drifts,
q 21(' a Quantity of chemical released per drum and per unit time (mg s'),
413 * Underground dispersion function for all chemicals (s m
V 2 - Worker respiratory volume per workday (m 3 day '),
f 12 = - Transfer probability for absorption of chemical into body,
M , Receptor body mass (kg),
LI(l.. , Reference level for chemical (mg (kg day) '),
N3 = Number of persons exposed above ground from underground source,
ro0 , Risk of reference level Li'^,
f t - Exposure time correction factor for one year (yr 1),
C, , Constant parts of equations, and
R. 15@r.j - Risk of noncancer health effects per year of operations (yr-'),

the underground occupational risk of noncancer health effects for N3 operations is

RI..ELZJ -{nr qtr2} q~) V2 f12I No 1; r}f,* (.R j (1) q(12) (1) VIF ~lM L1I 1 (E.4.37)

With all but the source term constant, the risk scales as

R15owk 'a C1 {In q } (E.4.38)

and results in risk reduction factors that are again the ratios of the global release rates

(0) (0)
-~~~~~ q 12 J F 

plgoic~j '8 P1pic~j (Fc) (Ic)

n' qu2, (E.4.39)

' P13oKX P13pX 

with standard errors of

( /PIsOXIL A FVj c Frc I (E.4.40)
t Pso~l) ) ff tFr J

Although the risk reduction factors for chemical are the same as those for the N3 scenario for
carcinogens, weighted aggregation will lead to different values. This subcomponent of the risk
has an N3 release scenario but Includes transport to the surface and exposure of workers there.
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With the symbols

n b = Number of drums present on average in unsealed waste disposal drifts,
q 12l~t Quantity of chemical released per drum and per unit time (mg s')

132 = Underground dispersion function for all chemicals (s m
V 2 Worker respiratory volume per workday (m 3 day '),
f tJ~ = Transfer probability for absorption of chemical j Into body,
M = Receptor body mass (kg),
L 0K = Reference level for chemical (mg (kg day) '),
ro -= Risk of reference level Ure,
f = Exposure time correction factor for one year (yr'),
N 03(K) e Number of persons exposed above ground,
C I e Constant parts of equations, and
R1 u5,j = Risk of noncancer health effects per year of operations (yrI),

the above ground occupational risk of noncancer health effects for N3 operations is

15 Kai - {n." q 213 3(Is2 V2 12 No3M r f. (E.4.41)
1 13 22 12J M L(r~ 

With all but the source term constant, the risk can also be written as

RiS~atAI = Ct {nt~ qsM } * (E.4.42)

which again results n the same risk reduction factors as those for Component 13

P115At = PSOX1 P130VI = P13prl (E.4.43)

with standard errors

( ~~2 ~ 2 22
AP1sal in AP150 1 - ( AFv AFcI (E.4.44)

P158NIa 13150mi J Fe

The equations for the risk reduction factors and their errors are the same as those for component
13. They are evaluated, however, for noncarcinogenic compounds 4 and 5. The numerical
values are listed In Table E.4-7. The values for the baseline risks per year of operation given in
the same table are taken from the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a).

The occupational risks for a 20-year operation are obtained from the hazard Indices given in
FSEIS (DOE, 1 990a, Table 5.44) by a division by 20, and converted to annual risks by making
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TABLE E.4-7

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR OCCUPATIONAL AND PUBUC
NONCANCER HEALTH EFFECTS FROM N3 ACTIVITIES

QUANTITY VALUEi STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Occupational (Below ground):

Pisoi LI
P I*So 2Xj
P So3XI
P 504 XI

Public:

0.331 0.034
0.312 t 0.032
3740 t 1420
7070 ± 2260

j = 4, 5

P 1spI XI
P ISP211

P ISp3%j
P Sp4%1

0.600 i 0.108
0.600 i 0.108
11000i 4500
46500 ±16400

Occupational (Above ground):

P s UX
P 15a2XI
P ISa S3XI
P S a4 I

0.331 0.035
0.312 0.033
3740 ± 1420
7070 ± 2260

Annual Baseline Risks: 

Occupational (Below ground):

R ISo004
R 150005

Public:

9.0- 10-'
1.5 l0-

4.1 10'
6.5.1012

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.44

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.44

R spoa4
R SpOOS

Occupational (Above ground):

R 15a004
R iSaool

2.2 * 10-'
3.6* 10."

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.44

* The annual baseline risks are obtained from the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a), Table 5.44, by
dividing the values listed by 20 years.
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the assumption that the risk corresponding to the reference level Is 10'4 for occupational
exposures and 10'5 for exposures of the public.

As discussed before, the risk reduction factors for different chemicals are aggregated at this level.

Thus

Pr~~x^ ' S grsxl P15XW^I X tE.4.45)
14

with the weights

9tGx/ 5R15' 001 (E.4.46)

E R151001
'.4

and standard errors

5
(APIS5WO 2 ' Apl 52 , )* (E.4.47)

J.4

Note again that, for factors p 5 a A 3 Independent of agent , this formula is not valid. The
replacement Is straightforward from a discussion of Equation (E.4.45) for this case.

The numerical values of the baseline risks are given In Table E.4-7, and the final aggregated
values In Table E.4-8. For every risk reduction factor, the Level II treatments yield values near
1, whereas Level IlIl treatments have values of several thousands to several tens of thousands.
The occupational baseline risk Is exceedingly small for underground workers and three to four
orders of magnitude smaller for above ground occupational exposures and public exposures.

E.5 RISKS FROM CHEMICAL ACCIDENT EXPOSURES

E.5.1 Basic Considerations

For the accident scenarios involving chemicals, no cancer risks are calculated because the
exposure times are too short, I.e., the doses are too low to yield any sizeable effects. Thus only
noncancer risks are estimated, which are mostly based on Threshold Umit Values (TLVs) and
Immediate Danger to lfe and Health (DLHs) In the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a). Here TLV-based
hazard indices will be used exclusively to characterize the low-level occupational risks. These
are already very low, so that public risks would be lower still. In these accidents, breaching the
containment by losing the lid or piercing the drum is assumed to release the entire gas in the
headspace at once, leading to a local exposure of the work crew. For the C10 scenario, the
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TABLE E.4-8

AGGREGATED RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR NONCARCINOGENIC
HEALTH EFFECTS DUE TO N3 ACTIVmES

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Occupational (Below ground):

Pis ot. 0.331 0.034
P sa 2^ & 0.312 0.032
p 50o 3L X3740 1420
p 1504% 7070 2260

Public:

PIsPI X 0.600 0.108
Pup 2 . 0.600 0.108
P1 Sp3 % 11000* 4500
P1sp4L 46500 16400

Occupational (Above ground):

PISL *s . .0.331 0.034
P 15 a 2 X 0.312 0.032
P15a3X 3740 1420
P5a4X 7070 2260

Annual Baseline Risks:

R 1 00 9.15 *1 0' Aggregated from data
Rispoo 4.17* 10 ' in Table E.4-7
R15800 2.24 10' 
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K> same assumption Is made as for the case of radioactivity; the probability of occupational exposure
is considered too small, so that neither an occupational nor a public risk Is calculated for a C10
accident.

E.5.2 Above Ground Accidents

E.5.2.1 Risk Due To Accident Scenario C2

Dropping a drum from the forklift leads to a loss of lid and liner containment and release of the
headspace gas. This is Risk Component 16 with only one sub-component, occupational risk.
Using the symbols

P 2

n ('l
n 

( la) =
q161)0

r0 1 11 =.L (e f) 

I 

N O
f 15 

Ci

R eex =

Probability of C2 accident per forklift operation,
Number of drums handled routinely per year (yr '),
Number of forklift operations per drum handled,
Quantity of chemical contained In and released from void space (mg),
Accident dispersion function in WHB and TF for all chemicals (m 3),

TLV for chemical (mg m 3 ).

Risk associated with short term exposure to reference level L I,
Number of people in WHB and TF,
Fraction of personnel occupationally exposed,
Constant parts of equations, and
Noncancer health risk per year of operation (yr 1),K>

the occupational risk for a C2 accident Is

P2 n X ,4 I q ( } I D. ,6) 1 f 15. r' )v.("
L ( ') , 0

(E.5.1)

The dispersion function 0 , 1) Is not dependent on waste treatment. Apart from the number of
people exposed, the product of the only factors that change is the total mass of gas contained
In the headspace of the drums handled each year

* C, n q1( n) N( (E.5.2)
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The risk reduction factor is then the product of the volume reduction factor F ,,, the reduction
factor F A ,, for the mass of gas in the headspace, defined by

Fit, w , (E.5.3)

and the factors F I, and FmE

P) qM' (I)F N ,Fv, Foci Of F (E.5.4)

The error of the risk reduction factor is

( bs8wxl| a~)2 a2 ]2 (j 216PIGGI 2 A1 FVJ + A F.., + FK 2 A F., (E..

The numerical values for the reduction factors F9% are listed In Table D.3-8 of Attachment D.
Use of these parameters results in the reduction factors in Table E.5-1. The baseline TLV-based
hazard indices are taken from Table 5.46 of the FSEIS (DOE, 1 990a) and multiplied with a factor
of 10'4 for conversion to an approximate risk. The accuracy of this factor is of no concern in the
weighting because in the method used for the aggregation, all common factors such as this one
cancel.

Aggregation of the risk reduction factors for different chemicals is done at this level. For C2 and
C3 accidents, the aggregation procedure is the same, and using the symbol i for Components 16
or 17,

piowl ' ia 9 01aJ' (E.5.6)
I.4

with the weights

Eol R1 s '(E.5.7)

.4
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TABLE E.5-1

VALUES FOR THE REDUCTION FACTORS FOR CHEMICAL EMISSIONS

QUANTITY VALUE1 STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P lS 1 4 3.03 + 0A9 P tzeX4 P IGswXS

P 1602%4 3.20*0.52 P Iaell PsaIC%
P 13X4 (4.3 + 1.1) 10'
P 1414 (8.2 *1.3) 104

Annual Baseline Risks:

R 16 004 1.7 * 10.'° FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
1.0*1011 Tablq 5.46

R170004 5.0 * 10.10 FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
R170005 3.1*10". Table5.46

The values in Table 5.46 of the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a) are multiplied by the risk of
104 for the occupational reference level.
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and the standard errors

(A pjO,,) 2 E (g ,0 , ApjO))2 .
J.4

(E.5.8)

Note again that this equation Is valid only for risk reduction factors that depend on agent . For
J-Independent factors, the numerical values of the baseline risks are given in Table E.5-1, and the
final aggregated values In Table E.5-2. Here, Level II risk reduction factors lie near 3, and factors
for Level IlIl treatments between about 40,000 and 80,000. Relative errors for Level II factors are
about 15 percent; for Level lil factors they are about 30 percent. The baseline risks are
exceedingly small.

E.5.2.2 Risk Due To Accident Scenario C3

In this scenario two drums are punctured by a forklift. The third drum falls and ruptures as a
result of the impact. The release of the headspace gases results in Risk Component 17. With
the symbols

P3 M

n M
n (IC
n =

qisj(I) =

(D 121M =

N 1 (x),

flus =

C, 
R 170 l

Probability of C3 accident per forklift operation,
Number of drums handled routinely per year (yr '),
Number of forklift operations per drum handled,
Number of headspaces vented in C3 accident,
Quantity of chemical J released from headspace of a drum (mg),
Dispersion function in WHB and TF for all chemicals (m 3),

TLV for chemical J (mg m 3 ),

Risk associated with short term exposure to reference level L1 ,
Number of people in WHB and TF,
Fraction of personnel occupationally exposed,
Constant parts of equations, and
Health risk per year of operation (yr'),

the occupational risk component is

(IC) (IC) (ICr1 ' (IC) (E.5.9)

The dispersion function 4> 12t 0 is assumed to be independent of treatment. The product of the
treatment dependent factors Is the total quantity of gas J In the headspace of the drums handled
annually multiplied by the number of forklift operations and the number of people exposed. The
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TABLE E.5-2

AGGREGATED RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR NONCARCINOGENIC CHEMICALS
IN C2 ACCIDENTS

QUANTITY VALUE + STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P161I 3.03* 0.49 P1o Xj = P170uc X
Pis0 2 3.20*0.52
P 160 3L (4.3 i. 1.1) 10 4

P1604). (8.2+1.3)*104

Annual Baseline Risks:

Rigoo0 1.8* 10-'° Aggregated from data
R 170o 005.3* 10'° In Table E.5-1

K>
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risk component scales as

R170w)., C n q n No. (E.5.1 0)

This is the same dependence as the one for Component 16. The risk reduction factor is,
therefore,

P17OWid J P160 . (E.5.11)

and its error

AP170Kti AP1 60KX (E.5.12)

The numerical values for the risk reduction factors are given in Table E.5-2 for Component 16.
The baseline risks are derived from the values given in Table 5.46 of the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a,
p. 5-99) by means of multiplicatIon by an occupational reference level risk of 10'4. Due to
different weighting, the aggregated values in Table E.5-2 are different for the two risk reduction
factors.

E.5.3 Underground Accidents

E.5.3.1 Risk Due To Accident Scenario C4

In this scenario a drum drops and loses its lid and the integrity of the liner due to the collision of
a transporter with a pallet of drums. This leads to Risk Component 18, which, using the symbols

P 4 = Probability of C4 accident per forklift operation,
n ,K} - Number of drums handled routinely per year (yr'),
n, a Number of forklift operations per drum handled,
n4 = Number of headspaces vented in C4 accident,
q ,je = Ouantlty of chemical j released from headspace of a drum (mg),
(V 141(' - Underground dispersion function for all chemicals (m 3),

LaMI) = TLVforchemical(mgm 3),
r., , Risk associated with short term exposure to reference level L,
N a 2("I Number of people exposed In Underground Storage Area,
C, , Constant parts of equations, and
R az = Health rskperyearof operation (yri),
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leads to an occupational risk of a C4 accident of

I~it) a/ i I r., 2 (E.5.13)Rise%% e fIP4 n () n] n q D(14t 7T11-4 rO Ne2 (le)13

The factors n At} and ,4 1() are assumed to be constant, and the variable part Is the total annual
headspace at risk. The risk thus scales as

=,* C, nt() K)l . (E.5.14)

and the risk reduction factor Is

P l t^ C K qs) F t Fu , (E.5.15)

with standard errors

(________), =^ 2 X + . ,)X(E.5.16)

The numerical values of the risk reduction factors and the baseline risks derived from Table 5.46
of the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a) are listed In Table E.5-3.

Again, aggregation of the risk reduction factors for different chemicals Is done at this level. For
C4, CS, and C6 accidents, the aggregation procedure is the same, and using the symbol for
Components 18, 19, or 20,

Pioxi -x gro, PI@KLj X (E.5.17)
I.4

with the weights

Rg0(58
V1i ' fi (E.5.18)

,aR000'T
,r.4
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TABLE E-5-3

VALUES FOR THE REDUCTION FACTORS FOR CHEMICAL EMISSIONS
DURING ACCIDENTS C4, CS, AND CS

QUANTITY VALUE STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P1,S 1 %4 21.2*3.2 P130%X4 P S05
P 1.204 21.2 +3.2 190 xx - Pa x
P 18 0 3 X4 (3.96 1.00) 10 P1 2@0XI P 10XI
P IS0414 (1.67 + 0.25) 10'

Annual Baseline Risks:

R 10004 2.4 * 10.10 FSEIS (DOE. 1990a),
Rlso0 os 1.5 .1011 Table 5.46

R 18 00 4 2.4 * 10 "' FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
RA1 000, 1.5 101 Table .46

R2 0 oo 4 7.2 * 10.10 FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
R20eO~ a 0 04.5 * 10"' Table 5.46

* The values in Table 5.46 of the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a) are multiplied by the risk of
10'4 for the occupational reference level.
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and standard errors

£

(AUPION,.) - E (gH0I ANPICL) 2 (E.5.19)
J.4

The numerical values of the baseline risks are given in Table E.5-3, and the final aggregated
values in Table E.5-4. The risk reduction factors are about 21 for Level II treatments, about
400,000 for Treatment 3 and about 1.7 million for Treatment Alternative 4. These factors are
applied to exceedingly small baseline risks of several times 10 

E.5.3.2 Risk Due to Accident Scenario CS

A CS accident In Risk Component 19 Is essentially the same event as a C4 accident, except that
the cause is a drop off a forklift. Apart from the probability of a C5 accident per forklift operation,
all the factors are, therefore, the same as Component 18, i.e., as for the C4 accident. Thus

P19KX1 ' P1s6K1 q (E.5.20)

and

-AP~setxl t ap18 ,,,, * (E.5.21)

The risk reduction factors are thus given by Table E.5-3 and the baseline risks are the values
given there. The aggregated risk reduction factors are given in Table E.5-4.

E.5.3.3 Risk Underaround Due To Accident Scenario C6

In this scenario, leading to Risk Component 20, the headspaces of three drums are vented,
because two are pierced and one loses Its lid. Except for the probability of a C6 accident per
forklift operation and the number of headspaces vented, all the factors are the same as for
Components 18 and 19. Consequently, the risk reduction factors are the same as for the C3
accident of Component 18. Thus

P20ocL t Plgaic,. (E.5.22)

and

Ap 2 0@,. 1 2 AP16 x . (E.5.23)

The risk reduction factors are thus given in Table E.5-3 and the baseline risks shown there are
derived from Table 5.46 of the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a), which gives estimated daily intakes at the
receptor location In mg (kg day) ' The aggregated risk reduction factors are given In Table
E.5-4.
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TABLE E-5-4

AGGREGATED RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR NONCARCINOGENIC
CHEMICALS IN C4, CS, AND CS ACCIDENTS

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTSIREFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P180tl 21.2 3.2 PIS* XXI PIS°¶XI
P ae22 21.2 ±3.2 P 200wiXX PISeOKj
p 1SOJ 3%(3.96* 1.00) 10'
P1a0 4 . (1.674±0.25) 108

Annual Baseline Risks:

R 1800 0 2.6 * 101 Aggregated from data
R 19000 2.6 1010 in Table E.5-3
R 20 00 7.7 * 10"'
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E.6 PROPERTIES OF TRANSPORTATION RISKS

E.6.1 Basic Considerations

The transportation risk calculated In the FSEIS and In this study are based on the transportation
risk methodology found in RADTRAN III (Madsen et al., 1986). RADTRAN IlIl Is a revised version
of the RADTRAN code (Taylor and Daniel, 1977) which was developed In conjunction with the
Final Environmental Statement on the Transportation of Radioactive Material by Air and Other
Means (USNRC 1977b). RADTRAN IlIl combines meteorological, demographic, health physics,
economic, transportation, packaging, and material factors to obtain the expected radiological risks
resulting from transportation of radioactive material.

Two principal computations are performed by the code: the radiological impact due to Incident
free" transport and due to vehicular accidents. There are several submodels used In the
RADTRAN III code. The material model describes the physical character of the waste and
measures the radiotoxicity of the dispersed materials. The transportation model used In
RADTRAN III describes accident rates, traffic patterns, and shipment Information. Accident rates
are given for types of accident and population zone in which they occur. The traffic patterns
contain the fraction of travel which occurs on various types of road, population zones, and time
of day. The shipment Information gives the number of persons per vehicle, separation distances,
and timing data.

An accident severity and package release model describes eight categories of accident severity
and the fractional release of material from packaging and determines the expected release of
each accident. An atmospheric dispersion model uses basic dispersion calculations provided by
the user to evaluate concentrations at receptor sites.

The population distribution model specifies population densities In three population zones, rural,
suburban, and urban, as well as certain other areas such as pedestrian walkways. The health
effects model, finally, considers health effects due to exposure to different radiations such as early
fatalities, early morbidities, latent cancer fatalities, and genetic effects.

In transportation, the treatment alternative c influences the risks mostly through the effect of
waste volume reduction on the number of transports and through the reduction of the suspension
fraction of wastes in an accident; the location option A exerts influence mainly through the
partition of the total distance, from the originator to the WIPP Into the portion travelled as
untreated waste and the portion covered as treated waste.

The largest transportation risks are those Incurred in traffic accidents in which the TRUPACT-Il
transport Is Involved but its containment not breached. The risks are, therefore, those of normal
traffic accidents Involving truck transports. In the FSEIS, recent studies made In 23 states were
considered In this context and systemwide averages computed. As the different location options
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involve additional transport in the same general area, it is a reasonable assumption that the extra
transportation distances do not alter these averages in an appreciable way.

The risk formulae in this section are those coded in RADTRAN ll, generalized to yield the
corresponding risks for treated and untreated wastes. In the FSEIS, transportation risks were
estimated using an earlier version, RADTRAN II (Madsen, et al, 1983). The parameter values
used for the calculations in this section are listed in Tables E.6-1a and E.8-1b.

E.6.2 Risk of Traffic Accidents

E.6.2.1 Risk Of Fatalities

Traffic fatalities, nvolving the TRUPACT-I transport, its crew, and both members and vehicles
of the general population, are modeled to be proportional to the total distance traveled. This
results in Risk Component 21 which is expressed with the symbols

p , Probability density of a fatal accident per unit length of road (m .'),
Li , Number of waste producers,
Lo. "' = Distance traveled as untreated waste from originator co (m),
L 1 ° - Distance traveled as treated waste from originator a (m),
LIMs} (X) Total transport distance for originator o in location option X (m),
f 2, Fraction of total annual waste produced by originator 0),
n = , Number of transports per year for treatment option C (yr-'),
Ft Transport reduction factor for treatment c, and
R 2 p,. 8 Annual risk of traffic fatalities (yr"'),

in the equation

R21 ,XX = P8 IS.Z '21. {L <b) ) + (E.6.1)
0.1
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TABLE E.61la

RADTRAN GENERAL INPUT DATA

CH TRU
SYMBOL PARAMETER TRUCK

N ,3 Number of crewmen 2
N p Number of people exposed while stopped 50
N ,2 Number of people per vehicle 2

Time to catch up to TRUPACT-11 (seconds) 2

v, Speed (km/hr):
V3 Urban population zone 24
V2 Suburban population zone 40
vI Rural population zone 88

di Population density, people/km2

d3 Urban population zone 3861
d2 Suburban population zone 719
d, Rural population zone 6

r,,,, I r max (m):
r,,.3 Urban population zone 800
rma2 Suburban population zone 800
r ,I Rural population zone 800

rmnin r min (m):
r, n3 Urban population zone 5
rf 2 Suburban population zone 27
rmin 1 Rural population zone 27

N 251 One-way traffic count (vehicles/hr):
N25 3 Urban population zone 2800
N25 2 Suburban population zone 780
N 251 Rural population zone 470
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i TABLE E.6-1b

UST OF RADTRAN PARAMETERS USED IN THIS STUDY l

I _
:s

a PARAMETER WNEL RFP HANFORD SRS LANL ORNL NTS ANL-E LLNL WAMUND 21
to

m-

L (0 2433.6 1398.4 3080.8 2538.0 54.8 2160.0 2057.6 2219.2 2332.8 2365.2
LI,,41 2433.6 1398.4 3060.8 2536.0 548.8 2160.0 2057.6 2219.2 2332.8 23552
L (2) 2433.6 1398A 3363.2 2538.0 548.8 2160.0 2057.6 2219.2 2332.8 2355.2
L ,) 2433.6 1398A 3060.8 2536.0 548.8 2920.0 2057.6 37632 2332.8 3422.4

L (4) 2433.6 1398A 3060.8 2536.0 548.8 2160.0 2057.6 2219.2 2332.8 2355.2

L .11 (kin)
L (°) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.(1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

L (12) 2433.6 1398A 2433.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
" L, (3) 2433.6 1398.4 3060.8 2536.0 0 2536.0 0 2536.0 0 2536.0

L 2433.6 1398A 3060.8 2536.0 548.8 2160.0 0 0 0 0

Lo (km)
L (°) 2433.6 1398.4 3060.8 2536.0 548.8 2160.0 2057.6 2219.2 2332.8 2355.2
Low(l 2433.6 1398A 3060.8 2536.0 548.8 2160.0 2057.6 2219.2 2332.8 23552
L (2) 0 0 929.6 2538.0 548.8 2160.0 2057.6 2219.2 2332.8 23552
L (3) 0 0 0 0 548.8 384.0 2057.6 12272 2332.8 886A
Lobl4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 2067.6 2219.2 2332.8 2355.2

it 

file 0 0 0 0 0 *0 0 0 0 0

f 1a 0.85 0.823 0.85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
t (3) 0.85 0.823 0.857 0.743 0 0.743 0 0.743 0 0.743

fli t11"{40.85 0.823 0.857 0.743 0.901 0.786 0 0 0 0

qm

(~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-~~~~~~ 
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p
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TABLE E.6-lb
LIST OF RADTRAN PARAMETERS USED IN THIS STUDY

Ia (CONTINUED)

PARAMETER INEL RFP HANFORD SRS LANL ORNL NTS ANL-E LLNL MOUND

aD

f 2. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
f 12 (l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
t 120 (2) 0.138 0.157 0.138 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2f} 10 (30.138 0.157 0.134 0.251 0 0251 0 0.251 0 0.251
ft. 4) 0.138 0.157 0.134 0.251 0.099 0.207 0 0 0 0

t
13.0

fl~i) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
t,3 .1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

f13. 2) 0.012 0.02 0.012 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ft P) 0.012 0.02 0.009 0.006 0 0.006 0 0.006 0 0.006

t 13 (4) 0.012 0.02 0.009 0.006 0 0.007 0 0 0 0

f 0 m
t *1 0.85 0.823 0.857 0.743 0.901 0.786 0.868 0.781 0.862 0.754
f 0.85 0.823 0.857 0.743 0.901 0.786 0.868 0.781 0.862 0.754
t.(2) 0 0 0.852 0.743 0.901 0.786 0.868 0.781 0.862 0.754
0 c ) 0 0 0 0 0.901 0.766 0.868 0.768 0.862 0.766

f ol ({4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.868 0.781 0.862 0.754 ,
0

102"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
fO2 0.2
f o2 a(" 0.138 0.157 0.134 0.251 0.099 0.207 0.112 0.218 0.101 0.241 m

02s0 0.138 0.157 0.134 0.251 0.099 0.207 0.112 0.218 0.101 0.241 m<
f 0*(2) 0 0 0.1284 0.251 0.099 * 0.207 0.112 0.218 0.101 0.241

0 0 0 0 0.099 0.2293 0.112 0.2293 0.101 0.2293 z
f 02. (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.112 0.218 0.101 0.241 c

m , _
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TABLE E.6-lb
LIST OF RADTRAN PARAMETERS USED IN THIS STUDY

(CONTINUED)
I

m
PARAMETER INEL RFP HANFORD SRS LANL ORNL NTS ANL-E LLNL MOUND

f 03 I.

f .(° 0.012 0.02 0.009 0.006 0 0.007 0.02 0.001 0.037 0.005
f 3.(1) 0.012 0.02 0.009 0.006 0 0.007 0.02 0.001 0.037 0.005
f 0X. m 0 0 0.0196 0.006 0 0.007 0.02 0.001 0.037 0.005
f 0""X(3) 0 0 0 0 0 0.0048 0.02 0.0048 0.037 0.0048
f X3. (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.02 0.001 0.037 0.005

125i..
f 261. 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85
f252. 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85

1 26 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95

9 25i.
9 2a2 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
9 26s 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08

h 261 a

h 2 2a 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

h 2a 3 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

f 21 0.194 0.385 0.148 0.126 0.099 0.011 0.004 0.001 0.046 0.007

8

Dle

z

C-
p

( c c
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The form for the risk reduction factor is thus

P 21 PA .a

S2 faio(Lam) ' ° + LIZ" n2-1C AP2 IPK,. AF~ L1~'A~ (E.6.2)

e.1 to 2 00

f2I 0.1

The definition of the quantifues Vr2 * in the last part of the equation are needed for the error
calculations. Assuming that the errors of the distances and the waste fractions are much smaller
than the eror of the transport reduction factor, only the later need be considered (see
Attachment C. Equation C 26). The standard error of the risk reduction factor for this case is
then

AP P21 PWL A AF't Sfle e (E.6.3)
P 2 PA V2.,ic F 0.1

The risk reduction factors for the four treatment alternatives and the four location options are
given in Tabtle E.6-2. The values of the nisk reduction factors for iLocation Opffon (TF at the
WIPP) are equal to 1 because the transports are the same as those n the baseline case. For
iLevel 11 treatmnents, there s an ncrease n this risk component; for Treatment 3, the risk
component is about constant, whereas for Treatment Option 4, there are modest risk reductions
of factors 2 or 3. These reductions, however, are applied to the largest baseline risk components
and are thus of great Importance.

E.6.2.2 Risk Of Iniuries

The expression for Risk Component 22, evaluating the risk of traffic Injuries in accidents involving
the TRUPACT-Il, Is the same as Equation (E.6.1) except for the linear probability density for
accident Injuries, p,, that replaces the probability density p. for fatal accidents. The risk reduction
factors are, therefore, the same and are given In Table E.6-2. The baseline risk component for
traffic Injuries, on the other hand, Is given by the value taken from the FSEIS executive summary,
divided by 20 to obtain a risk per year of operation, reduced to apply for CH-TRU waste only, and
entered In Table E.6-2.

AU"SffATF.Iu l-X27 Appendix 1, Attachment E
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TABLE E.6-2

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS AND BASELINE RISK
OF TRAFFIC DEATHS AND INJURIES

QUANTITY VALUE + STANDARD ERROR COMMENTSIREFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P 21 p 11

P21 p12

P21 p13

P 21 p 14

I
0.760 + 0.048
0.714 ± 0.057
0.715 ± 0.058

P22Pw =- P21 pK

P 21 p 21

P 21 p 22

P 21 p 23
P 21 p 24

P 21 p 31

P 21 P 32

P 21 p 33

P 21 p 34

P 21 p 41

P 2 p 42

P 21 p 43

P 2 p 44

1
0.720 ± 0.042
0.666 ± 0.048
0.666 ± 0.049

1
1.10
1.17
1.18

±0.17
± 0.26
± 0.27

1
2.00
3.27
3.51

± 0.06
± 0.21
± 0.25

Annual Baseline Rsks:

R2 1 poo
R. oo

0.2
3

FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table D.4.6. p. D-108
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E.6.3 Cancer Risk From Routine Transportation Radiation Exposures

E.6.3.1 Basic Considerations

Incident-free radiological risks occur during routine transportation and are the result of public and
occupational exposures to external radiation far below regulatory levels. These low doses will
fall below natural background radiation levels (DOE, 1990a, D.3.2.2, p. D-62).

The public may be exposed during stops, near the road taken by the TRUPACT-I transport, or
from travelling In the same or opposite direction from the transport. Routine occupational
exposures result from external radiation from the transportation itself, during waste handling
procedures and also exposures to warehouse personnel. The above-mentioned radiological
exposures result from exposure to untreated waste. Even when the waste is treated, the source
term (activity) will dictate the risk. It is assumed here that there Is no shielding or self-attenuation
of gamma radiation In either the treated or the untreated waste.

Due to the assumption that the total annual activity handled is independent of treatment,

Q q n n} - const, (E.6.4)

where q 2(t) is the average activity per drum, n d) Is the number of drums in the TRUPACT-I
container, and n (") Is the number of annual TRUPACT-I1 transports, and Q0 Is the total activity
produced, handled, and emplaced in the WIPP in an equilibrium situation. In essence, this is thus
the same condition as the one expressed by Equation (E.1.5). Weight limitations are Introduced
in post-treatment transportation by the transportation reduction factor.

E.6.3.2 Cancer Risk To Public Near Road Taken by TRUPACT-I Transports

The public near the roads travelled by the TRUPACT-I transports is routinely exposed to the
penetrating part of the radioactivity. The corresponding cancer and genetic risks are the two
subcomponents of Risk Component 23. The symbols used in modeling this component are:

q 2 (x) Total activity per drum (Bq),
n d() Number of drums per TRUPACT-I transport (3 TRUPACT-Il containers,

42 drums),
n = Number of shipments per year (yr '),
f Fraction of waste generated by originator ,
2 -= Number of originators,

Loe) -= Distance travelled as untreated waste from originator eo (m),
L 1 a = Distance travelled as treated waste from originator o (m),
Lto = Total distance travelled for originator eo and location option X (m),
MP 23 . TRUPACT-ll's source shape function,
K0 = Dose-Rate Conversion factor for point source (Sv s ' Bq1 M2),

AU641AFAM 1-229 Appendix I, Attachment E
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vI - Transport speed In area I (m s'),
f ,(x) = Fraction of travel as untreated waste from originator e) in area ,
f1 ," 8 Fraction of travel as treated waste from originator co In area ,
d a Population density in area I (m - 2 ),

t 4 min a Minimum distance to TRUPACT-I centerline (m),
r,., = Maximum distance to TRUPACT-i centerline (m),
a, , Cancer risk factor (Sv-'),
Cl = Constant parts of equations.
R23pX - Annual cancer risk for transportation for treatment/location option k (yr'), with
Index for rural areas I 1,
Index for suburban areas I 2,
Index for urban areas I 3,

and the expression for this risk component is

R23RpxX- {q2 ) n (0) nO)} K0 2 3 a,

(E.6.5)

a 3 d rla In fox L ) +fix L(
2.1 1 VI r,,1,4 )L

Note that the source term is independent of treatment due to Equation (E.6.4) and appears,
therefore, in front of the sums. Thus, the risk scales according to

a3px~ 3.1 dl 0 miax n[(X) LC- + ( L) J (E.6.6)R23p%~X mc .~ dE 2t Z n r- f 00 to la 

and with the relationship

+ L,<xt, L.) (E.6.7)

arising from the definitions of the quantities, as well as the fact that for the baseline case all travel
is done with untreated waste, the risk reduction factors are

f 21. L,"} ' d, In if ,(O)

P 23 pK ' VI rimin (E.6.8)
a a 3 diIn r1mahX fox L)+ foLx ]
1 1. V1 r an I" la
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These risk reduction factors are independent of the treatment option Kc, but do depend explicitly
on the location parameters L

The uncertainty of the risk reduction factor arises mostly from the population densities d and the
speeds vi In the various areas . The rest of the parameters are geometrical or based on waste
statistics and have much smaller standard errors. The uncertainties of the quantities d and v,
enter both In numerator and denominator and thus tend to cancel In part. As the resulting
uncertainty In these risk reduction factors Is much smaller than those in others, they will not be
evaluated in detail but set at a few percent. The errors are then estimated to be

C PaSiEL 1 . 0.03 . (E.6.9)
P 23Px.

The risk reduction factors have to be assembled from the values for the ten originators co. They
are given In Table E.6-3, with the values for the baseline risks from Table D.3.14 of the FSEIS
(DOE, 1990a).

The numerical values for the risk reduction factors are about unity for all treatments. This Is
understandable, considering the fact that the same amount of radioactivity Is being transported
over slightly different routes, except for X, 1 and 4, where the same routes result In a reduction
factor of 1. The baseline risk of about 1 In three million for the public along the route Is very
small.

E.6.3.3 Cancer Risk To Public During Stoos

During stops along the highway, the members of the public using the same facility as the
TRUPACT-I transport, are exposed to the penetrating part of the total activity. Their cancer risk
Is Risk Component 24. and with the definitions:

q 2(N Total activity per drum (Bq),
ndM . Number of drums per TRUPACT-I transport,
n (IC) = Number of shipments per year (yr 1),

= Number of originators,
f 2 = Fraction of waste generated by originator o,
L 0,) eZ} = Distance travelled as untreated waste from originator O (m),
L, ej} -= Distance travelled as treated waste from originator o (m),
L,,,7> = Total distance travelled for originator ow and location option X (m),
L = Average distance between stops (m),
K 0 = Dose-Rate Conversion factor for point source (Sv s5' Bq1 m2),

241 = Dosimetry function of rms of inverse distance (m 2),

N p = Average number of persons exposed at rest stops,
At6 = Average time spent at rest stops (s),
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TABLE E.6-3

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR ROUTINE
TRANSPORTATION EXPOSURES

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P 23 pt* 1.00 0.03
P 23 PK2 0.94 0.03
P2 p3 0.99 0.03
p p4 1.00 0.03

Annual Baseline Risks:

R 2 p 3.6* 10-7 FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table D.3.14
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a, = Cancer risk factor (Sv'),
C, = Constant parts of equations, and
R24 p = Cancer risk for exposures at rest stops for option k (ct) per year of operation

(Yr '),

the cancer risk component s

R24p - {q2 n 0 } L0 241 NP, At, a,

(E.6.1 0)

f 2 i O(L Lj)
e-1

As the terms In the first row are all Independent of the treatment/location options and using
Equation (E.6.7) the risk can be scaled as

R24pX. m C, f2l L * (E.6.1 1)eat

The risk reduction coefficients are then again Independent of treatment
a

'21. L 0
P24 RKxL - a' ( (E.6.12)

f2, L'
e-1

with the standard error

( AP2 4 P, 1 0.01 (E.6.13)
P24 

estimated again under the assumption that well known data on road and waste are used In a way
In which the uncertainties largely cancel. The numerical values of the parameters have been
taken from the RADTRAN IlIl code (Madsen et at., 1986) and are tabulated in Table E.6-1. Use
of these parameters leads to the numerical values given in Table E.6-4. They lie very closely to
1 as In Component 23, reflecting small changes In total route lengths. The baseline risk is
relatively small.

w 1j AE"ATFA
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TABLE E.63-4

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR PUBUIC RISKS AT STOPS
AND FOR SOME ACCIDENTS

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P 24 pw 1.00*±0.01 P 30pxXP24pcX
P24 Pt2 0.98 *0.01 p 31 lP 2 4 picX.
P24s piO 0.99*±0.01 P 32piEXP24pcX

P 24 P.4 1.00 *0.01

Annual Baseline Risks:

R24 p 0 1.3* _iO- FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table D.3.14

R3 p 00 Not available n FSEIS
R31 p 00 ~~~~~~~~~~Not available in FSEIS

R32 p W ~ ~ -- Not available in FSEIS
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E.6.3.4 Cancer Risk To Public Due To Traveling In The Opposite Direction

Drivers proceeding In the opposite direction of the TRUPACT-i transport are exposed only
shortly. This risk Is Component 25, with the definitions,

q 2 = Total activity per drum (Bq),
nd = Number of drums per TRUPACT-Il transport,

d tabs = Number of shipments per year (yr I),
f 2I = Fraction of waste generated by originator e),
Li = Number of originators,
LoeP -= Distance travelled as untreated waste from originator Cc (m),
L e) ' Distance travelled as treated waste from originator W (m),
L I = Total distance travelled for originator cc and location option X (m),
K = Dose-Rate Conversion factor for point source (Sv s BqI M2),
0 21 -= TRUPACT-Il shape function,
v, I = Transport speed In area I (m s"),
f ('1, = Fraction of travel as untreated waste from originator co In area ,
f ) = Fraction of travel as treated waste from originator ec In area ,

f 251a = Fraction of freeway travel, area , originator o>,
g 25 = Fraction of rush hour travel, area , originator o,
h 251 = Fraction of city street travel, originator cc,
X i = Minimum exposure distance (m),
N p2 = Average number of persons in vehicle on TRUPACT-I routes,
N 251 One way traffic count of vehicles In area I (s I),
a., - Cancer risk factor (Sv-1),
Cl = Constant parts of equations, and
R25;,,) - Annual cancer risk for transportation for treatment/location option k (y('), with
Index for rural areas = 1,
Index for suburban areas I 2,
Index for urban areas I = 3,

it can be written as

J ) (0)~ (0) K I aR2 ,pKL = n d t } 21 K0 Np2 2

(E.6.14)

X f2. N2 5 1 [ f L l + fl x L H25 10,
u-t o o a
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with the definitions of auxiliary functions

f251 -
xi

+ (1 - f 251 .) 
(E.6.15)

H 2 5 1
VI

2
I

and

H2 5 2 , ' I
x 1

f25 2 + 1 - 9252.

(E.6.1 6)

+ .(1 -9252.)

X2

I79252 + 11

V2 

and

H2 3 ' ( -h 2 3 )8923 + 1 __253]

(E.6.17)

1 h [79253 + 1

x3 V

These three auxiliary functions have the dimension ( 2 m -3). Note that the source term is
independent of treatment due to Equation (E.6.4) and so are the other factors on the first line of
Equation (E.6.14). Thus the scaling property on this component is

a

R25pv% C E f21.
0.1

3 *

N 2 [ foL) L + f2.L ( H25S 251 l °S °" + 1 "" t jla25 la
(E.6.1 8)
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and the risk reduction factors are given by

a 3

1 f2. N25 1fo,° L 9 H251
P25p.c,. a l , (E.6.19)

f1 251 N [f, L () + f LJ H251Hi~~~~~/ 21 to IsitcO 1e1 o2l

with standard errors of a few percent,

C P2 pL p 1 0.03, (E.6.20)
P25 pW )

estimated again by assuming the partial compensation of the small uncertainties In road and
vehicle density data.

The risk reduction factors are Independent of treatment, and have to be assembled from the
parameter values for the ten originators o In Table E.6-1. They are given In Table E.6-5, together
with their errors and the values for the baseline risks. Again, all values lie close to 1, reflecting
the fact that the same activity Is transported every year, regardless of treatment.

E.6.3.5 Cancer Risk To Public Drivino In Same Direction As TRUPACT-I Transport

Longer exposure times occur for vehicles driving in the same direction as a TRUPACT-I1
transport. This leads to Risk Component 26. Using the symbols

q 2(lC) = Total activity per drum (Bq),
d(I) = Number of drums per TRUPACT-Il transport,

n = Number of shipments per year (yr'),
f 2 0 = Fraction of waste generated by originator es,
L 0,s) = Distance travelled as untreated waste from originator X (m),
L *a) Distance travelled as treated waste from originator o (m),
L t = Total distance travelled for originator o and location option X (m),
4) 23 = TRUPACT-Il shape function,
K 0 = Dose-Rate Conversion factor for point source (Sv s ' Bq' m2),
v, = Transport speed In area I (m s'),
f 0 ,,) -= Fraction of travel as untreated waste from originator 0) in area ,
f ,,= . Fraction of travel as treated waste from originator e) In area I,
f 251 e - Fraction of freeway travel, area 1, originator e>,
9 251 = Fraction of rush hour travel, area 1, originator o,
h 251 i e = Fraction of city street travel, originator ),
x = Minimum exposure distance (m),
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TABLE E."

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR PUBLIC RISKS DUE
TO CARS TRAVELING IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION

QUANTITY VALUEi STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P 2 pl 1.00 0.03
P2S >,t2 0.97 0.03
P25 pit3 0.99 + 0.03
P 2 p%4 1.00 + 0.03

Annual Baseline Risks:

R s c Not availabJe in FSEIS
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a, = Cancer risk factor (Sv'),
It = Average time (2 sec) needed for vehicle to close the distance to TRUPACT-I1

transport (s),
N p 2 = Average number of persons in vehicle on the road,
N 251 = One-way vehicle count In area i (s'),
CI = Constant parts of equations, and
R6 pzXe = Cancer risk for transportation for treatment/location option k and originator Co per

year of operation (yr'), with
Index for rural areas I = 1,
Index for suburban areas I = 2,
Index for urban areas I = 3,

it can be written as

26pee ' q2°O nd0 n° f f2} Ko cu23 Np2 a,

[f Le + 1 L' (H261 + G 26 6 ).

(E.6.21)

with the auxiliary functions defined by

- s
H261w N2 I

V1 s

(E.6.22)

and

[, 1692s 52 5 2 . 1 - 2f 15g2 5 2 6 + 1

H 2 = 252 f 2526L + + ,,3H262e = N252 Lf~s2" 1: 23 Is V3 )5( E V6 3.23'

(E.6.23)
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and

arid [ [ ~~~16925 3. + I 23 159 253 + 1]
H23 N53 [(1 -h 2 5 3 e) + + (h2 5 3 6 ) J

(E.6.24)

Both auxiliary functions H and G have the dimension [S m-3 ]

N2 1 I 
21 2v, 2 x1 E

(E.6.25)

and

G2820 N252+f252 .)

+ (1 f252.)

_ 2 + 1 - g9252 0 1 _ 1

! -g 12 z 2 t1 

- 2 + 1I I , 2 2 t 1

L~2x2 J- 2 2 V2'C)J
(E.6.26)

and

G2 S 3 a N2 3 (1 -h23
I 2 + 1- 92 5 3 , r1 1 I

x3 v2 ) 2 v 7 1 '

_ _ _ 2 1 9230 _2 1 I

V3 3 V3 2 32 x3 v3 

(E.6.27)
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Note that the source term is independent of treatment due to Equation (E.6.16) and so are the
other factors on the first line of Equation (E.6.23). Thus this risk scales as

26pcX ' ,= f2y a [f.( L + f LI ( H 26 ,, + G26, )
ft-I 1-1

(E.6.28)

and the risk reduction factors are again independent of treatment

f21 f E f ° L (H 2 6 i + 02io.)

P26PCL ' a 3

L2 f21.e[ L 2 + fsoL L] (H 2 6 + 26+.)

B.1

(E.6.29)

with the standard errors estimated to be a few percent

( P26p'le 0.04,
- ~~~~~~~P2ep.L.

(E.6.30)

based on the same assumptions as those in the preceding sections. The risk reduction factors
which have to be assembled from the parameter values for the 10 originators o) are given in
Table E.6-6, together with the value for the baseline risks. All factors cluster around unity, as
expected, and are applied to a very small baseline risk.

E.6.3.6 Cancer Risk To Crew During Transport

The persons constantly in the radiation field of the TRUPACT-I1 containers are the members of
the transport crew. Their exposure leads to Risk Component 27 with two subcomponents, cancer
and genetic effects. Using the symbols:

q2 = Total activity per drum (Bq),
nd = Number of drums per TRUPACT-I1 transport,
n d< = Number of shipments per year (yr'),

= Number of originators,
f 21 Fraction of waste generated by originator o,
f0 l = Fraction of travel as untreated waste from originator e) in area ,
f = Fraction of travel as treated waste from originator eO in area ,
LOO,%} = Distance travelled as untreated waste from originator a) (m),
L, 6) = Distance travelled as treated waste from originator co (m),
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TABLE E."-

RISK REDUC7TON FACTORS FOR PUBLIC DRIVING
IN SAME DIRECTION AS TRUPACT-l1

QUANTITY VALUE i STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P 2 p 1.00 + 0.04
P2 pK2 0.96 0.04
P2 p3 0.99 0.04
P 2 P IC4 1.00* 0.04

Annual Baseline Risks:

R23 p oo 3.6 * 10-7 FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table D.3.14
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Lte<X) = Total distance travelled for originator o and location option X (m),
'0 23 e TRUPACT-I shape function,
Ka = Dose-Rate Conversion factor (Sv s' Bq 'I m2),
v, = Transport speed In area I (m s'),
0271 = Dosimetry function (ms Inverse distance, i.e., m 2),

Nall 3 Average number of crewmen aboard TRUPACT-il transport,
a = Cancer risk factor (Sv'),
Cl = Constant parts of equations, and
R270x - Cancer risk for crew exposures during transport for option k per year of

operation (yr '), with
Index for rural areas I 1,
Index for suburban areas I = 2,
Index for urban areas I - 3,

the formula for this risk component Is

R ,00, {q (0 (O) n(0)} K 0z23271 N03 a1
27X q nd ' 23 27kI o3 (.

f2 a L + L (-) .

(E.6.31)

As the factors In the first row are all Independent of the treatment/location options, the risk can
be rewritten to scale according to

.el 3 f{(I 3 f(I)
R27 0ox f L 0, + IM

0-~~11 VI 1.1 VI

(E.6.32)

The risk reduction coefficient Is then again Independent of the treatment option selected
a1 3 o
~f21 *.LV -.-

P 1 e i-I VI

P 2to~~~a3 f % X) 3 flX

E f2l w LOWa o IC + L 11 aI 

(E.6.33)
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The standard error is estimated to be

C AP27WL 1 0.03

(E.6.34)

again under the assumptions made in the preceding sections.

The numerical values of the risk reduction factors are given in Table E.6-7, together with baseline
risks. They cluster around one, being applied to a rather small baseline risk.

E.6.3.7 Cancer Risk To Waste Handlers

In loading the TRUPACT-I transport, the work crew will be exposed in various drum geometries
according to a particular time-motion profile. The exposure of handlers during the unloading at
the WIPP Is accounted for in Component 4 for external radiation and Components 1 and 2 for
internal exposure. Putting the treatment facility at the site of the originator or at the WIPP does
not affect the total dose to the loaders of the TRUPACT-Il transport. Putting the facility
somewhere in between, however, results in an additional loading and unloading operation. For
the calculation of Risk Component 28, the symbols are:

q 2(i) - Total activity per drum (Bq),
n d - Number of drums per TRUPACT-1 transport,
n 8 Number of shipments per year (yr '),
n h = Number of handling operations per shipment.
f 2 - Fraction of waste generated by originator 0,
Ka = Dose-Rate Conversion factor for point source (Sv s"1 Bq' m2),
(D 28=1 : Dosimetry function (rms inverse distance, i.e., m -2),
O22 = Time-averaged shape function of drum assemblies,
I'283 = Location factor for Treatment Plant
No4 * Average number of crewmen for the loading of TRUPACT-l,
at h = Average handling time (),
a, = Cancer risk factor (Sv '),
C, = Constant parts of equations, and
R2o,,^ = Annual cancer risk for exposures during handling for option k (yr1),
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TABLE E.6-7

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR CREW DURING TRANSPORT

QUANTITY VALUE * STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

p 2 p 1.00 003
P 27 p 2 0.98 003
P 2 p3 0.99 0.03
Pa7 pc' 1.00±0.03

Annual Baseline Risks:

R27 p 00 7.8 105 FSEIS (DOE 1990a),
Table D.3.14
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the cancer risk per year of operation is

noslr s{q2 n ntI } KO 0D281 082[ f210D2l3 nhAt No 4 a,
6.1

(E.6.35)

The product of all factors in the source term is independent of the measurement/location option
due to Equation (E.6.4). Of the rest of the factors, only the sum is location dependent. Thus the
scaling properties of the risk are

rnR28olc ' C f2 28K$3 -

(E.6.36)

The values and standard errors for the function OD28' are given in Tables D.3-9 and D.3-10.

The risk reduction factor is then both location and treatment dependent and is given by

a

P28OKX 'a

4 f21. a283a
5.1

1 1

il a 283 280tX
0-t

(E.6.37)

The simplification in the numerator arises from the fact that all 02, 3,(° ) are equal to 1, and that
the sum of the fraction of the total waste Is also equal to 1. Because 0D283 .('4 2 1, the risk
reduction factors are smaller than 1, p 280 ls 1, i.e., there is an increase in risk. Also, the
standard error Is small, arising only from the standard errors of the fractions 0D23 ')

2 28o

(P20.X j, CM-1 2801

(E.6.38)
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The risk reduction factors, calculated using data from Tables D.3-9 and D.3-10, are listed In
Table E.6-8. Their values range from a risk Increase by 50 percent to a risk reduction by a factor
of almost 4. The relative standard errors are small, ranging from 2 to 8 percent

E.6.3.8 Cancer Risk To Warehouse Personnel

The amount of time the warehouse crew is exposed is assumed to be a constant. During
storage, a large number of drums at larger distances than during handling Irradiate the warehouse
crew. This leads to Risk Component 29, with one subcomponent. Using the notation

q 214 = Total activity per drum (Bq),
n = Number of barrels per TRUPACT-I container,
n (") = Number of shipments per year (yr'),
f 2l ,, = Fraction of waste generated by originator oe,

-= Number of waste originators,
At, = Total storage time per shipment In baseline case (s),
K 0 = Dose-Rate Conversion factor (Sv se Bq' m2),
0 291 Geometry-dosimetry function ( 2).
0292.ei) = Time extension function due to location and treatment,
N = Average number of personnel In warehouse,
a = Annual cancer risk factor (Sv 1),

C = Constant parts of equations, and
R 29cX = Annual cancer risk for exposures during storage (yr'),

the cancer risk per year of operation Is

f1290,,= {q ) n 0 n)}I Ka 429,1 f 21 , z A t, N.( a,

(E.6.39)

The source term Is Independent of treatment due to Equation (E.6.4). For different
location/treatment options, only the quantities In the rounded brackets change. The risk can,
therefore, be scaled as

R29WL- ' , i 21. 2'9" -

(E.6.40)
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TABLE E.6-8

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR WASTE HANDLERS

QUANTITY VALUE i STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P 2 0 11

P21 o 12

P28 0 13
P28 0 14

P 2 0 21
P 28 o 22
P 2 0 24
P 2 0 24

1
0.689 i 0.025
0.726 i 0.029
0.712 i 0.029

1
0.654 i 0.022
0.680 i 0.025
0.663 i 0.024

Identical risk component

Identical risk component

P 2 0 31
P 2 a 32
P 230 33
P 28 34

P 280 41

P 28a 42

P 2 43

P 2 o 44

I
0.970 ± 0.086
1.140.12
1.19 ± 0.14

1
1.65 ± 0.03
2.51 ± 0.06
3.61 0.13

Identical risk component

Identical risk component

Annual Baseline Risks:

R 23 00 Not given in FSEIS
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The risk reduction factor can now be written as

P299xX a 1X V
S r s{ t ) V29 oL11

-t astandard(E.6.41 )

with a standard error

( AP2@XAJ , S [ 2 ( 292a
P290 1 V 2 9 aI

(E.6.42)

The function 02l2.(K ) s modeled in Appendix I, Section D.3.11i and Its numerical values are
given in Tables D.3-1 1 and D.3-12. They range from unity up to risk reduction factors of 1.5, and
down to values corresponding to risk Increases by a factor of 4. The numerical values for the risk
reduction factors are given in Table E.6-9.

E.6.4 Cancer Risks Due To Transoortation Accident Exposures

E.6.4.1 Basic Considerations

The accidents discussed here are those considered In RADTRAN Ill. The amount of radioactive
material released In an accident depends on the severity of the accident, the properties of the
waste, and the characteristics of the shipping containment. The overall accident rate and the
accident severity category are used to evaluate the risk. Accidents range in severity from
categories one through eight (U.S. NRC, 1977b), defined by the crush force and fire duration of
the accident. Nondispersal accidents are considered by using the source strength of penetrating
external radiation only. External radiation Is not assumed to attenuate In any structures between
the center of the source and the exposed Individual or population. Dispersal accident risks
Incorporate the resuspension and dissolution in addition to the source term's contribution to the
risk. In this report, the probability of an accident Is based on systemwide averages; the dispersal
function is assumed to be a constant based on a systemwide average.

E.6.4.2 Risks Due To Nondispersal Accidents

E.6.4.2.1 Early Fatalities Due To Nondispersal Accidents

Nondispersal accidents are assumed to produce a closely distributed source of penetrating
radiation at the accident site. For persons close by, this may lead to sizeable exposures to
gammas and neutrons and In rare cases a potential for early health effects, such as radiation
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TABLE E.6-9

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR RISK TO WAREHOUSE PERSONNEL

QUANTITY VALUE* STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P 29 0 1 Identical to baseline
P 2 0 2 1.04±0.03
P2 0 , ,13 1.31 0.05
p 21 i's t1.39± 0.05

P 0 2 1 Identical to baseline
P ns a 22 1.078 0.024
P 0 Zs 1.381 + 0.044
P u 24 1.492 0.052

P 2 M 3, 1 Identical to baseline
P 0.784 0.077
P 0.842 *0.097
P 2 o 3 0.841 ± 0.099

P 0 41 1 Identical to baseline
P i 42 0.309* 0.015
P 2, 4 0.263 0.013

P n,, a "4 0.243 ± 0.011

Annual Baseline Risks:

R2, o -- Not available In FSEIS
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sickness (bone marrow syndrome). The dose-effect function for fatalities Is sigmoldal and can
be described by a Weibull function (Scott et al., 1988). Due to the high doses required, the
probabilities of these effects occurring are very low, resulting in a very small risk. This Is Risk
Component 30 with one subcomponent, and with the symbols:

P nd = Unear probability density of a nondispersive accident (m -1),
q 2) = Total activity per drum (Bq),
n d = Number of drums per TRUPACT-Il transport,
n Number of shipments per year (yr 1),
L -fs= Distance traveled with untreated waste from originator 0 (m),
L Hi) = Distance traveled with treated waste from originator O (m),
L1_0 = Total distance travelled by waste from originator w (m),

= Number of originators a>,
t 2, ,,, - Fraction of total waste from originator ),
030 -= Average geometry function due to released and enclosed activity,
0302 - Dosimetry-effect function (nonlinear) for all exposed persons (Bq'),
C , . Constant parts of equations, and
R30px = Risk of bone-marrow lethality for exposures during accidents per year of

operation (yr '),

and applying Equation (E.1.5), it can be estimated from the expression

R30OPtj ' q2 nO nO } Pd

f 2 1. ~ + 030, 0~ (E.6.43)

f2ta Ome + 1)301 ¢302-

With regard to a dependence on the altemative k = (,), the top row of Equation (E.6.43) is
constant and so are the last two factors. The risk scales as

-~sop * C1 Y '21. LXX} * (E.6.44)
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The reduction factors are then the same as those for Component 24,

f {21 L,

P30pxX ' n - P24puCX (E.6.45)

1 f2. Ltj
0-t

with the same standard errors

1AP 30p ' P2 4 pX,* (E.6.46)

Thus the numerical values have already been assembled in Table E.6-4, together with the
baseline risk.

E.6.4.2.2 Early Morbidity Due To Nondispersal Accidents

Another early effect of a high dose exposure is radiation sickness with a nonfatal outcome. Other
effects of this type are radiation pneumonitis, damage to the gastrointestInal tract, hair loss,
sterility In males, and the appearance of nodules in the thyroids in the intermediate term. Clearly,
the same calculation can be made, except that the dose-effect function used Is different. As dose
increases, it rises, peaks, and decreases again. That decrease is due to the increase In fatalities
at higher doses. Again, the doses required are high and the risks, therefore, very low. This
nonfatal outcome results in Risk Component 31 with one subcomponent, and with the symbols:

Pnd - Unear probability density of a nondispersive accident (m '),
q2K) = Total activity per drum (Bq),
n d = Number of drums per TRUPACT-I transport,
n = Number of shipments per year (yr '),
Lo 0 MP) Distance traveled with untreated waste from originator 0) (m),
L, ,° a Distance traveled with treated waste from originator X (m),
L a = - Total distance traveled by waste from originator Xo (m),
fi = Number of originators w,
f 2 :, = Fraction of total waste from originator ,
0301 = Average geometry function for activity after accident,
0D 3 = Dosimetry-effect function (nonlinear) for all exposed persons (Bq '),
C, = Constant parts of equations, and
R - p i = Risk of bone-marrow lethality for exposures during accidents per year of

operation (yr '),
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and again applying Equation (E.6.4), the risk component Is

R3 , p { q2° n (O) } p,

(E.6.47)

1.)IdF21 [L ( + Ls ]) 301 Go 311* 
a>-1

With regard to a dependence on the alternative k = (i,), the risk can be scaled as

a
31 pk C E f2la L (} . (E.6.48)

0-1

which Is the same as the risks for Component 24. The reduction factors are then also the same

a
1 f21. Lj

P31pvX , a P24Pxi' (E.6.49)

vfl L{X
0.1

with the same standard errors

^ P3pa = P P24px* (E.6.50)

Thus the values given In Table E.6-4 apply here as well.

E.6.4.2.3 Delayed Health Effects Due To Nondispersal Accidents

The delayed effects of radiation exposure are mainly cancer and genetic damage. Again, the
same calculation Is made, except that the dose-effect calculation Is made differently in that the
conservative, no-threshold linear model Is used for both effects. The Risk Component 32 thus
has two sub-components, and with the symbols:

P lid = Unear probability density of a nondispersive accident (m .-),
Lo . = Distance traveled with untreated waste from originator o (m),
L, e^ = Distance traveled with treated waste from originator w) (m),
Lte -= Total distance travelled by waste from originator a) (m),
a = Number of originators o,
q 2 Total activity per drum (Bq),
n dot) = Number of drums per TRUPACT-I transport,
n = Number of shipments per year (yr I),
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f .c Fraction of total waste from originator A,
z>301 Average geometry function for activity after accident,

321 = Dosimetry-effect function for all exposed persons (Sv Bq '),
a, - Cancer risk coefficient (Sv '),
C, , Constant parts of equations, and
Rn;p,,, - Annual cancer risk for exposures during nondispersal accidents (yr'),

and still using Equation (E.6.4), the risk component is

R32px ' {q2e) n(it nK } p.

(E.6.51)

(1i f 2 1 [ Lo + LIJ 30 1 Z 321 a,

Again, this risk scales as

R32pw - C, E f21 L (E.6.52)
Mel

which is the same as Equations (E.6.44) and (E.6.48). The reduction factors are then again

P32P.X K P24pXX (E.6.53)

with the same standard errors

A P32peX : u P24pxLX (E.6.54)

These values are tabulated in Table E.6-4 together with the baseline risk.

E.6.4.3 Risks Due To Dispersal Accidents

E.6.4.3.1 Risk Of Early Fatalities Due To Inhalation

The FSEIS (DOE, 1990a) considers accidents with a breach of containment, suspension, and
atmospheric dispersion of a mixture of radioisotopes, leading to inhalation exposures. This puts
mainly the lung, but also other organs at risk. Again, the calculations made are similar to those
in the preceding sections. The Risk Component 33 for early fatalities has one subcomponent,
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K> using the symbols:

Pd - Unear probability density of a dispersive accident (m'),
2 Total activity per drum (Bq),

n d = Number of drums per TRUPACT-Il transport,
n (c = Number of shipments per year (yr'),
Lo.PL) = Distance traveled with untreated waste from originator o (m),
L, - Distance traveled with treated waste from originator (m),
L,, -= Total distance travelled by waste from originator o (m),
i2 - Number of originators o,
f M - Fraction of total waste from originator o,
f 331 - Fraction of activity suspended In average (systemwide) accident,
f 33 2 = Fraction of airborne particles in nhalable form,
S33 = Reduction factor for suspension In nhalable form due to treatment a,
f 33 3 = Fraction of airborne particles deposited In lung,
4D331 - Dosimetry-effect function for fatal effects In exposed persons (Bq '),
a , , Cancer risk coefficient (Sv'),
C, = Constant parts of equations, and
R33p,, = Risk of early fatalities for exposures during dispersal accidents per year of

operation (yr '),

and again applying Equation (E.6.4), is given by

R33Kp,,& { q2O) n ( n } Pd

(E.6.55)

{21. [Le fw33' 32 + L f31 3 f3)2 333P a1

With regard to a dependence on the alternative k = (ic,k), the risk can be split Into a constant and
a variable part. The constant part consists of the first row and the last three factors. This risk
component thus has the scaling property

x C1 r L ([X) ,0, + I, K ] (E.6.56)
e-1

with the suspendability factor

* 3 (IC), f3 >2 (E.6.57)
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Using the definition of the reduction factor

(0)

33 33 (E.6.58)
+33

for the reduction in suspendability of waste in inhalable forn in the average TRUPACT-Il accident
with breach of containment, the reduction factors are given by

E3. 21 V33 0 0 (E.6.59)

6.1 -33x

The standard errors are given by the relatively large errors of the factors S 33 and the relatively
small errors of the road lengths and waste fractions; the latter are estimated at about two percent
Thus the errors are

I

2P3PA f2, L() S33 .02)2 (E.6.60)
P 33 Pul V33 0. S33 ic S33x )

The first term with the large factor S 3 , in the denominator will usually be smaller than the
second, even for large relative errors of S ,. The risk reduction factors do depend on K and X
and their values are given in Table E.6-1 0. Inspection shows that the variability of the factors with
the treatment alternative x is minute. Table E.6-10, therefore, shows only the variability with
location, which goes from 1 to about 15 with relative errors of 2 percent.

E.6.4.3.2 Risk Of Early Morbidity Due To Inhalation

All Individuals that are exposed to a dose higher than the effect threshold but exhibit and survive
the acute syndrome fall into the class of nonfatal early health effects. For this risk, the
calculations are similar to those in the preceding section. Risk Component 34 for early nonfatal
health effects has one subcomponent, using the symbols:

P d = Unear probability density of a dispersive accident (m .1),

q2 , Total activity per drum (Bq),
n d = Number of drums per TRUPACT-I transport,
n =W , Number of shipments per year (yr '),
L 0*e a Distance traveled with untreated waste from originator 0) (i),
L ,, Distance traveled with treated waste from originator ( (m),
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TABLE E.6-10

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS AND BASELJNE RISKS
FOR COMPONENTS

QUANTITY VALUE STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P 3 pOtI 1 P 34pxP s 33pKc
P33 p2 2.94 P 35piX P 33picX
p3 3 pe3 10.8 P 36p ic = P33 prX

P33 pW4 14.7 P 37pX .' P33pxc

P 39pic = P33picX

Annual Baseline Risks:

R 33 p 00 -- Not available In FSEIS
R3s4 p 00 (DOE, 1990a)

Rw p 00 '

R 3 pw ..
R.39 p -J R 39 p 00 .. "~-- 
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Q = Number of originators o,
f 2 s Fraction of total waste from originator a),
f = ( Fraction of activity released in average accident (systemwide),
f 33 2( Fraction of airborne particles in inhalable form,

0341 = Dosimetry-effect function (nonfatal effects for exposed persons) (Bq'),
a, , Cancer risk coefficient (Sv '),
C , , Constant parts of equations, and
R34pax= Annual risk of early fatalities for exposures during dispersal accidents (yr-'),

and again applying Equations (E.6.4) and definition (E.6.57), is given by

R34PcX = {q2) n n,(} Pd

(E.6.61)
n f rLa) fzX fTO L(a) f {is) (D

E~~0 21"lO 3 32+ 1 331 332 ] 31a 

21. [L (L f3(3) 'f:3 L ~ 1 ' 21J 341 a I

With regard to a dependence on the alternative k _ (c,k), the risk can be split into a constant and
a variable pail, yielding the scaling law

R34piX m C1 E f2 [L (o + La *33] , (E.6.62)
0..

which is the same as the equations in the preceding section for R33p,,.. The reduction factors
are thus given in Table E.6-10, together with the baseline risk.

E.6.4.3.3 Risk Of Delayed Health Effects Due To Inhalation

The inhalation of both the directly transmitted and the resuspended airborne particles contribute
to the long-term exposure. With cancer and genetic effects as delayed action endpoints, Risk
Component 35 has two subcomponents. The risks of ncurring these consequences, using the
symbols:

P d - Unear probability density of a dispersive accident (m '),
LO,, M s Distance traveled with untreated waste from originator ) (m),
L, *'a , Distance traveled with treated waste from originator X (m),

-= Number of originators e,
q Total activity per drum (Bq),
n d(it) Number of drums per TRUPACT-I transport,
n = Number of shipments per year (yr'),
f 2, ,, = Fraction of total waste from originator ca,
f 31) -= Fraction of activity released in average accident (systemwide),
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233 =(C S Fraction of airborne particles in nhalable form,
0 35 = c Dosimetry function for all exposed persons (Sv Bq 1),

a, = Cancer risk coefficient (Sv '),
R 35p, = Annual cancer risk for inhalation exposures during dispersal accidents (yr'),

and again applying Equation (E.6.4), is given by

R35P ' {qp).% 2 ndO° nt)} Pd

(E.6.63)

(a 21 [ Lobe f33), f3(°3)2 + L f331, 33)2 0i 3351 a, 

which again leads to cancer risk reduction factors and errors given in Table E.6-1 0.

E.6.4.3.4 Risks Of Delayed Health Effects Due To Cloudshine

This Is a direct external exposure from a passing cloud of radioactive suspended particles. With
cancer and genetic effects as delayed action endpoints, Risk Component 36 has two sub-
components. The risks of these consequences, using the symbols:

P d ' Unear probability density of a dispersive accident (m),
q 2 - Total activity per drum (Bq),
n din = Number of drums per TRUPACT-I transport,
n =) Number of shipments per year (yr ),
L° = Distance traveled with untreated waste from originator w) (m),
L, -- Distance traveled with treated waste from originator o (m),

-= Number of originators 0),

f 21 - Fraction of total waste from originator o,
f 331 M Fraction of activity released In average accident (systemwide),
f 3324 = Fraction of airborne particles In inhalable form,

WI =: Cloudshine dosimetry function for all exposed persons (Sv Bq ')
a, I Cancer risk coefficient (Sv ' ),
R 3 p = Cancer risk for exposures during dispersal accidents per year of operation

(yr'),
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and again applying Equation (E.6.4), is given by

R3 P 'a (q2 n 0 n (a) } P

(E.6.64)

f 2l L" () "331 I$ a 3, - a

This equation has the same basic structure as Equation (E.6.63), except for the factors f3 3 2() and
f332 (I), respectively. The fraction of the suspended particles which is In nhalable form is assumed
to be Independent of the treatment i. Thus the terms in the sum In Equation (E.6.64) can be
multiplied by f332(°) and f332('O, respectively, and this again leads to the same cancer risk reduction
factors as in the last section and errors given in Table E.6-10.

E.6.4.3.5 Risks Of Delayed Health Effects Due To Groundshine

Eventually, all the activity suspended In the accident is again deposited, leading to a surface
contamination of the ground. The assumption Is made here that this surface contamination level
Is proportional to the released radioactivity, i.e., the source term. The direct exposure to
penetrating radiation from the fallout leads to Risk Component 37 with two sub-components.
Using the symbols:

P d = Unear probability density of a dispersive accident (m '),
L1_ ,,, > Distance traveled with untreated waste from originator en (m),
L, ) = Distance traveled with treated waste from originator en (m),
L M Total distance travelled by waste from originator en (m),
a - Number of originators a>,
q2 ( = Total activity per drum (Bq),
n d = Number of drums per TRUPACT-Il transport,
n ,xX = Number of shipments per year (yr'),
f 210 =b zFraction of total waste from originator en,
f 331 = Fraction of activity released in average accident (systemwide),
f 3 3 2 M Fraction of activity released and suspended in inhalable form,
(D 371 - Deposition function over exposure area (m -2 ),

0 37 2 = Groundshine dosimetry function for all exposed persons (Sv Bq 1 m 2),

a, - Cancer risk coefficient (Sv '),
R37P,x a Annual cancer risk for exposures during dispersal accidents (yr-'),
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and again applying Equation (E.6.4), the risk is is given by

R.7p % {q O) n () ntl0 ) } p

(E.6.65)

f2l L [L f3* I , I a33 3)P 71 372 a

With the general assumption that the particle size spectrum does not change with treatment, the
quantity f 3,(lC can be multiplied with the spectrum dependent factor f332( for the calculation of
the risk reduction factors. According to Equation (E.6.57) this Is equal to 0 33(. This brings
Equation (E.6.65) Into line with all the other risk equations for dispersal accidents, and the risk
reduction factors and their errors are given In Table E.6-1 0.

E.6.5 Risk Of Monetary Losses Due To Decontamination Procedures

The largest potential financial losses treated In the RADTRAN-111 code, but not in the FSEIS, are
decontamination costs Incurred In a dispersal accident. The assumption Is made here that the
only quantities sensitive to the treatment/location option are the accident probability and the
source term. The risk Is assumed to be linearly dependent on these parameters. While, for the
general assumptions used here this Is evident for the accident probability, it does not necessarily
hold for the source term and the contamination caused by the accident. Assuming that the areas
and number of people requiring a particular action scale with the quantity released, the financial
Risk Component 39, with the symbols:

Pd = Unear probability density of a dispersive accident (m),
Logon} = Distance traveled with untreated waste from originator 03 (m),
L, ,IM - Distance traveled with treated waste from orIginator 03 (m),
Lts} M = Total distance travelled by waste from originator } (im),

= Number of originators o,
q2 XM = Total activity per drum (Bq),
n d = Number of drums per TRUPACT-I transport,
n ,x) = Number of shipments per year (yr'),
f 21 * = Fraction of total waste from originator ao,
f331 = Fraction of activity suspended in average accident (systemwide),

371 = Deposition function over exposure area (m 2),
392 = Cost function for all persons and areas contaminated ($ Bq ' m 2),

R39px,. = Cost of decontamination Incurred In dispersal accidents ($ yr'),
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and again applying Equation (E.6.4), is given by

R39 .x% {q°O) n 0) n" Ipd

( ~~~~~~~~~~~~~(E.6.66)

L Y '21 [Lo ft + L f 3311 >371 @392
m-1

The variability of factors with alternative allows the risk component to be written as

c, f2 3 [L (t () +L ' f {(o I (E.6.67)
39ptX w C, tS 23 Om 331 let 331 

with the general assumption that the particle size spectrum does not change with treatment, the
quantity f 33 00 can again be multiplied with the spectrum dependent factor f3 3 (t" for the calculation
of the risk reduction factors, making Equation (E.6.67), the risk reduction factors and their errors,
the same as those in the preceding sections which are listed In Table E.6-10.

E.7 LATE OCCURRING RISKS

E.7.1 Basic Considerations

For post-cosure effects due to the presence of the repository, transportation options are irrelevant
and the options are distinguished only by the treatment, i.e., k (, Xj. For the risk calculations,
it is assumed that the total activity in the repository is independent of the waste treatment. The
activity concentration in the repository is then given by

do Qo (E.7.1)
AfK) h0

where the four quantities are

d O(") = Activity concentration in repository (Bq ml,
QO = Total activity in repository (Bq),
A O() = Footprint of wastes In repository (M2),
h = Height of wastes in repository panel (m).
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In addition, the ratio of the footprints for different treatment options Is related to the volume
reduction factor FYi due to the treatment of the wastes by

A (o) (E.7.2)

With the symbols

P. t = Probability of a drill hole I through the wastes In scenario 1, and
, = Probability density of type I drill hole In region of WIPP (),

the probability of drilling a borehole through the wastes Is

Pip = a, AO (E.7.3)

and the product

do) Pla) a' O = const, (E.7.4)
ho

Is a constant, assuming that the height h of the waste In the repository does not change due
to treatment, i.e., remains at a stack height of three drums.

In drilling operations according to scenario 1, the activity {Q i() Is brought to the surface. With
its gamma component, It Irradiates the drilling crew over the short term. The corresponding risk
Is, In the general terms of Equation (E.7.1), only treatment option-dependent through the source
term Q is. In this evaluation, It will be assumed that, for treated wastes, the mobilization Is
restricted to the drill hole, and Is not changed thereafter until the hole Is plugged. The activity
brought to the surface is the same for each drill hole In each of the three Intrusion scenarios.

Similarly, after the pond for the drilling mud has dried out, wind erosion will lead to a very low
public Inhalation risk, which is again only treatment option-dependent through the same source
term according to Equation (E.7.2). Thus the public Inhalation risk is subject to reduction factors
which are Identical to those of the occupational risks.

In the risk through the contamination of stock well water and, therefore, beef, the mobilization of
the activity In the repository and Its transport to the Culebra must be accounted for. From there
to the stockwell, the activity transport is assumed to be linear In the source term at the drill hole.
In the combined human Intrusion Scenario El E2, contaminations In groundwater and air can arise
from different source locations. it is assumed here, that these effects superpose linearly. This
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Is particularly Important in the groundwater contamination in the Culebra, as the water that carries
the contamination also may carry salt at elevated concentrations.

E.7.2 Post-Closure Occupational Radiation Risks From Drilling Operations

E.7.2.1 Risk Of Drililng Operations In Scenario El

In this scenario, a hole is drilled through the wastes and continued down into a portion of the
Castle Formation containing a pressurized brine reservoir. The risk arises from direct external
exposure to activity brought up In the drilling mud and the brine flowing to the surface. In addition
to the waste In the borehole, the drilling mud and the brine will dissolve some of the waste around
the borehole.

The mobilized material thus consists not only of drill cuttings but also includes material adjacent
to the hole that becomes available for transport through processes such as dissolution or
entrainment. The amount of the material in addition to drill cuttings depends upon the waste form
and fluid flow environment. Cemented or vitrified waste will contribute less additional material
than will a loose and unconsolidated waste form.

A two-step process is considered in this analysis: (1) a quantity of waste is mobilized" In the
vicinity of the hole penetrating the waste horizon, and (2) the mobilized quantity Is transported to
the surface. At any moment, the accumulated activity brought to the surface serves as source
term for direct irradiation of the crew by penetrating gamma radiation. The assumption made
here Is that the increase In activity, and thus in the dose rate, is linear with time. The average
surface activity and dose rate over the time interval of changing dose rate is, therefore, equal to
the ultimately accumulated value for half the time it takes to drill through the waste. Afterward,
the entire activity mobilized contributes to the dose to the drill crew. Any members of the public
are assumed to be far enough away to Incur only exposures that lie far below cosmic and
terrestrial background.

Risk Component 40 then has two subcomponents, and with the symbols

P 1 Probability of a drill hole through the waste and into the Castle Formation,
P 13 Probability of hitting a brine reservoir in Castile Formation in area of WIPP,
440110 -= Time average of total activity mobilized in scenario El (Bq),
O 40 2 l)- Transport function to surface,
O =403(t Global exposure function for drilling crew (Sv Bq ),
a, = Cancer risk coefficient (Sv '),
C = Constant parts of equations, and
R40,,x a Cancer risk of an El drilling operation,
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the occupational cancer risk of an El drilling scenario is

I[P' P131 {4401 Z) 0 2 } 440) a, (E.7.5)

With no factor outside the source term and the probability being treatment option-dependent, only
the footprint A.'e) in P ,,4 [see equation (E.7.3)] and 40 ,e change with treatment options,
because the transport function to the surface Is assumed to be treatment Independent The
scaling of the risk can then be written as

R40oxc C A I) 0 (E.7.6)

and the risk reduction factors are

P4001CX a 401 = F VK Fae, (E.7.7)

where the ratio of total mobilized activities Is defined by

Fe IC 40 -I- (E.7.8)

Numerical values and errors estimated for the reduction factor for mobilized activities are given
In Table D.5-1 of Attachment D. The standard errors of the risk reduction factors are

2 22
AP40 0 1 rF r A+ ax A . (E.7.9)

P40 Ox FL F,. )

The risk reduction factors for an El scenario are listed In Table E.7-1. They are grouped around
a value of 5 but are applied to an exceedingly small baseline risk.

E.7.2.2 Risk Of Drilling Operations In Scenario E2

In this scenario, a borehole is drilled Into or through the waste without also penetrating a
pressurized brine reservoir. Waste from the hole itself and dissolution of waste in regions
adjacent to the hole again leads to a mobilized activity brought to the surface. Using the same
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TABLE E.7-1

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR HUMAN INTRUSION SCENARIO El

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P4001 4.70.7 P41Ox - P40 x X
P40 2L 4.8 0.7 P43px = P400xX
P4 0 03L 5.3 ± 1.4 P 44px P400X
P40 04X 4.5 + 0.7

Annual Baseline Risks:

R 40 0 0 0 3 10-8 FSEIS (DOE 1990a),
Table 5.61

R 41000 - Not availabla in FSEIS
R 430 00 -- Not available in FSEIS
Ru00 0 -- Not available in FSEIS
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assumptions as In the preceding section, this leads to a model for Risk Component 41 with two
subcomponents. With the symbols:

P =2() Probability of drill hole into or through repository, no brine,
0 411(K) = Time average of total activity mobilized in scenario E2 (Bq),
0412(K) = Transport function to surface In scenario E2,
0413(l) = Global exposure function for crew in E2 scenario (Sv Bq 4),

a = Cancer risk coefficient (Sv'),
C, = Constant parts of equations, and
R 41 A at a= Cancer risk from direct exposure In an E2 drilling operation,

this risk component is

R4 1 oKL - [IC) 'O (itz)1 'z 41 )2 } iz a, . (E.7.10)

With Equation (E.7.3) and the fact that 41201" Is assumed to be constant and the factors outside
the source term and probability (in brackets) do not depend on the alternative, the risk can again
be scaled as

R41 OKI C A (E.7.11)

Again, reduction ratios can be defined for the mobilized activities which are the same as those
K..-' in Scenario El, due to the assumptions made In Sections D.5.1 and E.7.1,

"' .F . (E.7.12)
q41 1

Numerical values for these reduction ratios are listed In Attachment D, Table D.5-1, together with
their standard errors. The risk reduction factors are then given by

P410%)K = 4 - FVK Fat ¢ (E.7.13)
A(K) 0 (K)

with the standard error

2 2 2
(P 4 1 ( AFV AF..a * (E.7.14)

h e n ec Fv.The numerical values are thus the same as those given In Table E.7-1.
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E.7.2.3 Risk Of Drilling Operations In Scenario El E2

Scenario El E2 consists of a sequence of an El and an E2 scenario. The first drilling leads to
an El contribution to the risk which is equal to the component R , , . discussed in
Section E.7.2.1 and thus leads to the risk reduction factors given In Table E.7-2. In addition, this
scenario implies drilling into a pressurized repository In the E2 part, and results in the additional
Risk Component 42. The respository consists of eight panels and a central zone, each of which
Is sealed. Therefore, Scenario ElE2 requires the El and E2 events to occur at least in the same
sealed waste zone. Further, the consequence of Scenario El E2 depends upon the time proximity
and distance proximity of the two holes. El E2 can Involve a pressure gradient that causes
collection and entrainment of larger quantities of material than does El. Thus, the scenario
depends not only upon the drilling of two holes, but also depends upon an Interaction function
between the two holes. Using the symbols

P to") = Probability of first drill hole into repository and into the Castle Formation,
P 13 - Probability of drilling Into a brine reservoir in the Castle Formation,
P 12 = Probability of drill hole into or through repository,
0142 ) - Time average of total activity mobilized in E2 part of scenario (Bq),
q0422(O - Interaction function between the two drill holes,
(1423(K) Transport function to surface In E2 part of scenario,
042 4 = Global exposure function for crew in E2 part of the scenario (Sv Bq '),
a, = Cancer risk coefficient (Sv '),
C, = Constant parts of equations, and
R 42, *K Cancer risk from direct irradiation in the E2 part of an El E2 drilling scenario,

The risk component for that part Is

R42oxX ' p';' P13 p 1(2) {42 1 @422 (1423) 424 a . (E.7.15)

Using Equation (E.7.3) this risk contribution can be rewritten as scaling according to

R420.t% C (A(e) ) 1 4} (IC (E.7.16)

With the definition of the reduction factors

(IC)' s F(E.7.17)
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TABLE E.7-2

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR DRILLING CREWS IN SCENARIO El E2

QUANTITY VALUEi STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P 4 2 01 X 5.6*1.2 P45pxX P42a0c
P42 021L 5.7± 1.2
P42 3 11.6± 5.4
P4204 % 41.5+9.5

Annual Baseline Risks:

R42000 3 * 10.6 FSEIS (DOE 1990a),
Table 5.61

R 400 e o Not available In FSEIS
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given Table E.7-1, this leads to the risk reduction ratio of

P40Jl = , ( - FVs (E.7.18)

with standard error of

A P42*cl, , AF FJ X (E.7.19)

P4209LJ FV, )KFa 

The numerical values for the risk reduction factors are calculated using the values for F In
Table D.5-1 and those for F V X in Table D.3-2, both In Attachment D. The aggregation of the
contributions form the El and the E2 part of the El E2 scenario is not carried out explicitly,
because the El scenario Is already included In the evaluation. The risk reduction factors are
tabulated In Table E.7-2, ranging from a risk reduction factor of almost 6 for Level II treatments
to risk reduction factors of 12 and 42 for Treatment Options 3 and 4, respectively.

E.7.3 Post-Closure Public Radiation Risks From Drillina Ocerations

E.7.3.1 Basic Considerations

Whereas the direct public exposure from the drilling mud Is negligible, the dried out pond may
through wind erosion give rise to an inhalation hazard. As stated before, the superposition of
exposures from two different drill sites is assumed to be linear. Another source of radiation
exposure arises from the transport of the mobilized radioactive salt brine through the Culebra
aquifer to a stock well, leading to a radioactive contamination of the beef produced on the
surrounding land. Ingestion by man causes an internal exposure and a risk of cancer or genetic
damage.

E.7.3.2 Inhalation Risks From Dried UP Ponds Of Drilling Mud

E.7.3.2.1 Public Inhalation Risk Due To Drilling In Scenario El

The assumptions for this scenario are the same as those in Section E.7.2.1. After the drilling
stops, the mud pond contains the total activity mobilized and brought to the surface in the El
scenario. It is assumed to be eroded at a constant rate, leading to a constant time-averaged
source term and activity concentrations in the air. Risk Component 43 then has two sub-
components, and with the symbols

P ,,(K , Probability of a drill hole through the waste and into the Castile Formation,
P 3 = Probability of hitting a brine reservoir in Castile Formation n area of WIPP,
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30} - Total activity brought to surface in Scenario El (Bq),
43 2) - Suspension and transport function from pond to receptors (m4),

p4330'4 = Global dosimetry function for exposed persons (Sv m3 Bq 1)

C, - Constant parts of equations,
a, = Cancer risk coefficient (Sv1), and
R431,,c -= Public cancer risk by inhalation caused by an El drilling operation,

the inhalation pathway leads to a public cancer risk of an El drilling scenario of

R - [ IP'.) Pis I (3)~) z43>2 } t9 3~~ a * (E.7.20)

With no factor outside the source term and the probability treatment option-dependent, only the
footprint Ao(N) In P. I(w) [see Equation (E.7.3)] and >431(K) change with treatment options, because
the suspension and transport function to the receptors is assumed to be independent. The risk
can then be scaled as

R43prl, v C A O>43)1 (E.7.21)

and the risk reduction factors are the same for the cancer and genetic risks,

P43 PX' AK0 D, FVI Fait (E.7.22)

The standard errors of the reduction factors are given by
( ~~2 22

A P43X - + (E.7.23)
1 P4301A ) Fax)

The numerical values of the reduction factors and thus also of their errors are the same as those
given for P40,cX In Section E.7.2.1 and Table E.7-1.

E.7.3.2.2 Public Inhalation Risk Due To Drilling In Scenario E2

This scenario is discussed In Section E.7.2.2 but also entails the suspension of the dried and
eroded mud by wind. Using the same assumptions as in that section leads to a model for Risk
Component 44 with two subcomponents. Defining the symbols

P ¶2(I) = Probability of drill hole into or through repository, no brine,
0 4,(x) = Total activity brought to surface for Scenario E2 (Bq),
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'D 44 2(} Suspension and transport function to receptor in Scenario E2 (m 3)

443 - Global dosimetry function for public in Scenario E2 (Sv m 33q 1),
C, - Constant part of equations,
a, - Cancer risk coefficient (Sv'), and
R44p ,x = Cancer risk from direct rradiation In E2 drilling operation,

this risk component is

[ PJ ] { 41 ~4t42 } M 4 43 a, (E.7.24)

This expression has the same properties as Equation (E.7.10) in Section E.7.2.2. Thus, the risk
is again scaled according to

R4 4 pK,. C AO DIVW,* (E.7.25)

Assuming again that the mobilized activity reduction factors F . K are the same as those in E2,
the risk reduction factors are

P4 4 pX - Fv F.e , (E.7.26)

and, therefore, the same standard errors as those of P4 1 0 and thus p4,,,. Numerical values
for these risk reduction factors have, therefore, already been given in Table E.7-1.

E.7.3.2.3 Public Inhalation Risks Due To Drilling In Scenario El E2

The assumptions about Scenario ElE2 are the same as those for the calculation of the risk
reductions factors P4201X in Section E.7.2.3. The first drilling leads to an El contribution to the
public inhalation risk which Is equal to the component R4, k, discussed In Section E.7.2.1 and
thus leads to the risk reduction factors given in Table E.7-2. In addition, it means a second
source of activity In the air from the E2 part of the scenario, and the addition of Risk
Component 45. Using the symbols

P ,,1 = Probability of first drill hole Into repository and into the Castile Formation,
P 13 a Probability of hitting a brine reservoir in the Castile Formation,
P ,2 * Probability of drill hole into or through repository,
04510) = Time average of total activity mobilized and brought to surface in E2 part of

scenario (Bq),
gD452Pi = Interaction function between the two holes,
(D43() = Suspension and transport function to receptor in E2 part of scenario (m 3),
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0>44() = Global exposure function for public in E2 scenario (Sv m 3 Bq 1),
a, = Cancer risk coefficient (Sv ),
C, = Constant parts of equations, and
R45 x = Cancer risk from Inhalation In E2 part of El E2 drilling operation,

the risk component for that part Is

R 4 SpX, 1 [PW P1 3 pi2] { 4551 ' 24) (1453} 45 )48 (E.7.2

Using Equation (E.7.3) the risk can be scaled as

|45px = C, (AO() ) 45)1 * (E.7.28)

As In Section E.7.2.3, this leads to a risk reduction ratio of

P45j.. ') FVK F. P420, e (E.7.29)
45, (A~~)

with the same standard error as p 42 a i . These values are thus the same as those In
Section E.7.2.3 and are listed In Table E.7.2.

E.7.3.3 Public Ingestion Risks Due To Drilling ODerations

E.7.3.3.1 Public Ingestion Risks Due To Beef Contaminated By Stock Well Water In Scenario
El

The assumptions for the El model are the same as before. Here, however, the pathway goes
from the repository to an aquifer In the Culebra and from there to a stock well. This transport Is
assumed to be linear In the source term as are the subsequent transfer functions Into beef and
man. The activity concentrations In the water, In the beef, and, therefore, In the Intake by man
are assumed to be at an equilibrium value. This Ingestion risk constitutes Risk Component 46
with two subcomponents for cancer and genetic risk. With the symbols

P ,, = Probability of a borehole through the repository and into the Castile Formation,
P 13 = Probability of hitting a brine reservoir In Castile Formation In area of WIPP,
4D461(.<) Long-term rate of activity mobilization and transport to the Culebra aquifer for

Scenario El (Bq s ),
046 2" = Transport function to stock well via Culebra (s L@'),
0463(1) = Transfer-dosimetry function for water to beef to man (Sv L Bq ),
C = Constant parts of equations,
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a , - Cancer risk coefficient (Sv -1),
R4Sp = Public cancer risk of an El drilling operation,

the expression for this component Is

' [Pad p13 ] {(I 1 462 } ) a, . (E.7.30)

With only the product of the long-term rate of activity mobilization and the footprint in P <
changing with treatment options, the risk has the scaling property

C1 A ,) (E.7.31)

the risk reduction factors are

P48p. a 0 '. Fyg FbX , (E.7.32)
a 4K1) o (w)

where

FbX M. 0461 (E.7.33)

with values given in Table D.5-2 of Attachment D and with the assumption that the long-term rate
of activity mobilization achieves equilibrium concentrations at the stock well by the time of the
sampling. The errors of the model calculation of F b, are large, and lognormally distributed
quantities are involved. The geometric standard deviations (see Section C.1.5) are

UV (P46p.0 a (Fax.) (E.7.34)

calculated in a simplified version made possible by the large difference in the geometrical
standard deviations of the two factors. Numerical values for the risk reduction factors are listed
in Table E.7-3. The means range from 10,000 to 100,000 with geometric standard errors of
factors of 20 up and down from these values. The range of values, however, leads to risk
reductions exclusively, applied to extremely low baseline risks.
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TABLE E.7-3

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR
PUBLIC INGESTION IN SCENARIO El

QUANTITY VALUE (GSD)* COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P48 Pi% 1.14 * 104 (20) PPex. P46pX
P48 p2% 1.14 10' (20)
P46 pX 2.12 * 104 (20)
P46 P4L 9.95 * 10' (20)

Annual Baseline Risks:

R 4g p o c 2.2 10-13 FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.70

R 50poo -- Not available in FSEISK>

* GSD = Geometric standard deviation of a lognormal distribution.
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E.7.3.3.2 Public Ingestion Risks Due To Beef Contaminated By Stock Well Water In Scenario
E2

Risk Component 47 with two subcomponents Is calculated using the same assumptions for this
scenario as before. Using the symbols

P 2 - Probability of drill hole into or through repository, no brine,
047 t - Long-term rate of activity mobilization and transport to the Culebra (Bq s
0472(") - Transport function to stock well via Culebra in Scenario E2 (L-' s),
0473P 5 Transfer-dosimetry function for contaminated beef (Sv Bq L),
C, , Constant parts of equations,
a, - Cancer risk coefficient (Sv'), and
R 4 7pX = Public risk due to an E2 drilling scenario,

the expression for the public ingestion risk is

R47 pK,.- [ P12 | { 47 1 '47 2 } 473 a, (E.7.35)

With the constant parts eliminated, the scaling of risks is given by

R4 pK,. - C, Aft) oW , (E.7.36)

and the risk reduction factors are

P47piX -Fv Fx , (E.7.37)

with the definition of the factor Fe as

04 l 1 . (E.7.38)

Fe, is the reduction factor for the activity mobilized to be transported to the stock well. Numerical
values are listed in Table D.5-2 in Attachment D. The errors are calculated under the assumption
that the standard errors of F cK are much larger than those of all other contributions. Thus the
geometric standard deviations are

a9 (P4 7pl,) a (Fct) . (E.7.39)

Numerical values for the risk reduction factors are given in Table E.7-4, grouped closely to I for
Treatments 1 and 2, with geometrical standard deviations corresponding to a factor of 3 up and
down for Level II treatments, rising to a factor of 1.8 for Treatment 3 and 64 for Treatment 4. This
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TABLE E.7-4

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR
PUBLIC INGESTION IN SCENARIO E2

QUANTITY VALUE (GSD)* COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P 47 pr 1.2 (3) Ps1p^i P47mc
P47p aa 1.3 (3)
P47 pX 1.8 (5)
P47 p4L 64 (50)

Annual Baseline Risks:

R47P00 5.9 * 10 FSEIS (DOE 1990a),
Table 5.70

Rs, Po Not available In FSEIS

* GSD . Geometric standard deviation of a lognormal distribution.
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may result in either considerable risk reductions. These reduction factors are applied to an
exceedingly small baseline risk.

E.7.3.3.3 Public Ingestion Risks Due To Beef Contaminated By Stock Well Water In Scenario
El E2

Using the same model assumptions as in Section E.7.2.3, the ngestion of contaminated beef leads
to a risk contribution which is the same as that of Scenario El, so that the risk reduction factors,
errors, and numerical values for the El part of the operation apply Equations (E.7.32) and (E.7.34)].
In addition, there Is the Risk Component 48 for the E2 part of Scenario El E2. With the symbols

P ,4 - Probability of first drill hole into repository and into Castle Formation,
P 13 - Probability of hitting a brine reservoir in the Castle Formation,
P 12 Probability of drill hole into or through repository,
<?4, 1"O - Long-term rate of activity mobilization and transport to the Culebra for E2 part

of Scenario El E2 (Bq s '),
0 4 2 - Interaction function between the two drill holes,
4D 4a 3('- Transport function to surface via Culebra in E2 part of Scenario El E2 (s LI),
4D 484 - Transfer-dosimetry function for residents eating beef (Sv Bq ' L),
C, , Constant parts of all equations,
a - Cancer risk coefficient (Sv -'),
R 4,8 p, - Public cancer risk due to an El E2 scenario,

this risk component is

R~ap~c.. [pe P p~t ] A{dd ~4S2 a) a (E.7.40)
4SpX =l 1 1 12t) 481 482 48X 3 4 1a-

As in Section E.7.2.3, the component is proportional to the product of the square of the footprint and
the rate of activity mobilization

Fdr 3 4J)1 4S2 4 (E.7.41)
M IC q M rto( o (IC)

The risk reduction is, therefore,

(A () 2
P4 8p. - _d _ 2_ F_ F_ (E.7.42)

(KI)2=FKF
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Under the assumption that the last three factors In the numerator and denominator of
Equation (E.7.41) do not depend on the waste treatment and, therefore, cancel, the ratio of
activity mobilization factors reduces to

F dK Z ' (E.7.43)

The ratio of activities F d k mobilized for each waste treatment are listed In Table D-5.2 of
Attachment D. Despite the factor F,, 2, the geometrical standard deviations remain at

°9 ( P48P.X ) ( ( Fd.) (E.7.44)

because the uncertainties In Fail are much smaller than those of Fd,, . The numerical values for
the risk reduction factors given In Table E.7-5 show considerable variation from about one million
to 10 billion. The geometric standard deviations range from 40 to 80, adding one to two orders
of magnitude to the range of risk reduction factors. Note that these factors are applied to a very
small baseline risk.

E.7.4 Post-Closure Public Risks Due To Chemical Agents

E.7.4.1 Basic Considerations

The FSEIS (DOE, 1990a) calculates one post-closure chemical risk. It Is due to the presence of
lead, and It Is assumed for the risk calculations that the total amount of lead In the repository Is
Independent of the waste treatment, except In Treatment Option 4 In which metals are largely
decontaminated and removed. The lead concentration in the repository Is then given by

dIx) MO (E.7.45)
Ao~E) h0

for I s ic 3, where the quantities

d L = Lead concentration In repository (kg m
M -= Total mass of lead In repository (kg),
A 0(K) = Footprint of wastes In repository (m 2),

h 0 Height of wastes In repository panel (m).

For Treatment Option 4 the melting process leads to a reduction In the total lead mass by a factor
fad. This factor Is assumed to be one here. In the groundwater, lead Is assumed to be attached
to colloidal matter and to move with the water. In combined human intrusion scenarios, the
contaminations in groundwater can arise from different sources. It Is again assumed here that
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TABLE 2.7-5

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR
PUBLIC INGESTION IN AN E1E2 SCENARIO

QUANTITY VALUE (GSD)* COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

p4S, 1 8.3-10' (80) P 52p~t i P48pcA
P4 p2% 1.2 10 (60)
P4s p3X 9.5*10 (80)
P48 p4X 1.3 10' (40)

Annual Baseline Risks:

P4op0 0 7.8 10 - FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Table 5.70

Psapoa Not available in FSEIS

GSD = Geometric standard deviation of a lognormal distribution.
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these effects superpose linearly, Implying In particular that the salt content In the Culebra does
not saturate.

E.7.4.2 Inpestion Risk Caused By Lead In Contaminated Beef

E.7.4.2.1 Risks Due To Beef Contaminated By Stock Well Water In Scenario El

The assumptions for the El model are the same as before, and the transport Is assumed to be
linear in the source term as are the subsequent transfer functions Into beef and man. The lead
concentrations in the water, in the beef, and, therefore, In the intake by man are assumed to be
at an equilibrium value. This Ingestion risk constitutes Risk Component 50. With the symbols

P, 1 . Probability of a borehole through the repository Into the Castile Formation,
P 3 = Probability of hitting a brine reservoir in the Castile Formation,
0 SO. 1, - Long-term lead mobilization and transport rate to the Culebra (mg s1),
0>502(") = Transport function to stock well via Culebra (s L '),
<>S 3 = Transfer/daily-intake function for contaminated beef (L day 1),
N p4 e Number of persons exposed by Ingestion,
LPb = Reference level for lead (mg Pb kg"1 day '),
M, = Mass of reference man (kg),
f - Exposure time correction factor for one year (yr'),
C, = Constant parts of equations,

K> r. = Risk associated with reference level,
R50px. = Morbidity risk due to lead Ingestion (yr'),

the lead ingestion risk from an El event is

Rs0p^ = [pa) P1 3 JP 5 C5O)2 51) N I, * (E.7.46)
M Le'"

With only the product of the long-term rate of lead mobilization and the footprint In P ,0"' changing
with treatment options, the risk is found to scale according to

R5opsl ' C1 A 0 (le) (E.7.47)

The risk reduction factors for this scenario are

= A 00r W FvK FPbb (E.7.48)
AO ( 511(K)
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with the definition,

FpbbK (050 (E.7.49)
501

for the reduction factor in the long-term rate of lead mobilization. The geometrical standard
deviations of the risk reduction factors are the determining contribution,

of (PsOPK,) a (FPbb,.) (E.7.50)

If it is assumed that the dissolution of radioisotopes and lead is impeded by treatment in the same
way, then F b b K - F b K and the last two equations are the same as those calculated for
Scenario El as p 4 p The numerical values for the risk reduction factors are given in
Table E.7-3.

E.7.4.2.2 Risks Due To Beef Contaminated By Stock Well Water In Scenario E2

Risk Component 51 is calculated using the same assumptions for this scenario as before. With
the symbols

P 2(it) Probability of a borehole into or through the repository, no brine,
(D I(K) = Long-term lead mobilization and transport rate to the Culebra (mg s'),
4D51 2(K) 8 Transport function to stock well via Culebra (s L 4),

xD 51 3(t) = Transfer/daily-intake function for contaminated beef (L day ),
N p4 = Number of persons exposed by ingestion,
Lpb 'd) j Reference level for lead (mg Pb kg"' day "),
M, = Mass of reference man (kg),
rO = Risk associated with reference level,
f t = Exposure time correction factor for one year (yr 4),

C = Constant parts of equations,
R 5s p,. = Morbidity risk due to lead ingestion (yr '),

the lead ingestion risk from an E2 event is

P (it) I' I(,c) Np4 r f,
RSIPK 1 SII' 51 1 3 ____(E7_51
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With only the product of the long-term rate of lead mobilization and the footprint In P i" changing
with treatment options, the risk scales as

Rai I C, At) OC . (E.7.52)

and the risk reduction factors are

) . Fe Fpbt V t FC t C (E.7.53)

where

Fpb C Ci, (E.7.54)

This assumes just as In the case of radioactivity that while the mobilization rates for lead and
radioisotopes may differ, the reduction ratios due to treatment are the same. The geometrical
standard deviations of the risk reduction factors are again assumed to be

09 (P51 pKA) = a9 (FPbCK) a (Fe.) (E.7.55)

This Is the same result as that for the component 47 p and the values are again those of
Table E.7-4.

E.7.4.2.3 Risks Due To Beef Contaminated By Stock Well Water In Scenario El E2

The use of the same model assumptions as In Section E.7.2.3 leads to a risk contribution which
is the same as that of the El scenario, so that the risk reduction factors, errors, and numerical
values for the El part of the operation apply, as described by Equations (E.7.48) and (E.7.50).
In addition, there Is Risk Component 52 for the E2 part of the drilling scenario El E2. With the
symbols

P 1 Ct) = Probability of first drill hole into repository and into the Castile Formation,
P 13 Probability of drilling into a brine reservoir In the Castile Formation,
P 12 = Probability of drill hole into or through repository,
PD 52,") Long-term rate of lead mobilization and transport to the Culebra (mg s),
D522M : Interaction term between drills holes,
452 () - Transport function to stock well via Culebra (s L '),
qDi2 4(C) = Transfer/dally-intake function for contaminated beef (L day 1),

NP4 = Number of persons exposed by Ingestion,
Lft 'Of) = Reference level for lead (mg Pb kg-' day '),
MI - Mass of reference man (kg),
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f t - Exposure time correction factor for one year (yr'),
C , , Constant parts of equations,
ro , Risk associated with reference level,
R 52 pl = Morbidity risk due to lead ngestion (yr-'),

this rsk component is given by

[~~~~~~D (5 pD () 11 4> (ICt Xs) Np 4 r ft
R5 2 p -. l 12 c2 1 22 523 524 (re!) 

M L b
(E.7.56)

As in Section E.7.2.3, the component Is proportional to the product of the square of the footprint
and the rate of lead mobilization, assuming all functions 0Z V oW independent of treatment except
0521(") . The risk reduction is, therefore,

D 0~ (Ao )2

P S2Rtl~ ( 4(it) (A () )2 = FPbd: FVV I (E.7.57)

with the definition

(0)

521

(E.7.58)

With the assumption that the ratio of lead mobilization F d s the same as that for the
radioactivity,

P52pIc - FV. Fdr' P4p1r -
(E.7.59)

The geometrical standard deviation is again

(Fg (P52pv ) ' CF ( Fd ) 
(E.7.60)

The numerical values have already been given In Table E.7-5.
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K> ATTACHMENT F

RISKS OF TREATMENT OPTIONS

F.1 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

F.1.1 Scone for Assessment of Treatment Risks

Scope and limitations of the model for the Treatment Facility have already been described In
Appendix I and In more detail In Attachment D. The description here will be limited to aspects
which are Important to the approach to risk assessment.

The simplifying assumptions of the modular form without taking credit for economies of scale for
larger units makes most evaluations location-independent. Each module Is assumed to contain
all two, four, or six devices, or multiples thereof, according to the treatment level chosen. There
are seven modules with the appropriate capabilities that are moved along the path from the WIPP
to the originators of the waste according to the location scenario selected.

The risks chosen as baseline risks are those of the assay and certification process In the WHB
in the currently proposed sequence of activities. An exception is the general occupational risks
for fatalities and injuries. These are not considered In the FSEIS but play a more important role

K> In a risk comparison. For these risk components, the occupational risks of the assay and
certification process are calculated and used as baseline. Apart from these general accidents,
no accidents particular to the treatment of radioactive waste are considered, in order to limit the
scope of this study. Only routine exposures to radioactivity and to volatile organic chemicals
(VOCs) are taken Into account.

All treatment devices are assumed to be operating In airtight enclosures with access through air
locks until the treated wastes are enclosed In drums again. Shielding is used to lower penetrating
radiation to levels compatible with the ALARA concept and DOE's health and safety goals.

In both routine and maintenance operations, internal exposures to radioisotopes occur. In this
assessment, only Inhalation exposures are evaluated. Ingestion, wound, and skin exposures are
not considered because In routine and maintenance scenarios they tend to be much lower than
Inhalation exposures and the corresponding doses.
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F.1 .2 Treatment of the Engineered Waste Forms

F.1 .2.1 Treatment Options 1 and 2

In Treatment Option 1, after the assay and certify operation, the solidified sludges are left as they
are. Without sorting, combustibles, metals, glasses, and the drum are shredded and then
cemented. This Level II treatment is the least work-intensive treatment option considered here.
As discussed in Attachment D, this process leads to a decrease of void space and an increase
in the weight of the drum. In Treatment Option 2, the only change is that the sludges are
cemented as well.

F.1.2.2 Treatment Cotion 3

Treatment Option 3 Is a Level IlIl treatment After assay and certification, the sludges are
cemented and the rest of the waste Is sorted. Shredding Is done separately for combustibles and
for metals and glasses. Combustibles are then incinerated and the ashes transported to the
cementing area for inclusion In the process. Metals and glass, on the other hand, are cemented
directly.

F.1.2.3 Treatment Option 4

This Is the most ambitious Level IlIl treatment considered here. After the assay and certify
procedure, the sludges are vitrified, possibly in a microwave oven. Separate shredding is used
for combustibles and for metals and glasses. Combustibles are incinerated and their ashes
vitrified. Shredded metals and glasses are melted with frit, taking advantage of the
disproportionation of radioisotopes between slag and metal. The metals are disposed of as low
level waste and only the slag is emplaced in the WIPP.

F.2 GENERAL OCCUPATIONAL ACCIDENTS

Normal occupational accidents are not addressed in the FSEIS. Here they are needed because
they increase as the complexity of the treatment increases. Directly relevant Incidence data are
not available, but data for similar industries were used in Attachment D, Section D.4.1, to estimate
the relevant risk coefficients.

F.2.1 ndustrvwide OccuPatlonal Accidents

F.2.1.1 Fatal Occupational Accidents

Fatal occupational accidents are addressed here, excluding forklift accidents with fatal outcome.
Those are evaluated separately. This class of accidents leads to Risk Component 53. Using the
symbols:
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N Os = Number of persons in WHB and TF,
P 14 - Annual occupational fatality rate per worker In accidents not involving

forklifts (yr 1),
C = Constant parts of equations,
Po t Annual probability rate for occupational accidents with fatal outcome,
f M e Fraction of forklift accidents in all occupational accidents, and
R530,, - Risk of occupational fatality per year (yr'),

the general expression for this risk is given by

R53o - N p * (F.1)

The data given In Attachment D, Section D.4.1, gives the probability rate P 14 In terms of the
annual probability rate Pot

P14 P. ,(1 - f531) (F.22)

where f531 = 10-2 . Thus the baseline risk Is R53000 (1.6 0.4) 103 and the risk Is

IV N P (1 - f ) (F2.3)

The risk equation has the scaling property

R53oul = C, NI. (F.2.4)

The risk reduction ratios are, therefore

p53 0tX e K) = FM% (F.2.5)

with the standard errors of

AP5 3 oKX o AFmIlc (F.2.6)

The numerical values are given In Table F.2-1 with values for the factor Fm and its errors taken
from Table D.3-2. The risk reduction factors decrease with more treatment, indicating an Increase
In risk due to an Increasing crew In the Treatment Facility. The baseline risks are derived from
the risk coefficients In D.4.1 for a crew of 12.
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TABLE F.2-1

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR GENERAL OCCUPATIONAL
ACCIDENT FATAUTIES AND INJURIES

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

Ps30a. 0.276±:0.016 40.x3 a
Ps302a 0.260 + 0.015
P s303a 0.170 0.010
P s3o4a 0.076 + 0.004

Annual Baseline Risk:

R53000 (1.6 i 0.4) 10 3 U.S. Dept of Labor,
R 5000 0.70 i 0.03 Bulletin 2366, 1990
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F.2.1.2 Nonfatal Infuries

The model for general occupational Injuries In Attachment D, Section D.4.1, derives an estimate
for nonfatal accidents with workdays lost. One percent of those are the forklift accidents not
considered in this section. These accidents form Risk Component 54. Using the symbols

N = Number of persons in WHB and TF,
P15 = Annual occupational Injury rate per worker in accidents not Involving

forklifts (yr'),
C = Constant parts of equations,
Pe = Annual probability of general occupational Injury,
f 541 = Fraction of injuries caused by forklift In all occupations, and
R540 ). = Risk of occupational Injuries per year of operation (yr')

the general risk expression is for every year of operation is

= NOp 15 * (F.2.7)

In Section D.4.1, Attachment D, the value for PI is given. It Is related to P15 by

Pi 5 Pat (1 - f54 (F.2.8)

where fx, = 0.01. For a crew of 12, the baseline risk is R4 0 0 0 = 0.70 ± 0.03. Thus the risk
can be written as

l54oX IC Nol Po ( 1 - f541 ) (F.2.9)

and hence the scaling property of this risk component depends only on the numbers of persons
handling the waste, not Including forklift operations,

54exX = C1 Ne1). ~~~~~~(F.2.1 0)

The risk reduction ratios are again

- =
P540.^ = o a FmW K (F.2.11)

which is the same as for the fatalities with the same standard errors

AP54DK * AFm, (F.2.12)

The values for both risk reduction factors are given in Table F.2-1.
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F.2.2 Forklift Accidents

F.2.2.1 Fatal Forklift Accidents

This scenario is a subset of the occupational accidents considered In Section F.2.1. However,
it is an important component and will be considered separately. It is assumed that the number
of forklift accidents is independent of drum weight, although accidents involving heavier vehicles
may lead to ncreased severity of consequences. Fatal forklift accidents form Risk
Component 55. Using the symbols

n Number of drums handled per year (yr-'),
n ft = Number of forklift operations per drum handled,
P of = General annual occupational fatality rate,
C, = Constant parts of equations,
f 531 = Fraction of fatal forklift accidents in all fatal occupational accidents,
@ 55 Conversion function to baseline risk per forklift operation,
Pie = Probability of a fatal accident per forklift operation, and
R 5s5o , = Risk of a fatal forklift accident per year of operation (yr '),

the risk of a fatal forklift accident per year of operation can be stated as

R 55 0 ic n(w nIc) PC p (F.2.13)

The probability of a forklift fatality per forklift operation P,1 derives from the total probability rate
of occupational fatalities by the expression

Pie S Pot f531 0551 (F.2.14)

Thus the risk can be rewritten as

R 5 5 0 xX n n ) o 531 0551 (F2.15)

and the baseline risk Is given by 10 percent of the total occupational fatalities according to
Section D.4.1. The baseline risk is thus R55000 = 0.00016±0.00006.

The scaling property of Risk Component 55 is derived from the fact that only the product of the
number of drums handled per year and the number of forklift operations per drum handled is
treatment dependent,

R5 60sX. - C, ,(C) M(ic) (F2.16)

.1-1)
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The risk reduction ratios are thus

P50ts Ox n n = FVW Ft, (F.2.17)
n~x (IC 

with standard errors

(6 I I AF, 1 + [,0J (F.2.18)
P550x -ag -.

The risk reduction factors for the forklift fatalities and the standard errors are given In Table F.2-2.
The risk reduction factors correspond to Increases In risk that vary from about 4 to about 14. The
relative errors lie near 5 percent.

F.2.2.2 Nonfatal Forklift Inluries

This component is again a subset of occupational injuries. It is important because 1 percent of
the Industrial accidents cause 10 percent of the workdays lost. Again, it is assumed that the
frequency of foridift accidents does not depend on the drum weight This is achieved by utilizing
forklifts appropriate to the weight. These accidents comprise Risk Component 56. Using the
symbols

n , " Number of drums handled per year (yr '),
n f( = Number of forklift operations per drum handled,
P 0 = General annual occupational Injury rate,
f ,, 1 = Fraction of al occupational injuries caused In forklift accidents,
owl = Conversion function to baseline risk per forklift operation,
C = Constant parts of the equations,
P 17 = Probability of an injury per forklift operation, and
R 0Ka = Risk of a forklift Injury per year of operation (yr '),

the risk of nonfatal forklift injury per year of operation can be stated as

Rseozw (IC M o>n P* (F.2.1 9)

Again, there Is a relationship between probabilities analogous to those in the previous sections,

P17 K Poi f41 e A61 * (F.2.20)
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TABLE F.2-2

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR FORKLIFT ACCIDENT
FATAUTIES AND INJURIES

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P55o1a 0.276 0.016 P s s o )a l s50a
P 5s02L 0X260 0.015
P 5so3L 0.170 0.010
P58 0 4% 0.076 0.004

Annual Baseline Risk:

R 3000 (1.6 ± 0.6) 10 4 U.S. DepL of Labor,
R 5 00 0.070 ± 0.003 Bulletin 2257, 1986
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The risk of a nonfatal forklift Injury Is then

R560N = n n Pof f541 0561 (F2.21)

and the baseline risk Is one tenth of the general Injury risk R5800 = 0.070 i 0.003. Thus, as in
the previous scenario, the scaling property of Risk Component 56 is dependent only on the
product of the number of drums handled per year and the number of forklift operations per drum
handled

Rs=er - C1 ,n(x) n(r *(F.2.22)

The risk reduction ratios are the same as those for p 55, ;L with the same standard errors listed
In Table F.2-2.

F.3 RISK OF RADIATION EXPOSURES

F.3.1 External Exposures

External exposures are the result of rradiation by penetrating radiations, both gammas and
neutrons. For routine operations, shielding Is provided and for maintenance operations little or
only partial shielding Is available. Because waste handling facilities are at large distances from
the public, public exposures are much smaller than the background levels and can, therefore, be
Ignored.

F.3.1.1 Routine Operations: External Exposure

External exposure of the work crew depends on the shielding, which Is dictated by health and
safety concerns as well as the ALARA concept. It Is also dependent on the type of waste and
on the time-motion parameters and the time spent at each particular choice. This leads to Risk
Component 57 with two subcomponents, cancer and genetic. With the symbols

q 2r , Total activity per drum (Bq),
n (IC) Number of drums handled annually (yrf),
1, = Fraction of waste In form w.
N M = Number of persons needed for treatment v,

) 57 v) = Shielding-geometry function of facility v to treat waste w,
(P 20v) = Dosimetry function of average exposed person (Sv s q '),
t (V) = Exposure time for treatment v of one drum of waste form w (),
a, = Ufetime cancer risk coefficient (Sv '),
C = Constant parts of equation, and
R 5,70 (w ' Occupational risk of cancer due to treatment v of waste form w In

alternative ic per year of operation (yr'),
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the general occupational risk equation used is

'WV X qui nit) 1 1} N v8 first) of" tot) a (F.3.1)

The dependence on alternative ic Is simplified by the assumption of a constant amount of activity
treated annually [Equation (E.1.5)1 which eliminates the variability of the first two factors, and the
assumption that operational health and safety standards will provide at least the same level of
shielding protection at every plant. The second condition leads to the requirement that for the
drum being processed in different devices v the residual radiation level outside the containment
is the same

q~O) CDV} = C, * (F.3.2)

In addition, In the absence of time-motion studies in the type of treatment plants needed here,
it will be assumed that the dosimetry function 0 , 2 0v) Is the same for all devices. Under these
conditions, the risk can be rewritten as

R4 7W~A C2 ~., N ~ = (F.3.3)5(7w}v , - C2 1 N(ve t7 - C2 5w~c, x..3

where the quantity 0 57j" is the effort (in man-hours) expended for the treatment of one drum
of waste form w in device v,

17V*} W N (v t* (F.3.4)

Assuming that the device v can accommodate all types of wastes sent to it, the total risk of
alternative ic Is

W T
Rs~oKc^. - C2 E E (WV) (F.3.5)

w-1 v-1

where W Is the number of waste forms (three), and T the number of different treatment devices
in the treatment facility (two, four, or six). The summation over v starts with v = 1 because the
term with v =0 is already Included in a component of the baseline risk which consists of that term
only. The risk reduction factors are then

w
0570

P5701CI w.1 ' V57 0 (F.3.6)

W-1 v.1
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K>
with standard errors calculated under the assumption that no appreciable contributions come from
the abundances 11,,

P 57e0X )

W
C EW-1 5700 ) + v.[1Wit INK}WV)]

(F.3.7)

with the error given by the approximation

A+ 571s

57z

A t 
t V)

(F.3.8)

The numerical values for the effort factors ¢ 57 "V) needed here are given In Table D.4-1. The
numerical values of the risk reduction factors p5 0 and their errors are given in Table F.3-1.
They are smaller than 1, Indicating risk Increases of factors between 2 and about 10, increasing
with more complex treatment The baseline risk data in the FSEIS for the assay and certify
process are not detailed enough to provide a value.

F.3.1.2 Routine Maintenance: Extemal Exposure

Extemal exposure to penetrating radiation during maintenance operations Is particularly important.
Depending on the type of waste and the device, different times must be spent in the contaminated
area. This leads to Risk Component 58 with two subcomponents. With the symbols

q 2() 1 Total activity per drum (Bq),
n () = Number of drums handled annually (yr'),
t ,, = Fraction of waste in form w,
f 58 (W" = Fraction of waste In form w released Into containment of device v,
N07 t) -= Number of persons needed for maintenance of device v,
ow1 Dosimetry function of average exposed person (Sv s ' Bq ),
4D ss ,, = Maintenance function (annual number of operations) for device v,
tw 0 = Exposure time for maintenance of device v (),
a, = Ufetime cancer risk coefficient (Sv'),
C, = Constant parts of equations, and
R .o. = Occupational risk of cancer due to device v treating waste form w in alternative ic,

the general occupational risk equation Is

58w) = {q 2(K non a fs) } v) I5 t) a, . (F.3.9)
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TABLE F.3-1

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR ROUTINE EXTERNAL EXPOSURES

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

PS a x 0.469 * 0.033
P * to2X 0.429± 0.030
PS703) 0.234 0.017
P5704 0.104 0.008

Annual Baseline Risks:

R ,tO00 -- Not available in FSEIS
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The dependence on alternative Is simplified by the assumption of a constant amount of activity
treated annually [Equation (E.1 .5)] which eliminates the product of the first two factors as a variable.
Again, because of the lack of time-motion studies, It will be assumed that the dosimetry function
Ou Is the same for all treatment plants. Under these conditions, the risk can be rewritten as scaling
according to

Rit C1 ft47() Adz tV)
RIw0v,1 t n f52 Art tv58IV

(F.3.1 O)

- C, f) (WV)

with the definition of the manpower factor

SamI7 U s ) a- 'n A v) Zz> (v) ,t ( (F.3.1 1)

The total risk of alternative K Is then

T W

R 8 0E x 1 E 18 ) f58V 
V-1 WA-

(F.3.12)

where W Is the number of waste forms and T the number of treatment devices. The risk reduction
factors are then

P580xL '

w
£. 1 60 W 582

T W (v zlV

F, 0 ¢5 52
V-1 Wr-t

. V 5 ,0 0

V5 S0
(F.3.13)

with standard errors derived under the assumption that the errors Art A at 68, and AZS (° are
considerably smaller than the errors of the suspension factors Af. 2 °. The error of N , 7" Is included
In that of at .0 Error propagation Is thus calculated for these factors only,

Pssevia. = v.1 6:4(L~ (WC) ) 2 T (__W_ _V) 2 (F.3.14)

p S P58ctt IL W-1 Lt 5800 ) v-1 V580* 

The numerical values for the manpower factor ISK,> are available In Table D.4-2 of Attachment D.
Using the values In Tables D.4-3 for f i22) leads to the numerical values of the risk reduction factors
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In Table F.3-2. They show effective Increases in risk by factors between 250 and 1400 with standard
errors of about 25 percent

F.3.2 Internal Exposures

F.3.2.1 Routine Operations: Internal Exposure

F.3.2.1.1 Occupational Risks Due to Internal Routine Exposures

In this routine scenario a certain fraction of waste form w treated in device v escapes from
containment and fills the treatment module concerned to equilibrium air concentrations without tripping
the alarm setting on continuous air monitors. The crews, therefore, do not leave the area and do not
don respirators. These conditions give rise to a chronic inhalation exposure to alpha-, beta-, and
gamma-emitters, and thus the two subcomponents of Risk Component 59. Using the symbols

q2K - Total activity per drum (Bq),
n ,(" - Number of drums handled annually (yr),

- Fraction of waste in form w,
f 59 I = Fraction of waste in form w suspended and released from containment in

inhalable form due to treatment v In alternative x,
N01 @ 1 - Number of persons in treatment plant.
f Is - Fraction of personnel exposed.
LI - Annual ventilation volume (M 3 )
V 1 - Annual breathing volume (m 3)

f 5 3 - Deposited fraction of suspended particles,
059 1 - Overall dosimetry function of average exposed person (Sv Bq-1),
a , - Ufetime cancer risk coefficient (Sv-'),
C , Constant parts of equations, and
R 59 0 a,,.t - Occupational risk of cancer due to treatment v of waste form w in alternative Xc

(yr '),

the general risk equation is

R q (IC) n{q K) on W I t N.( ', .Is f59 3 O. a (F.3.15)

The dependence on alternative c Is simplified by the assumption of a constant amount of activity
treated annually [Equation (E.1.5)1 which eliminates the variability of the first two factors. Upon
elimination of the other constant terms, the risk can be scaled as

R,0,w0s C1t C, t w; f (v N (F.3.16)
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TABLE F.3-2

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR EXTERNAL EXPOSURE DURING
ROUTINE MAINTENANCE

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

fuss CIL (4.0 ± 1.0) 10-3
Ps 2L (3.9 ±1.0) 10-3
PMa 03L (2.9±a 0.7) * 10'3
PM 04. (7.2±2.1) 10'4

Annual Baseline Risks:

R"000 :Not available in FSEIS

K>
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The total risk of alternative Kc is then scaled according to

Rssuxx- C Ne ' (F.3.17)
V.1

No sum over w appears, because the sum over v is independent of w, and the sum over the
normalized waste fractions -q . leads to a factor of 1. The risk reduction factors are then

f (°) V56
Pste'X- FM% = u 0 F. ' (F.3.18)

v.1

with standard errors

(F.3.19)

+ 0+ (-V a -9. 0- V.1 SV o f9

Numerical values for the factors h,,V) are listed in Table D.4-4 of Attachment D, and values of the risk
reduction factors are listed in Table F.3-3. Risk reductions indicate decreases in occupational risk by
factors varying from 290 to 1730 with relative errors of about 33 to 40 percent.

F.3.2.1.2 Public Risks Due to Internal Routine Exposures

This scenario employs the same source term as In the previous scenario. It Is assumed that there Is
a release of radioactivity from containment which exits through the HEPA filters and is dispersed on
the outside. The actual dispersion function is not dependent on the treatment option, but the number
of persons exposed and their location may be. Using the symbols

q2 - Total activity per drum (Bq),
n r1 - Number of drums handled annually (yr-'),
'1 W - Fraction of waste in form w,
f(V) - Fraction of waste in form w suspended and released from containment in

Inhalable form due to treatment v in alternative c,
f dep (10 - Fraction of equilibrium concentration not deposited before filters,
f rem ( - Fraction of concentration penetrating HEPA filters,
0 59 dd{ '1 - Dispersion-dosimetry function (Sv Bq-1),
a, - Ufetime cancer risk coefficient (Sv-1),
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TABLE F.3

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR OCCUPATIONAL RISKS DUE TO
ROUTINE INTERNAL EXPOSURES DURING WASTE TREATMENT

QUANTITY VALUE t:STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

PseX (1.73 :t 0.70) 103
Pste2% (1.44 t 0.56) 10 3
Ps903% (7.1 2.5) 102
Ps904x (2.9 t 1.0) 102

Annual Baseline Risks:

R 5 9 00 -- Not available in FSEIS
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C I - Constant parts of equation, and
R . c,>wv - Public cancer risk due to treatment v of waste w in alternative ic (yr'),

the general type of risk equation is

R5(9p X (quK) n t h } fp f 5 a, (F.3.20)

As always, the dependence on alternative ic Is simplified by the assumption of a constant amount of
activity treated annually [Equation (E.1.5)1. Upon elimination of the other constant terms, the risk can
be rewritten to scale as

R zwv} C o5sd fiv (F.3.21)
59pc, ' 1 'V(,ddrI no 5v, -

The total risk is, therefore, scaling according to
TEt f (v (F.3.22)

R59pUL C 59)dd 59t 
v-1

which has the same basic structure as the expression for the occupational risk in Equation (F.3.17).
Summation over all waste forms and treatment leads to the same risk reduction factors as Equation
(F.3.18), except for the number of persons involved. Thus the risk reduction factors are

Soo F ~V 590 0
= FeE - = F.< (F.3.23)

V.1

with the standard errors

C _ _ 9 F +2 (9) 2 r T AGI)4 (F.3.24)

P59pe ), V5900 ) V- V590 J

Note that the second and third terms are Identical to those In Equation (F.3.19); only the first term is
different. Numerical values of the reduction factors p and their errors are listed in Table F.3-4. Again,
substantial decreases in risk are indicated, with reduction factors ranging from 1900 to 3100 with errors
near 40 percent Baseline risks In the FSEIS are not detailed enough to give the component
associated with the assay and certification procedure.
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TABLE F.3-4

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR PUBLIC RISKS DUE TO INTERNAL EXPOSURES

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P5up1 X (3.1 ±1.4) 1O
Ps9p2% (2.8* 1.2) 103
Pap3, (2.1 .8) 13

P59p4L (1.9 w 07) 103

Annual Baseline Risks:

RsIp00 -- -Not available in FSEIS
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F.3.2.2 Routine Maintenance: Internal ExDosure

F.3.2.2.1 Occupational Risk Due to Internal Maintenance Exposures

During maintenance, respiratory protection is assumed to be mandatory for the cleanup crew.
Protection is not total, however, but depends again on health and safety as well as ALARA concerns.
This leads to inhalation exposures and thus a risk of cancer and genetic damage, both in occupational
and public settings. There are four subcomponents of Risk Component 60. Using the symbols

q2 (t0 - Total activity per drum (q).
n - Number of drums handled annually (yr '),
71 IV - Fraction of waste in form w,
f5a 2MV 1 - Fraction of waste In form w released into containment of device v,
fo 3 (WV - Fraction of waste resuspended during cleanup of device v,
(DWIz' .V - Activity concentration function (L-'),
v,, - Inhalation rate of workers (L s'),
P W - Transmission factor of respiratory protection,
N.7 Cow - Number of persons needed for maintenance of device v,
f 3 - Fraction of airborne particles deposited in lung,
08o2 - Internal dosimetry function of average exposed person (Sv Bq-'),
CD I x(9 - Maintenance function (annual maintenance operations for device v),
t~a (V) - Exposure time for maintenance of device v (s),
aI - Ufetime cancer risk coefficient (Sv-1),
C - Constant parts of equation, and
R 60 0 d"I - Occupational risk of cancer due to maintenance of device v (yr'),

the general risk equation is

(F.3.25)
RWV) (qit) nX f8V (V) } (V) we t 60 I 6 0 2 ou) N , 7' a

The assumption of a constant amount of activity treated annually Equation (E.1.5)1 is again used to
eliminate the product of the first two factors as a variable. The risk can then be determined to scale
as

=82 e03 o7 'ix Ss

(F.3.26)

- (WV) f {582 (03 9

where

WVr=t Nt}Pt. s (F.3.27)
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The total risk of alternative Kc Is then scaling as

T W

glsoa f 46 (F.3.28)
v.1 w.I

Consequently the risk reduction factors are

SW s I82 I53 
Peo*.. ' " W E Vs '0 (F.3.29)

S S tV fWVV f(,V( e)

v-1 a.1

with standard errors which are derived under the assumption that the errors w Ov) are considerably
smaller than the others. Error propagation Is thus calculated for the remaining two factors only,C AP~~o,,c~h - 1 W [(o ) ( IWO),(wo)) 2 ](Wo) 2

[ a~~soexs X t 2 [ ( 1°03 A 182) | f82 A {<03 (680 )
P400.X Vso .o W ' (F.3.30)

1 T [ a.,. A .t(rv) 
2 + (fwv) A. f(WV)1 12 (WV )2

+ v2 I Er [{03} tls82) + (f'82 'tS03/ ] (058) 1
$ee V-1 1

The numerical values of the parameters f 3¢" which are needed in the following are given in Table
D.4-5 of Attachment D. Using these values and those In Tables D.4-2 and D.4-3 leads to the
numerical values for the risk reduction factors listed In Table F.3-5. These factors are rather closely
grouped around values that signify large increases In risk by factors of about 20,000 to about 120,000
with relative standard errors of about 40 percent. Information on risk components In WHB operations
are not detaled enough In the FSEIS to yield a baseline risk for this scenario.

F.3.2.2.2 Public Risk Due to Internal Exposures Caused by Maintenance

This scenario Is similar to the previous one in that the source term Is the same, but it differs by
considering In addition the transmission of radioactivity to the outside atmosphere. Dispersion Is the
same for all alternatives but number and location of the exposed population may.not be. Inhalation
exposure leads to the two public subcomponents of Risk Component 60. The symbols

q 2(4 - Total activity per drum (Bq),
n ("' - Number of drums handled annually (yr'),
rid ,R, - Fraction of waste In form w,
f. 2(wX v) - Fraction of waste In form w released Into containment of device v,
feo 3{" 14 - Fraction of waste resuspended during cleanup of device v,
oeop ,,(w} - Fraction of year spent on maintenance of device v,
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TABLE F.3-5

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR OCCUPATIONAL RISKS DUE TO
INTERNAL EXPOSURE DURING ROUTINE MAINTENANCE

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

p 0 01 (4.0 ± 1.5)* 10 5
P8s0a02 (3.9 ±1.4) 10-5
P 0 0 3^ %' (4.2±1.4) -10 5

Ps004 (8.5 ±3.8)10 

Annual Baseline Risks:

R. 0000 -- Not available In FSEIS
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S601 = Activity-concentration function (L '),
f d"4 = Fraction of equilibrium concentration not deposited before filters,
f ram - Fraction of concentration penetrating HEPA filters,
06o dd Dispersion-dosimetry function (Sv Bq ' L),
a , - Ufetime cancer risk coefficient (Sv '),
C, Constant parts of equations, and
R0 , } P Occupational risk of cancer due to maintenance of device v (yr )

are used for the general risk equation

* {q21K{x) nn ' o, ,7) op]} up fl f} g a1 (F.3.31)R$(OP) a q2W n. In, t2 tO3 60 a dotOp rem 60 dd ,

The study of the dependence on alternative ic Is again simplified by the assumption of a constant
amount of activity treated annually [Equation (E.1.5)J which eliminates the product of the first two
factors as a variable. With all factors outside the source term which are Independent of alternative
aggregated Into a constant, the risk can be written to scale as

R (wv c {fV ff w) 4p~v) (F.3.32)topIX ' C1 clw 582 t0O3 tot 

The total risk of alternative k = (wa) then has the scaling property

T W
R =0pel c, D X W 4 r) Iro (F.3.33)Rop~~1 $o 1: 'n Wfo I 1 60t3 

v.1 Wt

where W is the number of waste forms and T the number of treatments In the treatment facility
w

' 000 42 'I f27 4703
f)Po-p .I . .. SO2O(F.3.34)

D (v} hv bey)p

v-1 aI

with standard errors which are derived under the assumption that the errors A a, and At 0 v are
considerably smaller than those of the other two factors f6 0 2(wv) and f6e 3(wv). The error calculation for
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the remaining factors then yields

A PGoptXX So 2V f._O Ti& {f( _b As2) + (5 _ fs , at0 ) }

O f 21T 1 an' 1 ( IV) (F.335)

It fow (,,,2 ow 2;

( ) ( ) e

The numerical values of the factors f 0 3cv) have been given in Table D.4-5; those for factors f'8 2

in Table D.4-3; those for Q 80,H) are given in Table D.2-2 of Attachment D. The risk reduction factors
and their errors are listed In Table F.3-6. Again, a large Increase in risk is seen with factors ranging
from 40,000 to 260,000 with relative standard errors of about 30 percent.

F.4 RISK OF EXPOSURES TO VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

The chemical agents of concern in the waste are VOCs; three of them are carcinogens, two are not.
During treatment, some of the VOCs are released. For Level II treatments, the gases are allowed to
escape during shredding. For Level IlIl treatments, sorting and shredding leads to the release of VOCs
from all void spaces upon opening liners and bags.

Occupational risks are minimized by respiratory protection by the use of bubble suits during sorting
or of glove boxes covering conveyor belts. Low-level releases, however, lead to a residual risk. The
baseline risk is given by the routine emissions of the drums through their carbon filters during the
assay and certify procedure.

F.4.1 Risk of Cancer by Exposure to VOCs

F.4.1.1 Routine Operations: Occupational Exposures

In this scenario, gases escaping from the wastes are absorbed in filters or vented outside the facility.
A small fraction will escape and concentrations of agent J build up against the ventilation system until
they reach equilibrium value. The released quantity of carcinogenic VOCs is assumed to be the entire
void volume from the drums, all of which is released upon opening the liners and bags in the TF.
Using the symbols:

q 1 (O) - Total mass of gas j per "as received drum (mg).
n r-0 ) Number of "as received drums handled annually (yr-'),
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TABLE F.3-6

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS FOR PUBLIC RISKS
DUE TO ROUTINE MAINTENANCE

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

pw1 ,. (2.53 ± 0.72)* 10 5
Pwp2L (2.16 ± 0.60) 10 s
P 60 P 3 (1.31 ±0.34) 10 '
P SOP 4 (3.91 ± 1.03) 10 '

Annual Baseline Risk:

Ropoo -- Not available in FSEIS
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Nal e Number of persons In WHB and treatment plant,
f Is Fraction of crew exposed,

611W - Gas release function for agent and alternative c,
L, - Annual ventilation volume (m 3),
V, - Annual occupational respiratory volume (m 3),

M - Body mass of receptor (kg),
f 121 - Probability of absorption into body for chemical J,
ft , Exposure time correction factor for one year,
el |- Ufetime cancer risk coefficient for chemical (mg-' kg day),
C1 - Constant parts of equations, and
R a, excel - Occupational risk of cancer due to chemical j per year of operation (yr-'),

are used in the general occupational risk equation

Re = jq5°6J1 (0) Opai t V TaJ '2I { Cl * (F.4.1)

Considering the dependence on alternatives, the risk can be scaled as

fRexxl- C Ole' N (F.4.2)

The risk reduction factors are then

-C N.,I l = F.. = F F (F.4.3)

using the definition

(0,

Frei - (F.4.4)

and the standard errors

( a_ _ = A, A Fm C + AF F (F.4.5)
Ps oc.I I Frtl

The reduction factors F,, are listed in Table D.4-7 where it is also shown that the release reduction
factors and, thus, the risk reduction factors are independent of the chemical considered. No
aggregation is, therefore, needed. The values of the risk reduction factors pI,]LI and their errors are
given in Table F.4-1. These values show the same large increases as those found for the radiation
risks. Increases of risk over baseline values of factors between 50,000 and 200,000 are found with
relative errors of about 13 percent.
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K> TABLE F.4-1

REDUCTiON OF OCCUPATIONAL RISK DUE TO ROUTINE GAS
RELEASES OF CARCINOGENIC CHEMICALS

QUANTITY VALUE i STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

P I , I X (2.21 i 0.28) 10 For all chemicals J.
Psi o2X (1.66 0.21) IO - P = Per oft
Per 3X (1.09 t0.14) 10-5
P6 1 0 4 (4.86 0.60) * 10 -

Annual Baseline Risks:

R,00 -- Not available in FSEIS
Rs2000 Not available in FSEIS

K>
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F.4.1.2 Routine Operations: Public Exposures to VOCs

This scenario Is the same as the previous one, except that cancer risks are calculated for the public
when the vapors escape to the outside. The symbols

q16 1 (:) - Total mass of gas per was received" drum (mg),
n f-a - Number of as received' drums handled annualy (yr'),
'P - Gas release function for alternative c,
fWA o,^ , Penetration to outside of treatment plant,
to r dd< a1 - Dispersion-dosimetry function of al exposed persons (day '),
M - Body mass of receptor (kg),
f 21 - Probability of absorption Into body for chemical J.
a] - Ufetime cancer risk coefficient for chemical J (mg kg day),
ft - Exposure time correction factor for one year,
C - Constant parts of equations, and
R e p %I - Public risk of cancer due to chemical J per year of operation (yr 4),

are used in the general public risk equation

R. is {CI/ q,n,° } Billout 1dd 121 f1 C * (F.4.6)

Considering the dependence on treatment options in the usual manner, the risk can be shown to scale
according to

Rssossl = C1 <HAS. ~~~~(F.4.7)

The risk reduction factors are then

P =1 will - { Aft = F,.,/, (F.4.8)

again independent of the chemical agent J. Their standard errors are

A p ,pai= A F, 1 .* (F.4.9)

The values of the risk reduction factors p , .,, and their errors are given in Table F.4-2. All of them
lie near risk increases of factors of about 15,000 to 20,000 with relative standard errors of 11 percent.
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TABLE F.4-2

REDUCTION FACTORS FOR PUBLIC RISKS DUE TO
ROUTINE RELEASES OF CARCINOGENIC CHEMICALS

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Risk Reduction Factors:

pe 1 p XI Z.(8.00 0.90) 10*5 P 62 p e P e p t

Pu p2XJ (6.40±0.70) 10-5
Psp3 J (6.40i0.70)*10 5

Pe p4 XJ (6.40i0.70) 10.1

Annual Baseline Risk:

Rpo -- Not available in FSEIS
R 6 2O po '~ -Not available in FSEIS
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F.4.2 Risk of Noncancer Health Effects

F.4.2.1 Routine Operations: Occupational Exposures

Again, as In Section F.4.1.1, workers are exposed to concentrations of agent j that build up against
the ventilation system to equilibrium value. This time, however, the noncancer health effects risk is
calculated. With the symbols

ql tf Total mass of gas per was received" drum (mg),
n -O Number of "as received drums handled annually (yr'),
N Number of persons in WHB and Treatment Facility,

- Gas release function for alternative a,
f as u Fraction of personnel exposed to chemicals,
LI, Annual ventilation volume (m 3),

V 2 Daily occupational respiratory volume ( 3 day '),
M - Body mass of receptor (kg),
f -21 * Probability of absorption into body for chemical J,
Ll i) } - Reference level for chemical j [mg (kg day)-'l,
r., - Risk of reference level L1z (i,
C, Constant parts of equations, and
Rs2,,xj - Occupational noncancer risk due to chemical j per year of operation (yr'),

the general occupational risk equation can be written as

(0 O n0) (D (9)N L (F.4.10)
R62 oz~ = (q N. (rot) f

Considering the dependence on treatment options as before, the risk can be scaled as

R62ovII C N (F.4.11)

which Is the same result as that for the occupational exposures to carcinogens. The risk reduction
factors are then

P^20.s~ DI = Fe F,l -s prone (F.4.12)

which is Independent of agent and has standard errors

AP6s2ocI = hpI10Slow (F.4.13)

The values of the risk reduction factors p 2, . and their errors are thus given in Table F.4-1. No
aggregation is needed because there Is no difference between the different chemical agents.
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i.> F.4.2.2 Routine Operations: Public Exposures to VOCs

Again, as in F.4.1.2, the public is exposed to VOCs when concentrations of agent I build up against
the ventilation system to equilibrium value and are vented to the outside. Noncancer health effects
risks are calculated for this scenario. Using the symbols

q g ,1° = Total mass of gas per as received" drum (mg),
n rz) = Number of as received" drums handled annually (yr '),
<> i,{4W = Gas release function for alternative k,
fa",,<4 - Penetration to outside of treatment plant,
062W ld = Dispersion-dosimetry function (day-'),
M = Body mass of receptor (kg),
f 21 e Probability of absorption into body for chemical J.
rO = Risk of reference level L* A,

= Reference level for chemical [mg (kg day) 'J
C, - Constant parts of equations, and
R e2 , al - Public noncancer risk due to chemical per year of operation (yr-'),

the general public risk expression can be stated as

R62 PE,., = {ql) n° z)'} 0 fit p6 (F.4.14)

The dependence on alternatives again leads to a scaling law

R62pa - C O(GI , (F.4.15)

which Is the same result as for the public risk In the last section. The risk reduction factors are then

(0)
Ps2ptL=j P61,: . ,(F.4.16)

with the same standard errors

'&P62pc).c - Ps1 pc3a *(F.4.17)

The values of the risk reduction factors p 2, Lj and their errors are given In Table F.4-2. Again, no
aggregation over all chemicals Is necessary.
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K> ATTACHMENT G

RISK COMPARISON

G.1 AGGREGATION OF CONSEQUENCE REDUCTION FACTORS

G.1.1 Set Of Consequence Reduction Factors

The discussion In the preceding sections leads to a total of 124 reduction factors for risk
components, including all subcomponents. This is too large a number for the assignment of
individual societal weights, even If all baseline risk components and subcomponents were known.
One way to reduce the number of subcomponents is to discard risk reduction factors that would
not Influence the result appreciably and aggregate others Into appropriate categories.

Genetic damages are subcomponents with risks that are smaller than the corresponding risks of
cancer. (National Research Council, 1980, 1988, 1990). For Internal exposures, they are also
less well defined. These 45 subcomponents are consequently not included in the aggregation
process (National Research Council, 1980, 1988, 1990). Similariy, public noncancer risks due
to exposures to chemical toxicants are extremely low (DOE, 1990a) and the health consequences
of no great Influence. These six subcomponents, too, will be dropped from consideration for
aggregation (Table G.1-1).

The rest of the risk reduction factors are sorted Into eight supercomponents:

1. Transportation fatalities
2 Transportation Injuries
3. Occupational fatalities
4. Occupational Injuries
5. Occupational cancers
6. Public cancers
7. Late occupational cancers
8. Late public cancers.

Six of these supercomponents are listed In the FSEIS (DOE, 1990a), but numbers 3 and 4, the
occupational accident fatalities and njuries, are not. In a comparison of risks Involving waste
treatment, however, they are Important and have thus been included. These eight
supercomponents arise from the aggregation of 73 components and subcomponents.

A problem In the aggregation of these subcomponents arises from the fact that the FSEIS does
not give explicit values for a number of component and subcomponent risks, but gives some
values for more aggregated risks. These baseline risks will be denoted by the symbol R1 , 0o,,
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TABLE 0.1-1

COMPONENTS AND SUBCOMPONENTS FOR THE EIGHT SUPERCOMPONENTS

SUPERCOMPONENT ALL SUBCOMPONENTS AGGREGATED IN
SUPERCOMPONENTS

I Transportation fatalities 3 3
2 Transportation injuries 3 3
3 Occupatlonal fatalities 2 2
4 Occupational InJuries 11 11
5 OccupatIonal cancers 40 22
6 Public cancers 41 22
7 Late occupational cancers 6 3
8 Late public cancers 12 6

Total classified 118 72
Not classified * 6
Total 124

P14p wX

P t0 p v.X
PSoptx

Psi pic2

P 52pX

P62 pxX
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where the index denotes the risk component, 4 the receptor type (public or occupational), and
'z the Index of the subaggregate. This will only be needed for supercomponents 5 and 6, which
need subaggregates explicitly. If aggregation proceeds In one step, as for all other
supercomponents, then the baseline risks are denoted by RI. 00, where X Is either 'o' or 'p'.

The aggregation of risk reduction factors that do not have numerical values associated with them,
presents a major problem In this evaluation. A large risk reduction factor for a very small risk may
bias the aggregation because It cannot be weighted with an appropriately small weight In this
situation, aggregating by means of geometrical average minimizes the bias that may be caused
by widely different risk reduction factors. However, there will be a residual bias that cannot be
removed unless the baseline risks are known. The related problems and assumptions are
discussed in each case.

G.1.2 Aggregation of the Eight Components

G.1.2.1 SupercomPonent 1: Fatal Transportation Accidents

In Supercomponent 1, the fatal transportation accidents in the three components listed in
Table G.1-2 are aggregated. Direct traffic fatalities are by far the largest risk component,
dominating the other two components. The aggregate consequence reduction factor for the first
supercomponent is

r, z. II( PPCX )X-.11

with the set {nJ) = {21, 30, 33}, and the weights

91, = R ,F (G.1.2)

with the sum a1 given by

e1= E Rapoo (G.1.3)

aufn,)}

If the relationship

R 2 1p 00 > 10' R 3 p0 0 for 0,3 (G.1.4)
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TABLE G.1-2

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS AGGREGATED IN SUPERCOMPONENT 1:
TRANSPORTATION FATAUTIES

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

prP.x Fatalities caused directly Large baseline risk
by impact

p 30 r, Fatalities caused by early Very small baseline risk
radiation effects in nondispersal
accidents

p 3pL Fatalities caused by early Very small baseline risk
radiation effects in atmospheric
dispersal accidents

UIEAwihm
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holds, then the weights can without significant loss of accuracy be set at

93 0 ' 3 3 ' 0 2 1 ( 1 (G.1.5)

The aggregated risk reduction factor Is then simply

r , , P2PX -(G.1.6)

and ts standard error Is

ar,,,= AP21 i .X (G.1.7)

Numerical values for the X and c dependent quantities are given in Table G.1-3 for Level 11
treatments, aggregated consequence reduction factors r, Indicate an Increase in this
supercomponent by factors between 1.0 and 1.5 with a weak dependence on location. The
relative errors of these factors 7 to 8 percent. For Treatment Option 3, this component shows no
increases within the errors for different locations; for Treatment Option 4, there Is a decrease of
this risk component by factors of 1 to 3.5 with relative errors of up to 7 percent. Here, a
moderate location dependence is found.

The corresponding baseline risk or consequence r1 o Is of a significant amount so that even
modest risk Increases or decreases are of importance. The treatment dependence of these
consequence reduction factors is shown in Figure G.1-1 for Location 3. It demonstrates the
change from a consequence Increase for Level II treatments to a consequence reduction for Level
III treatments. For Location 1, the factors are identical to 1; for Treatment Options 1, 2 and 3 and
Locations 2, 3 and 4, there are no significant differences from those shown in Figure G.1-1. For
Treatment Options 4, however, the value goes from 1 to 3.5, increasing with decentralized
location. These reduction factors are applied to a low baseline risk of 0.2 traffic fatalities per year.

G.1.2.2 Supercomoonent 2: Transportation Accident Inlurles

In Supercomponent 2 Injuries in transportation accidents are combined. Three components are
aggregated in Table G.1-4. Direct traffic Injuries are by far the largest risk component in this
aggregate.

II (P2X (G.1.8)

with the set (n2) = (22, 31, 34). With the same argument as In last section, the weights can be
set at

g 2 2 =i; g 3 1 * 3 4 0 . (G.1.9)
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TABLE G.1-3

CONSEQUENCE REDUCTION FACTORS r, ,, FOR SUPERCOMPONENT 1:
FATAUTIES IN TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS

QUANTITY VALUE = STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Consequence
Reduction Factors:

r,, 1
r, I t 0.760 0.48
r, 3 0.713*0.57
r, 4 0.715 ±0.58

r 1 2 , 1
r, 2 2 0.720± 0.42
r, 2 3 0.666 * 0.48
r 2 4 0.666 0.49

r,3 1 1
r, 3 2 1.10* 0.17
r 1 3 3 1.170.26
r, , 4 1.18±0.27

r 4 , 1
r 4 2 2.00 i 0.06
r, 4 3 3.27±0.21
r, 4 4 3.51±0.25

Annual Baseline Risk
or Consequence:

r o0 0.2 FSEIS (DOE, 1990a).
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TABLE G.1-4

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS AGGREGATED IN SUPERCOMPONENT 2:
TRANSPORTATION INJURIES

COMPONENT

P 22w X

P3 pt)

P 34 X

DESCRIPTION

Injuries caused directly by accident
impact

Injuries caused by early radiation
in nondispersal accidents

Injuries caused by early radiation
effects in atmospheric dispersal
accidents

COMMENTS

Significant baseline risk

Very low baseline risk

Very low baseline risk
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The aggregated consequence reduction factor Is then

r2 = P22pKX (G.1.10)

with a standard error of

Ar2 = AP22PX* (G111)

All consequence reduction factors explicitly depend on both the treatment K and the location L
Numerical values for the K and X quantities are given in Table G.1-5. The values are the same
as those In Table G.1-3 due to the assumptions (G.1.5) and (G.1.9). Thus Figure G.1-1 and the
corresponding discussion In the last section applies here as well. The consequence reduction
factors apply to an acceptable number of about 3 traffic injuries sustained annually.

G.1.2.3 SupercomPonent 3: Occupational Fatalities

In Supercomponent 3, two components are aggregated (Table G.1-6).

The aggregation of two components yields

r 3 1 = II (3P1 K,) (G.1.12)

with the set I n {53, 55}. The weights are

g 3¶ = (I ' 0 (G.1.13)
0 3

where

2

Ca3 =E Rt 000 (G.1.14)
1.1

Note that the risks are given In Sections F.2.1.1 and F.2.2.1 by

R530 cX e No Pot (1 - f53) (G.1.15)
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TABLE G.1-5

CONSEQUENCE REDUCTION FACTORS r 2 ,,, FOR SUPERCOMPONENT 2:
INJURIES IN TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Consequence
Reduction Factors:

r 2 1 ,
r2 2 0.760 ± 0.048
r2 3 0.713±0.057
r 2 1 4 0.715 ± 0.058

r2 2 1 1

r. 2 2 0.720 ± 0.042
r2 2 3 0.666 ± 0.048
r2 2 4 0.666 ± 0.049

r 2 3 1 1
r2 2 1.10±0.17
r 2 3 3 1.17±0.26
r. 4 1.18±0.27

r 2 4 , 1
r 2 4 2 2.00 ± 0.06
r 2 4 3 3.27±0.21
r 4 4 3.51 ± 0.25

Annual Baseline Risk
or Consequence:

r2 .O 3.0 FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Executive Summary
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TABLE G.1-6

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS AGGREGATED IN SUPERCOMPONENT 3:
OCCUPATIONAL FATALES

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

p woar General Industrial accidents

P 550,.% Forklift accidents

K>
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and

RSSOXX ' n n P o f31 (D551 '(G. 1. 16)

where P. Ofis a mere scale factor and drops out for error calculations; and the relative abundance
of forklift accidents f 3 Is contravariant In the two equations. Thus it can be assumed that, In
weight calculations, uncertainties are highly correlated. Taking nto account that both components
have the same risk reduction factor, the standard error of rz,, is thus

Ar3, '&P 53 ox% X (G.1.17)

The numerical values are given in Table G.1-7. Although X is carried as an index, these risk
reduction factors all are smaller than 1 and depend only on treatment Kc but not on the location
parameter L They actually indicate an increase in consequence by 3.6 to 13 with relative errors
of 5 to 7 percent.

In Figure G.1-2 the inverse of the consequence reduction r3 ,X is plotted for the four values ic
1,4. The data show the increase In risk with more complex treatment, due to the increase in
manpower required. These consequence augmentation factors apply to a relatively low baseline
risk of 0.0016 occupational fatalities annually.

G.1.2.4 Supercomponent 4: Occupational Injuries

In Supercomponent4, occupational injuries, the components aggregated are listed in Table G.1 -8.
Most important in this aggregation are the injuries from general industrial and forklift accidents;
morbidity from exposure to chemical agents are very small. Generally, the aggregated risk
reduction factor is

20 _9

4xX (P54oxx) (P 56 0 %x) 9 [II P..... P15axCX P62 OX

(G. 1.1 8)

where In this particular case

9 54 = g5oa R; 58 a 0 ; OcOm = 

04 04

(G. 1. 19)
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K>
TABLE G.1-7

CONSEQUENCE REDUCTION FACTORS r.,. FOR
SUPERCOMPONENT 3: OCCUPATIONAL FATALITIES

QUANTITY VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Consequence
Reduction Factors:

r3, 0276±0.016
r3 2 0.260 ± 0.015
r 3 3 0.170 ± 0.010
r34 0.076 ± 0.004

Annual Baseline Risk
or Consequence:

r'3 . 0 1.6 * 103 U.S. Dept. of Labor,
Bulletin 2366, 1990
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TABLE G.1-8

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS AGGREGATED IN SUPERCOMPONENT 4:
OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

P 4G). Routine, chemical, noncancer effects Exceedingly small risk
P 150 ci Routine, chemical, noncancer effects Exceedingly small risk
P 15 X. Routine, chemical, noncancer effects Exceedingly small risk
P lea X Accident, chemical, noncancer effects Exceedingly small risk
P 7or. Accident, chemical, noncancer effects Exceedingly small risk
p 18 Accident, chemical, noncancer effects Exceedingly small risk
P 19owl Accident, chemical, noncancer effects Exceedingly small risk
P 20orl Accident, chemical, noncancer effects Exceedingly small risk
P 540 ). General Industrial accidents Sizeable risk
p56GoW Forklift accidents Small risks
P )20,,. VOC, routine, releases, noncancer effects Exceedingly small risk
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and

4 R54000 + R5 80 00

(G. 1.20)

As no data are available to weight the very small risks of morbidity due to exposure to chemicals,
all have to be aggregated in an unweighted geometrical average. As exceedingly small
contributions they are neglected here.

In the evaluation of the standard errors, the two components finally aggregated are not
independent. In this particular case

A r4c, ' '&P540.1 (G.1.21)

Numerical values are given In Table G.1-9; they are the same as those for supercomponent
r 3 1,, varying from an equivalent consequence increase by a factor of 3.6 to a factor of 13. The
consequence augmentation factors are given in Figure G.1-2 and are applied to an annual
occupational risk of 0.7 injuries with workdays lost.

G.1.2.5 Supercomponent 5: Occupational Cancer

In this supercomponent, the 22 components listed in Table G.1-10 are aggregated. For these
components, four aggregated partial risk values are available. The choice made here Is to
aggregate the appropriate components that make up the partial risk values at equal weight and
then, as soon as the partial baseline risks are known, aggregate further with a properly weighted
geometric average. This implies the assumption that the components of the partial risks are of
about equal risk.

The partial aggregations according to the list in Table G.1-11 are

-Lx~t = h( I Pxov^i.J (G.1.22)

with standard errors

(A~~)2 = ~~12 I2
( ) MT 0 X-00,} ( Pxo0x(1

(G.1.23)
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TABLE G.1-9

CONSEQUENCE REDUCTION FACTORS r4 ,K FOR SUPERCOMPONENT 4:
OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES

QUANTITY VALUE* STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Consequence
Reduction Factors:

r41 , 0.276±0.016
r4,, 0.260±0.015
r43 0.170 ± 0.010
r4 4 x 0.076 ± 0.004

Annual Baseline Risk
or Consequence:

r4OO 0.7 i 0.03 U.S. Dept of Labor,
Bulletin 2366, 1990
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TABLE B.1-10

RISK REDUCTlON FACTORS AGGREGATED IN SUPERCOMPONENT 5:
OCCUPATiONAL CANCER

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

p, 0. Routine, internal radiation
P2 a% Routine, internal radiation
p30 a Routine, internal radiation

p 4 a it Routine, external radiation
p 50 It Routine, external radiation

P6o Accident, internal radiation
P? 7, Accident, internal radiation
P KC Accident, Internal radiation
P 90IC Accident, internal radiation
p lO. Accident, internal radiation
P 110 w Accident, internal radiation

P 120K Routine, chemical exposure
p 130 K Routine, chemical exposure
p 13Kll Routine, chemical exposure

P27OK Routine transport, external radiation
P K oc Routine transport, external radiation
P 290. Routine transport, external radiation

p 570 K Routine, treatment, external radiation
P 8 a Routine, treatment, external radiation

p WallK Routine, treatment, internal radiation
p WallK Routine, treatment, internal radiation

p K , Routine, treatment, VOC releases
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TABLE G.1-11

SETS FOR PARTIAL AGGREGATIONS _ FOR SUPERCOMPONENT 5:
OCCUPATIONAL CANCER FATALmES

9 mc ({n} COMMENTS

1 7 4, 5, 27, 28, 29, 57, 58 Radiation, routine
external exposures

2 5 1, 2, 3, 59, 60 Radiation, routine
Internal exposures

3 6 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 11 Accidents, nternal
exposures

4 4 12, 13, 13a, 61 Chemicals, routine
exposure

Total 22
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In this aggregation, Component 11, the C1 0 accident, is dropped from consideration. The risk
is excessively low and the risk reduction factor very high. This contribution, not listed in the
FSEIS (DOE, 1990a), s therefore not allowed to influence the result.

There is an additional obstacle to the weighting of the partial aggregations: for Components 57
to 61, all components of the risks of waste treatment, no baseline risks have been estimated. It
is assumed here that the same health and safety concerns that govern all WIPP operations are
evident in the Treatment Facility as well, leading essentially to the same risks. Thus it is
appropriate to assume that, if the baseline risk Is R I O 0 , where standards for the risk
component, o' Is the index for occupational risk, T Is the Index of the partial aggregation applied
to a set of m, risk reduction factors, the baseline risk for a combined set of ( Mc } { m } +
{ nj factor Is given by

RI000 s M IRf°° (G.1.24)
OOOC VC JoO'

This extension of health and safety practices can be applied to the partial aggregations s = 1, 2,
and 4 In Table G.1-11.

The final, properly weighted aggregation of occupational cancer then yields a consequence
reduction factor

4

rl = II (-5 Sx)t, (0.1.25)s.1~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~(..5

with the weights

R 5 000r
9019 4 ~ ~ 9(G.1.26)

E R5 o°°X
X'1

and standard errors given by

f \ ~2 4
( (5Kx. (G.1.27)

L r 510, C 1% J i~

Here again the weights have been normalized and are calculated using the aggregated baseline
risks in Table G.1-12. Numerical values for the final aggregation are listed in Table G.1-13.
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TABLE G.1-12

AGGREGATED BASELINE RISKS FOR THE SETS IN TABLE G.1-11

QUANTITY

Aggregated Baseline
Risks R50 o0i

VALUE ± STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

R 50 001 0.025 Compiled from data in
FSEIS (DOE, 1990a)

R50 002

RS 003

R50 004

0.0012

0.0011

2.9 10'
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TABLE G.1-13

CONSEQUENCE REDUCTION FACTORS r,, FOR SUPERCOMPONENT 5:
OCCUPATIONAL CANCERS

QUANTITY VALUE ±STANDARD ERROR COMMENT/REFERENCES

Consequence
Reduction Factors:

r5 , 0.853±0.031
2 0.814 ± 0.030

r 5 , 0.848 ± 0.031
r. 4 0.852 ± 0.032

r 52 0.841 ± 0.030
r, 2 2 0.801 ± 0.029
r., 3 0.833t ±0.030
r 52 4 0.840 ± 0.031

r 3, 1 0.704 ± 0.023
rs3 2 0.677 ± 0.025
r 3, 3 0.699 ± 0.027
r 3 4 0.704 ± 0.028

r,.4 , 0.460 ± 0.019
r.4 0.420 ± 0.017
r.4 0.435 ± 0.018
r 6 4 4 0.452 ± 0.019

Annual Baseline Risk
or Consequence:

rs . 5 . 10 -3 FSEIS (DOE, 1990a)
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Within the error, the consequence reduction factors are Independent of the location index L For
Level II treatments, they range from 7 to 8; for Treatment Option 3, they are grouped around 11;
for Treatment Option 4, the consequence reduction factors are down to 8 again. The factors
show very little dependence on location, and a mixed influence on Treatment Option. Relative
standard errors are about 12 percent.

In Figure G.1-3, the consequence reduction factors r5 ,, are shown, demonstrating the grouping
around 8 for Level 11 treatments and the grouping of the Level IlIl treatments around 11 for
Treatment Option 3 and around 8 for Treatment Option 4. These risk consequence reduction
factors are applied baseline or consequence of 0.005 cancers per year of option.

G.1.2.6 Supercomponent 6: Public Cancers

In Supercomponent 6, public cancers from 22 components are aggregated. They are listed In
Table G.1-14. For these 22 contributions, numerical values for only four subaggregates are
available. Again the choice Is made to aggregate by unweighted geometrical averaging, before
final properly weighted aggregation.

The partial aggregations according to Table G.1-15 are

(G.1.28)

with standard errors

4___ = 1 APXPC 3 (G.1.29)

6 1X ) MI ms ) .1> Pxpx)

In this aggregation, the C1 0 accident In Component 11 is not used because the risk is excessively
low and the risk reduction factor very high. Even though the risk is considered In the FSEIS, It will
not be allowed to dominate the averaging.

The situation with new treatment risks is the same as that in the last supercomponent: for
Components 59, 60, and 61, no baseline risks are available. Again, the assumption of the same
health and safety standards, this time for the public, leads to the formulation

Rlpto= m R- Po (G.1.30)
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TABLE G.1-14

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS AGGREGATED IN SUPERCOMPONENT 6:
PUBLIC CANCERS

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

p p ,Routine nternal
P 2 p Routine Internal
p 3 p Routine nternal

P ep i Internal accident
P 7p, Internal accident
p $p, Internal accident
p pic Internal accident
p top,, Internal accident
P II p r Internal accident

P 12Kp Routine chemical
p K3p Routine chemical

P 23 pX Routine transportation
P 24 pr 9%Routine transportation
P 25P p Routine transportation
P 2 p wX Routine transportation

P 32p Transportation accident, nondispersal
p 35 p w L Transportation accident, dispersal
p w K.C Transportation accident, cloudshine
P 3p r X Transportation accident, groundshine

p p Treatment routine Internal radiation
P p Treatment routine nternal radiation

P 6 p Treatment routine VOC releases

K)
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TABLE G.1-15

SETS FOR PARTIAL AGGREGATIONS - FOR SUPERCOMPONENT 6:
PUBUC CANCER FATALITIES

It m n) COMMENTS

1 4 23, 24, 25, 26 Radiation, routine
external exposures

2 4 32, 35, 36, 37 Radiation, accidental
external exposures

3 11 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, Radiation, internal
11, 59, 60 exposures

4 3 12,13, 61 Chemicals, routine
exposure

Total 22
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for the baseline risk of the set (M;j = ( m, + { n, } where the set m, forms the subaggregate
public risk Ri 00, and the set { nj comprises the components for which there are no baseline
risk estimates. This extrapolation Is needed for the partial aggregations r 3 and 4 n
Table G.1-15.

The final aggregation of occupational cancer risks then yields consequence reduction factors

4

rSKX = J7 (-6. (G.1.31)

with the normalized weights

* - ~~~~~~~~~~Rp O0't
g = 4 (G.1.32)

E RP 00%

The standard errors are given by

2 2( r CXge (G.1.33)

Here again the weights have normalized to 1. The aggregated baseline isks R60 .o, needed
for the final aggregation are listed in Table G.1-16. The resulting numerical values for the
consequence reduction factors are given in Table G.1-17. They range from about 1 to about 10,
almost independent of the Treatment Option. The location dependence is Illustrated In Figure
G.1-4 for Treatment Option 3, showing widely separated narrow probability distributions.

G.1.2.7 Sunercomponent 7: Occupational Cancer (Late Effects)

In supercomponent 7, the three components listed In Table G.1-18 are aggregated. In this
aggregation it is assumed that for all of them the event probability is 1 and that the risk Is
evaluated for the one year during which the event occurs. As the baseline risks are not known,
the risk reductions are geometrically averaged with equal weight.

The consequence reduction factors are then

42

r7,CX= II (pocx) 1 3 (G.1.34)
iw40
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TABLE G.1-18

AGGREGATED BASEUNE RISKS FOR THE SETS IN TABLE G.1-15

QUANTITY

Aggregated Baseline
Risks R., 0o,

Roo oo,

VALUE t STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

7.5 1 0'' Compiled from data in the
FSEIS (DOE, 1990a)

Ro 002

R 6o 003

Rho 004

3.8 10.2

9.0 10'

6.9- 10 12

a

0
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TABLE G.1-17

CONSEQUENCE REDUCTION FACTORS r, ,A FOR SUPERCOMPONENT 6:
PUBLIC CANCERS

QUANTITY VALUE * STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Consequence
Reduction Factors:

r , 1 1.13* 0.00
r, 2 2.64 0.01
r ' 3 7.44 0.02
r 1 4 9.47 0.02

rF. ~,1.13±0.00
re.. 2.65±0.01
re.3 7A6±0.02
rF . 4 9A9 ± 0.02

r. 3 , 1.13 0.00
r 3 2 2.65 ±0.01
r 3 3 7.46 ± 0.02
r 3 4 9.49 ± 0.02

r 4 1.13±0.00
r 4 2 2.65 0.01
r 4 3 7.47± 0.02
r. 4 4 9.50±0.02

Annual Baseline Risk
or Consequence:

0.02 FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Executive Summary

K>
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TABLE G.1-18

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS AGGREGATED IN SUPERCOMPONENT 7:
POST-CLOSURE OCCUPATIONAL CANCERS

COMPONENT

P400WX

P410 X%

P 420K).

DESCRIPTION

El scenario, direct exposure

E2 scenario, direct exposure

ElE2 scenario, direct exposure

COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Drilling crew

Drilling crew

Drilling crew
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with standard errors given by

(ar~t^] I I1 As- A I10WX (G.1.35)

t is IC). -0 P'ts a )C 

Numerical values for the consequence reduction factors are given in Table G.1-19. The values
are independent of the location parameter X, as expected for a late post-closure effect. They
range from about 5 to 9, with relative standard errors between 10 and 20 percent. Both Level II
treatments yield consequence reduction factors close to 5, whereas for Level IlIl treatments the
values are 7 and 9, respectively. This is illustrated in Figure G.1-5, showing separate but
overlapping values of the consequence reduction factors. They are, however, applied to an
exceedingly small consequence in the 10 ' range.

G.1.2.8 Supercomoonent 8: Public Cancer (Late Effects)

In this supercomponent, the six components in Table G.1-20 are aggregated. Again, no risk
values are available for the individual components, and the aggregate is formed by unweighted
geometric averaging.

The consequence risk reduction factor is thus given by

48

= II ( P )1I' (G.1.36) < j
.43

with geometric standard errors given by Equations (C.1.20) and (C.1.22)

[loga clg (r 8Kx)] 2 [S(r r 8 1)]2

48 (G.1.37)
= E [o0g 9&yg(p'oCA, )] 2

i9-48

and thus for the GSD

ag (Tsrx ) = a (G.1.38)

Again, as expected for a late post-closure effect, the factors rs,x are location independent, with
geometric standard errors given by the definitions given in Attachment C, Section C.1.3. The
values for the consequence reduction factors range over one order of magnitude from 100 to
2,000 with geometric standard deviations between 2 and 3 (Table G.1-21). This situation is
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TABLE G.1-19

CONSEQUENCE REDUCTION FACTORS r 7 ,,x FOR SUPERCOMPONENT 7:
OCCUPATIONAL CANCERS, POST-CLOSURE EFFECTS

QUANTITY VALUE STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Consequence
Reduction Factors:

r 7 l A. 5.0 0.48

r7 2 5.0 0.49

r7 3 6.9 ± 1.4

r 4 9.4 ±1.0

Annual Baseline Risk
or Consequence:

r 7O0 3 * 10.6 FSEIS (DOE, 1990a),
Executive Summary

K>
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TABLE G.1-20

RISK REDUCTION FACTORS AGGREGATED IN SUPERCOMPONENT 8:
POST-CLOSURE PUBLIC CANCER

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

P 43pL Scenario El inhalation Receptors:
P 44 p Scenario E2 Inhalation 5 persons at ranch
P 45p I Scenario ElE2 Inhalation 5 km from site

P 46 pll Scenario El Ingestion
P 47p w Scenario E2 ngeston
P 48 p x I Scenario E1 E2 Ingestion

K>
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TABLE .1-21

CONSEQUENCE REDUCTION FACTORS rai FOR SUPERCOMPONENT 8:
PUBUC CANCER

QUANTITY VALUE (GSD) COMMENTS/REFERENCES

Consequence
Reduction Factors:

r. 106 (2.3)

r 8 2 115 (2.2)

r3 221 (2.4)

r 4 2030 (2.7)

Annual Baseline Risk
or Consequence:

raoo 7. 10-5 FSEIS (DOE, 1990a)
Executive Summary

GSD = Geometrical Standard Deviation.
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Illustrated In Figure G.1-6, which shows the factors on a logarithmic scale. There Is little
difference between the two Level II treatments but a substantial spread between the two Level
Ill treatments. These consequence reduction factors are, In this case, applied to a very small
baseline in the range below 10'4 .

G.2 CALCULATIONS OF CONSEQUENCE REDUCTION INDICES e, AND CONSEQUENCE
AUGMENTATION INDICES 'Px

Although the consequence reduction and augmentation Indices, eB,, and P,, can be calculated
directly from Equations (B.3.19 and B.3.20), the Indirect route via single and multi-attribute utility
Indices O j,. and U , and Equations (B.3.13) and (B.3.18) Is chosen In order to accommodate
quantities with both normal and lognormal distributions. The weighted sum leading to the utility
indices U ,, provides the vehicle to again apply the Central Limit Theorem and assume a normal
distribution for the utility Indices and, therefore, a lognormal distribution for the consequence
reduction or augmentation indices.

G.2.1 Sinale Attribute Utility Indices O9,

G.2.1.1 Consequence Reduction Factors with Assumed Normal Distribution

Assuming a normal distribution by virtue of the Central Umit Theorem discussed before (see
Attachment B.4.4), the risk reduction factors r,,, and their standard errors A rJ,,. yield the single
attribute utility functions

oJk.x = log1 (rx,) x (G.2.1)

with standard errors of

FA OX Q r ' i u With 1O= 0.434294... (G.2.2)
jK,,,In 0

The distribution of the stochastic variable 9 j, with standard error A e L Is no longer normal.

G.2.1.2 Conseauence Reduction Factors with Assumed Loonormal Distribution

For quantities with large error Intervals such as Supercomponent 8, the assumption of a
lognormal distribution Is a convenient choice. Given the geometric mean rJ,,. and a geometric
standard deviation a. (r 1 Cx), and taking the logarithm of the lognormally distributed argument
will result In a normally distributed quantity

Fjx log, (r) e (G.2.3)
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with a standard deviation of

^ Olwa log10 a (rjx) (G.2.4)

G.2.2 Calculation of Multiattribute Utility Indices

G.2.2.1 Societal Valuations

The elicitation of the societal weights for various components of the total risk relative to each
other is based on premises that are somewhat unusual as compared to those usually elicited in
a Multi-Attnbute Utility Theory:

* It Is not the actual components that are being valuated, but reductions and Increases
In those components.

* Only relatively small Increases and decreases (for the small risks discussed here
increases and decreases by a factor of two) are being considered.

* It is recognized that for the small size of these risks, the rough order of magnitude of
the risk Influences the valuation of a risk reduction or risk enhancement.

The first condition arises from the fact that at issue is a risk comparison, i.e., a risk reduction or
a risk augmentation. The second is based on the fact that the law of diminishing marginal utility
of economics is applied here to risk comparison. It is taken into account by using the logarithm
of a particular risk reduction factor as the utility for that component. It is shown in Attachment B
that, in risk assessment, the law of diminishing marginal utility descnbes the fact that a unit
increase in risk reduction is most valuable for a risk reduction of one, less valuable for a risk
reduction of 10 and even less for 100, and so on. The third condition accounts for the fact that
a risk reduction of 2 is most valuable for a risk of immediate concern, say for 10 2 < p < 1, much
less so for a risk of lesser concern with a value of 10'3 to 104, and almost irrelevant for a risk
smaller than IO 6.

The societal valuations or weights needed here, are a measure of the preference for one risk
reduction over another by the same factor. Thus, these relative weights have little or nothing to
do with the dollar value of a human life. This valuation is squeezed rather tightly Into a very
narrowly scoped question to every person participating In the valuation procedure:

*How do I rate an Increase or decrease by a factor of two In one component (say
occupational fatalities) relative to the same change in another component (say cancer
deaths In 10 years)?"

AUL~vATFk= 1I355 Appendx I, Attachment G
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As mentioned above, the absolute magnitude of the components being compared Is clearly of
some import. A pair-wise comparison, however, should not be influenced by the magnitude of
any other component.

In the time schedule of this work, It was not possible to acquaint the necessary number of experts
with this new valuation procedure. A more technical viewpoint, represented by one person in the
role of a decision maker, but supported by the views of several others, will be presented here.

The considerations that enter the relative weighting of the first four supercomponents is discussed
In the main text of this appendix In Section 5.1.1. Consideration of the value of a consequence
reduction or augmentation, given the magnitude of the baseline risk, led to the absolute weights
10, 7, 5, and 4 given in Table G.2-1. The absolute weights of the occupational and public
cancers relative to all other components are 1 and 3, respectively, taking Into account their small
size and the fact that for occupational cancers the latency adds 5 to 20 years of useful life after
exposure. The last two components finally are set at 0.1 and 0.2, taking into account that In
5,000 years cancer is not likely to be a problem but that these exposures may be indicative of
an environmental problem caused by our generation. In order to forestall this, the weights are
assumed to be much higher than cancer itself would justify. The resulting societal weights, with
a sum normalized to 1, are given In Table G.2-1.

The weights given In Table G.2-1 are based on the opinions of three leading experts In risk
assessment and management and three more technically oriented persons. The final selection,
however, was made by one person (the project leader) in the role of decision maker. The weights
are based on the input received from the six advisors but reflect his own informed valuations.

G.2.2.2 General Considerations

The Multi-Attribute Utility Index, the basic quantity for the risk comparison used here, is given by

a
Ukk - i YJ ex (G.2.5)

J.1

with the normalized weights defined in the previous section

S Y - 1 . (G.2.6)

The standard error of the index is

(, U. )2 E (y, A9(X) 2
+ (e 1KAy) 2 * (G.2.7)

J.1
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TABLE G.2-1

SOCIETAL VALUATIONS AND WEIGHTS, y,

RISK ANNUAL ABSOLUTE NORMALIZED
SUPERCOMPONENT BASELINE RISK WEIGHTS WEIGHT yj

1 Transportation fatalities 0.2 10 0.33

2 Transportation Injuries 3 7 0.23

3 Occupational fatalities 0.002 5 0.17

4 Occupational Injuries 0.7 4 0.13

5 Occupational cancers 0.005 1 0.033

6 Public cancers 0.02 3 0.10

7 Late occupational cancers 3 104 0.1 0.003

8 Late public cancers . 7 * 10 0.2 0.007
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The single attribute utilities 0,,x are not normally distributed, except In those cases in which the
consequence reduction factors were lognormally distributed. However, with the eight super
components in a sum, application of the central limit theorem allows the statement that the
multlattribute utility indices should be approximately normally distributed.

The transformation back to linear space yields the two derived quantities of interest, the
consequence reduction Indices 9,, and their inverse quantities, the consequence augmentation
indices 'P,,. Due to the use of the Central Umit Theorem, the utility indices U ,, can be assumed
to be normally distributed, allowing the use of the Gaussian approximation for error propagation.
The resulting values of the consequence reduction indices 9 FAX are given in Table G.2-2.
Sometimes it Is more convenient to discuss the inverse indices, the consequence augmentation
indices dial given in Table 5-2 of the main text and the values are discussed in Section 5.2.1.

Using the definition of the consequence reduction index

eCX, IO1U- , (G.2.8)

and with U , being a normally distributed quantity, the risk reduction Index Is lognormally
distributed. As the errors are small, however, a normal distribution Is a sufficient approximation
with

AK). - In 10 *aU, . (G.2.9)
AK)

For the consequence augmentation index, the definition,

,,Kx - 10-u- (G.2.1 0)

results again in a narrow lognormal distribution, approximated by a normal distribution with a
standard error given by the same equation,

A". 1 * a U. - - (G.2.11)

If a more exact approximation is desired, the geometric standard deviation of the lognormal
distribution is given by

a (.%) ag(,.x) 1OA,, s (G.2.12)

with the mean values given by equations (G.2.8) and (G.2.1 0).
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TABLE G.2-2

CONSEQUENCE REDUCTION INDICES FOR 16 TREATMENT/LOCATION OPTIONS

QUANTITY VALUE f STANDARD ERROR COMMENTS/REFERENCES

eI, 0.7121 0.010
e 1 2 0.663± 0.019
ens 130.710±0.025
e 4 0.728 ± 0.026

e 2 1 0.700 ± 0.010
e 2 0.632 ± 0.017
e 2 0.671 ± 0.021
e 2 4 0.688 ± 0.022

e, 0.617 ± 0.008
e3 a 20.707 ± 0.046
ess 330.811±0.074
e 3 4 0.837 ± 0.078

e 4, 0.486 ± 0.006
e 4 2 0.779 ± 0.014
e 4 1.138 ± 0.033 Actual risk reductions
e 4 1.213 ± 0.038 Actual risk reductions
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The values for the consequence reduction indices in Table G.2-2 lie mostly below 1, indicating
Increases of the societally weighted geometric average over the eight risk reduction factors. Only
the last two treatment/location options show actual decreases in risk. Relative standard errors
range from 0 to 10 percent. The values for treatments 1 and 2 (Level II treatment) lie closely
together, often little more than a standard error apart Treatment 3 indices, except for location
option 1, decrease with location option A, beginning to approach the baseline risk. Treatment 4
indices go from the lowest value in the array to the highest (see also Figure 5.1).

G.3 CLASSES OF INDIFFERENCE AND RISK COMPARISON

G.3.1 Aroach To Establishing Indifference

For the case of strongly overlapping probability distributions, the criteria of Goodmann (see
Section B.4.3) can be used to determine whether two risk reduction or augmentation indices are
significantly different or not (Goodmann, 1986). Both criteria are based on comparing the main
bodies of two distributions rather than their tails. The first criterion is an information theoretical
measure called the divergence between two distributions. It is in essence proportional to the
absolute value of the difference between the two distributions [see Equation (B.4.5)]. The second
criterion determines for a given confidence level how much of the second distribution lies between
the confidence limits of the first one, and vice-versa. From these two numbers, the second
criterion is fashioned.

G.3.1.1 Use of the Criteria

Compare two distributions with the means defined as

.I ' Ocl^, (G.3.1)

12 = ' 

and with standard errors defined as

a, = (G.3.2)

(Y2 M X31a 

With the additional definitions

(G.3.3)
a, = max{a,, ,2 
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and

(G.3.4)
. - min{ 1 102}e

and

the test quantity

P ' p CF:. (G.3.5)

T I il - 2

0w

(G.3.6)

can be evaluated. For rejection of the hypothesis of different risks, Goodmann's confidence"
criterion derived from Equation (B.4.10) according to Goodmann (1986) Is

(G.3.7)
T Tc,(P.)

where

T, (p, e.) 2306 V c - 0.385 (p - 1 ) (G.3.8)

For acceptance of the hypothesis of different risks, on the other hand, Goodman's nformational
criterion, derived from Equation (B.4.6) can be applied

(G.3.9)
T> T(pD,)
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where

Tc(pDo) (p p-) (G.3.10)

with

(G.3.1 1)
Do - 5.318 o

The numerical constants are valid for a confidence level of C0a 0.9. For the calculations in this
paper, a significance level of et,, 0.05 is used.

In the region between the two criteria, I.e., for

(G.3.12)
TC, (p, a.) T T (p . Do).

the informational criterions rejects the hypothesis of different Indices, whereas the 'confidence'
criterion does not yet reject it. The assignment of indifference or difference is consequently
uncertain. In Figure G.3-1, this situation is shown on a plot of the critical curves, Equations
(G.3.8) and (G.3.10), in the (T,p) - plane. The two curves divide the plane into three domains:
one of different utility indices (D), one of indifferent utility indices (I), and one of questionable
status (). In the last case, a decision may be reached on the basis of the location of
questionable points in this plane relative to the limiting curves.

G.3.1.2 Dscussion of Results

The comparison of all pairs (ab) of the 16 indices Is best thought of in terms of a 16 by 16 matrix
with 256 elements. Of these, the 16 diagonal pairs (a,a) are irrelevant and all off-diagonal pairs
are symmetrical, (ab) - (b,a). These properties result in (256-16) / 2 . 120 independent pairs.
The analysis of all these comparisons yields information on the significance of differences
between indices. The results of the analysis in terms of the Goodmann criteria are given in Table
G.3-1 and Figure G.3-1, five pairs of Indices are indifferent, five are questionable and three lie
close enough outside the outer limit to be included due to possible residual systematic errors.
This s due to the fact that biases may change the (T,p)-combination sufficiently to include them
in the difference domain.

The same information is shown graphically in Figure G.3-2. Nine of the 120 combinations of
consequence reduction or augmentation indices overlap sufficlently to be shown here. Only one
combination clearly lies within the indifference domain and one within the domain of questionable
overlap. Three other points lie relatively close to the outer limiting curve. Both limiting curves
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TABLE G.3-1

DIFFERENCES AND INDIFFERENCES FOR UTILITY INDiCES

k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
K X 11 12 13 14 21 22 23 24 31 32 33 34 41 42 43 44

11 1
21 2
31 3
41 4

52 1
62 2
72 3
82 4

- D D D D D D D D D D D D D D
- -D D D D a D D D D DDD D D D
- - - C D D D D C D D D D D D
- - - -0D D D D D D D D D D D

- - - - - D D D D D D D D D D
----- 00000 D D D D D D D D 0 D
- - - - - - - C D 0 0 D 0 0 D D

. --. ---- 0 .0 D D D D D D D

9 3 1
10 3 2
11 3 3
12 3 4

- - - - - - D D D D D D D
- --- --- 00 D D D D D D
- - - - - - - - I D D D D
- - - -- -- -- D D D D

13 4 1
14 4 2
15 4 3

- - - - - - - - - - - D 0 D
- - - - - - - - - - - - 0 D
- - - - - - - ------ D

164 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I = Combination of significantly different indices.

D Combination of different Indices.

0 Combination of questionable status.

C Combination included due to proximity to limits.
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are functions of quantities defined in Attachment B, Section B.4.3, such as the confidence level
CO = 0.9, the significance level e, - 0.05, and the divergence limit D. given by Equation (G.3.1 1).
The selections made here are conventional but otherwise as arbitrary as all such choices. The
three points lying closest to the outer limit are Included, because changes in the limits could shift
the curves so as to engulf these points.

From these discussions, it is obvious that 115 of the 120 possible pairings are clearly different
from each other; only 2 show sufficient overlap to be considered Indifferent This Is shown clearly
in Figure 5-1. There, other groupings are evident, that can be used In the process of reaching
conclusions. It is Important at this juncture to realize that the errors quoted for the consequence
reduction or augmentation Indices are generally somewhat too small. As already discussed in
Section 3.1.3 of the Introduction, this situation arises both from incomplete nformation and from
the decision not to include the partial effects of systematic errors on the final result With this fact
in mind, the small differences between the indices of the Level II treatments are even less
significant, supporting an interpretation as a group.

G.4 ANALYSIS OF THE CONSEQUENCE REDUCTION INDICES

Risk comparisons are usually used in further evaluations of the alternatives being compared. In
the present case, the results of this comparison are part of the selection procedure of the
Engineered Alternatives for the treatment of wastes to be emplaced at the WIPP. In order to
arrive at an appropriate weighting In that process, a detailed analysis of the Influence of the
different supercomponents on the final values of the consequence reduction Indices Is needed.
It will serve as an additional input for the decision maker at the higher level. Indeed, it Is quite
likely that the interaction between the two decision makers will result in an iterative process of
reweighting at both levels until a consensus is reached. In the present study, this interaction was
discussed between the two decision makers, but could not be carried out due to the external
constraints of the work.

G.4.1 Contributions of Traditional and Radiological Effects

One of the major concerns about the WIPP is centered on the health effects due to the
radioactivity of the wastes. As an Inspection of the baseline risk numbers in Table G.2-1 shows,
the consequences in supercomponents 5 and 6 are among the smallest expected health effects
of the entire operation. Transportation fatalities and injuries, although well within acceptable
limits, are much larger. This is a direct consequence of the public and administrative concerns
over radiological effects and of the successful efforts by health physicists to keep these effects
at low levels.
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G.4.1.1 Consequence Reduction Indices Without Transportation Health Effects

Although Supercomponents 1 and 2 contain some radiological risk contributions, their Influence
was set to zero by the assumptions for Equations (G.1.5) and (G.1.9). The Influence of the
nonradiological transportation accidents can thus be studied easily by setting their absolute
weights In Table G.2-1 to zero. After renormalization, the relative weights listed In the second
column of Table G.4-1 are obtained.

An evaluation of the consequence augmentation Indices yields the values given In Figure G.4-1.
For Level II treatments, the consequences decrease with increasing decentralization of the
treatment from indices around 2 down to Indices near 1.4. For Level IlIl treatments the Indices
for Location Option 1 (WIPP) Increase to values near 3 for Treatment Option 3 and near 5 for
Treatment Option 4. Here too, the Indices decrease with decentralization, but only to values near
2 and near 3 for Treatment Options 3 and 4, respectively. The shading of the cells Indicates
these values, with the lightest shade for the largest increases In the Index, I.e., for group 1 with
values between 4 and 5, the next darker shade for the group of values near 3, even darker for
group 3 with values near 2, and darkest for the lowest consequence augmentation Indices near
1.A.

This pattern reflects the increase of the now dominant occupational accident risk with more
complex treatment. All treatment/location options show an Increase In consequences due to the
treatment activities. This trend Is overlaid with a decrease In accidental public cancer risk during
transportation. In evaluating these data, two facts should be bome in mind: (1) an inspection of
the remaining baseline risks In Table G.2-1 shows them to be small and (2) the increases In
consequences Indicated by the augmentation Indices in Figure G.4-1 are not linearly related to
these baseline risks. Thus, it would be absolutely false to state that the remaining baseline risks
are higher by a factor equal to the consequence augmentation Index.

G.4.1.2 Conseauence Reduction Indices Without Occupational Health Effects

Supercomponent 4 also has a contribution of a chemical noncancer health risk, whereas
supercomponent 3 Is a pure consequence of occupational accidents. The chemical health risks
are exceedingly small, however, and that contribution was set to zero In Equation (G.1.19). Thus
setting the absolute weights of supercomponents 3 and 4 to zero (Table G.2-1) results In the
relative weights given In column 3 of Table G.4-1, and shows the consequence reduction indices
with the Influence of conventional occupational accidents removed.

The consequence reduction Indices e,,. are mostly larger than 1, so they are listed In Figure
G.4-2. For Level 11 treatments, the values of the Indices cluster closely around unity, showing that
it Is the occupational risk components that are responsible for the Increase In the index for all
Level 11 treatments In the fully weighted case. The group of treatment/location options with
consequence reduction Indices around 1 Is shown with the lightest shading of the cells. For Level
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TABLE 0.4-1

CONTRIBUTIONS OF TRADITIONAL AND RADIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

NORMALIZED WEIGHTS A

NO NO NO TRAFFIC OR
RISK TRAFFIC OCCUPATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL

SUPERCOMPONENT ACCIDENTS ACCIDENTS ACCIDENTS

1 Transportation fatalities 0 0.47 0

2 Transportation InJuries 0 0.33 0

3 Occupational fatalities 0.38 0 0

4 Occupational injuries 0.30 0 0
5 Occupational cancers 0.075 0.047 0.23

6 Public cancers 0.23 0.14 0.70

7 Late occupational cancers 0.0075 0.0047 .0.023

8 Late public cancers 0.015 0.0094 0.047

11�
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IlI treatments, the reduction Indices Increase to values near 1.3 to 1.6 (group 2 shading) for
Treatment Option 3 carried out In decentralized facilities, and values of 2 (group 3 shading) up
to Indices near 4 (group 4 with darkest shading) for Treatment Option 4 and treatment near the
originators of the waste. This demonstrates the influence of the transportation risk components
In the location dependence of Level III treatments In the fully weighted case.

G.4.1.3 Indices Without Transportation or Occupational Health Effects

For the last sensitivity study, both the transportation and the occupational accident risks are
weighted with zero. This will remove the Influence of the largest baseline risk components and
will show the Influence of the radiological risk contributions with a small addition for the risks due
to the exposure to chemical agents. Using the relative weights given in the last column of Table
G.4-1. the consequence reduction Indices calculated are all larger than 1, Indicating a uniform
reduction In consequences (Figure G.4-3). This can be understood from the fact that all direct
external radiation doses are essentially Independent of treatment because they depend on the
total activity transported and handled per year. This quantity is assumed to be constant in this
study [see Equation (E.1.5)1.

The consequence reduction here Is thus almost exclusively due to transportation and handling
accidents, which are responsible for relatively small contributions to the baseline risks for
supercomponents 5 and 6 In Table G.2-1. This results In large relative decreases for all baseline
risks for almost any form of treatment, leading to the nearly treatment-independent consequence
reduction indices In Figure G.4-3. The lightest patterns are reserved for cells with Indices around
1.35, the group 2 pattern for values around 2.4, the darker group 3 pattern for Indices around 5,
and the darkest pattern for the highest reduction Indices near 6. It should be noted in this context
that the accidents contributing to these indices all had to be weighted with equal weights because
their baseline risks are not available. A considerable amount of bias may, therefore, be expected.
The general location trend Is too strong, however, and Is probably Independent of this bias.

G.4.2 Contribution of Each Suoercomponent to the Final Indices

G.4.2.1 Contribution of Each Component to All Indices

The factors defined In Equation (B.3.22) will be given In the 4 x 4 matrices used before for the
display of values for the 16 treatment/location options even though the treatment or location
dependence does not exist In some cases and is too small to matter in others.

G.4.2.1.1 Supercomoonent 1: Fatal Transportation Accidents

By definition, these factors K , are equal to 1 for treatment at the WIPP, after all the
transportation is done (Figure G.4-4). For Level II treatments, consequence increases of around
10 percent are effected, due to the volume Increase in the treated wastes, resulting in an
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increased number of transports. For Level III treatments, relative contributions to the
consequence reduction Indices of a few percent occur for Treatment Option 3, and more
substantial relative increases of 20 to 50 percent for option 4. Both Level IlIl treatments show a
distinct trend to higher factors for decentralized treatment facilities.

G.4.2.1.2 Supercomponent 2: Iniuries in Transportation Accidents

By definition, these factors are also equal to 1 for treatment at the WIPP; again because all the
transportation is already done. The corresponding factors (D2i, are shown in Figure G.4-5. The
situation is essentially the same as that for the factors (D , ., but with smaller deviations from 1.
For Level II treatments, this component contributes increases of up to 10 percent, again due to
the volume Increase In the treated wastes and an Increase In the number of transports needed.
For Level IlIl treatments, contributions of 2 to 4 percent are found for Treatment Option 3, and
more substantial relative increases of 20 to 30 percent for Treatment Option 4. Again, both show
a trend to higher factors for decentralized treatment facilities.

G.4.2.1.3 Supercomponent 3: Fatalities Due to Occupational Accidents

The factors 4D 3 K x for the contribution of the occupational fatalities are listed in Figure G.4-6.
Here, due to the assumption of a modular treatment plant, the factors do not depend on location.
For Level II treatments, the factors practically all the same, decreasing the Index by about 20
percent. For Treatment Option 3, the decrease amounts to about 25 percent, for Treatment
Option 4, to about 35 percent. This is the expression of the higher contribution of occupational
fatalities for more complex treatments to the index.

G.4.2.1 .4 Supercomoonent 4: niuries Due to Occupational Accidents

The factors 0 4 xx for the contribution of the occupational injuries are shown in Figure G.4-7.
Again, due to the assumption of a modular treatment plant, the factors do not depend on location,
but generally deviate less from I than the corresponding factors for the third supercomponent.
For Level 11 treatments, the factors practically all decrease the ndex by about 16 percent. For
Treatment Option 3, the decrease amounts to about 20 percent, and for Treatment Option 4 to
nearly 30 percent. Again, this can be interpreted as the expression of the higher contribution of
occupational injuries for more complex treatments to the index.

G.4.2.1.5 Supercomponent 5: Cancer Cases Due to Occupational Exposures

The factors (Ds Ill for the contribution of the occupational cancer fatalities are listed In Figure
G.4-8. These factors all deviate only by a few percent from 1, contributing little to the index. This
Is largely due to the fact that the occupational cancer risk is almost exclusively due to routine
exposures which are independent of treatment, contributing nothing to the consequence reduction.
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G.4.2.1.6 Supercomoonent 6: Cancer Cases Due to Public Exposures

The factors UPS l for the contribution of the public cancer fatalities are shown In Figure G.4-9.
These factors display a minute dependence on treatment, and practically depend on location only.
The deviations from 1 are substantial, ranging from Increases of about 1 to 25 percent. These
contributions to the Index are largely due to the fact that the public cancer risk is almost
exclusively due to accidental exposures which are, apart from the fact of treatment, almost
Independent of the method of treatment.

G.4.2.1.7 Supercomponent 7: Occupational Cancer Cases Due to Post-Closure Exposures

The factors 07 for the contribution of late occupational cancer fatalities due to human intrusion
scenarios are listed In Figure G.4-10. These factors deviate only a fraction of a percent from 1,
show as expected no location dependence and only a minute dependence on treatment. These
tiny contributions to the Index are largely due to the fact that the baseline cancer risk Is
exceedingly small and thus rank very low in societal valuation.

G.4.2.1.8 Suoercomoonent 8: Public Cancer Cases Due to Post-Closure Exposures

The factors D, , for the contribution of late occurring public cancer fatalities due to human
Intrusion scenarios are listed In Figure G.4-1 1. These factors also deviate only a few percent
from 1, show as expected no location dependence and only a weak dependence on treatment.
Again, the small size of the contributions to the index are largely due to the fact that the baseline
cancer risk Is very small and thus ranks low In societal valuation.

G.4.2.2 Contributions of All Components to Some Indices

Another way to analyze the contributions CD ,,, to each consequence reduction Index is to list all
eight factors together as In Table G.4-2 for Level 11 treatments and G.4-3 for Level IlIl treatments.
The small variation In the Indices e ¢.. is explained by the fact that most supercomponents do not
change with treatment/location options. Only supercomponent 6 shows a moderate Increase with
location, offset by smaller changes In supercomponents 1 and 2. The overall values of the
Indices are determined by the small values of the factors for supercomponents 1 to 4. For Level
Ill treatments, however, only supercomponents 3 and 4 yield constant, values below 1.
Components 1, 2, and 6 are all Increasing considerably with more decentralized treatment while
components 5, 7, and 8 are constant, hovering near 1. The driving force In the increase are,
therefore, components 1, 2, and 6 for traffic accidents and public cancers, which overcome the
low values from the occupational effects and lead to actual consequence reductions.
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FACTORS @,.,, FOR THE CONTRIBUTION OF SUPERCOMPONENT j TO THE
CONSEQUENCE REDUCTION INDEX 0 OF LEVEL W TREATMENTS
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G.4.3 Discussion of the Analysis

The analysis given here reveals the dominant contributions to the consequence reduction factors
of the 16 treatment/location options discussed In this study. The main driving force derives from
the valuations society puts on the different sources of health effects. It should not come as a
surprise that radiological health effects are among the smaller contributions to the total
consequences of the entire WIPP operation. After all, there Is a type of health and safety
professional, the health physicist, whose sole job It Is to keep any radiological risks small.
Indeed, the entire WIPP effort is dedicated to the purpose of disposing TRU wastes under these
conditions. Thus It Is only one supercomponent, the public cancer risk In component 6, that
influences the consequence reduction Indices In an appreciable way. Even that refers to a small,
acceptable annual baseline risk (Table G.2-1).

Less weight is given by society to keep non-radiation occupational accidents low, even though
occupational health and safety professionals do a creditable job In many industries. However,
less time and effort Is expended to lower these risks. This leads to the location-Independent
factors for components 3 and 4 which are lower than 1 and signal progressively Increasing
consequences with more complex treatment activities.

The dominant Influence in the location-dependence of the consequence reduction Indices are the
traffic accidents in components 1 and 2. They reflect the almost cavalier attitude that our society
takes toward the prevention of traffic accidents, with little time and effort expended to curb the
number of fatalities on our roads. It, therefore, comes as no surprise that the largest
consequences In fatalities and Injuries due to the operation of the WIPP are also deemed
acceptable (Table G.2-1).
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1.0 METHODOLOGY FOR COST ESTIMATION OF WASTE TREATMENT FACILITIES

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The Intent of Appendix J Is to provide supporting calculations for cost estimates associated with
the waste treatment which Is discussed In Section 6.3.4 of Volume I of this report. Specifically,
Appendix J presents cost estimation calculations for.

* Capital costs for waste treatment facilities
* Annual operating costs for waste treatment facilities
* Ufe cycle costs
* Transportation costs (Section 2.0).

1.2 GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS FOR COST ESTIMATION OF FACILITIES

The EATF cost estimation methodology relies on published reports for treatment operation costs.
As noted In Section 6.3.4 of Volume I, the scope of EATF work does not permit bottom-up* cost
estimation. If treatment becomes necessary, detailed costs may be estimated for required
facilities. Assumptions associated with EATF cost estimates Include:

* Treatment operation costs may be scaled and combined with a modified version of
the "point six rule' (Baasel, 1990).

* Treatment operation costs may be factored to a common basis year of 1990.

* Ufe cycle operations costs are calculated based on a cost escalation factor of
3.4 percent (Smedley, 1991) and a discount factor of 10 percent (Bozik, 1991), both
on an annual basis.

* Ufe cycle costs are based on an assumption of waste treatment operations
beginning In the year 2000.

* Annual operations costs (labor and materials) may be estimated as a percentage
of capital cost (Ross et al., 1982; McKee et al., 1986).

* Batch treatment facilities of a certain minimum size are necessary at sites with small
quantities of waste.

* Continuous operation Is defined as 24 hours per day, 240 days per year. The
remainder of time Is used for routine maintenance and periodic down-time.

\<S AL41MP511AT.1001?A17AJ J1 Append J
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* Batch operation Is defined as 8 hours per day, 240 days per year minimum and will
vary up to the definition of continuous operation.

1.3 COST ESTiMATION FOR WASTE TREATMENT FAC[UTY

1.3.1 Capital Cost Estimation Procedure

Capital cost estimation for waste treatment consists of the following steps:

* Define treatment need by geneic waste form (solid organics, solid norganics,
sludges) (Section 1.3.1.1).

* Define treatment operations necessary to meet treatment need. In other words,
define the sequence of operations necessary to generate a specified waste form
(Section 1.3.1.2).

* Define facility capacity; this Is a function of the number of facilities and work-off
period (Section 1.3.1.3).

* Calculate capital cost (Section 1.3.1.4).

1.3.1.1 Treatment Need

The various treatment alternatives considered by the EATF are provided In Table 1-2 In Volume I
of this report The combination alternatives defined In Table 1-2 form the basis for determination
of the effectiveness and feasibility of engineered alternatives.

1.3.1.2 Treatment Operations

The Intent of this section Is to define the treatment operations necessary for the combination
altematives of Table 1-2. Priorto defining the sequence of treatment operations required for each
waste type and combination altemative, Input data specified In Table J-1 presents all the
treatment operations used In the fourteen combination alternatives, cost (in a reference year), and
cost In 1990 dollars. Cost In 1990 dollars Is computed using consumer price Indices as follows:

c°stl9m -0 CP1W Cont.

where:
CPIr9 = Consumer Price Index for 1990
CPI , Consumer Price Index for a reference year, and
Cost,, Cost of treatment operation In reference year.
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TABLE J-1

TREATMENT OPERATiON CAPITAL COST ESTiMATES

Treatment
Operation

Cost
(millions)

Basis
Capaci

Basic Facility

Cementation

Incineration

Metal Decon.

Metal Melting

Shredding

Supercompaction

Vitrification

$46.0

$14.7

$17.6

$19.0

$23.0

$4.0

$6.0

$16.1

18,000 drums/yr

367 lb/hr

100 b/hr

81 bfhr

220 lb/hr

3750 lb/hr

3145 b/hr

100 lblhr

Basis Reference
Year for Basis

1989 Kaiser, 1989

1981 PNL, 1982("

1984 PNL, 1986M

1984 PNL, 1986°

1984 PNL, 1986M

1984 PNL, 1986M

1990 Barthel, 1990

1981 PNL, 1982(4

Basism
CPI

345.2

297.0

322.7

322.7

322.7

322.7

366.9

297.0

1990M
(millions)

$47.6

$18.0

$20.0

$21.6

$26.0

$4.5

$6.0

$20.0

° Capital costs estimated from references on the basis of applicable equipment

r Cost Price Index (CPI) obtained from Baasel (1990) for Chemical Engineering
Plant Cost Indices.

1990 CPI assumed to be 366.9

4 Same reference as Ross et al. (1982)

(6) Same reference as McKee et al. (1986)
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These base costs are used to estimate capital cost of facilities as described In Section 1.3.1.4.

Table J-2 Illustrates how each of the fourteen combination alternatives can actually consist of
more than one treatment operation for each generic waste forn. This list of treatment operations
must be scaled and then cost Is estimated based on number of facilities and work-off period. The
sum of costs for treatment operations and support facilities (described In Section 6.3, Volume I)
represents the rough cost presented In Tables 6-8a, b, and c.

1.3.1.3 Waste Treatment Facility Capacity

Table J-3 presents total waste (sum of retrievably stored and newly generated waste) by waste
type In retrievable storage andlor newly generated at each DOE site. The Information In
Table J-3 is adapted from DOE (1988b). The values In this table Indicate the percent of all waste
destined for the WIPP.

Table J-4 builds on the nformation In Table J-3 by frst Identifying the EATF choices for waste
treatment locations for one through seven facilities. It should be noted that other choices can
easily be made. The choices made by the EATF place emphasis on selecting sites based on the
amount of waste In retrievable storage In addition to the newly generated waste rate at the sites.
The WIPP Is an EATF choice for waste treatment facility for logistical reasons: current
transportation planning can still be used and no further transportation will be required for waste
potentially treated at the WIPP.

The second choice presented In Table J-4 nvolves transportation. The decision of where waste
will be shipped for treatment Is based on selecting treatment locations In close proximity to waste
storage/generators In order to minimize transportation requirements. It should be noted that
system capacity Is constant. Thus, whether one or multiple faciiies are used, processing
capacity is always 13,640 cubic meters of waste per year, assuming the work-off period is
ten years for treating all waste. The capacity may be adjusted according to the work-off period.

1.3.1.4 Capital Cost Calculation

The Information In Tables J-1 through J-4 provide all Input parameters necessary for estimation
of capital costs. These Input parameters are:

* Treatment operation costs and capacity scaled to 1990 dollars

* Capacity required for a given number of facilities

* Sequence of treatment operations required for each waste form for all combination
alternatives.
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TABLE J-2

TREATMENT OPERATIONS REQUIRED TO PRODUCE FINAL WASTE FORM

Cornbination"')
Alternative

Unprocessed
Waste Form

Sequence of
Treatment Operations

Final
Waste Form

1

2,3

4,5

6,7

Solid Organics
Solid Inorganics
Sludges

Solid Organics
Solid InorganIcs
Sludges

Solid Organics
Solid Inorganics
Sludges

Solid Organics
Solid Inorganics
Sludges

Solid Organics
Solid Inorganics
Sludges

Solid Organics
Solid Inorganics
Sludges

Solid Organics
Solid Inorganics
Sludges

Shred-+Cement
Shred-Cement
NA

Shred--Cement
Shred-+Cement
Cement

Shred-lncinerate-+Cement
Shred-ncnerate-+Cement
Cement

Shred-lndnerate-Vitfy
Shred-glncnerate-+Meftm
V*

Shred-lnnerate-4tily
Shred-lncnerate+MetrVW
Vitrfy

NA
Decontaminate-+Cement
NA

Supercornpacted
Supercornpacted
NA

Cement Monolith
Cement Monolith
Unprocessed

Cement Monolith
Cement Monolith
Cement Monolith

Cement Monolith
Cement Monolith
Cement Monolith

Glass Monolith
Metal Ingot
Glass Monolith

Glass Monolith
Glass Monolith
Glass Monolith

Unprocessed
Cement Monolith
Unprocessed

Compacted
Compacted
Unprocessed

8,9,13

10

11,12,14

(') See Table 1-2 In Volume I for complete description of Alternatives.

0 Metals are melted Into TRU waste Ingots.

M Metals are melted with glass/glass it; radionuclides partition Into slag, and metals are eliminated from
the WIPP nventory.
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TABLE J.3

TOTAL CH-TRU WASTE STORED/GENERATEDV

DOE-Site

ANL-E

INEL

LANI

ILNL

Mound

NTS

ORNL

Hanford

RFP

SRS

TOTALS

Solid
Organics

()

31

14859

4407

2367

60

353

927

8736

17017

14297

63054

Solid
Inorganics

(m)

19

12990

6724

433

120

254

603

11591

9828

4098

46660

Sludges
(m)

44

9672

4403

87

1017

12

15

1217

9550

667

26684

Site Total
(m)

94

37521

15534

2887

1197

619

1545

21544

36395

19062

136398

Total
Inventory

(Ye)

0.07

27.51

11.39

2.12

0.88

0.45

1.13

15.79

26.68

13.98

100.00

') Values adapted from DOE, 1988b
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TABLE J-4

TEN-YEAR WORK-OFF CAPACMES FOR EATF WASTE TREATMENT FACILITIES

Roquired Capacity (10-Year Work-off)

Number Assumed Assumed Solid Solid
of Treatment Feed Organics Inorganics Sludges Total Total

Facilities Location Locations (lbsafr) (lbs/br) (lbs/br) (lbslhr) (drums/yr)

1 WIPP All Sites 559 1212 831 2601 60892

2 INEL Hanford, 489 1017 697 2183 61088
INEL, LANL,
LLNL, NTS,
RFP

SRS ANL-E, 90 195 134 419 9804
Mound,
ORNL, SRS

659 1212 831 2601 60892

3 INEL Hanford, 242 625 360 1126 26366
INEL

RFP RFP 149 324 222 695 16258
WIPP All oter 168 363 249 780 18268

Sites

559 1212 831 2601 60892

4 INEL INEL, LANL, 232 503 345 1080 25270
LLNL, NTS

RFP RFP 149 324 222 695 16258
SRS ANL-E, 89 194 133 416 9743

Mound,
ORNL. SRS

Hanford Hanford 88 191 131 410 9621

559 1212 831 2601 60892

5 INEL INEL 154 333 229 716 16745
RFP RFP 149 324 222 695 16258
SRS ANL-E, 89 194 133 416 9743

Mound,
ORNL, SRS

Hanford Hanford 88 191 131 411 9621
WIPP LANL, 78 170 116 364 8525

LLNL NTS
559 1212 831 2601 60892
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TABLE J4, ConUnued

TENYEAR WORK-OFF CAPACMES FOR EATP WASTE TREATMENT FACILITIES

Required Capacity (10-Year Work-oft)

Number
of

Facilities

Assumed
Treatment
Locaton

Assumed
Feed

Locatons

Solid
Organics
(Ibs/hr)

Solid
Inorganics

(Ibs/h4
Sludges
(Ibs/hr)

Total Total
(lbsat) (drumslyr)

8 INEL INEL 154 133 229 715 16745
RFP RFP 149 324 222 695 16258
SRS ORNL SRS 84 183 125 393 9195

Hanford Hanford 88 191 131 411 9621
LANL LANL 64 138 95 297 6942
WIPP ANL-E 20 42 29 91 2131

LNL.
Mound, NTS

559 1212 831 2601 60892

7 INEL INB. 154 333 229 715 16745
RFP RFP 149 324 222 695 16258
SRS SRS 78 170 116 384 8525

Hanford Hanford 88 191 131 411 9821
LANL LANL 64 138 95 297 6942
ORNL ORNL a 13 9 29 670
WIPP ANL-E 20 42 29 91 2131

LLNL.
Mound, NTS

559 1212 831 2601 60892
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The following general expression Is used to determine cost, first on a facility basis, and then on
a system basis (sum of all facility costs):

Caffa Cost~ ' [C, ( " J] (J.1-Z

where:

Ca = Cost In 1990 dollars of Input treatment operation, Table J-1,
q, = Capacity of reference Input treatment operation, Table J-1,
01,. - Capacity as a function of total waste, for each treatment operation , given

number of facilities j, and generic waste form k,
= Quantity of secondary waste generated, e.g., ncinerator ash which must

be vitrified,
m = 0.88. [It should be noted that Equation J.1 -2 In its most basic form Is

referred to as the point six rule, with point six indicating m = 0.6. The
EATF chose a more conservative approach by using m = 0.88 (Baasel,
1990), which predicts higher costs than m = 0.6.1

Equation J.1-2 may be applied to any choice of combination altenative, work-off period, and
number of facilities. This expression Is easily amenable to application In spreadsheet form.

Table J-5 presents a sample calculation using:

* 1990 treatment operation cost, C, and base capacity, q, from Table J-1

* Necessary treatment operations (for each unprocessed waste form) from Table J-2

* Waste treatment capacity by waste form for a ten-year work-off period, developed
from Table J-3 and presented In Table J-4.

While the applications of costing equations are presented for a particular case of ten-yearwork-off
and Combination Alternatives 2 and 3, minor modifications allow application to all different cases.
The data presented In Tables 6-a. b, and c In Volume I of this report were similarly generated.
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TABLE J-5

CAPITAL COST SAMPLE CALCULATIONS:
TEN-YEAR WORK-OFF OPTION

ALTERNATIVES 2 3

&
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NOTE: Equation J.1-2 must be used with caution for small capacity facilities. There is
potential for predicting unreasonably low costs. The EATF defined a minimum-size
facility for all combination atiternatives. This minimum cost Is compared to all
calculated values. If minimum cost Is greater than a facility cost predicted by
Equation J.1 -2, the minimum facility cost Is substituted and becomes part of total
capital cost for the particular option.

1.3.2 OeratinQ Costs

1.3.2.1 Costs for Continuous Operation Facilities

Operating costs are estimated based on literature (Ross et al., 1982; McKee et al., 1986) which
report operating costs as a function of capital costs. On this basis, the EATF estimates operating
costs as 12 percent of capital costs, which represents continuous operation of 24 hours per day
and 240 days per year.

1.3.2.2 Batch Facility Oeratinq Costs

As noted In Section 1.3.1.4, care must be taken in estimating cost for small facilities. The same
can be said for operating costs of small facifities. In practice, small facilities are operated In batch
mode Instead of continuous operation. Operating costs for batch facilities are assumed to be a
minimum of four percent (1/3 of continuous operation) of capital, which represents a one-shift
(eight hours per day) operation for 240 days per year. A sliding scale was developed to account
for facilities which may operate between a single shift and 24 hours per day. It should be noted
that for the treatment options considered, few facilities required batch operations.

1.3.3 fe Cycle Costs

1.3.3.1 Ufe Cycle Operatino Costs

Operating costs may be computed on a life cycle basis. Application of appropriate factors allows
computation of costs on a common basis of 1990 dollars. A number of assumptions are
necessary for calculation of life cycle operating costs:

* EATF assumes waste processing begins In 2000 and continues for.the duration of
the work-off period.

* 1990 costs may be escalated at an average rate of 3.4 percent. This figure Is
adapted from DOE cost estimation literature (Smedley, 1991).

* Future costs may be discounted to a common basis of 1990 dollars using a discount
factor of ten percent (Bozik, 1991).
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1.3.3.2 Ufe Cycle Operating Cost Estimation

Ufe cycle operation cost estimation Is a four-step process, as outlined below:

* 1990 annual operating cost Is escalated to year 2000 cost

* A future value of an annuity (for operating cost) Is calculated based on the length
of the work-off period

* A gradient term Is computed to account for the fact that costs rise by 3.4 percent
each year. The gradient factor Is approximated by annual operating costs In the last
year of the work-off period less annual operating cost In the first year (year 2000).
This amount Is divided by the work-off period n, as illustrated In Equation J.1-3.

* The sum of the annuity and gradient terms are then discounted back to 1990
dollars.

The expression used by the EATF to estimate life cycle operating cost Is presented below.

LCOC -AOCoo x ( +1)1 I- x[( 9 

r ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(J.1-3)
G ( + y I n x I )>l 

where

LCOC =Ufe cycle operating cost
AOCm =Annual operating cost in 1990 dollars (see Tables 6-8a, b, and c of

Volume I)
i =Escalation factor, 3.4 percent
n -Work-off period: 5, 10, or 20 years
k =Dlscount factor, 10 percent
G =An approximation of a gradient computed as follows:

(AOC - AOCw)
n

and
AOC. , AOC (1 + I)("+' operating cost at the end of work-off
AOC2= - AOC990 (1 + )' operating cost In the year 2000
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Table J-6 presents fife cycle operation cost estimates for combination alternatives 2 and 3, based
on a ten-year work-oft perlod (n = 10), and for one through seven facilities.

1.3.3.3 Total Prolect Cost

The final calculation Is a summation of capital costs described In Section 1.3.1 A and ife cycle
costs developed In Section 1.3.3.2. This calculation Is possible because capital cost and life cycle
operating costs are both In 1990 dollars.

1M. S1fA7P.1h1fi?17nApP J-13 rApdx J
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TABLE J-6

UFECYCLE OPERATING COST ESTIMATES1

ANNUAL
OPERATING COST,
(IN MILLIONS)2

NUMBER OF
FACIUTIES
OPTION

LiFE CYCLE
OPERATING COST
(IN MILLIONS)

1

2

3

4

5

a

7

29

31

33

34

35

35

36

82

87

93

96

99

100

102

1Computed by applying Equation J.1 -3, ten-year work-off perlod.

2Annual operating costs from Table 6-6b for combination alternatives 2 and 3.

SAs an example, substittng into Equation J.1 -3:

LCOC - C29) x (1 + 0.034)10 x [(1 + 0.034) - 1 x . 0.10)(l] +

[29 (1 + 0.034)(1o `3 - 29 (1 + 0034)1 ] [

[+0.034 1- 1O e 0 I0s 
0.034 -Jl + 0.101°0

Note: Due to mund-off of AOC for example purposes, slightly higher values for LCOC will be
produced by hand calculation.
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2.0 METHODOLOGY FOR ESTiMATION OF TRANSPORTATION COSTS

2.1 INTRODUCTiON

The estimation of costs for transporting waste to the WIPP Is based on the following general
assumptions:

* TRUPACT4I trailers that originate from a particular shipping site will return to the
same shipping site after unloading waste at the processing site.

* TRUPACT-1 trailers used for transporting waste from the processing site to the
WIPP will return empty to the processing site after unloading treated waste at the
WIPP.

In case of options where WIPP tself Is selected as the processing site, It Is assumed that the
TRUPACT-I1 trailers load waste at the shipping site, transport the waste to the WIPP and unload
It there for subsequent treatment, and then return empty to the shipping sites.

Based on the above assumptions, the cost for transportation of waste from the sites to the WIPP
consists of the following components:

* Cost of loading TRUPACT-i trailers with untreated waste at the shipping site

* Cost of bucking waste from the shipping site to the waste treatment facility at the
processing site, and the cost of trucking empty TRUPACT-I1 trailers back to the
shipping site

* Cost of unloading untreated waste from the TRUPACT-I trailers at the processing
site

* Cost of loading TRUPACT-l trailers with treated waste afterprocessing at the waste
treatment facility

* Cost of ucking treated waste from the processing site to the WIPP site and the
cost of trucking empty TRUPACT-I trailers back to the processing site

* Cost of unloading treated waste from the TRUPACT-I1 trailers at the WIPP site.

These costs are discussed In Sections 2.2 to 2.7, and a sample calculation Is presented later in
Section 2.8.
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2.2 COST OF LOADING AT THE SHIPPING SITE

The cost of loading untreated waste at the shipping sites has been based on Information about
operations cost obtained from Westinghouse Electric Corporation (Gregory, 1991). The
Information provided to the EATF Includes estimates of labor hours required for performing the
various operations associated with loading one trailer with three TRUPACT-Il containers of waste.
According to these estimates, it will take 12.8 labor hours per trip for loading waste Into a trailer
with three TRUPACT4i containers. Thus, the total cost for loading waste at the shipping sites is
estimated by the following equation:

Cost of loading , (Labor hours pertrip) X (# of trps required) X (Laborcost per hour)

= (12.8) X (# of trips required) X (Labor cost per hour)

The number of trips required fortransporting the amount of waste from each site, has been based
on the estimate that approximately 10 m3 of untreated waste Is equivalent to the payload for one
trailer (Batchelder, 1990). Based on this assumption, the total volume of waste at each site (from
Table 8-1 In Volume I) has been divided by 10 to estimate the number of trips required for each
site. Finally, a rate of $S50 an hour has been assumed for labor costs. Thus, the equation for
estimating the loading costs at the shipping sites Is then given by:

Cost of loading (12.8) X (Volume of waste In ms/i10) X (50 dollars)

Once the loading costs for each shipping site are calculated using the above equation, these
costs are then added together to arrive at a total loading cost for each option.

2.3 COST OF TRUCKING BETWEEN SHIPPING SITES AND PROCESSING SITES

As mentioned earlier, each TRUPACT-1 trailer that transports untreated waste from a particular
site to a given shipping site Is assumed to return to the same shipping site with empty
TRUPACT-1 containers. The trucking costs are based on the estimation that the cost for
transporting one TRUPACT-i trailer (i.e., three TRUPACT-il containers) through a distance of one
mile Is approximately $1.70 (Gregory, 1991). This quantity Is also referred to as a TRUPACT-l
mile." Thus, the tnucidng costs are given by the following equation:

Cost of tucidng between shipping and processing sites

- (Number of TRUPACT-I miles) X (Cost per TRUPACT4I mile)

* (# of trips) X (2 X distance between shipping and processing sites) X (1.70)

Appenc J J-t8 AApUptNdIJJA1A 1:EATIF.1 77Sp17p
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The distance between the shipping and the processing sites Is multiplied by two to account for
the round trip of a trailer between the two sites. The number of trips required can be estimated
using the same procedure that has been outlined earlier In Section 2.2. The total trucking costs
are estimated by adding together the cost for each combination of shipping and processing sites
considered for a given number of facilities.

2.4 COST OF UNLOADING AT THE PROCESSING SITE

The cost of unloading waste at the processing site has been based on similar estimates of
unloading waste at the WIPP site that have been obtained from Gregory (1991). According to
these estimates, It takes approximately 11.5 labor hours to unload waste from one TRUPACT-I1
trailer and to replace the empty TRUPACT-II containers on the trailer after the unloading process
has been completed. Therefore, the cost of unloading untreated waste at the processing site Is
given by the following equation:

Cost of unloading untreated waste at the processing site

* (# of trips) X (Labor hours per trip) X (Cost per labor hour)

. (#oftrips)X(11. X 0dollars)

The number of trips can be estimated using the methodology outlined earlier In Section 2.2. The
total unloading costs at the processing site are then obtained by adding the costs of unloading
waste from each shipping site.

2.5 COST OF LOADING TREATED WASTE AT THE PROCESSING SITE

The cost of loading treated waste can be estimated in a manner similar to the method outlined
earlier In Section 2.2. The only exception In this case is that some of the untreated waste will
undergo volume reduction due to the waste processing. Consequently, the volume of waste will
decrease after treatment, and so will the number of trips required to transport the treated waste
to the WIPP. Thus, the number of thips required need to be recalculated using the estimated
amount of waste after the volume reduction.

The number of trips required from the processing site to the WIPP site has been estimated using
the following methodology:

Estimation of the volume of waste after treatment, by dividing the untreated waste
volumes by the volume reduction factors that were discussed In Section 3.0 of
Volume I of this document. This has been done for all three waste forms (i.e.,
sludges, solid organics, and solid Inorganics).
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* EstimatIon of the weight of the processed waste by multiplying the volume of
processed waste by the density of processed waste for each option.

* Estimation of the number of trips required based on the Information that the
maximum allowable waste payload per TRUPACT-I trailer Is 13,595 lb. (Gregory,
1991).

Once the required number of trips has been estimated, the loading costs are estimated as follows:

Cost of loading treated waste at the processing site

(# of trips) X (Labor hours per trip) X (Cost per labor hour)

(# of trips) X (12.8) X (50 dollars)

The total cost for each option can then be obtained as the sum total of the loading costs for
processed waste from all shipping sites.

2.6 COST OF TRUCKING BETWEEN PROCESSING SITES AND THE WIPP SITE

The cost of trucking for carrying treated waste from the processing site to the WIPP site has been
calculated using the same methodology outlined earlier in Section 2.3. Therefore, once the
number of trips required has been calculated using the methodology described In the previous
section, the trucking costs are estimated by the following equation:

Cost of trucking between processing sites and the WIPP site

- (Number of TRUPACT-I miles) X (Cost per TRUPACT-I1 mile)

- (# of trips) X (2 X distance between processing sites and WIPP) X (1.70)

The distance between the sites Is multiplied by a factor of two to account for the round trip
required for bringing trailers with empty TRUPACT-I containers back to the processing site.

2.7 COST OF UNLOADING WASTE AT THE WIPP SITE

The cost of unloading waste at the WIPP site has been calculated using the same methodology
presented earlier in Section 2.4. Thus, the unloading costs are estimated by the following
equation:
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Cost of unloading waste at the WIPP site

(# of trips) X (Labor hours per trip) X (Cost per labor hour)

= (#oftrips)X(11.5 X 50 dollars)

The number of trips required from the processing site to the WIPP site Is obtained using the same
methodology outlined In Section 2.5. Once the unloading costs for waste from each processing
site have been calculated, these costs can be added to obtain an estimate for the total unloading
costs for each option.

2.8 SAMPLE CALCULATION FOR ESTiMATION OF TRANSPORTATION COSTS

The methodology for estimation of transportation costs Is Illustrated using the case of two
processing facilities from Table J-4 as an example. The following sample calculation uses the
example of Hanford as the shipping site and INEL as the processing site, followed by disposal
at the WIPP site. It Is also assumed that Alternative 2 (or 3) s the selected treatment option.

2.8.1 Cost of Loading Untreated Waste at the Hanford Site

The volume of waste at the Hanford site Is given In Table J-3 as follows:

Sludges 1217 ms
Sofd Organic 8736
Solid Inorganics 11591

21544mS

The cost of loading waste at Hanford Is then calculated by using the equation provided In
Section 2.2 as follows:

Cost of loading untreated waste at the Hanford site

* (12.8) X (Volume of waste In m5/10) X (50 dollars)

= $ 1,380,000

2.8.2 Cost of Truckina Between Hanford and INEL

The truckdng costs are calculated by the equation given In Section 2.3 as follows:
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Cost of trucidng between Hanford and NEL

(# of trips) X (2 X distance between Hanford and NEL) X (1.70)

(Volume of waste in m3110) X (2 X 581) X (1.70)

(21544/10) X (2 X 581) X (1.70)

$ 4,260,000

2.8.3 Cost of Unloading Waste at INEL

The unloading costs at the INEL site can be calculated using the equation presented in
Section 2.4 as follows:

Cost of unloading untreated waste at the INEL site

(# of trips) X (11.5) X (50 dollars)

- (21544/10) X (11.5) X (50 dollars)

$ 1,240,000

2.8.4 Cost of Loading Treated Waste at the INEL Site

The costs for loading treated waste at the INEL site Is estimated using the step-by-step
methodology described In Section 2.5. The volume and weight of the waste after treatment are
calculated using volume reduction factors for each of the three waste forms using Alternative 2,
and the densities of these processed waste forms. For Alternative 2, these factors are listed on
Table J-7. Using these values, the total weight of processed waste can be calculated as follows:

Total volume of sludges after processing

= 1217/1.0

, 1217

Total weight of sludges after processing

, (1217 m) X (0.0510 IbAn') X (61023.37 n'/m)

= 3,788,000 lb.
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TABLE J-7

VOLUME REDUCTION FACTORS AND PROCESSED WASTE DENSmES
FOR ALTERNATIVE 2

VOLUME
WASTE REDUCTION DENSITY
FORM FACTOR (lb/ins)

Sludges 1:1 .0510
Sold Organtcs 1.173:1 .0637
Sold Inorganics 1.173:1 .0726
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Total volume of solid organics after processing

= 8736/1.173

- 7448 m

Total weight of solid organics after processing

= (7448 mr) X (0.0637 ibn3) X (61023.37 in/m3)

= 28,952000 lb.

Total volume of solid norganics after processing

, 11591/1.173

- 9881 m'

Total weight of solid Inorganics after processing

, (9881 mr) X (0.0726 lb/in3) X (61023.37 in3/m3)

= 43,776,000 lb.

Therefore, the total weight of treated waste to be shipped to WIPP Is:

= 3,788,000 + 28,952,000 + 43,776,000

= 76,51 6,000 lb.

Once the total weight to be shipped Is known, the number of trips required Is calculated as
follows:

Number of trips required

= 76,516,000 lb. / 13,595 lb. per trip

, 5628 tips
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The bading costs at the processing site for 6628 trips is calculated by the equation given In
Section 2.6 as follows:

Cost of loading treated waste at INEL

= (# of trips) X (Labor hours per trip) X (Cost per labor hour)

= (5628) X (128) X (0 dollars)

$ 3,600,000

2.8.6 Cost of Trucking Between INEL and the WIPP Site

The trucking costs are estimated by the equation given Section 2.6 as follows:

Cost of trucidng between INEL and the WIPP site

(# of trips) X (2 X distance between INEL and WIPP) X (1.70)

= (5628) X (2 X 1484) X (1.70)

$ 28,400,000

2.8.6 Cost of Unloadina at the WIPP Site

The cost of unloading waste at the WIPP site Is estimated by the equation given In Section 2.7
as follows:

Cost of unloading waste at the WIPP site

(# of trips) X (11.5) X (0 dollars)

= (5628 X (11.5) X (0 dollars)

= $3,240,000
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2.8.7 Total Transportatlon Costs for Two Facilities Using Alternative 2

The estimates presented above can be added together to obtain the total transportation costs for
shipping all the waste from the Hanford site to INEL for processing and then transporting the
processed waste to the WIPP site. The approach used for Hanford and INEL above can be
repeated for all other shipping/processing site combinations and the resulting costs can be added
to obtain a total transportation cost using two facilities and Alternative 2 (or 3) as the treatment
option.
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